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ADVERTISEMENT.

The work now restored to public notice has had an extraordinary fate. At the time of its original publication it obtained a great celebrity, which continued more than half a century. During that period few books were more read, or more deservedly applauded. It was the delight of the learned, the solace of the indolent, and the refuge of the uninformed. It passed through at least eight editions, by which the bookseller, as Wood records, got an estate; and, notwithstanding the objection sometimes opposed against it, of a quaint style, and too great an accumulation of authorities, the fascination of its wit, fancy, and sterling sense, have borne down all censures, and extorted praise from the first writers in the English language. The grave Johnson has praised it in the warmest terms, and the ludicrous Sterne has interwoven many parts of it into his own popular performance. Milton did not disdain to build two of his finest poems on it; and a host of inferior writers have embellished their works with beauties not their own, culled from a performance which they had not the justice even to mention. Change of times, and the frivolity of fashion, suspended, in some degree, that fame which had lasted near a century; and the succeeding generation affected indifference towards an author, who at length was only looked into by the plunders of literature, the poachers in obscure volumes. The
plagiarisms of *Tristram Shandy*, so successfully brought to light by Dr. Ferriar, at length drew the attention of the public towards a writer, who, though then little known, might, without impeachment of modesty, lay claim to every mark of respect; and inquiry proved, beyond a doubt, that the calls of justice had been little attended to by others, as well as the facetious Yorick. Wood observed, more than a century ago, that several authors had unmercifully stolen matter from Burton without any acknowledgment. The time, however, at length arrived, when the merits of the *Anatomy of Melancholy* were to receive their due praise. The book was again sought for and read, and again it became an applauded performance. Its excellences once more stood confessed, in the increased price which every copy offered for sale produced; and the increased demand pointed out the necessity of a new edition. This is now presented to the public in a manner not disgraceful to the memory of the author; and the publisher relies with confidence, that so valuable a repository of amusement and information, will continue to hold the rank to which it has been restored, firmly supported by its own merit, and safe from the influence and blight of any future caprices of fashion. To open its valuable mysteries to those who have not had the advantage of a classical education, translations of the countless quotations from ancient writers which occur in the work, are now for the first time given, and obsolete orthography is in all instances modernized.
ACCOUNT OF THE AUTHOR.

Robert Burton was the son of Ralph Burton, of an ancient and genteel family at Lindley, in Leicestershire, and was born there on the 8th of February, 1576. He received the first rudiments of learning at the free school of Sutton Coldfield, in Warwickshire, from whence he was, at the age of seventeen, in the long vacation, 1593, sent to Brazen Nose College, in the condition of a commoner, where he made a considerable progress in logic and philosophy. In 1599 he was elected student of Christ Church, and, for form sake, was put under the tuition of Dr. John Bancroft, afterwards Bishop of Oxford. In 1614 he was admitted to the reading of the Sentences, and on the 29th of November, 1616,

* His elder brother was William Burton, the Leicestershire antiquary, born 24th August, 1575, educated at Sutton Coldfield, admitted commoner, or gentleman commoner, of Brazen Nose College, 1591; at the Inner Temple, 20th May, 1593; B.A. 22d June, 1594; and afterwards a barrister and reporter in the Court of Common Pleas. "But his natural genius," says Wood, "leading him to the studies of heraldry, genealogies, and antiquities, he became excellent in those obscure and intricate matters; and, look upon him as a gentleman, was accounted by all that knew him, to be the best of his time for those studies, as may appear by his 'Description of Leicestershire.'" His weak constitution not permitting him to follow business, he retired into the country, and his greatest work, "The Description of Leicestershire," was published in folio, 1622. He died at Falde, after suffering much in the civil war, 6th April, 1646, and was buried in the parish church belonging thereto, called Hanbury.

† This is Wood's account. His will says, Nunseaton; but a passage in this work [vol. ii. p. 152] mentions Sutton Coldfield: probably he may have been at both schools.
had the vicarage of St. Thomas, in the west suburb of Oxford, conferred on him by the dean and canons of Christ Church, which, with the rectory of Segrove, in Leicestershire, given to him in the year 1686, by George, Lord Berkeley, he kept, to use the words of the Oxford antiquary, with much ado to his dying day. He seems to have been first beneficed at Walsby, in Lincolnshire, through the munificence of his noble patroness, Frances, Countess Dowager of Exeter, but resigned the same, as he tells us, for some special reasons. At his vicarage he is remarked to have always given the sacrament in wafers. Wood’s character of him is, that “he was an exact mathematician, a curious calculator of nativities, a general read scholar, a thorough-paced philologist, and one that understood the surveying of lands well. As he was by many accounted a severe student, a devourer of authors, a melancholy and humorous person; so by others, who knew him well, a person of great honesty, plain dealing and charity. I have heard some of the ancients of Christ Church often say, that his company was very merry, facetious, and juvenile; and no man in his time did surpass for his ready and dexterous interlarding his common discourses among them with verses from the poets, or sentences from classic authors; which being then all the fashion in the University, made his company the more acceptable.” He appears to have been a universal reader of all kinds of books, and availed himself of his multifarious studies in a very extraordinary manner. From the information of Hearne, we learn that John House, the Bodleian librarian, furnished him with choice books for the prosecution of his work. The subject of his labour and amusement, seems to have been adopted from the infirmities of his own habit and constitution. Mr. Granger says, “He composed this book with a view of relieving his own melancholy, but increased it to such a degree, that nothing could make him laugh, but going to the bridge-foot and hearing the ribaldry of the bargemen, which rarely failed to throw him into a violent fit of laughter. Before he was overcome with this horrid disorder, he, in the intervals of his vapours, was esteemed one of the most facetious companions in the University.”

His residence was chiefly at Oxford; where, in his chamber in Christ Church College, he departed this life, at or very near the time which he had some years before foretold, from the calculation of his own nativity, and which, says Wood, “being exact, several
of the students did not forbear to whisper among themselves, that rather than there should be a mistake in the calculation, he sent up his soul to heaven through a slip about his neck.” Whether this suggestion is founded in truth, we have no other evidence than an obscure hint in the epitaph hereafter inserted, which was written by the author himself, a short time before his death. His body, with due solemnity, was buried near that of Dr. Robert Weston, in the north aisle which joins next to the choir of the Cathedral of Christ Church, on the 27th of January, 1639–40. Over his grave was soon after erected a comely monument, on the upper pillar of the said aisle, with his bust, painted to the life. On the right hand is the following calculation of his nativity:—

![Horoscope Diagram]

R. natus B.
1676, 8 Feb.
hor. 3, serup. 16.
long. 22° 0'
polus 51° 30'
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and under the bust, this inscription of his own composition:—

Paucois notus, paucioribus ignotus,
Hic jacet Democritos junior
Cui vitam dedit et mortem
Melancholia.
Ob. 8 Id. Jan. A. C. MDCXXXIX.

Arms:—Azure on a bend O. between three dogs’ heads O. a crescent G.

A few months before his death, he made his will, of which the following is a copy:—

Extracted from the Registry of the Prerogative Court of Canterbury.

In Nomine Dei Amen. August 15th One thousand six hundred thirty nine because there be so many casualties to which our life is subject besides quarrelling and contention which happen to our Successors after our Death by reason of unsettled Estates I Robert Burton Student of Christchurch Oxon. though my means be but small have thought good by this my last Will and Testament to dispose of that little which I have and being at this present I thank God in perfect health of Bodie and Mind and if this Testament be not so formal according to the nice and strict terms of Law and other Circumstances peradventure required of which I am ignorant I desire howsoever this my Will may be accepted and stand good according to my true Intent and meaning First I bequeath Animam Deo Corpus Terrae whenever it shall please God to call me I give my Land in Higham which my good Father Ralph Burton of Lindley in the County of Leicester Esquire gave me by Deed of Gift and that which I have annexed to that Farm by purchase since, now leased for thirty-eight pounds per Ann. to mine Elder Brother William Burton of Lindley Esquire during his life and after him to his Heirs I make my said Brother William likewise mine Executor as well as paying such Annuities and Legacies out of my Lands and Goods as are hereafter specified I give to my nephew Cassibilan Burton twenty pounds Annuity per Ann. out of my Land in Higham during his life to be paid at two equall payments at our Lady Day in Lent and Michaelmas or if he be not paid within fourteen Days after the said Feasts to distrain on any part of the Ground on or any of my Lands of Inheritance Item I give to my sister Katherine Jackson during her life eight pounds per Ann. Annuity to be paid at the two Feasts equally as above said or else to distrain on the Ground if she be not paid after fourteen days at Lindly as the other some is out of the said Land Item I give to my Servant John Upton the Annuity of Forty Shillings out of my said Farne during his life (if till then my Servant) to be paid on Michaelmas day in Lindley each year or else after fourteen days to distrain Now for my goods I thus dispose them First I give an CSt pounds to
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Christ Church in Oxford where I have so long lived to buy five pounds Lands per Ann. to be Yearly bestowed on Books for the Library Item I give an hundredth pound to the University Library of Oxford to be bestowed to purchase five pound Land per Ann. to be paid out Yearly on Books as Mrs. Brooks formerly gave an hundred pounds to buy Land to the same purpose and the Rent to the same use I give to my Brother George Burton twenty pounds and my watch I give to my Brother Ralph Burton five pounds Item I give to the Parish of Seagrave in Leicestershire where I am now Rector ten pounds to be given to certain Feoffees to the perpetual good of the said Parish Oxon Item I give to my Niece Eugenia Burton One hundredth pounds Item I give to my Nephew Richard Burton now Prisoner in London an hundredth pound to redeem him Item I give to the Poor of Higham Forty Shillings where my Land is to the Poor of Nuneaton where I was once a Grammar Scholar three pounds to my Cousin Pursey of Wadlake [Wadley] my Cousin Pursey of Calcutt my Cousin Hales of Coventry my Nephew Bradshaw of Orton twenty shillings a piece for a small remembrance to Mr. Whitehall Rector of Cherkby mine own Chamber Fellow twenty shillings I desire my Brother George and my Cousin Pursey of Calcutt to be the Overseers of this part of my Will I give moreover five pounds to make a small Monument for my Mother where she is buried in London to my Brother Jackson forty shillings to my Servant John Upton forty shillings besides his former Annuity if he be my Servant till I die if he be till then my Servant↑ROBERT BURTON—Charles Russell Witness—John Pepper Witness.

An Appendix to this my Will if I die in Oxford or whilst I am of Christ Church and with good Mr. Paynes August the Fiftteenth 1639.

I give to Mr. Doctor Fell Dean of Christ Church Forty Shillings to the Eight Canons twenty Shillings a piece as a small remembrance to the poor of St. Thomas parish Twenty Shillings to Brasenose Library five pounds to Mr. Rowe of Oriel Collidge twenty Shillings to Mr. Heywood 22s. to Dr. Metcalfe 22s. to Mr. Sheel 22s. If I have any Books the University Library hath not, let them take them I have any Books our own Library hath not, let them take them I give to Mrs. Fell all my English Books of Husbandry one excepted to her Daughter Mrs. Katherin my Six Pieces of Silver Plate and six Silver Spoons to Mrs Iles my Gerards Herball to Mrs. Morris my Country Farra Translated out of French 4. and all my English Physick Books to Mr. Whistler the Recorder of Oxford I give twenty shillings to all my fellow Students Mas of Arts a Book in fol. or two a piece as Master Morris Treasurer or Mr Dean shall appoint whom I request to be the Overseer of this Appendix and give him for his pains Atlas Geografer and Ortelius Theatrum Mond I give to John Fell the Dean's Son Student my Mathematical Instruments except my two Crosse Staves which I give to my Lord of Donnel if he be then of the House To Thomas Iles Doctor Iles his Son Student Salluntch on Paurrhetta.

* So in the Register      ↑ So in the Register.
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and Lucian's Works in 4 Tomes If any books be left let my Executors dispose of them with all such Books as are written with my own hands and half my Melancholy Copy for Crips hath the other half To Mr. Jones Chaplin and Chanter my Surveying Books and Instruments To the Servants of the House Forty Shillings ROB. BURTON—Charles Russell Witness—John Pepper Witness—This Will was shewed to me by the Testator and acknowledged by him some few days before his death to be his last Will Ita Testor John Morris S Th D. Prebendari' Eccl Chri' Oxon Feb. 8, 1639.

Probatum fuit Testamentum suprascriptum, &c. 11* 1640 Juramento Willmi Burton Fris' et Executoris cui &c. de bene et fidelter administrand. &c. coram Mag'ris Nathanaele Stephens Rectore Eccl. de Drayton, et Edwardo Farmer, Clericias, vigore commissionis, &c.

The only work our author executed was that now reprinted, which probably was the principal employment of his life. Dr. Ferrier says, it was originally published in the year 1617; but this is evidently a mistake;* the first edition was that printed in 4to, 1621, a copy of which is at present in the collection of John Nichols, Esq., the indefatigable illustrator of the History of Leicestershire; to whom, and to Isaac Reed, Esq., of Staple Inn, this account is greatly indebted for its accuracy. The other impressions of it were in 1624, 1628, 1632, 1638, 1651–2, 1660, and 1676, which last, in the title-page, is called the eighth edition.

The copy from which the present is reprinted, is that of 1651–2: at the conclusion of which is the following address:—

"To THE READER.

"Be pleased to know (Courteous Reader) that since the last Impression of this Book, the Ingenious Author of it is deceased, leaving a Copy of it exactly corrected, with several considerable Additions by his own hand; this Copy he committed to my care and custody, with directions to have those Additions inserted in the next Edition; which in order to his command, and the Publicke Good, is faithfully performed in this last Impression."

H. C. (i. e. HEN. CRIPPS.)

* Originating, perhaps, in a note, p. 448, 6th edit. (vol. III, p. 29, of the present), in which a book is quoted as having been "printed at Paris, 1624, seven years after Burton's first edition." As, however, the editions after that of 1621, are regularly marked in succession to the eighth, printed in 1676, there seems very little reason to doubt that, in the note above alluded to, either 1624 has been a misprint for 1628, or seven years for three years. The numerous typographical errors in other parts of the work strongly aid this latter supposition.
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The following testimonies of various authors will serve to show the estimation in which this work has been held:

"The Anatomy of Melancholy, wherein the author hath piled up variety of much excellent learning. Scarcely any book of philology in our land hath, in so short a time, passed so many editions."—Fuller's Worthies, fol. 13.

"'Tis a book so full of variety of reading, that gentlemen who have lost their time, and are put to a push for invention, may furnish themselves with matter for common or scholastical discourse and writing."—Wood's Athenae Oxoniensis, vol. i. p. 628, 2d edit.

"If you never saw Burton upon Melancholy, printed 1676, I pray look into it, and read the ninth page of his Preface, 'Democritus to the Reader.' There is something there which touches the point we are upon; but I mention the author to you, as the pleasantest, the most learned, and the most full of sterling sense. The wits of Queen Anne's reign, and the beginning of George the First, were not a little beholden to him."—Archbishop Herring's Letters, 12mo, 1777, p. 149.

"Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, he (Dr. Johnson) said, was the only book that ever took him out of bed two hours sooner than he wished to rise."—Boswell's Life of Johnson, vol. i. p. 580, 8vo. edit.

"Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy is a valuable book," said Dr. Johnson. "It is perhaps, overloaded with quotation. But there is great spirit and great power in what Burton says when he writes from his own mind."—Ibid. vol. ii. p. 325.

"It will be no detection from the powers of Milton's original genius and invention, to remark, that he seems to have borrowed the subject of L'Allegro and Il Penseroso together with some particular thoughts, expressions, and rhymes, more especially the idea of a contrast between these two dispositions, from a forgotten poem prefixed to the first edition of Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, entitled, 'The Author's Abstract of Melancholy; or, A Dialogue between Pleasure and Pain.' Here pain is melancholy. It was written, as I conjecture, about the year 1609. I will make no apology for abstracting and citing as much of this poem as will be sufficient to prove, to a discerning reader, how far it had taken possession of Milton's mind. The measure will appear to be the same; and that our author was at least an attentive reader of Burton's book, may be already concluded from the traces of resemblances which I have incidentally noticed in passing through the L'Allegro and Il Penseroso."—After extracting the lines, Mr. Warton adds, "as to the very elaborate work to which these visionary verses are no unsuitable introduction, the writer's variety of learning, his quotations from scarce and curious books, his pedantry sparkling with rude wit and shapeless elegance, miscella-
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neous matter, intermixtured with agreeable tales and illustrations, and, perhaps, above all, the singularities of his feelings, clothed in an un
common quaintness of style, have contributed to render it, even to modern
readers, a valuable repository of amusement and information."—Warton's
Milton, 2d edit. p. 94.

"The Anatomy of Melancholy is a book which has been universal-
sally read and admired. This work is, for the most part, what the author
himself styles it, 'a cento;' but it is a very ingenious one. His quota-
tions, which abound in every page, are pertinent; but if he had made
more use of his invention and less of his commonplace-book, his work
would perhaps have been more valuable than it is. He is generally free
from the affected language and ridiculous metaphors which disgrace most
of the books of his time."—Granger's Biographical History.

"Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy a book once the favourite of
the learned and the witty, and a source of surreptitious learning, though
written on a regular plan, consists chiefly of quotations: the author has
honestly termed it a cento. He collects, under every division, the opin-
ions of a multitude of writers, without regard to chronological order, and
has too often the modesty to decline the interposition of his own senti-
ments. Indeed the bulk of his materials generally overwhelms him.
In the course of his folio he has contrived to treat a great variety of
topics, that seem very loosely connected with the general subject; and,
like Bayle, when he starts a favourite train of quotations, he does not
scruple to let the digression outrun the principal question. Thus, from
the doctrines of religion to military discipline, from inland navigation to
the morality of dancing-schools, everything is discussed and determined."
—Ferriar's Illustrations of Sterne, p. 58.

"The archness which Burton displays occasionally, and his indul-
gence of playful digressions from the most serious discussions, often give
his style an air of familiar conversation, notwithstanding the laborious
collections which supply his text. He was capable of writing excellent
poetry, but he seems to have cultivated this talent too little. The Eng-
lish verses prefixed to his book, which possess beautiful imagery, and
great sweetness of versification, have been frequently published. His
Latin elegiac verses addressed to his book, show a very agreeable turn for
raillery."—Ibid. p. 58.

"When the force of the subject opens his own vein of prose, we discover
valuable sense and brilliant expression. Such is his account of the first
feelings of melancholy persons, written, probably, from his own expe-
rience." [See p. 161, of the present edition.]—Ibid. p. 60.

"During a pedantic age, like that in which Burton's production
appeared, it must have been eminently serviceable to writers of many
descriptions. Hence the unlearned might furnish themselves with appro-
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... priate scraps of Greek and Latin, whilst men of letters would find their inquiries shortened, by knowing where they might look for what both ancients and moderns have advanced on the subject of human passions. I confess my inability to point out any other English author who has so largely dealt in apt and original quotation."—Manuscript note of the late George Steevens, Esq., in his copy of The Anatomy of Melancholy.
DEMOCRITUS JUNIOR AD LIBRUM SUUM.

Vade liber, quals, non ausim dicere, fœlix,
Te nisi fœlicem fecerit Alma dies,
Vade tamen quocunque lubet, quascunque per oras,
Et Genium Domini fac imiter tui.
I blandas inter Charites, mystâmque saluta
Musarum quemvis, si tibi lector erit.
Rura colas, urbem, subeœave palatia regum,
Submitte, placidë, te sine dente geras.
Nobilis, aut si quis te fortë inspexerit heros,
Da te morigerum, perlegat usque lubet.
Est quod Nobilitas, est quod desideret heros,
Gratior hæc forsan charta placere potest.
Si quis morosus Cato, tetricusque Senator,
Hunc etiam librum fortë videre velit,
Sive magistratus, tum te reverenter habeto;
Sed nullus; muscas non capiunt Aquileæ.
Non vacat his tempus fugitivum impendere nugis,
Nec tales cupio; par mihi lector erit.
Si matronâ gravis casu diverterit istuc,
Illustri domina, aut te Comitissa legat:
Est quod displiceat, placeat quod forsitan illis,
Ingerere his noli te modò, pande tamen.
At si virgo tuas dignabitur inclyta chartas
Tangere, sive schedis hereat illa tuis:
Da modo te facilem, et quædam folia esse memento
Convenient oculis quæ magis apta suis.
Si generous ancilla tuos aut alma puella
Visura est ludos, annue, pande lubens.
Dic utinam nunc ipse meus* (nam diligit istas)
In præsens esset conspiciendus herus.
Ignotus notusve mihi de gente togatâ
Sive agit in ludis, pulpita sive colet,

* Hæc comòb dicta cave ne malè capias.
Sive in Lyceo, et nugae evolvet istas,
Si quosdam mendas viderit insipiens,
Da veniam Authori, dicas; nam plurima vellet
Expungi, quem jam displicuisse sciat.
Sive Melancholicus quisquam, seu blandus Amator,
Aulicus aut Civis, seu bene comptus Eques
Huc appellat, age et tutò te crade legenti,
Multa istic forsant non malè nata leget.
Quod fugiat, caveat, quodque amplexabitur, ista
Pagina fortassì promere multa potest.
At si quis Medicus coram te sitat, amice
Fac circumspectè, et te sine labe geras:
Inveniet namque ipse meis quoque plurima scriptis,
Non leve subsidium quem sibi forsant erunt.
Si quis Causidicus chartas impingat in istas,
Nil mihi volubiscum, pessima turba vale;
Sit nisi vir bonus, et juris sine fraudae peritus,
Tum legat, et forsant doctior inde siet.
Si quis corditus, facillus, lectorque benignus
Huc oculos vertat, quem velit ipse legat;
Caudibus ignocet, metuas nil, pande liberant,
Offensum mendis non erit ille tuis,
Laudabit nonnulla. Venit si Rhetor ineptus,
Limenta et tera, et qui bene cocta petit,
Claude eitum librum; nulla hic nisi ferrea verba,
Offendat stomachum quem minus apta suum.
At si quis non eximus de plebe poeta,
Annum; namque istic plurima facta leget.
Nos sumus à numero, nullus mihi spirit Apollo,
Grandiloquus Vates quilibet esse nequit.
Si Criticus Lector, tumidus Consorque molestus,
Zollus et Momus, si rabiosa cohors:
Ringa, freme, et noli tum pandere, turba maligna
Si occurrant sannis invidiosa suis:
Fac fugias; si nulla tibi sit copia eundi,
Contemnes, tacite scommata quaeque fares.
Frendest, allatret, vacuas gannitibus auras
Implent, haud cures; his placuisse nefas.
Verum age si forsant divertat purior hospes,
Cuique sales, ludi, displiceantque joci,
Obijictaque tibi sordes, lascivâque: dicas,
Lasciva est Domino et Musa jocosâ tuo,
Nec lasciva tamen, si pensitet orme; sed esto;
Sì lasciva licet pagina, vita proba est.
Barbarus, indocútusque rudis spectator in istam
Si messem intrudat, fustè fugabis eum,
Fungum pelle procui (jubeo) nam quid mihi fungo?
Conveniant stomaco non minus ista suo.
Democritus Junior ad Librum Suum.

Sed nec pelle tamen; laeto omnes accipe vultu,
Quos, quas, vel quales, inde vel unde viros.
Gratus erit quicumque venit, gratissimus hospes
Quisquis erit, facilis difficilisque mihi.
Nam si culpârit, quædam culpâsse juvabit,
Culpando faciet me meliora sequi.
Sed si laudât, neque laudibus effecer utulis,
Sic satis hisce mali opposuísse bonum.
Hæc sunt quæ nostro placuit mandare libello,
Et quæ dimittens dicere jussit Herus.
DEMOCRITUS JUNIOR TO HIS BOOK.

PARAPHRASTIC METRICAL TRANSLATION.

Go forth my book into the open day;
Happy, if made so by its garish eye.
O' er earth's wide surface take thy vagrant way,
To imitate thy master's genius try.
The graces three, the Muses nine salute,
Should those who love them try to con thy lore.
The country, city seek, grand thrones to boot,
With gentle courtesy humbly bow before.
Should nobles gallant, soldiers frank and brave
Seek thy acquaintance, hail their first advance:
From twitch of care thy pleasant vein may save,
May laughter cause or wisdom give perchance.
Some surly Cato, Senator austere,
Haply may wish to peep into thy book:
Seem very nothing—tremble and revere:
No forceful eagles, butterflies e'er look.
They love not thee: of them then little seek,
And wish for readers triflers like thyself.
Of ludeful matron watchful catch the beck,
Or gorgeous countess full of pride and pelf.
They may say "pish!" and frown, and yet read on:
Cry odd, and silly, coarse, and yet amusing.
Should dainty damsels seek thy page to con,
Spread thy best stores: to them be ne'er refusing:
Say, fair one, master loves thee dear as life;
Would he were here to gaze on thy sweet look.
Should known or unknown student, free'd from strife
Of logic and the schools, explore my book:
- Savvy critic, and thy book withhold:
  - Few errors pardon'd though observ'd:
  - Author to implore makes bold.
  - A indulgence, even undeserv'd,
Democritus Junior to his Book.

Should melancholy wight or pensive lover,
    Courtier, snug cit, or carpet knight so trim
Our blossoms cuil, he'll find himself in clover,
    Gain sense from precept, laughter from our whim.
Should learned leech with solemn air unfold
    Thy leaves, beware, be civil, and be wise:
Thy volume many precepts sage may hold,
    His well fraught head may find no trishing prize.
Should cathy lawyer trespass on our ground,
    Caiffis avannt! disturbing tribe away!
Unless (white crow) an honest one be found;
    He'll better, wiser go for what we say.
Should some ripe scholar, gentle and benign,
    With candour, care, and judgment thee peruse;
Thy faults to kind oblivion he'll consign;
    Nor to thy merit will his praise refuse.
Thou may'st be searched for polish'd words and verse;
    By flippant spouter, emptiest of praters:
Tell him to seek them in some mawkish verse:
    My periods all are rough as nutmeg graters.
The doggrel poet, wishing thee to read,
    Reject not; let him glean thy jests and stories.
His brother I, of lowly semling breed:
    Apollo grants to few Parnassian glories.
Menac'd by critic with sour furrowed brow,
    Momus or Troilus or Scotch reviewer:
Ruffle your heckle, grin and growl and vow:
    Ill-natured foes you thus will find the fewer.
When foul-mouth'd senseless railers cry thee down,
    Reply not; fly, and show the rogues thy stern.
They are not worthy even of a frown:
    Good taste or breeding they can never learn;
Or let them clamour, turn a callous ear,
    As though in dread of some harsh donkey's bray
If chid by censor, friendly though severe,
    To such explain and turn thee not away.
Thy vein, says he perchance, is all too free;
    Thy smtty language suits not learned pen:
Reply, Good Sir, throughout, the context see;
    Thought chastens thought; so prithee judge again
Besides, although my master's pen may wander
    Through devious paths, by which it ought not stray
His life is pure, beyond the breath of slander:
    So pardon grant; 'tis merely but his way.
Some rugged ruffian makes a hideous rout—
    Brandish thy cudgel, threaten him to baste;
The filthy fungus far from thee cast out;
    Such noxious banquets never suit my taste.
Yet, calm and cautious moderate thy ire,
Be ever courteous should the case allow—
Sweet malt is ever made by gentle fire:
Warm to thy friends, give all a civil bow.
Even censure sometimes teaches to improve,
Slight frosts have often cured too rank a crop,
So candid blame my spleen shall never move,
For skilful gard'ners wayward branches lop,
Go then, my book, and bear my words in mind;
Guides safe at once, and pleasant them you'll find.
THE ARGUMENT OF THE FRONTISPICE.

Ten distinct Squares here seen apart,
Are joined in one by Cutter's art.

I.
Old Democritus under a tree,
Sits on a stone with book on knee;
About him hang there many features,
Of Cats, Dogs, and much like creatures,
Of which he makes anatomy,
The seat of black choler to see.
Over his head appears the sky,
And Saturn Lord of melancholy.

II.
To the left a landscape of Jealousy,
Presents itself unto thine eye.
A Kingfisher, a Swan, an Heron,
Two roaring-cocks you may discern,
Two roaring Bulls each other by,
To assault concerning venery.
Symbols are these; I say no more,
Conceive the rest by that's afore.

III.
The next of Solitariness,
A Portraiture doth well express,
By sleeping dog, cat: Buck and Doe,
Hares. Conies in the desert go:
Rats, Owls the shady bowers over,
In melanchoely darkness hover.
Mark well: If't be not as't should be,
Blame the bad Cutter, and not me.

IV.
P'th' under column there doth stand
Jovamorit with folded hand;
Down hangs his head, base and polite,
Some ditty sure he doth indite.
His has and books about him lie,
As symptoms of his vanity.
If this do not enough displease,
To paint him, take thyself by th' nose.

V.
Hyppocriuderes leans on his arm,
Wind in his side doth him much harm,
And troubles him full sore, God knows,
Much pain he hath and many woes.
About him pots and glasses lie,
Neatly brought from Apothecary.
This Saturn's aspects signify,
You see them portray'd in the sky.

VI.
Beneath them kneeling on his knee,
A superstitious man you see:
He fasts, prays on his Idol flat,
Tormented hope and fear behavish:
For hell perhaps he takes more pain,
Than thou dost heaven itself to gain.
Ake poor soul, I pity thee,
What stars incline thee so to be!

VII.
But see the madman rage downright
With furious looks, a ghastly sight.
Naked in chains bound doth he lie,
And roars again he knows not why.
Observe him; for as in a glass,
Thine angry portraiture it was.
His picture keeps still in thy presence;
Twist him and thee, there's no difference.

VIII, IX.
Bosons and Helbehor fill two scenes,
Sovereign plants to purge the vales
Of melancholy, and cheer the heart,
Of those black fumes which make it smart;
To clear the brain of misty fogs,
Which dull our senses, and Soul closo.
The best medicine that ever God made
For this malady, if well assay'd.

X.
Now last of all to fill a place,
Presented is the Author's face;
And in that habit which he wears,
His Image to the world appears.
His mind in no art can well express,
That by his writings you may guess.
It was not pride, nor yet vain glory,
(Though others do it commonly.)
Made him do this: if you must know
The Printer would needs have it so.
Then do not frown or scoff at it,
Decide not, or detract a whit.
For surely as thou dost by him,
He will do the same again.
Then look upon't, behold and see,
As thou like'at it, so it like thee.
And I for it will stand in view,
Thine to command, Reader, adieu.

* These verses refer to the Frontispiece, which is divided into ten compartments,
that are here serenely explained. The Author's portrait, mentioned in the tenth
stanza, is copied in page 7.
THE AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT OF MELANCOlHY,

Διαλόγος.

When I go musing all alone,
Thinking of divers things foreknown,
When I build castles in the air,
Void of sorrow and void of fear,
Pleasing myself with phantasius sweet,
Methinks the time runs very fast.
All my joys to this are folly,
Naught so sweet as melancholy.

When I lie waking all alone,
Recounting what I have ill done,
My thoughts on me then tyrannize,
Fear and sorrow me surprise,
Whether I tarry still or go,
Methinks the time moves very slow.
All my griefs to this are jolly,
Naught so sad as melancholy.

When to myself I act and smile,
With pleasing thoughts the time beguile,
By a brook side or wood so green,
Unheard, unsought for, or unseen,
A thousand pleasures do me bless,
And crown my soul with happiness.
All my joys besides are folly,
None so sweet as melancholy.

When I lie, sit, or walk alone,
I sigh, I groan, I make great mone,
In a dark grove, or heinous den,
With discontent and Furies then,
A thousand miseries at once
Mine heavy soul, and soul unseems;
All my griefs to this are jolly,
None so sour as melancholy.

Methinks I hear, methinks I see
Sweet music, wondrous melody,
Towers, palaces, and cities fine;
Here now, then there; the world is mine,
Rare beauties, gallant ladies shine,
Whate'er is lovely or divine.
All other joys to these are folly,
None so sweet as melancholy.

Methinks I hear, methinks I see
Thee^ 158to, the scenes of my fancy

Methinks I court, methinks I kiss,
Methinks I now embrace my mistress.
O blessed days, O sweet content,
In Paradise my time is spent.
Such thoughts may still my fancy move,
So may I ever be in love.
All my joys to this are folly,
Naught so sweet as melancholy.

When I recount love's many frights,
My sighs and tears, my waking nights,
My jealous fits; O mine hard fate
I now repent, but 'tis too late.
No torment is so sad as love,
So bitter to my soul can prove.
All my griefs to this are jolly,
Naught so harsh as melancholy.

Friends and companions get you gone,
'Tis my delight, my crown, my bliss.
All my joys to this are folly,
Naught so sweet as melancholy.

'Tis my sole plague to be alone,
I am a beast, a monster grown,
I will no light nor company,
I find it now my misery.
The scene is turn'd, my joys are gone,
Fare, discontent, and sorrows come.
All my griefs to this are jolly,
Naught so sweet as melancholy.

I'll not change life with any King,
I rightful am: can the world bring
More joy, than still to laugh and smile,
In pleasant toys time to beguile?
Do not, O do not trouble me,
So sweet content I feel and see.
All my joys to this are folly,
None so divine as melancholy.

I'll change my state with any wretch,
Though cast from jail or dunghill fetch
My pain's past cure, another hell?
I may not in this torment dwell!
Now desperate I hate my life,
Lend me a halter or a knife;
All my griefs to this are jolly,
Naught so damn'd as melancholy.
DEMOCRITUS JUNIOR

TO THE READER.

Gentle Reader, I presume thou wilt be very inquisitive to know what antic or personate actor this is, that so insolently intrudes upon this common theatre, to the world's view, arrogating another man's name; whence he is, why he doth it, and what he hath to say; although, as ¹ he said, Primum si noluero, non respondibo, quis coacturus est? I am a free man born, and may choose whether I will tell; who can compel me? If I be urged, I will as readily reply as that Egyptian in ² Plutarch, when a curious fellow would needs know what he had in his basket, Quam vides velatam, quid inquiris in rem absconditam? It was therefore covered, because he should not know what was in it. Seek not after that which is hid; if the contents please thee, "³ and be for thy use, suppose the Man in the Moon, or whom thou wilt to be the Author;" I would not willingly be known. Yet in some sort to give thee satisfaction, which is more than I need, I will show a reason, both of this usurped name, title, and subject. And first of the name of Democritus; lest any man, by reason of it, should be deceived, expecting a pasquil, a satire, some ridiculous treatise (as I myself should have done), some prodigious tenet, or paradox of the earth. ⁴

¹ Seneca in ludo in mortua Claudii Caractaris. ² Lib. de Curiositate. ³ Modò glio. Wecker.
motion, of infinite worlds, in infinito vacuo, ex fortuitā atomorum collisione, in an infinite waste, so caused by an accidental collision of motes in the sun, all which Democritus held, Epicurus and their master Lucippus of old maintained, and are lately revived by Copernicus, Brunus, and some others. Besides, it hath been always an ordinary custom, as 2 Gellius observes, "for later writers and impostors, to broach many absurd and insolent fictions, under the name of so noble a philosopher as Democritus, to get themselves credit, and by that means the more to be respected," as artificers usually do, Novo qui marmori ascribunt Praxatlem suo. 'Tis not so with me.

2 Non hic Centauros, non Gorgonas, Harpyasque Invenies, hominem pagina nostra sapit.
No Centaurs here, or Gorgons look to find, My subject is of man and human kind.

Thou thyself art the subject of my discourse.

8 Quicquid agunt homines, votum, timor, ire, voluptas, Gaudia, discursus, nostris farrago libelli.
Whate'er men do, vows, fears, in ire, in sport, Joys, wand'ring, are the sum of my report.

My intent is no otherwise to use his name, than Mercurius Gallo-belgicus, Mercurius Britannicus, use the name of Mercury, 4 Democritus Christianus, &c.; although there be some other circumstances for which I have masked myself under this vizard, and some peculiar respect which I cannot so well express, until I have set down a brief character of this our Democritus, what he was, with an Epitome of his life.

Democritus, as he is described by 6 Hippocrates and 6 Laertius, was a little wearisht old man, very melancholy by nature, averse from company in his latter days, 7 and much given to solitariness, a famous philosopher in his age, 8 coævus with Socrates, wholly addicted to his studies at the last, and

---

1 Lib. 10. c. 12. Multa & malē fierēstis in Democriti nomine commenta data, nobilitatis, auctoritatissæque ejus perfugio utentibus. 2 Martialis, lib. 10. epigr. 16. 3 Juv. Sat. 1. 4 Auth. Pto. Ber- see edit. Colonos, 1616. 6 Hip. Epist. Damast. 6 Laert. lib. 9. 7 Hortul. ab ivcellum seligens, ibique sedsam includens, vivit solitarius. 8 Fioruit Olympiade 80; 700 annis post Troiam.
Democritus to the Reader.

To a private life; wrote many excellent works; a great divine, according to the divinity of those times, an expert physician, a politician, an excellent mathematician, as Diacosm and the rest of his works do witness. He was much delighted with the studies of husbandry, saith Columella, and often I find him cited by Constantinus, and others treating of that subject. He knew the natures, differences of all beasts, plants, fishes, birds; and, as some say, could understand the tunes and voices of them. In a word, he was omnifariam doctus, a general scholar, a great student; and to the intent he might better contemplate, I find it related by some, that he put out his eyes, and was in his old age voluntarily blind, yet saw more than all Greece besides, and writ of every subject, Nihil in toto opificio nature, de quo non scripsit. A man of an excellent wit, profound conceit; and to attain knowledge the better in his younger years he travelled to Egypt and Athens, to confer with learned men, admired of some, despised of others. After a wandering life, he settled at Abdica, a town in Thrace, and was sent for thither to be their lawmaker, recorder, or town-clerk, as some will; or, as others, he was there bred and born. However it was, there he lived at last in a garden in the suburbs, wholly betaking himself to his studies and a private life, saving that sometimes he would walk down to the haven, and laugh heartily at such variety of ridiculous objects, which there he saw. Such a one was Democritus.

But in the mean time, how doth this concern me, or upon what reference do I usurp this habit? I confess, indeed, that to compare myself unto him for aught I have yet said, were both impudence and arrogancy. I do not presume to make

1 Diacosm, quod cuncta operibus facile exeat. 2 Col. lib. 1, e. 1. 3 Constant. lib. de agric. passim. 4 Volunt. voces et linguas intelligentes se dicit Abderitans Ep. Hip. 5 Subellios exempl. lib. 10. Ocules se privavit, ut melius contemplationi operum direc, subinde vir ingenio, profunde cogitationis, &c. 6 Naturalis, mercad. mathematicas, liberales disciplinas, artiumque omnium peritiam calibat. 7 Nothing in nature's power to contrive of which he has not written. 8 Veni Athenas, et nemo me novit. 9 Idem contemptui et admirationi habuit. 10 Solebat ad baconambulare, et inde, &c. Hipp. Damaeg. 11 Perpetuo risu pulsante solutum solutum Democritus. Yuw.
any parallel, *Antistat mihi millibus trecentis, parvus sum, nullus sum, al tum nec spiro, nec spero.* Yet thus much I will say of myself, and that I hope without all suspicion of pride, or self-conceit, I have lived a silent, sedentary, solitary, private life, *mihi et musis* in the University, as long almost as Xenocrates in Athens, *ad senectam ferè* to learn wisdom as he did, penned up most part in my study. For I have been brought up a student in the most flourishing college of Europe, *augustissimo collegio,* and can brag with *Jovius,* almost, *in et luce domicili Vaticani, totius orbis celeberrimi, per 37 annos multa opportunaque didici;*" for thirty years I have continued (having the use of as good *libraries as ever he had*) a scholar, and would be therefore loth, either by living as a drone, to be an unprofitable or unworthy member of so learned and noble a society, or to write that which should be any way dishonourable to such a royal and ample foundation. Something I have done, though by my profession a divine, *yet turbine raptus ingenii,* as *he said,* out of a running wit, an unconstant, unsettled mind, I had a great desire (not able to attain to a superficial skill in any) to have some smattering in all, to be *aliquis in omnibus, nullus in singulis,* which *Plato commends,* out of him *Lipsius approves and furthers," as fit to be imprinted in all curious wits, not to be a slave of one science, or dwell together in one subject, as most do, but to rove abroad, *centum puer artium,* to have an oar in every man's boat, to *taste of every dish, and sip of every cup,*" which, saith *Montaigne,* was well performed by Aristotle, and his learned countryman Adrian Turnebus. This roving humour (though not with like success) I have ever had, and like a ranging spaniel, that barks at every bird he sees, leaving his game, I have followed all, saving that which I should, and may justly

---

1 Non sum dignus prestare matella. Mart. 2 Christ Church in Oxford. 3 Prefat. hist. 4 Keeper of our college library, lately revived by Otho Nicolson, Esquire. 5 Scaliger. 6 Somebody in everything; nobody in each thing. 7 In Theat. 8 Phil. Stoic. lib. 3. Dogma cupidis et curiosis ingenii impressorum, ut sit taller qui nulli vel servat, aut exspectet unum solum elaboest, siles negligens, ut artifices, &c. 9 Delibere gratum de quocunque dico, et piissime de quocunque dole juicandum. 10 Essays, lib. 3.
complain, and truly, *qui ubique est, nusquam est,*\(^1\) which
\(^2\) Gesner did in modesty, that I have read many books, but
to little purpose, for want of good method; I have confusedly
rummled over divers authors in our libraries, with small profit
for want of art, order, memory, judgment. I never travelled
but in map or card, in which my unconfined thoughts have
freely expatiated, as having ever been especially delighted
with the study of cosmography. \(^8\) Saturn was lord of my
geniture, culminating, &c., and Mars principal significator of
manners, in partile conjunction with my ascendant; both for-
tunate in their houses, &c. I am not poor, I am not rich;
*nihil est, nihil deest* I have little, I want nothing: all my
treasure is in Minerva's tower. Greater preferment as I
could never get, so am I not in debt for it, I have a compe-
tence (*laus Deo*) from my noble and munificent patrons,
though I live still a collegiate student, as Democritus in his
garden, and lead a monastic life, *ipsa mihi theatrum,* sequest-
ered from those tumults and troubles of the world, *Et tan-
quam in specula positus* (*as he said*), in some high place
above you all, like Stoiceus Sapiens, *omnia saecula, praeterita*
*presenti aequo videns, uno volu intuitu,* I hear and see what is
done abroad, how others \(^5\) run, ride, turmoil, and macerate
themselves in court and country, far from those wrangling
lawsuits, *audax vanitatem, fori ambitio nem, ridere mecum solem.*
I laugh at all, \(^6\) only secure lest my suit go amiss, my ships
perish, corn and cattle miscarry, trade decay, I have no wife
nor children good or bad to provide for. A mere spectator
of other men's fortunes and adventures, and how they act
their parts, which methinks are diversely presented unto me
as from a common theatre or scene. I hear new news every
day, and those ordinary rumours of war, plagues, fires, inun-
dations, thefts, murders, massacres, meteors, comets, spec-

---

1 He that is everywhere is nowhere.
2 Prefat, bibliothec.
3 Ambo fere ex et
fortunati, Mars idem magisteri dominus
juxta primam Leprotii regiam.
4 Benebus.
5 Calido ambientes, sollicita
rigantes, aut miserae excellentes, voces, strepitum, contentiones, &c.
6 Cyp.
7 ad Donat. Unice securus, non aedidam in
foro, aut in mari Indico bonis elius, de
dote filii, patrimonio illi non sum solici-
tus.
trums, prodigies, apparitions, of towns taken, cities besieged in France, Germany, Turkey, Persia, Poland, &c., daily musters and preparations, and such like; which these tempestuous times afford, battles fought, so many men slain, monomachies, shipwrecks, piracies, and sea-fights; peace, leagues, stratagems, and fresh alarms. A vast confusion of vows, wishes, actions, edicts, petitions, lawsuits, pleas, laws, proclamations, complaints, grievances, are daily brought to our ears. New books every day, pamphlets, currantoes, stories, whole catalogues of volumes of all sorts, new paradoxes, opinions, schisms, heresies, controversies in philosophy, religion, &c. Now come tidings of weddings, maskings, mummeries, entertainments, jubilees, embassies, tilts and tournaments, trophies, triumphs, revels, sports, plays; then again, as in a new shifted scene, treasons, cheating tricks, robberies, enormous villainies in all kinds, funerals, burials, deaths of princes, new discoveries, expeditions, now comical, then tragical matters. Today we hear of new lords and officers created, to-morrow of some great men deposed, and then again of fresh honours conferred; one is let loose, another imprisoned; one purchaseth, another breaketh; he thrives, his neighbour turns bankrupt; now plenty, then again dearth and famine; one runs, another rides, wrangles, laughs, weeps, &c. Thus I daily hear, and such like, both private and public news, amidst the gallantry and misery of the world; jollity, pride, perplexities and cares, simplicity and villainy; subtlety, knavery, candour, and integrity, mutually mixed and offering themselves; I rub on privus privatus; as I have still lived, so I now continue, statu quo prius, left to a solitary life, and mine own domestic discords; saving that sometimes, ne quid mentiar, as Diogenes went into the city, and Democritus to the haven to see fashions, I did for my recreation now and then walk abroad, look into the world, and could not choose but make some little observation, non tam sagax observator, ac simplex recitator, not as they did, to scoff or laugh at all, but with a mixed passion.

1 Not so sagacious an observer as simple a narrator.
Democritus to the Reader.

1 "Bilem sosp, jocum vestri movere tumultus."

Ye wretched mimics, whose fond heats have been,
How oft! the objects of my mirth and spleen.

I did sometime laugh and scoff with Lucian, and satirically tax with Menippus, lament with Heraclitus, sometimes again I was petulanti splene cachinno, and then again, urere bilis fecur, I was much moved to see that abuse which I could not mend. In which passion howsoever I may sympathize with him or them, 'tis for no such respect I shroud myself under his name; but either in an unknown habit to assume a little more liberty and freedom of speech, or if you will needs know, for that reason and only respect which Hippocrates relates at large in his Epistle to Damegetus, wherein he doth express, how coming to visit him one day, he found Democritus in his garden at Abdera, in the suburbs, under a shady bower, with a book on his knees, busy at his study, sometimes writing, sometimes walking. The subject of his book was melancholy and madness; about him lay the carcases of many several beasts, newly by him cut up and anatomized; not that he did contemn God's creatures, as he told Hippocrates, but to find out the seat of this atra bilis, or melancholy, whence it proceeds, and how it was engendered in men's bodies, to the intent he might better cure it in himself, and by his writings and observations teach others how to prevent and avoid it. Which good intent of his, Hippocrates highly commended; Democritus Junior is therefore bold to imitate, and because he left it imperfect, and it is now lost, quasi sucenturiator Democriti, to revive again, prosecute, and finish in this treatise.

You have had a reason of the name. If the title and inscription offend your gravity, were it a sufficient justification to accuse others, I could produce many sober treatises, even

1 Hor. Ep. lib. 1, xir. 20. 2 Per. A laugher with a petulant spleen. 3 Hor. lib. 1, sat. 9. 4 Secundum monita locis est frondosis populis opacus, vitiisque sponte nasi, tenues propago deaibet, plestae murmures, nil sedili et domus Democriti conspiciebat. 5 Ipse composita considerat, super genus, volumen habens, et utriusque religiosa patet, dissectaque animalia cumulatur strata, quorum viscerum rimisatur. 6 Omnis mundus extra se stat, et mente captus sit, et necessit se languere, ut mediam adhibeat.
Democritus to the Reader.

sermons themselves, which in their fronts carry more fantastical names. Howsoever, it is a kind of policy in these days, to prefix a fantastical title to a book which is to be sold; for, as larks come down to a day-net, many vain readers will tarry and stand gazing like silly passengers at an antic picture in a painter’s shop, that will not look at a judicious piece. And, indeed, as 1 Scaliger observes, “nothing more invites a reader than an argument unlooked for, unthought of, and sells better than a scurrile pamphlet,” tum maxime cum novitas excitat * palatum. “Many men,” saith Gellius, “are very conceited in their inscriptions,” “and able (as 2 Pliny quotes out of Seneca) to make him loiter by the way that went in haste to fetch a midwife for his daughter, now ready to lie down.” For my part, I have honourable 3 precedents for this which I have done: I will cite one for all, Anthony Zara, Pap. Episc., his Anatomy of Wit, in four sections, members, subsections, &c., to be read in our libraries.

If any man except against the matter or manner of treating of this my subject, and will demand a reason of it, I can allege more than one; I write of melancholy, by being busy to avoid melancholy. There is no greater cause of melancholy than idleness, “no better cure than business,” as 4 Rhasis holds; and howbeit, stultus labor est ineptiarum, to be busy in toys is to small purpose, yet hear that divine Seneca, alius agere quam nihil, better do to no end, than nothing. I wrote, therefore, and busied myself in this playing labour, otiosag. diligentia ut vitarem torporem feriandi with Vectius in Macrobius, atq. otiun in utile verterem negotium.

5 Simul et jucunda et idonea dicere vitae, Lectorem detectando simul atque monendo.

Democritus to the Reader.

Poets would profit or delight mankind,
And with the pleasing have th' instructive join'd.

Profit and pleasure, then, to mix with art,
T' inform the judgment, nor offend the heart,
Shall gain all votes.

To this end I write, like them, saith Lucian, that "recite to trees, and declaim to pillars for want of auditors;" as \(^1\) Paulus \(Æ\)gineta ingenuously confesseth, "not that anything was unknown or omitted, but to exercise myself," which course if some took, I think it would be good for their bodies, and much better for their souls; or peradventure as others do, for fame, to show myself (\(Scire tuum nihil est, nisi te scire hoc sciat alter\)). I might be of Thucydides's opinion, \(^2\) "to know a thing and not to express it, is all one as if he knew it not." When I first took this task in hand, \(et quod ait ille, impellente genio negotium suscepit\), this I aimed at; \(^4\) \(vel ut lenirem animum scribendo,\) to ease my mind by writing; for I had \(gravidum cor, fictum caput,\) a kind of impos-thume in my head, which I was very desirous to be unladen of, and could imagine no fitter evacuation than this. Besides, I might not well refrain, for \(ubi dolor, ibi digitus,\) one must needs scratch where it itches. I was not a little offended with this malady, shall I say my Mistress "melancholy," my \(Æ\)geria, or my \(malus genius?\) and for that cause, as he that is stung with a scorpion, I would expel \(clavum clavo,\) \(^6\) comfort one sorrow with another, idleness with idleness, \(ut ex viperâ Theriacum,\) make an antidote out of that which was the prime cause of my disease. Or as he did, of whom \(^6\) Felix Plater speaks, that thought he had some of Aristophanes's frogs in his belly, still crying \(Brecc, ckek, coax, oop, oop,\) and for that cause studied physic seven years, and travelled over most part of Europe to ease himself. To do myself good I turned over such physicians as our

---

\(^1\) Non quod de novo quid addere, aut à veterrimis prætermissum, sed proprio exercitationis causâ. \(^2\) Qui novit, neque mi quod sentis exprimit, perinde est ac

\(^4\) Qui novit, neque mi quod sentis exprimit, perinde est ac

\(^6\) Qui novit, neque mi quod sentis exprimit, perinde est ac
libraries would afford, or my 1 private friends impart, and
have taken this pains. And why not? Cardan professeth
he wrote his book, “De Consolatione” after his son’s death,
to comfort himself; so did Tully write of the same subject
with like intent after his daughter’s departure, if it be his at
least, or some impostor’s put out in his name, which Lipsius
probably suspects. Concerning myself, I can peradventure
affirm with Marius in Sallust, 2 “that which others hear or
read of, I felt and practised myself; they get their knowl-
dge by books, I mine by melancholizing.” *Expero credo
Roberto.* Something I can speak out of experience, *ærum-
nabilis experienda me docuit*; and with her in the poet,
3 *Haud ignara mali misere succurrere disco;* I would help
others out of a fellow-feeling; and, as that virtuous lady did
of old, 4 “being a leper herself, bestow all her portion to
build an hospital for lepers,” I will spend my time and
knowledge, which are my greatest fortunes, for the common
good of all.

Yea, but you will infer that this is 5 *actum agere,* an un-
necessary work, *cramben bis coctam apponere,* the same again
and again in other words. To what purpose? 6 “Nothing
is omitted that may well be said,” so thought Lucian in
the like theme. How many excellent physicians have written
just volumes and elaborate tracts of this subject? No news
here; that which I have is stolen from others, 7 *Dicitque mihi
tecum pagina, fur es.* If that severe doom of 8 Synesius be
true, “it is a greater offence to steal dead men’s labours, than
their clothes,” what shall become of most writers? I hold
up my hand at the bar among others, and am guilty of felony
in this kind, *habes confitentem reum,* I am content to be
pressed with the rest. 9 *Tis most true, tenet insanabile multos

---

1 M. Joh. Rous, our Protobib. Oxon.
M. Hopper, M. Guthridge, &c.
2 Quae
illii audire et legere solet, eorum partim
vidi egomet, alia gesti, quæ litteris,
ego militante dibile, nunc vos existimare
facta an dicta pluris sint.
3 Dido Virg.
"Taught by that Power that pities me,
I learn to ply them."
4 Camden, Ips
elephantiasia corrupta elephantiasia hos-
plicium construxit.
5 Iliada post Home-
rum.
6 Nihil pretermissum quod sing
quis diel posset.
7 Martialis.
8 Magis impium mortuorum lucubra-
tiones, quæm vestes furari.
scribendi cacoethes, and there is no end of writing of books," as the Wise-man found of old, in this scribbling age, especially, wherein the number of books is without number, (as a worthy man saith,) presses be oppressed," and out of an itching humour that every man hath to show himself, desirous of fame and honour (scribimus indocti doctique——), he will write no matter what, and scrape together it boots not whence. Bewitched with this desire of fame, etiam mediis in morbis, to the disparagement of their health, and scarce able to hold a pen, they must say something, and get themselves a name," saith Scaliger, "though it be to the downfall and ruin of many others." To be counted writers, scriptores ut salutentur, to be thought and held Polumathes and Polyhistors, apud imperium vulgus ob ventosa nomen artis, to get a paper kingdom: nullâ spe questus sed amplâ famae, in this precipitate, ambitious age, nunc ut est seculum, inter immaturam eruditionem, ambitiosum et preceps (tis Scaliger's censure); and that they are scarce auditors, vix auditores, must be masters and teachers, before they be capable and fit hearers. They will rush into all learning, togam armatam, divine, human authors, rake over all indexes and pamphlets for notes, as our merchants do strange havens for traffic, write great tomes, Cum non sint verâ doctiores, sed loquacieores, whereas they are not thereby better scholars, but greater praters. They commonly pretend public good, but as Gesner observes, 'tis pride and vanity that eggs them on; no news or aught worthy of note, but the same in other terms. Ne ferrarentur fortasse typographi, vel ideo scribendum est aliquid ut se vixisse testentur. As apothecaries we make new mixtures every day, pour out of one vessel into another; and as those old Romans robbed all the cities of the world, to set
out their bad-sited Rome, we skim off the cream of other men's wits, pick the choice flowers of their tilled gardens to set out our own sterile plots. Castrant alios ut libros suos perse graciles alieno adipe suffagiunt (so Jovius inveighs). They lard their lean books with the fat of other's works, Ineruditi fures, &c. A fault that every writer finds, as I do now, and yet faulty themselves, 1Trium literarum homines, all thieves: they pilfer out of old writers to stuff up their new comments, scrape Ennius's dunghills, and out of 2Democritus's pit, as I have done. By which means it comes to pass, 3that not-only libraries and shops are full of our putrid papers, but every close-stool and jakes, Scribunt carmina que legunt vacantes; they serve to put under pies, to 4lap spice in, and keep roast-meat from burning. “With us in France,” saith 5Scaliger, “every man hath liberty to write, but few ability. 6Heretofore learning was graced by judicious scholars, but now noble sciences are villified by base and illiterate scribblers,” that either write for vainglory, need, to get money, or as parasites to flatter ‘and colleague with some great men, they put out 7burras, quisquiliisque ineptiasque. 8Amongst so many thousand authors you shall scarce find one, by reading of whom you shall be any whit better, but rather much worse, quibus inceptur potius quam perficitur, by which he is rather infected than any way perfected.

9Qui talia legit,
Quid didici tandem, quid scit nisi somnia, nugas?

So that oftentimes it falls out (which Callimachus taxed of old) a great book is a great mischief. 10Cardan finds fault with Frenchmen and Germans, for their scribbling to no purpose, non inquit ab edendo deterreo, modo novum aliquid inventa. he doth not bar them to write, so that it be some

* Prefat. hist. 1 Plautus. 2 E
Democriti puteo. 3 Non tam referentes bibliothecae quam closeae. 4 Et quid
quid certat amicitiae ineptias. 5 Epist.
ad Petas. in regno Francicem omnibus scribendi data liberetas, paucis facultatis.
6 Olim litteram homines in pretio, nume
sordent ob homines. 7 Ans. pae.
8 Inter tot mile volumina vix unus a
eius lectione qui melior evadat, impra
potius non pejor. 9 Palingenius. What
does any one, who reads such works, learn
or know but dreams and trifling things.
10 Lib. 6, de Sap.
new invention of their own; but we weave the same web
till, twist the same rope again and again; or if it be a new
invention, 'tis but some bauble or toy which idle fellows write,
for as idle fellows to read, and who so cannot invent? "He
must have a barren wit, that in this scribbling age can forge
nothing. Princes show their armies, rich men vaunt their
buildings, soldiers their manhood, and scholars vent their
toys;" they must read, they must hear whether they will or no.

"What a company of poets hath this year brought out," as
Pliny complains to Sossius Sinesius. "This April every
day some or other have recited." What a catalogue of new
books all this year, all this age (I say), have our Frankfort
Marts, our domestic Marts brought out? Twice a year,
Proferunt se nova ingenia et ostentant, we stretch our wits
out, and set them to sale, magno conatu nihil agimus. So
that which Gesner much desires, if a speedy reformation
be not had, by some Prince's Edicts and grave Supervisors,
to restrain this liberty, it will run on in infinitum. Quis tam
avidus librorum hæc, who can read them? As already, we
shall have a vast chaos and confusion of books, we are
oppressed with them, our eyes ache with reading, our fingers
with turning. For my part I am one of the number nos numerus
sumus (we are mere ciphers): I do not deny it, I have only
this of Macrobius to say for myself, Omne meum, nihil meum,
'tis all mine and none mine. As a good housewife out of
divers fleeces weaves one piece of cloth, a bee gathers wax
and honey out of many flowers, and makes a new bundle of all, *Floriferis ut apes in saltibus omnia libant*, I have laboriously \(^1\) collected this Cento out of divers writers, and that *sine injuriā*, I have wronged no authors, but given every man his own; which \(^2\) Hierom so much commends in Nepotian; he stole not whole verses, pages, tracts, as some do nowadays, concealing their authors’ names, but still said this was Cyprian’s, that Lactantius, that Hillarius, so said Minutius Felix, so Victorinus, thus far Arnobius: I cite and quote mine authors (which, howsoever some illiterate scribblers account pedantical, as a cloak of ignorance, and opposite to their affected fine style, I must and will use) *sumpsi, non surrrippi*; and what Varro, lib. 6, de re rust. speaks of bees, *minimè malefice nullius opus vellicantes faciunt deterius*, I can say of myself, Whom have I injured? The matter is theirs most part, and yet mine, *apparet unde sumptum sit* (which Seneca approves), *aliud tamen quàm unde sumptum sit appellat*, which nature doth with the aliment of our bodies incorporate, digest, assimilate, I do *concoquer quod hausi*, dispose of what I take. I make them pay tribute, to set out this my Maceronicon, the method only is mine own, I must usurp that of \(^3\) Wecker et Ter. *nihil dictum quod non dictum prius*, *methodus sola artificem ostendit*, we can say nothing but what hath been said, the composition and method is ours only, and shows a scholar. Oribasius, Ἀεσίς, Avicenna, have all out of Galen, but to their own method, *diverso stilo, non diversa fide*. Our poets steal from Homer; he spews, saith Ἀelian, they lick it up. Divines use Austin’s words *verbatim* still, and our story-dressers, do as much; he that comes last is commonly best.

*donoce quid grandius atas
Postera soreque serat melior.* \(^4\)

Though there were many giants of old in Physic and Philos-

\(^1\) Quidquid ubique bene dictum facio meum, et illud nunc mea a la compendium, nunc ad fideum et auctorisatem alienis exprime verba, omnes auctores meos clientes esse arbitrari, &c. Sariburlensis ad Polycr. prol.  
\(^2\) In Epiph. Nep. Illud Cyp. hoc Lact. Illud Hilari. est, ita Victorinus, in hunc modum loquus est Arnobius, &c.  
\(^3\) Pref. ad Syntax med.  
\(^4\) Until a later age and a happier lot produce something more truly grand.
ophy, yet I say with 1 Didaeus Stella, “A dwarf standing on
the shoulders of a giant may see farther than a giant him-
self;” I may likely add, alter, and see farther than my
predecessors; and it is no greater prejudice for me to indite
after others, than for Ælianus Montaltus, that famous physi-
cian, to write de morbis capitis after Jason Pratensis, Heur-
nius, Hildesheim, &c., many horses to run in a race, one
logician, one rhetorician, after another. Oppose then what
thou wilt,

Allatres licet usque nos et usque,
Et Gannitibus improbis lacessas.

I solve it thus. And for those other faults of barbarism,
2Doric dialect, extemporanean style, tautologies, apish imita-
tion, a rhapsody of rags gathered together from several dung-
hills, excrescences of authors, toys and fopperies confusedly
tumbled out, without art, invention, judgment, wit, learning,
harsh, raw, rude, fantastical, absurd, insolent, indiscreet, ill-
composed, indigested, vain, scurrile, idle, dull, and dry; I
confess all (‘tis partly affected), thou canst not think worse
of me than I do of myself. ‘Tis not worth the reading, I
yield it, I desire thee not to lose time in perusing so vain a
subject, I should be peradventure lost myself to read him or
thee so writing; ‘tis not opera pretium. All I say is this,
that I have 3 precedents for it, which Isocrates calls perfugium
iis qui peccant, others as absurd, vain, idle, illiterate, &c.
Nonnulli alii idem fecerunt; others have done as much, it
may be more, and perhaps thou thyself, Novimus et qui te,
&c. We have all our faults; sciimus, et hanc veniam, &c.;
4thou censurest me, so have I done others, and may do thee,
Cedimus inque vicem, &c., ‘tis lex taliones, quid pro quo. Go
now, censure, criticize, scoff, and rail.

6 Nasutus sis usque licet, sis denique nasus:
Non potes in nugas dicere plura meas,
Ipse ego quam dixi, &c.

1 In Luc. 10, tom. 2. Pigmel Gigantum
2Nee annexarum textus idea
3Non absurdo data mille sequuntur. 4Non
4Non dubito multos lectorum hic Italia sinit.
5Martial, 13, 2.
Wert thou all scoffs and flouts, a very Momus,
Than we ourselves, thou canst not say worse of us.

Thus, as when women scold, have I cried where first, and
in some men’s censures I am afraid I have overshot myself,
Laudare se vani, vituperare stulti, as I do not arrogate, I will
not derogate. _Primus vestrum non sum, nec imus_, I am none
of the best, I am none of the meanest of you. As I am an
inch, or so many feet, so many parasangs, after him or him, I
may be peradventure an ace before thee. Be it therefore as
it is, well or ill, I have essayed, put myself upon the stage;
I must abide the censure, I may not escape it. It is most
true, _stylus virum arquit_, our style bewrays us, and as _¹_ hunters find their game by the trace, so is a man’s genius descried
by his works, _Multò melius ex sermone quàm lineamentis, de
moribus hominum judicamus_; it was old Cato’s rule. I
have laid myself open (I know it) in this treatise, turned
mine inside outward: I shall be censured, I doubt not; for,
to say truth with Erasmus, _nihil morosiis hominum judiciis_,
there is naught so peevish as men’s judgments; yet this is
some comfort, _ut palata, sic judicia_, our censures are as _varii-
ous_ as our palates.

² Tres mihi convivæ prope dissentire videntur,
Poscentes vario multum diversa palato, &c.

Three guests I have, dissenting at my feast,
Requiring each to gratify his taste
With different food.

Our writings are as so many dishes, our readers guests, our
books like beauty, that which one admires another rejects; so
are we approved as men’s fancies are inclined. _Pro captu
lectoris habent sua fata libelli_. That which is most pleasing
to one is _amaracum sui_, most harsh to another. _Quot homines,
tot sententiae_, so many men, so many minds; that which thou
condemnest he commends. ² _Quod petis, id sane est invisum

¹ Ut venatores feram à vestigio impresso, virum scriptuncula. Lips.
² Hor
³ Hor.
Democritus to the Reader.

acidumque duobus. He respects matter, thou art wholly for words; he loves a loose and free style, thou art all for neat composition, strong lines, hyperboles, allegories; he desires a fine frontispiece, enticing pictures, such as *Hieron. Natali the jesuit hath cut to the Dominicals, to draw on the reader's attention, which thou rejectest; that which one admires, another explodes as most absurd and ridiculous. If it be not point blank to his humour, his method, his conceit, ¹si quid forsan omissum, quod is animo conceperit, si quae dictio, &c. If aught be omitted, or added, which he likes, or dislikes, thou art mancipium paece lectionis, an idiot, an ass, nullus es, or plagiarus, a trifler, a trivan, thou art an idle fellow; or else it is a thing of mere industry, a collection without wit or invention, a very toy. ²Facilia sic putant omnes quae jam facta, nee de salebris cogitant ubi via strata; so men are valued, their labours vilified by fellows of no worth them selves, as things of nought, who could not have done so much. Unequisque abundat sensu suo, every man abounds in his own sense; and whilst each particular party is so affected, how should one please all?

³Quid dem? quid non dem? Renuls tu quod jubet ille.

What courses must I choose?
What not? What both would order you refuse.

How shall I hope to express myself to each man's humour and ⁴conceit, or to give satisfaction to all? Some understand too little, some too much, qui similiter in legendos libros, atque in salutandos homines irrumpent, non cogitantes quales, sed qui-bus vestibus induti sint, as ⁵Austin observes, not regarding what, but who write, ⁶orexin habet auctoris celebritas, not valuing the metal, but stamp that is upon it, Cantharum as-piciunt, non quid in eo. If he be not rich, in great place, polite and brave, a great doctor, or full fraught with grand titles, though never so well qualified, he is a dunce; but, as

¹Antwerp. fol. 1907. ⁵Muretus. ⁶Muretus. ⁴Idb. 1, de ord., cap. 11
²Lipsius. ⁷Hor. ⁶Fieri non potest, ⁶Erasmus.
"ut quod quicquae cogitat, dicat unus."
Democritus to the Reader.

Baronius hath it of Cardinal Caraffa's works, he is a mere hog that rejects any man for his poverty. Some are too partial, as friends to overween, others come with a prejudice to carp, vilify, detract, and scoff (qui de me forsan, quicquid est, omni contemptu contemptus judicant); some as bees for honey, some as spiders to gather poison. What shall I do in this case? As a Dutch host, if you come to an inn in Germany, and dislike your fare, diet, lodging, &c., replies in a surly tone, "aliud tibi queras diversorium," if you like not this, get you to another inn: I resolve, if you like not my writing, go read something else. I do not much esteem thy censure, take thy course, it is not as thou wilt, nor as I will, but when we have both done, that of *Plinius Secundus to Trajan will prove true, "Every man's witty labour takes not, except the matter, subject, occasion, and some commending favourite happen to it." If I be taxed, exploded by thee and some such, I shall haply be approved and commended by others, and so have been (Expertus loquor), and may truly say with *Jovius in like case, (absit verbo jactantia) heroum quorum-dam, pontificum, et virorum nobilium familiaritatem et amicitiam, gratasque gratias, et multorum *bene laudatorum laudes sum inde promeritus, as I have been honoured by some worthy men, so have I been vilified by others, and shall be. At the first publishing of this book, (which *Præbus of Persius's satires), editum librum continuò mirari homines, atque avidè deripere caecerunt, I may in some sort apply to this my work. The first, second, and third editions were suddenly gone, eagerly read, and, as I have said, not so much approved by some, as scornfully rejected by others. But it was Democritus his fate, Idem admirationi et †irrisioni habitus. *Twas Seneca's fate, that superintendent of wit, learning, judgment, *ad stuporem doctus, the best of Greek and Latin writers, in Plutarch's opinion; "that renowned corrector of

---

* Annal. Tom. 3, ad annum 390. Est porcus ille qui sacerdotem exampitudine redditum sordide demetitur. 1 Erasm. dial. 2 Epist. lib. 6. Cujusque ingenii non stitum emergit, nihil materie fautor, occasio, commendatorque contingat. 3 Pref. hist. 4 Laudari a laudato laus est. 5 Vit. Persii. † Minuet presentia famam. 6 Lipsius Judic. de Seneca.
vice,” as 1 Fabius terms him, “and painful omniscious philosopher, that writ so excellently and admirably well,” could not please all parties, or escape censure. How is he vilified by 2 Caligula, Agellius, Fabius, and Lipsius himself, his chief propugner? In eo pleraque pernitosus, saith the same Fabius, many childish tracts and sentences he hath sermo illaboratus, too negligent often and remiss, as Agellius observes, oratio vulgaris et protrita, dicata et ineptae sententiae, erudito plebe, an homely shallow writer as he is. In partibus spinas et fastidia habet, saith * Lipsius; and, as in all his other works, so especially in his epistles, ial in argutis et ineptis occupantium, intricatus aliqui, et parum compositus, sine copia rerum hoc fecit, he juggles many things together immethodically, after the Stoics’ fashion, parum ordinavit, multa accumulavit, &c. If Seneca be thus lashed, and many famous men that I could name, what shall I expect? How shall I that am vix umbra tanti philosophi, hope to please? “No man so absolute (Erasmus holds) to satisfy all, except antiquity, prescription, &c., set a bar.” But as I have proved in Seneca, this will not always take place, how shall I evade? ’Tis the common doom of all writers, I must (I say) abide it; I seek not applause; 4 Non ego ventosae venor suffragia plebis; again, non sum adeo informis, I would not be vilified.

6 Landatus abunde,
Non fastiditus si tibi, lector, ero.

I fear good men’s censures, and to their favourable acceptance I submit my labours,

7 et linguis manciporum
Contempo.

As the barking of a dog, I securely contenm those malicious

2 Lib. 10. Plarium studii, multam rerum cognitio non, omnum studiorum materiam, &c., multo in eo probanda, multa admiranda. 2 Suet. Aem. sine alic. * Introduct. ad Sen. 5 Judic. ad Sen. Vix aliqua tam absoluta, ut aliter per omnia satisfaciat nihil longa temporis prescriptio, secura Judicandi libertate, religione quadam animos occupat. 4 Hor. Ep. 1. lib. 10. 5 Equid turpe frigidae laudari ac insectanter vituperari. Phavorinus A.Gel. lib. 19. cap. 2. 4 Ovid. trist. 11, eleg. 6. 7 Ov. trist. sat. 5
and scurrile obloquies, scots, calumnies of railers and detractors; I scorn the rest. What therefore I have said, prò tennitate med, I have said.

One or two things yet I was desirous to have amended if I could, concerning the manner of handling this my subject, for which I must apologize, deprecari, and upon better advice give the friendly reader notice: it was not mine intent to prostitute my muse in English, or to divulge secreta Minerve, but to have exposed this more contract in Latin, if I could have got it printed. Any scurrile pamphlet is welcome to our mercenary stationers in English; they print all,

cuduntque libellos
In quorum folis vix simia nuda cacaret;

But in Latin they will not deal; which is one of the reasons 1 Nicholas Carr, in his oration of the paucity of English writers, gives, that so many flourishing wits are smothered in oblivion, lie dead and buried in this our nation. Another main fault is, that I have not revised the copy, and amended the style, which now flows remissly, as it was first conceived; but my leisure would not permit; Feci nec quod potui, nec quod volui, I confess it is neither as I would, nor as it should be.

8 Cum lege scirpisse pudet, quia plurima cerno
Me quoque quae fuerunt judicis digna lini.
When I peruse this tract which I have writ,
I am abash’d, and much I hold unfit.

Et quod gravissimum, in the matter itself, many things I disallow at this present, which, when I writ, 2 Non eadem est ætas, non mens; I would willingly retract much, &c., but ’tis too late, I can only crave pardon now for what is amiss.

I might indeed, (had I wisely done) observed that precept of the poet,—nonumque prematur in annum, and have taken more care: or, as Alexander the physician would have

1 Aut aris fossi aut quasets ult magis Lond. Exceus. 1678.  2 Ovid. de pont.
quam literis student hab. Cantab. et Eug. 1, 6.  Hor.
done by lapis lazuli, fifty times washed before it be used I
should have revised, corrected, and amended this tract; but I
had not (as I said) that happy leisure, no amanuenses or as-
sistants. Pancrates in 1 Lucian, wanting a servant as he went from Memphis to Coptus in Egypt, took a door-bar, and
after some superstitious words pronounced (Eurates the re-
lator was then present) made it stand up like a serving-man,
fetch him water, turn the spit, serve in supper, and what work
he would besides; and when he had done that service he
desired, turned his man to a stick again. I have no such
skill to make new men at my pleasure, or means to hire
them; no whistle to call like the master of a ship, and bid
them run, &c. I have no such authority, no such benefac-
tors, as that noble 2 Ambrosius was to Origen, allowing him
six or seven amanuenses to write out his dictates; I must for
that cause do my business myself, and was therefore enforced,
as a bear doth her whelps, to bring forth this confused lump;
I had not time to lick it into form, as she doth her young
ones, but even so to publish it, as it was first written, quic-
quid in buccam venit, in an extemporean style, as 3 I do
commonly all other exercises, effudi quicquid dictavit genus
meus, out of a confused company of notes, and writ with as
small deliberation as I do ordinarily speak, without all affec-
tation of big words, fistian phrases, jingling terms, tropes,
strong lines, that like † Acetes' arrows caught fire as they
flew, strains of wit, brave heats, elogies, hyperbolical exorn-
ations, elegances, &c., which many so much affect. I am
aque potor, drink no wine at all, which so much improves
our modern wits, a loose, plain, rude writer, ficum voco ficum,
et ligonem ligonem, and as free, as loose, idem calamo quod in
mente, 4 I call a spade a spade, animis hae scribo, non auribus,
I respect matter, not words; remembering that of Cardan,
verba propter res, non res propter verba: and seeking with

1 Tom. 2. Philopseud. accepto pes-
sulo, quum carnem quoddam dixisset.
2 Above, as ha made verses.
3 Non saltem a summo expectes, ming-
effect ut ambularet, aquam haurint, moque poeta.
4 Stylus hic nullus,
urnam pararet, &c.
† Virg.
* Euseb., praetor parrhesiam.
eccles. hist. lib. 8.
3 Stans pede in
Seneca, quid scribam, non quemadmodum, rather what than how to write: for as Philo thinks, "1 He that is conversant about matter, neglects words, and those that excel in this art of speaking, have no profound learning,

2 Verba nitent phaleris, at nullas verba medullas
Intus habent—

Besides, it was the observation of that wise Seneca, " when you see a fellow careful about his words, and neat in his speech, know this for a certainty that man's mind is busied about toys, there's no solidity in him. Non est ornamentum virile concinnitas: as he said of a nightingale, vox es, præterea nihil, &c. I am therefore in this point a professed disciple of 4 Apollonius a scholar of Socrates, I neglect phrases, and labour wholly to inform my reader's understanding, not to please his ear; 'tis not my study or intent to compose neatly, which an orator requires, but to express myself readily and plainly as it happens. So that as a river runs sometimes precipitate and swift, then dull and slow; now direct, then per ambages; now deep, then shallow; now muddy, then clear; now broad, then narrow; doth my style flow: now serious, then light; now comical, then satirical; now more elaborate, then remiss, as the present subject required, or as at that time I was affected. And if thou vouchsafe to read this treatise, it shall seem no otherwise to thee, than the way to an ordinary traveller, sometimes fair, sometimes foul; here champaign, there inclosed; barren in one place, better soil in another: by woods, groves, hills, dales, plains, &c. I shall lead thee per ardua montium, et lubrica vallium, et roscoa cespitum, et * glebosa camporum, through variety of objects that which thou shalt like and surely dislike.

---

1 Qui rebus se exercet. verba negligit, et qui callat artem direndi, nullam disciplinam habet recognitam. 2 Pallin-genius. Words may be resplendent with ornament, but they contain no narrow within.
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For the matter itself or method, if it be faulty, consider I pray you, that of Columella, Nihil perfectum, aut d singulari consummatum industria, no man can observe all, much is defective no doubt, may be justly taxed, altered, and avoided in Galen, Aristotle, those great masters. Boni venatoris (1) plures feras capere, non omnes; he is a good huntsman, can catch some, not all; I have done my endeavour. Besides, I dwell not in this study, Non hic sulcos ducimus, non hoc pulvere desudamus, I am but a smatterer, I confess, a stranger, (2) here and there I pull a flower; I do easily grant, if a rigid censor should criticize on this which I have writ, he should not find three sole faults, as Scaliger in Terence, but three hundred. So many as he hath done in Cardan's subtleties, as many notable errors as (3) Gul. Laubembergious, a late professor of Rostocke, discovers in that anatomy of Laurentius, or Barocius the Venetian in Sacro boscos. And although this be a sixth edition, in which I should have been more accurate, corrected all those former escapes, yet it was magni laboris opus, so difficult and tedious, that as carpenters do find out of experience, 'tis much better build a new sometimes, than repair an old house; I could as soon write as much more, as alter that which is written. If aught therefore be amiss (as I grant there is), I require a friendly admonition, no bitter invective, (4) Sint musis socii Charites, Furia omnis abesto, otherwise, as in ordinary controversies funem contentionis nectamus, sed cui bono? We may contend, and likely misuse each other, but to what purpose? We are both scholars, say,

6 Arcades ambo,
Et cantare pares, et respondere parati.
Both young Arcadians, both alike inspir'd
To sing and answer as the song requir'd.

If we do wrangle what shall we get by it? Trouble and

1 Pet. Nannius not. in Hor.  2 Non hic colonus domicilium habeo, sed topi- ard in morem, hinc inde florum velicco, ut canis Nium lambens.  3 Supra bis mille notabiles errores Laurentii demonstravi, &c.  4 Philo de Gen.  5 Virg
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wrong ourselves, make sport to others. If I be convict of
an error, I will yield, I will amend. Si quid bonis moribus,
si quid veritati dissentaneum, in sacrís vel humanís literís a
me dictum sit, id nec dictum esto. In the mean time I re-
quire a favourable censure of all faults omitted, harsh com-
positions, pleonasms of words, tautological repetitions (though
Seneca bear me out, nunquam nimis dicitur, quod nunquam
satis dicitur) perturbations of tenses, numbers, printers'
faults, &c. My translations are sometimes rather paraphrases
than interpretations, non ad verbum, but as an author, I use
more liberty, and that's only taken which was to my purpose.
Quotations are often inserted in the text, which makes the
style more harsh, or in the margin as it happened. Greek
authors, Plato, Plutarch, Athenæus, &c., I have cited out of
their interpreters, because the original was not so ready. I
have mingled sacra profanis, but I hope not profaned, and
in repetition of authors' names, ranked them per accidens, not
according to chronology; sometimes Neoterics before An-
cients, as my memory suggested. Some things are here al-
tered, expunged in this sixth edition, others amended, much
added, because many good * authors in all kinds are come
to my hands since, and 'tis no prejudice, no such indecorum,
or oversight.

1 Nunquam ita quicquam bene subductâ ratione ad vitam fuit,
Quin res, ætas, usus, semper alicuius apportent novi,
Alicuius moneant, ut illa quæ scire te credas, nescias,
Et quæ tibi putàris príma, in exercendo ut repudias.

Ne'er was aught yet at first contrived so fit,
But use, age, or something would alter it;
Advise thee better, and, upon peruse,
Make thee not say, and what thou takest refuse.

But I am now resolved never to put this treatise out again,
Ne quid nimis, I will not hereafter add, alter, or retract; I
have done. The last and greatest exception is, that I, being
a divine, have meddled with physic,

* Frambesarius, Sonnertus, Ferandus, &c. 1 Ter. Adelph.
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1 Tantumne est ab re tuae otii tibi, 
Aliena ut cures, ea quae nihil quae ad te attinent?

Which Menedemus objected to Chremes; have I so much leisure, or little business of mine own, as to look after men's matters which concern me not? What have I to do with physic? Quod medicorum est promittant medici. The Lacedemonians were once in counsel about state matters, a debauched fellow spake excellent well, and to the purpose, his speech was generally approved: a grave senator steps up, and by all means would have it repealed, though good, because dehonestabatur pessimo auctore, it had no better an author; let some good man relate the same, and then it should pass. This counsel was embraced, factum est, and it was registered forthwith. Et sic bona sententia mansit, malus auctor mutatus est. Thou sayest as much of me, stomachous as thou art, and grantest, peradventure, this which I have written in physic, not to be amiss, had another done it, a professed physician, or so; but why should I meddle with this tract? Hear me speak. There be many other subjects, I do easily grant, both in humanity and divinity, fit to be treated of, of which had I written ad ostentationem only, to show myself, I should have rather chosen, and in which I have been more conversant, I could have more willingly luxuriated, and better satisfied myself and others; but that at this time I was fatally driven upon this rock of melancholy, and carried away by this by-stream, which, as a rillet, is deducted from the main channel of my studies, in which I have pleased and busied myself at idle hours, as a subject most necessary and commodious. Not that I prefer it before divinity, which I do acknowledge to be the queen of professions, and to which all the rest are as handmaids, but that in divinity I saw no such great need. For had I written positively, there be so many books in that kind, so many commentators, treatises, pamphlets, expositions, sermons, that whole teams of oxen cannot draw them; and had I been as forward and

1 Hes. Act 1, scen. 1. 2 Geillius, lib. 18, cap. 3.
ambitions as some others, I might have haply printed a sermon at Paul's Cross, a sermon in St. Marie's Oxon, a sermon in Christ-Church, or a sermon before the right honourable, right reverend, a sermon before the right worshipful, a sermon in Latin, in English, a sermon with a name, a sermon without, a sermon, a sermon, &c. But I have been ever as desirous to suppress my labours in this kind, as others have been to press and publish theirs. To have written in controversy had been to cut off an hydra's head, \textit{his litem generat}, one begets another, so many duplications, triplications, and swarms of questions. \textit{In sacro bello hoc quod still mucrone agitur}, that having once begun, I should never make an end. One had much better, as \textit{Alexander}, the sixth pope, long since observed, provoke a great prince than a begging friar, a Jesuit, or a seminary priest; I will add, for \textit{inexpugnabile genus hoc hominum}, they are an irrefragable society, they must and will have the last word; and that with such eagerness, impudence, abominable lying, falsifying, and bitterness in their questions they proceed, that, as he said, \textit{furorum cecus, an rapit vis acrior, an culpa, responsum date}? Blind fury, or error, or rashness, or what it is that eggs them, I know not, I am sure many times, which \textit{Austin} perceived long since, \textit{tempestate contentionis serenitas charitatis obmutilatur}, with this tempest of contention, the serenity of charity is overclouded, and there be too many spirits conjured up already in this kind in all sciences, and more than we can tell how to lay, which so furiously rage, and keep such a racket, that as \textit{Fabius} said, "It had been much better for some of them to have been born dumb, and altogether illiterate, than so far to dote to their own destruction."

At melius fuerat non scribere, namque tacere *
Tutum semper erit,—

\textsuperscript{1} Et inde catena quaedam sit, quae heredes etiam ligat. Cardan. Hauelius.
\textsuperscript{2} Male se bellum cum magno principio gere, quam cum uno ex fratrum mensuelum ordine.
\textsuperscript{3} Hor. epo. ii. IV.
\textsuperscript{4} Epict. 86, ad Casuam presb.
\textsuperscript{5} Lib. 12, cap. 1. Mutae nasci, et omni scientia egere satis fuisse, quam si in propriae periculum insinucri. * But it would be better not to write, for silence is the safer course.
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Tis a general fault, so Severinus the Dane complains 1 in physic, "unhappy men as we are, we spend our days in unprofitable questions and disputations," intricate subtleties, de luna coprind, about moonshine in the water, "leaving in the mean time those chiefest treasures of nature untouched, wherein the best medicines for all manner of diseases are to be found, and do not only neglect them ourselves, but hinder, condemn, forbid, and scoff at others, that are willing to inquire after them." These motives at this present have induced me to make choice of this medicinal subject.

If any physician in the mean time shall infer, Ne sutor ultra crepidam, and find himself grieved that I have intruded into his profession, I will tell him in brief, I do not otherwise by them, than they do by us. If it be for their advantage, I know many of their sect which have taken orders, in hope of a benefice, 'tis a common transition; and why may not a melancholy divine, that can get nothing but by simony, profess physic? Drusianus an Italian (Crusianus, but corruptly, Trithemius calls him) 2 a because he was not fortunate in his practice, forsook his profession, and writ afterwards in divinity." Marcellus Ficinus was semel et simul; a priest and a physician at once, and 3 T. Linaer, in his old age, took orders. The Jesuits profess both at this time, divers of them permissu superiorum, chirurgeons, panders, bawds, and midwives, &c. Many poor country vicars, for want of other means, are driven to their shifts; to turn mountebanks, quacksalvers, empirics, and if our greedy patrons hold us to such hard conditions, as commonly they do, they will make most of us work at some trade, as Paul did, at last turn taskers, maltsters, costermongers, graziers, sell ale as some have done, or worse. Howsoever in undertaking this task, I hope I shall commit no great error or indecorum, if all be considered

1 Infelix mortalis inutilibus questionibus et disceptationibus vitam tradendo, naturae principes thasauros, in quibus gravissime morborum medicina collocata sunt, litteris inactus relinquimus. Nec ipsi solum relinquimus, sed et alios prohibemus, impudicium, condemnamus, ludibrisque afficitur.
2 Quod in praxi minima fortunatus esset, medicinam relictum, et ordinibus initiatus in Theologia postmodum scripsit. Gesner Bibliotheca. 3 P. Jovius.
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aright, I can vindicate myself with Georgius Braunus, and Hieronymus Hemingius, those two learned divines; who (to borrow a line or two of mine 
elder brother) drawn by a "natural love, the one of pictures and maps, prospectives and chorographical delights, writ that ample theatre of cities; the other to the study of genealogies, penned theatrum genealogicum." Or else I can excuse my studies with Lessius the Jesuit in like case. It is a disease of the soul on which I am to treat, and as much appertaining to a divine as to a physician, and who knows not what an agreement there is betwixt these two professions? A good divine either is or ought to be a good physician, a spiritual physician at least, as our Saviour calls himself, and was indeed, Mat. iv. 23; Luke, v. 18; Luke, vii. 8. They differ but in object, the one of the body, the other of the soul, and use divers medicines to cure; one amends animam per corpus, the other corpus per animam, as our Regius Professor of physic well informed us in a learned lecture of his not long since. One helps the vices and passions of the soul, anger, lust, desperation, pride, presumption, &c., by applying that spiritual physic; as the other uses proper remedies in bodily diseases. Now this being a common infirmity of body and soul; and such a one that hath as much need of spiritual as a corporal cure, I could not find a fitter task to busy myself about, a more apposite theme, so necessary, so commodious, and generally concerning all sorts of men, that should so equally participate of both, and require a whole physician. A divine in this compound mixed malady can do little alone, a physician in some kinds of melancholy much less, both make an absolute cure.

* Alterius sic altera poscit opem.*

when in friendship join'd
A mutual succour in each other find.

---

1 M. W. Burton, preface to his description of Leicestershire, printed at London by W. Jaggard, for J. White, 1622. 2 In Hygiasticum, neque enim hae tractatio
variables debet & theologia, &c., agitur de morbo animae. 3 In middile, anno 1621 4 Hor
And 'tis proper to them both, and I hope not unbeseeming me, who am by my profession a divine, and by mine inclination a physician. I had Jupiter in my sixth house; I say with 1 Beroaldus, *non sum medicus, nec medicinae prorsus expers*, in the theory of physic I have taken some pains, not with an intent to practice, but to satisfy myself, which was a cause likewise of the first undertaking of this subject.

If these reasons do not satisfy thee, good reader, as Alexander Munificus, that bountiful prelate, sometimes bishop of Lincoln, when he had built six castles, *ad invidiam operis eluendam*, saith 2 Mr Cambden, to take away the envy of his work (which very words Nubrigensis hath of Roger the rich bishop of Salisbury, who in king Stephen’s time built Shirburn castle, and that of Devizes), to divert the scandal or imputation, which might be thence inferred, built so many religious houses. If this my discourse be over-medicinal, or savour too much of humanity, I promise thee that I will hereafter make thee amends in some treatise of divinity. But this I hope shall suffice, when you have more fully considered of the matter of this my subject, *rem substratam*, melancholy, madness, and of the reasons following, which were my chief motives: the generality of the disease, the necessity of the cure, and the commodity or common good that will arise to all men by the knowledge of it, as shall at large appear in the ensuing preface. And I doubt not but that in the end you will say with me, that to anatomize this humour aright, through all the members of this our Microcosmus, is as great a task, as to reconcile those chronological errors in the Assyrian monarchy, find out the quadrature of a circle, the creeks and sounds of the northeast, or northwest passages, and all but as good a discovery as that hungry 3 Spaniard’s of Terra Australis Incognita, as great trouble as to perfect the motion of Mars and Mercury, which so crucifies

1 Lib. depestill. 2 In Newark, in Nottinghamshire. Cum duo edificissat astellae, ad tollendam strictionis invidi- 3 Ferdinando de Quir. anno 1612. A- m, et expiandam maculam, duo instituit

conobia, et collegia religious impelvit. sterdami impress.
our astronomers, or to rectify the Gregorian Kalender. I am so affected for my part, and hope as Theophrastus did by his characters, “That our posterity, O friend Policles, shall be the better for this which we have written, by correcting and rectifying what is amiss in themselves by our examples, and applying our precepts and cautions to their own use.” And as that great captain Zisca would have a drum made of his skin when he was dead, because he thought the very noise of it would put his enemies to flight, I doubt not but that these following lines, when they shall be recited, or hereafter read, will drive away melancholy, (though I be gone) as much as Zisca’s drum could terrify his foes. Yet one caution let me give by the way to my present, or my future reader, who is actually melancholy, that he read not the symptoms or prognostics in this following tract, lest by applying that which he reads to himself, aggravating, appropriating things generally spoken, to his own person (as melancholy men for the most part do), he trouble or hurt himself; and get in conclusion more harm than good. I advise them therefore wary to peruse that tract, Lapidis loquitur (so said Agrippa de occ. Phil.) et cæcunt lectores no cerebrum iis exspectat. The rest I doubt not they may securely read, and to their benefit. But I am over- tedious, I proceed.

Of the necessity and generality of this which I have said, if any man doubt, I shall desire him to make a brief survey of the world, as Cyprian adviseth Donat, “supposing himself to be transported to the top of some high mountain, and thence to behold the tumults and chances of this wavering world, he cannot choose but either laugh at, or pity it.” S. Hierom, out of a strong imagination, being in the wilderness, conceived with himself, that he then saw them dancing in

1 Praefat. ad Characteres: Spero enim (O Policles) libros nostros meliores inde futuros, quod itemmodi memoriae man- data reliquemus, ex preceptis et exam- pleis nostri ad viam accommodatis, ut se inde corrigrant. 2 Part I. sect. 3.
3 Praef. lectori. 4 Ep. 2, 1, 2, ad Dona- tum. Paulisper te crede subducti in astrid montis vertice celestium, speculare inde rerum jacendium facies, et oculis in di- versas porrectis, fluctuantis mundi tur- bines latueri, iam simul aut ridebis aut misereri vis, &c.
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Rome; and if thou shalt either conceive, or climb to see, thou shalt soon perceive that all the world is mad, that it is melancholy, dotes; that it is (which Epichthonius Cosmopolites expressed not many years since in a map) made like a fool's head (with that motto, Caput heliboro dignum) a crazed head, cavea stultorum, a fool's paradise, or as Apollo- nius, a common prison of gulls, cheaters, flatterers, &c., and needs to be reformed. Strabo, in the ninth book of his geography, compares Greece to the picture of a man, which comparison of his, Nic. Gerbelius, in his exposition of Sophianus's map, approves; the breast lies open from those Acroce- raunian hills in Epirus, to the Sunian promontory in Attica; Page and Magera are the two shoulders; that Isthmus of Corinth the neck; and Peloponnesus the head. If this allu- sion holds 'tis sure a mad head; Morea may be Moria, and to speak what I think, the inhabitants of modern Greece swerve as much from reason and true religion at this day, as that Morea doth from the picture of a man. Examine the rest in like sort, and you shall find that kingdoms and prov- inces are melancholy, cities and families, all creatures, vegetal, sensible, and rational, that all sorts, sects, ages, conditions, are out of tune, as in Cebes's table, omnes errem bibunt, before they come into the world, they are intoxicated by error's cup, from the highest to the lowest have need of physic, and those particular actions in 1 Seneca, where father and son prove one another mad, may be general; Porcius Latro shall plead against us all. For indeed who is not a fool, melancholy, mad?—2 Qui nil molitur inepte, who is not brain-sick? Folly, melancholy, madness, are but one disease, Delirium is a common name to all. Alexander, Gordonius, Jason Pratensis, Savanarola, Guianerius, Montaltus, confound them as differing secundum magis et minus; so doth David, Psal. xxxvii. 5. "I said unto the fools, deal not so madly," and 'twas an old stoical paradox, omnes studiis insanire, 8 all

1 Controv. 1, 2, cont. 7, & 1, 6, cont. Damasippus Stoicus probat omnes stultos
2 Horatius. 4 Idem, Hor. 1, 2. Satyra 3. insanire.
fools are mad, though some madder than others. And who
is not a fool, who is free from melancholy? Who is not
touched more or less in habit or disposition? If in disposi-
tion, "ill dispositions beget habits, if they persevere," saith
Plutarch, habits either are, or turn to diseases. "Tis the
same which Tully maintains in the second of his Tusculans,
omnia insipientium animi in morbo sunt, et perturbatorum,
fools are sick, and all that are troubled in mind; for what is
sickness, but as Gregory Tholosanus defines it, "A dissolution
or perturbation of the bodily league, which health com-
bines;" and who is not sick, or ill-disposed? in whom doth
not passion, anger, envy, discontent, fear and sorrow reign?
Who labours not of this disease? Give me but a little leave,
and you shall see by what testimonies, confessions, argu-
ments, I will evince it, that most men are mad, that they
had as much need to go a pilgrimage to the Anticyrae (as in
Strabo's time they did) as in our days they run to Compos-
tella, our Lady of Sichem, or Lauretta, to seek for help; that
it is like to be as prosperous a voyage as that of Guiana, and
that there is much more need of hellebore than of tobacco.

That men are so misaffected, melancholy, mad, giddy-
headed, hear the testimony of Solomon, Eccl. ii. 12. "And
I turned to behold wisdom, madness and folly," &c. And
ver. 23: "All his days are sorrow, his travel grief, and his
heart taketh no rest in the night." So that take melancholy
in what sense you will, properly or improperly, in disposition
or habit, for pleasure or for pain, dotage, discontent, fear, sor-
row, madness, for part, or all, truly, or metaphorically, 'tis all
one. Laughter itself is madness according to Solomon, and
as St. Paul hath it, "Worldly sorrow brings death." "The
hearts of the sons of men are evil, and madness is in their
hearts while they live," Eccl. ix. 3. "Wise men themselves
are no better," Eccl. i. 18. "In the multitude of wisdom is
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much grief, and he that increaseth wisdom increaseth sorrow,” chap. ii. 17. He hated life itself; nothing pleased him; he hated his labour, all, as ¹ he concludes, is “sorrow, grief, vanity, vexation of spirit.” And though he were the wisest man in the world, sanctuaria sapientia, and had wisdom in abundance, he will not vindicate himself, or justify his own actions. “Surely I am more foolish than any man, and have not the understanding of a man in me,” Prov. xxx. 2. Be they Solomon’s words, or the words of Agur, the son of Jakeh, they are canonical. David, a man after God’s own heart, confesseth as much of himself, Psal. xxxvii. 21, 22. “So foolish was I and ignorant, I was even as a beast before thee.” And condemns all for fools, Psal. liii.; xxxii. 9; xlix. 20. He compares them to “beasts, horses, and mules, in which there is no understanding.” The Apostle Paul accuseth himself in like sort, 2 Cor. xi. 21. “I would you would suffer a little my foolishness, I speak foolishly.” “The whole head is sick,” saith Esay, “and the heart is heavy,” cap. i. 5. And makes lighter of them than of oxen and asses, “the ox knows his owner,” &c.: read Deut. xxxii. 6; Jer. iv.; Amos, iii. 1; Ephes. v. 6. “Be not mad, be not deceived, foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched you?” How often are they branded with this epithet of madness and folly? No word so frequent amongst the fathers of the Church and divines; you may see what an opinion they had of the world, and how they valued men’s action.

I know that we think far otherwise, and hold them most part wise men that are in authority, princes, magistrates, ² rich men, they are wise men born, all politicians and statesmen must needs be so, for who dare speak against them? And on the other, so corrupt is our judgment, we esteem wise and honest men fools. Which Democritus well signified in an epistle of his to Hippocrates: ³ the “Abderites account virtue madness,” and so do most men living.

¹ Eccles. i. 24. ² Jure hereditario apere jubentur. ³ Apud quos virtus, insania et furor esse dicitur.

Euphorion Satyr.
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Shall I tell you the reason of it? 1 Fortune and Virtue, Wisdom and Folly, their seconds, upon a time contended in the Olympics; every man thought that Fortune and Folly would have the worst, and pitied their cases; but it fell out otherwise. Fortune was blind and cared not where she stroke, nor whom, without laws, Andabatarum instar, &c. Folly, rash and inconsiderate, esteemed as little what she said or did. 2 Virtue and Wisdom gave place, were hissed out, and exploded by the common people; Folly and Fortune admired, and so are all their followers ever since; knaves and fools commonly fare and deserve best in worldlings' eyes and opinions. Many good men have no better fate in their ages; Achish, 1 Sam. xxii. 14, held David for a madman. 3 Elisha and the rest were no otherwise esteemed. David was derided of the common people, Ps. ix. 7, "I am become a monster to many." And generally we are accounted fools for Christ, 1 Cor. xiv. 2 We fools thought his life madness, and his end without honour," Wisd. v. 4. Christ and his Apostles were censured in like sort, John xv.; Mark iii.; Acts xxvi. And so were all Christians in 4 Pliny's time, fuerunt et alii similis dementia, &c. And called not long after, 5 Vesaniae sectatores, eversores hominum, polluti novatores, fanatici, canes, malefici, venefici, Galilaei homunciones, &c. 3 Tis an ordinary thing with us, to account honest, devout, orthodox, divine, religious, plain dealing men, idiots, asses, that cannot, or will not lie and dissemble, shift, flatter, accommodare se ad eum locum ubi nati sunt, make good bargains, supplant, thrive, patronis inservire; solennes ascendendi modos apprehendere, leges, mores, consuetudines rectè observare, candidè laudare, fortiter defendere, sententias amplecti, dubitare de nullis, credere omnia, accipere omnia, nihil reprehendere, ceteraque quæ promotionem ferunt et securitatem, quæ sine ambage felicem reddunt homi-

1 Calmagnus Apol. omnes mirabantur, putantes illum in vi stultitiam. Sed præter expectationem res eventit, Audax stultidias in eam irruit, &c., illa cedit irra, et plures haec habet sectatores stultitiae. 2 Non est respondentum stultitiae secundum stultitiam. 3 2 Reg. 7. 4 Lib. 30, ep. 97. 5 Aug. ep. 178
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nem, et verò sapientem apud nos; that cannot temporize as
other men do, 1 hand and take bribes, &c., but fear God, and
make a conscience of their doings. But the Holy Ghost that
knows better how to judge, he calls them fools. "The fool
hath said in his heart," Psal. liii. 1. "And their ways utter
their folly," Psal. xlix. 14. 2 "For what can be more mad,
than for a little worldly pleasure to procure unto themselves
eternal punishment?" As Gregory and others inculcate
unto us.

Yea even all those great philosophers the world hath ever
had in admiration, whose works we do so much esteem, that
gave precepts of wisdom to others, inventors of Arts and
Sciences, Socrates the wisest man of his time by the Oracle
of Apollo, whom his two scholars, 3 Plato and 4 Xenophon,
so much extol and magnify with those honourable titles,
"best and wisest of all mortal men, the happiest and most
just;" and as 5 Alcibiades incomparably commends him;
Achilles was a worthy man, but Bracides and others were as
worthy as himself; Antenor and Nestor were as good as
Pericles, and so of the rest; but none present, before, or
after Socrates, nemo veterum neque eorum qui nunc sunt,
were ever such, will match, or come near him. Those seven
wise men of Greece, those Britain Druids, Indian Brach-
manni, Æthiopian Gymnosophists, Magi of the Persians,
Apollonius, of whom Philostratus, Non doctus, sed natus
sapiens, wise from his cradle, Epicurus so much admired by
his scholar Lucretius:

Qui genus humanum ingenio superavit, et omnes
Perstrinxit stellas exortus ut ætherius sol.

Whose wit excell'd the wits of men as far,
As the sun rising doth obscure a star,
Or that so much renowned Empedocles.

† Ut vix humana videatur stirpe creatus.

1 Quis nisi mentis inops, &c.  2 Quid
humanus quam pro momentaneae felici-
tate aeterni te mancipare suppliantis?
3 In fine Phedonos. Hic finsis fuit amicis
nostri, 5 Eucrates, nostro quidem judicio
sanctum quos experti sumus optimi et
apprime sapientissimi, et justissimi.
4 Xenop. 1, 4, de dictis Socratis ad f.nem.
talis fuit Socrates quem omnium opti-
mum et felicissimum statuam.
5 26, Platonis Convivio.  † Lucre'
Sater 7. Noex w. 1. ooea 4. eorat:

We are indeed in the midst of the abstract, a
thing seen in the mirror of London,
other things not seen from heaven, gold,
strong must be the word, distemper, Nulta sunt talia secla
Follia, inox, imorisons, marvels, superintendents of wit,
said out, monstros, plasmas, affinis, monstrum, portentum
Elms, knaves, but decline with
lings' fate in

Democritus and Gorgias, we may say of
madman, David was a man in respect, infants, not eagles but
became, fames, profundus sapientiae. And although
Counted the most, most admiration in their age, as
life madmen, and to them, there were 10,000 in his
Christ and, have been, and they been in place of com-
Mark iii.;

Pliny's time, 

all sort of what they ought to
called not lost, but lost, of wisdom, proves them to be
polluti novatores sapientiae, so full of absurd and ridicu-
losums amputines, that to this thinking never
account, honest, but, such be, "the inheritance
shift, fatter, a

make good bargains, ascendentes, and the rest, making

in this trust, De cur. greg. afect.

omnia, nihil reg.

ferunt et securitatem,

Cicero Apol. apud Philo procul a

not attain, nulla ex

in the mirror of London, the

without even beasts and ghosts,
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oracle of Apollo confirmed to be the wisest man then living, and saved him from plague, whom 2000 years have admired, of whom some will as soon speak evil of as of Christ, yet reverence; he was an illiterate idiot, as Aristophanes calls him, irrisor et ambiciousus, as his master Aristotle terms him, scurrus Atticus, as Zeno, an enemy to all arts and sciences, as Atheneus, to philosophers and travellers, an opinionative ass, a caviller, a kind of pedant; for his manner, as Theod. Cyrenius describes him, a Sodomite, an atheist, (so convict by Anytus,) iracundus et ebrius, dicax, &c., a pot-companion, by Plato's own confession, a sturdy drinker; and that of all others he was most sottish, a very madman in his actions and opinions. Pythagoras was part philosopher, part magician, or part witch. If you desire to hear more of Apollonius, a great wise man, sometime paralleled by Julian the apostate to Christ, I refer you to that learned tract of Eusebius against Hierocles, and for them all to Lucian's Piscator, Icaromenippus, Neocyomantia: their actions, opinions in general were so prodigious, absurd, ridiculous, which they broached and maintained, their books and elaborate treatises were full of dotage, which Tully ad Atticum long since observed, delirant plerumq; scriptores in libris suis, their lives being opposite to their words, they commended poverty to others, and were most covetous themselves, extolled love and peace, and yet persecuted one another with virulent hate and malice. They could give precepts for verse and prose, but not a man of them (as Seneca tells them home) could moderate his affections. Their music did show us feliitis modos, &c., how to rise and fall, but they could not so compose themselves as in adversity not to make a lamentable to, but sill measure ground by good, and down limits, divide and subdivide, but cannot of quantum ad modum, or keep within compass and discretion, let alone square rules, but under the state of the world. Is it de-
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All those of whom we read such 1 hyperbolical eulogiums, as of Aristotle, that he was wisdom itself in the abstract, 2 a miracle of nature, breathing libraries, as Eunapius of Longinus, lights of nature, giants for wit, quintessence of wit, divine spirits, eagles in the clouds, fallen from heaven, gods, spirits, lamps of the world, dictators, *Nulla ferant talem secla futura virum*: monarchs, miracles, superintendents of wit and learning, *oceanus, phænix, atlas, monstrum, portentum hominis, orbis universi museum, ultimus humanae naturae conatus, naturæ maritus*.

meritò cui doctor orbis
Submissis defert fascibus imperium.

As Ælian writ of Protagoras and Gorgias, we may say of them all, *tantum à sapientibus absuerunt, quantum à viris pueri*, they were children in respect, infants, not eagles but kites; novices, illiterate, *Eunuchi sapientiae*. And although they were the wisest, and most admired in their age, as he censured Alexander, I do them, there were 10,000 in his army as worthy captains (had they been in place of command), as valiant as himself; there were myriads of men wiser in those days, and yet all short of what they ought to be. 8 Lactantius, in his book of wisdom, proves them to be dizzards, fools, asses, madmen, so full of absurd and ridiculous tenets, and brain-sick positions, that to his thinking never any old woman or sick person doted worse. 4 Democritus took all from Leucippus, and left, saith he, “the inheritance of his folly to Epicurus,” 5 *insanienti dum sapientiae, &c*.

The like he holds of Plato, Aristippus, and the rest, making no difference, 6 “betwixt them and beasts, saving that they could speak.” 7 Theodoret in his tract, *De cur. grec. affect.* manifestly evinces as much of Socrates, whom though that

---

1 Anaxagoras olim mens dictus ab antiquis.  2 Regula naturae, nature miraculum, ipsa eruditio, daemonium hominis, sol scientiarum, mare, sophia, anistes literarum et sapientiae, ut Scipio olim de Seel. et Heinsius. Aquila in nubibus, Imperator literatorum, columna literarum, abyssus eruditionis, socius Europae, Scaliger.  3 Lib. 5, de sap. c. 17 et 20, omnes Philosophi, aut stulti, aut insanii: nulla annis, nullus aeger ineptius deliravit.  4 Democritus à Leucippo dixtus, haeresitatem stultitiae reliquit Epicurus.  5 Hor. car. lib. 1, od. 34. 1, epicur.  6 Nihil interest inter hos et bestias nisi quod loquantur. de sa. 1, 26, c. 8.  7 Cap. de virt.
Oracle of Apollo confirmed to be the wisest man then living, and saved him from plague, whom 2000 years have admired, of whom some will as soon speak evil as of Christ, yet revera, he was an illiterate idiot, as Aristophanes calls him, irrisor et ambitiousus, as his master Aristotle terms him, scurra Atticus, as Zeno, an enemy to all arts and sciences, as Athenaeus, to philosophers and travellers, an opinionative ass, a caviller, a kind of pedant; for his manners, as Theod. Cynensis describes him, a Sodomite, an atheist, (so convict by Anytus,) iracundus et ebrius, dicax, &c., a pot-companion, by Plato's own confession, a sturdy drinker; and that of all others he was most sottish, a very madman in his actions and opinions. Pythagoras was part philosopher, part magician, or part witch. If you desire to hear more of Apollonius, a great wise man, sometime paralleled by Julian the apostate to Christ, I refer you to that learned tract of Eusebius against Hierocles, and for them all to Lucian's Piscator, Icaromenippus, Necyomantia: their actions, opinions in general were so prodigious, absurd, ridiculous, which they broached and maintained, their books and elaborate treatises were full of dotage, which Tully ad Atticum long since observed, delirant pleurn.: scriptores in libris suis, their lives being opposite to their words, they commended poverty to others, and were most covetous themselves, extolled love and peace, and yet persecuted one another with virulent hate and malice. They could give precepts for verse and prose, but not a man of them (as Seneca tells them home) could moderate his affections. Their music did show us flebiles modos, &c., how to rise and fall, but they could not so contain themselves as in adversity not to make a lamentable tone. They will measure ground by geometry, set down limits, divide and subdivide, but cannot yet prescribe quantum homini satis, or keep within compass of reason and discretion. They can square circles, but understand not the state of their own souls, de-

1 Neh. et Rania. 2 Quoniam discl- 

phasisum ignarus. * Pulcherorum 

mokoscentum causid frequenter gymnaei 

um obsibat, &c. † Seneca. Scis rotun-
da metiri, sed non hum animus.
scribe right lines and crooked, &c., but know not what is right in this life, quid in vitâ rectum sit, ignorant; so that as he said, Nescio an Anticyram ratio illis destinet omnem. I think all the Anticyræ will not restore them to their wits, ¹ if these men now, that held ² Xenodotus heart, Crates liver, Epictetus lantern, were so sottish, and had no more brains than so many beetles, what shall we think of the commonalty? what of the rest?

Yea, but will you infer, that is true of heathens, if they be conferred with Christians, ¹ Cor. iii. 19. "The wisdom of this world is foolishness with God, earthly and devilish," as James calls it, iii. 15. "They were vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was full of darkness," Rom. i. 21, 22. "When they professed themselves wise, became fools." Their witty works are admired here on earth, whilst their souls are tormented in hell fire. In some sense, Christiani Crassiani, Christians are Crassians, and if compared to that wisdom, no better than fools. Quis est sapiens? Solus Deus,

* Pythagoras replies, "God is only wise," Rom. xvi. Paul determines, "only good," as Austin well contends, "and no man living can be justifi'd in his sight." "God looked down from heaven upon the children of men, to see if any did understand," Psalm liii. 2, 3, but all are corrupt, err. Rom. iii. 12, "None doth good, no not one." Job aggravates this, iv. 18, "Behold he found no steadfastness in his servants, and laid folly upon his angels," 19. "How much more on them that dwell in houses of clay?" In this sense we are all fools, and the ⁶ Scripture alone is arx Minervæ, we and our writings are shallow and imperfect. But I do not so mean; even in our ordinary dealings we are no better than fools. "All our actions," as ⁴ Pliny told Trajan, "upbraid us of folly," our whole course of life is but matter of laughter; we are not soberly wise; and the world itself, which ought at least to be wise by reason of his antiquity, as ⁶ Hugo de Prato Florido

¹ Ab uteribus sapientia lactati execu-
tire non posseunt. ² Cor. Xenodoti et
leucr Cratetis ³ Hic profundissime Sophie sodine.
⁴ Panegyr. Traiano omnes actiones ex-
probare stultitiam videtur. ⁵ Her. 4,
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will have it, semper stultizat, "is every day more foolish than other; the more it is whipped, the worse it is, and as a child will still be crowned with roses and flowers." We are apish in it, asini bipedes, and every place is full inversorum Apuleiorum, of metamorphosed and two-legged asses, inversorum Silenorum, childish, pueri instar bimuli, tremula patris dormientis in ulnâ. Jovianus Pontanus, Antonio Dial, brings in some laughing at an old man, that by reason of his age was a little fond, but as he admoniseth there, Ne mireris mi hospes de hoc sene, marvel not at him only, for tota haec civitas delirat, all our town dotes in like sort, we are a company of fools. Ask not with him in the poet, Larvae hunc interpericis insanisque agitant senem? What madness ghosts this old man, but what madness ghosts us all? For we are ad unum omnes, all mad, semel insanivimus omnes, not once, but always so, et semel, et simul, et semper, ever and altogether as bad as he; and not senex bis puer, delira anus, but say it of us all, semper pueri, young and old, all dote, as Lactantius proves out of Seneca; and no difference betwixt us and children, saving that, majora ludimus, et grandioribus pupis, they play with babies of clouts and such toys, we sport with greater baubles. We cannot accuse or condemn one another, being faulty ourselves, deliramenta loqueris, you talk idly, or as Mitio upbraided Demea, insanus, auferte, for we are as mad our own selves, and it is hard to say which is the worst. Nay, 'tis universally so, Vitam regit fortuna, non sapientia.

When Socrates had taken great pains to find out a wise man, and to that purpose had consulted with philosophers, poets, artificers, he concludes all men were fools; and though it procured him both anger and much envy, yet in all companies he would openly profess it. When Supputius in Pontanus had travelled all over Europe to confer with a wise

\[\text{In domi Pat. Mundus qui ob antiquitatem debereat esse sapientia, semper stultizat, st nullis flagellis alteratur, sed ut puer vult rosis et floribus coronati.}\]

\[\text{1 Insanum te omnes pueri, clamantque puelae. Hor.}\]

\[\text{2 Plautus Aubular.}\]

\[\text{3 Adolph. act 5, scene 8.}\]

\[\text{4 Tully Tusc. 5, fortune, not wisdom, governs our lives.}\]

\[\text{5 Plato Apologia Socratis.}\]

\[\text{6 Ant. dial.}\]
man, he returned at last without his errand, and could find none. ¹ Cardan concurs with him, "Few there are (for aught I can perceive) well in their wits." So doth ² Tully, "I see everything to be done foolishly and unadvisedly."

Ille sinistrorum, hic dextrorum, unus utrique
Error, sed varia illudit partibus omnes.
One reels to this, another to that wall;
'Tis the same error that deludes them all.

³ They dote all, but not alike, Μαίνα γαρ πάνω ήμών, not in the same kind, "One is covetous, a second lascivious, a third ambitious, a fourth envious," &c. as Damasippus the Stoic hath well illustrated in the poet,

⁴ Desipiunt omnes æque ac tu.
And they who call you fool, with equal claim
May plead an ample title to the name.

'Tis an inbred malady in every one of us, there is seminarium stultitiae, a seminary of folly, "which if it be stirred up, or get ahead, will run in infinitum, and infinitely varies as we ourselves are severally addicted," saith ⁵ Balthazar Castillo; and cannot so easily be rooted out, it takes such fast hold, as Tully holds, alæ radices stultitiae, ⁶ so we are bred, and so we continue. Some say there be two main defects of wit, error, and ignorance, to which all others are reduced; by ignorance we know not things necessary, by error we know them falsely. Ignorance is a privation, error a positive act. From ignorance comes vice, from error, heresy, &c. But make how many kinds you will, divide and subdivide, few men are free, or that do not impinge on some one kind or other. ⁷ Sic plerumque agitat stultos inscitia, as he that examines his own and other men's actions shall find.

¹ Lib. 8, de sap. pacti ut video sane mentis sunt. ² Stultit et incaute omnia agi video. ³ Inania non omnibus eadem. Erasm. chili. 8. cent. 10, nemo mortalium qui non aliqua in re desipit, illest altus allo morbo laboret, hoc libidinis, ille araritiae, ambitionis, invidiae.
⁴ Hor. I. 2, sat. 8. ⁵ Lib. 1, de aulico
⁶ Est in uno quoq.; nostrum seminarium aliquod stultitiae, quod si quando excelse tur in infinitum facile excrescit. ⁷ Tibullus, stulti pretereaunt dies, their wits are a wool-gathering. So fools commonly dote.
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Charon in Lucian, as he wittily feigns, was conducted by Mercury to such a place, where he might see all the world at once; after he had sufficiently viewed, and looked about, Mercury would needs know of him what he had observed. He told him that he saw a vast multitude and a promiscuous, their habitations like molehills, the men as emmets, “he could discern cities like so many hives of bees, wherein every bee had a sting, and they did nought else but sting one another, some domineering like hornets bigger than the rest, some like fitching wasps, others as drones.” Over their heads were hovering a confused company of perturbations, hope, fear, anger, avarice, ignorance, &c., and a multitude of diseases hanging, which they still pulled on their pates. Some were brawling, some fighting, riding, running, sollicité ambientes, callidè litigantes, for toys and trifles, and such momentary things. Their towns and provinces mere factions, rich against poor, poor against rich, nobles against artificers, they against nobles, and so the rest. In conclusion, he condemned them all for madmen, fools, idiots, asses, O stulti, quaenam hec est amentia? O fools, O madmen, he exclaims, insana studia, insani labores, &c. Mad endeavours, mad actions, mad, mad, mad, 1 O seclum insipiens et infacetum, a giddy-headed age. Heraclitus the philosopher, out of a serious meditation of men’s lives, fell a weeping, and with continual tears bewailed their misery, madness, and folly. Democritus on the other side, burst out a laughing, their whole life seemed to him so ridiculous, and he was so far carried with this ironical passion, that the citizens of Abdera took him to be mad, and sent therefore ambassadors to Hippocrates, the physician, that he would exercise his skill upon him. But the story is set down at large by Hippocrates, in his epistle to Damogetus, which because it is not impertinent to this discourse, I will insert verbatim almost as it is delivered by Hippocrates himself, with all the circumstances belonging unto it.

* Dial. contemplantes, Tom. 2. 1 Catulus.
When Hippocrates was now come to Abdera, the people of the city came flocking about him, some weeping, some entreating of him, that he would do his best. After some little repast, he went to see Democritus, the people following him, whom he found (as before) in his garden in the suburbs all alone, "sitting upon a stone under a plane tree, without hose or shoes, with a book on his knees, cutting up several beasts, and busy at his study." The multitude stood gazing round about to see the congress. Hippocrates, after a little pause, saluted him by his name, whom he resaluted, ashamed almost that he could not call him likewise by his, or that he had forgot it. Hippocrates demanded of him what he was doing; he told him that he was "busy in cutting up several beasts, to find out the cause of madness and melancholy." Hippocrates commended his work, admiring his happiness and leisure. And why, quoth Democritus, have not you that leisure? Because, replied Hippocrates, domestic affairs hinder, necessary to be done for ourselves, neighbours, friends; expenses, diseases, frailties and mortalities which happen; wife, children, servants, and such businesses which deprive us of our time. At this speech Democritus profusely laughed (his friends and the people standing by, weeping in the mean time, and lamenting his madness). Hippocrates asked the reason why he laughed. He told him, at the vanities and the fopperies of the time, to see men so empty of all virtuous actions, to hunt so far after gold, having no end of ambition; to take such infinite pains for a little glory, and to be favoured of men; to make such deep mines into the earth for gold, and many times to find nothing, with loss of their lives and fortunes. Some to love dogs, others horses, some to desire to be obeyed in many provinces, and yet themselves will know no obedience. Some to love their wives dearly

---

1 Sub ramoso platano sedentem, solam, discalcassem, super lapidem, valde pallidum ac maceratum, promessa barba, fibrum super genibus habemem. 2 De furore, mania, melancholía scribo, ut sciam quo pacto in hominibus gignatur, fiat, crescat, cumulatur, minimatur, hanc inquit animallia quae vides propter secum, non Delopera pereas, sed fallis bilique naturam disquirens. 3 Aes. l. 2, in Gen. Jumenti et servi tui obequum rigide postulas, et tu nullum preces asiles, nec ipsi Deo. 4 Uxores ducunt, mox fors aequunt.
at first, and after awhile to forsake and hate them; beget-
ting children, with much care and cost for their education,
yet when they grow to man's estate, ¹ to despise, neglect, and
leave them naked to the world's mercy. ² Do not these be-
haviours express their intolerable folly? ³ When men live in
peace, they covet war, detesting quietness, ⁴ deposing kings,
and advancing others in their stead, murdering some men to
beget children of their wives. How many strange humours
are in men! When they are poor and needy, they seek
riches, and when they have them, they do not enjoy them,
but hide them under ground, or else wastefully spend them.
O wise Hippocrates, I laugh at such things being done, but
much more when no good comes of them, and when they are
done to so ill purpose. There is no truth or justice found
amongst them, for they daily plead one against another, ⁴ the
son against the father and the mother, brother against
brother, kindred and friends of the same quality; and all
this for riches, whereof after death they cannot be possessors.
And yet, notwithstanding, they will defame and kill one
another, commit all unlawful actions, contemning God and
men, friends and country. They make great account of
many senseless things, esteeming them as a great part of
their treasure, statues, pictures, and such like movables, dear
bought, and so cunningly wrought, as nothing but speech
wanteth in them, ⁵ and yet they hate living persons speaking
to them.* Others affect difficult things; if they dwell on
firm land they will remove to an island, and thence to land
again, being no way constant to their desires. They com-
mand courage and strength in wars, and let themselves be
conquered by lust and avarice; they are, in brief, as dis-
ordered in their minds, as Thersites was in his body. And
now, methinks, O most worthy Hippocrates, you should not
reprehend my laughing, perceiving so many fooleries in men;

¹ Pueros amant, mox fastidium. ² Idola insanam amat. ³ Quid hoc ab insanâ destet? ⁴ Reges animatae odio habent, sic peunitur. ⁵ Credidam vivos dueunt a marmore.
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for no man will mock his own folly, but that which he seeth in a second, and so they justly mock one another. The drunkard calls him a glutton whom he knows to be sober. Many men love the sea, others husbandry; briefly, they cannot agree in their own trades and professions, much less in their lives and actions.

When Hippocrates heard these words so readily uttered, without premeditation, to declare the world’s vanity, full of ridiculous contrariety, he made answer, that necessity compelled men to many such actions, and divers wills ensuing from divine permission, that we might not be idle, being nothing is so odious to them as sloth and negligence. Besides, men cannot foresee future events, in this uncertainty of human affairs; they would not so marry, if they could foretell the causes of their dislike and separation; or parents, if they knew the hour of their children’s death, so tenderly provide for them; or an husbandman sow, if he thought there would be no increase; or a merchant adventure to sea, if he foresaw shipwreck; or be a magistrate, if presently to be deposed. Alas, worthy Democritus, every man hopes the best, and to that end he doth it, and therefore no such cause, or ridiculous occasion of laughter.

Democritus hearing this poor excuse, laughed again aloud, perceiving he wholly mistook him, and did not well understand what he had said concerning perturbations and tranquillity of the mind. Insomuch, that if men would govern their actions by discretion and providence, they would not declare themselves fools as now they do, and he should have no cause of laughter; but (quoth he) they swell in this life as if they were immortal, and demigods, for want of understanding. It were enough to make them wise, if they would but consider the mutability of this world, and how it wheels about, nothing being firm and sure. He that is now above, to-morrow is beneath; he that sate on this side to-day, to-morrow is hurled on the other; and not considering these mat-

1 Suum singitiam perspiciit nemo, sed alter alterum desideret.
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letters, they fall into many inconveniences and troubles, coveting things of no profit, and thirsting after them, tumbling headlong into many calamities. So that if men would attempt no more than what they can bear, they should lead contented lives, and learning to know themselves, would limit their ambition, 1 they would perceive then that nature hath enough without seeking such superfluities, and unprofitable things, which bring nothing with them but grief and molestation.

As a fat body is more subject to diseases, so are rich men to absurdities and fooleries, to many casualties and cross inconveniences. There are many that take no heed what happeneth to others by bad conversation, and therefore overthrow themselves in the same manner through their own fault, not foreseeing dangers manifest. These are things (O more than mad, quoth he,) that give me matter of laughter, by suffering the pains of your impieties, as your avarice, envy, malice, enormous villainies, mutinies, unsatiable desires, conspiracies, and other incurable vices; besides your 2 dissimulation and hypocrisy, bearing deadly hatred one to the other, and yet shadowing it with a good face, flying out into all filthy lusts, and transgressions of all laws, both of nature and civility. Many things which they have left off, after a while they fall to again, husbandry, navigation; and leave again, fickle and inconstant as they are. When they are young, they would be old; and old, young. 8 Princes commend a private life; private men itch after honour; a magistrate commends a quiet life; a quiet man would be in his office, and obeyed as he is; and what is the cause of all this, but that they know not themselves? 1 Some delight to destroy, 4 one to build, another to spoil one country to enrich another and himself. 6 In all these things they are like

1 Demi que sit finis querendi, cuinque habeat plus, panispernum metus minus, et sese laborem insipias, partis quad arebas, uetero. Hor. 2 Astutam vaspile servas sub pectore vulpem. Et cum vulpe positus pater vulpinarius. Cretum cum Crete. 3 Quis sit Memelas ut nemo quam sibi sortem, Seu ratio dedeit, seus sors objectit, illa contentus vivat, &c. Hor. 4 Durius, solidcat, mutat quadrata, rotundus. Trajanus pontem struxit super Danubium, quem successor ejus Adrianus statim demolivit. 5 Quid quid in re ab infantibus differunt, quibus mens et sensus sita ratione inest, quicquid seae his ollor vulpe est?
children, in whom is no judgment or counsel, and resemble beasts, saving that beasts are better than they, as being contented with nature. 1 When shall you see a lion hide gold in the ground, or a bull contend for better pasture? When a boar is thirsty, he drinks what will serve him, and no more; and when his belly is full, ceaseth to eat; but men are immoderate in both, as in lust—they covet carnal copulation at set times; men always, ruining thereby the health of their bodies. And doth it not deserve laughter to see an amorous fool torment himself for a wench; weep, howl for a misshapen slut, a dowdy sometimes, that might have his choice of the finest beauties? Is there any remedy for this in physic? I do anatomize and cut up these poor beasts, 2 to see these distempers, vanities, and follies, yet such proof were better made on man’s body, if my kind nature would endure it; 3 who from the hour of his birth is most miserable, weak, and sickly; when he sucks, he is guided by others, when he is grown great, practiseth unhappiness. 4 and is sturdy, and when old, a child again, and repenteth him of his life past. And here being interrupted by one that brought books, he fell to it again, that all were mad, careless, stupid. To prove my former speeches, look into courts, or private houses. 5 Judges give judgment according to their own advantage, doing manifest wrong to poor innocents to please others. Notaries alter sentences, and for money lose their deeds. Some make false moneys; others counterfeit false weights. Some abuse their parents, yea, corrupt their own sisters; others make long libels and pasquils, defaming men of good life, and extol such as are lewd and vicious. Some rob one, some another; 6 magistrates make laws against thieves, and are the veriest thieves themselves. Some kill themselves, others despair, not obtaining their desires. Some

1 Idem Plut. 2 Ut insanius causam. Qui sedet criminis judicaturus, &e; disquiritur. 3 bruta. maebat, non seco, cum hoc. 4 Tu pessemus omnium latro es, as is said by Alexander in Curtius. Damna totus a multitute morabus est. 5 In foras judex, quod totus operatur. Cy vigore Sacmbus, quum decrecevit in priam. 6 Cyprian. ad Domum.
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dance, sing, laugh,feast, and banquet, whilst others sigh,
languish, mourn, and lament, having neither meat, drink, nor
clothes. 1 Some prank up their bodies, and have their minds
full of execrable vices. Some trot about 2 to bear false
witness, and say anything for money; and though judges
know of it, yet for a bribe they wink at it, and suffer false
contracts to prevail against equity. Women are all day
a dressing, to please other men abroad, and go like sluts at
home, not caring to please their own husbands whom they
should. Seeing men are so fickle, so sottish, so intemperate,
why should not I laugh at those to whom 3 folly seems wis-
dom, will not be cured, and perceive it not?

It grew late; Hippocrates left him; and no sooner was he
come away, but all the citizens came about flocking, to know
how he liked him. He told them in brief, that notwithstanding
those small neglects of his attire, body, diet, 4 the world
had not a wiser, a more learned, a more honest man, and
they were much deceived to say that he was mad.

Thus Democritus esteemed of the world in his time, and
this was the cause of his laughter; and good cause he
had.

5 Olim jure quidem, nunc plus Democrito ride;
Quin rides? vita hae nunc magis ridicula est.

Democritus did well to laugh of old,
Good cause he had, but now much more;
This life of ours is more ridiculous
Than that of his, or long before.

Never so much cause of laughter as now, never so many
fools and madmen. 'Tis not one 6 Democritus will serve turn
to laugh in these days; we have now need of a "Democritus
to laugh at Democritus;" one jester to flout at another, one
fool to stare at another; a great stentorian Democritus, as big

1 Valtus magna cura, magna animi incursa. Am. Marcel. 2 Horrenda res est, vix duo verba sine mendacio profertur: et quamvis solemniter homines ad veritatem discessam luditentur, pejorose tamen non dubitant, ut ex decem testibus vis unus verum dieat. Calvin. in S John, Serm. 1. 3 Sapientiam insanum esse dicunt. 4 Siquidem sapientissimus admirations me complexit, offensiae sapientissimum virum, qui salvos potest omnes homines reddere. 5 E Græc. epist. 6 Plures Democriti nunc non sufficiunt, opus Democrito qui Democritum ridet. Eras. Moria.
as that Rhodian Colossus. For now, as ¹ Salisburiensis said in his time, *totus mundus histrionem agit*, the whole world plays the fool; we have a new theatre, a new scene, a new comedy of errors, a new company of personate actors, *volupiae sacra* (as Calcagninus willingly feigns in his Apologies) are celebrated all the world over, ²where all the actors were madmen and fools, and every hour changed habits, or took that which came next. He that was a mariner to-day, is an apothecary to-morrow; a smith one while, a philosopher another, in *his volupiae ludis*; a king now with his crown, robes, sceptre, attendants, by and by drove a loaded ass before him like a carter, &c. If Democritus were alive now, he should see strange alterations, a new company of counterfeit vizards, whiffers, Cumane asses, maskers, mummers, painted puppets, outsides, fantastic shadows, gulls, monsters, giddy-heads, butterflies. And so many of them are indeed (²if all be true that I have read). For when Jupiter and Juno’s wedding was solemnized of old, the gods were all invited to the feast, and many noble men besides: Amongst the rest came Chrysalus, a Persian prince, bravely attended, rich in golden attire, in gay robes, with a majestical presence, but otherwise an ass. The gods seeing him come in such pomp and state, rose up to give him place, *ex habitu hominem metientes*; ³but Jupiter perceiving what he was, a light, fantastic, idle fellow, turned him and his proud followers into butterflies; and so they continue still (for aught I know to the contrary) roving about in pied coats, and are called chrysalides by the wiser sort of men; that is, golden outsides, drones, flies, and things of no worth. Multitudes of such, &c.

“ubique invenies

Stultos avaros, sycophantas prodigos.” ⁴

¹ Polycrat. Lib. 2. cap. 8, ² St. Petron. Ῥ ο� εν τοις δελιματαις, ομνες ημεις, &c., ³ hodie nauta, cras philosophus; hodie habet, cras pharmacops: hic modo regna aegrotat multo satellitio, daro, et spectro censatur, nunc vili amictus can- ⁴ Calegninus Apol. Crysaulus esteuris sure dives, manifesto populo et daro con- tuleo, asum eliterarium impellit. 

⁵ Sed hominis levitatem Jupi- ⁶ter perspicens, at tu (inquit) esto bom- ⁷ bilo, &c., produoque. vestis illa manici- ⁸ ta in alas versae est, et mortales inde Chry- ⁹ salides vocant hujusmodi homines. 

† You will meet covetous fools and prodigal sycophants everywhere.
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Many additions, much increase of madness, folly, vanity, should Democritus observe, were he now to travel, or could get leave of Pluto to come and see fashions, as Charon did in Lucian to visit our cities of Moronia Pia, and Moronia Fœlix; sure I think he would break the rim of his belly with laughing. ¹Si foret in terris rideret Democritus, seu, &c.

A satirical Roman in his time, thought all vice, folly, and madness were all at full sea, ²Omne in præcipiti vitium stetit.

* Josephus the historian taxeth his countrymen Jews for bragging of their vices, publishing their follies, and that they did contend amongst themselves who should be most notorious in villanies; but we flow higher in madness, far beyond them,

⁵"Mox daturi progeniem vitiosiorum,"
And yet with crimes to us unknown,
Our sons shall mark the coming age their own,

and the latter end (you know whose oracle it is) is like to be worse. 'Tis not to be denied, the world alters every day, Ruunt urbes, regna transferuntur, &c., variantur habitus, legis innovantur, as ⁶Petrarch observes, we change language, habits, laws, customs, manners, but not vices, not diseases, not the symptoms of folly and madness, they are still the same. And as a river, we see, keeps the like name and place, but not water, and yet ever runs, †Labitur et labetur in omne volubilis ævum; our times and persons alter, vices are the same, and ever will be; look how nightingales sang of old, cocks crowed, kine lowed, sheep bleated, sparrows chirped, dogs barked, so they do still; we keep our madness still, play the fools still, nec dum finitus Orestes; we are of the same humours and inclinations as our predecessors were; you shall find us all alike, much at one, we and our sons, et nati natorum, et qui nascentur ab illis. And so shall our posterity continue to the last. But to speak of times present.

¹Juven. ²Juven. ⁵De bello tamens habebis quas pejor est. ⁷Hor. 
Jud. l. 8. c. 11. Indulgentes vestre ⁴Lib. 5, Epist. 8. †Hor. 
semimana latent, inque dies singulos cor-
If Democritus were alive now, and should but see the superstition of our age, our \(^1\) religious madness, as \(^2\) Meteran calls it, _Religiosam insaniam_, so many professed Christians, yet so few imitators of Christ; so much talk of religion, so much science, so little conscience; so much knowledge, so many preachers, so little practice; such variety of sects, such have and hold of all sides,—*obvia signis Signa, &c.*, such absurd and ridiculous traditions and ceremonies: If he should meet a \(^3\) Capuchin, a Franciscan, a Pharisaical Jesuit, a mansonserpent, a shave-crowned Monk in his robes, a begging Friar, or see their three-crowned Sovereign Lord the Pope, poor Peter's successor; *servus servorum Dei*, to depose kings with his foot, to tread on emperors' necks, make them stand barefoot and bare-legged at his gates, hold his bridle and stirrup, &c. (O that Peter and Paul were alive to see this!) If he should observe a \(^4\) Prince creep so devoutly to kiss his toe, and those Red-cap Cardinals, poor parish priests of old, now Princes' companions; what would he say? *Cælum ipsum petitur stultitias.*_ Had he met some of our devout pilgrims going barefoot to Jerusalem, our Lady of Lauretto, Rome, S. Iago, S. Thomas's Shrine, to creep to those counterfeit and maggot-eaten relics; had he been present at a mass, and seen such kissing of Paxes, crucifixes, cringes, duckings, their several attires and ceremonies, pictures of saints, \(^5\) indulgences, pardons, vigils, fasting, feasts, crossing, knocking, kneeling at Ave-Marias, bells, with many such;—*jucunda rudi spectacula plebis,*_ praying in gibberish, and mumbling of beads. Had he heard an old woman say her prayers in Latin, their sprinkling of holy-water, and going a procession,

---

\(^1\) _Superstitia est insanus error._  
\(^2\) _Lib. 6. hist. Belg._  
\(^3\) _Lucan._  
\(^4\) _Father Angelo, the Duke of Joyenx, going barefoot over the Alps to Rome, &c._  
\(^5\) _Sicut inuci vacat quae patiuntur superstitionem._ 

---

Quid dicam de eorum indulgentiis, oblationibus, votis, solutioribus, jejunibus, consobiis, sonulis, horis, organis, sanctis, campanis, simulachris, missis, purgatoribus, mitris, breviariis, bullis, illustribus, aquis, marmoribus, sanctos, candelibus, calicibus, crucibus, mappis, cereis, thoribus, incantationibus, exorcismis, spatii, legendis, &c. _Baleus de actis Rom. Pont._ Pleading spectacles to the ignorant poor.
Their breviaries, bulls, hallowed beans, exorcisms, pictures, curious crosses, fables, and baubles. Had he read the Golden Legend, the Turks' Alcoran, or Jews' Talmud, the Rabbins' Comments, what would he have thought? How dost thou think he might have been affected? Had he more particularly examined a Jesuit's life amongst the rest, he should have seen an hypocrite profess poverty, and yet possess more goods and lands than many princes, to have infinite treasures and revenues; teach others to fast, and play the gluttons themselves; like the watermen that row one way and look another. Vow virginity, talk of holiness, and yet indeed a notorious bawd, and famous fornicator, lascivum pecus, a very goat. Monks by profession, such as give over the world and the vanities of it, and yet a Machiavelian rout interested in all manner of state; holy men, peacemakers, and yet composed of envy, lust, ambition, hatred, and malice; firebrands, adulta patria pestis, traitors, assassins, hāc tur ad astra, and this is to supererogate, and merit heaven for themselves and others. Had he seen on the adverse side, some of our nice and curious schismatics in another extreme, abhor all ceremonies, and rather lose their lives and livings, than do or admit anything Papists have formerly used, though in things indifferent, (they alone are the true Church, sal terrae cum sini omnium insubsissimi). Formalists, out of fear and base flattery, like so many weathercocks turn round, a rout of temporizers, ready to embrace and maintain all that is or shall be proposed in hope of preferment; another Epicurean company, lying at lurch like so many vultures, watching for a prey of Church goods, and ready to rise by the downfall of any; as Lucian said in like case,
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what dost thou think Democritus would have done, had he been spectator of these things?
Or had he but observed the common people follow like so many sheep one of their fellows drawn by the horns over the rap, some for zeal, some for fear, quod se cunque rapit necesse, to credit all, examine nothing, and yet ready to swear before they will abjure any of those ceremonies to which they have been accustomed? others out of hypocrisy frequent sermons, knock their breasts, turn up their eyes, pretend zeal, desire reformation, and yet profess usurers, gorgers, monsters of men, harpies, devils in their lives, to express nothing less.

What would he have said to see, hear, and read so many petty batties, so many thousands slain at once, such streams unceasing to turn mills: unus ob nomen furiasque, or to erect for princes, without any just cause,* "for vain men (with Austin), precedence, some wench, or such like or out of desire of domineering, vainglory, malice, error, folly, madness," (goodly causes all, ob quas universos bellis et cadibus misceatur,) whilst statesmen in the mean time are secure at home pammery with all delights and pleasures, take their ease, and show their lusts, not considering what intolerable misery sufferers endure, their often wounds, hunger, thirst, &c., in amenable cares, torments, calamities, and oppressions accompanying such proceedings, they feel not, take no care of it. So wars are begun, by the persuasion of a few

8. i. Ang. Fort. est in Ac. indigne Nam

6. Quid dicas. hist. states, ob praemium mullari multa, quod e

* Nam panem voc.
and full strength, without all remorse and pity, sacrificed to Pluto, killed up as so many sheep, for devils' food, 40,000 at once. At once, said I, that were tolerable, but these wars last always, and for many ages; nothing so familiar as this hacking and hewing, massacres, murders, desolations—_ignoto ceelum clangor remugit_, they care not what mischief they procure, so that they may enrich themselves for the present; they will so long blow the coals of contention, till all the world be consumed with fire. The 1 siege of Troy lasted ten years, eight months, there died 870,000 Grecians, 670,000 Trojans, at the taking of the city, and after were slain, 276,000 men, women, and children of all sorts. Cæsar killed a million, 2 Mahomet the second Turk, 300,000 persons; Sicinius Dentatus fought in a hundred battles, eight times in single combat he overcame, had forty wounds before, was rewarded with 140 crowns, triumphed nine times for his good service. M. Sergius had 32 wounds; Scæva, the Centurion, I know not how many; every nation had their Hectors, Scipios, Caesars, and Alexanders! Our 3 Edward the Fourth was in 26 battles afoot; and as they do all, he glories in it, this related to his honour. At the siege of Hierusalem, 1,100,000 died with sword and flame. At the battle of Cannas, 70,000 men were slain, as 4 Polybius records, and as many at Battle Abbey with us; and this no news to fight from sun to sun, as they did, as Constantine and Licinius, &c. At the siege of Ostend (the devil's academy) a poor town in respect, a small fort, but at great grave, 120,000 men lost their lives, besides whole towns, dorpes, and hospitals full of maimed soldiers; there were engines, fire-works, and whatsoever the devil could invent to do mischief with 2,500,000 lead bullets shot of 400 pounds' weight, three or four thousand of gold consumed. 4 Who (with mine author) was sufficiently amazed at any hearts, obstinacy, that knew, who without
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any likelihood of good success, hazard poor soldiers, and lead them without pity to the slaughter, which may justly be called the rage of furious beasts, that run without reason upon their own deaths; * quis malus genus, quæ furia, quæ pestis, &c. what plague, what fury brought so devilish, so brutish a thing as war first into men’s minds? Who made so soft and peaceable a creature, born to love, mercy, meekness, so to rave, rage like beasts, and run on to their own destruction? how may nature expostulate with mankind, Ego te divinum animal finxi, &c. I made thee an harmless, quiet, a divine creature; how may God expostulate, and all good men? yet, horum facta (as † one connois) tantum admirantur, et heroum numero habent: these are the brave spirits, the gallants of the world, these admired alone, triumph alone, have statues, crowns, pyramids, obelisks to their eternal fame, that immortal genius attends on them, hæc itur ad astra. When Rhodes was besieged, 1 fossae urbis cadaveribus repletae sunt, the ditches were full of dead carcasses; and as when the said Solyman, great Turk, beleaguered Vienna, they lay level with the top of the walls. This they make a sport of, and will do it to their friends and confederates, against oaths, vows, promises, by treachery or otherwise; 2 —— dolus an virtus? quis in hoste requirat? leagues and laws of arms, (silent leges inter arma), for their advantage, omnia jura, divina, humana, procula vata plerumque sunt; God’s and men’s laws are trampled under foot, the sword alone determines all; to satisfy their lust and spleen, they care not what they attempt, say, or do, 4 Rara fides, probitasque viris qui castra sequuntur. Nothing so common as to have 5 “father fight against the son, brother against brother, kinsman against kinsman, kingdom against kingdom, province against province, Christians against Chris-

tians;" a quibus nec unquam cogitatione fuerunt lesi, of whom they never had offence in thought, word or deed. Infinite treasures consumed, towns burned, flourishing cities sacked and ruined, quodque animus meminisse horret, goodly countries depopulated and left desolate, old inhabitants expelled, trade and traffic decayed, maids deflowered, Virgines nondum thalamis jugata, et comis nondum positis ephiæbit; chaste matrons cry out with Andromache, *Con-
cubitum mox cogar pati ejus, qui interemerit Hectorum, they shall be compelled peradventure to lie with them that erst killed their husbands; to see rich, poor, sick, sound, lords, servants, eodem omnes incommodo macti, consumed all or maimed, &c. Et quicquid gaudens scelere animus audet, et pereversa mens, saith Cyprian, and whatsoever torment, misery, mischief, hell itself, the devil, 1 fury and rage can invent to their own ruin and destruction; so abominable a thing is 2 war, as Gerbelius concludes, adeo fæda et abominanda res est bellum, ex quo hominum caedes, vastationes, &c., the scourg of God, cause, effect, fruit and punishment of sin, and not tonsura humani generis, as Tertullian calls it, but ruina. Had Democritus been present at the late civil wars in France, those abominable wars——bellaque matribus detes-tata, 3 where, in less than ten years, ten thousand men were consumed, saith Collignius, twenty thousand churches overthrown; nay, the whole kingdom subverted (as 4 Richard Dinoth adds). So many myriads of the commons were butchered up, with sword, famine, war, tanto odio utrique ut barbari ad abhorrendam laniemam obstupescerent, with such feral hatred, the world was amazed at it; or at our late Pharsalian fields in the time of Henry the Sixth, betwixt the houses of Lancaster and York, a hundred thousand men slain, † one writes; 5 another, ten thousand families were

1 I. ib. 2 Ern. 3 Bell. 4 Gal. 5 Collign. 6 Pont. 7 Conules.
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rooted out, "That no man can but marvel, saith Comineus, at that barbarous immanity, feral madness, committed betwixt men of the same nation, language, and religion." 1 Quis furor, O cives? "Why do the Gentiles so furiously rage," saith the Prophet David, Psal. ii. 1. But we may ask, why do the Christians so furiously rage? * Arma volunt, quae poscunt, rapiuntque juventus?" Unfit for Gentiles, much less for us so to tyrannize, as the Spaniard in the West Indies, that killed up in forty-two years (if we may believe * Bartholomæus à Casa, their own bishop) twelve millions of men, with stupend and exquisite torments; neither should I lie (said he) if I said fifty millions. I omit those French massacres, Sicilian even-songs, the Duke of Alva's tyrannies, our gunpowder machinations, and that fourth fury, as * one calls it, the Spanish inquisition, which quite obscures those ten persecutions, 6 ——sevīt toto Mars impius orbe. Is not this * mundus furiosus, a mad world, as he terms it, insanum bellum? are not these mad men, as ⌂ Scaliger concludes, qui in praedio acerbâ morte, insaniae suæ memoriam pro perpetuo teste relinquunt posteritati; which leave so frequent battles, as perpetual memorials of their madness to all succeeding ages? Would this, think you, have enforced our Democritus to laughter, or rather made him turn his tune, alter his tone, and weep with ⌂ Heraclitus, or rather howl, 8 roēr, and tear his hair in commiseration, stand amazed; or as the poets feign, that Niobe was for grief quite stupefied, and turned to a stone? I have not yet said the worst, that which is more absurd and ⌂ mad, in their tumults, seditions, civil and unjust wars, 10 quod stultè suscipitur, impiè geritur, miserè finitur. Such wars I mean; for all are not to be condemned, as those fantastical anabaptists vainly conceive.

nullus non exercetur et admiretur crueilitatem, et barbariam insaniam, que inter homines eodem sub celo natos, ejusdem linguae, sanguinis, religionis, exercebatur. 1 Lucan. * Virg. 2 Bishop of Casco, an eye-witness. 3 Read Mæsteren of his stupend crueilités. 4 Hansius Austracico. 5 Virg. Georg. "Implous war rages throughout the whole world." 6 Jansenius Gallicus. 7 Exercit. 1586. Mundus furiosus, Inscription libri. 8 Exercit. 250, serm. 4. 7 Fleat Heraclitus an rideoat Democritus. 8 Cure leves loquuntur, ingentes stupent. 9 Armis amem capto, nec sat rationis im armis. 10 Erasmus
Our Christian tactics are all out as necessary as the Roman acies, or Grecian phalanx; to be a soldier is a most noble and honourable profession (as the world is), not to be spared, they are our best walls and bulwarks, and I do therefore acknowledge that of *Tully to be most true, “All our civil affairs, all our studies, all our pleading, industry, and commendation lies under the protection of warlike virtues, and whatsoever there is any suspicion of tumult, all our arts cease;” wars are most behoeful, et bellatores agricolis civitati sunt utiliores, as †Tyrius defends; and valour is much to be commended in a wise man; but they mistake most part, aferre, trucidare, ropere, falsis nominibus virtutem vocant, &c. (‘Twas Galgacus’s observation in Tacitus) they term theft, murder and rapine, virtue, by a wrong name, rapes, slaughters, massacres, &c., jocos et ludos, are pretty pastimes, as Ludovicus Vives notes. 1 “They commonly call the most harebrain blood-suckers, strongest thieves, the most desperate villains, treacherous rogues, inhuman murderers, rash, cruel and dissolute cautiffs, courageous and generous spirits, heroic and worthy captains, brave men at arms, valiant and renowned soldiers, possessed with a brute persuasion of false honour,” as Pontus Huter in his Burgundian history complains. By means of which it comes to pass that daily so many voluntaries offer themselves, leaving their sweet wives, children, friends, for sixpence (if they can get it) a day, prostitute their lives and limbs, desire to enter upon breaches, lie sentinel, perdue, give the first onset, stand in the fore-front of the battle, marching bravely on, with a cheerful noise of drums and trumpets, such vigour and alacrity, so many banners streaming in the air, glittering armours, motions of plumes, woods of pikes, and swords, variety of colours, cost and magnifi-

* Pro Murenis. Omnes urbane res, omnis studia, omnis forensis haec et industria latei: in tutela et praevidio heliaca virtutis, et simul atque incopuix suspicio tumultus artes ilieo nostra condessent. † Ser. I3. 1 Crude-lissimos sevisimosque latrones, fortissimos haberi propugnatores, fidissimos duces habent, bruta praevidicia donati 2 Eobanvs Hossus. Quidquc omnis in armis vita placet, non uia futat nisi morte, nec uiam esse putant vitam, quam non assueveris armis.
cence, as if they went in triumph, now victors to the Capitol, and with such pomp, as when Darius's army marched to meet Alexander at Issus. Void of all fear they run into imminent dangers, cannon's mouth, &c., ut vulneribus suis ferrum hostium hebetent, saith \(^1\) Barletius, to get a name of valour, honour and applause, which lasts not neither, for it is but a mere flash this fame, and like a rose, intra diem unum extinguitur, 'tis gone in an instant. Of 15,000 proletaries slain in a battle, scarce fifteen are recorded in history, or one alone, the General perhaps, and after awhile his and their names are likewise blotted out, the whole battle itself is forgotten. Those Grecian orators, summa vi ingenii et eloquentiae, set out the renowned overthrows at Thermopylae, Salamis, Marathon, Micale, Mantinea, Cheronea, Platea. The Romans record their battle at Cannas, and Pharsalian fields, but they do but record, and we scarce hear of them. And yet this supposed honour, popular applause, desire of immortality by this means, pride and vainglory spur them on many times rashly and unadvisedly, to make away themselves and multitudes of others. Alexander was sorry, because there were no more worlds for him to conquer, he is admired by some for it, animosa vox videtur, et regia, 'twas spoken like a Prince; but as wise \(^2\) Seneca censures him, 'twas vox iniquissima et stultissima, 'twas spoken like a Bedlam fool; and that sentence which the same \(^3\) Seneca appropriates to his father Philip and him, I apply to them all, Non minores fuère pestes mortalium quàm inundatio, quæm conflagratio quibus, &c., they did as much mischief to mortal men as fire and water, those merciless elements when they rage. \(^4\) Which is yet more to be lamented, they persuade them this hellish course of life is holy, they promise heaven to such as venture their lives bello sacro, and that by these

---

bloody wars, as Persians, Greeks and Romans of old, as modern Turks do now their commons, to encourage them to fight, ut cadant infelicior. "If they die in the field, they go directly to heaven, and shall be canonized for saints." (O diabolical invention!) put in the Chronicles, in perpetuum rei memoriam, to their eternal memory; when as in truth, as some hold, it were much better (since wars are the scourge of God for sin, by which he punisheth mortal men's peevishness and folly) such brutish stories were suppressed, because ad morum institutionem nihil habent, they conduce not at all to manners, or good life. But they will have it thus nevertheless, and so they put note of "divinity upon the most cruel and pernicious plague of human kind," adore such men with grand titles, degrees, statues, images, honour, applaud, and highly reward them for their good service, no greater glory than to die in the field. So Africanus is extolled by Ennius; Mars, and Hercules, and I know not how many besides of old, were deified; went this way to heaven, that were indeed bloody butchers, wicked destroyers, and troubleurs of the world, prodigious monsters, hell-hounds, feral plagues, devourers, common executioners of human kind, as Laetantius truly proves, and Cyprian to Donat, such as were desperate in wars, and precipitately made away themselves, (like those Celtes in Damasceen, with ridiculous valour, ut dedecorandum putarent munere ruenti se subducere, a disgrace to run away for a rotten wall, now ready to fall on their heads,) such as will not rush on a sword's point, or seek to shun a cannon's shot, are base cowards, and no valiant men. By which means, Madet orbis mutuo sanguine, the earth wallows in her own blood, Saeuit amor ferri et scelerati insanitatis bellis; and for that, which if it be done in private, a man shall be rigorously executed, and which is

1 Quamvis bella acerbissima Del fagella sunt quibus hominum pertinaciam portat, in perpetuo oblivione sepellenda potius quam memoria manenda pleisque judicabant. Rich. Dinoth. praef. hist. Gall. 2 Cruentam humanorum generis pestem et perniciem, divinitatis notitiam ingenuam, 3 Et quod dolendum, applanatum habent et occursum virtus tales. 4 Herculis cadem porta ad celum patuit qui magnam genera humana partem perdiderit. 5 Virg. Aeneid. 7. 6 Honibilium quam commitunt singuli, crimina est, quem publico geritur, virtus voca-
no less than murder itself; if the same fact be done in public wars it is called manhood, and the party is honoured for it.” 1

Prosperum et felix seculus, virtus vocatur.

We measure all as Turks do, by the event, and most part, as Cyprian notes, in all ages, countries, places, saevitiae magnitudo impune tatem sceleris acquirit, the foulness of the fact vindicates the offender. 2 One is crowned for that for which another is tormented: *Ille crucem sceleris pretium tulit, hic diademum*; made a knight, a lord, an earl, a great duke, (as Agrippa notes) for which another should have hung in gibbets, as a terror to the rest,

4 “et tamen alter,
    Si fecisset idem, caderet sub judices morum.”

A poor sheep-stealer is hanged for stealing of victuals, compelled peradventure by necessity of that intolerable cold, hunger, and thirst, to save himself from starving; but a great man in office may securely rob whole provinces, undo thousands, pill and poll, oppress *ad libitum*, flea, grind, tyrannize, enrich himself by spoils of the commons, be uncontrollable in his actions, and after all, be recompensed with turgent titles, honoured for his good service, and no man dare find fault, or 6 mutter at it.

How would our Democritus have been affected to see a wicked caitiff, or 7 “fool, a very idiot, a fnge, a golden ass, a monster of men, to have many good men, wise men, learned men to attend upon him with all submission, as an appendix to his riches, for that respect alone, because he hath more wealth and money, 8 and to honour him with divine titles, and bombast epithets,” to smother him with fumes and eulogies,

1 Seneca. Successful vice is called virtue. 2 Juven. 3 De vanit. scient. de princip. nobilitatis. 4 Juven. Sat. 4. 5 Pausa rapit, quodd Nitta relict. Tu pessimus omnium latro es, as Demetrius the Pirate held Alexander in Curtius. 6 Non ausi mutare, &c. *Æsop. 7 Improbum et stultum, si divitem multos bones viros in servitutem habentem, ob id duntaxat quod el contingat aurorum numismatum cumulus, ut appendicis, et additamenta numismatum. Morus. Utopia. 8 Eorumque detestantur Utopenses insaniam, qui divinos honores ilic imperiunt, quos sordios et avaros agnoscent; non alio respectu honores quum quod dites sint. Idem, lib. 2.
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whom they know to be a dizzard, a fool, a covetous wretch, a beast, &c., "because he is rich?" To see sub exuviiis leonis onagrum, a filthy loathsome carcass, a Gorgon's head puffed up by parasites, assume this unto himself; glorious titles, in worth an infant, a Cuman ass, a painted sepulchre, an Egyptian temple? To see a withered face, a diseased, deformed, cankered complexion, a rotten carcass, a viperous mind, and Epicurean soul set out with orient pearls, jewels, diadems, perfumes, curious elaborate works, as proud of his clothes as a child of his new coats; and a goodly person.

an angel-like divine countenance, a saint, an humble mind, a meek spirit clothed in rags, beg, and now ready to be starved? To see a silly contemptible sloven in apparel, ragged in his coat, polite in speech, of a divine spirit, wise? another neat in clothes, spruce, full of courtesy, empty of grace, wit, talk nonsense?

To see so many lawyers, advocates, so many tribunals, so little justice; so many magistrates, so little care of common good; so many laws, yet never more disorders; Tribunal litium segetem, the Tribunal a Labyrinth, so many thousand suits in one court sometimes, so violently followed? To see injustissimum saepè juri presidentem, impium religioni, imperitissimum eruditioni, otiosissimum labori, monstrorum humanitati? to see a lamb ¹ executed, a wolf pronounce sentence, latro arraigned, and fur sit on the bench, the judge severely punish others, and do worse himself, ² sendum furtem facere et punire, ³ rapinam plectere, quem sit ipse raptor?

Laws altered, misconstrued, interpreted pro and con, as the Judge is made by friends, bribed, or otherwise affected as a nose of wax, good to-day, none to-morrow; or firm in his opinion, cast in his? Sentence prolonged, changed, ad arbitrium judicis, still the same case, ⁴ one thrust out of his inheritance, another falsely put in by favour, false forged

1 Cyril. 2 ad Donat. op. Ut reus innocens pereat, sit nocsens. Judex damnat fons, quod intus operatur. ² Sidonius Apo. ³ Stultissima i. 5. de provid. ⁴ Ergo judicium nihil est nisi publica merces. Petronius. Quid faciant leges ubi sola pecunia regnat? Idem. ⁵ His acentur hereditatibus liberi, his donatur bonis silentia, falsum consult, alter testamentum corruptit, &c. Idem.
Deeds or wills." Incisa leges negliguntur, laws are made and not kept; or if put in execution, they be some silly ones that are punished. As put case it be fornication, the father will disinherit or abdicate his child, quite cashier him (out, villain, begone, come no more in my sight); a poor man is miserably tormented with loss of his estate perhaps, goods, fortunes, good name, forever disgraced, forsaken, and must do penance to the utmost; a mortal sin, and yet make the worst of it, nunquid aliud fecit, saith Tranio in the poet, nisi quod faciunt summis nati generibus? he hath done no more than what gentlemen usually do. Neque novum, neque mirum, neque secus quam alii solent. For in a great person, right worshipful Sir, a right honourable Grandy, 'tis not a venial sin, no, not a peccadillo, 'tis no offence at all, a common and ordinary thing, no man takes notice of it; he justifies it in public, and peradventure brags of it,

4 "Nam quod turpe bonis, Titio, Selloque, decebat
Crispinum"

For what would be base in good men, Titius, and Seius, became Crispinus.

Many poor men, younger brothers, &c., by reason of bad policy and idle education (for they are likely brought up in no calling), are compelled to beg or steal, and then hanged for theft; than which, what can be more ignominious, non minus enim turpe principi multa supplicia, quam medico multa funera, 'tis the governor's fault. Libentius verberant quam docent, as schoolmasters do rather correct their pupils, than teach them when they do amiss. They had more need provide there should be no more thieves and beggars, as they ought with good policy, and take away the occasions, than let them run on, as they do to their own destruction; root out likewise those causes of wrangling, a multitude of law-

1 Vexat censora columbus. 2 Plaut. Hostel. 3 Iadem. 4 Juven. Sat. 4. 5 Quod tot sint fures et mendici, magisterium culpæ fit, qui malos imitantur preceptores, qui discipulos libentius verberant quam docent. Morus, Utop. Lib. 6 Decernuntur furi gravia et horrenda supplicia, quom potius provident dum multo fures sint, ne culquae tam dirigatur aut pers scandi sit necessitas. Iadem.
yers, and compose controversies, itae lustrales et seculares, by some more compendious means." Whereas now for every toy and trifle they go to law, 1 mugit litibus insanum forum, et saeit in viciem discordantium rabies, they are ready to pull out one another's throats; and for commodity 2 "to squeeze blood," saith Hierom, "out of their brother's heart," defame, lie, disgrace, backbite, rail, bear false witness, swear, forswear, fight and wrangle, spend their goods, lives, fortunes, friends, undo one another, to enrich an harpy advocate, that preys upon them both, and cries Eia Socrates, Eia Xantippe; or some corrupt Judge, that like the 3 Kite in Æsop, while the mouse and frog fought, carried both away. Generally they prey one upon another as so many ravenous birds, brute beasts, devouring fishes, no medium, 4 omnes hic aut captantur aut cupitant; aut cadaver a qua laceratur, aut corvi qui lacerant, either deceive or be deceived; tear others or be torn in pieces themselves; like so many buckets in a well, as one riseth another falleth, one's empty, another's full; his ruin is a ladder to the third; such are our ordinary proceedings. What's the market? A place, according to 5 Anacharsis, wherein they cozen one another, a trap; nay, what's the world itself? 6 A vast chaos, a confusion of manners, as sickle as the air, domicilium insanorum, a turbulent troop full of impurities, a mart of walking spirits, goblins, the theatre of hypocrisy, a shop of knavery, flattery, a nursery of villainy, the scene of babbling, the school of giddiness, the academy of vice; a warfare, ubi velis notis pugnandum, aut vincas aut succumbas, in which kill or be killed; wherein every man is for himself, his private ends, and stands upon his own guard. No charity, 7 love, friendship, fear of God, alliance, affinity, consanguinity, Christianity, can contain them, but if they be any ways offended, or that string of commodity be touched,
they fall foul. Old friends become bitter enemies on a sudden for toys and small offences, and they that erst were willing to do all mutual offices of love and kindness, now revile and persecute one another to death, with more than Vatinius hatred, and will not be reconciled. So long as they are behoveful, they love, or may bestead each other, but when there is no more good to be expected, as they do by an old dog, hang him up or cashier him; which 1 Cato counts a great indecorum, to use men like old shoes or broken glasses, which are flung to the dunghill; he could not find in his heart to sell an old ox, much less to turn away an old servant; but they, instead of recompense, revile him, and when they have made him an instrument of their villainy, as 2 Bajazet the second Emperor of the Turks did by Acomethes Bassa, make him away, or instead of 3 reward, hate him to death, as Silius was served by Tiberius. In a word every man for his own ends. Our summum bonum is commodity, and the goddess we adore Dea moneta, Queen money, to whom we daily offer sacrifice, which steers our hearts, hands, 4 affections, all; that most powerful goddess, by whom we are reared, depressed, elevated, 5 esteemed the sole commandress of our actions, for which we pray, run, ride, go, come, labour, and contend as fishes do for a crumb that falleth into the water. It’s not worth, virtue, (that’s bonum theatrale,) wisdom, valour, learning, honesty, religion, or any sufficiency for which we are respected, but 6 money, greatness, office, honour, authority; honesty is accounted folly; knavery, policy; 7 men admired out of opinion, not as they are, but as they seem to be; such shifting, lying, cogging, plotting, counterplotting, temporizing, flattering, cozening, dissembling, 8 "that of necessity one must

1 Plutar. vit. ejus. Indecorum animalis ut calcei uti aut viris, que ubi fracta adjecimus, nam ut de melipose didicam, nec hovem senem vendideram, medium hominem natu grandum laborem socidm. 2 Jovin. Cum innumeram illius beneficia repandere non posset alter, interius juscit. 3 Beneficia so queque latet sunt dum videntur sove possit, ubi multum anteveauro pro gratia ostium redditor. Tac. 4 Fauces clarior est fides quam pecunia. Salust. 5 Prima fere vota et cunctis, &c. 6 Et genus et formam regina pecunia donat. Quantum quidque suo nummo- rum servat in area, tantum habet et fluid. 7 Non a peritis sed ab ornatis et validis vocebus habemur excellentes. Cardan. 2, de cons. 8 Perjurata suo postpostul humina lucre, Mercator. Ut necessarium
highly offend God if he be conformable to the world," Creti-
zurem Crete, "or else live in contempt, disgrace, and mis-
ery." One takes upon him temperance, holiness, another
austerity, a third an affected kind of simplicity, when as in-
deed he, and he, and he, and the rest are "hypocrites, ambid-
exters," outsides, so many turning pictures, a lion on the
one side, a lamb on the other. How would Democritus have
been affected to see these things!

To see a man turn himself into all shapes like a chameleon,
or as Proteus, *omnia transformans sese in miracula rerum,*
to act twenty parts and persons at once, for his advantage, to
temporize and vary like Mercury the Planet, good with good;
bad with bad; having a several face, garb, and character for
every one he meets; of all religions, humours, inclinations;
to fawn like a spaniel, mentitis et mimicis obsequiis, rage like
a lion, bark like a cur, fight like a dragon, sting like a serpent,
as meek as a lamb, and yet again grin like a tiger, weep like
a crocodile, insult over some, and yet others domineer over
him, here command, there crouch, tyrannize in one place, be
baffled in another, a wise man at home, a fool abroad to make
others merry.

To see so much difference betwixt words and deeds, so
many parasangs betwixt tongue and heart, men like stage-
players, act variety of parts, *give good precepts to others,
soar aloft, whilst they themselves grovel on the ground.

To see a man protest friendship, kiss his hand, *quem mal-
let trameatum videre,* smile with an intent to do mischief,
or cozen him whom he salutes, *magnify his friend unworthy
with hyperbolical eulogiums; his enemy albeit a good man,
to vilify and disgrace him, yea all his actions, with the ut-
most that livor and malice can invent.

To see a *servant able to buy out his master, him that

1 Quicquid sumam et Barcinum ad vivum. 2 Tru-
golapho similis vel centuriae, serrum
hominum, deorum equi. 3 Precepta
sub cerium promuntur, ipsi inferius pul-
tere tertio villa maecipia. 4 Aeneas
Sivr. 5 Arridere homines ut serviant, blandiri ut affiliant. Cyp. ad Donatam.
* Love and hate are like the two ends of
a perspective glass the one multiplies,
the other makes less. 6 Ministri ioco-
plesiones lice quibus inominatur, servus
majores opes habens quam patrocinious
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carries the mace more worth than the magistrate, which Plato, lib. 11, de leg., absolutely forbids, Epictetus abhors. A horse that tills the land fed with chaff, an idle jade have provender in abundance; him that makes shoes go barefoot himself, him that sells meat almost pined; a toiling drudge starve, a drone flourish.

To see men buy smoke for wares, castles built with fools' heads, men like apes follow the fashions in tires, gestures, actions; if the king laugh, all laugh;

2 "Rides? majore chachinno
Concutilitur, set si lachrymas conspexit amici."

Alexander stooped, so did his courtiers; Alphonsus turned his head, and so did his parasites. Sabina Poppea, Nero's wife, wore amber-coloured hair, so did all the Roman ladies in an instant, her fashion was theirs.

To see men wholly led by affection, admired and censured out of opinion without judgment; an inconsiderate multitude, like so many dogs in a village, if one bark all bark without a cause; as fortune's fan turns, if a man be in favour, or commanded by some great one, all the world applauds him; if in disgrace in an instant all hate him, and as at the sun when he is eclipsed, that erst took no notice, now gaze and stare upon him.

To see a man wear his brains in his belly, his guts in his head, an hundred oaks on his back, to devour a hundred oxen at a meal, nay more, to devour houses and towns, or as those anthropophagi, to eat one another.

To see a man roll himself up like a snowball, from base beggary to right worshipful and right honourable titles, unjustly to screw himself into honours and offices; another to starve his genius, damn his soul to gather wealth, which he

1 Quis terram colunt aqua palis pastturn, qui etatnur catall avem saginan- tur, disolvestus discursit qui cales aliis factit.
2 Juven. Do you laugh? he is shaken by still greater laughter; he weeps also when he has beheld the tears of his friend.
3 Bodin. lib. 4, de repub.
4 Plin. l. 37, cap. 3, capillos habuit succineos, exinde factum ut euntes puellas Romanas colorum illum affec-
5 tarent.
6 Odit damnum. Juv.
7 Agrippa ep. 28, l. 7. Quorum cerebrum est in ventre, ingeulum in patulis.
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shall not enjoy, which his prodigal son melts and consumes in an instant.¹

To see the ἔρημος of our times, a man bend all his forces, means, time, fortunes, to be a favourite's favourite, &c., a parasite's parasite, that may scorn the servile world as having enough already.

To see an hirsute beggar's brat, that lately fed on scraps, crept and whined, crying to all, and for an old jerkin ran of errands, now ruffle in silk and satin, bravely mounted, jovial and polite, now scorn his old friends and familiars, neglect his kindred, insult over his betters, domineer over all.

To see a scholar crouch and creep to an illiterate peasant for a meal's meat; a scrivener better paid for an obligation; a falconer receive greater wages than a student; a lawyer get more in a day than a philosopher in a year, better reward for an hour, than a scholar for a twelvemonth's study; him that can * paint Thais, play on a fiddle, curl hair, &c., sooner get preferment than a philologer or a poet.

To see a fond mother, like Æsop's ape, hug her child to death, a ² wittol wink at his wife's honesty, and too perspicuous in all other affairs; one stumble at a straw, and leap over a block; rob Peter, and pay Paul; scrape unjust sums with one hand, purchase great manors by corruption, fraud and cozenage, and liberally to distribute to the poor with the other, give a remnant to pious uses, &c. Pennywise, pound-foolish; blind men judge of colours; wise men silent, fools talk; ³ find fault with others, and do worse themselves; † denounce that in public which he doth in secret; and which Aurelius Victor gives out of Augustus, severely censure that in a third, of which he is most guilty himself.

To see a poor fellow, or an hired servant venture his life for his new master that will scarce give him his wages at

¹ Absumit horum eccebus dignior servis suum claribus, et mare distinguunt
pavimenta superbo, pontificium petitor
saecus. Hor. ² Qui Thalidem pingere,
inflare Tibiam, erispere erines. ³ Doctus
spectare iuxtant. ²Tullius. Est enim
provium antiquum aliquorum earnere vitis, obliviscis suorum. Idem Aristippus Charic-
demus apud Lucianum. Omnia stultitia
enjuudam esse puto, &c. ³ Exercer publius quod occultam agit. Salvanus lib. de pro. aere utilisendis vitulis quibus ipsi
demener indulgent.
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year's end; A country colonel toil and moil, till and drudge for a prodigal idle drone, that devours all the gain, or lasciviously consumes with fantastical expenses; A noble man in a bravado to encounter death, and for a small flash of honour to cast away himself; A worldling tremble at an executor, and yet not fear hell-fire; To wish and hope for immortality, desire to be happy, and yet by all means avoid death, a necessary passage to bring him to it.

To see a foolhardy fellow like those old Danes, qui decollari malunt quam verberari, die rather than be punished, in a sottish humour embrace death with alacrity, yet scorn to lament his own sins and miseries, or his dearest friends' departures.

To see wise men degraded, fools preferred, one govern towns and cities, and yet a silly woman overrules him at home; * Command a province, and yet his own servants or children prescribe laws to him, as Themistocles's son did in Greece; "What I will (said he) my mother will, and what my mother will, my father doth." To see horses ride in a coach, men draw it; dogs devour their masters; towers build masons; children rule; old men go to school; women wear the breeches; sheep demolish towns, devour men, &c. And in a word, the world turned upside downward. O vieveret Democritus!

"To insist in every particular were one of Hercules's labours, there's so many ridiculous instances, as motes in the sun. Quantum est in rebus inane! (How much vanity there is in things!) And who can speak of all? Crimine ab uno disce omnes, take this for a taste.

But these are obvious to sense, trivial and well known, easy to be discerned. How would Democritus have been moved, had he seen the secrets of their hearts? If every

---

1 Adamus eccles. hist. cap. 213. Siquis damnatus fuerit, in usu suo perpetuo, nam lacrymae... encomienda... semper praepat. 2 Quaequin ego volo hoc vult mater mea, et quod mater vult, facit pater. 3 Ott olim nito pector, non tam indolentium sed ut homines devorant, &c. Morav. utop. lib. 1. 4 Div. rite varis tribuat
else, say that these men were well in their wits? _Hæc san
esse hominis quis sanus juret Orestes?_ Can all the hellebore
in the Anticyræ cure these men? No sure, * "an acre of
hellebore will not do it."

That which is more to be lamented, they are mad like
Seneca's blind woman, and will not acknowledge, or seek
for any cure of it, for _pauci vident morbum suum omnes
aman._ If our leg or arm offend us, we covet by all means
possible to redress it; * and if we labour of a bodily disease,
we send for a physician; but for the diseases of the mind
we take no notice of them; * Lust harrows us on the one
side; envy, anger, ambition on the other. We are torn in
pieces by our passions, as so many wild horses, one in dispo-
sition, another in habit; one is melancholy, another mad;
* and which of us all seeks for help, doth acknowledge his
error, or knows he is sick? As that stupid fellow put out
the candle because the biting fleas should not find him; he
shrouds himself in an unknown habit, borrowed titles,
because nobody should discern him. Every man thinks with
himself, _Egomet videor mili sanus, I am well, I am wise, and
laughs at others._ And *'tis a general fault amongst them all,
that * which our forefathers have approved, diet, apparel,
opinions, humours, customs, manners, we deride and reject
in our time as absurd. Old men account juniors all fools, when
they are mere dizzards; and as to sailors, —_terraque ur-
besque recedunt_— they move, the land stands still, the world
hath much more wit, they dote themselves. Turks deride us,
we them; Italians, Frenchmen, accounting them light-headed
fellows; the French scoff again at Italians, and at their sev-
eral customs; Greeks have condemned all the world but

---

* Plantus Menæch. non potest hæc
res Hellebori jugere obtineri.
* Eoquis gravior morbus quo ignotior pa-
risiliantur. * Quæ ludent ocular, festi-
nas demere; si quid est sanum, differ-
s eurandi terga in annum. Hor. * Si
caput, eurus dolet, brachium, &c., medi-
cum accerimini, recte et honeste, si par
etiam industriæ in animi morbis possess-
hum. affec. morborumque cura.
* Et
quotusque tamen est qui contra tot
postes medicum requirat vel negoretar se
agensat? absulit ira, &c. Et nos tamen
agros esse negamus. Inessiums medi-
cum recusant. Premere cæsas stultitiam
præcis exprobant. Bud. de affec. lib. 5.
* Senes pro stultis habent juvenes. Balb.
Cæs.
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themselves of barbarism, the world as much vilifies them now; we account Germans heavy, dull fellows, explode many of their fashions; they as contemptibly think of us; Spaniards laugh at all, and all again at them. So are we fools and ridiculous, absurd in our actions, carriages, diet, apparel, customs, and consultations; we 1 scoff and point one at another, when as in conclusion all are fools, 2 "and they the veriest asses that hide their ears most." A private man if he be resolved with himself, or set on an opinion, accounts all idiots and asses that are not affected as he is,— 2 nil rectum, nisi quod placuit sibi, ducit, that are not so minded, 3 (quodque volunt homines se bene velle putant,) all fools that think not as he doth; he will not say with Atticus, Suam quique sponsam, mihi mean, let every man enjoy his own spouse; but his alone is fair, suus amor, &c., and scorns all in respect of himself; 4 will imitate none, hear none 5 but himself, as Pliny said, a law and example to himself. And that which Hippocrates, in his epistle to Dionysius, reprehended of old, is verified in our times, Quisque in alio superfluum esse consuet, ipse quod non habet nec curat, that which he hath not himself; or doth not esteem, he accounts superfluity, an idle quality, a mere foppery in another; like Æsop's fox, when he had lost his tail, would have all his fellow foxes cut off theirs. The Chinese say, that we Europeans have one eye, they themselves two, all the world else is blind; (though † Scaliger accounts them brutes too, merum pecus,) so thou and thy sectaries are only wise, others indifferent, the rest beside themselves, mere idiots and asses. Thus not acknowledging our own errors and imperfections, we securely deride others, as if we alone were free, and spectators of the rest, accounting it an excellent thing, as indeed it is, Alienæ optimum frui insanid, to make ourselves merry with other men's obliquities, when as he himself is more faulty than the

1 Ciceros accusat mechos. 2 Omn. nullum stultissimi qui anciles et diabolos tegunt. Sat. Menip. 2 Hor. Epist. 2. 3 Prosper. 4 Statum sapient, statum sciant, neminem reverentur, neminem imitantur, ipsi sibi exemplo. Plin. epist. lib. 8. 5 Nulli alteri superare concebit, ne desperare videatur. Agrip. † Omnibus cribus persecuto a Peris ad Lusitaniam.
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rest, mutato nomine, de te fabula narratur, he may take himself by the nose for a fool; and which one calls maximum stultitiae specimen, to be ridiculous to others, and not to perceive or take notice of it, as Marsyas was when he contended with Apollo, non intelligens se deridiculo haberi, saith * Apuleius; 'tis his own cause, he is a convicted madman, as 1 Austin well infers “in the eyes of wise men and angels he seems like one, that to our thinking walks with his heels upwards.” So thou laughest at me, and I at thee, both at a third; and he returns that of the poet upon us again, 2 Hei mihi, insanire me auint, quem ipsi ultrò insaniant. We accuse others of madness, of folly, and are the veriest dizzards ourselves. For it is a great sign and property of a fool (which Eccl. x. 3, points at) out of pride and self-conceit to insult, vilify, condemn, censure, and call other men fools (Non videmus manticæ quod à tergo est) to tax that in others of which we are most faulty; teach that which we follow not ourselves; For an inconstant man to write of constancy; a profane liver prescribe rules of sanctity and piety; a dizzard himself make a treatise of wisdom; or with Sallust to rail downright at spoilers of countries, and yet in † office to be a most grievous poller himself. This argues weakness, and is an evident sign of such parties’ indiscretion. 3 Peccat uter nostrùm cruce dignius? “Who is the fool now?” Or else peradventure in some places we are all mad for company, and so ’tis not seen, Satietas erroris et dementiae, pariter absurditatem et admirationem tollit. ’Tis with us, as it was of old (in * Tully’s censure at least) with C. Pimbria in Rome, a bold, hairbrain, mad fellow, and so esteemed of all, such only excepted, that were as mad as himself; now in such a case there is 4 no notice taken of it.

---

1 August. Qualls in oculis hominum qui inversis pedibus ambulat, nullis in oculis sapientum et angelorum qui sibi placet, aut cui passiones dominantur. 2 Plantus Menechmi. 3 Nunc sanitatis patrocinium est insanientium turba. Sen. 4 Pro Roscio Amerino, et quod inter omnes constat insanissimus, nisi inter eos, qui ipsi quoque insanunt. 5 Necesse est cum insanentibus furere, nisi soleas relinquueris. Petronius.
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"Nimium insanus puncis videatur; eō quod
Maxima pars hominum morbo jactatur eodem."

"When all are mad, where all are like opprest
Who can discern one mad man from the rest?"

But put case they do perceive it, and some one be manifestly conviected of madness, 1 he now takes notice of his folly, be it in action, gesture, speech, a vain humour he hath in building, bragging, jangling, spending, gaming, courting, scribbling, prating, for which he is ridiculous to others, 2 on which he dotes, he doth acknowledge as much; yet with all the rhetoric thou hast, thou canst not so recall him, but to the contrary notwithstanding, he will persevere in his dotage. "Tis amabilis insaniam, et mentis gratissimam error, so pleasing, so delicious, that he 3 cannot leave it. He knows his error, but will not seek to decline it, tell him what the event will be, beggary, sorrow, sickness, disgrace, shame, loss, madness, yet 4 "an angry man will prefer vengeance, a lascivious his whore, a thief his booty, a glutton his belly, before his welfare." Tell an epicure, a covetous man, an ambitious man, of his irregular course, ween him from it a little, pol me occasi- distis amici, he cries anon, you have undone him, and as 5 a "dog to his vomit," he returns to it again; no persuasion will take place, no counsel, say what thou canst,

"Clames licet et mare caelo
Confundas, surdo narras," 6 *

demonstrate as Ulysses did to 6 Elpenor and Gryllus, and the rest of his companions, "those swinish men," he is irrefrangible in his humour, he will be a hog still; bray him in a mortar, he will be the same. If he be in an heresy, or some perverse opinion, settled as some of our ignorant Papists are,
convince his understanding, show him the several follies and absurd fopperies of that sect, force him to say, veris vincor, make it as clear as the sun, he will err still, peevish and obstinate as he is; and as he said si in hoc erro, libenter erro, nec hunc errorem auseri mihi volo; I will do as I have done, as my predecessors have done, and as my friends now do; I will dote for company. Say now, are these men mad or no, Heus age respondes? are they ridiculous? cedo quemvis arbitrum, are they sane mentis, sober, wise, and discreet? have they common sense? —— uter est insanior horum? I am of Democritus’s opinion for my part, I hold them worthy to be laughed at; a company of brainsick dizzards, as mad as Orestes and Athamas, that they may go “ride the ass,” and all sail along to the Anticyre, in the “ship of fools” for company together. I need not much labour to prove this which I say otherwise than thus, make any solemn protestation, or swear, I think you will believe me without an oath; say at a word, are they fools? I refer it to you, though you be likewise fools and madmen yourselves, and I as mad to ask the question; for what said our comical Mercury?

5 “Justum ab injustis petere insipientia est.

I’ll stand to your censure yet, what think you?”

But forasmuch as I undertook at first, that kingdoms, provinces, families, were melancholy as well as private men, I will examine them in particular, and that which I have hitherto dilated at random, in more general terms, I will particularly insist in, prove with more special and evident arguments, testimonies, illustrations, and that in brief. Nunc accipe quare desipiant omnes aequo ac tu. My first argument is borrowed from Solomon, an arrow drawn out of his

1 Non persuadebis, atiamel perseveras.
2 Tully.
3 Male cum illis insanire, quam cum silla bene sentire.
4 Qui inter hos enuiriantur non magis sapere possunt, quam qui in culina bene oleam. Petron.
5 Persius.
6 Hor. 2, sec. which of these is the more mad.
7 Vesanum ergastum puert, innuptaeque puellae. Plautus.
8 Hor. 1. 2, sat. 2. Superbam stultitiam Plinius vocat. 7, epist. 21, quod semel dixit, fixum ratumque sit.
sententious quiver, Pro. iii. 7, "Be not wise in thine own eyes." And xxvi. 12, "Seest thou a man wise in his own conceit? more hope is of a fool than of him." Isaiah pronounceth a woe against such men, chap. v. 21, "that are wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their own sight." For hence we may gather, that it is a great offence, and men are much deceived that think too well of themselves, an especial argument to convince them of folly. Many men (saith Seneca) "had been without question wise, had they not had an opinion that they had attained to perfection of knowledge already, even before they had gone half-way," too forward, too ripe, preproperti, too quick and ready, ciò prudentes, ciò pii, ciò mariti, ciò patres, ciò sacerdotes, ciò omnes officii capaces et curiosis, they had too good a conceit of themselves, and that marred all; of their worth, valour, skill, art, learning, judgment, eloquence, their good parts; all their geese are swans, and that manifestly proves them to be no better than fools. In former times they had but seven wise men, now you can scarce find so many fools. Thales sent the golden Tripos, which the fishermen found, and the oracle commanded to be "given to the wisest, to Bias, Bias to Solon," &c. If such a thing were now found, we should all fight for it, as the three goddesses did for the golden apple, we are so wise; we have women politicians, children metaphysicians; every silly fellow can square a circle, make perpetual motions, find the philosopher's stone, interpret Apocalypses, make new Theories, a new system of the world, new logic, new Philosophy, &c. Nostra utique regio, saith Petronius, "our country is so full of deified spirits, divine souls, that you may sooner find a god than a man amongst us," we think so well of ourselves, and that is an ample testimony of much folly.

My second argument is grounded upon the like place of

\[1\text{ Multi sapientes procul dubio fuisse, si non putasset ad sapientia summum pertinentem.}\]
\[2\text{ Idem.}\]
\[3\text{ Plutarchus Inventre.}\]
\[4\text{ Solon. Detur sapientiori.}\]
\[5\text{ Tam presentibus plena est numinibus, ut faciuis posis dem quam hominem.}\]
Scripture, which though before mentioned in effect, yet for some reasons is to be repeated (and by Plato's good leave, I may do it, 1 ὡς τοῦ καλοῦ ῥουδὲν οἰδὲν βλάπτει) "Fools (saith David) by reason of their transgressions," &c. Psal. evii. 17. Hence Musculus infers all transgressors must needs be fools. So we read Rom. ii. "Tribulation and anguish on the soul of every man. that doeth evil;" but all do evil. And Isaiah, lvvi. 14, "My servants shall sing for joy, and ye shall cry for sorrow of heart, and vexation of mind." 'Tis ratified by the common consent of all philosophers. "Dishonesty (saith Cardan) is nothing else but folly and madness." 8 Probus quis nobiscum vivit? Show me an honest man, Nemo malus qui non stultus, 'tis Fabius's aphorism to the same end. If none honest, none wise, then all fools. And well may they be so accounted; for who will account him otherwise, Qui iter adnornat in occidentem, quem properaret in orientem? that goes backward all his life, westward, when he is bound to the east? or hold him a wise man (saith 4 Musculus) "that prefers momentary pleasures to eternity, that spends his master's goods in his absence, forthwith to be condemned for it?" Neglect quam sapit qui sibi non sapit, who will say that a sick man is wise, that eats and drinks to overthrow the temperature of his body? Can you account him wise or discreet that would willingly have his health, and yet will do nothing that should procure or continue it? 6 Theodoret, out of Plotinus the Platonist, "holds it a ridiculous thing for a man to live after his own laws, to do that which is offensive to God, and yet to hope that he should save him; and when he voluntarily neglects his own safety, and contemns the means, to think to be delivered by another;" who will say these men are wise?

A third argument may be derived from the precedent, 8 all

---

1 Pulchrum bis dicere non nocet.  
2 Malefactors.  
3 Who can find a faithful man?  
4 In Psal. xlix. Qui momentanea sempeter-nis, qui dilapidat heri absentis bona, max in jus vocandus et damnandus.  
5 Furquam ridiculum est homines ex ani-mi sententia vivere, et quae dils ingrata sunt exequi, et tamen a solis dils velle salvos heri quem proprius salutis curam abjecerint. Theod. c. 6, de provid. lib. de curat. grece. affect.  
6 Sapiens sibi qui imperiosus, &c. Hor. 2, ser. 7.
men are carried away with passion, discontent, lust, pleasures, &c.; they generally hate those virtues they should love, and love such vices they should hate. Therefore more than melancholy, quite mad, brute beasts, and void of reason, so Chrysostom contends; "or rather dead and buried alive," as 1 Philo Judeus concludes it for a certainty, "of all such that are carried away with passions, or labor of any disease of the mind." "Where is fear and sorrow," there 2 Lactantius stiffly maintains, "wisdom cannot dwell.

"qui cupidius, metuem quoque porro,
Quir metuens vivit, liber mihi non eit unquam." * *

Seneca and the rest of the stoics are of opinion, that where is any the least perturbation, wisdom may not be found. "What more ridiculous," as 8 Lactantius urges, "than to hear how Xerxes whipped the Hellespont," threatened the Mountain Athos, and the like? To speak ad rem, who is free from passion? 4 Mortalis nemo est quem non attingat dolor, morbusve, as 6 Tully determines out of an old poem, no mortal men can avoid sorrow and sickness, and sorrow is an inseparable companion from melancholy. 8 Chrysostom pleads farther yet, that they are more than mad, very beasts, stupefied, and void of common sense: "For how (saith he) shall I know thee to be a man, when thou kickest like an ass, neighest like a horse after women, ravest in lust like a bull, ravenest like a bear, stingest like a scorpion, rakes like a wolf, as subtle as a fox, as impudent as a dog? Shall I say thou art a man, that hast all the symptoms of a beast? How shall I know thee to be a man? by thy shape? That affrights me more, when I see a beast in likeness of a man."

---

1 Conclus. lib. de vie, offer. certum est neque morbis laborantes pro mortuis cernendos. 2 Lib. de sap. Ubì timor adest, sapientia adesse quaquit. 3 He who is desirous, is also fearful, and he who lives in fear never can be free. 4 Quid inquit Xerxex Hellespontum verberante? &c. 5 Ecles. xxi. 12. Where is bitterness, there is no understanding. 6 Ecles. xxi. 12. An angry man is a fool. 7 Tusc. Injur. in sapientem non cadit. 8 Hom. 6, in 2 Epist. ad Cor. Hominem te agnosce nequeo, cum tanquam asinus recalceares, inasellias ut taurus, inasellas ut equus post mulieres, ut ursus vectri indulgeas, quern rapias ut lupus, &c., ut, inquias, formam hominis habes, id magis territ, quem feram humani specie videre me putam.
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1 Seneca calls that of Epicurus, magnificam vocem, an heroic speech, "A fool still begins to live," and accounts it a filthy lightness in men, every day to lay new foundations of their life, but who doth otherwise? One travels, another builds; one for this, another for that business, and old folks are as far out as the rest; O dementem senectutem, Tully exclaims. Therefore young, old, middle age, all are stupid, and dote.

*Æneas Sylvius, amongst many other, sets down three special ways to find a fool by. He is a fool that seeks that he cannot find; he is a fool that seeks that, which being found will do him more harm than good; he is a fool, that having variety of ways to bring him to his journey's end, takes that which is worst. If so, methinks most men are fools; examine their courses, and you shall soon perceive what dizzards and mad men the major part are.

Beroaldus will have drunkards, afternoon men, and such as more than ordinarily delight in drink, to be mad. The first pot quencheth thirst, so Panyasis the poet determines in Athenæus, secunda gratias, horis et Dionysio; the second makes merry, the third for pleasure, quarta ad insaniam, the fourth makes them mad. If this position be true, what a catalogue of mad men shall we have? what shall they be that drink four times four? Nonne supra omnem furorum, supra omnem insaniam reddunt insanissimos? I am of his opinion, they are more than mad, much worse than mad.

The 2 Abderites condemned Democritus for a mad man, because he was sometimes sad, and sometimes again profusely merry. Hic Patria (saith Hippocrates) ob risum furere et insanire dicunt, his countrymen hold him mad because he laughs; 3 and therefore "he desires him to advise all his friends at Rhodes, that they do not laugh too

---

much, or be over sad." Had those Abderites been conversant with us, and but seen what 1 fleering and grinning there is in this age, they would certainly have concluded, we had been all out of our wits.

Aristotle in his ethics holds fœlix idemque sapiens, to be wise and happy, are reciprocal terms, bonus idemque sapiens honestus. "Tis 2 Tully's paradox, "wise men are free, but fools are slaves," liberty is a power to live according to his own laws, as we will ourselves; who hath this liberty? who is free?

3 "sapiens sibique imperiosus,
Quem neque pauperis, neque mors, neque vincula terrent,
Responsare cupidinibus, contemnere honores
Fortis, et in seipso totus teres atque rotundus."

"He is wise that can command his own will,
Valiant and constant to himself still,
Whom poverty nor death, nor bands can fright,
Checks his desires, scourns honours, just and right."

But where shall such a man be found? If nowhere, then è diametro, we are all slaves, senseless, or worse. Nemo malus fœlix. But no man is happy in this life, none good, therefore no man wise. * Rari quippe boni—For one virtue you shall find ten vices in the same party; pauci Promethei, multi Epimethei. We may peradventure usurp the name, or attribute it to others for favour, as Carolus Sapiens, Philippus Bonus, Lodovicus Pius, &c., and describe the properties of a wise man, as Tully doth an orator, Xenophon Cyrus, Castilio a courtier, Galen temperament, an aristocracy is described by politicians. But where shall such a man be found?

4 "Vir bonus et sapiens, qualem vix reperit unus
Millibus et multis hominum consultus Apollo."

"A wise, a good man in a million,
Apollo consulted could scarce find one."

A man is a miracle of himself, but Trismegistus adds, Maxi-

1 Per multum risum poteris cognoscere
restritum. Offic. 3. c. 9. 2 Sapientes "Good people are scarce."
liber, stulti servi, libertas est potestas,

3 Hor. 2, ser. 7. 4 Juven.
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mum miraculum homo sapiens, a wise man, multi Thirsigeri, pauci Bacchi.

Alexander when he was presented with the casket of king Darius, and every man advised to put in it, he reserved it to keep Homer’s precious jewel of human wit, and yet Homer’s muse, Nutricem insanae sapientiae, madness, impudent as a court lady, that Jacobus Mycellus, Gilbertus Cognatus, et al posterity admire Lucian’s luxuriant rejection of him in his censure, and calls him the muses. Socrates, whom all the world admired, is by Laetantius and Theodoret extolled. Plutarch extols Seneca’s wit beyond secundus, yet Seneca saith of himself, myself with a fool, I reflect upon myself.” Cardan, in his Sixteenth Book up twelve supereminent acute philosophers, and wisdom: Archimedes, Galen Tarentinus, Euclid, Geber, that first Alkindus the Mathematician, both But his triumviri terrarum far beyond, maus, Plotinus, Hippocrates. Scaliger censure of his, calls some of the ancients, he makes Galen fimbriam Hippocrates; and the said Cardan denmus both Galen and Hippocrates in confusion. Paracelsus will have her fants in physic and philosophy. Scipio the Calculator, qui pensa gentii, and yet Lod. Vives calls, opposite to himself, in respect of times.

2 Ut muller authes
3 Epist. 38. Quando
4 men est longe quae
5 Primo condessi.
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ad presentes collatos justè pueros appellassi. In conclusion the said 1 Cardan and Saint Bernard will admit none into this catalogue of wise men, 2 but only prophets and apostles; how they esteem themselves, you have heard before. We are worldly-wise, admire ourselves, and seek for applause; but hear Saint 3 Bernard, quantù magis foras es sapis, tanto magis intus stultus efficeris, &c., in omnibus es prudens, circa teipsum insipiens; the more wise thou art to others, the more fool to thyself. I may not deny but that there is some folly approved, a divine fury, a holy madness, even a spiritual drunkenness in the saints of God themselves; sanctam insaniam Bernard calls it, (though not as blaspheming 4 Vorsius would infer it, as a passion incident to God himself, but) familiar to good men, as that of Paul, 2 Cor. "he was a fool," &c., and Rom. ix. he wished himself to be anathematized for them. Such is that drunkenness which Ficinus speaks of, when the soul is elevated and ravished with a divine taste of that heavenly nectar, which poets deciphered by the sacrifice of Dionysius, and in this sense with the poet, 5 insanire lubet, as Austin exhorts us, ad scientiam se quisque paret, let's all be mad and 6 drunk. But we commonly mistake, and go beyond our commission, we reel to the opposite part, 7 we are not capable of it, 8 and as he said of the Greeks, Vos Graeci semper puere, vos Britanni, Galli, Germani, Itali, &c., you are a company of fools.

Proceed now à partibus ad totum, or from the whole to parts, and you shall find no other issue, the parts shall be sufficiently dilated in this following Preface. The whole must needs follow by a sortes or induction. Every multitude is mad, 9 bellua multorum caput, (a many-headed beast,) precipitate and rash without judgment, stultum animal, a roaring rout. 10 Roger Bacon proves it out of Aristotle,
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Vulgaris diviti in oppositum contra sapientes, quod vulgo videntur verum, falsum est; that which the commonalty accounts true, is most part false, they are still opposite to wise men, but all the world is of this humour (vulgaris), and thou thyself art de vulgo, one of the commonalty; and he, and he, and so are all the rest; and therefore, as Phocion concludes, to be approved in nought you say or do, mere idiots and asses. Begin then where you will, go backward or forward, choose out of the whole pack, wink and choose, you shall find them all alike, "never a barrel better herring."

Copernicus, Atlas his successor, is of opinion, the earth is a planet, moves and shines to others, as the moon doth to us. Digges, Gilbert, Keplerus, Oricinus, and others, defend this hypothesis of his in sober sadness, and that the moon is inhabited; if it be so that the earth is a moon, then are we also giddy, vertiginous, and lunatic within this sublunary maze.

I could produce such arguments till dark night; if you should hear the rest,

"Ante diem clauso component vesper Olympo;"

"Through such a train of words if I should run,
The day would sooner than the tale be done;"

but according to my promise, I will descend to particulars. This melancholy extends itself not to men only, but even to vegetals and sensibles. I speak not of those creatures which are saturnine, melancholy by nature, as lead, and such like minerals, or those plants, rue, cypress, &c., and hellebore itself, of which Agrippa treats, fishes, birds, and beasts, hares, conies, dormice, &c., owls, bats, night-birds, but that artificial, which is perceived in them all. Remove a plant, it will pine away, which is especially perceived in date-trees, as you may read at large in Constantine's husbandry, that antipathy betwixt the vine and the cabbage, wine and oil. Put a bird in a cage, he will die for sullenness, or a beast in a

pen, or take his young ones or companions from him, and see what effect it will cause. But who perceives not these common passions of sensible creatures, fear, sorrow, &c. Of all other, dogs are most subject to this malady, insomuch some hold they dream as men do, and through violence of melancholy run mad; I could relate many stories of dogs that have died for grief, and pined away for loss of their masters, but they are common in every author.

Kingdoms, provinces, and politic bodies are likewise sensible and subject to this disease, as Boterus in his politics hath proved at large. "As in human bodies (saith he) there be divers alterations proceeding from humours, so there be many diseases in a commonwealth, which do as diversely happen from several distempers," as you may easily perceive by their particular symptoms. For where you shall see the people civil, obedient to God and princes, judicious, peaceable and quiet, rich, fortunate, and flourish, to live in peace, in unity and concord, a country well tilled, many fair built and populous cities, ubi incolae niterent, as old Cato said, the people are neat, polite and terse, ubi bene, beateque vivunt, which our politicians make the chief end of a commonwealth; and which Aristotle Polit. lib. 3, cap. 4, calls Commune bonum, Polybius, lib. 6, optabilem et selectum statum, that country is free from melancholy; as it was in Italy in the time of Augustus, now in China, now in many other flourishing kingdoms of Europe. But whereas you shall see many discontents, common grievances, complaints, poverty, barbarism, beggary, plagues, wars, rebellions, seditions, mutinies, contentions, idleness, riot, epicurism, the land lie untilled, waste, full of bogs, fens, deserts, &c., cities decayed, base and poor towns, villages depopulated, the people squalid, ugly, uncivil; that kingdom, that country, must needs be discontent, melancholy, hath a sick body, and had need to be reformed.

1 See Lipsius epist. 2 De politia illustr. lib. 1, cap. 4, it in humanae corporis variis accidentibus mutata. 3 Plato quarto de republica, &c. 4 Vel publicam utilitatem: salus publica suprema lex esto. Beata civitas non ubi pane beati, sed ubi civilis beata. 5 Plato quarto de republica,
Now that cannot well be effecte, till the causes of these
maladies be first removed, which commonly proceed from
their own defect, or some accidental inconvenience: as to be
situated in a bad clime, too far north, sterile, in a barren
place, as the desert of Lybia, deserts of Arabia, places void
of waters, as those of Lop and Belgian in Asia, or in a bad
air, as at Alexandrett, Bantam, Prisa, Durazzo, S. John de
Ulloa, &c., or in danger of the sea's continual inundations, as
in many places of the Low Countries and elsewhere, or near
some bad neighbours, as Hungarians to Turks, Podolians to
Tartars, or almost any bordering countries, they live in fear
still, and by reason of hostile incursions are oftentimes left
desolate. So are cities, by reason 1 of wars, fires, plagues,
inundations, 2 wild beasts, decay of trades, barred havens, the
sea's violence, as Antwerp may witness of late, Syracuse of
old, Brundusium in Italy, Rye and Dover with us, and many
that at this day suspect the sea's fury and rage, and labour
against it as the Venetians to their inestimable charge. But
the most frequent maladies are such as proceed from them-
selfs, as first when religion and God's service is neglected,
innovated or altered, where they do not fear God, obey their
prince, where atheism, epicurism, sacrilege, simony, &c., and
all such impieties are freely committed, that country cannot
prosper. When Abraham came to Gerar, and saw a bad
land, he said, sure the fear of God was not in that place.
3 Cyprian Echovius, a Spanish chorographer, above all other
cities of Spain, commends "Borcino, in which there was no
beggar, no man poor, &c., but all rich, and in good estate, and
he gives the reason, because they were more religious than
their neighbours;" why was Israel so often spoiled by their
enemies, led into captivity, &c., but for their idolatry, neglect
of God's word, for sacrilege, even for one Achan's fault?
And what shall we expect that have such multitudes of

1 Mantua vis mora nimirum victis Cremonea.  2 Iterim id fetis ut odium
Mauritani, &c.  3 Deidtis Hispania
anno 1604. Nemo malus, nemo pauper,
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Achans, church robbers, simoniaical patrons, &c., how can they hope to flourish, that neglect divine duties, that live most part like Epicures?

Other common grievances are generally noxious to a body politic; alteration of laws and customs, breaking privileges, general oppressions, seditions, &c., observed by 1 Aristotie, Bodin, Boterus, Junius, Arniscus, &c. I will only point at some of the chiefest. 2 Impotentia gubernandi, ataxia, confusion, ill-government, which proceeds from unskilful, slothful, griping, covetous, unjust, rash, or tyrannizing magistrates, when they are fools, idiots, children, proud, wilful, partial, indiscreet, oppressors, giddy heads, tyrants, not able or unfit to manage such offices; 3 many noble cities and flourishing kingdoms by that means are desolate, the whole body groans under such heads, and all the members must needs be disaffected, as at this day those goodly provinces in Asia Minor, &c., groan under the burden of a Turkish government; and those vast kingdoms of Muscovia, Russia, 4 under a tyrannizing duke. Who ever heard of more civil and rich populous countries than those of 5 Greece, Asia Minor, abounding with all 6 wealth, multitudes of inhabitants, force, power, splendour, and magnificence?” and that miracle of countries, the Holy Land, that in so small a compass of ground could maintain so many towns, cities, produce so many fighting men? Egypt another paradise, now barbarous and desert, and almost waste, by the despotic government of an impious Turk, intolerabili servitutis jugo premitur (one saith) not only fire and water, goods or lands, sed ipse spiritus ab insolentissimi victoris pendet nutu, such is their slavery, their lives and souls depend upon his insolent will and command. A tyrant that spoils all wheresoever he comes, insomuch that an 8 historian complains, “if an old inhabitant should now see

1 Polit. I. 5, &c. 2 Boterus Polit. lib. 1, 
3 Cum nempe princeps servarum germaniarum imperius, seculis insolens, 
5 Nox rigit respublica, cujus caput infra 
8 See Dr. Fletcher's relation. and Alexander 
9 Abundans omn

1 Polit. I. 5, &c. 2 Boterus Polit. lib. 1, 
3 Cum nempe princeps servarum germaniarum imperius, seculis insolens, 
5 Nox rigit respublica, cujus caput infra 
8 See Dr. Fletcher's relation. and Alexander 
9 Abundans omn

divitiae. et incrementum multitudinis splendide a potestate. 9 Not above 200 miles in length, 60 in breadth, according to Aridiculis. 7 Romulus Amasius. 8 Sabellius. Si quis incola vitae, non agnetur, si quis peregrinus, ingemiscit.
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them, he would not know them; if a traveller, or stranger, would grieve his heart to behold them.” Whereas 1 Aris notes, *Novae exactiones, nova onera imposta*, new bur and exactions daily come upon them, like those of w Zosimus, lib. 2, so grievous, *ut viri uxores, patres filios protecturus ut exactoribus à questu*, &c., they must needs be dis- tent, *hinc civitatum gemitus et ploratus*, as 2 Tully holds; h come those complaints and tears of cities, “poor, miser rebellious, and desperate subjects,” as 3 Hippolitus adds; 4 as a judicious countryman of ours observed not long s in a survey of that great Duchy of Tuscany, the people: much grieved and discontent, as appeared by their man and manifest complainings in that kind. “That the was like a sick body which had lately taken physic, w humours are not yet well settled, and weakened so much purging, that nothing was left but melancholy.”

Whereas the princes and potentates are immoderat lust, hypocrites, epicures, of no religion, but in show; 5 *hypocrisi fragilius?* what so brittle and unsure? what so subverts their estates than wandering and raging lust? their subjects’ wives, daughters? to say no worse. That should *fucem praferre*, lead the way to all virtuous act are the ringleaders oftentimes of all mischief and diss courses, and by that means their countries are plag 6 “and they themselves often ruined, banished, or murd by conspiracy of their subjects, as Sardanapalus was, D sius, junior, Heliogabalus, Periander, Pisistratus, Tarqui Timocrates, Childericus, Appius Claudius, Andronicus, G cius Sforsia, Alexander Medices,” &c.

Whereas the princes or great men are malicious, en f 각종, ambitious, emulators, they tear a commonw asunder, as so many *Guelfs* and *Gibelines* disturb the queness of it, 6 and with mutual murders let it bleed to de

---

1 Polit. 1. 5. c. 6. Crudeleitas principum, Impunitas scelerum, violatio legum, pecu- latus pecuniae publicae, etc. 2 Epist. 3 De Increment. urb. cap. 20, subditi miseris, rebelles, desperati, &c. 4 R. Darlington. 1508, concluso libri. 5 Boter. c. 4. Polit. Quo sit ut aut rebus rubris exulent, aut conjurationes su rum crudelissime tandem trucid
6 Mutuis odio et caedisbus exhaust
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our histories are too full of such barbarous inhumanities, and
the miseries that issue from them.

Whereas they be like so many horseleeches, hungry, 
gripping, corrupt, ¹ covetous, avaritia mancipia, ravenous as 
wolves, for as Tully writes: qui praest prodest, et qui pecudibus 
praest, debet eorum utilitati inservire: or such as prefer 
their private before the public good. For as ² he said long 
since, res privatæ publicis semper officere. Or whereas they 
be illiterate, ignorant, empirics in policy, ubi deest facultas 
³ virtus (Aristot. pol. 5, cap. 8) et scientia, wise only by in-
eritance, and in authority by birthright, favour, or for their 
wealth and titles; there must needs be a fault, ⁴ a great de-
fect; because, as an ⁵ old philosopher affirms, such men are 
not always fit. ⁶ Of an infinite number, few noble are sena-
tors, and of those few, fewer good, and of that small number 
of honest, good, and noble men, few that are learned, wise, 
discreet, and sufficient, able to discharge such places, it must 
needs turn to the confusion of a state."

For as the ⁶ Princes are, so are the people; Qualis Rex, 
tolis grex; and which ⁷ Antigonus right well said of old, qui 
Macedoniae regem erudit, omnes etiam subditos erudit, he that 
teaches the king of Macedon, teaches all his subjects, is a 
true saying still.

"For Princes are the glass, the school, the book, 
Where subjects' eyes do learn, do read, do look."

"Velocius et citius nos 
Corruptum vitiorum exempla domesticis, magnis 
Cum subeant animos auctoribus." *

Their examples are soonest followed, vices entertained, if

¹ Lucri ex malis, sceleratisque causis. 
² Salut. ³ For most part we mistake 
the name of Politicians, accounting such 
as read Machiavel and Tacitus, great 
statesman, that can dispute of politic-
al precepts, supplant and overthrow their 
advocaries, enrich themselves, get hon-
ours, dissease; but what is this to the 
true case, or preservation of a Common-
wealth? ⁴ Imperium sapere sponte 
teritur. ⁵ Apul. Prim. Flor. Ex innu-
Bersabilitibus, pauci Senatores genero no-
biles, a consularius panel bont, a bonis 
aduae panel erudit. ⁶ Non solum vitia 
conspiciunt ipsi principes, sed etiam in-
fundunt in civitatem, pincham exemplo 
quam pecunia nocent. Cis. 1, de legibus. 
⁷ Epist. ad Zon. Juven. Sat. 4. Pauper-
tes seditionem gignit et maleficiam, Arist. 
Pol. 2. c. 7. ⁸ Vicious domestic exam-
ple operate more quickly upon us when 
suggested to our minds by high authori-
ties.
they be profane, irreligious, lascivious, riotous, epicures, factious, covetous, ambitious, illiterate, so will the commons most part be, idle, unthrifths, prone to lust, drunkards, and therefore poor and needy (ἡ πεναὶ στασιαὶ ὑπουεὶ καὶ κακουργίαι, for poverty begets sedition and villany) upon all occasions ready to mutiny and rebel, discontent still, complaining, murmuring, grudging, apt to all outrages, thefts, treasons, murders, innovations, in debt, shifters, cozeners, outlaws, *Profligatae fama ac vitae.* It was an old 1 politician's aphorism, "They that are poor and bad envy rich, hate good men, abhor the present government, wish for a new, and would have all turned topsy turvy." When Catiline rebelled in Rome, he got a company of such debauched rogues together, they were his familiares and coadjutors, and such have been your rebels most part in all ages, Jack Cade, Tom Straw, Kette, and his companions.

Where they be generally riotous and contentious, where there be many discords, many laws, many lawsuits, many lawyers and many physicians, it is a manifest sign of a dis tempered, melancholy state, as 2 Plato long since maintained; for where such kind of men swarm, they will make more work for themselves, and that body politic diseased, which was otherwise sound. A general mischief in these our times, an insensible plague, and never so many of them; "which are now multiplied (saith Mat. Geraldus, 3 a lawyer himself,) as so many locusts, not the parents, but the plagues of the country, and for the most part a supercilious, bad, covetous, litigious generation of men. 4 *Crumenimulga natio, &c.* A purse-milking nation, a clamorous company, gowned vultures, 5 *qui ex injuria vivent et sanguine civium,* thieves and seminaries of discord; worse than any pollers by the highway side, *auri accipitres, auri exterebronides, pecuniarum hamiola,*

---

1 Gallust. Semper in civitate quibus opes nullae sunt, bona invident, vetera odentes, nova exoptant, odio suarum rerum mutari omnia petunt. 2 De legisbus. *Profligatae in repub. disciplinam set indiciem jurisjuriditorum numeros, et medicorum copia.* 3 In pref. stud. juris. Multiplicantur nunc in terris ut locustae non patræs parentes. sed pestes, pessimi homines, majores ex parte superciliosi, contentiosi, &c., lietuam luctuosum exercent. 4 Doua epid. loquedula turba, vultures togati. 5 Barc. Argen.
Democritus to the Reader.

quadruplatores, curie harpagones, fori tintinabula, monstra
hominum, mangones, &c., that take upon them to make peace,
but are indeed the very disturbers of our peace, a company
of irreligious harpies, scraping, griping catchpoles, (I mean
our common hungry pettiglogers, rabulas forenses, love and
honour in the mean time all good laws, and worthy lawyers,
that are so many oracles and pilots of a well-governed com-
monwealth.) Without art, without judgment, that do more
harm, as Livy said, quam bella externa, fames, morbieve, than
sickness, wars, hunger, diseases; "and cause a most incredi-
ble destruction of a commonwealth," saith Sesellius, a
famous civilian sometimes in Paris, as ivy doth by an oak,
embrace it so long, until it hath got the heart out of it, so do
they by such places they inhabit; no counsel at all, no
justice, no speech to be had, nisi eum premulseris, he must
be fed still, or else he is as mute as a fish, better open an
oyster without a knife. Experto crede (saith Salisburiensis)
in manus eorum millies incidi, et Charon immittis, qui nulli
pepercit unquam, his longè elementor est; "I speak out of
experience, I have been a thousand times amongst them, and
Charon himself is more gentle than they; he is contented
with his single pay, but they multiply still, they are never
satisfied," besides they have damnificas linguas, as he terms
it, nisi fumibus argenteis vincias, they must be fed to say
nothing, and get more to hold their peace than we can to
say our best. They will speak their clients fair, and invite
them to their tables, but as he follows it, of all injustice
there is none so pernicious as that of theirs, which when they
decieve most, will seem to be honest men." They take upon
them to be peacemakers, et fovere causas humilium, to help
them to their right, patrocinantur afflicti, but all is for
their own good, ut loculos pleniorum excubiant, they plead

1 Jurisconsulti domum oraculium civili-
tus Tullv. 2 Lib. 3. 3 Lib. 1. 4 Lib. 1. de rep. Gaiorum, incred-
ibilem republica, perniciem asserunt.—
5 Syvester. lib. 4 Is acepi ianuarias, et
hij assim integros sibi multiplicari juri-
bent. 6 Plus accipiant taceat, quam
nos loqui. 7 Tota injustitiae nulla
capitalis, quam eorum qui eum maxime
decepunt, id agat, ut boni viri esse
videantur. 8 Nam quaque modo
cases procedit, hoc semper agitur; ut
loculli implerant, atsi avitis nequit
satisri.
for poor men gratis, but they are but as a stale to catch others. If there be no jar, \(^1\) they can make a jar, out of the law itself find still some quirk or other, to set them at odds, and continue causes so long, *lustra aliquid*, I know not how many years before the cause is heard, and when 'tis judged and determined by reason of some tricks and errors, it is as fresh to begin, after twice seven years some times, as it was at first; and so they prolong time, delay suits till they have enriched themselves, and beggared their clients. And, as \(^2\) Cato inveighed against Isocrates's scholars, we may justly tax our wrangling lawyers, they do *consensescere in litibus*, are so litigious and busy here on earth, that I think they will plead their client's causes hereafter, some of them in hell. \(^3\) Simlerus complains amongst the Suissers of the advocates in his time, that when they should make an end, they began controversies, and "protract their causes many years, persuading them their title is good, till their patrimonies be consumed, and that they have spent more in seeking than the thing is worth, or they shall get by the recovery." So that he that goes to law, as the proverb is, \(^4\) holds a wolf by the ears, or as a sheep in a storm runs for shelter to a brier, if he prosecute his cause he is consumed, if he surcease his suit he loseth all; \(^5\) what difference? They had wont heretofore, saith Austin, to end matters, *per communes arbitros*; and so in Switzerland (we are informed by \(^6\) Simlerus), they had some common arbitrors or daysmen in every town, that made a friendly composition betwixt man and man, and he much wonders at their honest simplicity, that could keep peace so well, and end such great causes by that means.

At \(^7\) Fez in Africa, they have neither lawyers nor advocates;

\(^1\) Camden in Norfolk: qui si nihil sit litium et juris apicibus itis tamen serere 
\(^2\) Hor.  Lib. de Helvet. repub. Judices 
quocunque pago constituint qui amic 
aliqua transactione. si fieri possit, littera 
\(^3\) Piutarch. vit. Cat. causas 
\(^4\) Ego majorum nostrorum simplici 
\(^5\) apud inferos quas in suum fidem re- 
\(^6\) Ego majorum nostrorum simplici- 
\(^7\) Ceasar. littera.
but if there be any controversies amongst them, both parties plaintiff and defendant come to their Alfakins or chief judge, "and at once, without any farther appeals or pitiful delays, the cause is heard and ended." Our forefathers, as 1 a worthy chorographer of ours observes, had wont _pauculis cruculis aureis_, with a few golden crosses, and lines in verse, make all conveyances, assurances. And such was the candour and integrity of succeeding ages, that a deed (as I have often seen) to convey a whole manor, was _implicitè_ contained in some twenty lines or thereabouts; like that secede or _Syntaxis Laconica_, so much renowned of old in all contracts, which 2 Tully so earnestly commends to Atticus, Plutarch in his Lysander, _Aristotle polit._: _Thucydides_, lib. 1. 3 Diodorus and Suidas approve and magnify, for that laconic brevity in this kind; and well they might, for, according to 4 Tertullian, _certa sunt paves_, there is much more certainty in fewer words. And so was it of old throughout; but now many skins of parchment will scarce serve turn; be that buys and sells a house, must have a house full of writings, there be so many circumstances, so many words, such tantological repetitions of all particulars, (to avoid cavillation they say;) but we find by our woful experience, that to subtle wits it is a cause of much more contention and variance, and scarce any conveyance so accurately penned by one, which another will not find a crack in, or cavil at; if any one word be misplaced, any little error, all is disannulled. That which is a law to-day, is none to-morrow; that which is sound in one man's opinion, is most faulty to another; that in conclusion, here is nothing amongst us but contention and confusion, we bunchy one against another. And that which long since 5 Plutarch complained of them in Asia, may be verified in our times. "These men here assembled, come not to sacrifice to their gods, to offer Jupiter their first-fruits, or merri-
ments to Bacchus; but an yearly disease, exasperating Asia, hath brought them hither, to make an end of their controversies and lawsuits." "Tis multitudo perdentium et peremtium, a destructive rout that seek one another's ruin. Such most part are our ordinary suitors, termers, clients, new stirs every day, mistakes, errors, cavils, and at this present, as I have heard in some one court, I know not how many thousand causes; no person free, no title almost good, with such bitterness in following, so many slights, procrastinations, delays, forgery, such cost (for infinite sums are inconsiderately spent), violence and malice, I know not by whose fault, lawyers, clients, laws, both or all; but as Paul reprehended the 1 Corinthians long since, I may more positively infer now: "There is a fault amongst you, and I speak it to your shame, Is there not a 2 wise man amongst you, to judge between his brethren? but that a brother goes to law with a brother." And 3 Christ's counsel concerning lawsuits, was never so fit to be inculcated as in this age: 4 "Agree with thine adversary quickly," &c. Matth. v. 25.

I could repeat many such particular grievances, which must disturb a body politic. To shut up all in brief, where good government is, prudent and wise princes, there all things thrive and prosper, peace and happiness is in that land; where it is otherwise, all things are ugly to behold, incult, barbarous, uncivil, a paradise is turned to a wilderness. This island amongst the rest, our next neighbours the French and Germans, may be a sufficient witness, that in a short time by that prudent policy of the Romans, was brought from barbarism; see but what Cæsar reports of us, and Tacitus of those old Germans, they were once as uncivil as they in Virginia, yet by planting of colonies and good laws, they became from barbarous outlaws, 4 to be full of rich and

1 I Cor. vi. 5, 6. 2 Stulti quando demum sapientes? Ps. xlix. 8. 3 So sine artifice. Sabellius de Germania intitulatus, and preached by our Regius Professor, D. Pridaex; printed at London by Felix Kingston, 1621. 4 Si quis videret Germaniam urbibus hodie sexistam, non dicent ut olivum tristiam, cultum, asperam coelo, terram indifferentem.
populous cities, as now they are, and most flourishing kingdoms. Even so might Virginia, and those wild Irish have been civilized long since, if that order had been heretofore taken, which now begins, of planting colonies, &c. I have read a discourse, printed anno 1612. "Discovering the true causes why Ireland was never entirely subdued, or brought under obedience to the crown of England, until the beginning of his Majesty's happy reign." Yet if his reasons were thoroughly scanned by a judicious politician, I am afraid he would not altogether be approved, but that it would turn to the dishonour of our nation, to suffer it to lie so long waste. Yea, and if some travellers should see (to come nearer home) those rich, united provinces of Holland, Zealand, &c., over against us; those neat cities and populous towns, full of most industrious artificers, so much land recovered from the sea, and so painfully preserved by those artificial inventions, so wonderfully approved, as that of Bemster in Holland, ut nihil huic par aut similis inventias in toto orbe, saith Bertius the geographer, all the world cannot match it, so many navigable channels from place to place, made by men's hands, &c., and on the other side so many thousand acres of our fields drowned, our cities thin, and those vile, poor, and ugly to behold in respect of theirs, our trades decayed, our still running rivers stopped, and that beneficial use of transportation, wholly neglected, so many havens void of ships and towns, so many parks and forests for pleasure, barren heaths, so many villages depopulated, &c., I think sure he would find some fault.

I may not deny but that this nation of ours, doth bene undire apud externos, is a most noble, a most flourishing kingdom, by common consent of all geographers, historians, politicians, 'tis unica velut arca,* and which Quintius in Livy said of the inhabitants of Peloponnesus, may be well applied to us, we are testudines testa sub inclusi, like so many tor-

1 By his Majesty's Attorney-General there. 2 As Zeeland, Bemster in Hol-

land, &c. 3 From Gaunt to Suce, from Bruges to the sea, &c. 4 Orbélius,

Boternus, Mercator, Merianus, &c.—

* 'The citadel par excellence.'
toises in our shells, safely defended by an angry sea, as a wall on all sides. Our island hath many such honourable eulogiums; and as a learned countryman of ours right well hath it,

"Ever since the Normans first coming into England, this country both for military matters, and all other of civility, hath been paralleled with the most flourishing kingdoms of Europe and our Christian world," a blessed, a rich country, and one of the fortunate isles; and for some things preferred before other countries, for expert seamen, our laborious discoveries, art of navigation, true merchants, they carry the bell away from all other nations, even the Portugals and Hollanders themselves; "without all fear," saith Boterus, "furrowing the ocean winter and summer, and two of their captains, with no less valour than fortune, have sailed round about the world." We have besides many particular blessings, which our neighbours want, the Gospel truly preached, church discipline established, long peace and quietness free from exactions, foreign fears, invasions, domestical seditions, well manured, fortified by art, and nature, and now most happy in that fortunate union of England and Scotland, which our forefathers have laboured to effect, and desired to see. But in which we excel all others, a wise, learned, religious king; another Numa, a second Augustus, a true Josiah; most worthy senators, a learned clergy, an obedient commonalty, &c. Yet amongst many roses, some thistles grow, some bad weeds and enormities, which much disturb the peace of this body politic, eclipse the honour and glory of it, fit to be rooted out, and with all speed to be reformed.

The first is idleness, by reason of which we have many swarms of rogues, and beggars, thieves, drunkards, and discontented persons (whom Lycurgus in Plutarch calls morbos reipublicae, the boil of the commonwealth), many poor people in all our towns. Civitates ignobiles as Polydore calls them,

---

1 Jam lade non minus bellì gloriā, quæm humanitatis cultu iter florentissima orbis Christiani gentes imprimis floruit, Camden Brit. de Normannia.  
2 Arm.  
3 Tum hie quem morta intrepidus sulcans Oceanum, et duo illorum duces non minorem auspicium quæm fortunā totius orbis terrae circumvagrant, Amphitheatro Boterus.  
4 A fertile soil, good air, &c. Tin, Lead, Wool, Saffron, &c.  
5 Tota Britannia unica velut arx Boterus.  
6 Lib. I, hist.
base-built cities, inglorious, poor, small, rare in sight, ruinous, and thin of inhabitants. Our land is fertile we may not deny, full of all good things, and why doth it not then abound with cities, as well as Italy, France, Germany, the Low Countries? because their policy hath been otherwise, and we are not so thrifty, circumspect, industrious. Idleness is the malaus genius of our nation. For as 1 Boterus justly argues, fertility of a country is not enough, except art and industry be joined unto it; according to Aristotle, riches are either natural or artificial; natural, are good land, fair mines, &c., artificial, are manufactures, coins, &c. Many kingdoms are fertile, but thin of inhabitants, as that Duchy of Piedmont in Italy, which Leander Albertus so much magnifies for corn, wine, fruits, &c., yet nothing near so populous as those which are more barren. 2 "England," saith he, "London only excepted, hath never a populous city, and yet a fruitful country." I find 46 cities and walled towns in Alsaitia, a small province in Germany, 50 castles, an infinite number of villages, no ground idle; no, not rocky places, or tops of hills are unplied, as 3 Munster informeth us. In 4 Greichgena, a small territory on the Necker, 24 Italian miles over, I read of 20 walled towns, innumerable villages, each one containing 150 houses most part, besides castles and noblemen's palaces. I observe in 5 Turinge, in Dutchland (twelve miles over by their scale), 12 counties, and in them 144 cities, 2,000 villages, 144 towns, 250 castles. In 6 Bavaria, 34 cities, 46 towns, &c. 7 Portgallia interannis, a small plot of ground, hath 1,460 parishes, 130 monasteries, 200 bridges. Malta, a barren island, yields 20,000 inhabitants. But of all the rest, I admire Lues Guicciardine's relations of the Low Countries. Holland hath 26 cities, 400 great villages. Zealand, 10 cities, 102 parishes. Brabant, 26 cities, 102 parishes. Flanders, 28 cities, 90 towns, 1,154 villages, besides abbeys,

1 Incrementa, orb. 1, 1, c. 9. 2 Anglia, except London, nulla est civitas memorabilis, licet ea ratione omnium cœptâ abundât. 3 Cosmog. Lib. 3, cap. 119. Villarum non est numerus, nullus locus cœlorum aut incultus. 4 Chiricus orat. edit. Franciz, 1653. 5 Magniuss Geog. 6 Orbis, à Vasco et Pet. de Medina. 7 An hundred families in each.
castles, &c. The Low Countries generally have three cities at least for one of ours, and those far more populous and rich; and what is the cause, but their industry and excellency in all manner of trades? Their commerce, which is maintained by a multitude of tradesmen, so many excellent channels made by art and opportune havens, to which they build their cities; all which we have in like measure, or at least may have. But their chiefest loadstone which draws all manner of commerce and merchandise, which maintains their present estate, is not fertility of soil, but industry that enricheth them; the gold mines of Peru, or Nova Hispamia may not compare with them. They have neither gold nor silver of their own, wine nor oil, or scarce any corn growing in those united provinces; little or no wood, tin, lead, iron, silk, wool, any stuff almost, or metal; and yet Hungary, Transylvania, that brag of their mines, fertile England, cannot compare with them. I dare boldly say, that neither France, Tarentum, Apulia, Lombardy, or any part of Italy, Valence in Spain, or that pleasant Andalusia, with their excellent fruits, wine and oil, two harvests, no not any part of Europe is so flourishing, so rich, so populous, so full of good ships, of well-built cities, so abounding with all things necessary for the use of man. 'Tis our Indies, an epitome of China, and all by reason of their industry, good policy, and commerce. Industry is a loadstone to draw all good things; that alone makes countries flourish, cities populous, 1 and will enforce by reason of much manure, which necessarily follows, a barren soil to be fertile and good, as sheep, saith 2 Dion, mend a bad pasture.

Tell me, politicians, why is that fruitful Palestina, noble Greece, Egypt, Asia Minor, so much decayed, and (mere carcasses now) fallen from that they were? The ground is the same, but the government is altered; the people are grown slothful, idle; their good husbandry, policy, and in-

1 Populi multitudo diligente cultura. 2 Orat. 35. Terra ubi ores stabulantur faucundat solum Botes. l. 8. c. 8 optima agricolis ob sterces.
De morte rust. I. 2. cap. 1. The soil
is not fixed or exhausted, but has
been barren through our sloth.

Non fatigata aut effusa luxus, as Colum-
mella well informs Sylvinus, sed nostrâ fit inertia, &c. May
a man believe that which Aristotle in his politics, Pausanias,
Stephanus, Sophianus, Gerbelius relate of old Greece? I find
heretofore seventy cities in Epirus overthrown by Paulus
Æmilius, a goodly province in times past, now left desolate
of good towns and almost inhabitants. Sixty-two cities in
Macedonia in Strabo's time. I find thirty in Laconia, but now
scarce so many villages, saith Gerbelius. If any man from
Mount Taygetus should view the country round about, and see
tot delicias, tot urbes per Peloponnesum dispersas, so many
delicate and brave built cities with such cost and exquisite can-
ning, so neatly set out in Peloponnesus, he should perceive
them now ruinous and overthrown, burnt, waste, desolate,
and laid level with the ground. Incredibile dictu, &c. And
as he laments, Quis talia fando Temperet a lacrymis? Quis
tam durus aut ferreus? (so he prosecutes it) Who is he
that can sufficiently condole and commiserate these ruins?
Where are those 4,000 cities of Egypt, those 100 cities in
Crete? Are they now come to two? What saith Pliny
and Æelian of old Italy? There were in former ages 1,166
cities; Blondus and Machiavel, both grant them now nothing
near so populous, and full of good towns as in the time of
Augustus (for now Leander Albertus can find but 300 at
most), and if we may give credit to Livy, not then so strong
and puissant as of old: They mustered seventy Legions in for-
ter times, which now the known world will scarce yield.
Alexander built seventy cities in a short space for his part, our
Sultans and Turks demolish twice as many, and leave all
desolate. Many will not believe but that our island of Great
Britain is now more populous than ever it was; yet let them

1 De morte rust. I. 2. cap. 1. The soil
is not fixed or exhausted, but has
become barren through our sloth.
2 Hodie urbibus desolatur, et magna ex
parte incollis destitutur. Gerbelius desc.
3 Videbis eas fere omnes aut eversas, aut solo spectatas, aut in
ruina sedissimâ dejectas. Gerbelius
4 Lib. 7. Septuaginta olim legiones
scripta dicuntur; quas vinces, hodie, &c.

* Not even the hardest of our foes could
bear.

Nor stern Ulysses tell without a tear.
read Bede, Leland, and others, they shall find it most finished in the Saxon Heptarchy, and in the Conqueror's was far better inhabited than at this present. See Domesday-Book, and show me those thousands of parishes which are now decayed, cities ruined, villages depopulated &c. The lesser the territory is, commonly, the richer is

*Parrus sed bene cultus ager.* As those Athenian, Lacedemonian, Arcadian, Aelian, Syconian, Messenian, &c., commonwealths of Greece make ample proof, as those impotent cities and free states of Germany may witness, those Cantons of Switzers, Rheti, Grisons, Walloons, Territories of Tuscan, Luke and Senes of old, Piedmont, Mantua, Venice in I Ragusa, &c.

That prince, therefore, as 1 Boterus adviseth, that will have a rich country, and fair cities, let him get good trades, polite, painful inhabitants, artificers, and suffer no rude men unwrought, as tin, iron, wool, lead, &c., to be transported out of his country,—2 a thing in part seriously attempted amongst us, but not effectually. And because industry of men, and patience of trade so much avails to the ornament and enrichment of a kingdom; those ancient 3 Massilians would admit no foreigners into their city that had not some trade. Selym, the Turkish emperor, procured a thousand good artificers to be brought from Taurus to Constantinople. The Polanders dented with Henry, Duke of Anjou, their new-chosen king, to bring with him an hundred families of artificers into their land. James the First, in Scotland, (as 4 Buchanan writ) sent for the best artificers he could get in Europe, and gave them great rewards to teach his subjects their several trades. Edward the Third, our most renowned king, to his endless memory, brought clothing first into this island, transported some families of artificers from Gaunt hither. How many goodly cities could I reckon up, that thrive wholly by trade, where thousands of inhabitants live singularly well by the

1 Pollt. 1. 3. c. 8.  2 For dying of propositis preemis, ut Scott ab his cotto, cloths, and dressing, &c.  3 Valer. 1. 2. rentur.  4 Hist. Scot Lib. 10 Magnis
fingers' ends! As Florence in Italy by making cloth of gold; great Milan by silk, and all curious works; Arras in Artois by those fair hangings; many cities in Spain, many in France, Germany, have none other maintenance, especially those within the land. Ἄλληψις in Arabia Petraea, stands in a most unfruitful country, that wants water, amongst the rocks (as Vertomannus describes it), and yet it is a most elegant and pleasant city, by reason of the traffic of the east and west. Ormis in Persia is a most famous mart-town, hath nought else but the opportunity of the haven to make it flourish. Corinth, a noble city, (Lumen Graeciae, Tully calls it,) the Eye of Greece, by reason of Cenchreas and Lecheus, those excellent ports, drew all that traffic of the Ionian and Ægean seas to it; and yet the country about it was curva et superciliosa, as Strabo terms it, rugged and harsh. We may say the same of Athens, Actium, Thebes, Sparta, and most of those towns in Greece. Nuremberg in Germany is sited in a most barren soil, yet a noble, imperial city, by the sole industry of artificers, and cunning trades, they draw the riches of most countries to them, so expert in manufactures, that as Sallust long since gave out of the like, Sede animae in extremis digitis habent, their soul, or intellectus agens, was placed in their fingers' end; and so we may say of Basel, Spire, Cambrai, Frankfort, &c. It is almost incredible to speak what some write of Mexico and the cities adjoining to it, no place in the world at their first discovery more populous, Mat. Riccius, the Jesuit, and some others, relate of the industry of the Chinese most populous countries, not a beggar or an idle person to be seen, and how by that means they prosper and flourish. We have the same means, able bodies, plant wits, matter of all sorts, wool, flax, iron, tin, lead, wood, &c., many excellent subjects to work upon, only industry is wanting. We send our best commodities beyond the seas,

which they make good use of to their necessities, set themselves a work about, and severally improve, sending the same to us back at dear rates, or else make toys and baubles of the tails of them, which they sell to us again, at as great a reckoning as the whole. In most of our cities, some few excepted, like Spanish loiterers, we live wholly by tippling-inns and alehouses. Malting are their best ploughs, their greatest traffic to sell ale. Meteran and some others object to us, that we are no whit so industrious as the Hollanders:

"Manual trades (saith he) which are more curious or troublesome, are wholly exercised by strangers; they dwell in a sea full of fish, but they are so idle, they will not catch so much as shall serve their own turns, but buy it of their neighbours."

Tush * * Mare liberum, they fish under our noses, and sell it to us when they have done, at their own prices.

"Pudet hæc opprobria nobis
Et dici potuisse, et non potuisse refelli."

I am ashamed to hear this objected by strangers, and know not how to answer it.

Amongst our towns, there is only 4 London that bears the face of a city, 5 Epitome Britanniae, a famous emporium, second to none beyond seas, a noble mart; but sola crescit, decrescentibus aliis; and yet in my slender judgment, defective in many things. The rest (some few excepted) are in mean estate, ruinous most part, poor, and full of beggars, by reason of their decayed trades, neglected or bad policy, idleness of their inhabitants, riot, which had rather beg or loiter, and be ready to starve, than work.

I cannot deny but that something may be said in defence of our cities, 7 that they are not so fair built, (for the soe

---

1 Ubi nobilis probo loco habent artem aliam profiteri. Leonart. ep. 1. 1. 2 Lib. 13, Belg. Hist. non tam laboriis ut Belgis, sed ut Hispani oblatore vitam ut pluri- minus otiosam agentes: artes manuarias que plurimum habent in se laboris et difficilematibus majoremque requirunt industria-nem perigrinica et exteris exercenter; habitant in pecusissimo mari, interesse tan tum non placetur quantum insulam sufrebit, sed in vicinis alii cogetur. 3 Groett Liber. 4 Urbs animalis numerorumque potentia, et robore gentis Scaliger. 5 Camden. 6 York, Bristol, Norwich, Worcester, &c. 7 M. Gainsford's Argument: Because gentlemen dwell with us in the country villages our cities are less, is nothing to the purpose; put three
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magnificence of this kingdom, concerning buildings, hath been
of old in those Norman castles and religious houses;) so rich,
thick sited, populous, as in some other countries; besides the
reasons Cardan gives, Subtil. Lib. 11, we want wine and oil,
their two harvests; we dwell in a colder air, and for that
cause must a little more liberally 1 feed of flesh, as all northern
countries do: our provisions will not therefore extend to
the maintenance of so many; yet notwithstanding we have
matter of all sorts, an open sea for traffic, as well as the rest,
goodly havens. And how can we excuse our negligence, our
riot, drunkenness, &c., and such enormities that follow it?
We have excellent laws enacted, you will say, severe statutes,
houses of correction, &c., to small purpose it seems; it
is not houses will serve, but cities of correction; 2 our trades
generally ought to be reformed, wants supplied. In other
countries they have the same grievances, I confess, but that
do not excuse us, 3 wants, defects, enormities, idle drones,
tumults, discords, contention, lawsuits, many laws made
against them to repress those innumerable brawls and law-
suits, excess in apparel, diet, decay of tillage, depopulations,
* especially against rogues, beggars, Egyptian vagabonds (so
termed at least) which have 4 swarmed all over Germany,
France, Italy, Poland, as you may read in 5 Munster, Cran-
zius, and Aventinus; as those Tartars and Arabsians at this
day do in the eastern countries; yet such has been the iniquity
of all ages, as it seems to small purpose. Nemo in nostrâ
civitate mendicus esto;† saith Plato; he will have them
purged from a 6 commonwealth, 7 as a bad humour from the

hundred or four hundred villages in a
shire, and every village yield a gentle-
man, what is four hundred families to
increase one of our cities, or to contend
with theirs, which stand thicker? And
whereas ours usually consist of seven
thousand, theirs consist of forty thou-
sand inhabitants. 1 Maxima pars victis
in eam consistit. Polyd. Lib. 1, Hist.
2 Reformato monopolii licentiam, pau-
dores abstinere otio, reliquit integritatem agricola-
lato, Ianualem instaurar, ut sit ho-
sticeum negotium quo se exercent otiosa
illa turba. Nix his males mediumur,
frustra exercent justitiam. Mor. Utop.
Lib. 1. 3 Mancipis locuples ego sit
Cappadocum rex. Hor. * Regis digni-
tatis non est exercere imperium in men-
dicis sed in opulentios. Non est regular
deus, sed carceris esse custodis. Idem.
4 Colluviae huminae mirabiles exspect
solo, humandi vestes f MLS vi, servit
imprimis aere, &c. 5 Cosmoeg. Lib. 3,
exp. 5. † "Let no one in our city be
a beggar." 6 Seneca. Haud minus
turpis principi multa suspicata quam
medicia multa funera. 7 Ac piratam et
bilam a corpore (II de legg.) omnes vult
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body,” that are like so many ulcers and boils, and must be cured before the melancholy body can be eased.

What Carolus Magnus, the Chinese, the Spaniards, the Duke of Saxony, and many other states have decreed in this case, read Arniseus, cap. 19; Boterus, libro 8, cap. 2; Osorius de Rebus gest. Eman. lib. 11. When a country is overstocked with people, as a pasture is oft overlaid with cattle, they had wont in former times to disburden themselves, by sending out colonies, or by wars, as those old Romans; or by employing them at home about some public buildings, as bridges, road-ways, for which those Romans were famous in this island; as Augustus Caesar did in Rome, the Spaniards in their Indian mines, as at Potosi in Peru, where some 30,000 men are still at work, 6,000 furnaces ever boiling, &c., 1 aqueducts, bridges, havens, those stupend works of Trajan, Claudius, at 2 Ostium, Dioecesani Thermae, Fucinus Lacus, that Piræum in Athens, made by Themistocles, amphitheatrums of curious marble, as at Verona, Civitas Philippa, and Heraclea in Thrace, those Appian and Flaminian ways, prodigious works all may witness; and rather than they should be 4 idle, as those 4 Egyptian Pharaohs, Maris, and Sesosistris did, to task their subjects to build unnecessary pyramids, obelisks, labyrinths, channels, lakes, gigantic works all, to divert them from rebellion, riot, drunkenness, 4 Quo scilicet alantur, et ne vagando laborare desuescant.

Another eyesore is that want of conduct and navigable rivers, a great blemish as 6 Boterus, 7 Hippolitus a Collibus, and other politicos hold, if it be neglected in a commonwealth. Admirable cost and charge is bestowed in the Low Countries on this behalf, in the duchy of Milan, territory of Padua, in 8 France, Italy, China, and so likewise about cor-

---

1 See Lipsius Adm. 2 De quo Suet. In Claudio, et Plinianus, c. 89. 3 Ut egestati simul et ignaves occurratur, opificia condiscantur, tenues sularientur. Bodin. I. 6, c. 2, num. 6, 7. 4 Amasis Egypti rex legem promulgavit, ut omnes sublinit quotannis rationem reddarent unde vivent. 5 Busoldus discursus polit. cap. 2, “whereby they are supported, and do not become vagrants by being less accustomed to labour.” 6 Lib. I. de increm. Urb. cap. 6. 7 Cap. 5, de increm. urb. Quae flumen, lacus aut mare altuit. 8 Incredibilem commoditatem, vectura mercium tres fluvii navigabiles, &c. Boterus de Gallia.
rivations of water to moisten and refresh barren grounds, to drain fens, bogs, and moors. Massinissa made many inward parts of Barbary and Numidia in Africa, before his time inculc and horrid, fruitful and bartable by this means. Great industry is generally used all over the eastern countries in this kind, especially in Egypt, about Babylon and Damascus, as Vertomannus and ¹ Gotardus Arthus relate; about Barcelona, Segovia, Murcia, and many other places of Spain, Milan in Italy; by reason of which their soil is much impoverished, and infinite commodities arise to the inhabitants.

The Turks of late attempted to cut that Isthmus betwixt Africa and Asia, which ² Sesostris and Darius, and some Pharaohs of Egypt had formerly undertaken, but with ill success, as ³ Diodorus Siculus records, and Pliny, for that Red Sea being three ⁴ cubits higher than Egypt, would have drowned all the country, capto destiterant, they left off; yet as the same ⁶ Diodorus writes, Ptolemy renewed the work many years after, and absolved it in a more opportune place.

That Isthmus of Corinth was likewise undertaken to be made navigable by Demetrius, by Julius Caesar, Nero, Domitian, Herodes Atticus, to make a speedy ⁵ passage, and less dangerous, from the Ionian and Ægean seas; but because it could not be so well affected, the Peloponnesians built a wall like our Picts's wall about Schænute, where Neptune's temple stood, and in the shortest cut over the Isthmus, of which Diodorus, lib. 11, Herodotus, lib. 8, Vran. Our latter writers call it Hexamilium, which Amurath the Turk demolished, the Venetians, anno 1453, repaired in 15 days with 30,000 men. Some, saith Acosta, would have a passage cut from Panama to Nombre de Dios in America; but Thuanus and Serres the French historians speak of a famous aqueduct.

¹ Herodotus. ² Iud. Orient. cap. 2. ³ Rotam in medio flumine constituentes, cum ex pelibus animalium consutos uteres appendant, hui dum rotam movetur, aquam per canales, &c. ⁴ Centum pedes lata fossa, 40 alta. ⁵ Contrary to that of Archimedes, who holds the superficies of all waters even. ⁶ Lib. 1. cap. 3. ⁷ Dion. Pausanias, et Nic. Gerbelius. ⁸ Munster. Cosm. Lib. 4, cap. 38. Ut brevior foret navigatio et minus periculoosa.
in France, intended in Henry the Fourth's time, from the Loire to the Seine, and from Rhodanus to the Loire. The like to which was formerly assayed by Domitian the emperor, from Arar to Moselle, which Cornelius Tacitus speaks of in the 13th of his Annals, after by Charles the Great and others. Much cost hath in former times been bestowed in either new making or mending channels of rivers, and their passages, (as Aurelianus did by Tiber to make it navigable to Rome, to convey corn from Egypt to the city, vadum alvei tumentis effodit saith Vopiscus, et Tiberis ripas extruxit, he cut fords, made banks, &c.,) decayed havens, which Claudius the emperor, with infinite pains and charges, attempted at Ostia, as I have said, the Venetians at this day to preserve their city; many excellent means to enrich their territories, have been fostered, invented in most provinces of Europe, as planting some Indian plants amongst us, silk-worms, the very mulberry leaves in the plains of Granada yield 30,000 crowns per annum to the king of Spain's coffers, besides those many trades and artificers that are busied about them in the kingdom of Granada, Murcia, and all over Spain. In France a great benefit is raised by salt, &c., whether these things might not be as happily attempted with us, and with like success, it may becontroverted, silk-worms (I mean,) vines, fir-trees, &c. Cardan exhorts Edward the Sixth to plant olives, and is fully persuaded they would prosper in this island. With us, navigable rivers are most part neglected; our streams are not great, I confess, by reason of the narrowness of the island, yet they run smoothly and even, not headlong, swift, or amongst rocks and shelves, as foaming Rhodanus and Loire in France, Tigris in Mesopotamia, violent Durius in Spain, with cataracts and whirlpools, as the Rhine, and Danubius, about Shaffhausen, Lausenburgh, Linz, and Creennes, to endanger navigators; or broad shallow, as

1 Charles the Great went about to make a channel from the Rhine to the Danube. Bil. Pirkinerus descript. Ger. the ruins are yet seen about Weissenburg from Redelich to Altdamul. Ut navigabilia inter se Occidentis et Septentrionis litora fenerant. 2 Magnus Georg. Similirae de rep. Helvet. Lib. 1, descripsit
Neckar in the Palatinate, Tiber in Italy; but calm and fair as Arar in France, Hebrus in Macedonia, Eurotas in Laco-
nia, they gently glide along, and might as well be repaired
many of them (I mean Wye, Trent, Ouse, Thamus at Ox-
ford, the defect of which we feel in the mean time) as the
River of Lee from Ware to London. B. Atwater of old, or
as some will Henry I., made a channel from Trent to Lin-
coln, navigable; which now, saith Mr. Camden, is decayed,
and much mention is made of anchors, and such like mon-
uments found about old *Verulamium, good ships have for-
merly come to Exeter, and many such places, whose chan-
nels, havens, ports, are now barred and rejected. We con-
template this benefit of carriage by waters, and are therefore
compelled in the inner parts of this island, because portage is
so dear, to eat up our commodities ourselves, and live like so
many boars in a sty, for want of vent and utterance.

We have many excellent havens, royal havens, Falmouth,
Portsmouth, Milford, &c., equivalent if not to be preferred
to that Indian Havanna, old Brundusium in Italy, Aulis in
Greece, Ambracia in Acarnia, Suda in Crete, which have
few ships in them, little or no traffic or trade, which have
scarce a village on them, able to bear great cities, sed viderint
politicis. I could here justly tax many other neglects, abuses,
errors, defects among us, and in other countries, depopula-
tions, riot, drunkenness, &c., and many such, quae nunc in
eurem susurrare non libet. But I must take heed, ne quid
gravius dicam, that I do not overshoot myself, Sus Minervam,
I am forth of my element, as you peradventure suppose; and
sometimes veritas odium parit, as he said, "verjuice and oat-
meal is good for a parrot." For as Lucian said of an his-
tarian, I say of a politician. He that will freely speak and
write, must be forever no subject, under no prince or law, but
lay out the matter truly as it is, not caring what any can,
will, like or dislike.

1 Camden in Lincolnshire. Fossedike.  * Near S. Albans, "which must not

be whispered in the ear."
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We have good laws, I deny not, to rectify such enormities, and so in all other countries, but it seems not always to good purpose. We had need of some general visitor in our age, that should reform what is amiss; a just army of Rosie-crosse men, for they will amend all matters (they say), religion, policy, manners, with arts, sciences, &c. Another Attila, Tamerlane, Hercules, to strive with Achelous, Augææ stabulis purgare, to subdue tyrants, as 1 he did Diomedes and Busiris; to expel thieves, as he did Cacus and Lacinius; to vindicate poor captives, as he did Hesione; to pass the torrid zone, the deserts of Lybia, and purge the world of monsters and Centaurs; or another Theban Crates to reform our manners, to compose quarrels and controversies, as in his time he did, and was therefore adored for a god in Athens. "As Hercules 2 purged the world of monsters, and subdued them, so did he fight against envy, lust, anger, avarice, &c., and all those feral vices and monsters of the mind." It were to be wished we had some such visitor, or if wishing would serve, one had such a ring or rings, as Timolaus desired in 3 Lucian, by virtue of which he should be as strong as 10,000 men, or an army of giants, go invisible, open gates and castle doors, have what treasure he would, transport himself in an instant to what place he desired, alter affections, cure all manner of diseases, that he might range over the world, and reform all distressed states and persons, as he would himself. He might reduce those wandering Tartars in order, that infest China on the one side, Muscovy, Poland, on the other; and tame the vagabond Arabians that rob and spoil those eastern countries, that they should never use more caravans, or janizaries to conduct them. He might root out barbarism out of America, and fully discover Terra Australis Incognita, find out the northeast and northwest passages, drain those mighty Meso-

dian fens, cut down those vast Hircinian woods, irrigate

1 Libius Giralde. Nat. comes. 2 Apuleius, lib. 4, Flor. Lar. familiaris inter homines ætatis sue cultus est, litium omnium et jurgiorum inter proplinguos actitor et discepiator. Adversus iracun-
diam, invidiam, avaritiam, libidinosam, ceteraque animi humani vitis et monstra philosophus iste Hercules fuit. Pastus eas mentibus exegit omnes, &c. 3 Ve-
tis navig.
those barren Arabian deserts, &c., cure us of our epidemical diseases, scorbutum, plica, morbus Neapolitanus, &c., end all our idle controversies, cut off our tumultuous desires, inordinate lusts, root out atheism, impiety, heresy, schism, and superstition, which now so crucify the world, catechize gross ignorance, purge Italy of luxury and riot, Spain of superstition and jealousy, Germany of drunkenness, all our northern country of gluttony and intemperance, castigate our hard-hearted parents, masters, tutors; lash disobedient children, negligent servants, correct these spendthrifts and prodigal sons, enforce idle persons to work, drive drunkards off the alehouse, repress thieves, visit corrupt and tyrannizing magistrates, &c. But as L. Licinius taxed Timolaus, you may us. These are vain, absurd and ridiculous wishes not to be hoped; all must be as it is, 1 Boecchalinus may cite commonwealths to come before Apollo, and seek to reform the world itself by commissioners, but there is no remedy, it may not be redressed, desinent homines tum demum stultescere quando esse desinent, so long as they can wag their beards, they will play the knaves and fools.

Because, therefore, it is a thing so difficult, impossible, and far beyond Hercules’s labours to be performed; let them be rude, stupid, ignorant, incult; lapis super lapidem sodeat, and as the 2 apologist will, resp. tussi; et graveolenta laboret, mundus vitio, let them be barbarous as they are, let them 3 tyrannize, epicurize, oppress, luxuriate, consume themselves with factions, superstitions, lawsuits, wars and contentions, live in riot, poverty, want, misery; rebel, wallow as so many swine in their own dung; with Ulysses’s companions, stultos jubeo esse libenter. I will yet, to satisfy and please myself, make an Utopia of mine own, a new Atlantis, a poetical commonwealth of mine own, in which I will freely domineer, build cities, make laws, statutes, as I list myself. And why may I not? 4 *Pictoribus atque poetas, &c. You know what liberty poets ever had, and besides, my predecessor Democritus was

---

1 Regnault, part 2, cap. 2, et part 3, 604. 2 Qui dordidus est, sordescat ad 3 il. 2 Velent. And. Apolog. manip. luc. 4 Hor.
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a politician, a recorder of Abdera, a lawmaker as some say; and why may not I presume so much as he did? Howsoever I will adventure. For the site, if you will needs urge me to it, I am not fully resolved, it may be in *Terra Australis Incognita*, there is room enough (for of my knowledge neither that hungry Spaniard,*, nor Mercurius Britannicus, have yet discovered half of it), or else one of those floating islands in Mare del Zur, which like the Cyanian isles in the Euxine sea, alter their place, and are accessible only at set times, and to some few persons; or one of the Fortunate isles, for who knows yet where, or which they are? there is room enough in the inner parts of America, and northern coasts of Asia. But I will choose a site, whose latitude shall be forty-five degrees (I respect not minutes) in the midst of the temperate zone, or perhaps under the equator, that †paradise of the world, *ubi semper virens laurus*, &c., where is a perpetual spring; the longitude for some reasons I will conceal. Yet "be it known to all men by these presents," that if any honest gentleman will send in so much money, as Cardan allows an astrologer for casting a nativity, he shall be a sharer, I will acquaint him with my project, or if any worthy man will stand for any temporal or spiritual office or dignity, (for as he said of his archbishopric of Utopia, 'tis sanctus ambitus, and not amiss to be sought after,) it shall be freely given without all intercessions, bribes, letters, &c., his own worth shall be the best spokesman; and because we shall admit of no deputies or advowsons, if he be sufficiently qualified, and as able as willing to execute the place himself, he shall have present possession. It shall be divided into twelve or thirteen provinces, and those by hills, rivers, roadways, or some more eminent limits exactly bounded. Each province shall have a metropolis, which shall be so placed as a centre almost in a circumference, and the rest at equal distances, some twelve Italian miles asunder, or thereabout, and in them shall be sold all things necessary for the use of man; *statis horis et diebus,

* Ferdinando Quir. 1612. † Vide Acosta et Lalet.
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no market towns, markets or fairs, for they do but beggar cities (no village shall stand above six, seven, or eight miles from a city), except those emporiums which are by the seaside, general staples, marts, as Antwerp, Venice, Bergen of old, London, &c., cities most part shall be situated upon navigable rivers or lakes, creeks, havens; and for their form, regular, round, square, or long square, 4 with fair, broad, and straight streets, houses uniform, built of brick and stone, like Bruges, Brussels, Rhegium Lepidi, Berna in Switzerland, Milan, Mantua, Crema, Cambalu in Tartary, described by M. Polus, or that Venetian palma. I will admit very few or no suburbs, and those of baser building, walls only to keep out man and horse, except it be in some frontier towns, or by the seaside, and those to be fortified 5 after the latest manner of fortification, and situated upon convenient havens, or opportune places. In every so built city, I will have convenient churches, and separate places to bury the dead in, not in churchyards; a citadella (in some, not all) to command it, prisons for offenders, opportune market-places of all sorts, for corn, meat, cattle, fuel, fish, commodious courts of justice, public halls for all societies, bourses, meeting-places, armouries, 6 in which shall be kept engines for quenching of fire, artillery gardens, public walks, theatres, and spacious fields allotted for all gymnastic sports, and honest recreations, hospitals of all kinds, for children, orphans, old folks, sick men, mad men, soldiers, pesthouses, &c., not built precario, or by gouty benefactors, who, when by fraud and rapine they have extorted all their lives, oppressed whole provinces, societies, &c., give something to pious uses, build a satisfactory almshouse, school or bridge, &c., at their last end or before perhaps, which is no otherwise than to steal a goose, and stick down a feather, rob a thousand to relieve ten; and those hospitals so built and maintained, not by collections, benevolences, donaries, for a set number, (as in ours, just so many and no more at such

1 Vide Patritium, lib. 8, tit. 10, de Ins. 1. 1, c. ult. 2 With walls of earth, &c. lib. 10, de Repub. 3 Sic alium Hippodamus 4 De his Plin. epist. 42, lib. 2, et Tuck. Minibus Arist. polit. cap. 11, et Vitruvius Annal. 13 lib.
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a rate, but for all those who stand in need, be they more or less, and that ex publico aerario, and so still maintained, non nobis solum nati sumus, &c. I will have conduits of sweet and good water, aptly disposed in each town, common 1 granaries, as at Dresden in Misnia, Stetein in Pomerland, Nor-emberg, &c. Colleges of mathematicians, musicians, and actors, as of old at Labedum in Ionia, 2 alchemists, physicians, artists, and philosophers; that all arts and sciences may sooner be perfected and better learned; and public historiographers, as amongst those ancient 3 Persians, qui in commentarios referebant quae memorat igna gerebantur, informed and appointed by the state to register all famous acts, and not by each insufficient scribbler, partial or parasitical pedant, as in our times. I will provide public schools of all kinds, singing, dancing, fencing, &c., especially of grammar and languages, not to be taught by those tedious precepts ordinarily used, but by use, example, conversation, 4 as travellers learn abroad, and nurses teach their children; as I will have all such places, so will I ordain 5 public governors, fit officers to each place, treasurers, ædiles, questors, overseers of pupils, widows' goods, and all public houses, &c., and those once a year to make strict accounts of all receipts, expenses, to avoid confusion, et sic fiet ut non absurum (as Pliny to Trajan,) quod pudeat dicere. They shall be subordinate to those higher officers and governors of each city, which shall not be poor tradesmen, and mean artificers, but noblemen and gentlemen, which shall be tied to residence in those towns they dwell next, at such set times and seasons; for I see no reason (which 6 Hippolitus complains of) "that it should be more dishonourable for noblemen to govern the city than the country, or unseemly to dwell there now, than of old." 11

---

1 Vide Brisonium de regno Persae, ib. 3, de his et Vegetiun, lib. 2, cap. 3, de annoue. 2 Not to make gold, but for matters of physi. 3 Bresolius Josephus, ib. 21, antiquit. ibid. cap. 6. 4 So Loi. Vives thinks best. Commentus, et others. 5 Plato 6, de legg. 7 ædiles creari vult, qui fora, eumae, vix, portus, plateas, et id genus alla procurent. Vide Iassum Posteim de civ. AMstel. hec omnia, &c., Gotturnum et alios. 6 De Incem. urb. cap. 13. 7 Ingenius fato me non intelligere cur nobilium sit urbis bene munias coles nune quim olim, aut cuss rustica pro esse quin urbi. Idem Ubertus Polib. de Neapoli. 7 Ne tantillum quidem sit insulum relinquitur, ut verum sit.
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will have no bogs, fens, marshes, vast woods, deserts, heaths, commons, but all inclosed; (yet not depopulated, and therefore take heed you mistake me not;) for that which is common, and every man’s, is no man’s; the richest countries are still inclosed, as Essex, Kent, with us, & c., Spain, Italy; and where inclosures are least in quantity, they are best 2 husbanded, as about Florence in Italy, Damascus in Syria, & e., which are liker gardens than fields. I will not have a barren acre in all my territories, not so much as the tops of mountains; where nature fails, it shall be supplied by art; 2 lakes and rivers shall not be left desolate. All common highways, bridges, banks, corrivations of waters, aqueducts, channels, public works, building, & c., out of a 2 common stock, curiously maintained and kept in repair; no depopulations, engrossings, alterations of wood, arable, but by the consent of some supervisors that shall be appointed for that purpose, to see what reformation ought to be had in all places, what is amiss, how to help it, et quid quaque fera regio, et quid quaque recuset, what ground is aptest for wood, what for corn, what for cattle, gardens, orchards, fishponds, & e., with a charitable division in every village, (not one domineering house greedily to swallow up all, which is too common with us) what for lords, 4 what for tenants; and because they shall be better encouraged to improve such lands they hold, manure, plant trees, drain, fence, & c., they shall have long leases, a known rent, and known fine to free them from those intolerable exactions of tyrannizing landlords. These supervisors shall likewise appoint what quantity of land in each manor

pellicem quidem agrí. In his regi autibus<br>sterilium aut infecundum repetit. Marcus<br>Hermogalon Augustanum de regione<br>China, l. i. c. 3.

1 M. Carew. In his<br>survey of Cornwall, saith that before that<br>countrï was inclosed, the husbandmen<br>drink water, did eat little or no bread,<br>lit. 68, lib. 1. their apparel was coarse,<br>they went barelegged, their dwelling was<br>correspondent; but since inclosure, they<br>are decently, and have money to spend<br>(ib. 23); when their fields were common,<br>their wool was coarse, Cornish hair; but<br>since inclosure, it is almost as good as<br>Cotswol, and that sold much mended.<br>

Tussler, cap. 53. of his husbandry, is of<br>his opinion, one acre inclosed, is worth<br>three common. The country inclosed I<br>praise; the other delighteth not me, for<br>nothing of wealth it doth raise, & c.<br>2 Incredibile navigiorum copia, nihil<br>pauciores in aquis, quibus in continent<br>commorantur. M. Ricius expedit in<br>Blaise, l. i. c. 2.

3 To this purpose<br>Arist. polit. 2, c. 6, allows a third part of<br>their revenues. Hippodamus said.<br>4 Lex Agraria olim Romae.
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is fit for the lord's demesnes, what for holding of tenants, how it ought to be husbanded, ut magnetis equis, Minya gens cognita remis, how to be manured, tilled, rectified, hic segetes veniunt, illic felicius uve, arborei factus alibi, atque injussa virescunt Gramina, and what proportion is fit for all callings, because private professors are many times idiots, ill husbands, oppressors, covetous, and know not how to improve their own, or else wholly respect their own, and not public good.

Utopian parity is a kind of government, to be wished for, rather than effected, Resp. Christianopolitana, Campanella's city of the Sun, and that new Atlantis, witty fictions, but mere chimeras and Plato's community in many things is impious, absurd and ridiculous, it takes away all splendour and magnificence. I will have several orders, degrees of nobility, and those hereditary, not rejecting younger brothers in the mean time, for they shall be sufficiently provided for by pensions, or so qualified, brought up in some honest calling, they shall be able to live of themselves. I will have such a proportion of ground belonging to every barony, he that buys the land shall buy the barony, he that by riot consumes his patrimony, and ancient demesnes, shall forfeit his honours. As some dignities shall be hereditary, so some again by election, or by gift, (besides free offices, pensions, annuities,) like our bishoprics, prebends, the Basso's palaces in Turkey, the procurator's houses and offices in Venice, which, like the golden apple, shall be given to the worthiest, and best deserving both in war and peace, as a reward of their worth and good service, as so many goals for all to aim at (honos alit artes), and encouragements to others. For I hate these severe, unnatural, harsh, German, French, and Venetian decrees, which exclude plebeians from honours, be they never so wise, rich, virtuous, valiant, and well qualified, they must

---

not be patricians, but keep their own rank, this is *naturae bellum inferre*, odious to God and men, I abhor it. My form of government shall be monarchical.

"nunquam libertas gravior extat,
Quam sub Rege pio," &c.

Few laws, but those severely kept, plainly put down, and in the mother tongue, that every man may understand. Every city shall have a peculiar trade or privilege, by which it shall be chiefly maintained; and parents shall teach their children one of three at least, bring up and instruct them in the mysteries of their own trade. In each town these several tradesmen shall be so aptly disposed, as they shall free the rest from danger or offence; fire-trades, as smiths, forge-men, brewers, bakers, metal-men, &c., shall dwell apart by themselves; dyers, tanners, felmongers, and such as use water in convenient places by themselves; noisome or fulsome for bad smells, as butchers' slaughter-houses, chandlers, curriers, in remote places, and some back lanes. Fraternities and companies, I approve of, as merchants' bourses, colleges of druggists, physicians, musicians, &c., but all trades to be rated in the sale of wares, as our clerks of the market do bakers and brewers; corn itself, what scarcity soever shall come, not to exceed such a price. Of such wares as are transported or brought in, if they be necessary, commodious, and such as nearly concern man's life, as corn, wood, coal, &c., and such provision we cannot want, I will have little or no custom paid, no taxes; but for such things as are for pleasure, delight, or ornament, as wine, spice, tobacco, silk, velvet, cloth of gold, lace, jewels, &c., a greater impost. I will have certain ships sent out for new discoveries every year, and some discreet men appointed to travel into all neighbouring kings-

* Claudian 1. 7. "Liberty never is more gratifying than under a pious king." 1 Herodotus Erato lib. 6. Cum Egyptiis Lebdenoni in horum convarunt, quod semum preacones, tibulaines, coqui, et reliqui artifices, in paterno artificio succipient, et coqus ad coquo gigantur, et patrum opera perseverat. Ideam Marcus Pius de Quayray Ideam Orsoriis de Emunoe rege Lusitano. Riccius de Sina. 2 Hippol. à collibus de loorum urbis c. 20. Plato idem 7, de legibus, quae ad vitam necessaria, et quibus carere non possumus, nullum dependi vestigial, &c. 3 Plato 12, de legibus, 40 annos natos vult, ut si qui quid memorabile videreat apud exterors, hoc ipsum in renum pub. recipiatur.
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doms by land, which shall observe what artificial inventions and good laws are in other countries, customs, alterations, or aught else, concerning war or peace, which may tend to the common good. Ecclesiastical discipline, *penes Episcopos*, subordinate as the other. No impropriations, no lay patrons of church livings, or one private man, but common societies, corporations, &c., and those rectors of benefices to be chosen out of the Universities, examined and approved, as the *literati* in China. No parish to contain above a thousand auditors. If it were possible, I would have such priests as should imitate Christ, charitable lawyers should love their neighbours as themselves, temperate and modest physicians, politicians contemn the world, philosophers should know themselves, noblemen live honestly, tradesmen leave lying and cozening, magistrates, corruption, &c., but this is impossible, I must get such as I may. I will therefore have of lawyers, judges, advocates, physicians, chirurgeons, &c., a set number, and every man, if it be possible, to plead his own cause, to tell that tale to the judge which he doth to his advocate, as at Fez in Africa, Bantam, Aleppo, Ragusa, *suam quisque causam dicere tenetur*. Those advocates, chirurgeons, and physicians, which are allowed to be maintained out of the common treasury, no fees to be given or taken upon pain of losing their places; or if they do, very small fees, and when the cause is fully ended. He that sues any man shall put in a pledge, which if it be proved he hath wrongfully sued his adversary, rashly or maliciously, he shall forfeit, and lose. Or else before any suit begin, the plaintiff shall have his complaint approved by a set delegacy to that purpose; if it be of moment he shall be suffered as before, to proceed, if otherwise, they shall determine it. All causes

1 Simlerus in Helvetia. 2 Utopenses candidicos exclusunt, qui eas hecate et vatre tracent et disputent. Inquisitum censeant hominem ullis obligari legibus, quae aut numerosiores sunt, quam ut periegri quanti, aut obscuriores quam ut quia possint intelligi. Voluit ut suam quisque causam agat, quamque referat. Judicat quem narraturus fuerat patro

---

3 Medici ex publico victam sumunt. Boter. 1. 1, c. 5, de Egyptis. 4 De his lege Statut. 1. 2, tit. 8, de rep. Inst. 5 Nihil a clientibus patroni acceptis, priusquam lis finita est. Boul. Argent. lib. 3. 6 It is so in most free cities in Germany.
shall be pleaded suppresso nomine, the parties' names concealed, if some circumstances do not otherwise require. Judges and other officers shall be aptly disposed in each province, villages, cities, as common arbitrators to hear causes, and end all controversies, and those not single, but three at least on the bench at once, to determine or give sentence, and those again to sit by turns or lots, and not to continue still in the same office. No controversy to depend above a year, but without all delays and further appeals to be speedily despatched, and finally concluded in that time allotted. These and all other inferior magistrates to be chosen as the literati in China, or by those exact suffrages of the Venetians, and such again not to be eligible, or capable of magistracies, honours, offices, except they be sufficiently qualified for learning, manners, and that by the strict approbation of reputed examiners; first scholars to take place, then soldiers; for I am of Vigetius his opinion, a scholar deserves better than a soldier, because Unius etatis sunt que fortiter funt, que vero pro utilitate Rerum, scribuntur, aeterna: a soldier's work lasts for an age, a scholar's forever. If they misbehave themselves, they shall be deposed, and accordingly punished, and whether their offices be annual or otherwise, once a year they shall be called in question, and give an account; for men are partial and passionate, merciless, covetous, corrupt, subject to love, hate, fear, favour, &c., omne sub regno graviore regnum; like Solon's Areopagites, or those Roman Censors, some shall visit others, and be visited invicem themselves, they shall oversee that no prowling officer, under colour of authority, shall insult over

1 Mat. Riccius expid. in Sinas, l. 1, c. 5. de examinatione electionum copiosi assert, &c. 2 Contar, de repub. Venet. I. 1. 3 Osor I. 11. de reb. gest. Eman. Quin in litteris maximi progressus securi sunt maximis honoribus assecurantur, secundus hostium gradus militiae assecurat, postremi ordines machinam, doctorum bonum judicium in altissim locum quæque preservat, et qui a plurimis approbat, ampliorum in rep. dignitatum consequitur. Qui in hoc examine pri-
his inferiors, as so many wild beasts, oppress, domineer, fleas, grind, or trample on, be partial or corrupt, but that there be **equabile jus**, justice equally done, live as friends and brethren together; and which **1 Sesellius** would have and so much desires in his kingdom of France, **"a diapason and sweet harmony of kings, princes, nobles, and plebeians so mutually tied and involved in love, as well as laws and authority, as that they never disagree, insult or encroach one upon another.**

If any man deserve well in his office he shall be rewarded.

"**quis enim virtutem amptegetur ipsam,**
Prœmia si tollas?" *

He that invents anything for public good in any art or science, writes a treatise, ² or performs any noble exploit, at home or abroad, ³ shall be accordingly enriched, ⁴ honoured, and preferred. I say with Hannibal in Ennius, **Hostem qui feriet erit mihi Carthaginiensis**, let him be of what condition he will, in all offices, actions, he that deserves best shall have best.

Tilianus in Philonius, out of a charitable mind no doubt, wished all his books were gold and silver, jewels and precious stones, † to redeem captives, set free prisoners, and relieve all poor distressed souls that wanted means; religiously done, I deny not, but to what purpose? Suppose this were so well done, within a little after, though a man had Croesus's wealth to bestow, there would be as many more. Wherefore I will suffer no ⁵ beggars, rogues, vagabonds, or idle persons at all, that cannot give an account of their

---

¹ Sesellius de rep. Gallorum, lib. 1 & 2. ² **For who would cultivate virtue itself, If you were to take away the reward?** ³ Si quis egregium aut bello aut pace perferret. Senat. 1. 1. ⁴ Ad regandum romanopub. soli liberati admitteretur, nec ad eam rem gratia magistratuum aut regis Indigent, omnis explorata curjus; scientias et virtutes peudent. Herod. lib. 1. cap. 6. ⁵ In defuncti locum eum jussit subrogari, qui inter majores virtute reli- quos praebet; non fuit apud mortales nihil excellentius certamen, aut eujus victoria magis esset expetenda, non enim inter celeres celerismo, non inter robustos robustissimo, &c. ⁶ **Nullum videre vel in hac vel in vicinis regionibus passum, nullum obserbarum, &c.** ⁷ Nullus mendicus apud Sinas, nemi nunc, quasvis oculis turbatibus et mendicari permissititur, omnes pro viribus laborare coguntur, ecej molles transstitibus versantis addicentur, soli hospiliis gaudiant, qui ad labores sunt impiet. Ossor. 1. 11, de reb. gest. Eman. Hening. de reg. Chna. 1. 1, c. 3. Gotard. Arch. Orient. Ind. deser.
lives how they maintain themselves. If they be impotent, lame, blind, and single, they shall be sufficiently maintained in several hospitals, built for that purpose; if married and infirm, past work, or by inevitable loss, or some such like misfortune cast behind, by distribution of corn, house-rent free, annual pensions or money, they shall be relieved, and highly rewarded for their good service they have formerly done; if able, they shall be enforced to work. For I see no reason (as he said) why an epicure or idle drone, a rich glutton, a usurer, should live at ease and do nothing, live in honour, in all manner of pleasures, and oppress others, when as in the mean time a poor labourer, a smith, a carpenter, an husbandman that hath spent his time in continual labour, as an ass to carry burdens to do the commonwealth good, and without whom we cannot live, shall be left in his old age to beg or starve, and lead a miserable life worse than a jument." As all conditions shall be tied to their task, so none shall be overtired, but have their set times of recreations and holidays, indulgere genio, feasts and merrymeetings, even to the meanest artificer, or basest servant, once a week to sing or dance, (though not all at once,) or do whatsoever he shall please; like that Sacrum festum amongst the Persians, those Saturnals in Rome, as well as his master. If any be drunk, he shall drink no more wine or strong drink in a twelvemonth after. A bankrupt shall be Cata demiatus in Amphitheatro, publicly shamed, and he that cannot pay his debts, if by riot or negligence, he have been impoverished, shall be for a twelvemonth imprisoned, if in that

3 Alex. ab Alex. 3. c. 12. 2 Sic enim Romae Isae. Pontani de his optime. Anas. 1. 2. c. 9. 3 Idem Aristote. pl. 5. c. 8. Vitiosum quem soli pauperum liberii educatur ad laborum, non & ciam et alium in voluptatibus et deliciis. 4 Quis hic in jus etiam ut noble quisquis, aut generatior qui nihil agit, laetus et splendidum vitam agit, ut de deliciis, quum interim auriga, faber, agricola, quo respici carere non potest, vitam adeo miseram duces, ut puer quum jumento sit quis responde? In qua resp quiat parasitus, adulteribus, inaniam voluptatem artificialibus generosissimis oposis tantum mutua predictione, at contra agriculta, carbonariis, aurigeris, fabricis, &c, nihil prospexit, se eorum abass laboris florentis satisfact, fame precipit et criminis, Mor. Utop. 1. 2. 5 In Segovia nemo otiatus, nemo mendicant modi per setarem aut merum opus facere non potest: nulli desit unde victum quern, ant quo se exercet. Cypr. Echinus Delit. Hisp. Nullo Genoves otiatus, ne septennis ponat. Paulus Hauser Rither. 6 Athenaeum, l. 12. 7 Similieus de respub. Helvet. 8 Spartan. sic enim Romae sic.
space his creditors be not satisfied, he shall be hanged. He that commits sacrilege shall lose his hands; he that bears false witness, or is of perjury convicted, shall have his tongue cut out, except he redeem it with his head. Murder, adultery, shall be punished by death, but not theft, except it be some more grievous offence, or notorious offenders; otherwise they shall be condemned to the galleys, mines, be his slaves whom they have offended, during their lives. I hate all hereditary slaves, and that duram Persarum legem as Brisonius calls it; or as Ammianus, impendio formidatas et abominandas leges, per quas ob noxam unius, omnis proinquitus perit, hard law that wife and children, friends and allies, should suffer for the father's offence.

No man shall marry until he be twenty-five, nisi aliter dispensatum fuerit. If one die, the other party shall not marry till six months after; and because many families are compelled to live niggardly, exhaust and undone by great dowers, none shall be given at all, or very little, and that by supervisors rated, they that are foul shall have a greater portion; if fair, none at all, or very little; howsoever not to exceed such a rate as those supervisors shall think fit. And when once they come to those years, poverty shall hinder no man from marriage, or any other respect, but all shall be rather enforced than hindered, except they be dismembered, or grievously deformed, in-
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firm, or visited with some enormous hereditary disease, in body or mind; in such cases upon a great pain, or mule,
man or woman shall not marry, other order shall be taken for them to their content. If people overabound, they shall be eased by colonies.

No man shall wear weapons in any city. The same attire shall be kept, and that proper to several callings, by which they shall be distinguished. Luxus funerum shall be taken away, that intempestive expense moderated, and many others. Brokers, takers of pawns, biting usurers, I will not admit; yet because hic cum hominibus non cum diis agitur, we converse here with men, not with gods, and for the hardness of men's hearts, I will tolerate some kind of usury. If we were honest, I confess, si probi esset, we should have no use of it, but being as it is, we must necessarily admit it. Howsoever most divines contradict it, dicimus inficias, sed vos ea sola reperta est, it must be winked at by politicians. And yet some great doctors approve of it, Calvin, Bucer, Zanchius, P. Martyr, because by so many grand lawyers, decrees of emperors, princes' statutes, customs of commonwealths, churches' approbations, it is permitted, &c., I will therefore allow it. But to no private persons, nor to every man that will, to orphans only, maids, widows, or such as by reason of their age, sex, education, ignorance of trading, know not otherwise how to employ it; and those so approved, not to let it out apart, but to bring their money to a common bank which shall be allowed in every city, as in Genoa, Geneva, Nuremberg, Venice, at five, six, seven, not above eight per centum, as the supervisors, or aerarii prefecti, shall

1 The Saxons exclude dumb, blind, leprous, and such like persons from all inheritance, as we do fools. 2 Ut olim Romani, Hispani habuisse, &c. 3 Hierus lib. 11, cap. 5. De Sinara expedit. sic Hispani cognovissent in arma depoparet. 4 So it is in most Indian cities. 5 Hic vulgo Plato 12, de legibus, it hath ever been understood, vide Guili. Stahlhain antiqua. 6 Plato 6, de legisbus. 6 As those Lombards beyond seas, though with some reformation, mones piëtatis, or bank of charity, as Mas- lines terms it, cap. 23, Lex mercat. part 2, that lend money upon easy pawns, or take money upon adventure for men's lives. 7 That proportion will make merchandise increase, land dearer, and better improved, as he hath judicially proved in his tract of usury, exhibited to the Parliament anno 1621.
think fit. 1 And as it shall not be lawful for each man to be an usurer that will, so shall it not be lawful for all to take up money at use, not to prodigals and spendthrifts, but to merchants, young tradesmen, such as stand in need, or know honestly how to employ it, whose necessity, cause and condition the said supervisors shall approve of.

I will have no private monopolies, to enrich one man, and beggar a multitude, 2 multiplicity of offices, of supplying by deputies, weights and measures, the same throughout, and those rectified by the Primum mobile, and sun’s motion, threescore miles to a degree according to observation, 1,000 geometrical paces to a mile, five foot to a pace, twelve inches to a foot, &c., and from measures known it is an easy matter to rectify weights, &c., to cast up all, and resolve bodies by algebra, stereometry. I hate wars if they be not ad populi salutem, upon urgent occasion, * “odimus accipitrem, quia semper vivit in armis,” 3 offensive wars, except the cause be very just, I will not allow of. For I do highly magnify that saying of Hannibal to Scipio, in 4 Livy, “It had been a blessed thing for you and us, if God had given that mind to our predecessors, that you had been content with Italy, we with Africa. For neither Sicily nor Sardinia are worth such cost and pains, so many fleets and armies, or so many famous Captains’ lives.” Omnia prius tentanda, fair means shall first be tried. 5 Peragit tranquilla potestas, Quod vio-
lenta nequit. I will have them proceed with all moderation; but hear you, Fabius my general, not Minutius, nam † qui Consilio nitiatur plus hostibus nocet, quàm qui sine animi ratione, viribus; And in such wars to abstain as much as is possible from 6 depopulations, burning of towns, massacring

1 Hoc sere Zanchius com. In 4 cap. ad Ephes. equeleinam vocat usuram, et chartatii Christianae consentaneam, modo non exigant, &c., nec omnes dent ad venus, sed hi qui in pecuniae bona habent, et ob statem, sexum, artis aliquas ignorantiam, non passunt uti. Nec omnibus sed mercatoribus et ilis qui honeste Impendent, &c. 2 Ideo apud Persas solm, leges Brisionum. * “We hate the hawk, because he always lives in battle.” 3 Idem Plato de legibus. 4 Lib. 30. Optimum quidem fuerat eas patrihas nostris mentem a dils datam esse, ut vos Italiae, nos Africam Imperio contenti essamus. Nque anim Sicilia aut Sardinia satis digna prezo sunt pro tot classibus, &c. 5 Claudian. † Thucydides. 6 A depopulatione, agrorum incendia, et ejusmodi factis immunibus. Plato.
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of infants, &c. For defensive wars, I will have forces still ready at a small warning, by land and sea, a prepared navy, soldiers in procinctu, et quam * Bonfinius apud Hungaros suos vult, virgam ferream, and money, which is nervus belli, still in a readiness, and a sufficient revenue, a third part as in old 1 Rome and Egypt, reserved for the commonwealth; to avoid those heavy taxes and impositions, as well to defray this charge of wars, as also all other public defalcations, expenses, fees, pensions, reparations, chaste sports, feasts, donaries, rewards, and entertainments. All things in this nature especially I will have maturely done, and with great 2 deliberation: ne quid 3 temeré ne quid remissè ac timide fiat; Sed quid fèror hospes? To prosecute the rest would require a volume. Manum de tabella, I have been over tedious in this subject; I could have here willingly ranged, but these straits wherein I am included will not permit.

From commonwealths and cities, I will descend to families, which have as many corsives and molestations, as frequent discontent as the rest. Great affinity there is betwixt a political and economical body; they differ only in magnitude and proportion of business (so Sealliger 4 writes) as they have both likely the same period, as 5 Bodin and 6 Peucer hold, out of Plato, six or seven hundred years, so many times they have the same means of their vexation and overturns; as namely, riot, a common ruin of both, riot in building, riot in profuse spending, riot in apparel, &c., be it in what kind soever, it produceth the same effects. A 7 chorographer of ours speaking obiter of ancient families, why they are so frequent in the north, continue so long, are so soon extinguished in the south, and so few, gives no other reason but this, luxus omnia dissipavit, riot hath consumed all, fine clothes and curious buildings came into this island, as he

* Hungar. dec. 1. lib. 2. 1 Sesellius, lib. 2. de repub. Gal. vultu enim est indecorum, ubi quad prater opinionem accidit, ille. Non putram, pretium sit sua avert poterit. Livius, lib. 1. 3 Nov. lib. 2. 5 Diodorus Siculus, lib. 2. —
3 Periget tranquillia potest as, Quad vio-}

vem. L. 10

lenta nequit. — Claudian. 5 Bellum nec timendum nec provocandum. 6 Lib. Panegyr. Trajan. 8 Lib. 3. post. cap. 19. 9 Lib. 4, de repub. cap. 2. 10 Peu-}

cer. lib. 1, de divinat. 7 Camden in Cameshure.
notes in his annals, not so many years since; non sine dispendio hospitalitatis, to the decay of hospitality. Howbeit many times that word is mistaken, and under the name of bounty and hospitality, is shrouded riot and prodigality, and that which is commendable in itself well used, hath been mistaken heretofore, is become by his abuse, the bane and utter ruin of many a noble family. For some men live like the rich glutton, consuming themselves and their substance by continual feasting and invitations, with 1 Axilon in Homer, keep open house for all comers, giving entertainment to such as visit them, 2 keeping a table beyond their means, and a company of idle servants (though not so frequent as of old) are blown up on a sudden; and as Actæon was by his hounds, devoured by their kinsmen, friends, and multitude of followers. 8 It is a wonder that Paulus Jovius relates of our northern countries, what an infinite deal of meat we consume on our tables; that I may truly say, 'tis not bounty, not hospitality, as it is often abused, but riot and excess, gluttony and prodigality; a mere vice; it brings in debt, want, and beggary, hereditary diseases, consumes their fortunes, and overthrows the good temperature of their bodies. To this I might here well add their inordinate expense in building, those fantastical houses, turrets, walks, parks, &c., gaming, excess of pleasure, and that prodigious riot in apparel, by which means they are compelled to break up house, and creep into holes. Sesellius in his commonwealth of 4 France, gives three reasons why the French nobility were so frequently bankrupts: “First, because they had so many lawsuits and contentions one upon another, which were tedious and costly; by which means it came to pass, that commonly lawyers bought them out of their possessions.

---

1 Iliad. 6 lib. 2 Vide Puteani Comum, Oecenium de portentosis ceulis nostrorum temporum. 3 Mirabile dictum est, quantum ope nostro dormus singulis diebus absumus, sturnuntur mones in omnes hodie horas, calentibus semper edibilis. Descrip. Britan. 4 Lib. 1, de rep. Gallorum; quod tot ilias et cause forenses, aliae ferantur ex alia, in immersum producantur, et magnos sumptus requirant, unde fit ut juris administri plerumque nobilium possestiones adquirant, tum quod sumptuosae vivant: et a meritoribus absorbantur et splendidis mis vestitantur, &c.
A second cause was their riot, they lived beyond their means, and were therefore swallowed up by merchants.” (La Nove, a French writer, yields five reasons of his countrymen’s poverty, to the same effect almost, and thinks verily if the gentry of France were divided into ten parts, eight of them would be found much impaired, by sales, mortgages, and debts, or wholly sunk in their estates.) “The last was inmoderate excess in apparel, which consumed their revenues.” How this concerns and agrees with our present state, look you. But of this elsewhere. As it is in a man’s body, if either head, heart, stomach, liver, spleen, or any one part be misaffected, all the rest suffer with it; so is it with this economical body. If the head be naught, a spendthrift, a drunkard, a whoremaster, a gamester, how shall the family live at ease? *Ipse si cupiat salus servare prorsus, non potest, hanc familiae,* as Demea said in the comedy, *Safety herself cannot save it.* A good, honest, painful man many times hath a shrew to his wife; a sickly, dishonest, slothful, foolish, careless woman to his mate; a proud, peevish flirt; a liquorish, prodigal quean, and by that means all goes to ruin; or if they differ in nature, he is thrifty, she spends all; he wise, she sottish and soft; what agreement can there be? what friendship? Like that of the thrush and swallow in Æsop, instead of mutual love, kind compellations, whose and thief is heard, they fling stools at one another’s heads. *Quae intermeries vexat hanc familiae?* All enforced marriages commonly produce such effects, or if on their behalts it be well, as to live and agree lovingly together, they may have disobedient and unruly children, that take ill courses to disquiet them, *‘their son is a thief, a spendthrift, their daughter a whore;’* a step mother, or a daughter-in-law, distemps all; or else for want of means, many torturers arise, debts, dues, fees, dowries, jointures, legacies to be paid, annuities issuing out, by means of which, they have not wherewithal to maintain themselves.
in that pomp as their predecessors have done, bring up or bestow their children to their callings, to their birth and quality, \(^1\) and will not descend to their present fortunes. Oftentimes, too, to aggravate the rest, concur many other inconveniences, unthankful friends, decayed friends, bad neighbours, negligent servants, \(^2\) servi furaces, versipelles, cal-lidi, occlusa sibi mille clavibus reserant, furtimque; raptant, consumunt, ligurium; casualties, taxes, mulcts, chargeable offices, vain expenses, entertainments, loss of stock, enmities, emulations, frequent invitations, losses, suretyship, sickness, death of friends, and that which is the gulf of all, improvidence, ill husbandry, disorder and confusion, by which means they are drenched on a sudden in their estates, and at unawares precipitated insensibly into an inextricable labyrinth of debts, cares, woes, want, grief, discontent, and melancholy itself.

I have done with families, and will now briefly run over some few sorts and conditions of men. The most secure, happy, jovial, and merry in the world’s esteem are princes and great men, free from melancholy; but for their cares, miseries, suspicions, jealousies, discontents, folly, and madness, I refer you to Xenophon’s Tyrannus, where king Hieron discourseth at large with Simonides the poet, of this subject. Of all others they are most troubled with perpetual fears, anxieties, insomuch that, as he said in \(^3\) Valerius, if thou knewest with what cares and miseries this robe were stuffed, thou wouldst not stoop to take it up. Or put case they be secure and free from fears and discontents, yet they are void \(^4\) of reason too oft, and precipitate in their actions, read all our histories, quos de stultis prodidere stulti, Iliades, Æneides, Annales, and what is the subject?

“Stultorum regum, et populorum continent aestus.”

---

\(^1\) When pride and beggary meet in a family, they roar and howl, and cause as many flashes of discontents, as fire and water, when they concur, make thunder-claps in the skies.

\(^2\) Plautus Aulular

\(^3\) Lib. 7, cap. 6.

\(^4\) Dei, in bellis, saeptus, vi geritur res. Vetus proverbium, aut regem aut fatuum nasci opus est.
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The giddy tumults and the foolish rage
Of kings and people.

How mad they are, how furious, and upon small occasions,
rash and inconsiderate in their proceedings, how they dote,
every page almost will witness,

"dellirant reges, plectuntur Achivi."

When doting monarchs urge
Unsound resolves, their subjects feel the scourge.

Next in place, next in miseries and discontents, in all manner
of hairbrain actions, are great men, procul à Jove, procul
à fulmine, the nearer the worse. If they live in court, they
are up and down, ebb and flow with their princes’ favours,
Ingenium vulnus statque caditque suo, now aloft, to-morrow
down, as 1 Polybius describes them, “like so many casting
counters, now of gold, to-morrow of silver, that vary in
worth as the computant will; now they stand for units, to-
morrow for thousands; now before all, and anon behind.”
Beside, they torment one another with mutual factions, emu-
lations; one is ambitious, another enamoured, a third in debt,
a prodigal, overruns his fortunes, a fourth solicitous with
cares, gets nothing, &c. But for these men’s discontents,
avieties, I refer you to Lucian’s Tract, de mercede con-
ductis, 2 Aeneas Sylvius (libidinis et studii serios, he calls
them), Agrippa, and many others.

Of philosophers and scholars priscae sapientiae dictatores, I
have already spoken in general terms, those superintendents
of wit and learning, men above men, those refined men, min-
tors of the muses,

3 "mentemque habere quidem bonam
Et esse 4 corculis datum est."

1 Lib. 1, hist. Rom. Similes tot inscru-
born calculis, secundum computatis
sol enthusiast, modó erat sunt, modó sunt;
 sit autem regis non healti sunt non
miseri. 2 Erasmus Solones in Sa.
De miseria curialium. 3 F. Douai
Epid. lib. 1, c. 13. 4 Ita cognomento
cohonestati Romae, qui certos mortales
sapientiæ pretendent, testis Plin. lib. 7,
ep. 84. 5 In saeclum certa rationes
medoque, mad by the book they, &c.
as much need of hellebore as others. ——\textit{O medicis medium pertundite venam.} Read Lucian’s Piscator, and tell bow he esteemed them; Agrippa’s Tract of the vanity of Sciences; nay, read their own works, their absurd tenets, prodigious paradoxes, et risum teneatis amici? You shall find that of Aristotle true, \textit{nullum magnum ingenium sine mixtura dementiae}, they have a worm as well as others; you shall find a fantastical strain, a fustian, a bombast, a vainglorious humour, an affected style, &c., like a prominent thread in an uneven woven cloth, run parallel throughout their works. And they that teach wisdom, patience, meekness, are the veriest dizzards, hairbrains, and most discontent. \textit{In the multitude of wisdom is grief, and he that increaseth wisdom, increaseth sorrow.} I need not quote mine author; they that laugh and contemn others, condemn the world of folly, deserve to be mocked, are as giddy-headed, and lie as open as any other.

Democritus, that common flouter of folly, was ridiculous himself, barking Menippus, scoffing Lucian, satirical Lucilius, Petronius, Varro, Persius, &c., may be censured with the rest, \textit{Loripadem rectus derideat, Ethiopem albus.} Bale, Erasmus, Hospinian, Vives, Kemnisius, explode as a vast ocean of obs and sols, school divinity. A labyrinth of intricate questions, unprofitable contentions, \textit{incredibilem delirationem}, one calls it. If school divinity be so censured, \textit{subtilis} Seottus \textit{lima veritatis, Ocean irrefragabilis, cujus ingenium vetera omnia ingenia subvertit, &c.} Baconthope, Dr. Resolutus, and Curculum Theologiae, Thomas himself, Doctor Seraphicus, \textit{cu diictavit Angelus, &c.} What shall become of humanity? \textit{Ars stulta, what can she plead?} What can her followers say for themselves? Much learning, \textit{cere-diminuit-brum}, hath cracked their seconde, and taken such root, that \textit{tribus Anticyris caput insanabile}, hellebore itself can do no good, nor that renowned \textit{lantern of Epictetus, by

\begin{footnotes}
\item[1] Juvenal.
\item[2] O Physicians! open the middle vein.
\item[3] Solomon.
\item[4] Com. Ter nolle draehmis olim empta; studens maris iterius statuitas.
\item[5] Wit whither inde sapientiam adipiscetur.
\item[6] Scaliger exercitat. 524.
\end{footnotes}
which if any man studied, he should be as wise as he was. But all will not serve; rhetoricians, in ostentationem loquacitatis multa agitant, out of their volubility of tongue, will talk much to no purpose, orators can persuade other men what they will, quo volunt, unde volunt, move, pacify, &c., but cannot settle their own brains, what saith Tully? Malo indeser-
tam prudentiam, quam loquacem stultitiam; and as Seneca
seconds him, a wise man's oration should not be polite or
solicitous. Fabius esteems no better of most of them, either
in speech, action, gesture, than as men beside themselves,
insanos declamatores; so doth Gregory, Non mihi sapit qui
sermone, sed qui factis sapit. Make the best of him, a good
orator is a turncoat, an evil man, bonus orator pessimus vir,
his tongue is set to sale, he is a mere voice, as he said of a
nightingale, dat sine mente somum, an hyperbolical liar, a
flatterer, a parasite, and as Ammianus Marcellinus will, a
corrupting cozenor, one that doth more mischief by his fair
speeches, than he that bribes by money; for a man may with
more facility avoid him that circumvents by money, than him
that deceives with glozing terms; which made Socrates so
much abhor and explode them. Fracastorius, a famous poet,
freely grants all poets to be mad; so doth Scaliger; and
who doth not? Aut insanit homo, aut versus facit (He's
mad or making verses), Hor. Sat. vii. 1, 2, Insanire lube, i.e.
versus componere. Virg. 3 Ec.; So Servius interprets it, all
poets are mad, a company of bitter satirists, detractors, or else
parasitical applauders; and what is poetry itself, but as
Austin holds, Vinum erroris ab ebris doctoribus propinatum?
You may give that censure of them in general, which Sir
Thomas More once did of Germanus Brixius's poems in par-

ticular.

"veluntur
In rate stultitiae, sylvam habitant Furiae."
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Budecus, in an epistle of his to Lupsetus, will have civil law to be the tower of wisdom; another honours physic, the quintessence of nature; a third tumbles them both down, and sets up the flag of his own peculiar science. Your supercilious critics, grammatical triflers, note-makers, curious antiquaries, find out all the ruins of wit, ineptiarum delicias, amongst the rubbish of old writers; *Pro stultis habent nisi aliquid sufficiant invenire, quod in aliorum scriptis vertant vitio,* all fools with them that cannot find fault; they correct others, and are hot in a cold cause, puzzle themselves to find out how many streets in Rome, houses, gates, towers, Homer's country, Æneas's mother, Niobe's daughters, *an Sopho publica fuerit? ovnum* 2 prius exiterit an gallina! &c., et alia que dediscenda essent scire, si scires, as Seneca holds. What clothes the senators did wear in Rome, what shoes, how they sat, where they went to the closestool, how many dishes in a mess, what sauce, which for the present for an historian to relate, according to Lodovis. Vives, is very ridiculous, is to them most precious elaborate stuff, they admired for it, and as proud, as triumphant in the mean time for this discovery, as if they had won a city, or conquered a province; as rich as if they had found a mine of gold ore. *Quosvis auctores absurdis commentis suis peracant et stercorant,* one saith, they bewray and daub a company of books and good authors, with their absurd comments, *correctorum sterculinia* &c. Scaliger calls them, and show their wit in censoring others, a company of foolish note-makers, humblebees, dros, or beetles, *inter stercora ut plurimum vestantur,* they rake over all those rubbish and dunghills, and prefer a manuscript many times before the Gospel itself, *thesaurum criticum,* before any treasure, and with their deleaturs, *alii legunt sic, meus codex sic habet,* with their *postremae editiones,* annotations, castigations, &c., make books dear, themselves ridiculous, and do nobody good, yet if any

and dwell in the grove of madness.\(^\text{17}\) *corrup. artium.* 1 Marcus Utrop. lib. 11. 2 Macrobi. Satir. cap. 19 et 32. 4 Ed. 7, volum. Junc 7, 10. 8 Epist. 16. 4 Lib. de causis Quetra.
man dare oppose or contradict, they are mad, up in arms on a sudden, how many sheets are written in defence, how bitter invectives, what apologies? "Epiphilade eae sunt ut mere nugae. But I dare say no more of, for, with, or against them, because I am liable to their lash as well as others. Of these and the rest of our artists and philosophers, I will generally conclude they are a kind of madmen, as Seneca esteems of them, to make doubts and scruples, how to read them truly, to mend old authors, but will not mend their own lives, or teach us ingemia sanare, memoriam officiorum ingere, ac fidein in rebus humanis retinere, to keep our wits in order, or rectify our manners. Numquid tibi demens videtur, si istis operam impenderit? Is not he mad that draws lines with Archimedes, whilst his house is ransacked, and his city besieged, when the whole world is in combustion, or we whilst our souls are in danger, (mors sequitur, vita fugit) to spend our time in toys, idle questions, and things of no worth?

That lovers are mad, I think no man will deny, Amare simul et sapere, ipsi Jovi non datur, Jupiter himself cannot intend both at once.

4 "Non bene convenient, nec in una sede morantur
Majestas et amor."

Tully, when he was invited to a second marriage, replied, he could not simul amare et sapere, be wise and love both together. 5 Est ursus ille, vis est immedicabilis, est rabies insanae, love is madness, a hell, an incurable disease; impotentem et insanam libidinem 6 Seneca calls it, an impotent

and raging lust. I shall dilate this subject apart; in the mean time let lovers sigh out the rest.

7 Nevisanus the lawyer holds it for an axiom, "most

women are fools," 8 consilium fiennis invalidum; Seneca,
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men, be they young or old; who doubts it, youth is mad as Elius in Tully, Stultii adolescentuli, old age little better, deliri
senes, &c. Theophrastus, in the 107th year of his age, 1 said
he then began to be wise, tum sapere coepit, and therefore
lamented his departure. If wisdom come so late, where
shall we find a wise man? Our old ones dote at threescore
and-ten. I would cite more proofs, and a better author, but
for the present, let one fool point at another. 2 Nevisanu
hath as hard an opinion of 3 rich men, “wealth and wisdom
cannot dwell together,” stultitiam patiuntur opes, 4 and they
do commonly 5 infatuare cor hominis, besot men; and as we
see it, “fools have fortune;” 6 Sapientia non inventur in
terra suaviter viventium. For beside a natural contempt of
learning, which accompanies such kind of men, innate idleness
(for they will take no pains), and which 7 Aristotle
observes, ubi mens plurima, ibi minima fortuna, ubi plurima
fortuna, ibi mens perexigua, great wealth and little wit go
commonly together: they have as much brains some of
them in their heads as in their heels; besides this inbred
neglect of liberal sciences, and all arts, which should excolere
mentem, polish the mind, they have most part some gullish
humour or other, by which they are led; one is an Epicure,
an Atheist, a second a gamester, a third a whoremaster (fit
subjects all for a satirist to work upon);

8 “Hic nuptarum Insaniit amoribus, hic puororum.”

One burns to madness for the wedded dame;
Unnatural lusts another’s heart inflame.

9 one is mad of hawking, hunting, cocking; another of carous-
ing, horse-riding, spending; a fourth of building, fighting, &c.,

Insaniit veteres status Damosippus emendo, Damosippus hath

---

1 Dolora se dixit quod tum vita egress-
scrutur.  2 Lib. 1, num. 11, sapientia
et divitiae viis simul possideri possunt.
3 They get their wisdom by eating pie
crust some.  4 χρήστης τῶν ἄθροισ-
γίνεται αφροσῦνι. Opes quidem mort-
talibus sunt amentia. Theogonia.

---

5 Fortuna nihilum quem foavit, stultum
fuit.  6 Joh. 28.  7 Mag. moral. lib.
2, et lib. 1, sat. 4.  8 Hor. lib. 1, sat. 4.
9 Insana gula Insane obstrueiones, in
sanum venandis studiis discordia de
mens. Virg. Än.
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an humour of his own, to be talked of; ¹ Heliodorus the Carthaginian, another. In a word, as Scaliger concludes of them all, they are *Statuae erectae stultitiae*, the very statues or pillars of folly. Choose out of all stories him that hath been most admired, you shall still find, *multa ad laudem, multa ad vituperationem magnifica*, as ² Berosus of Semiramis; *omnes mortales militiā, triumphis, divitiis, &c., tum et luxu, caede, ceterisque vitis antecessit*, as she had some good, so had she many bad parts.

Alexander, a worthy man, but furious in his anger, overtaken in drink; Cæsar and Scipio valiant and wise, but vain-glorious, ambitious; Vespasian a worthy prince, but covetous; ³ Hannibal, as he had mighty virtues, so had he many vices; *anam virtutem mille vitia comitantur*, as Machiavel of Cosmo de Medici, he had two distinct persons in him. I will determine of them all, they are like these double or turning pictures; stand before which you see a fair maid, on the one side an ape, on the other an owl; look upon them at the first sight, all is well, but further examine, you shall find them wise on the one side, and fools on the other; in some few things praiseworthy, in the rest incomparably faulty. I will say nothing of their diseases, emulation, discontent, wants, and such miseries; let poverty plead the rest in Aristophanes’s Plutus.

Covetous men, amongst others, are most mad, ⁴ They have all the symptoms of melancholy, fear, sadness, suspicion, &c., as shall be proved in its proper place.

"Danda est Hellebori multo pars maxima avaris."

Misers make Anticyra their own;
Its hellebore reserv’d for them alone.

And yet methinks prodigals are much madder than they,

¹ Heliodorus Carthaginensis ad eximent orbis sarcophago testamento malis justus condiderat, ut et videream an quis hanc ad me visendam usque ad hanc locum presentaret. Ortulius in Cud.
² Livy. Ingentes virtutes, ingentia vitia. ³ Hor. Quisquis ambiitiae male ant argenti palatium amares, Quisquis luxuriā, tristiqua superstitione. Per.
⁴ Si it in his work, which Gaspar Verutus suspects.
be of what condition they will, that bear a public or private purse; as Dutch writer censured Richard the rich duke of Cornwall, suing to be emperor, for his profuse spending, qui effudit pecuniam ante pedes principium Electorum siet aquam, that scattered money like water; I do censure them, Siulta Anglia (saith he) que tot denariis sponte est privata, stulti principes Alemaniae, qui nobile jus sum pro pecuniâ vendiderunt; spendthrifts, bribers, and bribe-takers are fools, and so are all they that cannot keep, disburse, or spend their moneys well.

I might say the like of angry, peevish, envious, ambitious; Anticyrus melior sorbere merocas; Epicures, Atheists, Schismatics, Heretics; hi omnes habent imaginationem læsom (saith Nymanus) "and their madness shall be evident." 2 Tim. iii. 9. 4 Fabatus, an Italian, holds seafaring men all mad; "the ship is mad, for it never stands still; the mariners are mad, to expose themselves to such imminent dangers; the waters are raging mad, in perpetual motion; the winds are as mad as the rest, they know not whence they come, whither they would go; and those men are maddest of all that go to sea; for one fool at home, they find forty abroad." He was a madman that said it, and thou peradventure as mad to read it. 5 Felix Platerus is of opinion all alchemists are mad, out of their wits; 6 Atheneus saith as much of fiddlers, et musarum luscinius, 7 Musicians, omnes tibicines insanunt; ubi semel effiant, acolvat illico mens, in comes music at one ear, out goes wit at another. Proud and vainglorious persons are certainly mad; and so are lascivious; I can feel their pulses beat hither; born-mad some of them, to let others lie with their wives, and wink at it.

To insist in all particulars, were an Herculean task, to

1 Cronica Saxonica ad annum 1257, de exiva pecunia jux incredibili disserunt. 2 A fool and his money are soon parted. 3 Orat. de imag. ambitioso et audax navigat Anticyrus. 4 Navis stulta, que continuo moretur; nauta stulti qui se pericula expONENT: aqua insana que sic fremit, &c.; sic lectatur, &c.; qui mari se committit stolidum unum terrâ fugiens, 40 mari invinet. Gaspar Ena. Moros. 5 Cap. de alien. mensis. 6 D. passopulist. lib. 8. 7 Tibices mente Capti. Enum. Chi. 14. 8 Prov. 33, Insecum Biblia, Ille rege non furor est, non est hinc mentula demens. Mart. ep. 74. 1. 8 Millæ puellarum et puororum mille juroræ
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reckon up *insanas substractiones, insanos labores, insanum luxum, mad labours, mad books, endeavours, carriages, gross ignorance, ridiculous actions, absurd gestures; *insanam gulam, insaniam villarum, insana jurgia, as Tully terms them, madness of villages, stupend structures; as those Ægyptian Pyramids, Labyrinths and Sphinxes, which a company of crowned asses, *ad ostentationem opum, vainly built, when neither the architect nor king that made them, or to what use and purpose, are yet known; to insist in their hypocrisy, inconstancy, blindness, rashness, *dementem temeritatem, fraud, cozenage, malice, anger, impudence, ingratitude, ambition, gross superstition, *tempora infecta et adulatione sordida, as in Tiberius's times, such base flattery, stupid, parasitical fawning and colloquing, &c., brawls, conflicts, desires, contentions, it would ask an expert Vesalius to anatomize every member. Shall I say? Jupiter himself, Apollo, Mars, &c., doted; and monster-conquering Hercules that subdued the world, and helped others, could not relieve himself in this, but mad he was at last. And where shall a man walk, converse with whom, in what province, city, and not meet with Signior Delrio, or Hercules Fures, Mænades, and Corybantes? Their speeches say no less. *E fungis nati homines, or else they fetched their pedigree from those that were struck by Samson with the jawbone of an ass. Or from Deucalion and Pyrrha's stones, for *durum genus sumus, *marmorei sumus, we are stony-hearted, and savour too much of the stock, as if they had all heard that enchanted horn of Astolpho, that English duke in Ariosto, which never sounded but all his auditors were mad, and for fear ready to make away with themselves; *or landed in the mad haven in the Euxine sea of *Daphnis insana, which had a secret quality to dementate; they are a company of giddy-heads, afternoon men, it

1 Uter est insanior horum? Hor. Ovid. 2 Plin. lib. 39. 3 Tucid. 4 Ovid. 5 E. fungis 6 Arius neniiplo maris. 7 Xemai: portus eius consumpt, et Gillius, 13, de Bosphor. Thracico et huius insula que aliata in convivial convivas omnes insanis affect. Guili. Stuchinus comment., &c.
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is Midsummer moon still, and the dogdays last all the year long, they are all mad. Whom shall I then except? Ulricus Huttenus nemo, nam nemo omnibus horis sapit, Nemo nascitur sine vitis, Crimine Nemo caret, Nemo sorte sua vivit contents, Nemo in amore sapit, Nemo bonus, Nemo sapient, Nemo est ex omni parte beatus, &c. and therefore Nicholas Nemo, or Monsieur Nobody shall go free, Quid valeat nemo, Nemo referre potest? But whom shall I except in the second place? such as are silent, vir sapit qui pauca loquitur; no better way to avoid folly and madness, than by taciturnity. Whom in a third? all senators, magistrates; for all fortunate men are wise, and conquerors valiant, and so are all great men, non est bonus ludere cum diis, they are wise by authority, good by their office and place, his licet impune pessimos esse (some say) we must not speak of them, neither is it fit; per me sint omnia protinus alba, I will not think amiss of them. Whom next? Stoics? Sapiens Stoicus, and he alone is subject to no perturbations, as Plutarch scoffs at him, “he is not vexed with torments, or burnt with fire, foiled by his adversary, sold of his enemy; though he be wrinkled, sand-blind, toothless, and deformed; yet he is most beautiful, and like a god, a king in conceit, though not worth a goat.” “He never dotes, never mad, never sad, drunk, because virtue cannot be taken away,” as Zeno holds, “by reason of strong apprehension,” but he was mad to say so. Anticyrae celo huic est opus aut dolabrd, he had need to be bored, and so had all his fellows, as wise as they would seem to be. Chrysipps himself liberally grants them to be fools as well as others, at certain times, upon some occasions, amitti virtutem ait per ebrietatem, aut atrivialium morbum, it
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may be lost by drunkenness or melancholy, he may be sometimes crazed as well as the rest; \textit{ad summum sapienti nisiquum pituita molesta}. I should here except some Cynics, Menippus, Diogenes, that Theban Crates; or to descend to these times, that omniscious, only wise fraternity \textsuperscript{2} of the Rosicrucians, those great theologues, politicians, philosophers, physicians, philologers, artists, \&c., of whom S. Bridget, Albans Joachimus, Leicenbergius, and such divine spirits have prophesied, and made promise to the world, if at least there be any such (Hen. \textsuperscript{3} Neuhusius makes a doubt of it, \textsuperscript{4} Valentinus Andreas and others) or an Elias artifex their Theophrastian master; whom though Libavius and many deride and carp at, yet some will have to be \textit{"the renewer of all arts and sciences," reformer of the world, and now living, for so Johannes Montanus Strigoniensis, that great patron of Paracelzus, contends, and certainly avers \textit{"a most divine man," and the quintessence of wisdom wheresoever he is; for he, his fraternity, friends, \&c., are all \textsuperscript{7} "betrothed to wisdom," if we may believe their disciples and followers. I must needs except Lipsius and the Pope, and expunge their name out of the catalogue of fools. For besides that parasitical testimony of Dousa,

\begin{quote}
"A sola exoriante Maeotidus usque paludes,
Nemo est qui justo se aquipare curat."\textsuperscript{*}
\end{quote}

Lipsius saith of himself, that he was \textit{\textit{humani generis quidem pedagogus voce et stylo}}, a grand signior, a master, a tutor of us all, and for thirteen years he brags how he sowed wisdom in the Low Countries, as Ammonius the philosopher sometimes did in Alexandria, \textit{\textit{cum humanitate literas et sapientiam cum prudentia: antistes sapientiae}}, he shall be \textit{Sapientium Octavus}. The Pope is more than a man, as \textsuperscript{10} his parets

\begin{footnotes}
\item[\textsuperscript{1} Hor.] Fratres sanct. Rosae crucis.
\item[\textsuperscript{2} An sit, quales sint, unde nomen illud peculiar.
\item[\textsuperscript{3} Terui Rabel.\textsuperscript{4} Omissum artium et scholasticam instauror.
\item[\textsuperscript{5} Notius hic erat auctor notarum in epist.
\item[\textsuperscript{6} Boc. Brac., ed. Hambr. 1608.\textsuperscript{7} Sa-
\item[\textsuperscript{8} Boc. desponsati.\textsuperscript{*} From the Rising
\item[\textsuperscript{9} Sun to the Maeotid Lake; there was not one that could fairly be put in comparison with them."\textsuperscript{8} Salus hie est
\item[\textsuperscript{10} sapientia aula volatilium umbrae.\textsuperscript{9} In
\item[\textsuperscript{11} ep. ad Balthas. Moretum.\textsuperscript{10} Recepti-
\item[\textsuperscript{12} unum et acum Patavium. Felinus cum reli-
\item[\textsuperscript{13} quis.}
\end{footnotes}
often make him, a demi-god, and besides his holiness cannot err, in Cathe\d{\grave{\text{r}}\text{a}} belike; and yet some of them have been magicians, Heretics, Atheists, children, and as Platina saith of John 22. E\'t\'\text{i} vir literatus, mult\'\text{a} stoliditate\text{m} et le\text{\'\text{c}}\text{i}tate\text{m} pr\'\text{e} se f\'\text{e}r\'\text{e}ntia eg\'\text{i}t, stol\'\text{i}i et socord\'\text{is} vir ingenii, a scholar sufficient, yet many things he did foolishly, lightly. I can say no more than in particular, but in general terms to the rest, they are all mad, their wits are evaporated, and as Ariosto feigns l. 34, kept in jars above the moon.

"Some lose their wits with love, some with ambition,
Some following \text{\text{1} Lords and men of high condition.
Some in fair jewels rich and costly set,
Others in Poetry their wits forget,
Another thinks to be an Alchemist,
Till all be spent, and that his number's mist."

Convicted fools they are, mad men upon record; and I am afraid past cure many of them, * crepunt inguina, the symptoms are manifest, they are all of Gotam parish:

\text{\text{2} Quum furor haud dubius, quum sit manifesta phrenesis,}"

(Since madness is indisputable, since frenzy is obvious,)

what remains then \text{\text{5} but to send for Lorarios, those officers to carry them all together for company to Bedlam, and set Rabelais to be their physician.}

If any man shall ask in the mean time, who I am that so boldly censure others, \textit{tu mullane habes vitia?} have I no faults? \text{\text{4} Yes, more than thou hast, whatsoever thou art. Nos numerus sumus, I confess it again, I am as foolish, as mad as any one.}

\text{\text{5} Insanus vobis video, non deprecor ipse,
Quo minus insanus,}\"

I do not deny it, \textit{demens de populo dematur}. My comfort is,

\text{\text{1} Magnum virum sequi est sapiere, some think; others despere. Catar.
\text{\text{2} Plaut. Menen.
\text{\text{3} In Sat. 14.
\text{\text{4} Or to send for a cook to the Anthyrene to make hellebore pottage, settle-brain pot-
tage.
\text{\text{5} Allquantulum temen inde me solabor, quod una cum multis et sapienti-
thus et retributus virile ipse insipientes sim, quod in Menippus Luciani in Nocy-
mania.
\text{\text{6} Petronius in Catalect.}}
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I have more fellows, and those of excellent note. And though I be not so right or so discreet as I should be, yet not so mad, so bad neither, as thou perhaps takest me to be.

To conclude, this being granted, that all the world is melancholy, or mad, dotes, and every member of it, I have ended my task, and sufficiently illustrated that which I took upon me to demonstrate at first. At this present I have no more to say; His sanam mentem Democritus, I can but wish myself and them a good physician, and all of us a better mind.

And although for the above-named reasons, I had a just cause to undertake this subject, to point at these particular species of dotage, that so men might acknowledge their imperfections, and seek to reform what is amiss; yet I have a more serious intent at this time; and to omit all impertinent digressions, to say no more of such as are improperly melancholy, or metaphorically mad, lightly mad, or in disposition, as stupid, angry, drunken, silly, sottish, sullen, proud, vain-glorious, ridiculous, beastly, peevish, obstinate, impudent, extravagant, dry, doting, dull, desperate, hairbrain, &c., mad, frantic, foolish, heteroclites, which no new hospital can hold, no physic help; my purpose and endeavour is, in the following discourse to anamnize this humour of melancholy, through all its parts and species, as it is an habit, or an ordinary disease, and that philosophically, medicinally, to show the causes, symptoms, and several cures of it, that it may be the better avoided. Moved therefore for the generality of it, and to do good, it being a disease so frequent, as Mercu- rialis observes, "in these our days; so often happening," said Laurentius, "in our miserable times," as few there are that feel not the smart of it. Of the same mind is Ælian Montalins, Melanchton, and others; Julius Caesar Claudius calls it the "fountain of all other diseases, and so com-

2 Hec affecta nostra temporibus frequentissima.
3 De pass. de Mel.
4 De animo nostro nec nostri morbus frequentissimus.
5 Comment. 98, adeo nostra temporibus frequentior ingravit ut nullius fore ab eis labes immunes reperiantur et omnium fore morborum occasio existat.
mon in this crazed age of ours, that scarce one of a thousand is free from it;” and that splenetic hypochondriacal wind especially, which proceeds from the spleen and short ribs. Being then a disease so grievous, so common, I know not wherein to do a more general service, and spend my time better, than to prescribe means how to prevent and cure so universal a malady, an epidemical disease, that so often, so much crucifies the body and mind.

If I have overshot myself in this which hath been hitherto said, or that it is, which I am sure some will object, too fantastical, “too light and comical for a Divine, too satirical for one of my profession,” I will presume to answer with Erasmus, in like case, ’tis not I, but Democritus, Democritus dixit; you must consider what it is to speak in one’s own or another’s person, an assumed habit and name; a difference betwixt him that affects or acts a prince’s, a philosopher’s, a magistrate’s, a fool’s part, and him that is so indeed; and what liberty those old satirists have had; it is a cento collected from others; not I, but they that say it.

2 “Dixerò si quid forte jocosius, hoc nilhi juris
Cum venià dabis.”
Yet some indulgence I may justly claim,
If too familiar with another’s fame.

Take heed, you mistake me not. If I do a little forget myself, I hope you will pardon it. And to say truth, why should any man be offended, or take exceptions at it?

“Licuit, semperque licebit,
Parce personis, dicere de vitiiis.”
It lawful was of old, and still will be,
To speak of vice, but let the name go free

I hate their vices, not their persons. If any be displeased, or take aught unto himself, let him not expostulate or cavil with him that said it (so did Erasmus excuse himself to

---

1 Mor. Encom. si quis calumniatur levis esset quam decet Theologramum, aut meridians quam dext. Christianum. 2 Hor. Sat. 4. 1. 3 Epl. ad Cepelum de Moria. si quisplam offensatur et sibi vindict, non habet quod expostulat cum eo qui scripsit, ipse si volet, secum agat iurium, utpote sul proditurer, qui declaravit hoc ad se proprie pertinent.
Democritus to the Reader.

Dorpius, *si parea licet componere magnis*) and so do I; “but let him be angry with himself, that so betrayed and opened his own faults in applying it to himself;”¹ if he be guilty and deserve it, let him amend, whoever he is, and not be angry. “He that hateth correction is a fool,” Prov. xii. 1. If he be not guilty, it concerns him not; it is not my freeness of speech, but a guilty conscience, a galled back of his own that makes him wince.

“Suspicione si quis errabit suâ,
Et rapiet ad se, quod erit commune omnium,
Stultè nudabit animi conscientiam.”*²

I deny not this which I have said savours a little of Democritus; ³ *Quamvis videntem dicere verum quid vetat;* one may speak in jest, and yet speak truth. It is somewhat tart, I grant it; *acriora orexim excitant embammata,* as he said, sharp sauces increase appetite, ⁴ *nec cibus ipse juvat morsu fraudatus aceti.* Object then and cavil what thou wilt, I ward all with ⁵ Democritus’s buckler, his medicine shall salve it; strike where thou wilt, and when; *Democritus dixit,* Democritus will answer it. It was written by an idle fellow, at idle times, about our Saturnalian or Dyonisian feasts, when as he said, *nullum libertati periculum est,* servants in old Rome had liberty to say and do what they list. When our countrymen sacrificed to their goddess ⁶ *Vacuna,* and sat tippling by their Vacual fires, I write this, and published this *öbris Ægeis,* it is *nemini nihil.* The time, place, persons, and all circumstances apologize for me, and why may I not then be idle with others? speak my mind freely? If you deny me this liberty, upon these presumptions I will take it; I say again, I will take it.

"Si quis est qui dictum In se inclementius
Existimavit esse, sic existimet.”³⁶

---

¹ *Si quis se lœsum clamabit, aut consensu prœlix suam, aut scopo naturam.* Peth. lib. 3. *Æsop. Fab.* ² *If any one shall err through his own suspicion, and shall apply to himself what is common to all, he will foolishly betray a consciousness of guilt.* ³ *Hor.* ⁴ *Mart.* ⁵ *7, 22.* ⁶ *Ut lubet serrat, absterget* hæc ictus Democriti pharrëcos. ⁷ *Rusticorum des exiæ vacantis et officiis putabatur, quæ post labores agricultæ sacrificebant.* Piln. l. 3, c. 22. *Ovid. l. 6.* ⁸ Fast. Jan quoque cum sunt antiquæ sacra Vacuna, ante Vacuales aliantque sedentique focos. Rosinus. ⁹ *Ter. Pr.* Eunuch.
Democritus to the Reader.

If any man take exceptions, let him turn the buckle of his girdle, I care not. I owe thee nothing (Reader), I look for no favour at thy hands, I am independent, I fear not.

No, I recant, I will not, I care, I fear, I confess my fault, acknowledge a great offence,

"motos præstat componere fluctus."
(let's first assuage the troubled waves.)

I have overshot myself, I have spoken foolishly, rashly, unadvisedly, absurdly, I have anatomized mine own folly. And now methinks upon a sudden I am awaked as it were out of a dream; I have had a raving fit, a fantastical fit, ranged up and down, in and out, I have insulted over the most kind of men, abused some, offended others, wronged myself; and now being recovered, and perceiving mine error, cry with Orlando, Solvite me, pardon (o boni) that which is past, and I will make you amends in that which is to come; I promise you a more sober discourse in my following treatise.

If through weakness, folly, passion, discontent, ignorance, I have said amiss, let it be forgotten and forgiven. I acknowledge that of Tacitus to be true, Asperae facetiae ubi nimis ex vero traxere, aorem sui memoriarm relinquunt, a bitter jest leaves a sting behind it; and as an honourable man observes, "They fear a satirist's wit, he their memories." I may justly suspect the worst; and though I hope I have wronged no man, yet in Medea's words I will crave pardon.

"Ille jam voce extrema peto,
Ne si qua noster dubius effudit dolor,
Maneat in animo verba, sed melior tibi
Memoria nostri subeat, hae nec irae data
Obliterentur"

And in my last words this I do desire,
That what in passion I have said, or irae,
May be forgotten, and a better mind
Be had of us, hereafter as you find.

1 Aristotle. 2 Stat. 39. 3 Paulinus ex studia gaudium, dic studia ex hibrleri-take provenient. 4 Sir Francis Bacon in his Essays, now Viscount St. Albans.
Democritus to the Reader.

I earnestly request every private man, as Scaliger did Cardan, not to take offence. I will conclude in his lines, *Si me cognitum haberes, non solum donares nobis has facetias nostras, sed etiam indulgum duceres, tam humanum animum, lene ingenium, vel minimam suspicionem deprecari oportere.* If thou knewest my *modesty and simplicity, thou wouldst easily pardon and forgive what is here amiss, or by thee misconceived.* If hereafter anatomizing this surly humour, my hand slip, as an unskilful 'prentice I lance too deep, and cut through skin and all at unawares, make it smart, or cut awry, pardon a rude hand, an unskilful knife, 'tis a most difficult thing to keep an even tone, a perpetual tenor, and not sometimes to lash out; *difficile est Satyrum non scribere,* there be so many objects to divert, inward perturbations to molest, and the very best may sometimes err; *aliquando bonus dormitat Homerus* (sometimes that excellent Homer takes a nap), it is impossible not in so much to overshoot; ——*opere in longo fias est obrepere somnum.* But what needs all this? I hope there will no such cause of offence be given; if there be, *2 Nemo aliquid recognoscat, nos mentimur omnia.* I'll deny all (my last refuge), recant all, renounce all I have said, if any man except, and with as much facility excuse, as he can accuse; but I presume of thy good favour, and gracious acceptance (gentle reader). Out of an assured hope and confidence thereof, I will begin.

1 Quod Probus Peril *βιογράφος* virginali vererundita Persium fuisse dicit, *etc.*
2 Quas aut incuria fudit, aut humana parum carit natura. Hor.

2 Prof. quer. Plaut. "Let not any one take these things to himself, they are all fictions."
LECTORI MALÈ FERIATO.

Tu vero cavensis edico quisquis es, ne temere sugille Anctorem hujusce operis, aut cavillator irrides. Ino ne vel ex aliorum census tacite obloquaris (vis dicam verbo) ne quid nasutula inspex improbes, aut falso fingas. Nam si talis revera sit, qualem prae se fert Junior Democritus, seniori Democrito saltem affinis, aut ejus Genium vel tantillum sapiat; actum de te, sensorem sequ ac delatorem agit e contra (petulanti splena cum sit), sufficit te in jocos, comminuet in sales, addo eisam, et deo risui te sacrificabit.

Iterum moneo, ne quid cavillere, nedum Democritum Juniorem convictis infames, aut ignominiose vituperes, de te non male sentientem; tu idem audias ab amico cordato, quod olim vulgus Aderitanum ab Hippocrate, concivem bene meruit et popularer suum Democritum, pro insano habens. Ne tua Democritae sepis, stultiter adem et insani Aderitae.

3 "Aderitanus pectora plebis habes."

Hac te paucis admonitioni volo (malè feriate Lector), ubi.

TO THE READER AT LEISURE.

WHOEVER you may be, I caution you against rashly defaming the author of this work, or cavilling in jest against him. Nay, do not silently reproach him in consequence of others' censure, nor employ your wit in foolish disapproval, or false accusation. For, should Democritus Junior prove to be what he professes, even a kinsman of his elder namesake, or be ever so little of the same kidney, it is all over with you; he will become both accuser and judge of you in your spleen, will dissipate you in jest, pulverize you into salt, and sacrifice you, I can promise you, to the god of Mirth.

I further advise you, not to asperse, or calumniate, or slander, Democritus Junior, who possibly does not think ill of you, lest you may hear from some discreet friend, the same remark the people of Abdera did from Hippocrates, of their meritorious and popular fellow-citizen, whom they had looked on as a madman: "It is not that you, Democritus, that art wise but that the people of Abdera are fools and madmen." "You have yourself an Aderitan soul;" and having just given you, gentle reader, these few words of admonition, farewell.

3 Si me committerit, melius non tangere quam. Hor. 2 Hippocr. epist. Dama- gito. Accursed sum ut Democritum tangerem insanum curarem, sed post quem convenit, non per Jovem despiplente negotium, sed rerum omnium receptacu- lum deprehendi, ejusque laudem dignatus sum. Aderitanus vero tanquam non sanos accusavi, veratri potione ignos potius egulose dicens. 3 Mart.
Heraclitus dies, misero sic conventit sevo,
Nil nisi turpe vides, nil nisi triste vides.
Ride etiam, quantumque lubet, Democrite ride,
Non nisi vana vides, non nisi stulta vides.
In flum, hic risu modò gaudeat, unus utrique
Sit licet usque labor, sit licet usque dolor.
Nunc opus est (nam totus eheu jam despit orbis)
Mille Heraclitis, milleque Democritis.
Nunc opus est (tanta est insanis) transeat omnis
Mundus in Anticyras, gramen in Helleborum.

Weep, O Heraclitus, it suits the age,
Unless you see nothing base, nothing sad.
Laugh, O Democritus, as much as you please,
Unless you see nothing either vain or foolish.
Let one rejoice in smiles, the other in tears;
Let the same labour or pain be the office of both.
Now (for alas! how foolish the world has become),
A thousand Heraclitus', a thousand Democritus' are required.
Now (so much does madness prevail), all the world must be
Sent to Anticyra, to graze on Hellebore.
SYNOPSIS OF THE FIRST PARTITION.

I. 

Their Causes. 
\[\text{Subs. 1.}\]

\begin{align*}
\text{Impulsive;} & \quad \text{Sin, concupiscence, &c.} \\
\text{Instrumental;} & \quad \text{Intemperance, all second causes, &c.} \\
\text{Of the body} & \quad \text{Epidemical, as Plague, Piles, &c.} \\
\text{300, which are} & \quad \text{or} \\
\text{Or} & \quad \text{Particular, as Gout, Dropy, &c.} \\
\text{Of the head} & \quad \text{In disposition; as all perturbations,} \\
or mind. & \quad \text{evil affection, &c.} \\
\text{Subs. 3.} & \quad \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Or} & \quad \text{Dotage.} \\
\text{Habits, as} & \quad \text{Frenzy.} \\
or mind. & \quad \text{Madness.} \\
\text{Subs. 4.} & \quad \text{Ecstasy.} \\
\text{or mind.} & \quad \text{Lycanthropia.} \\
\text{or mind.} & \quad \text{Chorea sancti Vitii.} \\
\text{or mind.} & \quad \text{Hydropoikilia.} \\
\text{or mind.} & \quad \text{Possession or obsession of} \\
\text{or mind.} & \quad \text{Devils.} \\
\text{Subs. 4.} & \quad \text{Melancholy. See 'p.}
\end{align*}

Its Equivocations, in Disposition, Improper, &c. 
\[\text{Subsct. 5.}\]

\begin{align*}
\text{Mem. 2.} & \quad \text{Body contained as} \\
\text{To its explication, a} & \quad \text{Humours, &c. Blood, Phlegm, &c.} \\
\text{disregression} & \quad \text{Spirits, vital, natural, animal.} \\
\text{of anatomy, in which} & \quad \text{or} \\
\text{observe parts of} & \quad \text{Similar; spermatical, or flesh,} \\
\text{Subs. 1.} & \quad \text{bones, nerves, &c. Subs. &} \\
\text{or mind.} & \quad \text{Dissimilar; brain, heart, liver,} \\
\text{Soul and its faculties} & \quad & \text{&c. Subs. 4.}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Mem. 3.} & \quad \text{Vegetal. Subs. 5.} \\
\text{Its definition, name, difference, Subs. 1.} & \quad \text{Sensible. Subs. 6, 7, 8.} \\
\text{The part and parties affected, affectionation, &c. Subs. 2.} & \quad \text{Rational. Subsect. 9, 10, 11.} \\
\text{The matter of melancholy, natural, unnatural, &c. Subs. 4.} & \quad \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Species, or kinds, which are} & \quad \text{Proper to parts, as} \\
\text{Indefinite; as Love-melancholy, the subject of the third} & \quad \text{Of the head alone, Hypochondrial, or windy melancholy. Of the} \\
\text{Partition.} & \quad \text{whole body.} \\
\text{with their several} & \quad \text{causes, symptoms,} \\
\text{prognostics, cures,} & \quad \text{as}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{its Causes in general. Sect. 2. A.} & \quad \\
\text{Its Symptoms or signs. Sect. 3. B.} & \quad \\
\text{Its Prognostics or indications. Sect. 4.} & \quad \\
\text{Its cures; the subject of the second Partition.} & \quad \\
\end{align*}
Synopsis of the First Partition.

Supernatural. As from God immediately, or by second causes. Subs. 1. Or from the devil immediately, with a digression of the nature of spirits and devils. Subs. 2. Or meditatively, by magicians, witches. Subs. 3.

Primary, as stars, proved by aphorisms, signs from physiognomy, meteorscopy, chiromancy. Subs. 4.

Congenital, Old age, temperament, Subs. 5. Inward Parents, it being an hereditary disease, Subs. 6.

Necessary, see 8.

Nurses, Subs. 1.
Education, Subs. 2.
Terrors, frights, Subs. 3.
Scolds, calumnies, bitter jests, &c. Subs. 4.
Loss of liberty, servitude, imprisonment, &c. Subs. 5.
Poverty and want, Subs. 6.
A heap of other accidents, death of friends, loss, &c. Subs. 7.

In which the body works on the mind, and this malady is caused by preceding diseases; as agues, pox, &c. or temperature innate, Subs. 1.

Or by particular parts distempered, as brain, heart, spleen, liver, mesentery, pylorus, stomach, &c. Subs. 2.

Particular to the three species. See II.

Innate humour, or from distemper unadulterated.

Of head Melancholy are, Subs. 3.

Inward A hot brain, corrupted blood in the brain. Excess of venery, or defect. Agues, or some preceding disease. Fumes arising from the stomach, &c.

Outward or Heat of the sun immediate.

A blow on the head. Overmuch use of hot wines, spices, garlic, onions, hot baths, overmuch waking, &c. Idleness, solitariness, or overmuch study, vehement labour, &c. Passions, perturbations, &c.

II. Particular causes.

Of hypochondriac, or windy Melancholy are, Subs. 5.

Inward Default of spleen, belly, bowels, stomach, mesentery, mesoareum, liver, &c. Months or hemorrhoids stopped, or any other ordinary evacuation.

Outward Those six non-natural things abused.

Over all the body are, Subs. 5.

Inward Liver distempered, stopped, over-hot, apt to engender melancholy, temperature innate.

Outward Bad diet, suppression of hemorrhoids, &c., and such evacuations, passions, cares, &c., those six non-natural things abused.

Outward
Synopsis of the First Partition.
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Bread; coarse and black, &c.

Drink; thick, thin, sour, &c.

Water; unclean, milk, oil, vinegar, wine, spices, &c.

Parts; heads, feet, entrails, fat, bone, blood, &c.

Kinds; beef, pork, venison, hare, goat, pigeon, con, peacock, fan-fowl, &c.

Of fish; all shelled-fish, hard and slimy fish, &c.

Of herbs; pulse, cabbage, melons, garlic, &c.

All roots, raw fruits, hard and windy meats.

Preparing, dressing, sharp sauces, salt meats, indurate, soaked, fried, broiled, or made dishes, &c.

Disorder in eating, immediate eating, or at unseasonable times, &c., Subs. 2.

Custom, delight, appetite, altered, &c., Subs. 3.

Retention and evacuation.

Venus in excess, or in defect, phlegmatism, purging, &c.

Air; hot, cold, tempestuous, dark, thick, foggy, moist, &c., Subs. 5.

Exercise; unreasonable, excessive, or defective, of body or mind, solitary, &c.

Sleep and waking, unreasonable, indeterminate, overmuch, overlittle, &c., Subs. 7.

Sorrows, cause and symptom, Subs. 4.

Shame, reproach, disgrace, &c., Subs. 6.

Envy and malice, Subs. 7.

Emulation, hatred, faction, desire of revenge, Subs. 8.

Anger, &c., Subs. 9.

Discontents, cares, miseries, &c., Subs. 10.

Vehement desires, ambition, Subs. 11.

Covetousness, &c.

Love of pleasures, gaming in excess, &c., Subs. 12.

Desire of praise, pride, vanity, &c., Subs. 13.

Love of learning, study in excess, with a digression of the misery of scholars, and why the muse is melancholy, Subs. 14.

Body, as ill digestion, crudity, wind, dry brains, hard belly, thick blood, much waking, heaviness and palpitation of heart, leaping in many places, &c., Subs. 1.

Common to all or most.

Fear and sorrow without a just cause, suspicion, jealousy, discontent, solitariness, irksomeness, continual cogitations, restless thoughts, vain imaginations, &c., Subs. 2.

Celestial influences, as by the parts of the body, heart, brain, spleen, stomach, &c.

Sanguine are merry, still, laughing, pleasant, meditating on plays, women, music, &c.

Plebeian, slothful, dull, heavy, &c.

Or mixed of these four humours, or not, according to.

Choleric, furious, impatient, subject to hear and see strange apparitions, &c.

Black, solitary, sad; they think they are bewitched, dejected, &c.

Symptoms of melancholy as in other.

Mind.

Common to private persons, according to.

Their several customs, conditions, inclinations, discipline, &c.

Continuance of time as the humour is intended or remitted, &c.

Ambitious, thinks himself a king, a lord; covetous, runs on his money; lascivious, on his mistresses; religious, hath revelations, visions, is a prophet, or troubled in mind; a scholar, on his book, &c.

Pleasant at first, hardly discerned; afterwards harsh and intolerable, if inveterate.

Hence some make

1. Pulsus cogitatio.

2. Cognitio logi.

3. Exequi logium.

By fits, or continuously, as the object varies, pleasing or displeasing.

Simple, or as it is mixed with other diseases, apoplexy, gout, caninus aestivus, &c., so the symptoms are various.
Synopsis of the First Partition.

Head melancholy. 
Subs. I.

In body

[Headache, binding and heaviness, vertigo, lightness, stinging of the ears, much waking, fixed eyes, high colour, red eyes; hard belly, dry body; no great sign of melancholy in the other parts.]

In mind.

Continual fear, sorrow, suspicion, discontent, superficial care, solititude, anxiety, perpetual cogitation of such things they are possessed with, thoughts like dreams, &c.

Hypochondrial or windy melancholy.
Subs. II.

In body

[Wind, rumbling in the guts, bellyache, best in the bowels, convulsions, crudities, short wind, sour and sharp bethings, cold sweat, pain in the left side, suffocation, palpitation, heaviness of the heart, singing in the ears, much spittle, and moles, &c.

In mind.

Fearful, sad, suspicious, discontented, anxious, &c. lascivious by reason of much wind, troublesome dreams, affected by fits, &c.

Over all the body, Subs. III.

In body

[Black, most part lean, broad veins, gross, thick blood, their hemorrhoids commonly stopped, &c.

In mind.

Fearful, sad, solitary, hate light, averse from company, fearful dreams, &c.

Symptoms of nuns', maids', and widows' melancholy, in body and mind, &c.

A reason of these symptoms.

Memb. 3.

Why they are so fearful, sad, suspicious without a cause, why solitary, why melancholy men are witty, why they suppose they hear and see strange voices, visions, apparitions.

Why they prophesy, and speak strange languages; whence comes their crudity, rumbling, convulsions, cold sweat, heaviness of heart, palpitation, carbuncle, fearful dreams, much waking, prodigious fantasies.

Tending to good, as

Morphew, scabs, itch, breaking out, &c.

Black jaundice.

If the hemorrhoids voluntarily open.

If varices appear.

Leanness, dryness, hollow-eyed, &c.

Inverted melancholy is incurable.

Tending to evil, as

If cold, it degenerates often into epilepsy, apoplexy, dotage, or into blindness.

If hot, into madness, despair, and violent death.

The grievousness of this above all other diseases.

The diseases of the mind are more grievous than those of the body.

Whether it be lawful, in this case of melancholy, for a man to offer violence to himself. Neg.

How a melancholy or mad man offering violence to himself, is to be censured.
Man's Excellency. \[ Man, \] the most excellent and noble creature of the world, "the principal and mighty work of God, wonder of nature," as Zoroaster calls him; audacis naturae miraculwm, "the 1 marvel of marvels," as Plato; "the 2 abridgment and epitome of the world," as Pliny; Microcosmus, a little world, a model of the world, 3 sovereign lord of the earth, viceroy of the world, sole commander and governor of all the creatures in it; to whose empire they are subject in particular, and yield obedience; far surpassing all the rest, not in body only, but in soul; 4 Imaginis Imago, 5 created to God's own image, to that immortal and incorporeal substance, with all the faculties and powers belonging unto it; was at first pure, divine, perfect, happy, 7 " created after God in true holiness and righteousness;" Deo congruens, free from all manner of infirmities, and put in Paradise to know God, to praise and glorify him, to do his will,

---

1 Magnum miraculum. 2 Mundl imago, sive in homine Dei. 3 Gen. 1.
4 Fils rerum. 5 Imagum mundi in corpore, Dei in anima.
5 Sublime, cui sublunaria servient. Scal.
6 Exemplumque del qui subr. est in imagine
7 Par. 17. 24.
8 Ut in numismate Caesaris
Ut diis consimiles parturiat deos (as an old poet saith) to propagate the church.

Man's Fall and Misery.] But this most noble creature, *Heu tristis, et lachrymosa commutatio* (one exclaims) O pitiful change! is fallen from that he was, and forfeited his estate, become *miserabilis homuncio*, a cast-away, a caitiff, one of the most miserable creatures of the world, if he be considered in his own nature, an unregenerate man, and so much obscured by his fall that (some few relics excepted) he is inferior to a beast, 2 "Man in honour that understandeth not, is like unto beasts that perish," so David esteems him; a monster by stupend metamorphosis, 3 a fox, a dog, a hog, what not? *Quantum mutatus ab illo?* How much altered from that he was; before blessed and happy, now miserable and accursed; 4 "He must eat his meat in sorrow," subject to death and all manner of infirmities, all kind of calamities.

A Description of Melancholy.] 5 "Great travail is created for all men, and an heavy yoke on the sons of Adam, from the day that they go out of their mother's womb, unto that day they return to the mother of all things. Namely, their thoughts, and fear of their hearts, and their imagination of things they wait for, and the day of death. From him that sitteth in the glorious throne, to him that sitteth beneath in the earth and ashes; from him that is clothed in blue silk and weareth a crown, to him that is clothed in simple linen. Wrath, envy, trouble, and unquietness, and fear of death, and rigour, and strife, and such things come to both man and beast, but sevenfold to the ungodly." All this befalls him in this life, and peradventure eternal misery in the life to come.

Impulsive Cause of Man's Misery and Infirmities.] The impulsive cause of these miseries in Man, this privation of destruction of God's image, the cause of death and diseases, of all temporal and eternal punishments, was the sin of our

1 Palaeonius. 2 Psal. xliv. 29. Chrys. 22, Gen. 4 Gen. iii. 13. 5 Ex-

8 Lacivit superavit equum, Impudentia est. iv. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8.

canem, astu vulpes, furor e leonem.
first parent Adam, in eating of the forbidden fruit, by the devil's instigation and allurement. His disobedience, pride, ambition, intemperance, incredulity, curiosity; from whence proceeded original sin, and that general corruption of mankind, as from a fountain flowed all bad inclinations and actual transgressions which cause our several calamities inflicted upon us for our sins. And this be like is that which our fabulous poets have shadowed unto us in the tale of Pandora's box, which being opened through her curiosity, filled the world full of all manner of diseases. It is not curiosity alone, but those other crying sins of ours, which pull these several plagues and miseries upon our heads. For *Ubi pecatum, ibi procella*, as Chrysostom well observes. "Fools by reason of their transgression, and because of their iniquities, are afflicted. Fear cometh like sudden desolation, and destruction like a whirlwind, affliction and anguish," because they did not fear God; "Are you shaken with wars?" as Cyprian well urgeth to Demetrius, "are you molested with dearth and famine? is your health crushed with raging diseases? is mankind generally tormented with epidemical maladies? 'tis all for your sins," Hag. i. 9, 10; Amos i.; Jer. vii. God is angry, punisheth and threateneth, because of their obstinacy and stubbornness, they will not turn unto him. "If the earth be barren then for want of rain, if dry and squalid, it yield no fruit, if your fountains be dried up, your wine, corn, and oil blasted, if the air be corrupted, and men troubled with diseases, 'tis by reason of their sins;" which like the blood of Abel cry loud to Heaven for vengeance, Lam. v. 15. "That we have sinned, therefore our hearts are heavy," Isa. lix. 11, 12. "We roar like bears, and mourn like doves, and want health, &c., for our sins and

1Gen. iii. 17. 2 Ili cadens tegmen manibus descissit, et una perniciem imbibit miserae mortalibus astrum. Hesod. l. oper. 3 Hom. 5, ad pop. Antioch. 4Pet. iv. 17. 5 Prov. i. 27. 6 Quod autem obremus bella concipient, quod sterilibus et famem sollicitudinem cunnunt, quod sanias moribus valetudo frangitur. quod hominum genus luis populacione vastatur; ob pecatum omn. Cypr. 7 Si rare desuper pluris descendat, si terra sita pulveris equaleat, si vix jujus et pallidas herbas sterilibs gleba producit, si turbo vinoam stolat, &c. Cypr.
tresses.” But this we cannot endure to hear or to take notice of; Jer. ii. 30. “We are smitten in vain and receive no correction;” and cap. v. 3. “Thou hast stricken them, but they have not sorrowed; they have refused to receive correction; they have not returned.” Pestilence he hath sent, but they have not turned to him,” Amos iv. 1 Herod could not abide John Baptist, nor 2 Domitian endure Apollonius to tell the causes of the plague at Ephesus, his injustice, incest, adultery, and the like.

To punish therefore this blindness and obstinacy of ours as a concomitant cause and principal agent, is God’s just judgment in bringing these calamities upon us, to chastise us, I say, for our sins, and to satisfy God’s wrath. For the law requires obedience or punishment, as you may read at large, Deut. xxviii. 15. “If they will not obey the Lord, and keep his commandments and ordinances, then all these curses shall come upon them.” 3 Cursed in the town and in the field, &c. 4 Cursed in the fruit of the body, &c. 5 The Lord shall send thee trouble and shame, because of thy wickedness.” And a little after, 6 “The Lord shall smite thee with the botch of Egypt, and with emrods, and scab, and itch, and thou canst not be healed. 7 With madness, blindness, and astonishing of heart.” This Paul seconds, Rom. ii. 9, “Tribulation and anguish on the soul of every man that doth evil.” Or else these chastisements are inflicted upon us for our humiliation, to exercise and try our patience here in this life, to bring us home, to make us to know God ourselves, to inform and teach us wisdom. 8 “Therefore is my people gone into captivity, because they had no knowledge; therefore is the wrath of the Lord kindled against his people, and he hath stretched out his hand upon them.” He is desirous of our salvation. 9 Nostre salutis avidus, saith Lemnius, and for that cause pulls us by the ear many times, to put us in mind

---

1 Mat. xiv. 3. 2 Philostratus, lib. 8, vit. Apollonii. Injustitiam ejus, et secetis supinas, et centra, etc, praeter rationem fecerunt, morborum causas dixit. 3 Deis quos diligit, audignat. 4 Isa. v. 15, verse 15. 5 Nostrae salutis avidus constiterunt aures vellicae, de calamitate signis nos exercet. Lemnius Lemni. 1 2, c. 29, de occult. nat. mir.
of our duties: "That they which erred might have understanding, (as Isaiah speaks xxix. 21,) and so to be reformed.* I am afflicted, and at the point of death," so David confesseth of himself, Psalm lxxxviii. 9, 15. "Mine eyes are sorrowful through mine affliction;" and that made him turn unto God. Great Alexander in the midst of all his prosperity, by a company of parasites deified, and now made a god, when he saw one of his wounds bleed, remembered that he was but a man, and remitted of his pride. In morbo recolliglit socius,* as ¹ Pliny well perceived; "In sickness the mind reflects upon itself, with judgment surveys itself, and abhors its former courses;" insomuch that he concludes to his friend Marius, ² "that it were the period of all philosophy, if we could so continue, sound, or perform but a part of that which we promised to do, being sick." Whoso is wise then, will consider these things, as David did (Psal. exlv., verse last); and whatsoever fortune befall him, make use of it. If he be in sorrow, need, sickness, or any other adversity, seriously to recount with himself, why this or that malady, misery, this or that incurable disease is inflicted upon him; it may be for his good, ³ sic expedit; as Peter said of his daughter's ague. Bodily sickness is for his soul's health, pertisset nisi pertisset, had he not been visited, he had utterly perished; for ⁴ "the Lord correcteth him whom he loveth, even as a father doth his child in whom he delighteth." If he be safe and sound on the other side, and free from all manner of infirmity; ⁵ et cùi

"Gratia, forma, valetudo contingent abundè
Et mundus victus, non deficiente crumenâ."

"And that he have grace, beauty, favour, health,
A cleanly diet, and abound in wealth."

Yet in the midst of his prosperity, let him remember that

* Vesando dat intellectum. Isa. xxviii.
  ¹ In sickness the mind recollects itself.
  ² Lib. 7. Cum judicio, mores et facta reagant et se imbrutar. Dum fero langorem, fero religiosam amorem. Explan.
  ³ Summum esse totius philosophiae, ut tales esse perseverantias, quales non fut ror esse infirmitatem.
  ⁴ Petnec.
  ⁵ Prov. 11. 12. ⁶ Hor. Epis. I. 1, 4.
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Caveat of Moses, 1 “Beware that he do not forget the Lord his God;” that he be not puffed up, but acknowledge them to be his good gifts and benefits, and 2 “the more he hath, to be more thankful,” (as Agapetianus adviseth) and use them aright.

Instrumental Causes of our Infirmities.] Now the instrumental causes of these our infirmities, are as diverse as the infirmities themselves; stars, heavens, elements, &c. And all those creatures which God hath made, are armed against sinners. They were indeed once good in themselves, and that they are now many of them pernicious unto us, is not in their nature, but our corruption, which hath caused it. For from the fall of our first parent Adam, they have been changed, the earth accursed, the influence of stars altered, the four elements, beasts, birds, plants, are now ready to offend us. “The principal things for the use of man, are water, fire, iron, salt, meal, wheat, honey, milk, oil, wine, clothing, good to the godly, to the sinners turned to evil,” Ecclus. xxxix. 26. “Fire, and hail, and famine, and death, all these are created for vengeance,” Ecclus. xxxix. 29. The heavens threaten us with their comets, stars, planets, with their great conjunctions, eclipses, oppositions, quartiles, and such unfriendly aspects. The air with his meteors, thunder and lightning, intemperate heat and cold, mighty winds, tempests, unseasonable weather; from which proceed death, famine, plague, and all sorts of epidemical diseases, consuming infinite myriads of men. At Cairo in Egypt, every third year, (as it is related by 2 Boterus, and others) 300,000 die of the plague; and 200,000, in Constantinople, every fifth or seventh at the utmost. How doth the earth terrify and oppress us with terrible earthquakes, which are most frequent in 3 China, Japan, and those eastern climes, swallowing up sometimes six cities at once? How doth the water rage with his inundations, irruptions, flinging down towns, cities,

---

1 Deut. viii. 11. Qui stat videat ne debitorem siterl. 2 Boterus de Inst. cedat. * Quanto majoribus beneficis urbium. 2 Lege hist. relationem Lod. a Deo cumulatur, tanto obligationem se Frois de rebus Japonicis in annum 1664.
villages, bridges, &c., besides shipwrecks; whole islands are sometimes suddenly overwhelmed with all their inhabitants in 1 Zealand, Holland, and many parts of the continent drowned, as the 2 lake Erne in Ireland? 

\[ { \text{Nihilque preter arcium cadaveru patenti cernimus seeto.} } \]

In the fens of Friesland 1230, by reason of tempests, 4 the sea drowned multa hominum millia, et jumenta sine numero, all the country almost, men and cattle in it. How doth the fire rage, that merciless element, consuming in an instant whole cities? What town of any antiquity or note hath not been once, again and again, by the fury of this merciless element, defaced, ruined, and left desolate? In a word,

\[ \begin{align*}
5 & \quad \text{"Ignis pepercit, unda mergit, nhsr\vspace{1pt}v}

\text{Vis pestilentis aquo\vspace{1pt}r

\text{eruptum necat;}

\text{Bello superstes, fabidus morbo perit."} \\

\end{align*} \]

"Whom fire spares, sea doth drown; whom sea,

\text{Pestilent air doth send to clay;}

\text{Whom war 'scapes, sickness takes away."}"

To descend to more particulars, how many creatures are at deadly feud with men? Lions, wolves, bears, &c. Some with hoofs, horns, tusks, teeth, nails; How many noxious serpents and venomous creatures, ready to offend us with stings, breath, sight, or quite kill us? How many pernicious fishes, plants, gums, fruits, seeds, flowers, &c., could I reckon up on a sudden, which by their very smell many of them, touch, taste, cause some grievous malady, if not death itself? Some make mention of a thousand several poisons; but these are but trifles in respect. The greatest enemy to man, is man, who by the devil's instigation is still ready to do mischief, his own executioner, a wolf, a devil to himself, and others. We are all brethren in Christ; or at least should be, members of one body, servants of one Lord, and yet no feud can so torment, insult over, tyrannize, vex, as one man

---

1 Gulielmus, descript. Belg. anno 1421.
2 Fridiadus Cambrense.
3 Janus Donus,
4 Munster. 1. 3. Cos.
5 Bib. L. cap. 10. And we perceive noth-
6 Buchanau. Bapt.
7 Homo hominil lupus, homo homini da-
8, except the dead bodies of cities in man.
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doth another. Let me not fall therefore (saith David, when
wars, plague, famine were offered) into the hands of men,
merciless and wicked men:

* "Vix sunt homines hoc nomine digni,
Quamque lupi, saevis plus feritatis habent."

We can most part foresee these epidemical diseases, and
likely avoid them; Dearth, tempests, plagues, our astrologers
foretell us; Earthquakes, inundations, ruins of houses,
consuming fires, come by little and little, or make some noise
beforehand; but the knavery, impostures, injuries and vil-
lanies of men no art can avoid. We can keep our professed
enemies from our cities, by gates, walls, and towers, defend
ourselves from thieves and robbers by watchfulness and
weapons; but this malice of men, and their pernicious en-
deavours, no caution can divert, no vigilancy foresee, we
have so many secret plots and devices, to mischief one
another.

Sometimes by the devil's help as magicians, \(^1\) witches:
sometimes by impostures, mixtures, poisons, stratagems, sin-
gle combats, wars, we hack and hew, as if we were \(ad_{inter-
necionem nati}\), like Cadmus's soldiers born to consume one
another. 'Tis an ordinary thing to read of a hundred and
two hundred thousand men slain in a battle. Besides all
manner of tortures, brazen bulls, racks, wheels, strappadoes,
guns, engines, &c. \(^2\) \(Ad_{unum} corpus_{humanum} supplicia_{plura}, quam_{membra}\): We have invented more torturing in-
struments than there be several members in a man's body,
as Cyprian well observes. To come nearer yet, our own
parents by their offences, indiscretion and intemperance, are
our mortal enemies. \(^3\) "The fathers have eaten sour grapes,
and the children's teeth are set on edge." They cause our
grief many times, and put upon us hereditary diseases, inevi-
table infirmities; they torment us, and we are ready to injure
our posterity;

\(^*\) Ovid. de Trist. 1. 5. Eleg. 8. \(^1\) Misc. auct. aucta_nov. 2 \(Lib. 2\) Epist
\(^2\) ad Donatum. \(^3\) Exch. xviii. 2.
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and the latter end of the world, as Paul foretold, is still like to be the worst. We are thus bad by nature, bad by kind, but far worse by art, every man the greatest enemy unto himself. We study many times to undo ourselves, abusing those good gifts which God hath bestowed upon us, health, wealth, strength, wit, learning, art, memory to our own destruction, Perditio tua ex te. As Judas Maccabees killed Apollonius with his own weapons, we arm ourselves to our own overthrow; and use reason, art, judgment, all that should help us, as so many instruments to undo us. Hector gave Ajax a sword, which so long as he fought against enemies, served for his help and defence; but after he began to hurt harmless creatures with it, turned to his own hurtless bowels. Those excellent means God hath bestowed on us, well employed, cannot but much avail us; but if otherwise perverted, they ruin and confound us; and so by reason of our indiscretion and weakness they commonly do, we have too many instances. This St. Austin acknowledged of himself in his humble confessions, "promptness of wit, memory, eloquence, they were God's good gifts, but he did not use them to his glory." If you will particularly know how, and by what means, consult physicians, and they will tell you, that it is in offending in some of those six unnatural things, of which I shall dilate more at large; they are the causes of our infirmities, our surfeiting, and drunkenness, our immoderate insatiable lust, and prodigious riot. Plures crapula, quam gladius, is a true saying, the board consumes more than the sword. Our intemperance it is, that pulls so many several incurable diseases upon our heads, that lastens old age, perverts our temperature, and brings upon us sudden death. And last of all, that which crucifies

1 Hor. I. 6. Od. 6. 2 Tim. III. 2. 4 Part. I. Sec. 2. Memb. 2. 6 Nequitia. 
5 Eccl. xviii. 31. Thy destruction is est quae te non situr esse senem.
6 Vita hymn. 21 Macc. III. 12.
us most, is our own folly, madness, (quos Jupiter perdit, demental; by subtraction of his assisting grace God permits it,) weakness, want of government, our facility and proneness in yielding to several lusts, in giving way to every passion and perturbation of the mind; by which means we metamorphose ourselves and degenerate into beasts. All which that prince of 1 poets observed of Agamemnon, that when he was well pleased, and could moderate his passion, he was—os oculosque Jovi par; like Jupiter in feature, Mars in valour, Pallas in wisdom, another god; but when he became angry, he was a lion, a tiger, a dog, &c., there appeared no sign or likeness of Jupiter in him; so we, as long as we are ruled by reason, correct our inordinate appetite, and conform ourselves to God’s word, are as so many saints; but if we give reins to lust, anger, ambition, pride, and follow our own ways, we degenerate into beasts, transform ourselves, overthrow our constitutions, 2 provoke God to anger, and heap upon us this of melancholy, and all kinds of incurable diseases, as a just and deserved punishment of our sins.

SUBSECT. II.—The Definition, Number, Division of Diseases.

What a disease is, almost every physician defines. 3 Ferneilius calleth it an “Affection of the body contrary to nature.” 4 Fuschius and Crato, “an hinderance, hurt, or alteration of any action of the body, or part of it.” 5 Tholasanus, “a dissolution of that league which is between body and soul, and a perturbation of it; as health the perfection, and makes to the preservation of it.” 6 Labeo in Agellius, “an ill habit of the body, opposite to nature, hindering the use of it.” Others otherwise, all to this effect.

Number of Diseases.] How many diseases there are, is a question not yet determined; 7 Pliny reckons up three hun-

---

dred from the crown of the head to the sole of the foot; elsewhere he saith, mortorum infinita multitudo, their number is infinite. Howsoever it was in those times, it boots not; in our days I am sure the number is much augmented:

* "macies, et nova februm
Terris incubat cohors."

For besides many epidemic diseases unheard of, and altogether unknown to Galen and Hippocrates, as scorbwm, smallpox, plica, sweating sickness, morbus Gallicus, &c., we have many proper and peculiar almost to every part.

_No man free from some Disease or other._] No man amongst us so sound, of so good a constitution, that hath not some impediment of body or mind. _Quisque suos patimur manes_, we have all our infirmities, first or last, more or less. There will be peradventure in an age, or one of a thousand, like Zenophilus the musician in ¹ Pliny, that may happily live one hundred and five years without any manner of impediment; a Pollio Romulus, that can preserve himself with wine and oil; "a man as fortunate as Q. Metellus, of whom Valerius so much brags; a man as healthy as Otto Herwardus, a senator of Augsburg in Germany, whom ² Leovitius the astrologer brings in for an example and instance of certainty in his art; who because he had the significtors in his geniture fortunate, and free from the hostile aspects of Saturn and Mars, being a very cold man, ³ could not remember that ever he was sick." ⁴ Paracelsus may brag that he could make a man live four hundred years or more, if he might bring him up from his infancy, and diet him as he list; and some physicians hold, that there is no certain period of man's life; but it may still by temperance and physic be prolonged. We find in the mean time, by

¹ Horst. Lib. I, ode 3. ⁴ Exsolation, and a new cohort of fevers broods over the earth. ¹ Cap. 50, lib 7. Centum et quinque vixit annos sine facile incommodo. ² Leus mules, foras oice. ³ Exemplis genitur, praefde Ephemer. cap. de infirmitat. ⁴ Qui, quond puere ultimam memoriam recordari potest non meminit se ascetum desubitus. ⁵ Lib. de vita longa.
common experience, that no man can escape, but that of
1 Hesiod is true:

"Πλείως μον γαρ γαλα κακῶν, πλείως θεά λαedere.
Λοιμοὶ δ' ἄνθρωποι μὲν ἑμῖρη ἢδ' ἐπὶ νυκτὶ
Ἀντιμαστὸν φονεῖσθαι."

"Th' earth's full of maladies, and full the sea,
Which set upon us both by night and day."

**Division of Diseases.**] If you require a more exact
division of these ordinary diseases which are incident to
men, I refer you to physicians; 2 they will tell you of acute
and chronic, first and secondary, lethales, salutares, errant,
fixed, simple, compound, connexed, or consequent, belonging
to parts or the whole, in habit, or in disposition, &c. My
division at this time (as most befitting my purpose) shall be
into those of the body and mind. For them of the body, a
brief catalogue of which Fuschius hath made, Institut. lib. 3,
sect. 1, cap. 11, I refer you to the voluminous tomes of
Galen, Areteus, Rhasia, Avicenna, Alexander, Paulus Ætius,
Gordonarius; and those exact Neoterics, Savanarola, Capivacuus,
Donatus Altimanus, Hercules de Saxonia, Mercurialis, Victorius Fawentinus, Wecker, Piso, &c., that have
methodically and elaborately written of them all. Those of
the mind and head I will briefly handle, and apart.

**Subsect. III.—Division of the Diseases of the Head.**

These diseases of the mind, forasmuch as they have their
chief seat and organs in the head, which are commonly re-
peated amongst the diseases of the head which are divers, and
vary much according to their site. For in the head, as there
be several parts, so there be divers grievances, which accord-
ing to that division of 3 Heurnius, (which he takes out of Ar-
culanus,) are inward or outward (to omit all others which
pertain to eyes and ears, nostrils, gums, teeth, mouth, palate,
tongue, wesel, chops, face, &c.) belonging properly to the

---

1 Oper. et Dies  
2 See Fernelius Path.  
3 Prefat. de morbis capitis. In capit. ut lib. 1, cap. 9, 10, 11, 12. Fuschius instit. variae habitant partes, ibi variae quereles
l. 9, sect. 1, c. 7. Wecker. Synt. ibi eveniunt.
brain, as baldness, falling of hair, furfaires, lice, &c. Inward belonging to the skins next to the brain, called dura and pia mater, as all headaches, &c., or to the ventricles, cauluses, kels, tuncules, creeks, and parts of it, and their passions, as caro, vertigo, incubus, apoplexy, falling sickness. The diseases of the nerves, cramps, stupor, convulsion, tremor, palsy; or belonging to the excrements of the brain, catarrhs, sneezing, rheums, distillations; or else those that pertain to the substance of the brain itself, in which are conceived frenzy, lethargy, melancholy, madness, weak memory, sopor, or Coma Vigilia et vigila Coma. Out of these again I will single such as properly belong to the fantasy, or imagination, or reason itself, which Laurentius calls the diseases of the mind; and Hildesheim, morbos imaginationis, aut rationis laxe, (diseases of the imagination, or of injured reason,) which are three or four in number, frenzy, madness, melancholy, dotage, and their kinds; as hydrophobia, lycanthropia, Chorus Sancti Vitii, morbi daemoniaci, (St. Vitus’s dance, possession of devils,) which I will briefly touch and point at, insisting especially in this of melancholy, as more eminent than the rest, and that through all his kinds, causes, symptoms, prognostics, cures; as Lonicerus hath done de apoplexiad, and many other of such particular diseases. Not that I find fault with those which have written of this subject before, as Jason Pratensis, Laurentius, Montaltus, T. Bright, &c., they have done very well in their several kinds and methods; yet that which one omits, another may haply see; that which one contracts, another may enlarge. To conclude with Scribanius, “that which they had neglected, or profoundly handled, we may more thoroughly examine; that which is obscurely delivered in them, may be perspicuously dilated and amplified by us;” and so made more familiar and easy for every man’s capacity, and the common good, which is the chief end of my discourse.

1 Of which read Humprin, Montaltus, minus recte fortasse dixeriunt, nos examinamus. Hildesheim, Quercetan, Jason Pratensis, marc, melius diuidicant, corrigere studemus &c. 2 Cap. 2, de melancholii. 3 Cap. annus. 4 de Philologia sagrant; Quod ali
Subsect. IV.—Dotage, Frenzy, Madness, Hydrophobia, Lycanthropia, Chorus sancti Viti, Exactus.

Delirium, Dotage.] Dotage, fatuity, or folly, is a common name to all the following species, as some will have it. 1 Laurentius and 2 Altoramus comprehended madness, melancholy, and the rest under this name, and call it the sumnum genus of them all. If it be distinguished from them, it is natural or ingenite, which comes by some defect of the organs, and over-much brain, as we see in our common fools; and is for the most part intended or remitted in particular men, and thereupon some are wiser than others; or else it is acquisite, an appendix or symptom of some other disease, which comes or goes; or if it continue, a sign of melancholy itself.

Frenzy.] Phrenitis, which the Greeks derive from the word φρήν is a disease of the mind, with a continual madness or dotage, which hath an acute fever annexed, or else an inflammation of the brain, or the membranes or kels of it, with an acute fever, which causeth madness and dotage. It differs from melancholy and madness, because their dotage is without an ague; this continual, with waking, or memory decayed, &c. Melancholy is most part silent, this clamorous; and many such like differences are assigned by physicians.

Madness.] Madness, frenzy, and melancholy are confounded by Celsus and many writers; others leave out frenzy, and make madness and melancholy but one disease, which 3 Jason Pratensis especially labours, and that they differ only secundum majus or minus, in quantity alone, the one being a degree to the other, and both proceeding from one cause. They differ intenso et remisso gradu, saith 4 Gordonius, as the humour is intended or remitted. Of the same mind is 5 Areteus, Alexander Tertullianus, Guainerius, Savan-
arola, Heurnius; and Galen himself writes promiscuously of them both by reason of their affinity; but most of our neoterics do handle them apart, whom I will follow in this treatise. Madness is therefore defined to be a vehement dotage; or raving without a fever, far more violent than melancholy, full of anger and clamour, horrible looks, actions, gestures, troubling the patients with far greater vehemency both of body and mind, without all fear and sorrow, with such impetuous force and boldness, that sometimes three or four men cannot hold them. Differing only in this from frenzy, that it is without a fever, and their memory is most part better. It hath the same causes as the other, as choler acutus, and blood incensed, brains inflamed, &c. \textsuperscript{1} Fracastorius adds, "a due time, and full age to this definition, to distinguish it from children, and will have it confirmed impotency, to separate it from such as accidentally come and go again, as by taking henbane, nightshade, wine," &c. Of this fury there be divers kinds;\textsuperscript{2} ecstasy, which is familiar with some persons, as Cardan saith of himself, he could be in one when he list; in which the Indian priests deliver their oracles, and the witches in Lapland, as Olaus Magnus writeth, l. 3, cap. 18. \textit{Extasi omnia praedicere}, answer all questions in an extaxis you will ask; what your friends do, where they are, how they fare, &c. The other species of this fury are enthusiasms, revelations, and visions, so often mentioned by Gregory and Beda in their works; obsession or possession of devils, sibylline prophets, and poetical furies; such as come by eating noxious herbs, tarantulas' stinging, &c., which some reduce to this. The most known are these, lycanthropia, hydropo- phobia, chorus sancti viti.

\textit{Lycanthropia.} \textsuperscript{3} Lycanthropia, which Avicenna calls Cucubuth, others Lupinam insaniam, or Wolf-madness, when men run howling about graves and fields in the night, and

---

\textsuperscript{1} Insans est, quiMetrics.de intellectum. Lib. 2, de intellectu.

\textsuperscript{2} Of which read Felix Plater, cap. 3, de mentis alienatione.
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will not be persuaded but that they are wolves, or some such beasts. 1 Aetius and 2 Paulus call it a kind of melancholy; but I should rather refer it to madness, as most do. Some make a doubt of it whether there be any such disease. 3 Donat ab Altomari saith, that he saw two of them in his time; 4 Wierus tells a story of such a one at Padua, 1541, that would not believe to the contrary, but that he was a wolf. He hath another instance of a Spaniard, who thought himself a bear; 5 Forrestus confirms as much by many examples; one amongst the rest of which he was an eye-witness, at Alcmaer in Holland, a poor husbandman that still hunted about graves, and kept in churchyards, of a pale, black, ugly, and fearful look. Such belike, or little better, were King Prætus's 6 daughters, that thought themselves kine. And Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel, as some interpreters hold, was only troubled with this kind of madness. This disease perhaps gave occasion to that bold assertion of 7 Pliny, "some men were turned into wolves in his time, and from wolves to men again;" and to that fable of Pausanias, of a man that was ten years a wolf, and afterwards turned to his former shape; to 8 Ovid's tale of Lycaon, &c. He that is desirous to hear of this disease, or more examples, let him read Austin in his eighteenth book de Civitate Dei, cap. 5. 9 Mizaldus, cent 5, 77. Skenkius, lib. 1. Hildesheim, spicel. 2, de Mania. Forrestus, lib. 10, de morbis cerebri. Olaus Magnus, Vincentius's Bellavicius, spec. met. lib. 31, c. 122. Pierius, Bodine, Zuinger, Zeilger, Peucer, Wierus, Spranger, &c. This malady, saith Avicenna, troubleth men most in February, and is nowadays frequent in Bohemia and Hungary, according to 9 Heurnius. Schernitzius will have it common in Livonia. They lie hid most part all day, and go abroad in the night, barking, howling, at graves and deserts;" 10 "they have usually hollow eyes, scabbed legs and thighs, very dry

1 Lib. 6, cap. 11. 2 Lib. 3, cap. 12. 22. homines interdum lupum fieri et contra. 3 Met. lib. 1. 4 Cap. de Mon. 9 Cap. 9, Art. med. 5 De prestitg. Demonnum. l. 3, cap. 21. 6 Observat. lib. 10, de morbis cerebri, cap. 15. 7 Hip-poocrates, lib. de insanía. 8 Lib. 8, cap. 10.
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and pale," 1 saith Altimarus; he gives a reason there of all the symptoms, and sets down a brief cure of them.

Hydrophobia is a kind of madness, well known in every village, which comes by the biting of a mad dog, or scratching, saith 2 Aurelianus; touching, or smelling alone sometimes as 3 Skenkius proves, and is incident to many other creatures as well as men; so called because the parties affected cannot endure the sight of water, or any liquor, supposing still they see a mad dog in it. And which is more wonderful; though they be very dry, (as in this malady they are,) they will rather die than drink; 4 Cælius Aurelianus, an ancient writer, makes a doubt whether this Hydrophobia be a passion of the body or the mind. The part affected is the brain; the cause, poison that comes from the mad dog, which is so hot and dry, that it consumes all the moisture in the body. 5 Hildesheim relates of some that died so mad; and being cut up, had no water, scarce blood, or any moisture left in them. To such as are so affected, the fear of water begins at fourteen days after they are bitten, to some again not till forty or sixty days after; commonly, saith Heurnius, they begin to rave, fly water and glasses, to look red, and swell in the face, about twenty days after (if some remedy be not taken in the mean time) to lie awake, to be pensive, sad, to see strange visions, to bark and howl, to fall into a swoon, and oftentimes fits of the falling sickness. 6 Some say, little things like whelps will be seen in their urine. If any of these signs appear, they are past recovery. Many times these symptoms will not appear till six or seven months after, saith 7 Codronchus; and sometimes not till seven or eight years, as Guiannerius; twelve as Albertus; six or eight months after, as Galen holds. Baldus, the great lawyer, died of it; an Augustine friar, and a woman in Delft, that were 8 Forrestus’ patients, were miserably consumed with it. The common cure in the country (for such at least as dwell near the sea-

1 Cap. 9, art Hydrophobia.  2 Lib. 3,  3 Skenkius, 7 lib. de Venenis.  4 Lib. cap. 9.  5 Lib. 7, de Venenis.  6 Lib. de Hydrophobia.  7 Observat. lib. 10, 22.  8 cap. 13, de morbis acutis.  9 Spinal. 2
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[Part. I. sec. 1]

di a) is to duck them over head and ears in sea-water; some use charms; every good wife can prescribe medicines. But the best cure to be had in such cases, is from the most approved physicians; they that will read of them, may consult with Dioscorides, lib. 6, c. 37, Heurnius, Hildesheim, Capivaccius, Forrestus, Skenkius, and before all others Codrochus an Italian, who hath lately written two exquisite books on the subject.

Chorus sancti Viti, or S. Vitus' dance; the Inevious dance, 1 Paracelsus calls it, because they that are taken from it, can do nothing but dance till they be dead or cured. It is so called, for that the parties so troubled were wont to go to S. Vitus for help, and after they had danced there awhile, they were 2 certainly freed. 'Tis strange to hear how long they will dance, and in what manner, over stools, forms, tables; even great belied women sometimes (and yet never hurt their children) will dance so long that they can stir neither hand nor foot, but seem to be quite dead. One in red clothes they cannot abide. Music above all things they love, and therefore magistrates in Germany will hire musicians to play to them, and some lusty, sturdy companions to dance with them. This disease hath been very common in Germany, as appears by those relations of 3 Skenkius, and Paracelsus in his book of madness, who brags how many several persons he hath cured of it. Felix Platerus de mentiis alienat. cap. 3, reports of a woman in Basil whom he saw, that danced a whole month together. The Arabians call it a kind of palsy. Bodine, in his fifth book de Repub. cap. 1, speaks of this infirmity; Monavius in his last epistle to Scoltizius, and in another to Dudithus, where you may read more of it.

The last kind of madness or melancholy, is that demoniacal (if I may so call it) obsession or possession of devils, which Platerus and others have to be preternatural; stupend

1 Laseevan Chorean. To. 4, de morbis plurimum rem ipsum comprobante amentium. Tract. 1.
2 Brennra ut. Lib. 1, cap. de Mania
3 Lib. 1, cap. 2
things are said of them, their actions, gestures, contortions, fasting, prophesying, speaking languages they were never taught, &c. Many strange stories are related of them, which, because some will not allow, (for Deacon and Darrel have written large volumes on this subject pro and con.) I voluntarily omit.

1 Fusciius, institut. lib. 3, sec. 1, cap. 11, Felix Plater, 2 Laurentius, add to these another fury that proceeds from love, and another from study, another divine or religious fury; but these more properly belong to melancholy; of all which I will speak * apart, intending to write a whole book of them.

Subsect. V.—Melancholy in Disposition, improperly so called, Equivocations.

Melancholy, the subject of our present discourse, is either in disposition or habit. In disposition, is that transitory melancholy which goes and comes upon every small occasion of sorrow, need, sickness, trouble, fear, grief, passion, or perturbation of the mind, any manner of care, discontent, or thought, which causeth anguish, dulness, heaviness and vexation of spirit, any ways opposite to pleasure, mirth, joy, delight, causing frowardness in us, or a dislike. In which equivocal and improper sense, we call him melancholy that is dull, sad, sour, lumpish, ill-disposed, solitary, any way moved, or displeased. And from these melancholy dispositions, 8 no man living is free, no stoic, none so wise, none so happy, none so patient, so generous, so godly, so divine, that can vindicate himself; so well composed, but more or less, some time or other he feels the smart of it. Melancholy in this sense is the character of mortality. † “Man that is born of a woman, is of short continuance, and full of trouble.”

Zeno, Cato, Socrates himself, whom *Ælian so highly com-

---

1 Cap. 2, de mentis alien. 2 Cap. 4, de mal. 3 De quo in mensa incidunt, de quo certum gaudium sit, quaecumque se convertit, in terras sub unitatis. 4 Omnis tempore Socratem videm vultu videre, sive dominum redire: sive domo egressum. 5 Job. viii. 5. 6 Ps. 1. 14.
mends for a moderate temper, that "nothing could disturb him, but going out, and coming in, still Socrates kept the same serenity of countenance, what misery soever befell him," (if we may believe Plato his disciple,) was much tormented with it. Q. Metellus, in whom Valerius gives instance of all happiness, "the most fortunate man then living, born in that most flourishing city of Rome, of noble parentage, a proper man of person, well qualified, healthful, rich, honourable, a senator, a consul, happy in his wife, happy in his children," &c., yet this man was not void of melancholy, he had his share of sorrow. Polycrates Samius, that flung his ring into the sea, because he would participate of discontent with others, and had it miraculously restored to him again shortly after, by a fish taken as he angled, was not free from melancholy dispositions. No man can cure himself: the very gods had bitter pangs, and frequent passions, as their own poets put upon them. In general, "as the heaven, so is our life, sometimes fair, sometimes overcast, tempestuous, and serene; as in a rose, flowers and prickles; in the year itself, a temperate summer sometimes, a hard winter, a drought, and then again pleasant showers; so is our life intermixed with joys, hopes, fears, sorrows, calamities;" Invicem cedunt dolor et voluptas, there is a succession of pleasure and pain.

"medio de fonte leporum,
Surgit amari aliquid in ipsis floribus angat."

"Even in the midst of laughing there is sorrow;" (as Solomon holds;) even in the midst of all our feasting and jollity, as, Austin infers in his Com. on the 41st Psalm, there is grief and discontent. Inter delicias semper aliquid saevi nos

1 Lib. 7. cap. 1. Natus in florentissima totius orbis civitate, nobilissimis parentibus, corporis vires habuit et rarisimae animi doxis, uxorum conspectum, pulchram, sexires liberos, consulare decus, sequentes triumphos, &c. 2 Elian. 3 Homer. Illad. 4 Lipinus, cent. 8. ep. 45, ut edum, aliis homines sumus; Illud ex intervallo dubius obductur et observatur. In rosario florae spinis intermixtis. Vix similiis saev. udm modi, sudum. tempestas, serenitas: Ita viciss rerum sunt, premia gaudio, et sequaces cure. 5 Lucretius, l. 4. 1124. 6 Prov. xiv. 13. Extremum gaudii luctus occupat. 7 Natalitia inquit celebratur, nuptias hic sunt: at ilia quid celebratur quod non dolet, quod non transit?
strangulat, for a pint of honey thou shalt here likely find a
gallon of gall, for a dram of pleasure a pound of pain, for an
inch of mirth an ell of moan; as ivy doth an oak, these
miseries encompass our life. And it is most absurd and
ridiculous for any mortal man to look for a perpetual tenure
of happiness in this life. Nothing so prosperous and pleas-
ant, but it hath some bitterness in it, some complaining, some
grudging; it is all γλυκεπικρα, a mixed passion, and like a
checker table, black and white men, families, cities, have
their falls and wanes; now trines, sextiles, then quartiles and
oppositions. We are not here as these angels, celestial pow-
ers and bodies, sun and moon, to finish our course without all
offence, with such constancy, to continue for so many ages;
but subject to infirmities, miseries, interrupted, tossed and
tumbled up and down, carried about with every small blast,
often molested and disquieted upon each slender occasion,
uncertain, brittle, and so is all that we trust unto. 8 "And
he that knows not this is not armed to endure it, is not fit to
live in this world (as one consoled our time), he knows not
the condition of it, where, with a reciprocality, pleasure and
pain are still united, and succeed one another in a ring."
Eeci à mundo, get thee gone hence if thou canst not brook it;
there is no way to avoid it, but to arm thyself with patience,
with magnanimity, to oppose thyself unto it, to suffer afflic-
tion as a good soldier of Christ; as 9 Paul adviseth constantly
to bear it. But forasmuch as so few can embrace this good
counsel of his, or use it aright, but rather as so many brute
beasts give a way to their passion, voluntary subject and pre-
cipitate themselves into a labyrinth of cares, woes, miseries,

1 Apuleius, florid. Nihil quidem
bonum tam prosperum divinitus datum
esse admittit sive aliquid difficulitudin,
substrahit quippe vel parva querimonial,
conspiciendum quidam melius ut fallis.

2 Quaevia quidam et fragilla, et puerili-
bus consentanea crepundis, sunt ista
vires et opes humanae vocantur, a,
trivm subito, repentis delabuntur, nullo
in loco, nulla in persona, stabilitibus ritem
sustinentibus consistunt, sed incertitudi

3 Valerius, lib. 6, cap. 11.
4 Hunc seculum parum aptus es, aut potius
omnium nostrorum conditionem ignaras,
quibus redipece quidam nevum. &c. Lor-
chamus Golobodgus, lib. 3, ad annum
1588. 4 Horsam omnia studia dirigis
deben, ut humana fortiter ferarum.
5 Tim ii. 8.
and suffer their souls to be overcome by them, cannot arm themselves with that patience as they ought to do, it falls out oftentimes that these dispositions become habits, and "many affects contemned (as Seneca notes) make a disease. Even as one distillation, not yet grown to custom, makes a cough; but continual and inveterate causeth a consumption of the lungs;" so do these our melancholy provocations; and according as the humour itself is intended, or remitted in men, as their temperature of body, or rational soul is better able to make resistance; so are they more or less affected. For that which is but a flea-biting to one, causeth insufferable torment to another; and which one by his singular moderation, and well-composed carriage can happily overcome, a second is no whit able to sustain, but upon every small occasion of misconceived abuse, injury, grief, disgrace, loss, cross, humour, &c., (if solitary, or idle,) yields so far to passion, that his complexion is altered, his digestion hindered, his sleep gone, his spirits obscured, and his heart heavy, his hypochondries misaffected; wind, crudity, on a sudden overtake him, and he himself overcome with melancholy. As it is with a man imprisoned for debt, if once in the jail, every creditor will bring his action against him, and there likely hold him. If any discontent seize upon a patient, in an instant all other perturbations (for—quod data porta ruunt) will set upon him, and then like a lame dog or broken-winged goose he droops and pines away, and is brought at last to that ill habit or malady of melancholy itself. So that as the philosophers make eight degrees of heat and cold, we may make eighty-eight of melancholy, as the parts affected are diversely seized with it, or have been plunged more or less into this infernal gulf, or waded deeper into it. But all these melancholy fits, howsoever pleasing at first, or displeasing, violent and tyrannizing over those whom they seize on for the time; yet these fits I say, or men affected, are but improperly so called, be
cause they continue not, but come and go, as by some objects they are moved. This melancholy of which we are to treat is a habit, *morbūs sōntīcus*, or *chronīcus*, a chronic or continu- nate disease, a settled humour, as *Aurelianus* and *others* call it, not errant, but fixed; and as it was long increasing, so now being (pleasant, or painful) grown to an habit, it will hardly be removed.

**SECT. I. MEMB. II.**

**SUBSECT. I.—Digression of Anatomy.**

**Before I** proceed to define the disease of melancholy, what it is, or to discourse farther of it, I hold it not impertinent to make a brief digression of the anatomy of the body and faculties of the soul, for the better understanding of that which is to follow; because many hard words will often occur, as myrache, hypochondries, emrods, &c., imagination, reason, humours, spirits, vital, natural, animal, nerves, veins, arteries, chylus, putuita; which by the vulgar will not so easily be perceived, what they are, how cited, and to what end they serve. And besides, it may peradventure give occasion to some men to examine more accurately, search farther into this most excellent subject, and thereupon with that royal *prophet to praise God, (“for a man is fearfully and wonderfully made, and curiously wrought,”) that have time and leisure enough, and are sufficiently informed in all other worldly businesses, as to make a good bargain, buy and sell, to keep and make choice of a fair hawk, hound, horse, &c. But for such matters as concern the knowledge of themselves, they are wholly ignorant and careless; they know not what this body and soul are, how combined, of what parts and faculties they consist, or how a man differs from a dog.

*Lib. 1. c. 6. 2 Fuschius, l. 3, sec. 1, cap. 7. Hildesheim, fol. 120. 3 Psal.
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And what can be more ignominious and filthy (as Melanthon well inveighs) "than for a man not to know the structure and composition of his own body, especially since the knowledge of it tends so much to the preservation of his health, and information of his manners?" To stir them up, therefore, to this study, to peruse those elaborate works of Galen, Bauhines, Plater, Vesalius, Falopius, Laurentius, Remelinus, &c., which have written copiously in Latin; or that which some of our industrious countrymen have done in our mother tongue, not long since, as that translation of Columbus and Microcosmographia, in thirteen books, I have made this brief digression. Also because Wecker, Melanthon, Fernelius, Fuschius, and those tedious Tracts de Animâ (which have more compendiously handled and written of this matter) are not at all times ready to be had, to give them some small taste, or notice of the rest, let this epitome suffice.

Subsect. II.—Division of the Body, Humours, Spirits.

Of the parts of the body there may be many divisions; the most approved is that of Laurentius, out of Hippocrates; which is, into parts contained, or containing. Contained are either humours or spirits.

Humours.] A humour is a liquid or fluent part of the body, comprehended in it, for the preservation of it; and is either innate, or born with us, or adventitious and acquisit. The radical or innate, is daily supplied by nourishment, which some call cambium, and make those secondary humours of ros and gluten to maintain it; or acquisit, to maintain these first four primary humours, coming and proceeding from the first concoction in the liver, by which means chylus is excluded. Some divide them into profitable and excrementitious. But Crato out of Hippocrates will have

---

1 De anima. Turpe enim est homini ignorantem sui corporis (ut ita dicam) adhibere. 2 De usu part. 3 History of man. 4 De usu part. 5 History of man. 6 History of man. 7ignorantem sui corporis (ut ita dicam) adhibere. 8 D. Crooke. 9 In Syntax. 10 De Anima. 11 Instit. lib. 1. 12 Physical. 13 Haece cognitio plurimum conditae. 1. 1, 2. 14 Anat. 1. 12.
all four to be juice, and not excrements, without which no living creature can be sustained; which four, though they be comprehended in the mass of blood, yet they have their several affections, by which they are distinguished from one another, and from those adventitious, peccant, or diseased humours, as Melanchthon calls them.

**Blood.** Blood is a hot, sweet, temperate, red humour, prepared in the meseraic veins, and made of the most temperate parts of the chylus in the liver, whose office is to nourish the whole body, to give it strength and colour, being dispersed by the veins through every part of it. And from it spirits are first begotten in the heart, which afterwards by the arteries are communicated to the other parts.

Pituita, or phlegm, is a cold and moist humour, begotten of the colder part of the chylus (or white juice coming out of the meat digested in the stomach), in the liver; his office is to nourish and moisten the members of the body, which as the tongue are moved, that they be not over dry.

Choler is hot and dry, bitter, begotten of the hotter parts of the chylus, and gathered to the gall; it helps the natural heat and senses, and serves to the expelling of excrements.

**Melancholy.** Melancholy, cold and dry, thick, black, and sour, begotten of the more feculent part of nourishment, and purged from the spleen, is a bridle to the other two hot humours, blood and choler, preserving them in the blood, and nourishing the bones. These four humours have some analogy with the four elements, and to the four ages in man.

**Serum, Sweat, Tears.** To these humours you may add serum, which is the matter of urine, and those excrementitious humours of the third concoction, sweat and tears.

**Spirits.** Spirit is a most subtile vapour, which is expressed from the blood, and the instrument of the soul, to perform all his actions; a common tie or medium between the body and the soul, as some will have it; or as Paracel-
sus, a fourth soul of itself. Melancthon holds the fountain of these spirits to be the heart begotten there, and afterward conveyed to the brain, they take another nature to them. Of these spirits there be three kinds, according to the three principal parts, brain, heart, liver; natural, vital, animal. The natural are begotten in the liver, and thence dispersed through the veins, to perform those natural actions. The vital spirits are made in the heart of the natural, which by the arteries are transported to all the other parts; if the spirits cease, then life ceaseth, as in a syncope or swooning. The animal spirits formed of the vital, brought up to the brain, and diffused by the nerves, to the subordinate members, give sense and motion to them all.

Subsect. III.—Similar Parts.

Similar Parts.] Containing parts, by reason of their more solid substance, are either homogeneal or heterogeneal, similar or dissimilar; so Aristotle divides them, lib. 1, cap. 1, de Hist. Animal.; Laurentius, cap. 20, lib. 1. Similar, or homogeneal, are such as, if they be divided, are still severed into parts of the same nature, as water into water. Of these some be spermatical, some fleshy or carnal. 1 Spermatical are such as are immediately begotten of the seed, which are bones, gristles, ligaments, membranes, nerves, arteries, veins, skins, fibres or strings, fat.

Bones.] The bones are dry and hard, begotten of the thickest of the seed, to strengthen and sustain other parts; some say there be 304, some 307, or 313 in man's body. They have no nerves in them, and are therefore without sense.

A gristle is a substance softer than bone, and harder than the rest, flexible, and serves to maintain the parts of motion.

Ligaments are they that tie the bones together, and other parts to the bones, with their subserving tendons; membranes' office is to cover the rest.

1 Laurentius, cap. 20, lib. 1. Anat.
Nerves, or sinews, are membranes without, and full of marrow within; they proceed from the brain, and carry the animal spirits for sense and motion. Of these some be harder, some softer; the softer serve the senses, and there be seven pair of them. The first be the optic nerves, by which we see; the second move the eyes; the third pair serve for the tongue to taste; the fourth pair for the taste in the palate; the fifth belong to the ears; the sixth pair is most ample, and runs almost over all the bowels; the seventh pair moves the tongue. The harder sinews serve for the motion of the inner parts, proceeding from the marrow in the back, of whom there be thirty combinations, seven of the neck, twelve of the breast, &c.

Arteries.] Arteries are long and hollow, with a double skin to convey the vital spirits; to discern which the better, they say that Vesalius the anatomist was wont to cut up men alive. ¹ They arise in the left side of the heart, and are principally two, from which the rest are derived, aorta and venosa; aorta is the root of all the other, which serve the whole body; the other goes to the lungs, to fetch air to refrigerate the heart.

Veins.] Veins are hollow and round, like pipes, arising from the liver, carrying blood and natural spirits; they feed all the parts. Of these there be two chief, Vena portæ and Vena cava, from which the rest are corrivated. That Vena portæ is a vein coming from the concave of the liver, and receiving those meseraical veins, by whom he takes the chylus from the stomach and guts, and conveys it to the liver. The other derives blood from the liver to nourish all the other dispersed members. The branches of that Vena portæ are the meseraical and hemorrhoides. The branches of the Cava are inward or outward. Inward, seminal or seminal. Outward, in the head, arms, feet, &c., and have several names.

Fibrae, Fat, Flesh.] Fibrae are strings, white and solid,

¹ In these they observe the beating of the pulse.
dispersed through the whole member, and right, oblique, transverse, all which have their several uses. Fat is a similar part, moist, without blood, composed of the most thick and unctuous matter of the blood. The skin covers the rest, and hath Cuticulum, or a little skin under it. Flesh is soft and ruddy, composed of the congealing of blood, &c.

Subsect. IV.—Dissimilar Parts.

Dissimilar parts are those which we call organical, or instrumental, and they be inward or outward. The chiefest outward parts are situate forward or backward;—forward, the crown and foretop of the head, skull, face, forehead, temples, chin, eyes, ears, nose, &c., neck, breast, chest, upper and lower part of the belly, hypochondries, navel, groin, flank, &c.; backward, the hinder part of the head, back, shoulders, sides, loins, hipbones, os sacrum, buttocks, &c. Or joints, arms, hands, feet, legs, thighs, knees, &c. Or common to both, which, because they are obvious and well known, I have carelessly repeated, eaque praecipua & grandiora tantum; quod reliquum ex libris de animâ qui volet, accipiat.

Inward organical parts, which cannot be seen, are divers in number, and have several names, functions, and divisions; but that of 2 Laurentius is most notable, into noble or ignoble parts. Of the noble there be three principal parts, to which all the rest belong, and whom they serve—brain, heart, liver; according to whose site, three regions, or a threefold division, is made of the whole body. As first of the head, in which the animal organs are contained, and brain itself, which by his nerves give sense and motion to the rest, and is, as it were, a privy counsellor and chancellor to the heart. The second region is the chest, or middle belly, in which the heart as king keeps his court; and by his arteries communicates life to the whole body. The third region is the lower belly,

---

2 Anat. lib. 1, c. 19. Celeb-
in which the liver resides as a *Legat à latere*, with the rest of those natural organs, serving for concoction, nourishment, expelling of excrements. This lower region is distinguished from the upper by the midriff, or diaphragma, and is subdivided again by some into three concavities or regions, upper, middle, and lower. The upper of the hypochondries, in whose right side is the liver, the left the spleen; from which is denominated hypochondriacal melancholy. The second of the navel and flanks, divided from the first by the rim. The last of the water course, which is again subdivided into three other parts. The Arabians make two parts of this region, *Epigastrium* and *Hypogastrium*, upper or lower. *Epigastrium* they call *Mirach*, from whence comes *Mirachi-alis Melancholia*, sometimes mentioned of them. Of these several regions I will treat in brief apart; and first of the third region, in which the natural organs are contained.

*De Animā.—The Lower Region, Natural Organs.* But you that are readers in the mean time, “Suppose you were now brought into some sacred temple, or majestical palace (as *Melancthon* saith), to behold not the matter only, but the singular art, workmanship, and counsel of this our great Creator. And it is a pleasant and profitable speculation, if it be considered aright.” The parts of this region, which present themselves to your consideration and view, are such as serve to nutrition or generation. Those of nutrition serve to the first or second concoction; as the Æosophagus or gullet, which brings meat and drink into the stomach. The ventricle of stomach, which is seated in the midst of that part of the belly beneath the midriff, the kitchen, as it were, of the first concoction, and which turns our meat into chylus. It hath two months, one above, another beneath. The upper is sometimes taken for the stomach itself; the lower and nether door (as *Wecker* calls it) is named Pylorus. This stomach is sustained by a large kell or kaull, called omentum; which

---

some will have the same with peritoneum, or rim of the belly. From the stomach to the very fundament are produced the guts, or intestina, which serve a little to alter and distribute the chylus, and convey away the excrements. They are divided into small and great, by reason of their site and substance, slender or thicker; the slender is duodenum, or whole gut, which is next to the stomach, some twelve inches long, saith \(^1\) Fuschius. Jejunum, or empty gut continue to the other, which hath many mesercic veins annexed to it, which take part of the chylus to the liver from it. Ilium the third, which consists of many crinkles, which serves with the rest to receive, keep, and distribute the chylus from the stomach. The thick guts are three, the blind gut, colon, and right gut. The blind is a thick and short gut, having one mouth, in which the ilium and colon meet; it receives the excrements, and conveys them to the colon. This colon hath many windings, that the excrements pass not away too fast; the right gut is straight, and conveys the excrements to the fundament, whose lower part is bound up with certain muscles called sphencters, that the excrements may be the better contained, until such time as a man be willing to go to the stool. In the midst of these guts is situated the mesenterium or midriph, composed of many veins, arteries, and much fat, serving chiefly to sustain the guts. All these parts serve the first concoction. To the second, which is busied either in refining the good nourishment or expelling the bad, is chiefly belonging the liver, like in colour to congealed blood, the shop of blood, situate in the right hypercondry, in figure like to a half-moon—*Generosum membrum*, Melanthon styles it, a generous part; it serves to turn the chylus to blood, for the nourishment of the body. The excrements of it are either choleric or watery, which the other subordinate parts convey. The gall placed in the concave of the liver, extracts choler to it; the spleen, melancholy; which is situate on the left side, over against the liver, a spongy matter

\(^1\) Lib. 1, cap. 12, Sect. 5.
that draws this black choler to it by a secret virtue, and feeds upon it, conveying the rest to the bottom of the stomach, to stir up appetite, or else to the guts as an excrement. That watery matter the two kidneys expurgate by those emulent veins and ureters. The emulent draw this superfluous moisture from the blood; the two ureters convey it to the bladder, which by reason of his site in the lower belly, is apt to receive it, having two parts, neck and bottom; the bottom holds the water, the neck is constricted with a muscle, which, as a porter, keeps the water from running out against our will.

Members of generation are common to both sexes, or peculiar to one; which, because they are impertinent to my purpose, I do voluntarily omit.

Middle Region. Next in order is the middle region, or chest, which comprehends the vital faculties and parts; which (as I have said) is separated from the lower belly by the diaphragma or midriff, which is a skin consisting of many nerves, membranes; and amongst other uses it hath, is the instrument of laughing. There is also a certain thin membrane, full of sinews, which covereth the whole chest within, and is called pleura, the seat of the disease called pleurisy, when it is inflamed; some add a third skin, which is termed Mediastinus, which divides the chest into two parts, right and left; of this region the principal part is the heart, which is the seat and fountain of life, of heat, of spirits, of pulse and respiration—the sun of our body, the king and sole commander of it—the seat and organ of all passions and affections. Primum vivens, ultimum mortiens, it lives first, and dies last in all creatures. Of a pyramidal form, and not much unlike to a pineapple; a part worthy of admiration, that can yield such variety of affections, by whose motion it is dilated or contracted, to stir and command the humours in the body. As in sorrow, melancholy; in anger, choler; in

---

1 Hec res est principale digna admirationis, quod omnes res tristes et lacteae sunt, quod tantae affectuum varietates circumstant cora ferunt et moveant.
joy, to send the blood outwardly; in sorrow, to call it in; moving the humours, as horses do a chariot. This heart, though it be one sole member, yet it may be divided into two creeks right and left. The right is like the moon increasing, bigger than the other part, and receives blood from Vena cava distributing some of it to the lungs to nourish them; the rest to the left side, to engender spirits. The left creek hath the form of a cone, and is the seat of life, which, as a torch doth oil, draws blood unto it, begetting of it spirits and fire; and as fire in a torch, so are spirits in the blood; and by that great artery called aorta, it sends vital spirits over the body, and takes air from the lungs by that artery which is called venosa; so that both creeks have their vessels, the right two veins, the left two arteries, besides those two common anfractuous ears, which serve them both; the one to hold blood, the other air, for several uses. The lungs is a thin spongy part, like an ox hoof (saith 1 Fernelius), the town-clerk or crier (2 one terms it), the instrument of voice, as an orator to a king; annexed to the heart, to express their thoughts by voice. That it is the instrument of voice, is manifest, in that no creature can speak, or utter any voice, which wanteth these lights. It is besides the instrument of respiration, or breathing; and its office is to cool the heart, by sending air unto it, by the venosal artery, which vein comes to the lungs by that aspera arteria, which consists of many gristles, membranes, nerves, taking in air at the nose and mouth, and by it likewise exhales the fumes of the heart.

In the upper region serving the animal faculties, the chief organ is the brain, which is a soft, marrowish, and white substance, engendered of the purest part of seed and spirits, included by many skins, and seated within the skull or brainpan; and it is the most noble organ under heaven, the dwelling-house and seat of the soul, the habitation of wisdom, memory, judgment, reason, and in which man is most like

1 Physio. 1. 1. c. 8. 2 Ut orator regi: sic pulmo vocis instrumentum annexitur cordi, &c. Melaneth.
unto God; and therefore nature hath covered it with a skull of hard bone, and two skins or membranes, whereof the one is called dura mater, or meninx, the other pia mater. The dura mater is next to the skull, above the other, which includes and protects the brain. When this is taken away, the pia mater is to be seen, a thin membrane, the next and immediate cover of the brain, and not covering only, but entering into it. The brain itself is divided into two parts, the fore and hinder part; the fore part is much bigger than the other, which is called the little brain in respect of it. This fore part hath many concavities distinguished by certain ventricles, which are the receptacles of the spirits, brought hither by the arteries from the heart, and are there refined to a more heavenly nature, to perform the actions of the soul. Of these ventricles there are three—right, left, and middle. The right and left answer to their sight, and beget animal spirits; if they be any way hurt, sense and motion ceaseth. These ventricles, moreover, are held to be the seat of the common sense. The middle ventricle is a common concourse and concavity of them both, and hath two passages—the one to receive pithuta, and the other extends itself to the fourth creek; in this they place imagination and cogitation, and so the three ventricles of the fore part of the brain are used. The fourth creek behind the head is common to the cerebel or little brain, and marrow of the backbone, the last and most solid of all the rest, which receives the animal spirits from the other ventricles, and conveys them to the marrow in the back, and is the place where they say the memory is seated.

Subsect. V.—Of the Soul and her Faculties.

According to Aristotle, the soul is defined to be 

\[ \text{De anim. c. 1.} \]
But many doubts arise about the essence, subject, seat, distinction, and subordinate faculties of it. For the essence and particular knowledge, of all other things it is most hard (be it of man or beast) to discern, as Aristotle himself, Tully, Picus Mirandula, Tolet, and other Neoteric philosophers confess:—"We can understand all things by her, but what she is we cannot apprehend." Some therefore make one soul, divided into three principal faculties; others, three distinct souls. Which question of late hath been much controverted by Picolomineus and Zabarel. Paracelsus will have four souls, adding to the three grand faculties a spiritual soul; which opinion of his, Campanella, in his book de sensu rerum, much labours to demonstrate and prove, because carcases bleed at the sight of the murderer; with many such arguments: And some again, one soul of all creatures whatsoever, differing only in organs; and that beasts have reason as well as men, though, for some defect of organs, not in such measure. Others make a doubt whether it be all in all, and all in every part; which is amply discussed in Zabarel amongst the rest. The common division of the soul is into three principal faculties—vegetal, sensitive, and rational, which make three distinct kinds of living creatures—vegetal plants, sensible beasts, rational men. How these three principal faculties are distinguished and connected, Humano ingenio inaccessum videtur, is beyond human capacity, as Taurellus, Philip, Flavius, and others suppose. The inferior may be alone, but the superior cannot subsist without the other; so sensible includes vegetal, rational both; which are contained in it (saith Aristotle) ut trigonus in tetragono, as a triangle in a quadrangle.

*Vegetal Soul.* Vegetal, the first of the three distinct faculties, is defined to be "a substantial act of an organisable body,
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1 De anima. cap. 1. 2 Tusc. quest. 3 Lib. 6, Doct. Va. Gentill. c. 13. pag. 1216. 4 Aristot. 5 Animâ quaeque intelligi- mus, et tamen quam sit ipsa intelligere non valamus. 6 Spiritualem animam a reliquis distinctam tuestur, etiam in cadavere inhaerentem post mortem per ali- quot mensas. 7 Lib. 8, cap. 81. 8 Casius, lib. 2, c. 81. Plutarch. in Gril. Lips. Cen. 1, ep. 50. Ioseulds de Rau et Fletu, Averros, Campanella, &c. 9 Philip. de Anima. ca. 1. Casius 30, antiq. cap. 3. Plutarch. de placit. philos. 10 De viv. et mort. part. 2, c. 8, prop. 1, de viv. et mort. 2, c. 22.
by which it is nourished, augmented, and begets another like unto itself.” In which definition, three several operations are specified—altrix, auctrix, procreatrix; the first is nutrition, whose object is nourishment, meat, drink, and the like; his organ the liver in sensible creatures; in plants, the root or sap. His office is to turn the nutriment into the substance of the body nourished, which he performs by natural heat. This nutritive operation hath four other subordinate functions or powers belonging to it—attraction, retention, digestion, expulsion.

Attraction.] Attraction is a ministering faculty, which, as a loadstone doth iron, draws meat into the stomach, or as a lamp doth oil; and this attractive power is very necessary in plants, which suck up moisture by the root, as another mouth, into the sap, as a like stomach.

Retention.] Retention keeps it, being attracted into the stomach, until such time it be concocted; for if it should pass away straight, the body could not be nourished.

Digestion.] Digestion is performed by natural heat; for as the flame of a torch consumes oil, wax, tallow, so doth it alter and digest the nutritive matter. Indigestion is opposite unto it, for want of natural heat. Of this digestion there be three differences—maturation, elixiation, assation.

Maturation.] Maturation is especially observed in the fruits of trees; which are then said to be ripe, when the seeds are fit to be sown again. Crudity is opposed to it, which gluttons, epicures, and idle persons are most subject unto, that use no exercise to stir natural heat, or else choke it, as too much wood puts out a fire.

Elixiation.] Elixiation is the seething of meat in the stomach, by the said natural heat, as meat is boiled in a pot; to which corruption or putrefaction is opposite.

Assation.] Assation is a concoction of the inward moisture by heat; his opposite is a semiustulation.

Order of Concoction fourfold.] Besides these three sev-

eral operations of digestion, there is a fourfold order of con-
coction:—mastication, or chewing in the mouth; chilification
of this so chewed meat in the stomach; the third is in the
liver, to turn this chylus into blood, called sanguification; the
last is assimilation, which is in every part.

Expulsion.] Expulsion is a power of nutrition, by which
it expels all superfluous excrements, and relics of meat and
drink, by the guts, bladder, pores; as by purging, vomiting,
spitting, sweating, urine, hairs, nails, &c.

Augmentation.] As this nutritive faculty serves to nourish
the body, so doth the augmenting faculty (the second opera-
tion or power of the vegetal faculty) to the increasing of it
in quantity, according to all dimensions, long, broad, thick,
and to make it grow till it come to his due proportion and
perfect shape; which hath his period of augmentation, as of
consumption; and that most certain, as the poet observes:—

"Stat sua cuique dies, breve et irreparabile tempus
Omnibus est vitam."

"A term of life is set to every man,
Which is but short, and pass it no one can."

Generation.] The last of these vegetal faculties is gener-
ation, which begets another by means of seed, like unto itself,
to the perpetual preservation of the species. To this faculty
they ascribe three subordinate operations:—the first to turn
nourishment into seed, &c.

Life and Death concomitants of the Vegetal Faculties.]
Necessary concomitants or affections of this vegetal faculty
are life and his privation, death. To the preservation of life
the natural heat is most requisite, though siccity and humid-
ity, and those first qualities, be not excluded. This heat is
likewise in plants, as appears by their increasing, fructifying,
&c., though not so easily perceived. In all bodies it must
have radical ¹moisture to preserve it, that it be not con-
sumed; to which preservation our clime, country, tempera-
ture, and the good or bad use of those six non-natural things
avail much. For as this natural heat and moisture decays,

¹Vita consistit in calido et humido.
so doth our life itself; and if not prevented before by some violent accident, or interrupted through our own default, is in the end dried up by old age, and extinguished by death for want of matter, as a lamp for defect of oil to maintain it.

Subsect. VI.—Of the sensible Soul.

Next in order is the sensible faculty, which is as far beyond the other in dignity as a beast is preferred to a plant, having those vegetal powers included in it. 'Tis defined an "Act of an organical body by which it lives, hath sense, appetite, judgment, breath, and motion." His object in general is a sensible or possible quality, because the sense is affected with it. The general organ is the brain, from which principally the sensible operations are derived. This sensible soul is divided into two parts, apprehending or moving. By the apprehensive power we perceive the species of sensible things present, or absent, and retain them as wax doth the print of a seal. By the moving, the body is outwardly carried from one place to another; or inwardly moved by spirits and pulse. The apprehensive faculty is subdivided into two parts, inward or outward. Outward, as the five senses, of touching, hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting, to which you may add Scaliger's sixth sense of titillation, if you please; or that of speech, which is the sixth external sense, according to Lullius. Inward are three—common sense, fantasy, memory. Those five outward senses have their object in outward things only and such as are present, as the eye sees no colour except it be at hand, the ear sound. Three of these senses are of commodity, hearing, sight, and smell; two of necessity, touch, and taste, without which we cannot live. Besides, the sensitive power is active or passive. Active in sight, the eye sees the colour; passive when it is hurt by his object, as the eye by the sunbeams. According to that axiom, Visibile forte denuit sensum.¹ Or if the object be not pleasing, as a bad sound to the ear, a stinking smell to the nose, &c.

¹ "Too bright an object destroys the organ."
Sight.] Of these five senses, sight is held to be most precious, and the best, and that by reason of his object, it sees the whole body at once. By it we learn, and discern all things, a sense most excellent for use; to the sight three things are required; the object, the organ, and the medium. The object in general is visible, or that which is to be seen, as colours, and all shining bodies. The medium is the illumination of the air, which comes from light, commonly called diaphanum; for in dark we cannot see. The organ is the eye, and chiefly the apple of it, which by those optic nerves, concurring both in one, conveys the sight to the common sense. Between the organ and object a true distance is required, that it be not too near, nor too far off. Many excellent questions appertain to this sense, discussed by philosophers; as whether this sight be caused intra mittendo, vel extra mittendo, &c., by receiving in the visible species, or sending of them out, which Plato, Plutarch, Macrobius, Lactantius, and others dispute. And besides it is the subject of the perspectives, of which Alhazen the Arabian, Vitellio, Roger Bacon, Baptista Porta, Guidus Ubaldus, Aquilonius, &c., have written whole volumes.

Hearing.] Hearing, a most excellent outward sense, "by which we learn and get knowledge." His object is sound, or that which is heard; the medium, air; organ the ear. To the sound, which is a collision of the air, three things are required; a body to strike, as the hand of a musician; the body struck, which must be solid and able to resist; as a bell, lutestring, not wool, or sponge; the medium, the air; which is inward, or outward; the outward being struck or collided by a solid body, still strikes the next air, until it come to that inward natural air, which as an exquisite organ is contained in a little skin formed like a drum-head, and struck upon by certain small instruments like drum-sticks, conveys the sound by a pair of nerves, appropriated to that
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1 Lumen est actus penetrat. Lumen pract. Philos. 4. 4 Lac. cap. 8, de orig. a luce proemt. lux est in corpore lucido. Del. 1.
2 Satur. 7, c. 14. 3 In Phaedon 4 De
use, to the common sense, as to a judge of sounds. There is
great variety and much delight in them; for the knowledge
of which, consult with Boethius and other musicians.

Smi1ing.] Smelling is an "outward sense, which appre-
hends by the nostrils drawing in air;" and of all the rest it
is the weakest sense in men. The organ in the nose, or two
small hollow pieces of flesh a little above it; the medium the
air to men, as water to fish; the object, smell, arising from a
mixed body resolved, which, whether it be a quality, fume,
vaPour, or exhalation, I will not now dispute, or of their
differences, and how they are caused. This sense is an organ
of health, as sight and hearing, saith 1 Agellius, are of dis-
cipline; and that by avoiding bad smells, as by choosing
good, which do as much alter and affect the body many times,
as diet itself.

Taste.] Taste, a necessary sense, "which perceives all
savours by the tongue and palate, and that by means of a
thin spittle, or watery juice." His organ is the tongue with
his tasting nerves; the medium, a watery juice; the object,
taste, or savour, which is a quality in the juice, arising from
the mixture of things tasted. Some make eight species or
kinds of savour, better, sweet, sharp, salt, &c., all which sick
men (as in an ague) cannot discern, by reason of their organs
misaffected.

Touching.] Touch, the last of the senses, and most ignoble,
yet of as great necessity as the other, and of as much pleas-
ure. This sense is exquisite in men, and by his nerves
dispersed all over the body, perceives any tactile quality.
His organ the nerves; his object those first qualities, hot,
dry, moist, cold; and those that follow them, hard, soft, thick,
thin, &c. Many delightful questions are moved by phi-
losophers about these five senses; their organs, objects,
mediums, which for brevity I omit.

1 Lib. 19, cap. 2.
SUBJECT. VII.—Of the Inward Senses.

Common Sense.] Inner senses are three in number, so called, because they be within the brain-pan, as common sense, fantasy, memory. Their objects are not only things present, but they perceive the sensible species of things to come, past, absent, such as were before in the sense. This common sense is the judge or moderator of the rest, by whom we discern all differences of objects; for by mine eye I do not know that I see, or by mine ear that I hear, but by my common sense, who judgeth of sounds and colours; they are but the organs to bring the species to be censured; so that all their objects are his, and all their offices are his. The fore part of the brain is his organ or seat.

Fantasy.] Fantasy, or imagination, which some call estimative, or cogitative (confirmed, saith 1 Fernelius, by frequent meditation), is an inner sense which doth more fully examine the species perceived by common sense, of things present or absent, and keeps them longer, recalling them to mind again, or making new of his own. In time of sleep this faculty is free, and many times conceives strange, stupend, absurd shapes, as in sick men we commonly observe. His organ is the middle cell of the brain; his objects all the species communicated to him by the common sense, by comparison of which he feigns infinite other unto himself. In melancholy men this faculty is most powerful and strong, and often hurts, producing many monstrous and prodigious things, especially if it be stirred up by some terrible object, presented to it from common sense or memory. In poets and painters imagination forcibly works, as appears by their several fictions, antics, images; as Ovid's house of sleep, Psyche's palace in Apuleius, &c. In men it is subject and governed by reason, or at least should be; but in brutes it hath no superior, and is ratio brutorum, all the reason they have.

1 Phls. I. 5, c. 8.
Memory.] Memory lays up all the species which the senses have brought in, and records them as a good register, that they may be forthcoming when they are called for by fantasy and reason. His object is the same with fantasy, his seat and organ the back part of the brain.

Affections of the Senses, sleep and waking.] The affections of these senses are sleep and waking, common to all sensible creatures. "Sleep is a rest or binding of the outward senses, and of the common sense, for the preservation of body and soul" (as Scaliger defines it); for when the common sense resteth, the outward senses rest also. The fantasy alone is free, and his commander reason; as appears by those imaginary dreams, which are of divers kinds, natural, divine, demoniacal, &c., which vary according to humours, diet, actions, objects, &c., of which Artemidorus, Cardanus, and Sambucus, with their several interpreters, have written great volumes. This ligation of senses proceeds from an inhibition of spirits, the way being stopped by which they should come; this stopping is caused of vapours arising out of the stomach, filling the nerves, by which the spirits should be conveyed. When these vapours are spent, the passage is open, and the spirits perform their accustomed duties; so that "waking is the action and motion of the senses, which the spirits dispersed over all parts cause."

Subsect. VIII.—Of the Moving Faculty.

Appetite.] This moving faculty is the other power of the sensitive soul, which causeth all those inward and outward animal motions in the body. It is divided into two faculties, the power of appetite, and of moving from place to place. This of appetite is threefold, so some will have it; natural, as it signifies any such inclination, as of a stone to fall downward, and such actions as retention, expulsion, which depend not on sense, but are vegetal, as the appetite of meat and drink;

1 Exercit. 220.
hunger and thirst. Sensitive is common to men and brutes. Voluntary, the third, or intellective, which commands the other two in men, and is a curb unto them, or at least should be, but for the most part is captivated and overruled by them; and men are led like beasts by sense, giving reins to their concupiscence and several lusts. For by this appetite the soul is led or inclined to follow that good which the senses shall approve, or avoid that which they hold evil; his object being good or evil, the one he embraceth, the other he rejecteth; according to that aphorism, *Omnia appetunt bonum*, all things seek their own good, or at least seeming good. This power is inseparable from sense, for where sense is, there are likewise pleasure and pain. His organ is the same with the common sense, and is divided into two powers, or inclinations, concupiscible or irascible; or (as one translates it) coveting, anger, invading, or impugning. Concupiscible covets always pleasant and delightsome things, and abhors that which is distasteful, harsh, and unpleasant. Irascible, *quasi oversans per iram et odium*, as avoiding it with anger and indignation. All affections and perturbations arise out of these two fountains, which, although the Stoics make light of, we hold natural, and not to be resisted. The good affections are caused by some object of the same nature; and if present, they procure joy, which dilates the heart and preserves the body; if absent, they cause hope, love, desire, and concupiscence. The bad are simple or mixed; simple for some bad object present, as sorrow, which contracts the heart, macerates the soul, subverts the good estate of the body, hindering all the operations of it, causing melancholy, and many times death itself; or future, as fear. Out of these two arise these mixed affections and passions of anger, which is a desire of revenge; hatred, which is inveterate anger; zeal, which is offended with him who hurts that he loves; and *παθηκασία*, a compound affection of joy and hate, when we rejoice at other men’s mischief, and are grieved at their

1 T. W. Jesuite, in his Passions of the Mind.  2 Valerio.
prosperity; pride, self-love, emulation, envy, shame, &c., of which elsewhere.

Moving from place to place, is a faculty necessarily following the other. For in vain were it otherwise to desire and to abhor, if we had not likewise power to prosecute or eschew, by moving the body from place to place; by this faculty, therefore, we locally move the body, or any part of it, and go from one place to another. To the better performance of which, three things are requisite: that which moves; by what it moves; that which is moved. That which moves, is either the efficient cause, or end. The end is the object, which is desired or eschewed; as in a dog to catch a hare, &c. The efficient cause in man is reason, or his subordinate fantasy, which apprehends good or bad objects; in brutes, imagination alone, which moves the appetite, the appetite this faculty, which, by an admirable league of nature, and by mediation of the spirit, commands the organ by which it moves; and that consists of nerves, muscles, cords, dispersed through the whole body, contracted and relaxed as the spirits will, which move the muscles, or nerves in the midst of them, and draw the cord, and so per consequens, the joint, to the place intended. That which is moved, is the body or some member apt to move. The motion of the body is divers, as going, running, leaping, dancing, sitting, and such like, referred to the predicament of situs. Worms creep, birds fly, fishes swim; and so of parts, the chief of which is respiration or breathing, and is thus performed. The outward air is drawn in by the vocal artery, and sent by mediation of the midriff to the lungs, which, dilating themselves as a pair of bellows, reciprocally fetch it in, and send it out to the heart to cool it; and from thence now being hot, convey it again, still taking in fresh. Such a like motion is that of the pulse, of which, because many have written whole books, I will say nothing.

1 Nervi à spiritu movetur, spiritus ab anima, Melanct
SUBSECT. IX.—Of the Rational Soul.

In the precedent subsections I have anatomized those inferior faculties of the soul; the rational remaineth, "a pleasant but a doubtful subject" (as one terms it), and with the like brevity to be discussed. Many erroneous opinions are about the essence and original of it; whether it be fire, as Zeno held; harmony, as Aristoxenus; number, as Xenocrates; whether it be organical, or inorganical; seated in the brain, heart or blood; mortal or immortal; how it comes into the body. Some hold that it is ex traduce, as Phil. 1, de Anima, Tertullian, Lactantius de opific. Dei, cap. 19. Hugo, lib. de Spiritu et Anima, Vincentius Bellavic. spec. natural. lib. 23, cap. 2, et 11. Hippocrates, Avicenna, and many late writers; that one man begets another, body and soul; or as a candle from a candle, to be produced from the seed; otherwise, say they, a man begets but half a man, and is worse than a beast that begets both matter and form; and besides the three faculties of the soul must be together infused, which is most absurd as they hold, because in beasts they are begot, the two inferior I mean, and may not be well separated in men. Galen supposeth the soul erasim esse, to be the temperature itself; Trismegistus, Museus, Orpheus, Homer, Pindarus, Phæreides Syrus, Epicetus, with the Chaldees and Ægyptians, affirmed the soul to be immortal, as did those British Druids of old. The Pythagoreans defend Metempsychosis; and Palingenesia, that souls go from one body to another, epotâ prius Lethes undâ, as men into wolves, bears, dogs, hogs, as they were inclined in their lives, or participated in conditions.

† "inque ferinas
Possimus ire domus, pecudumque in corpora condi."
Lucian's cock was first Euphorbus a captain:

"Ille ego (nam memini) Trojani tempore bellii.
Panthoides Euphorbus eram."

A horse, a man, a sponge. 2 Julian the Apostate thought Alexander's soul was descended into his body: Plato in Timæo, and in his Phædon (for aught I can perceive), differs not much from this opinion, that it was from God at first, and knew all, but being inclosed in the body, it forgets, and learns anew, which he calls *reminiscencia*, or recalling, and that it was put into the body for a punishment; and thence it goes into a beast's, or man's, as appears by his pleasant fiction *de sortitione animarum*, lib. 10, *de rep.* and after 3 ten thousand years is to return into the former body again.

* "post varios annos, per mille figuras,
Rursus ad humanae fertur primordia vitae."


"(Præterea gigni pariter cum corpore, et unam
Crescere sensitum, pariterque senescere mentem.)" 4

Averroes, and I know not how many Neoterics. 5 "This question of the immortality of the soul, is diversely and wonderfully impugned and disputed, especially among the Italians of late," saith *Jub. Colerus, lib. de immort. animæ*, cap. 1. The popes themselves have doubted of it; Leo Decimus, that Epicurean pope, as § some record of him, caused this question to be discussed pro and con before him, and concluded at last, as a profane and atheistical moderator, with that
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1 In Gallo. Idem. 2 Nicephorus, hist. lib. 10, cap. 28. 3 Phaedo. 4 Clau-
dan, lib. 1, de rap. Prosop. 5 Bea- annus varii, ac mirabiliter impugnata,

did, we observe that the mind is born &c. 6 Colerus, ibid
verse of Cornelius Gallus, *Et reedit in nihilum, quod fuit ante nihil.* It began of nothing, and in nothing it ends. Zeno and his Stoics, as * Austin quotes him, supposed the soul so long to continue, till the body was fully putrefied, and resolved into *materia prima;* but after that, in *fumos evanescere,* to be extinguished and vanished; and in the mean time, whilst the body was consuming, it wandered all abroad, et *longinquuo multa annunciare,* and (as that Clazomenian Hermotimus averred) saw pretty visions, and suffered I know not what. † *Errant exangues sine corpore et ossibus umbr.* Others grant the immortality thereof, but they make many fabulous fictions in the mean time of it, after the departure from the body; like Plato's Elysian fields, and that Turkey paradise. The souls of good men they deified; the bad (saith ‡ Austin) became devils, as they supposed; with many such absurd tenets, which he hath confuted. Hierome, Austin, and other Fathers of the Church, hold that the soul is immortal, created of nothing, and so infused into the child or embryo in his mother's womb, six months after the conception; not as those of brutes, which are *ex traduce,* and dying with them vanish into nothing. To whose divine treaties, and to the Scriptures themselves, I rejourn all such atheistical spirits, as Tully did Atticus, doubting of this point, to Plato's Phaedon. Or if they desire philosophical proofs and demonstrations, I refer them to Niphus, Nic. Faventinus's tracts of this subject. To Fran. and John Picus in digress; sup. 3, de Animâ, Tholosanus, Eugubinus, to Soto, Canas, Thomas, Peresius, Dandinus, Colerus, to that elaborate tract in Zanchius, to Tolet's Sixty Reasons, and Lessius's Twenty-two Arguments, to prove the immortality of the soul. *Campanella lib. de Sensu rerum,* is large in the same discourse, Albertinus the Schoolman, Jacob. Nactantius, tom. 2, op. handleth it in four questions, Antony Brunus, Aonius Pala- arius, Marinus Marcennus, with many others. This reason-
able soul, which Austin calls a spiritual substance moving itself, is defined by philosophers to be “the first substantial act of a natural, humane, organical body, by which a man lives, perceives, and understands, freely doing all things, and with will.” Out of which definition we may gather, that this rational soul includes the powers, and performs the duties of the other two, which are contained in it, and all three faculties make one soul, which is inorganical of itself, although it be in all parts, and incorporeal, using their organs, and working by them. It is divided into two chief parts, differing in office only, not in essence. The understanding, which is the rational power apprehending; the will, which is the rational power moving; to which two, all the other rational powers are subject and reduced.

**Subsect. X.—Of the Understanding**

“Understanding is a power of the soul, ¹ by which we perceive, know, remember, and judge as well singulares, as universals, having certain innate notions or beginnings of arts, a reflecting action, by which it judgeth of his own doings, and examines them.” Out of this definition (besides his chief office, which is to apprehend, judge all that he performs, without the help of any instruments or organs) three differences appear betwixt a man and a beast. As first, the sense only comprehends singularities, the understanding universalities. Secondly, the sense hath no innate notions. Thirdly, brutes cannot reflect upon themselves. Bees indeed make neat and curious works, and many other creatures besides; but when they have done, they cannot judge of them. His object is God, *Ens*, all nature, and whatsoever is to be understood; which successively it apprehends. The object first moving the understanding, is some sensible thing; after by discoursing, the mind finds out the corporeal substance, and from thence the spiritual. His actions (some say) are apprehension, composition, division, discoursing, reasoning, memory,

---

¹ Melancthon.
which some include in invention, and judgment. The common divisions are of the understanding, agent, and patient; speculative, and practical; in habit, or in act; simple, or compound. The agent is that which is called the wit of man, *acumen* or subtilty, sharpness of invention, when he doth invent of himself without a teacher, or learns anew, which abstracts those intelligible species from the fantasy, and transfers them to the passive understanding, ¹ "because there is nothing in the understanding, which was not first in the sense." That which the imagination hath taken from the sense, this agent judgeth of, whether it be true or false; and being so judged he commits it to the passible to be kept. The agent is a doctor or teacher, the passive a scholar; and his office is to keep and further judge of such things as are committed to his charge; as a bare and rased table at first, capable of all forms and notions. Now these notions are two-fold, actions or habits; actions, by which we take notions of, and perceive things; habits, which are durable lights and notions, which we may use when we will. Some reckon up eight kinds of them, sense, experience, intelligence, faith, suspicion, error, opinion, science; to which are added art, prudence, wisdom; as also ² synteresis, *dictamen rationis*, conscience; so that in all there be fourteen species of the understanding, of which some are innate, as the three last mentioned; the other are gotten by doctrine, learning, and use. Plato will have all to be innate; Aristotle reckons up but five intellectual habits; two practical, as prudence, whose end is to practise; to fabricate; wisdom to comprehend the use and experiments of all notions and habits whatsoever. Which division of Aristotle (if it be considered aright) is all one with the precedent; for three being innate, and five acquisite, the rest are improper, imperfect, and in a more strict examination excluded. Of all these I should more amply dilate, but my subject will not permit. Three of them

¹ Nihil in intellectu, quod non prius fuerat in sensu. Velcrolo. ² The pure part of the conscience.
I will only point at, as more necessary to my following discourse.

Synteresis, or the purer part of the conscience, is an innate habit, and doth signify "a conversation of the knowledge of the law of God and Nature, to know good or evil." And (as our divines hold) it is rather in the understanding than in the will. This makes the major proposition in a practical syllogism. The dictamen rationis is that which doth admonish us to do good or evil, and is the minor in the syllogism. The conscience is that which approves good or evil, justifying or condemning our actions, and is the conclusion of the syllogism; as in that familiar example of Regulus the Roman, taken prisoner by the Carthaginians, and suffered to go to Rome, on that condition he should return again, or pay so much for his ransom. The synteresis proposeth the question; his word, oath, promise, is to be religiously kept, although to his enemy, and that by the law of nature. 1 "Do not that to another which thou wouldst not have done to thyself." Dictamen applies it to him, and dictates this or the like: Regulus, thou wouldst not another man should falsify his oath, or break promise with thee; conscience concludes, therefore, Regulus, thou dost well to perform thy promise, and oughtest to keep thine oath. More of this in Religious Melancholy.

Subsect. XI.—Of the Will.

WILL is the other power of the rational soul, 2 "which covets or avoids such things as have been before judged and apprehended by the understanding." If good, it approves; if evil, it abhors it; so that his object is either good or evil. Aristotle calls this our rational appetite; for as, in the sensitive, we are moved to good or bad by our appetite, ruled and directed by sense; so in this we are carried by reason. Besides, the sensitive appetite hath a particular object, good or

1 Quod tibi fieri non vis, alteri ne feceris.
2 Ex ab intellectu monstratas recipit, vel rejet; approbat, vel improbat, Philip. Igniti nulli cupidio.
bad; this an universal, immaterial; that respects only things
delectable and pleasant; this honest. Again, they differ in
liberty. The sensual appetite seeing an object, if it be a
convenient good, cannot but desire it; if evil, avoid it; but
this is free in his essence, \textsuperscript{1} "much now depraved, obscured,
and fallen from his first perfection; yet in some of his oper-
ations still free," as to go, walk, move at his pleasure, and to
choose whether it will do or not do, steal or not steal. Other-
wise, in vain were laws, deliberations, exhortations, counsel,
precepts, rewards, promises, threats and punishments; and
God should be the author of sin. But in \textsuperscript{2} spiritual things
we will no good, prone to evil (except we be regenerate, and
led by the Spirit), we are egged on by our natural concupis-
cence, and there is \textit{ātēia}, a confusion in our powers, \textsuperscript{3} "our
whole will is averse from God and his law," not in natural
things only, as to eat and drink, lust, to which we are led
headlong by our temperature and inordinate appetite,

\textsuperscript{4} "Nec nos obniti contra, nec tendere tantum
Sufficimus,"

we cannot resist, our concupiscence is originally bad, our
heart evil, the seat of our affections captivates and enforces
our will. So that in voluntary things we are averse from
God and goodness, bad by nature, by \textsuperscript{5} ignorance worse,
art, discipline, custom, we get many bad habits; suffering
them to domineer and tyrannize over us; and the devil is
still ready at hand with his evil suggestions, to tempt our
deprecated will to some ill-disposed action, to precipitate us to
destruction, except our will be swayed and counterpoised
again with some divine precepts, and good motions of the
spirit, which many times restrain, hinder and check us, when
we are in the full career of our dissolute courses. So David
corrected himself, when he had Saul at a vantage. Revenge

\textsuperscript{1} Melancthon. \textit{Operationes plerumque}
ferae, etc. libera sit illa in essentia sua.
\textsuperscript{2} In civilibus libera, sed non in spiritual-
bus Osiander.
\textsuperscript{3} Tota voluntas avertas
\textsuperscript{4} Dec. Omnis homo mendax. \textsuperscript{5} Virg.
\textit{We are neither able to contend against
them, nor only to make way."
\textsuperscript{6} Vel
propter ignorantiam, quod bonus studiis
non sit instructus mens ut debuit, aut di-
vinae preceptis exculti.
and malice were as two violent oppugners on the one side; but honesty, religion, fear of God, withheld him on the other.

The actions of the will are velle and nolle, to will and nill; which two words comprehend all, and they are good or bad, accordingly as they are directed, and some of them freely performed by himself; although the Stoics absolutely deny it, and will have all things inevitably done by destiny, imposing a fatal necessity upon us, which we may not resist; yet we say that our will is free in respect of us, and things contingent, howsoever in respect of God's determinate counsel, they are inevitable and necessary. Some other actions of the will are performed by the inferior powers, which obey him, as the sensitive and moving appetite; as to open our eyes, to go hither and thither, not to touch a book, to speak fair or foul; but this appetite is many times rebellious in us, and will not be contained within the lists of sobriety and temperance. It was (as I said) once well agreeing with reason, and there was an excellent consent and harmony between them, but that is now dissolved, they often jar, reason is overborne by passion:

Fertur equis auriga, nec audit currus habenas, as so many wild horses run away with a chariot, and will not be curbed. We know many times what is good, but will not do it, as she said,

1 "Trahit invitum nova vis, alludque cupidis,
Mens allud suadet,"

Lust counsels one thing, reason another, there is a new reluctancy in men. *Odi, nec possum, cupiens, non esse quod odi.* We cannot resist, but as Phaedra confessed to her nurse, *quae loqueris, vera sunt, sed furor suggerit sequi pejora;* she said well and true, she did acknowledge it, but headstrong passion and fury made her to do that which was opposite. So David knew the filthiness of his fact, what a loathsome foul, crying sin adultery was, yet notwithstanding, he would commit murder, and take away another man's wife, enforced against reason, religion, to follow his appetite.

Those natural and vegetal powers are not commanded by will at all; for "who can add one cubit to his stature?" These other may, but are not; and thence come all those headstrong passions, violent perturbations of the mind; and many times vicious habits, customs, feral diseases; because we give so much way to our appetite, and follow our inclination, like so many beasts. The principal habits are two in number, virtue and vice, whose peculiar definitions, descriptions, differences, and kinds, are handled at large in the ethics, and are, indeed, the subject of moral philosophy.

MEMB. III.

SUBSECT. I.—Definition of Melancholy, Name, Difference.

Having thus briefly anatomized the body and soul of man, as a preparative to the rest; I may now freely proceed to treat of my intended object, to most men's capacity; and after many ambages, perspicuously define what this melancholy is, show his name and differences. The name is imposed from the matter, and disease denominated from the material cause; as Bruel observes, Melancholia quasi Melane χολή, from black choler. And whether it be a cause or an effect, a disease or symptom, let Donatus Altmarius and Salvianus decide; I will not contend about it. It hath several descriptions, notations, and definitions. ¹ Fracastorius, in his second book of intellect, calls those melancholy, "whom abundance of that same depraved humour of black choler hath so misaffected, that they become mad thence, and dote in most things, or in all, belonging to election, will, or other manifest operations of the understanding." ² Melanelius out of Galen, Ruffus, Ætius, describe it to be "a bad and

¹ Melancholicos vocamus, quos exubera tatis vel pravitas Melancholia lata male habet, ut inde insaniat vel in omnibus, vel in pluribus illeque manifestis sive ad rectam rationem, voluntatem pertinent, vel electionem, vel intellectus operationis.
² Pessimum et pertinaciedium morbum qui homines in bruta degenerare cogit.
peevish disease, which makes men degenerate into beasts:" Galen, "a privation or infection of the middle cell of the head," &c., defining it from the part affected, which ¹ Hercule de Saxoniá approves, lib. 1, cap. 16, calling it "a deprivation of the principal function;" Fusciius, lib. 1, cap. 23, Arnoldus Breviar. lib. 1, cap. 18, Guianerius, and others; "By reason of black choler," Paulus adds. Halyabbas simply calls it a "commotion of the mind." Aretæus, ² "a perpetual anguish of the soul, fastened on one thing, without an ague;" which definition of his, Mercurialis de affect. cap. lib. 1, cap. 10, taxeth; but Ælianus Montaltus defends, lib. de morb. cap. 1, de Melan. for sufficient and good. The common sort define it to be "a kind of dotage without a fever, having for his ordinary companions, fear and sadness, without any apparent occasion. So doth Laurentius, cap. 4, Piso, lib. 1, cap. 43, Donatus Altmarunus, cap. 7, art. medic. Jacchinius, in com. in lib. 9, Rhasis ad Almansor, cap. 15. Valesius exc. 17, Fusciius, institut. 3, sec. 1, c. 11, &c., which common definition, howsoever approved by most, ³ Hercules de Saxoniá will not allow of; nor David Crucius, Theat. mor. Herb. lib. 2, cap. 6, he holds it insufficient; "as rather showing what it is not, than what it is;" as omitting the specific difference, the fantasy and brain; but I descend to particulars. The sumnum genus is "dotage, or anguish of the mind," saith Aretæus; "of the principal parts," Hercules de Saxoniá adds, to distinguish it from cramp and palsy, and such diseases as belong to the outward sense and motions [depraved] ⁴ to distinguish it from folly and madness (which Montaltus makes angor animi; to separate) in which those functions are not deprived, but rather abolished; [without an ague] is added by all, to separate it from frenzy, and that melancholy which is in a pestilent fever. (Fear and sorrow) make it differ from madness; [without a cause] is

¹ Panth. med. ² Angor animi in
² Angor animi in
³ Cap. 13, l. 1. ⁴ Excessus definition mor-
³ Cap. 13, l. 1. ⁴ Excessus definition mor-
⁴ quid non sit putius quam quid sit, ex-
⁴ quid non sit putius quam quid sit, ex-
⁴ Herc. de Sax. cap. 1, tract. de Melanc.
lastly inserted, to specify it from all other ordinary passions of [fear and sorrow]. We properly call that dotage, as 1 Laurentius interprets it, "when some one principal faculty of the mind, as imagination, or reason, is corrupted, as all melancholy persons have." It is without a fever, because the humour is most part cold and dry, contrary to putrefaction. Fear and sorrow are the true characters and inseparable companions of most melancholy, not all, as Hen. de Saxoniiā, Tract. de posthumo de Melancholia, cap. 2, well excepts; for to some it is most pleasant, as to such as laugh most part; some are bold again, and free from all manner of fear and grief, as hereafter shall be declared.


Some difference I find amongst writers, about the principal part affected in this disease, whether it be the brain, or heart, or some other member. Most are of opinion that it is the brain; for being a kind of dotage, it cannot otherwise be but that the brain must be affected, as a similar part, be it by * consent or essence, not in his ventricles, or any obstructions in them for then it would be an apoplexy, or epilepsy, as 2 Laurentius well observes, but in a cold, dry distemper of it in his substance, which is corrupt and become too cold, or too dry, or else too hot, as in madmen, and such as are inclined to it; and this 3 Hippocrates confirms, Galen, the Arabians, and most of our new writers. Marcus de Oddis (in a consultation of his, quoted by 4 Hildesheim) and five others there cited are of the contrary part; because fear and sorrow, which are passions, be seated in the heart. But this objection is sufficiently answered by 5 Montaltus, who doth not deny that the heart is affected (as 6 Melanelius proves out of Galen) by reason of his vicinity, and so is the midriff and many other

1 Cap. 4, de mel.    * Per consensum sive per essentiam.  2 Cap. 4, de mel.     3 Sec. 7, de mor. vulgar. lib. 6.  4 Spel. de melancholla.  5 Cap. 8, de mel.  pars affecta cerebrum sive per consensum, sive per cerebrum contingat, et processum auctoritate et ratione stabilitur.  6 Lib. de Mel. Cor vero vicinitatis ratione unĭ afficitur, acceptum transversum ac sive achus cum dorsali spina, &c.
parts. They do compati, and have a fellow-feeling by the law of nature; but forasmuch as this malady is caused by precedent imagination, with the appetite, to whom spirits obey, and are subject to those principal parts, the brain must needs primarily be misaffected, as the seat of reason; and then the heart, as the seat of affection. \(^1\) Cappivaccius and Mercurialis have copiously discussed this question, and both conclude the subject is the inner brain, and from thence it is communicated to the heart and other inferior parts, which sympathize and are much troubled, especially when it comes by consent, and is caused by reason of the stomach, or myrach, as the Arabians term it, whole body, liver, or spleen, which are seldom free, pylorus, meseraic veins, &c. For our body is like a clock, if one wheel be amiss, all the rest are disordered; the whole fabric suffers; with such admirable art and harmony is a man composed, such excellent proportion, as Ludovicus Vives in his Fable of Man hath elegantly declared.

As many doubts almost arise about the affection, whether it be imagination or reason alone, or both, Hercules de Saxoniā proves it out of Galen, Ætius, and Altomarus, that the sole fault is in imagination. Bruel is of the same mind; Montaltus in his 2 cap. of Melancholy confutes this tenet of theirs, and illustrates the contrary by many examples: as of him that thought himself a shell-fish, of a nun, and of a desperate monk that would not be persuaded but that he was damned; reason was in fault as well as imagination, which did not correct this error; they make away themselves oftentimes, and suppose many absurd and ridiculous things. Why doth not reason detect the fallacy, settle and persuade, if she be free? \(^5\) Avicenna therefore holds both corrupt, to whom most Arabians subscribe. The same is maintained by \(^6\) Areteus, \(^7\) Gorgoniā, Guianerius, &c. To

\(^1\) Lib. 1. cap. 10. Subiectum est cerebrum interius. \(^2\) Raro quiquam tu- 
mus fuit et fictu, qui hoc morbo 
afflictur, Ptole. Quis affectas. \(^3\) See 
enunt. ab Altomar. \(^4\) Facultas imagi-
nandi, non cogitandi, nec memorandi 
lause hic. \(^5\) Lib. 3. Pan. 1. Tract. 4, 
cap. 8. \(^6\) Lib. 3. cap. 5. \(^7\) Lib Med. 
cap. 10, part. 2, Tract. 15, cap 2.
end the controversy, no man doubts of imagination, but that it is hurt and misaffected here; for the other, I determine with Albertinus Bottonus, a doctor of Padua, that it is first in "imagination, and afterwards in reason; if the disease be inveterate, or as it is more or less of continuance; but by accident," as Her. de Saxoniä adds; "faith, opinion, discourse, ratiocination, are all accidentally depraved by the default of imagination."

**Parties affected.**] To the part affected, I may here add the parties, which shall be more opportunely spoken of elsewhere, now only signified. Such as have the moon, Saturn, Mercury misaffected in their genitures, such as live in over cold, or over hot climes; such as are born of melancholy parents; as offend in those six non-natural things, are black, or of a high sanguine complexion, that have little heads, that have a hot heart, moist brain, hot liver and cold stomach, have been long sick; such as are solitary by nature, great students, given to much contemplation, lead a life out of action, are most subject to melancholy. Of sexes both, but men more often; yet women misaffected are far more violent, and grievously troubled. Of seasons of the year, the autumn is most melancholy. Of peculiar times: old age, from which natural melancholy is almost an inseparable accident; but this artificial malady is more frequent in such as are of a middle age. Some assign forty years, Gariopontus thirty. Jubertus excepts neither young nor old from this adventitious. Daniel Sennertus involves all of all sorts, out of common experience, in omnibus omnino corporibus extensae constitutionis dominatur. Ætius and Aretius ascribe into the number "not only discontented, passionate, and miserable persons, swarthy, black; but such as are most

---


3 Aretaeus, lib. 3, cap. 5. 4 Qua propt. statum sunt. Arist. Meditis commentatibus, Piso. De quartano. — 5 Lib. 1, part. 2, cap. 11. 6 Prima ad Melancholiam non tam monstrum sed et hilaris, jocosat, cachinnantes, iritantes, et, qui parumque prærubri sunt.
merry and pleasant, scoffers, and high coloured.” “Generally,” saith Rhasis, 1 “the finest wits and most generous spirits, are before other obnoxious to it;” I cannot except any complexion, any condition, sex, or age, but 2 fools and Stoics, which, according to 3 Synesius, are never troubled with any manner of passion, but as Anacreon’s cicada, sine sanguine et dolore; similis ferè diis sunt. Erasmus vindicates fools from this melancholy catalogue, because they have most part moist brains and light hearts; 4 they are free from ambition, envy, shame and fear; they are neither troubled in conscience, nor macerated with cares, to which our whole life is most subject.

SUBSECT. III.—Of the Matter of Melancholy.

Of the matter of melancholy, there is much question betwixt Avicen and Galen, as you may read in 5 Cardan’s Contradictions, 6 Valesius’s Controversies, Montanus, Prosper Calenus, Cappivaccius, 7 Bright, 8 Ficinus, that have written either whole tracts, or copiously of it, in their several treatises of this subject. 9 “What this humour is, or whence it proceeds, how it is engendered in the body, neither Galen, nor any old writer, hath sufficiently discussed, as Jacchinius thinks; the Neoterics cannot agree. Montanus, in his Consultations, holds melancholy to be material or immaterial; and so doth Arculanus; the material is one of the four humours before mentioned, and natural. The immaterial or adventitious, acquisitive, redundant, unnatural, artificial; which * Hercules de Saxoniâ will have reside in the spirits alone, and to proceed from a 4 hot, cold, dry, moist distemperature, which,
without matter, alter the brain and functions of it. Paracelsus wholly rejects and derides this division of four humours and complexions, but our Galenists generally approve of it, subscribing to this opinion of Montanus.

This material melancholy is either simple or mixed; offending in quantity or quality, varying according to his place, where it settleth, as brain, spleen, meseraic veins, heart, womb, and stomach; or differing according to the mixture of those natural humours amongst themselves, or four unnatural adust humours, as they are diversely tempered and mingled. If natural melancholy abound in the body, which is cold and dry, "so that it be more than the body is well able to bear, it must needs be distempered," saith Faventius, "and diseased;" and so the other, if it be depraved, whether it arise from that other melancholy of choler adust, or from blood, produceth the like effects, and is, as Montaltus contends, if it come by adustion of humours, most part hot and dry. Some difference I find, whether this melancholy matter may be engendered of all four humours, about the colour and temper of it. Galen holds it may be engendered of three alone, excluding phlegm, or pituita, whose true assertion Valesius and Menardus stiffly maintain, and so doth Fuschius, Montaltus, Montanus. How (say they) can white become black? But Hercules de Saxoniâ, lib. post. de mela. c. 8, and Cardan are of the opposite part (it may be engendered of phlegm, etsi raro contingat, though it seldom come to pass), so is Guianerius and Laurentius, c. 1, with Mclanct. in his Book de Animâ, and Chap. of Humours; he calls it Asininam, dull, swinish melancholy, and saith that he was an eye-witness of it; so is Wecker. From melancholy adust ariseth one kind; from choler another, which is most brutish; another from phlegm, which is dull; and the last from blood, which is best. Of these some are cold and dry,
others hot and dry, varying according to their mixtures, as they are intended, and remitted. And indeed as Rodericus à Fons. cons. 12, 1, determines, ichors, and those serous matters being thickened become phlegm, and phlegm degenerates into choler, choler adjust becomes aeruginosa melancholica, as vinegar out of purest wine putrefied or by exhalation of purer spirits is so made, and becomes sour and sharp; and from the sharpness of this humour proceeds much waking, troublesome thoughts and dreams, &c., so that I conclude as before. If the humour be cold, it is, saith Faventinus, "a cause of dotage, and produceuth milder symptoms; if hot, they are rash, raving mad, or inclining to it." If the brain be hot, the animal spirits are hot; much madness follows, with violent actions; if cold, fatuity and sottishness, Cappiaccius. "... The colour of this mixture varies likewise according to the mixture, be it hot or cold; 'tis sometimes black, sometimes not, Altoranus. The same Melanelius proves out of Galen; and Hippocrates in his Book of Melancholy (if at least be his), giving instance in a burning coal, "which, when it is hot, shines; when it is cold, looks black; and so doth the humour." This diversity of melancholy matter produceuth diversity of effects. If it be within the body, and not putrefied, it causeth black jaundice; if putrefied, a quartan ague; if it break out to the skin, leprosy; if to parts, several maladies, as scurvy, &c. If it trouble the mind, as it is diversely mixed, it produceuth several kinds of madness and dotage; of which in their place.

SUBSECT. IV.—Of the species or kinds of Melancholy.

When the matter is divers and confused, how should it otherwise be, but that the species should be divers and confused? Many new and old writers have spoken confusedly

\[1\] Varie adstructur, et miscetur, unde varie amentum species Melanch. \[2\] Humor frigidos delirii causa, furoris calidus, &c. \[3\] Lib. 1, cap. 10, de affect. cap. \[4\] Nigrus hic humor, aliquando supercalfeactus, aliquando superfrigefactus, &c. \[5\] Humor hic niger aliquando prater modum ealefactus, et alias refrigeratus erit: non revocibus carbolis sed quid simile accidit, qui durante flammea pelliculissime candidet, at extincta proraus nigrescunt. Hippocrates.
\[6\] Galenicius, diff. 2, cap. 7
of it, confounding melancholy and madness, as 1 Heurnius, Guianerius, Gordonius, Salustius, Salvianus, Jason Praten-
sis, Savanarola, that will have madness no other than melan-
choly in extent, differing (as I have said) in degrees. Some
make two distinct species, as Ruffus Ephesius, an old writer,
Constantinus Africanus, Aretæus, 2 Aurelianus, 3 Paulus Ægi-
neta; others acknowledge a multitude of kinds, and leave
them indefinite, as Ætius in his Tetrabiblos. 4 Avicenna, lib.
8, Fen. 1, Tract. 4, cap. 18. Arculanus, cap. 16, in 9. Rasis,
Montanus, med. part. 1. 6 "If natural melancholy be adjus,
it maketh one kind; if blood, another; if choler, a third, dif-
fering from the first; and so many several opinions there are
about the kinds, as there be men themselves." 5 Hercules
de Saxoniiæ sets down two kinds, "material and immaterial;
one from spirits alone, the other from humours and spirits."
Savanarola, Rub. 11, Tract. 6, cap. 1, de aegritud. capit.
will have the kinds to be infinite; one from the myrach,
called myracchialis of the Arabians; another stomachalis,
from the stomach; another from the liver, heart, womb,
hemrods; 6 "one beginning, another consummate." Melanc-
thon seconds him, 7 "as the humour is diversely adjus and
mixed, so are the species divers;" but what these men speak
of species I think ought to be understood of symptoms, and so
doeth 8 Arculanus interpret himself; infinite species, id est,
symptoms; and in that sense, as Io. Gorcheus acknowledgeth
in his medicinal definitions, the species are infinite, but they
may be reduced to three kinds by reason of their seat; head,
body, and hypochondries. This threefold division is approved
by Hippocrates in his Book of Melancholy, (if it be his, which
some suspect,) by Galen, lib. 3, de loc. affectis, cap. 6, by
Alexander, lib. 1, cap. 16, Rasis, lib. 1, Continent. Tract.
lb. 1, cap. 16, Avicenna, and most of our new writers. Th-

---

1 Non est mania, nisi extensa melancholia. 2 Cap. 6, lib. 1. 3 2 Ser. 2, cap. 9. Morbus hic est omniumarius.
Species indefinitae sunt. 4 Si adurfatur nativitas melancholia, sit fit species, si sanguis sita, si flavibilis sita, diversa à
primis: maxima est inter has differentias, et tot Doctorum sententias, quot ipsius nume sunt. 5 Tract. de mel. cap. 1.
Quedam incipientia quaedam consummata. 7 Cap. de humor. lib. de anima.
varia aduritur et miscitur ipsa melancholia, unde varie amentium species.
8 Cap. 16, in 9 Rasis.
Erastus makes two kinds; one perpetual, which is head melancholy; the other interrupt, which comes and goes by fits, which he subdivides into the other two kinds, so that all comes to the same pass. Some again make four or five kinds, with Rodericus à Castro, de morbis mulier. lib. 2, cap. 3, and Lod. Mercatus, who, in his second book de mulier. affect. cap. 4, will have that melancholy of nuns, widows, and more ancient maids, to be a peculiar species of melancholy differing from the rest; some will reduce enthusiasts, ecstasy and demoniacal persons to this rank, adding 1 love melancholy to the first, and lycanthropia. The most received division is into three kinds. The first proceeds from the sole fault of the brain, and is called head melancholy; the second sympathetically proceeds from the whole body, when the whole temperature is melancholy; the third ariseth from the bowels, liver, spleen, or membrane, called mesenterium, named hypochondriacal or windy melancholy, which 2 Laurentius subdivides into three parts; from these three members, hepatic, splenetic, meseric. Love melancholy, which Avicenna calls Hisha; and Lycanthropia, which he calls eucubuthe, are commonly included in head melancholy; but of this last, which Gerardus de Solo calls amoreus, and most knight melancholy, with that of religious melancholy, virginum et viduarum, maintained by Rod. à Castro and Mercatus, and the other kinds of love melancholy, I will speak of apart by themselves in my third partition. The three precedent species are the subject of my present discourse, which I will anatomize and treat of through all their causes, symptoms, cures, together and apart; that every man that is in any measure affected with this malady, may know how to examine it in himself; and apply remedies unto it.

It is a hard matter, I confess, to distinguish these three species one from the other, to express their several causes, symptoms, cures, being that they are so often confounded amongst themselves, having such affinity, that they can

1 Laurentius, cap. 4, de mel. 2 Cap. 33
scarce be discerned by the most accurate physicians; and so often intermixed with other diseases that the best experienced have been plunged. Montanus *constil. 26*, names a patient that had this disease of melancholy and caninus appetitus both together; and *constil. 28*, with vertigo, *Julius Caesar Claudinus*, with stone, gout, jaundice. Trincavellius with an ague, jaundice, caninus appetitus, &c. *Paulus Regolino*, a great doctor in his time, consulted in this case, was so confounded with a confusion of symptoms, that he knew not to what kind of melancholy to refer it. *Trincavellius, Fallopius*, and *Francazanatus*, famous doctors in Italy, all three conferred with about one party, at the same time, gave three different opinions. And in another place, Trincavellius being demanded what he thought of a melancholy young man to whom he was sent for, ingenuously confessed that he was indeed melancholy, but he knew not to what kind to reduce it. In his seventeenth consultation there is the like disagreement about a melancholy monk. Those symptoms, which others ascribe to misaffected parts and humours, *Here de Saxonià* attributes wholly to distempered spirits, and those immaterial, as I have said. Sometimes they cannot well discern this disease from others. In Reinerus Solinander's counsels, (Sect. *constil. 5*) he and Dr. Brande both agreed, that the patient's disease was hypochondriacal melancholy. Dr. Matholdus said it was asthma, and nothing else. *Solinander and Guarionius*, lately sent for to the melancholy Duke of Cleve, with others, could not define what species it was, or agree amongst themselves. The species are so confounded, as in Caesar Claudinus, his forty-fourth consultation for a Polonian Count, in his judgment *“he laboured of head melancholy, and that which proceeds from the whole temperature both at once.”* I could give instance of some that have had all three kinds *semel et simul*, and some successively. So that I conclude of our melancholy species, as † many politicians

---

1 *480 et 116. consult. constil. 12,* *13. tract. posth. de melan.*  
2 *Hildesheim, spicel. 2. fol. 169.*  
3 *Trincavellius tom. 2, constil. 15 et 16.*  
4 *Cap. Laboravit per essenti- * 
5 *tiam et a toto corpore.*  
6 *Machiavel*
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do of their pure forms of commonwealths, monarchies, aris-
tocracies, democracies, are most famous in contemplation, but
in practice they are temperate and usually mixed, (so * Poly-
bius informeth us,) as the Lacedemonian, the Roman of old,
German now, and many others. What physicians say of dis-
tinct species in their books it much matters not, since that in
their patients' bodies they are commonly mixed. In such ob-
scenity, therefore, variety and confused mixture of symptoms,
causes, how difficult a thing is it to treat of several kinds
apart; to make any certainty or distinction among so many
casualties, distractions, when seldom two men shall be like
affected per omnia? 'Tis hard, I confess, yet nevertheless I
will adventure through the midst of these perplexities, and,
led by the clue or thread of the best writers, extricate my-
self out of a labyrinth of doubts and errors, and so proceed
to the causes.

SECT. II. MEMB. I.


"It is in vain to speak of cures, or think of remedies,
until such time as we have considered of the causes," so
Galen prescribes Glauco; and the common experience of
others confirms that those cures must be imperfect, lame,
and to no purpose, wherein the causes have not first been
searched, as Prosperi Calenius well observes in his tract de
altı bila to Cardinal Cassius. Insomuch that Fernelius puts
a kind of necessity in the knowledge of the causes, and without
which it is impossible to cure or prevent any manner of dis-

1 Smithus de rep. Angl. cap. 8. lib. I.
2 Basculius discurs. polit. discur. sect. 6. cap. 7.
3 Arist. t. 3. polit. cap. ult. Keckermann,
silt. &c. * Lib. 5. 1 Primo arís
4 Nostri præmum sit proporc-
5i affectionum causas indagare; res ipsa
herbari videtur, nam aliquã carum cura-
6 cio manca et inutilis esset. 2 Path. lib.
b. 1. cap. 11. Rerum cognoscere causam,
medicis imprima necessarium, sine qua
1 nec moribus curare, nec precariare host

...
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oughly root out; sublatā causā tollitur effectus, as the saying is, if the cause be removed, the effect is likewise vanquished. It is a most difficult thing (I confess) to be able to discern these causes whence they are, and in such variety to say what the beginning was. He is happy that can perform it aright. I will adventure to guess as near as I can, and rip them all up, from the first to the last, general and particular, to every species, that so they may the better be discerned.

General causes are either supernatural or natural. "Supernatural are from God and his angels, or by God's permission from the devil" and his ministers. That God himself is a cause for the punishment of sin, and satisfaction of his justice, many examples and testimonies of holy Scriptures make evident unto us, Ps. cvii. 17. "Foolish men are plagued for their offence, and by reason of their wickedness." Gehazi was struck with leprosy, 2 Reg. v. 27. Jehoram with dysentery and flux, and great diseases of the bowels, 2 Chron. xxi. 15. David plagued for numbering his people, 1 Par. 21. Sodom and Gomorrah swallowed up. And this disease is peculiarly specified, Psalm cxxxvii. 12. "He brought down their heart through heaviness." Deut. xxviii. 28. "He struck them with madness, blindness, and astonishment of heart." "An evil spirit was sent by the Lord upon Saul, to vex him." Nebuchadnezzar did eat grass like an ox, and his "heart was made like the beasts of the field." Heathen stories are full of such punishments. Lycurgus, because he cut down the vines in the country, was by Bacchus driven into madness; so was Pentheus and his mother Agave for neglecting their sacrifice. Censor Fulvius ran mad for uniting Juno's temple, to cover a new one of his own, which he had dedicated to Fortune, and was confounded to death, with grief and sorrow of heart." When Xerxes would have spoiled Apollo's temple at Delphos of

1 Tanta enim morbi varietas ac differentia, ut non facile discernatur unde initium morbus sumpserit. Melanèius & Galen. 2 Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere causas. 3 1 Sam. xvi. 14. Dan. v. 21. 4 Laet. inst. lib. 2. cap. 3. 6 Mentis captus, et summo auri moerore consumptus. * Munster. cosmog. lib. 4. cap. 43. de orce subterraneo.abantur, tumquam insani de saxis precipitati, &c.
those infinite riches it possessed, a terrible thunder came from heaven and struck four thousand men dead, the rest ran mad. A little after, the like happened to Brennus, lightning, thunder, earthquakes, upon such a sacrilegious occasion. If we may believe our pontifical writers, they will relate unto us many strange and prodigious punishments in this kind, inflicted by their saints. How *Clodoveus, sometime King of France, the son of Dagobert, lost his wits for uncovering the body of St. Denis; and how a sacrilegious Frenchman, that would have stolen a silver image of St. John, at Birgburse, became frantic on a sudden, raging, and tyrannizing over his own flesh; of a Lord of Rhadnor, that coming from hunting late at night, put his dogs into St. Avan’s church, (Llan Avan they called it), and rising betimes next morning, as hunters use to do, found all his dogs mad, himself being suddenly stricken blind. Of Tyridates, an Armenian king, for violating some holy nuns, that was punished in like sort, with loss of his wits. But poets and papists may go together for fabulous tales; let them free their own credits; howsoever they feign of their Nemesis, and of their saints, or by the devil’s means may be deluded; we find it true, that _ultor a tergo Deus_, *He is God the avenger,* as David styles him; and that it is our crying sins that pull this and many other maladies on our own heads. That he can by his angels, which are his ministers, strike and heal (saith Dionysius) whom he will; that he can plague us by his creatures, sun, moon, and stars, which he useth as his instruments, as a husbandman (saith Zanchius) doth a hatchet; hail, snow, winds, &c. *Et conjurati veniunt in classicca venti:* as in Joshua’s time, as in Pharaoh’s reign in Egypt; they are but as so many executioners of his justice. He can make the proudest spirits stoop, and cry out with Julian the apostate,


Vicisti, Galilæ; or with Apollo's priest in ¹ Chrysostom, O cælum! o terra! unde hostis hic? What an enemy is this? And pray with David, acknowledging his power, "I am weakened and sore broken, I roar for the grief of mine heart, mine heart panteth," &c., Psalm xxxviii. 8. "O Lord rebuke me not in thine anger, neither chastise me in thy wrath," Psalm xxxviii. 1. "Make me to hear joy and gladness, that the bones which thou hast broken, may rejoice," Psalm li. 8; and verse 12, "Restore to me the joy of thy salvation, and stablish me with thy free spirit." For these causes belike ² Hippocrates would have a physician take special notice whether the disease come not from a divine supernatural cause, or whether it follow the course of nature. But this is farther discussed by Fran. Valesius de sacr. philos. cap. 8. ³ Fernelius, and ⁴ J. Cæsar Claudinus, to whom I refer you, how this place of Hippocrates is to be understood. Paracelsus is of opinion, that such spiritual diseases (for so he calls them) are spiritually to be cured, and not otherwise. Ordinary means in such cases will not avail; Non est reluctantum cum Deo (we must not struggle with God). When that monster-taming Hercules overcame all in the Olympics, Jupiter at last in an unknown shape wrestled with him; the victory was uncertain, till at length Jupiter descried himself, and Hercules yielded. No striving with supreme powers. Nīl juvat i̇nmensos Cratero promittere montes, physicians and physic can do no good,* "we must submit ourselves unto the mighty hand of God," acknowledge our offences, call to him for mercy. If he strike us, una eademque manus vulner opem-que feret, as it is with them that are wounded with the spear of Achilles, he alone must help; otherwise our diseases are incurable, and we not to be relieved.

¹ De Babilit Martyr. ² Lib. cap. 5. sis. ³ Respons. med. 12, resp. ⁴ Prog. ⁵ Lib. 1, de Abditis rerum cau- Pet. v. 6.
SUBSECT. II.—A Digression of the nature of Spirits, bad Angels, or Devils, and how they cause Melancholy.

How far the power of spirits and devils doth extend, and whether they can cause this, or any other disease, is a serious question, and worthy to be considered; for the better understanding of which, I will make a brief digression of the nature of spirits. And although the question be very obscure, according to 1 Postellus, “full of controversy and ambiguity,” beyond the reach of human capacity, _fatior excedere vires intentionis meae_, saith *Austin, I confess I am not able to understand it, _finitum de infinito non potest statuere_, we can sooner determine with Tully, _de nat. deorum, quid non sint quam quid sint_, our subtle schoolmen, Cardans, Scaligers, profound Thomists, Fraenactoriana and Ferneliana _acies_, are weak, dry, obscure, defective in these mysteries, and all our quickest wits, as an owl’s eyes at the sun’s light, wax dull, and are not sufficient to apprehend them; yet, as in the rest, I will venture to say something to this point. In former times, as we read Acts xxiii., the Sadducees denied that there were any such spirits, devils, or angels. So did Galen the physician, the Peripatetics, even Aristotle himself, as Pomponatius stoutly maintains, and Scaliger in some sort grants. Though Dandinus the Jesuit, _com. in lib. 2, de anima_, stiffly denies it; _substantiae separateae_ and intelligences, are the same which Christians call angels, and Platonists devils, for they name all the spirits, _ daemones_, be they good or bad angels, as Julius Pollux Onomasticon, _lib. 1, cap. 1_, observes. Epicures and atheists are of the same mind in general, because they never saw them. Plato, Plotinus, Porphyrius, Jamblichus, Proclus, insisting in the steps of Trismegistus, Pythagoras and Socrates, make no doubt of it; nor Stoics, but that there are such spirits, though much erring from the truth. Concerning the first beginning of

1Lib. 1, c. 7. de oribus concordia. In quan de daemonibus et substantiae separateae, major autem alterant, major observ. *Lib. 8, de Trin. cap. 1

De concilia, minor opinionum concordia.
them, the Talmudists say that Adam had a wife called Lilis, before he married Eve, and of her he begat nothing but devils. The Turks' Alcoran is altogether as absurd and ridiculous in this point; but the Scripture informs us Christians, how Lucifer, the chief of them, with his associates, fell from heaven for his pride and ambition; created of God, placed in heaven, and sometimes an angel of light, now cast down into the lower aerial sublunary parts, or into hell, and delivered into chains of darkness (2 Pet. ii. 4), to be kept unto damnation.

Nature of Devils.] There is a foolish opinion which some hold, that they are the souls of men departed, good and more noble were defiled, the baser grovelled on the ground, or in the lower parts, and were devils, the which with Tertullian, Porphyrius the philosopher, M. Tyrius ser. 27 maintains. "These spirits," he saith, "which we call angels and devils, are nought but souls of men departed, which either through love and pity of their friends yet living, help and assist them, or else persecute their enemies, whom they hated," as Dido threatened to persecute Æneas:

"Omnibus umbra locis adero: dabis, improbe, pænas."

"My angry ghost arising from the deep,
Shall haunt thee waking, and disturb thy sleep;
At least my shade thy punishment shall know,
And Fame shall spread the pleasing news below."

They are (as others suppose) appointed by those higher powers to keep men from their nativity, and to protect or punish them as they see cause; and are called boni et mali Genii by the Romans. Heroes, lares, if good, lemures or larvae if bad, by the Stoics, governors of countries, muni.

cies, saith Æ Apuleius, Deos appellant qui ex hominum numero justè ac prudentì vita curricula gubernato, prò numine,

\footnote{1} Pomerius in Genesis, lib. 4, in cap. 3, \textit{v. 23.} \footnote{2} See Strzausius Storiae omnifacae. Mag. lib. 2, c. 15. Jo. Aubanus, Bredenbachius. \footnote{3} Angelus per superbiam separatius A Deo, qui in veritate non stetit. \footnote{4} Nihil aliud sunt Daemones quam nude animae quae corpora deposito priorem miserati vitam cognatur succurrunt commoti in exter- dis, &c. \footnote{5} Deo Socratis. All these mortals are called gods, who, the course of life being prudently guided and governed, are honored by men with tempting and sacrifices, as Osiris in Egypt, &c.
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postea ab hominibus praditi fanis et ceremoniis vulgò admittuntur, ut in Aegypto Oysris, &c. Præstites, Capella calls them, “which protected particular men as well as princes;” Socrates had his Daemonium Saturninum et ignium, which of all spirits is best, ad sublimes cogitationes animum erigitem, as the Platonists supposed; Plotinus his, and we Christians our assisting angel, as Andreas Vicorellus, a copious writer of this subject, Lodovicus de La-Cerda, the Jesuit, in his voluminous tract de Angelo Custode, Zanchius, and some divines think. But this absurd tenet of Tyreus, Proclus confutes at large in his book de Animâ et daemon.

1 Psellus, a Christian, and sometimes tutor (saith Cuspinian) to Michael Parapinatius, Emperor of Greece, a great observer of the nature of devils, holds they are corporeal, and have “aerial bodies, that they are mortal, live and die,” (which Martianus Capella likewise maintains, but our Christian philosophers explode,) “that they are nourished and have excrements, they feel pain if they be hurt (which Cardan confirms, and Scaliger justly laughs him to scorn for; Si pascantur aere, cur non pugnant ob puriorem aera? &c.) or stroken;” and if their bodies be cut, with admirable velocity they come together again. Austin, in Gen. lib. iii. lib. arbit., approves as much, mutata casu corpora in deteriorem qualitatem aeris spissioris, so doth Hierome. Comment. in epist. ad Ephes. cap. 3, Origen, Tertullian, Lactantius, and many ancient fathers of the Church; that in their fall their bodies were changed into a more aerial and gross substance. Bodine, lib. 4, Theatri Natura, and David Crusius, Hermeticæ Philosophiae, lib. i. cap. 4, by several arguments proves angels and spirits to be corporeal; quicquid continetur in loco Corporeum est: At spiritus continetur in loco, ergo.* Si spiritus sunt quanti, erunt Corporei: At tant quanti, ergo. Sunt finiti, ergo quanti, &c. † Bodine

---

1 He lived 500 years since. 2 Aput etiam spiritus animalia sunt animo paschala, mente rationabilis, corpora aeris, tempore sempererae. 3 Nutrimentur, et assentuntur, quod pulsata dorciat solidus percursoris corporis. 4 Whatever occupies space is corporeal — spirit occupies space, therefore, &c. &c. † 4 Lib. 4 Theol. nat. fol. 535.
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goes farther yet, and will have these, *Anima* separate genii, spirits, angels, devils, and so likewise souls of men departed, if corporeal (which he most eagerly contends) to be of some shape, and that absolutely round, like Sun and Moon, because that is the most perfect form, *qua nihil habet asperitatis, nihil angulis incisum, nihil anfractibus involutum, nihil eminens, sed inter corpora perfecta est perfectissimum;* therefore all spirits are corporeal he concludes, and in their proper shapes round. That they can assume other aerial bodies, all manner of shapes at their pleasures, appear in what likeness they will themselves, that they are most swift in motion, can pass many miles in an instant, and so likewise *transform bodies of others into what shape they please, and with admirable celerity remove them from place to place (as the Angel did Habakkuk to Daniel, and as Philip the deacon was carried away by the Spirit, when he had baptized the eunuch; so did Pythagoras and Apollonius remove themselves and others, with many such feats); that they can represent castles in the air, palaces, armies, spectrums, prodigies, and such strange objects to mortal men's eyes, *cause smells, savours, &c., deceive all the senses; most writers of this subject credibly believe; and that they can foretell future events, and do many strange miracles. Juno's image spake to Camillus, and Fortune's statue to the Roman matrons, with many such. Zanchius, Bodine, Spondanus, and others, are of opinion that they cause a true metamorphosis, as Nebuchadnezzar was really translated into a beast, Lot's wife into a pillar of salt; Ulysses's companions into hogs and dogs, by Circe's charms; turn themselves and others, as they do witches into cats, dogs, hares, crows, &c.*

Strozzius Cicogna hath many examples, lib. iii. omnif. mag. cap. 4 and 5, which he there confutes, as Austin likewise

---

1 Which has no roughness, angles, fractures, prominences, but is the most perfect amongst perfect bodies. 2 Cyprianus in Epist. montes etiam et animas transferi possunt: as the devil did Christ to the top of the pinnacle; and witches are often translated. See more in Strozzius Cicogna, lib. 3, cap. 4, omnif. mag. Per aera subducere et in submersa corpora ferre possunt, Biarnanus. Per cussi dolent et urinant in conspicue sinuere, Agrippa, lib. 3, cap. de occult. Philos. 4 Agrippa de occult. Philos. lib. 4 cap. 18.
doth, de civ. Dei, lib. xviii. That they can be seen when and in what shape, and to whom they will, saith Pselus, Tum suis nil tale viderim, nec optem videh, though he himself never saw them nor desired it; and use sometimes carnal copulation (as elsewhere I shall prove more at large) with women and men. Many will not believe they can be seen, and if any man shall say, swear, and stilly maintain, though he be discreet and wise, judicious and learned, that he hath seen them, they account him a timorous fool, a melancholy dizzard, a weak fellow, a dreamer, a sick or a mad man, they contemn him, laugh him to scorn, and yet Marcus of his credit told Pselus that he had often seen them. And Leo Suavius, a Frenchman, c. 8, in Commentar. I. 1, Paracelsi de vita longa, out of some Platonists, will have the air to be as full of them as snow falling in the skies, and that they may be seen, and withal sets down the means how men may see them; Si irreverberatis oculis solo splendor versus colon continuaverint obtusus, &c.,* and saith moreover he tried it, promissorum feci experimentum, and it was true, that the Platonists said. Paracelsus confesseth that he saw them divers times, and conferred with them, and so doth Alexander ab Alexandro, "that he so found it by experience, when as before he doubted of it." Many deny it, saith Lavater de spectris, part i. c. 2, and part ii. c. 11, "because they never saw them themselves;" but as he reports at large all over his book, especially c. 19, part 1, they are often seen and heard, and familiarly converse with men, as Lod. Vives assureth us, innumerable records, histories, and testimonies evince in all ages, times, places, and all travellers besides; in the West Indies and our northern climes, Nihil familiarius quam in agris et urbibus spiritus videre, audire qui vetent, jubeant, &c. Hieronymus vita Pauli, Basil ser. 40, Nicephorus, Eusebius, Socrates, Sozomenus,† Jaco-

2 De civ. Dei, lib. xviii. 
3 By gazing steadfastly on the sun illuminated with his highest rays. 
4 Gen. 4:11. 
5 Mem. 1. Subs. 1. 
6 De Divinatione et magia.
bus Boissardus in his tract de spirituum apparitionibus, Petrus Loyerus l. de spectris, Wierus l. 1, have infinite variety of such examples of apparitions of spirits, for him to read that farther doubts, to his ample satisfaction. One alone I will briefly insert. A nobleman in Germany was sent ambassador to the King of Sweden (for his name, the time, and such circumstances, I refer you to Boissardus, mine Author). After he had done his business, he sailed to Livonia, on set purpose to see those familiar spirits, which are there said to be conversant with men, and do their drudgery works. Amongst other matters one of them told him where his wife was, in what room, in what clothes, what doing, and brought him a ring from her, which at his return, non sinit omnium admiratione, he found to be true; and so believed that ever after, which before he doubted of. Cardan l. 19, de subtil. relates of his father, Facius Cardan, that after the accustomed solemnities, An. 1491, 13 August, he conjured up seven devils, in Greek apparel, about forty years of age, some ruddy of complexion, and some pale, as he thought; he asked them many questions, and they made ready answer, that they were aerial devils, that they lived and died as men did, save that they were far longer lived (700 or 800 years); they did as much excel men in dignity as we do jumens, and were as far excelled again of those that were above them; our *governors and keepers they are moreover, which †Plato in Critias delivered of old, and subordinate to one another, Ut enim homo homini, sic daemon daemoni dominatur, they rule themselves as well as us, and the spirits of the meaner sort had commonly such offices, as we make horse-keepers, neat-herds, and the basest of us, overseers of our cattle; and that we can no more apprehend their natures and functions, than a horse a man's. They knew all things, but might not reveal them to men; and ruled and

---

1 Cap. 8. Transportavit in Livonian cupiditate videndi, &c. 2 Sic Hesiodus de Nymphis vivere dicit 10 statas phoenicum vel 9, 7, 20. * Custodes hominum et provinciarum, &c., tanto me-

---
domineered over us, as we do over our horses; the best kings amongst us, and the most generous spirits, were not comparable to the basest of them. Sometimes they did instruct men, and communicate their skill, reward and cherish, and sometimes, again, terrify and punish, to keep them in awe, as they thought fit, *Nihil magis cupientes* (saith Lysius, Phis. Stoicorum) *quam adorationem hominum.*

The same Author, Cardan, in his Hyperchen, out of the doctrine of Stoics, will have some of these Genii (for so he calls them) to be desirous of men's company, very affable and familiar with them, as dogs are; others, again, to abhor as serpents, and care not for them. The same belike Tritemius calls *Ignios et sublunares, qui nunquam demergunt ad inferna, aut vix ullam habent in terris commercium;* 2 "Generally they far excel men in worth, as a man the meanest worm; though some of them are inferior to those of their own rank in worth, as the blackguard in a prince's court, and to men again, as some degenerate, base, rational creatures, are excelled of brute beasts."

That they are mortal, besides these testimonies of Cardan, Martianus, &c., many other divines and philosophers hold, *post prolixum tempus moriuntur omnes;* The Platonists, and some Rabbins, Porphyrius and Plutarch, as appears by that relation of Thamus: 4 "The great god Pan is dead;" Apollo Pythis ceased; and so the rest. St. Hierome, in the life of Paul the Hermit, tells a story how one of them appeared to St. Anthony in the wilderness, and told him as much. 5 Paracelsus of our late writers stiffly maintains that they are mortal, live and die as other creatures do. Zozimus, l. 2, further adds, that religion and policy dies and alters with them. The 'Gentiles' gods, he saith, were expelled by Constantine, and together with them, *Imperii Romani majestas,* &c. 6 Gibo et potu uti et venerae cum hominibus ut tandem morti, Geon. 1, par. lib. 2, c. 3. 4 Plutarch, de defect. oraculorum. 5 Lib. de Zophis et Pigmela. 6 Dil gentium a Constantio proligi sunt, &c.
et fortuna interiit, et profugata est; The fortune and majesty of the Roman Empire decayed and vanished, as that heathen in * Minutius formerly bragged, when the Jews were overcome by the Romans, the Jews' God was likewise captivated by that of Rome; and Rabshakeh to the Israelites, no God should deliver them out of the hands of the Assyrians. But these paradoxes of their power, corporeity, mortality, taking of shapes, transposing bodies, and carnal copulations, are sufficiently confuted by Zanch. c. 10, l. 4. Pererius in his comment, and Tostatus questions on the 6th of Gen. Th. Aquin, St. Austin, Wierus, Th. Erastus, Delrio, tom. 2, l. 2, quast. 29; Sebastian Michaelis, c. 2, de spiritibus, D. Reinolds Lect. 47. They may deceive the eyes of men, yet not take true bodies, or make a real metamorphosis; but as Cicogna proves at large, they are 1 Illusoriae et prestigiatrices transformationes, omnif. mag. lib. 4, cap. 4, mere illusions and cozenings, like that tale of Pasetis obulus in Suidas, or that of Autolicus, Mercury's son, that dwelt in Parnassus, who got so much treasure by cozenage and stealth. His father Mercury, because he could leave him no wealth, taught him many fine tricks to get means, † for he could drive away men's cattle, and if any pursued him, turn them into what shapes he would, and so did mightily enrich himself, hoc estu maximam prædam est adsecatus. This, no doubt, is as true as the rest; yet thus much in general. Thomas, Durand, and others, grant that they have understanding far beyond men, can probably conjecture and 2 foretell many things; they can cause and cure most diseases, deceive our senses; they have excellent skill in all Arts and Sciences; and that the most illiterate devil is Quovis homine scientior (more knowing than any man), as 8 Cicogna maintains out of others. They

* Octavian dial. Judeorum deum fuerisse Romanorum numinibus una cum gente captivorum. 1 Omnia spiritibus plena, et ex eorum concordia et discordia omnes aequi et mali effectus pronamant, omnia humana reguntur paradoxae veterum de quo Cicogna, omnif. mag. l. 2, c. 3. † Oves quas absarturus erat in quascunque formas vertebat Pausanias, Hyginus. 2 Austin in l. 2, de Gen. ad literam, cap. 17. Partim quas subtilioras sensus scire nequeat, partim scientias callitore viget et experientia propter magnum longitudinem vitre, partim ab Angulis descunt, &c. 8 Lib. 3, omnif. mag. cap. 3.
know the virtues of herbs, plants, stones, minerals, &c.; of all creatures, birds, beasts, the four elements, stars, planets, can aptly apply and make use of them as they see good; perceiving the causes of all meteors, and the like; Dant se coloribus (as * Austin hath it) accommodant se figuris, adhærent sonis, subjiciunt se odoribus, infundunt se saporibus, omnes sensus etiam ipseam intelligentiam daemones fallunt, they deceive all our senses, even our understanding itself at once. They can produce miraculous alterations in the air, and most wonderful effects, conquer armies, give victories, help, further, hurt, cross and alter human attempts and projects (Dei permissu) as they see good themselves. † When Charles the Great intended to make a channel betwixt the Rhine and the Danube, look what his workmen did in the day, these spirits flung down in the night, Ut conatus Rex desisteret, pervicere. Such feats can they do. But that which Bodine, l. 4, Thent. nat., thinks (following Tyrius belike, and the Platonists,) they can tell the secrets of a man's heart, aut cogitationes hominum, is most false; his reasons are weak, and sufficiently confuted by Zanch. lib. 4, cap. 9, Hierom. lib. 2, com. in Mat. ad cap. 15, Athanasius quest. 27, and Antiochum Principem, and others.

Orders.] As for those orders of good and bad Devils, which the Platonists hold, is altogether erroneous, and those Ethnics boni et mali Genii, are to be exploded; these heathen writers agree not in this point among themselves, as Dandinus notes, An sint † mali non conveniunt, some will have all spirits good or bad to us by a mistake, as if an Ox or Horse could discourse, he would say the Butcher was his enemy because he killed him, the Grazier his friend because he fed him; a Hunter preserves and yet kills his game, and is hated nevertheless of his game; nec piscatorem piscis

* L. 18, quest. † Quum tanti sit et tam profunda spiritum scientia, mirum non est tot tantaeque res vies admirabiles ab ipsis patrati, et quidem rerum naturalium ope quas multo melius intelligant, multoque peritus suis locis et temporibus applicare norunt; quam hom

† Aventinus, quicquid interdum exhaustatur, noctu explobratur. Inde pavesfacti curatores, &c.

‡ In lib. 2 de Antros text. 29. Homeris discriminationem omnium spiritus daemones vocat.

amare potest, &c. But Jamblichus, Psellus, Plutarch, and most Platonists acknowledge bad, et ab eorum maleficis cavendum, and we should beware of their wickedness, for they are enemies of mankind, and this Plato learned in Egypt, that they quarrelled with Jupiter, and were driven by him down to hell. That which Apuleius, Xenophon, and Plato contend of Socrates' Daemonium, is most absurd; That which Plotinus of his, that he had likewise Deum pro Daemonto; and that which Porphyry concludes of them all in general, if they be neglected in their sacrifice they are angry; nay more, as Cardan in his Hyperchen will, they feed on men's souls, Elementa sunt plantis alimentum, animalibus plantae, hominibus animalia, erunt et homines aliis, non autem diis, nimirum remota est eorum natura à nostris, qua propter daemonibus; and so belike that we have so many battles fought in all ages, countries, is to make them a feast, and their sole delight; but to return to that I said before, if displeased they fret and chafe (for they feed belike on the souls of beasts, as we do on their bodies), and send many plagues amongst us; but if pleased, then they do much good; is as vain as the rest and confuted by Austin, l. 9, c. 8, de Civ. Dei. Euseb. l. 4, praepar. Evang. c. 6, and others. Yet thus much I find, that our Schoolmen and other Divines make nine kinds of bad spirits, as Dionysius hath done of Angels. In the first rank are those false gods of the Gentiles, which were adored heretofore in several Idols, and gave Oracles at Delphos, and elsewhere; whose Prince is Beelzebub. The second rank is of Liars and Æquivocators, as Apollo Pythius, and the like. The third are those vessels of anger, inventors of all mischief; as that Theutus in Plato; Esay calls them vessels of fury; their Prince is Belial. The fourth are malicious revenging Devils; and their Prince is Asmodæus. The fifth kind are cozeners, such as belong

to Magicians and Witches; their Prince is Satan. The sixth are those aerial devils that corrupt the air and cause plagues, thunders, fires, &c.; spoken of in the Apocalypse, and Paul to the Ephesians names them the Princes of the air; Meresin is their Prince. The seventh is a destroyer, Captain of the Furies, causing wars, tumults, combustions, uprours, mentioned in the Apocalypse; and called Abaddon. The eighth is that accusing or calumniating Devil, whom the Greeks call ἄμβλοκος, that drives men to despair. The ninth are those tempters in several kinds, and their Prince is Mammon. Psellus makes six kinds, yet none above the Moon; Wierus in his Pseudomonarchia Daemonum, out of an old book, makes many more divisions and subordinations, with their several names, numbers, offices, &c., but Gazæus cited by Lipsius will have all places full of Angels, Spirits, and Devils, above and beneath the Moon, ethereal and aerial, which Austin cites out of Varro l. vii. de Civ. Dei, c. 6. "The celestial Devils above, and aerial beneath," or, as some will, gods above, Semidei or half gods beneath, Lares, Heroes, Genii, which climb higher, if they lived well, as the Stoics held; but grovel on the ground as they were baser in their lives, nearer to the earth; and are Manes, Lemures, Lamiae, &c. They will have no place but all full of Spirits, Devils, or some other inhabitants; Plenum Caenum, aer, aqua, terra, et omnia sub terrâ, saith Gazæus; though Anthony Rusca in his book de Inferno, lib. v. cap. 7, would confine them to the middle Region, yet they will have them everywhere. "Not so much as a hair-breadth empty in heaven, earth, or waters, above or under the earth." The air is not so full of flies in summer, as it is at all times of invisible devils; this Paracelsus stiffly maintains, and that they have every one their several Chaos, others will have infinite worlds, and each world his peculiar Spirits, Gods, Angels, and Devils to govern and punish it.

1 Quibus datu[m est nocere terræ et marī, &c. 2 Physiol. Stelorum & Nihil vacuum. ab his ubi vel capillus in Senec. Lib. I. cap. 28. 3 Inque ad acre vel aquae jacent. 4 Lib. de Zulp.
Singula * nonnulli credunt quoque sidera posse
Dicit orbes, terramque appellant sidus opacum,
Cui minimus divum praesit."

"Some persons believe each star to be a world, and this earth an opaque star, over which the least of the gods presides."

1 Gregorius Tholsanus makes seven kinds of ethereal Spirits or Angels, according to the number of the seven Planets, Saturnine, Jovial, Martial, of which Cardan discourseth lib. xx. de subtil. he calls them substantias primas, Olympicos daemones Tritemius, qui praebunt Zodiaco, &c., and will have them to be good Angels above, Devils beneath the Moon, their several names and offices he there sets down, and which Dionysius of Angels, will have several spirits for several countries, men, offices, &c., which live about them, and as so many assisting powers cause their operations, will have in a word, innumerable, as many of them as there be Stars in the Skies. † Marcilius Ficinus seems to second this opinion, out of Plato, or from himself, I know not, (still ruling their inferiors, as they do those under them again, all subordinate, and the nearest to the earth rule us, whom we subdivide into good and bad angels, call gods or devils, as they help or hurt us, and so adore, love or hate) but it is most likely from Plato, for he relying wholly on Socrates, quem mori potius quam mentiri voluisse scribit, whom he says would rather die than tell a falsehood out of Socrates's authority alone, made nine kinds of them; which opinion belike Socrates took from Pythagoras, and he from Trismegistus, he from Zoroasties, first God, second idea, 3. Intelligences; 4. Archangels; 5. Angels; 6. Devils; 7. Heroes; 8. Principalities; 9. Princes; of which some were absolutely good, as gods, some bad, some indifferent inter deos et homines, as heroes and daemons, which ruled men, and were called genii, or as † Proclus and Jamblichus will, the

---

* Palingenius. 1 Lib. 7. cap. 34 et 5. Syntax. art. mirab. † Comment in dial. Plat. de amore, cap 5. Ut sphera qualibet super nos, ista prestantiores habent habitatores suas spharæ consor-
tes, ut habet nostra. ‡ Lib. de Ame.
et daemon med. inter deos et homines, dicta ad nos et nostra aequaliter ad deos

ferunt.
middle betwixt God and men. Principalities and Princes, which commanded and swayed Kings and countries; and had several places in the Spheres perhaps, for as every sphere is higher, so hath it more excellent inhabitants; which belike is that Galilaeus à Galileo and Kepler aims at in his Nuncio Syderio, when he will have 1 Saturnine and Jovial inhabitants; and which Tycho Brahe doth in some sort touch or insinuate in one of his Epistles; but these things * Zanchius justly explodes, cap. 3, lib. 4, P. Martyr, in 4 Sam. 28.

So that according to these men the number of ethereal spirits must needs be infinite; for if that be true that some of our mathematicians say: if a stone could fall from the starry heaven, or eighth sphere, and should pass every hour an hundred miles, it would be sixty-five years or more, before it would come to ground, by reason of the great distance of heaven from earth, which contains, as some say, one hundred and seventy millions eight hundred and three miles, besides those other heavens, whether they be crystalline or watery which Maginus adds, which peradventure holds as much more, how many such spirits may it contain? And yet for all this 2 Thomas Albertus, and most hold that there be far more angels than devils.

Sublunary devils, and their kinds.] But be they more or less, Quod supra nos nihil ad nos (what is beyond our comprehension does not concern us). Howsoever as Martianus foolishly supposeth, ΑΒερηί Dæmones non curant res humanas, they care not for us, do not attend our actions, or look for us, those ethereal spirits have other worlds to reign in belike or business to follow. We are only now to speak in brief of these sublunary spirits or devils; for the rest, our divines determine that the Devil had no power over stars, or heavens; 3 Carminibus coelo possunt deducere lunam, &c. (by their charms [verses] they can seduce the moon from the

1 Saturninus et Joviales accolas. * In generali reservantur. 2 3. 35. art. 9. Iam detrusi sunt infra caelestes orbis. 3 Virg. 8 Eg. * rerum adhesce et infra ubi Judaeos
heavens). Those are poetical fictions, and that they can ¹ sistere aquam fluviis, et vertere sidera retro, &c. (stop rivers and turn the stars backwards in their courses) as Canada in Horace, 'tis all false. ² They are confined until the day of judgment to this sublunary world, and can work no farther than the four elements, and as God permits them. Wherefore of these sublunary devils, though others divide them otherwise according to their several places and offices, Psellus makes six kinds, fiery, aerial, terrestrial, watery, and subterranean devils, besides those fairies, satyrs, nymphs, &c.

Fiery spirits or devils are such as commonly work by blazing stars, fire-drakes, or ignes fatui; which lead men often in flumina aut praecipitia, saith Bodine, lib. 2, Thea. naturee, fol. 221. Quos inquit arere si volunt viatores, claro voce Deum appellare, aut pronam facie terram contingente adorare oportet, et hoc amuletum majoribus nostris acceptum ferre debemus, &c. (whom if travellers wish to keep off they must pronounce the name of God with a clear voice, or adore him with their faces in contact with the ground, &c.); likewise they counterfeit suns and moons, stars oftentimes, and sit on ship masts: In navigiorum summatis visuntur; and are called dioscuri, as Eusebius 1, contra Philosophos, c. xlvi. informeth us, out of the authority of Zenophanes; or little clouds, ad motum nescio quem volantes; which never appear, saith Cardan, but they signify some mischief or other to come unto men, though some again will have them to pretend good, and victory to that side they come towards in sea-fights, St. Elmo's fires they commonly call them, and they do likely appear after a sea-storm; Radzivillius, the Polonian duke, calls this apparition, Sancti Germani sidus; and saith moreover that he saw the same after in a storm as he was sailing, 1582, from Alexandria to Rhodes.* Our stories are full of such apparitions in all kinds. Some think they keep

---

¹ Æn. 4. ² Austin: hoc dixi, ne quis existimet habiante ubi mala daemonia ubi Sollem et Lunam et Stellaris Deus ordinavit, st alibi nemo arbitraretur Daemonum colliis habiante cum Angelis suis unde lapsum credimus. Idem Zanch. l. 4, c. 3, de Angel. maleis. Ferrius in Gen. cap. 6, lib. 3, in ver. 2. * Perigrum Historiæ.
their residence in that Heela, a mountain in Iceland, Ætna in Sicily, Lipari, Vesuvius, &c. These devils were worshipped heretofore by that superstitious Nympharvaea, and the like.

Aerial spirits or devils, are such as keep quarter most part in the air, cause many tempests, thunder, and lightnings, tear oaks, fire steeples, houses, strike men and beasts, make it rain stones, as in Livy's time, wool, frogs, &c. Counterfeit armies in the air, strange noises, swords, &c., as at Vienna before the coming of the Turks, and many times in Rome, as Scheretzius 1, de spect. c. 1, part. 1. Lavater de spect. part. 1, c. 17. Julius Obsequens, an old Roman, in his book of prodigies, ab urb. cond. 505. Machiavel hath illustrated by many examples, and Josephus, in his book de bello Judaico, before the destruction of Jerusalem. All which Guil. Postellus, in his first book, c. 7, de orbis concordia, useth as an effectual argument (as indeed it is) to persuade them that will not believe there be spirits or devils. They cause whirlwinds on a sudden, and tempestuous storms; which though our meteorologists generally refer to natural causes, yet I am of Bodine’s mind, Theat. Nat. l. 2, they are more often caused by those aerial devils, in their several quarters; for Tempes-tatisus se inerunt, saith * Rich. Argentine; as when a desperate man makes away with himself, which by hanging or drowning they frequently do, as Kornmannus observes, de mirac. mort. part. 7, c. 76, tripodium agentes, dancing and rejoicing at the death of a sinner. These can corrupt the air, and cause plagues, sickness, storms, shipwrecks, fires, inundations. At Mons Draconis in Italy, there is a most memorable example in 4 Jovianus Pontanus; and nothing so familiar (if we may believe those relations of Saxo Grammaticus, Olaus Magnus, Damianus A. Goes) as for witches and sorcerers, in Lapland, Lithuania, and all over Scandia,

---

1 Fire-worship, or divination by fire. l. b, c. 6. 2 Quest. in Liv. * De Iouis diruunt, muros deficiunt, im-nibent se turbibus et procissis et pul-se- nium instar columnae evelunt. Geogna, 4 De bello Neapolitano lib. 5.
to sell winds to mariners, and cause tempests, which Marcus Paulus the Venetian relates likewise of the Tartars. These kind of devils are much \(^1\) delighted in sacrifices (saith Porphyry), held all the world in awe, and had several names, idols, sacrifices, in Rome, Greece, Egypt, and at this day tyrannize over, and deceive those Ethnicis and Indians, being adored and worshipped for \(^2\) gods. For the Gentiles' gods were devils (as \(^*\) Trismegistus confesseth in his Asclepius), and he himself could make them come to their images by magic spells; and are now as much “respected by our papists (saith \(^6\) Pictorius) under the name of saints.” These are they which Cardan thinks desire so much carnal copulation with witches (Incubi and Succubi), transform bodies, and are so very cold if they be touched; and that serve magicians. His father had one of them (as he is not ashamed to relate \(^4\)), an aerial devil, bound to him for twenty and eight years. As Agrippa’s dog had a devil tied to his collar; some think that Paracelsus (or else Erasmus belies him) had one confined to his sword-pummel; others wear them in rings, &c. Jannes and Jambres did many things of old by their help; Simon Magus, Cinops, Apollonius Tineus, Jamblichus, and Tritemius of late, that showed Maximilian the emperor his wife, after she was dead; Et verrucam in collo ejus (saith \(^6\) Godolman) so much as the wart in her neck. Delrio, lib. ii. hath divers examples of their feats; Cicogna, lib. iii. cap. 3, and Wierus in his book de \(\text{praestig. \text{demonum. }}\) Boissordus de magis et veneficis.

Water-devils are those Naiads or water-nymphs which have been heretofore conversant about waters and rivers. The water (as Paracelsus thinks) is their chaos, wherein they live; some call them fairies, and say that Habundia is their queen; these cause inundations, many times shipwrecks, and deceive men divers ways, as Succuba, or otherwise, appear-

---

\(^1\) Suffixus gaudent. Idem Justin. Martyr Apolog. pro Christianis. 
\(^2\) In nomine coluntur & Pontificis. 
\(^4\) Del imitationem, saith Eusebius. 
\(^6\) Lib. 11, de rerum ver. 
\(^*\) Lib. 3, cap. 5, de gentium Daemonia, &c., ego in soror magis et veneficis, &c. Nereidas.
ing most part (saith Tritemius) in women’s shapes. \(^1\) Paracelsus hath several stories of them that have lived and been married to mortal men, and so continued for certain years with them, and after, upon some dislike, have forsaken them. Such a one as Ægeria, with whom Numa was so familiar, Diana, Ceres, \&c. \(^2\) Olaus Magnus hath a long narration of one Hotherus, a king of Sweden, that having lost his company, as he was hunting one day, met with these water-nymphs or fairies, and was feasted by them; and Hector Boethius, of Macbeth, and Banquo, two Scottish lords, that as they were wandering in the woods, had their fortunes told them by three strange women. To these, heretofore, they did use to sacrifice, by that ἑρμομάνεια, or divination by waters.

Terrestrial devils are those \(^4\) Lares, Genii, Fauns, Satyrs, \(*\) Wood-nymphs, Foliots, Fairies, Robin Goodfellows, Trulli, \&c., which as they are most conversant with men, so they do them most harm. Some think it was they alone that kept the heathen people in awe of old, and had so many idols and temples erected to them. Of this range was Dagon amongst the Philistines, Bel amongst the Babylonians, Astartes amongst the Sidonians, Baal amongst the Samaritans, Isis and Osiris amongst the Egyptians, \&c.; some put our \(\dagger\) fairies into this rank, which have been in former times adored with much superstition, with sweeping their houses, and setting of a pail of clean water, good victuals, and the like, and then they should not be pinched, but find money in their shoes, and be fortunate in their enterprises. These are they that dance on heaths and greens, as \(^4\) Lavater thinks with Tritemius, and as \(^5\) Olaus Magnus adds, leave that green circle, which we commonly find in plain fields, which others hold to proceed from a meteor falling, or some accidental rankness of the ground, so nature sports herself; they are sometimes

\(^1\) Lib. de Zilphis. \(^2\) Lib. 3. \(^3\) Pro salute hominum exenbare se simulant, sed in colun pernicie omnis mollentur. \(^4\) Part. 1, cap. 19. \(^5\) Lib. 3, cap. 11. Elvarum chorreas Olaus, lib 3, vocat sal-tum aedé profundè in terras imprimit. \(*\) Dryades, Gridades, Hamadry-ades. \(\dagger\) Elvas Olaus vocat, lib. 3, ut locus insigni delicias visore orbès laris sit, et gramine non perset.
Digression of Spirits. [Part I. sec. 1

seen by old women and children. Hierom. Pauli, in his description of the city of Bercino in Spain, relates how they have been familiarly seen near that town, about fountains and hills; Nonnunquam (saith Tritemius) in sua latibula montium simpliciores homines ducant, stupenda mirantibus osten
dentes miracula, nolarum sonitus, spectacula, &c. Giraldus Cambrensis gives instance in a monk of Wales that was so deluded. Paracelsus reckons up many places in Germany, where they do usually walk in little coats, some two feet long. A bigger kind there is of them called with us hobgoblins, and Robin Goodfellows, that would in those superstitious times grind corn for a mess of milk, cut wood, or do any manner of drudgery work. They would mend old irons in those Æolian isles of Lipari, in former ages, and have been often seen and heard. Tholosanus calls them Trullos and Getulos, and saith, that in his days they were common in many places of France. Dithmarus Blaskenius, in his description of Iceland, reports for a certainty, that almost in every family they have yet some such familiar spirits; and Fœlix Malleolus, in his book de cruel. daemon. affirms as much, that these Trolli or Telchines are very common in Norway, "and seen to do drudgery work;" to draw water, saith Wierus, lib. i. cap. 22, dress meat, or any such thing. Another sort of these there are, which frequent forlorn houses, which the Italians call foliots, most part innoxious, Cardan holds: "They will make strange noises in the night, howl sometimes pitifully, and then laugh again, cause great flame and sudden lights, fling stones, rattle chains, shave men, open doors and shut them, fling down platters, stools, chests, sometimes appear in the likeness of hares, crows, black dogs, &c." of which read Pet. Thyraeus the Jesuit, in his Tract.

1 Sometimes they seduce too simple men into their mountain retreats, where they exhibit wonderful sights to their marvelling eyes, and astonish their ears by the sound of bells, &c. 2 Lib. de Zilph. et Pigmæis Olus, lib. 8. 3 Lib. 7, cap. 14, qui et in famillio viris et feminis inservient, conclusis scapis purgant, patinas mundant, ligna portant, equos curant, &c. 4 Ad ministeris utuntur. 5 Where treasure is hid (as some think) or some murder, or such like villainy committed. 6 Lib. 16. de rerum varietat. 6 Vel spiritus sunt hujusmodi damnatorum, vel o purgatorie, vel ipsi demones, c. 4.
de locis infestis, part. 1, et cap. 4, who will have them to be devils or the souls of damned men that seek revenge, or else souls out of purgatory that seek ease; for such examples peruse 1 Sigismundus Scheretzius, lib. de spectris, part 1, c. 1, which he saith he took out of Luther most part; there be many instances. 2 Plinius Secundus remembers such a house at Athens, which Athenodorus the philosopher hired, which no man durst inhabit for fear of devils. Austin, de Civ. Dei, lib. 22, cap. 1, relates as much of Hesperius the Tribune's house, at Zubeda, near their city of Hippos, vexed with evil spirits, to his great hindrance, Cum afflictione animalium et servorum suorum. Many such instances are to be read in Niderius Formicar, lib. 5, cap. xii. 3, &c. Whether I may call these Zim and Ochim, which Isaiah, cap. xiii. 21, speaks of, I make a doubt. See more of these in the said Scheretz lib. 1, de spect. cap. 4, he is full of examples. These kinds of devils many times appear to men, and affright them out of their wits, sometimes walking at noonday, sometimes at nights, counterfeiting dead men's ghosts, as that of Caligula, which (saith Suetonius) was seen to walk in Lavinia's garden, where his body was buried, spirits haunted, and the house where he died, 4 Nulla nox sine terrore transacta, donec incendio consumpta; every night this happened, there was no quietness, till the house was burned. About Heela, in Iceland, ghosts commonly walk, animas mortuorum simulantes, saith Joh. Anan. lib. 3, de nat. deum. Olaus, lib. 2, cap. 2, Notal. Tallopid. lib. de apparit. spir. Kornmannus de mirac. mort. part. 1, cap. 44, such sights are frequently seen circa sepulchra et monasteria, saith Lavat. lib. 1, cap. 19, in monasteries and about churchyards, loca paludinosa, ampla edificia, solitaria, et cede hominum notata, &c. (marshes, great buildings, solitary places, or remarkable as the scene of some murder.) Thyreus adds, ubi gravius peccatum est commissum,
impii pauperum oppressores et nequitier insignes habitant
(where some very heinous crime was committed, there the
impious and infamous generally dwell). These spirits often
foretell men's deaths by several signs, as knocking, groanings,
&c., * though Rich. Argentine, c. 18, de prestigiis demonum,
will ascribe these predictions to good angels, out of the au-
thority of Ficinus and others; prodigia in obitu principum
sapius contingunt, &c. (prodigies frequently occur at the
deaths of illustrious men), as in the Lateran church in
† Rome, the popes' deaths are foretold by Sylvester's tomb.
Near Rupes Nova in Finland, in the kingdom of Sweden,
there is a lake, in which, before the governor of the castle
dies, a spectrum, in the habit of Arion with his harp, appears,
and makes excellent music, like those blocks in Cheshire,
which (they say) presage death to the master of the family;
or that ¹ oak in Lanthadran park in Cornwall, which fore-
shows as much. Many families in Europe are so put in
mind of their last by such predictions, and many men are
forewarned (if we may believe Paracelsus) by familiar spirits
in divers shapes, as cocks, crows, owls, which often hover
about sick men's chambers, vel quia mortentium fiebant
santiant, as ² Baracellus conjectures, et ideo super tectum in
firmorum crocitant, because they smell a corpse; or for the
(as ³ Bernardino de Bustis thinketh) God permits the dead
to appear in the form of crows, and such like creatures,
scare such as live wickedly here on earth. A little before
Tully's death (saith Plutarch) the crows made a mighty noise
about him, tumultuosè perstrepentes, they pulled the pillow
telleteth such another wonderful story at the death of Johan
de Montesforti, a French lord, anno 1345, tanta corona
multitudo aedibus morientis insedit, quantam esse in Ge-
nemo judicasset (a multitude of crows alighted on the bed
of the dying man, such as no one imagined existed in France.

* Strozzius Cicogna, lib. 3, mag. cap. 5. Gentili, folio 137.
† Idem c. 18. ¹ M. Carew, Survey of Abducunt eos a recta via, et via Cornwall, lib. 2, folio 140.
² Horto facientibus intercludunt.
such prodigies are very frequent in authors. See more of these in the said Lavater, *Thyres de locis infestis, part 3*, cap. 58. *Pictorius, Delrio, Cicogna, lib. 3, cap. 9.* Necromancers take upon them to raise and lay them at their pleasures; and so likewise those which Mizaldus calls Ambulones, that walk about midnight on great heaths and desert places, which (saith *Lavater*) "draw men out of the way, and lead them all night a by-way, or quite bar them of their way;" these have several names in several places; we commonly call them Pucks. In the deserts of Lop, in Asia, such illusions of walking spirits are often perceived, as you may read in M. Paulus, the Venetian his travels; if one lose his company by chance, these devils will call him by his name, and counterfeit voices of his companions to seduce him. Hieronym. Pauli, in his book of the hills of Spain, relates of a great mount in Cantabria, where such spectrums are to be seen; Lavater and Cicogna have variety of examples of spirits and walking devils in this kind. Sometimes they sit by the highway side, to give men falls, and make their horses stumble and start as they ride (if you will believe the relation of that holy man Ketellus in *Nubrigensis, that had an especial grace to see devils, Gratian divinitus collatam, and talk with them, Et impavidus cum spiritibus sermonem miscere, without offence,) and if a man curse or spur his horse for stumbling, they do heartily rejoice at it; with many such pretty feats.

Subterranean devils are as common as the rest, and do as much harm. Olaus Magnus, *lib. 6, cap. 19*, makes six kinds of them; some bigger, some less. These (saith *Munster*) are commonly seen about mines of metals, and are some of them noxious; some again do no harm. The metal-men in many places account it good luck, a sign of treasure and rich
ore when they see them. Georgius Agricola, in his book de subterraneis animantibus, cap. 37, reckons two more notable kinds of them, which he calls 1 Getuli and Cobali, both "are clothed after the manner of metal-men, and will many times imitate their works." Their office, as Pictorius and Paracelus think, is to keep treasure in the earth, that it be not all at once revealed; and besides, 2 Cicogna avereth that they are the frequent causes of those horrible earthquakes "which often swallow up, not only houses, but whole islands and cities;" in his third book, cap. 11, he gives many instances.

The last are conversant about the centre of the earth to torture the souls of damned men to the day of judgment; their egress and regress some suppose to be about Ætna, Lipari, Mons Hecla in Iceland, Vesuvius, Terra del Fuego, &c., because many shrieks and fearful cries are continually heard thereabouts, and familiar apparitions of dead men, ghosts and goblins.

Their Offices, Operations, Study.] Thus the devil reigns, and in a thousand several shapes, "as a roaring lion still seeks whom he may devour," 1 Pet. v., by earth, sea, land, air, as yet unconfined, though * some will have his proper place the air; all that space between us and the moon for them that transgressed least, and hell for the wickedest of them, Hic velut in carcere ad finem mundi, tunc in locum funestiorum trudendi, as Austin holds de Civit. Dei, c. 22, lib. 14, cap. 3 et 23; but be where he will, he rageth while he may to comfort himself, as 2 Lactantius thinks, with other men's falls, he labours all he can to bring them into the same pit of perdition with him. "For 4 men's miseries, calamities, and ruins are the devil's banqueting dishes." By many temptations and several engines, he seeks to captivate our

---

1 Vestiti more metallicorum, gestus et opera eorum imitantur.
2 Immundo in terre carceres vento horribiles terrae motus efficiunt, quibus sepe non domus modo et turres, sed civitates integrae et insulae haustae sunt. * Hierom. in 3 Ephi. 4. Idem Michaels, c. 4, de spiritibus. Idem Thuryus de locis infestis.
3 Lactantius 2, de origine erroris, cap. 15, hi maligni spiritus per omnem terram vagantur, et solatium perditionis suscipientibus omnibus operantur. 4 Mortalium calamitates epius sunt malorum daemonum, Synesius.
souls. The Lord of Lies, saith Austin, "As he was deceived himself, he seeks to deceive others, the ringleader to all naughtiness, as he did by Eve and Cain, Sodom and Gomorrah, so would he do by all the world. Sometimes he tempts by covetousness, drunkenness, pleasure, pride, &c., errors, deceits, saves, kills, protects, and rides some men, as they do their horses. He studies our overthrow, and generally seeks our destruction;" and although he pretend many times human good, and vindicate himself for a god by curing of several diseases, agris sanitate, et caecis luminis usum restituendo, as Austin declares, lib. 10, de Civit. Dei, cap. 6, as Apollo, Aesculapius, Isis, of old have done; divert plagues, assist them in wars, pretend their happiness, yet nihil his impurius, scelestius, nihil humano generi infestius, nothing so impure, nothing so pernicious, as may well appear by their tyrannical and bloody sacrifices of men to Saturn and Moloch, which are still in use among those barbarous Indians, their several deceits and cozenings to keep men in obedience, their false oracles, sacrifices, their superstitious impositions of fasts, penury, &c. Heresies, superstitious observations of meats, times, &c., by which they crucify the souls of mortal men, as shall be showed in our Treatise of Religious Melancholy. Modico adhuc tempore sinitur malignari, as Bernard expresseth it, by God's permission he rageth awhile, hereafter to be confined to hell and darkness, "which is prepared for him and his angels," Mat. xxi.

How far their power doth extend it is hard to determine; what the ancients held of their effects, force and operations, I will briefly show you: Plato in Critias, and after him his
followers, gave out that these spirits or devils, "were men's governors and keepers, our lords and masters, as we are of our cattle." 1 "They govern provinces and kingdoms by oracles, auguries, dreams, rewards," and punishments, prophecies, inspirations, sacrifices, and religious superstitions, varied in as many forms as there be diversity of spirits; they send wars, plagues, peace, sickness, health, dearth, plenty, 2 Ad-
stanties hic jam nobis, spectantes, et arbitrantes, &c., as appears by those histories of Thucydides, Livius, Dionysius Hali-
nassus, with many others that are full of their wonderful stratagems, and were therefore by those Roman and Greek commonwealths adored and worshipped for gods with prayers and sacrifices, &c. 8 In a word, Nihil magis quarrant quam metum et admirationem hominum; 4 and as another hath it, Dici non potest, quam impotentium ardore in homines dominum, et Divinos cultos maligni spiritus affectent. 5 Tritemius in his book de septem secundis, assigns names to such angels as are governors of particular provinces, by what authority I know not, and gives them several jurisdictions. Aselepiades a Grecian, Rabbi Achiba the Jew, Abraham Avenezra, and Rabbi Azariel, Arabians (as I find them cited by 6 Cicognia) farther add, that they are not our governors only, Sed et eorum concordia et discordia, boni et mali affectus promanant, but as they agree, so do we and our princes, or disagree; stand or fall. Juno was a bitter enemy to Troy, Apollo a good friend, Jupiter indifferent, Aequa Venus Teuceris, Palus iniqua fuit; some are for us still, some against us, Premente Deo, fort Deus alter operam. Religion, policy, public and private quarrels, wars are procured by them, and they are delighted perhaps to see men fight, as men are with cocks, bulls, and dogs, bears, &c., plagues, dearths depend on them, our bene and malè esse, and almost all our other peculiar

1 Custodes sunt hominum, et eorum, ut nos animantium: tum et provincias prepositi regum auguris, saeclis, oracu-
lae, praecipua, &c. 2 Lydus Pausad. Stoic. lib. 1, cap. 39. 3 Leo Suevis. Idem et Tritemius. 4 5 They seek nothing more earnestly than the fear and admiration of men." 6 "It is scarcely possible to describe the impotent ardour with which these malign spirits aspire to the honour of being daily worshipped." 7" 8 Omnif. mag. lib. 2, cap. 23. 9 Ludus decorum sumus.
actions, for (as Anthony Rusca contends, lib. 5, cap. 18,
every man hath a good and a bad angel attending on him
in particular, all his life long, which Jamblichus calls daemon-
em,) preferments, losses, weddings, deaths, rewards, and
punishments, and as Proclus will, all offices whatsoever,
ali genetricem, ali opificem potestatem habet, &c., and sev-
eral names they give them according to their offices, as Lares
Indijetes, Praestites, &c. When the Arcades in that battle
at Cherone, which was fought against King Philip for the
liberty of Greece, had deceitfully carried themselves, long
after, in the very same place, Ditis Graciea utoribus (saith
mine author) they were miserably slain by Metellus the
Roman; so likewise, in smaller matters, they will have
things fall out, as these boni and mali genii favour or dis-
like us; Saturni non convenient Jovialibus, &c. He that is
Saturninus shall never likely be preferred. * That base fel-
lows are often advanced, undeserving Gnathoes, and vicious
parasites, whereas discreet, wise, virtuous and worthy men are
neglected and unrewarded; they refer to those domineering
spirits, or subordinate Genii; as they are inclined, or favour
men, so they thrive, are ruled and overcome; for as Libani-
nius supposeth in our ordinary conflicts and contentions,
Genius Genio cedit et obtemperat, one genius yields and is
overcome by another. All particular events almost they
refer to these private spirits; and (as Paracelsus adds) they
direct, teach, inspire, and instruct men. Never was any man
extraordinary famous in any art, action, or great commander,
that had not familiarem daemonem to inform him, as Numa,
Socrates, and many such, as Cardan illustrates, cap. 128,
Arcanis prudentiae civilis, * Speciali siquidem gratia, si à
Deo donari asserunt magi, d Geniis celestibus instrui, ab
vis doceri. But these are most erroneous paradoxes, inepta

---

1 Lib. de anima et daemon.
2 Quoties fit, ut Principes novitium amicum
   diviliti et dignitatis pene obravant, et
   mulorum annorum mindatum, qui non
   seuel pro hero persenum subuit, ne te-
   runtio donent, &c. Idem. Quod Phi-

4 Boeardus e. o.

et fabulæ nugas, rejected by our divines and Christian churches. 'Tis true they have, by God's permission, power over us, and we find by experience, that they can 1 hurt not our fields only, cattle, goods, but our bodies and minds. At Hammel in Saxony, An. 1484, 20 Junii, the devil, in likeness of a pied piper, carried away one hundred and thirty children that were never after seen. Many times men are 2 affrighted out of their wits, carried away quite, as Sche- retzius illustrates, lib. 1 c. iv., and severally molested by his means, Plotinus the Platonist, lib. 14, advers. Gnos. laughs them to scorn, that hold the devil or spirits can cause any such diseases. Many think he can work upon the body, but not upon the mind. But experience pronounceth otherwise, that he can work both upon body and mind. Tertullian is of this opinion, c. 22. 3 "That he can cause both sickness and health," and that secretly. 4 Taurellus adds "by clancular poisons he can infect the bodies, and hinder the operations of the bowels, though we perceive it not, closely creeping into them," saith 5 Lipsius, and so crucify our souls: Et nocivæ melancholior furiosos efficit. For being a spiritual body, he struggles with our spirits, saith Rogers, and suggests (according to 6 Cardan, verba sine voce, species sine visu, envy, lust, anger, &c.) as he sees men inclined.

The manner how he performs it, Biarmannus, in his Or- nation against Bodine, sufficiently declares. 7 "He begins first with the fantasy, and moves that so strongly, that no reason is able to resist. Now the fantasy he moves by mediation of humours; although many physicians are of opinion, that the devil can alter the mind, and produce this disease of him-

1 Godelmanus cap. 3, lib. 1 de Magia. 2 Idem Zanchius lib. 4, cap. 10 et 11, de malis angelis. 3 Noctis Mel necolias furiosos effict, et quandque penitus interficit. G. Pico Zanchius lib. 10, lib. 4, si Deus permittat, corpora nostra morere possunt, alterare, quoris morborum et malorum generis afficer, hinc et in ipsa penetrare et servire. 4 Indurecre potest morbos et sanitates. 5 Vis- cerum actiones potest inhibere latenter, et venenis nobis ignotis corpus inficere. 6 Irrepentes corporibus occulto morbos fugiant, mentes terrrent, membros disturbiant. Lips. Phil. Stolci. 13, c. 19. 7 De rerum var. 1. 16, c. 88. 8 Quum mens immediat decidit requiri, primum movere phantasmam, et illa obfrerunt vanos conceptibus aut ut ne quem facultati resoneras- tive ratione locum relinquat. Spiritus malus invadit animam, turbat sensus, tur- furorum conficit. Austin. de vit. Eccl.
self. Quibusdam medicorum visum, saith ¹ Avicenna, quod Melancholia contingat à daemonio. Of the same mind is Psellus and Rhasis the Arab. lib. 1, Tract. 9, Cont. ² “That this disease proceeds especially from the devil, and from him alone.” Arculanus, cap. 6 in 9, Rhasis, Ælianus Montaltus in his 9 cap., Daniel Sennertus, lib. 1, part 2, cap. 11, confirm as much, that the devil can cause this disease; by reason many times that the parties affected prophesy, speak strange language, but non sine interventu humoris, not without the humour, as he interprets himself; no more doth Avicenna, si contingat à daemonio, sufficit nobis ut convertat compositionem ad choleram nigrum, et sit causa ejus propinqua cholera nigræ; the immediate cause is choler adust, which * Pomponatius likewise labours to make good; Galgerandus of Mantua, a famous physician, so cured a demoniacal woman in his time, that spake all languages, by purging black choler, and thereupon belike this humour of Melancholy is called Balsam Diaboli, the Devil’s Bath; the devil spying his opportunity of such humours drives them many times to despair, fury, rage, &c., mingling himself amongst these humours. This is that which Tertullian avers, Corporibus infligunt acerbos casus, animaeque repentinae, membra distorquent, occulte repentes, &c., and which Lemnius goes about to prove, Immiscet se mali Genii pravis humoribus, atque utrae bili, &c. And ³ Jason Pratensis, “that the devil, being a slender, incomprehensible spirit, can easily insinuate and wind himself into human bodies, and cunningly couched in our bowels vitiate our healths, terrify our souls with fearful dreams, and shake our mind with furies.” And in another place, “These unclean spirits settled in our bodies, and now mixed with our melancholy humours, do triumph as it were, and sport themselves as in another heaven.” Thus he argues, and that they

¹ Lib. 3, Fen. 1, Tract. 4, c. 18. ² A Demsoon maxime profidicx, et mepe solo. ³ Cap. de maho lib. 32 merbia cerebri: Demonem, quem sin intemere et incomprehensibilis spiritus, se lesinare corporibus humannis possum, et secreto in visceribus operi, valetudinem vitiare, somnis animae terrere et mentes furoribus quaterer. Instinunt se melancol- locorum penetralibus, intus loco conditum et deficiatur tanquam in regiona clarissimorum siderum, cogendumque ani- num furere.
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go in and out of our bodies, as bees do in a hive, and so provoke and tempt us as they perceive our temperature inclined of itself, and most apt to be deluded. 1 Agrippa and 2 Lavater are persuaded, that this humour invites the devil to it, wheresoever it is in extremity, and of all other, melancholy persons are most subject to diabolical temptations and illusions, and most apt to entertain them, and the devil best able to work upon them. But whether by obsession, or possession, or otherwise, I will not determine; 'tis a difficult question. Delrio the Jesuit, Tom. 3, lib. 6, Springer and his colleague, mall. malef. Pet. Thyreus the Jesuit, lib. de demoniacis, de locis infestis, de Terrificationibus nocturnis, Hieronymus Mengus Fligel. dam. and others of that rank of pontifical writers, it seems, by their exorcisms and conjurations approve of it, having forged many stories to that purpose. A nun did eat a lettuce 4 without grace, or signing it with the sign of the cross, and was instantly possessed. Durand. lib. 6, Rationall. c. 86, numb. 8, relates that he saw a wench possessed in Bononia with two devils, by eating an unhallowed pomegranate, as she did afterwards confess, when she was cured by exorcisms. And therefore our Papists do signify themselves so often with the sign of the cross, Ne demon ingredi ausit, and exorcise all manner of meats, as being unclean or accursed otherwise, as Bellarmine defends. Many such stories I find amongst pontifical writers, to prove their assertions, let them free their own credits; some few I will recite in this kind out of most approved physicians. Cornelius Gemma, lib. 2, de nat. mirac. c. 4, relates of a young maid, called Katherine Gualter, a cooper's daughter, An. 1571, that had such strange passions and convulsions, three men could not sometimes hold her; she purged a live eel, which he saw a foot and a half long, and touched it himself; but the eel afterwards vanished; she vomited some twenty-four pounds of fulsome stuff of all colours, twice a day for

1 Lib. 1, cap. 6. occult. Philos. part 1. sanctifications sic à demonse obsessa. cap. 1, de spectris. 2 Sine cruce et dial. 3 Greg. pag. c. 9.
fourteen days; and after that she voided great balls of hair, pieces of wood, pigeons' dung, parchment, goose dung, coals; and after them two pounds of pure blood, and then again coals and stones, of which some had inscriptions bigger than a walnut, some of them pieces of glass, brass, &c., besides paroxysms of laughing, weeping, and ecstasies, &c. _Et hoc (inquit) cum horrore vidi_ this I saw with horror. They could do no good on her by physic, but left her to the clergy. Marcellus Donatus, _lib. 2, c. 1, de med. mirab._ hath such another story of a country fellow, that had four knives in his belly, _Instar serre dentatos_, indented like a saw, every one a span long, and a wreath of hair like a globe, with much baggage of like sort, wonderful to behold; how it should come into his guts, he concludes, _Certè non alio quam daemonis astutìa et dolo_, (could assuredly only have been through the artifice of the devil). Langius, _Epist. med. lib. 1, Epist. 38_, hath many relations to this effect, and so hath Christopherus à Vega; Wierus, Skenkius, Scribonius, all agree that they are done by the subtlety and illusion of the devil. If you shall ask a reason of this, 'tis to exercise our patience; for as *Tertullian holds, _Virtus non est virtus, nisi comparèm habeat aliquem, in quo superando vim suam ostendat_, 'tis to try us and our faith, 'tis for our offences, and for the punishment of our sins, by God's permission they do it, _Carnifices vindictæ justæ Dei_, as 1 Tolosanus styles them, Executioners of his will; or rather as David, Ps. 78, ver. 49. "He cast upon them the fierceness of his anger, indignation, wrath, and vexation, by sending out of evil angels;" so did he afflict Job, Saul, the Lunatics and demoniacal persons whom Christ cured, Mat. iv. 8, Luke iv. 11, Luke xiii., Mark ix., Tobit viii. 3, &c. This, I say, happeneth for a punishment of sin, for their want of faith, incredulity, weakness, distrust, &c.

SUBSECT. III.—Of Witches and Magicians, how they cause
Melancholy.

You have heard what the devil can do of himself; now you
shall hear what he can perform by his instruments, who are
many times worse (if it be possible) than he himself, and to
satisfy their revenge and lust cause more mischief, Multa enim
mala non egisset daemon, nisi provocatus à sagis, as Erastus
thinks; much harm had never been done, had he not been
provoked by witches to it. He had not appeared in Samuel's
shape, if the Witch of Endor had let him alone; or repre-
sented those serpents in Pharo's presence, had not the magi-
cians urged him unto it; Nec morbus vel hominibus, vel brutis
infligeret (Erastus maintains) si sagae quiescerent; men and
cattle might go free, if the witches would let him alone.
Many deny witches at all, or if there be any they can do no
harm; of this opinion is Wierus, lib. 3, cap. 53, de prestig.
dem. Austin Lercher, a Dutch writer, Biarmannus, Ewichus,
Euwaldus, our countryman Scot; with him in Horace,

"Somnia, terrores Magicos, miracula, sagas,
Nocturnos Lemures, portentaque Thessala riu
Excipiunt."

Say, can you laugh indignant at the schemes
Of magic terrors, visionary dreams,
Portentous wonders, witching imps of Hell,
The nightly goblin, and enchanting spell?

They laugh at all such stories; but on the contrary are most
lawyers, divines, physicians, philosophers, Austin, Hemingius,
Daneus, Chytræus, Zanchius, Aretius, &c., Delrio, Springer;
* Niderius lib. 5, Fornicar. Cuiatius, Bartolus, consil. 6, tom.
1, Bodine daemoniant. lib. 2, cap. 8, Godelman, Dambode-
rius, &c., Paracelsus, Erastus, Scribanius, Camerarius, &c.
The parties by whom the devil deals, may be reduced to
these two, such as command him in show at least, as con-
jurors, and magicians, whose detestable and horrid mysteries

1 De Lamia.
* Et quomodo venefici sunt enarrat.
are contained in their book called * Arbatell; daemones enim
advocati præsto sunt, sequex exorcismis et conjurationibus
quasi cogi potiantur, ut miserum magorum genus, in impie-
tate detineant. Or such as are commanded, as witches, that
deal ex parte impliciti, or explici, as the king hath well de-

defined; many subdivisions there are, and many several species
of sorcerers, witches, enchanters, charmers, &c. They have
been tolerated heretofore some of them; and magic hath been
publicly professed in former times, in Salamanca, Cracow,
and other places, though after censured by several Universi-
ties, and now generally contradicted, though practised
by some still, maintained and excused, Tanquam res secreta
que non nisi viris magnis et peculiari beneficio de Celo
instructis communicatur (I use Bœsartus his words) and
so far approved by some princes, Ut nihil ausi aggredi in
 politicis, in sacris, in consiliis, sine eorum arbitrio; they
consult still with them, and dare indeed do nothing without
their advice. Nero and Heliogabalus, Maxentius, and Julu-
anus Apostata, were never so much addicted to magic of
old, as some of our modern princes and popes themselves
are nowadays. Erricus King of Sweden had an enchanted
cap, by virtue of which, and some magical murmur
or whispering terms, he could command spirits, trouble the
air, and make the wind stand which way he would, insomuch
that when there was any great wind or storm, the common
people were wont to say, the king now had on his conjuring
cap. But such examples are infinite. That which they can
do, is as much almost as the devil himself, who is still ready
to satisfy their desires, to oblige them the more unto him.
They can cause tempests, storms, which is familiarly prac-
tised by witches in Norway, Iceland, as I have proved.
They can make friends enemies, and enemies friends by
philters; Turpes amores conciliare, enforce love, tell any

* De quo pluris legas in Belisseus lib. 1.
† P. Lombardi. ‡ Prefid. de magis et
et

§ An university in Spain in

L. 1. c. 3. ² The chief town in Po-

Erasmus.

³ Oxford and Paris; see finem tus.
man where his friends are, about what employed though in
the most remote places; and if they will, \* “bring their
sweethearts to them by night, upon a goat’s back flying in
the air.” Sigismund Scheretzius, part. 1, cap. 9, de spec.,
reports confidently, that he conferred with sundry such, that
had been so carried many miles, and that he heard witches
themselves confess as much; hurt and infect men and beasts,
vines, corn, cattle, plants, make women abortive, not to
conceive, \* barren, men and women unapt and unable, mar-
rried and unmarried, fifty several ways, saith Bodine, lib. 2,
c. 2, fly in the air, meet when and where they will, as
Cicogna proves, and Lavat. de spec. part. 2, c. 17, “steal
young children out of their cradles, ministerio daemonum,
and put deformed in their rooms, which we call changelings,
saith \* Scheretzius, part. 1, c. 6, make men victorious, fortu-
nate, eloquent; and therefore in those ancient monomachies
and combats they were searched of old, \* they had no magical
charms; they can make \* stick frees, such as shall endure a
rapier’s point, musket shot, and never be wounded; of which
read more in Boissardus, cap. 6. de Magiâ, the manner of
the adjuration, and by whom ‘tis made, where and how to
be used in expeditionibus bellicis, præliis, duellis, &c.,
with many peculiar instances and examples; they can walk
in fiery furnaces, make men feel no pain on the rack, aut
alias torturas sentire; they can stanch blood, \* represent dead
men’s shapes, alter and turn themselves and others into
several forms, at their pleasures. § Agaberta, a famous
witch in Lapland, would do as much publicly to all spec-
tators, Modò Pusilla, modò anus, modò procera ut quercus,
modò vacca, avis, coluber, &c. Now young, now old, high,
low, like a cow, like a bird, a snake, and what not? she
could represent to others what forms they most desired to
see, show them friends absent, reveal secrets, maximi

\* Ministerio hirci nocturni. \* Ster-
illes nymphet et inhaebiles, vide Petrum de
Pudate, lib. 4, distinct. 24. Paulum
Guiclandum. \* Infantes matribus
suffuratun, allia suppositio in locum

\* Boissardus de Magiâ.
omnium admiratione, &c. And yet for all this sublimity of theirs, as Lypsius well observes, Physiolog. Stoicor. lib. 1, cap. 17, neither these magicians nor devils themselves can take away gold or letters out of mine or Crassus’s chest, et Clientelis suis largiri, for they are base, poor, contemptible fellows most part: as Bodine notes, they can do nothing in Judicium decreta aut penas, in regum concilia vel arcana, nihil in rem nummariam aut thesauros, they cannot give money to their clients, alter judges’ decrees, or councils of kings, these minuti Genii cannot do it, aliores Genii hoc sibi adversarunt, the higher powers reserve these things to themselves. Now and then peradventure there may be some more famous magicians like Simon Magus, † Apollonius Tyaneus, Pasetes, Jamblicus, ‡ Odo de Stellis, that for a time can build castles in the air, represent armies, &c., as they are said to have done, command wealth and treasure, feed thousands with all variety of meats upon a sudden, protect themselves and their followers from all princes’ persecutions, by removing from place to place in an instant, reveal secrets, future events, tell what is done in far countries, make them appear that died long since, and do many such miracles, to the world’s terror, admiration, and opinion of deity to themselves, yet the devil forsakes them at last, they come to wicked ends, and raro aut nunquam such impostors are to be found. The vulgar sort of them can work no such feats. But to my purpose, they can, last of all, cure and cause most diseases to such as they love or hate, and this of melancholy amongst the rest. Paracelsus, Tom. 4, de morbis, amentium. Tract. 1, in express words affirms; Multi fascinantur in melancholiam, many are bewitched into melancholy, out of his experience. The same saith Danzeus, lib. 3, de sortiariis. Vidi, inquit, qui Melancholicos morbos gravissimos induxerunt: I have seen those

that have caused melancholy in the most grievous manner, dried up women's paps, cured gout, palsy; this and apoplexy, falling sickness, which no physic could help, solo tactu, by touch alone. Ruland, in his 3 Cent. Cura 91, gives an instance of one David Helde, a young man, who by eating cakes which a witch gave him, mox delirare cepit, began to dote on a sudden, and was instantly mad; F. H. D. in Hildesheim, consulted about a melancholy man, thought his disease was partly magical, and partly natural, because he vomited pieces of iron and lead, and spake such languages as he had never been taught; but such examples are common in Scribanus, Hercules de Saxonia and others. The means by which they work are usually charms, images, as that in Hector Boethius of King Duffe; characters stamped of sundry metals, and at such and such constellations, knots, amulets, words, philters, &c., which generally make the parties affected, melancholy; as Monavius discourseth at large in an epistle of his to Acolsius, giving instance in a Bohemian baron that was so troubled by a philter taken. Not that there is any power at all in those spells, charms, characters, and barbarous words; but that the devil doth use such means to delude them. Ut fideles inde magos (saith Libanius) in officio retineat, tum in consortium malefactorum vocet.

SUBSECT. IV.—Stars a Cause. Signs from Physiognomy, Metoposcopy, Chiromancy.

Natural causes are either primary and universal, or secondary and more particular. Primary causes are the heavens, planets, stars, &c., by their influence (as our astrologers hold) producing this and such like effects. I will not here stand to discuss obiter, whether stars be causes, or signs; or to apologize for judicial astrology. If either Sextus Empir-
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Nicus Mirandula, Sextus ab Heminga, Pererius, Erastus, others, &c., have so far prevailed with any man, that he tribute no virtue at all to the heavens, or to sun, or more than he doth to their signs at an innkeeper's post, when an, shop, or generally condemn all such astrologers, horisms approved by experience; I refer him to Bel-,

Pirovanus, Mariscalus, Goelius, Sir Christopher, &c. If thou shalt ask me what I think, I must an-

quam et doctis hisce erroribus versatus sum (for I am

vant with these learned errors), they do incline, but not

; no necessity at all; tjugunt non cogunt; and so

incline, that a wise man may resist them; sapiens dom-

ur astris; they rule us, but God rules them. All this

inks; a Joh. de Indagine hath comprised in brief, Quae-

ne quantum in nobis operantur astra? &c. "Wilt thou

ow far the stars work upon us? I say they do but

and that so gently, that if we will be ruled by reason,

ave no power over us; but if we follow our own na-

and be led by sense, they do as much in us as in brute

, and we are no better." So that, I hope, I may justly

ode with a Cajetan, Celum est vehiculum divinæ virtutis,

at the heaven is God's instrument, by mediation of

he governs and disposeth these elementary bodies; or

book, whose letters are the stars (as one calls it),

are written many strange things for such as can

or an excellent harp, made by an eminent workman,

ich, he that can but play, will make most admirable

But to the purpose.

aracelsus is of opinion, "that a physician without the

ledge of stars can neither understand the cause or cure

disease, either of this or gout, not so much as tooth-

are regunt homines, et recte astra

2 Chiron, lib. quinquies ad me

operantur astra? dico, in nos

stra urge, sed animos praelvres

qui sic tamen littera sunt, ut si

sequentur rationem, nihil effi-

cia vera naturam, id agere quod

s fore. 3 Celum vehiculum

vitutis, cujus meditans muta,

lumine et influentia, Deus elementaria

corpora ordinat et disposuit. Th. de

Vio, Cajetanus in Ps. 104. 4 Man

dus iste quod lyra ab excellentissimo

quadam artifice concinnuma, quam qui

runt mirabilia elicit harmonias. J.

Dee, Aphorismus 11. 5 Medicus sine

celli periosis nihil est, &c., nisi rem aequis nos-

verit, ne tantillum poterit, lib. de poci
ache; except he see the peculiar geniture and scheme of the party affected." And for this proper malady, he will have the principal and primary cause of it proceed from the heaven, ascribing more to stars than humours, \footnote{1} and that the constellation alone many times produceth melancholy, all other causes set apart.\footnote{2} He gives instance in lunatic persons, that are deprived of their wits by the moon’s motion; and in another place refers all to the ascendant, and will have the true and chief cause of it to be sought from the stars. Neither is it his opinion only, but of many Galenists and philosophers, though they do not so peremptorily maintain as much. “This variety of melancholy symptoms proceeds from the stars,” saith \footnote{3} Melanthon; the most generous melancholy, as that of Augustus, comes from the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter in Libra; the bad, as that of Catiline’s, from the meeting of Saturn and the moon in Scorpio. Jovianus Pontanus, in his tenth book, and thirteenth chapter \footnote{4} de rebus coelestibus, discourseth to this purpose at large, \textit{Ex aetâ bile vari genematur morbi, \&c.} \footnote{5} “many diseases proceed from black choler, as it shall be hot or cold; and though it be cold in its own nature, yet it is apt to be heated, as water may be made to boil, and burn as bad as fire; or made cold as ice; and thence proceed such variety of symptoms, some mad, some solitary, some laugh, some rage,” \&c. The cause of all which intemperance he will have chiefly and primarily proceed from the heavens, \footnote{6} “from the position of Mars, Saturn, and Mercury.” His aphorisms be these, \footnote{7} “Mercury in any geniture, if he shall be found in Virgo, or Pisces, his opposite sign, and that in the horoscope, irradiated by those quartile aspects of

\footnote{1}{Constellatio in causa est; et influentiae eurit morbum ibis movet interdum, cumibus alius amicta. Ex alibi. Origo ejus a Caelo petenda est. Tr. de morbis amentium.}

\footnote{2}{Lib. de anima, cap. de humorum. Ex varietas in Melancholica, habet eaeque causes 3 et \& in II \& et \& in III.}

\footnote{3}{Ex aetâ bile vari genematur morbi, perinde ut ipsa multum saepe aut frigida in sae habendo, quanto atque suscipiendo quam aptissima sit. tamet sic natura frigida sit. Anno aequo eae aditurur a calore ut ite ardend, et a figuris, ut in gladiis concrescent et haec varietas distinctionem, alli fient, ridendo, \&c.

\footnote{4}{Haec ad Intemperantiam perependum plurimum curdet, \&c. et \& subito. \&c.}

\footnote{5}{Quod que alienius genitum in III et \& adversus signum positum, horoscopum partinum tenetur atque etiam \& vel \& radiis peresse, tuere, natura ab insania maxulatur.}
Saturn or Mars, the child shall be mad or melancholy." Again, 1 He that shall have Saturn and Mars, the one culminating, the other in the fourth house, when he shall be born, shall be melancholy, of which he shall be cured in time, if Mercury behold them." 2 "If the moon be in conjunction or opposition at the birth time with the sun, Saturn or Mars, or in a quartile aspect with them (è malo cali loco, Leovitius adds), many diseases are signified, especially the head and brain is like to be misaffected with pernicious humours, to be melancholy, lunatic, or mad," Cardan adds, quartā lūnā natos, eclipses, earthquakes. Garceus and Leovitius will have the chief judgment to be taken from the lord of the geniture, or where there is an aspect between the moon and Mercury, and neither behold the horoscope, or Saturn and Mars shall be lord of the present conjunction or opposition in Sagittarius or Pisces, of the sun or moon, such persons are commonly epileptic, dote, daemoniacal, melancholy; but see more of these aphorisms in the above-named Fontanus. Garceus, cap. 23, de Jud. genitur. Schoner. lib. 1, cap. 8, which he hath gathered out of 3 Ptolemy, Albibater, and some other Arabians, Junctine, Ranzovius, Lindhout, Origen, &c. But these men you will reject peradventure, as astrologers, and therefore partial judges; then hear the testimony of physicians, Galenists themselves. 4 Carto confesseth the influence of stars to have a great hand to this peculiar disease, so doth Jason Pratensis, Lonicerius praefat. de Apoplexia, Ficinus, Fernelius, &c. 5 P. Cnemander acknowledgeth the stars an universal cause, the particular from parents, and the use of the six non-natural things. Baptista Port. mag. l. 1, c. 10, 12, 15, will have them causes to every particular individuum. Instances and examples, to evince the truth of these aphorisms, are common amongst those astrologian treatises.
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dan. in his thirty-seventh geniture, gives instance in Math. Bolognian. Camerar. hor. natalit. centur. 7, genit. 6 et 7, of Daniel Gare, and others; but see Garceus, cap. 33, Luc. Gauricus, Tract. 6, de Azemenis, &c. The time of this melancholy is, when the signifiers of any geniture are directed according to art, as the hor. moon, hylech, &c., to the hostile beams or terms of $\xi$ and $\zeta$ especially, or any fixed star of their nature, or if $\zeta$ by his revolution, or transitus, shall offend any of those radical promissors in the geniture.

Other signs there are taken from physiognomy, metopscopy, chiromancy, which because Joh. de Indagine, and Roman, the landgrave of Hesse his mathematician, not long since in his Chiromancy; Baptista Porta, in his celestial Physiognomy, have proved to hold great affinity with astrology, to satisfy the curious, I am the more willing to insert.

The general notions 1 physiognomers give, be these; "black colour argues natural melancholy; so doth leanness, hirsuteness, broad veins, much hair on the brows," saith * Gratianus, cap. 7, and a little head, out of Aristotle, high sanguine, red colour, shows head melancholy; they that stutter and are bald, will be soonest melancholy (as Avicenna supposeth), by reason of the dryness of their brains; but he that will know more of the several signs of humour and wits out of physiognomy, let him consult with old Adamantus and Polemus, that comment, or rather paraphrase upon Aristotle's Physiognomy, Baptista Porta's four pleasant books, Michael Scot de secretis nature, John de Indagine, Montaltus, Antony Zara. anat. ingeniorum, sect. 1, memb. 13, et lib. 4.

Chiromancy hath these aphorisms to foretell melancholy Tasneir. lib. 5, cap. 2, who hath comprehended the sum of John de Indagine; Tricassus, Corvinus, and others in his book, thus hath it; 2 "The Saturnine line going from the rascetta through the hand, to Saturn's mount, and there inter-

1 Joh. de Indag. cap. 9. Montaltus, cap. 22. * Caput parvum qui habent cerebrum et spiritus plerumque angustos, facile incident in Melancholiam rubi-
cundii. Montius Idem Montaltus, c. 21, è Galeno. 2 Saturnina & Rascetta per median manum decurrens, usque ad radicem montis Saturni, à pervia linde intercepta, arguit melancholicos. Apo-
rism. 73.
lected by certain little lines, argues melancholy; so if the vital and natural make an acute angle, Aphorism 100. The saturnine, epatic, and natural lines, making a gross triangle in the hand, argue as much;" which Goclenius, cap. 5 Chiros. repeats verbatim out of him. In general they conclude all, that if Saturn's mount be full of many small lines and intersections, 1 such men are most part melancholy, miserable, and full of disquietness, care and trouble, continually vexed with anxious and bitter thoughts, always sorrowful, fearful, suspicious; they delight in husbandry, buildings, pools, marshes, springs, woods, walks, &c." Thaddeus Haggesius, in his Metoposcopia, hath certain aphorisms derived from Saturn's lines in the forehead, by which he collects a melancholy disposition; and 2 Baptista Porta makes observations from those other parts of the body, as if a spot be over the spleen; 3 "or in the nails; if it appear black, it signifieth much care, grief, contention, and melancholy;" the reason he refers to the humours, and gives instance in himself, that for seven years' space he had such black spots in his nails, and all that while was in perpetual lawsuits, controversies for his inheritance, fear, loss of honour, banishment, grief, care, &c., and when his miseries ended, the black spots vanished. Cardan, in his book de libris propriis, tells such a story of his own person, that a little before his son's death, he had a black spot, which appeared in one of his nails; and dilated itself as he came nearer to his end. But I am over tedious in these toys, which howsoever, in some men's too severe censures, they may be held absurd and ridiculous, I am the bolder to insert, as not borrowed from circumfloraneous rogues and gypsies, but out of the writings of worthy philosophers and physicians, yet living some of them, and religious professors in famous universities, who are able to patronize

1 Agitantur miseriae, continuas inquietudines, neque unquam a solitudine liberi sunt; anxie affigentur amarissima fruts cogitationibvs, semper tristes, suspirosis, meditabilis; cogitationes sunt, tellis agrum coloris, stagna amant et subsides, &c. Jo de Indagatione, Lib. 1.
2 Celestia Physiognom. Lib. 10.
that which they have said, and vindicate themselves from all cavillers and ignorant persons.

Subsect. V.—Old Age a Cause.

Secondary peculiar causes efficient, so called in respect of the other precedent, are either congenitae interne, innata, as they term them, inward, innate, inbred; or else outward and adventitious, which happen to us after we are born; congenite or born with us, are either natural, as old age, or praeter naturam (as 1 Fernelius calls it) that distemperature, which we have from our parents' seed, it being an hereditary disease. The first of these, which is natural to all, and which no man living can avoid, is 2 old age, which being cold and dry, and of the same quality as melancholy is, must needs cause it, by diminution of spirits and substance, and increasing of abate humours; therefore 3 Melancthon avers out of Aristotle, as an undoubted truth, Senes plerunque debirasse in senecta, that old men familiarly dote, ob atram bilem, for black choler, which is then superabundant in them; and Rhasis, that Arabian physician, in his Cont. lib. 1, cap. 9, calls it 4 a necessary and inseparable accident, to all old and decrepit persons. After seventy years (as the Psalmist saith) 5 all is trouble and sorrow;” and common experience confirms the truth of it in weak and old persons, especially such as have lived in action all their lives, had great employment, much business, much command, and many servants to oversee, and leave off ex abrupto; as 6 Charles the Fifth did to King Philip, resign up all on a sudden; they are overcome with melancholy in an instant; or if they do continue in such courses, they dote at last (senex bis puer), and are not able to manage their estates through common infirmities incident in their age; full of ache, sorrow and grief; children again, dizzards, they earle many times as they si,

1 Lib. I. Path. cap. II. 2 Venit Cap. de humoralibus, lib. de Anim. enim proeruta nasis inopia senectus; 3 Necessarium accidentis decepta, et in et dolore exist. jusset incorpore separabile. 4 Psa. xc. 10. 5 Materiae Bechius, met. I, de consol. Pulver. Belg. hist. lib. I.
and talk to themselves, they are angry, waspish, displeased with everything, "suspicious of all, wayward, covetous, hard (saith Tully), self-willed, superstitious, self-conceited, braggers and admirers of themselves," as ¹ Balthasar Castalio hath truly noted of them.² This natural infirmity is most eminent in old women, and such as are poor, solitary, live in most base esteem and beggary, or such as are witches; inso- much that Wierus, Baptista Porta, Ulricus Molitor, Edwicus, do refer all that witches are said to do, to imagination alone, and this humour of melancholy. And whereas it is controverted, whether they can bewitch cattle to death, ride in the air upon a coustaff out of a chimney-top, transform themselves into cats, dogs, &c., translate bodies from place to place, meet in companies, and dance, as they do, or have carnal copulation with the devil, they ascribe all to this redundant melancholy, which domineers in them, to ³ somniferous potions, and natural causes, the devil’s policy. Non ledunt ominó (saith Wierus) aut quid mirum faciunt (de Lamitis, lib. 3, cap. 36), ut putatur, solam vitiatam habent phantasiam; they do no such wonders at all, only their ⁴ brains are crazed. ⁵ "They think they are witches, and can do hurt, but do not." But this opinion Bodine, Erastus, Danæus, Scribanius, Sebastian Michaelis, Campanella de sensu rerum, lib. 4, cap. 9, * Dandinus the Jesuit, lib. 2, de Animá, explode; ⁶ Cicogna confutes at large. That witches are melancholy, they deny not, but not out of corrupt fantasy alone, so to delude themselves and others, or to produce such effects.

SUBSECT. VI.—Parents a Cause by Propagation.

That other inward inbred cause of Melancholy is our temperature, in whole or part, which we receive from our

¹ Sunt moros, anxii, et fractundi et difficiles sensae, si querimus, etiam avari, Tulli de senectute. ² Lib. 2, de Aulico. Sens avari, moros, fractundi, philantur, dulti, superstitiosi, suspiciosi, &c. Lib. 3, de Lamis, cap. 17 et 18. ³ Solarum, opium, lupi adepta, lacr. asini, &c., san-guis infantum, &c. ⁴ Corrupta est illis ab humore Melancholico phantasia. Ny-manus. ⁵ Putant se ledere quando non ledunt. * Qui hic in imaginatio- nibus vim referre conati sunt, atque bills, inanem prorsus laborum suspenderunt. ⁶ Lib. 8, cap. 4, omnif. mag.
parents, which * Fernelius calls  

\[\text{Preser naturam}, \text{ or unnatural, it being an hereditary disease; for as he justifies}
\]

\[\text{Quale parentum maximè patris semen obtigerit, tales evadunt similares spermaticæque partes, quocunque etiam morbo Patrum generat tenetur, cum semine transferit in Prolem; such as the temperature of the father is, such is the son's, and look what disease the father had when he begot him, his son will have after him;} \]

\[\text{et is as well inheritor of his infirmities, as of his lands.} \]

\[\text{And where the complexion and constitution of the father is corrupt, there (saith Roger Bacon) the complexion and constitution of the son must needs be corrupt, and so the corruption is derived from the father to the son.} \]

Now this doth not so much appear in the composition of the body, according to that of Hippocrates, \[\text{in habit, proportion, scars, and other lineaments; but in manners and conditions of the mind, \text{Et patrum in natos abeunt cum semine mores.}} \]

Seleucus had an anchor on his thigh, so had his posterity, as Trogus records, l. 15. Lepidus in Pliny, l. 7, c. 17, was purblind, so was his son. That famous family of Ænobarbi were known of old, and so surnamed from their red beards; the Austrian lip, and those Indian flat noses are propagated, the Bavarian chin, and goggle eyes amongst the Jews, as \[\text{Buxtorfius observes; their voice, pace, gesture, looks, are likewise derived with all the rest of their conditions and infirmities; such a mother, such a daughter; the very \text{affections Lemnius contends "to follow their seed, and the malice and bad conditions of children are many times wholly to be imputed to their parents;" I need not therefore make any doubt of Melancholy, but that it is an hereditary disease.} \]

\[\text{Paracelsus in express words affirms it, \text{lib. de morb. amen-}} \]
ium, to. 4, tr. 1; so doth ¹ Crato in an Epistle of his to Monavius. So doth Bruno Seidelius in his book de morbo encourab. Montaltus proves, cap. 11, out of Hippocrates and Plutarch, that such hereditary dispositions are frequent, et nunc (inquit) fieri reor ob participatam melancholicam in-temperantium (speaking of a patient) I think he became so by participation of Melancholy. Daniel Sennertus, lib. 1, part 2, cap. 9, will have his melancholy constitution derived not only from the father to the son, but to the whole family sometimes; Quaonque totis familiis hereditativam; ² Forestus, in his medicinal observations, illustrates this point, with an example of a merchant, his patient, that had this infirmity by inheritance; so doth Rodericus à Fonseca, tom. 1, consul. 69, by an instance of a young man that was so affected ex matre melancholica, had a melancholy mother, et victu melancholico, and bad diet together. Lodovicus Mercatus, a Spanish physician, in that excellent Tract which he hath lately written of hereditary diseases, tom. 2, oper. lib. 5, reckons up leprosy, as those ³ Galbots in Gascony, hereditary lepers, pox, stone, gout, epilepsy, &c. Amongst the rest, this and madness after a set time comes to many, which he calls a miraculous thing in nature, and sticks forever to them as an incurable habit. And that which is more to be wondered at, it skips in some families the father, and goes to the son, ⁴ or takes every other, and sometimes every third in a lineal descent, and doth not always produce the same, but some like, and a symbolizing disease.⁵ These secondary causes hence derived, are commonly so powerful, that (as ⁶ Wolphius holds) sepe mutant decretata siderum, they do often alter the primary causes, and decrees of the heavens. For these reasons, be-like, the Church and commonwealth, human and Divine laws, have conspired to avoid hereditary diseases, forbidding such

¹ Epist. 174, in Scotz. nascetur nobiscum illa altiusque et una cum parentibus balanneus maluin hunc assum. Jo. Pelestus, lib. 2, de cura humanorum affece.
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Marriages as are any whit allied; and as Mercatus adviseth all families to take such, *si fieri possit quae maximè distant natura*, and to make choice of those that are most differing in complexion from them; if they love their own, and respect the common good. And sure, I think, it hath been ordered by God's especial providence, that in all ages there should be (as usually there is) once in 1600 years, a transmigration of nations, to amend and purify their blood, as we alter seed upon our land, and that there should be as it were an inundation of those northern Goths and Vandals, and many such like people which came out of that continent of Scandia and Sarmatia (as some suppose) and overran, as a deluge, most part of Europe and Afric, to alter for our good, our complexions, which were much defaced with hereditary infirmities, which by our lust and intemperance we had contracted. A sound generation of strong and able men were sent amongst us, as those northern men usually are, innocuous, free from riot, and free from diseases; to qualify and make us as those poor naked Indians are generally at this day; and those about Brazil (as a late writer observes), in the Isle of Maragnan, free from all hereditary diseases, or other contagion, whereas without help of physic they live commonly 120 years or more, as in the Orcades and many other places. Such are the common effects of temperance and intemperance, but I will descend to particular, and show by what means, and by whom especially, this infirmity is derived unto us.

*Filii ex senibus nati, rarò sunt firmi temperamenti*, old men's children are seldom of a good temperament, as Scotzisus supposeth, consult. 177, and therefore most apt to this disease; and as Levinus Lemnius farther adds, old men beget most part wayward, peevish, sad, melancholy sons, and seldom merry. He that begets a child on a full stomach, will either have a sick child, or a crazed son (as Cardan

1 Bodin, de rep. cap. de periodis rup. 2 Claudia Axellis Capuchion In his voyage to Maragnan, 1514, cap. 45. Nemo fere aegrotus, sanuo omnès et robusto corpore, vivunt annos 120, 140, sine medi- cina. Idem Hector Boethius de insulis Orchad. et Damiatus à Goss le Scandia. 3 Lib. 4, c. 3, de occult. nat. mir. Tetrí- cos plerique filios senes progenerant et tristes, rarius exhilaratos. 4 Colus
thinks), contradict. med. lib. 1, contradict. 18, or if the parents be sick, or have any great pain of the head, or megrim, headache, (Hieronymus Wolfius \(^1\) doth instance in a child of Sebastian Castalio’s); if a drunken man get a child, it will never likely have a good brain, as Gellius argues, lib. 12, cap. 1. Ebrie gignunt Ebrios, one drunkard begets another, saith 2 Plutarch, symp. lib. 1, quest. 5, whose sentence 3 Lemnius approves, l. 1, c. 4. Alsarius Crutius Gen. de qui sit med. cent. 3, fol. 182. Macrobius, lib. 1. Avicenna, lib. 3. Fen. 21. Tract 1, cap. 8, and Aristotle himself, sect. 2, prov. 4, foolish, drunken, or hair-brain women, most part bring forth children like unto themselves, morosos et languidos, and so likewise he that lies with a menstruous woman. Intemperantia veneris, quam in nautis praeertim insectatur 4 Lemnius, qui uxorum inaequant, nullà menstrui decursus ratione habiti, nec observato interlunio, praeipua causa est, noxia, pernios, concubitum hunc exitialem ideò, et pestiferum vocat. * Rodoricus a Castro Lusitanus, detestatur ad uam omnes medicum et quartà lunà concepti, inselices plerumque et amentes, delirii, stolidi, morbos, impuri, invalidi, tetra lue sordidi, minus vitales, omnibus bonis corporis atque animi desestit : ad laborem nati, si seniores, inquit Eustathius, ut Hercules, et alii. 5 Judei maximè insectantur faedum hunc, et immundum apud Christianos Concubitum, ut illicitum abhorrent, et apud suos prohibent ; et quod Christiani toties leprosi, amentes, tot morbili, impetiginis, alphi, psorae, cutis et faciei decolorationes tam multi morbi epidemicii, acerbi, et venenosi sint, in hunc immundum concebunt, et crueldes in pignora vocant, qui quartà lunà profluent hác mensium illuciam concubitum hunc non perhorrescunt. Damnavit olim divina Lex et morte muletavit hujusmodi homines, Lev. 18, 20, et inè nati, siquì deformes aut muti, pater dilapidatus, quod non contineret ab 6 immundà muliere. Gregorius Magnus, petenti Augustino

nunquid opud 1 Britannos hujusmodi concubitum toleraret, severè prohibuit viris suis tum misereri fæminas in consuetudinem menstruarum, &c. I spare to English this which I have said. Another cause some give, inordinate diet, as if a man eat garlic, onions, fast overmuch, study too hard, be oversorrowful, dull, heavy, dejected in mind, perplexed in his thoughts, fearful, &c., "their children (saith 2 Cardan subtil. lib. 18) will be much subject to madness and melancholy, for if the spirits of the brain be fused, or raisaffected by such means, at such a time, their children will be fusled in the brain; they will be dull, heavy, timorous, discontented all their lives." Some are of opinion, and maintain that paradox or problem, that wise men beget commonly fools; Suidas gives instance in Aristarchus the Grammarian, duos reliquit filios Aristarchum et Aristachorum, ambos studios; and which Erasmus urgeth in his Moria, fools beget wise men. Card. subt. l. 12, gives this cause, Quoniam spiritus sapientum studium resolvuntur, et in cerebrum feruntur à corde: because their natural spirits are resolved by study, and turned into animal; drawn from the heart, and those other parts to the brain. Lemnius subscribes to that of Cardan, and assigns this reason, Quod persolvant debitum languide, et obscilantur, unde fatus à parentum generosite desciscit: they pay their debt (as Paul calls it) to their wives remissly, by which means their children are weaklings, and many times idiots and fools.

Some other causes are given, which properly pertain, and do proceed from the mother: if she be over-dull, heavy, angry, peevish, discontented, and melancholy, not only at the time of conception, but even all the while she carries the child in her womb (saith Fermelius, path. l. 1, 11) her son will be so likewise affected, and worse, as 4 Lemnius adds, l. 4, c. 7, if she grieve overmuch, be disquieted, or by any casualty be

1 Beda. Eccl. hist. lib. 1, c. 27, respons. 10. 2 Nam spiritus cerebror si tum male afflictur, tales procerant, et quales parenti affecus, tales filiorum: ex tristibus tristes, ex jucundis jucundissimis.

3 Fol. 129. mer. Socrates' children were fools. Sabei. 4 De occ. cul. nat. mir. Pica morbus mulierum...
affrighted and terrified by some fearful object heard or seen, she endangers her child, and spoils the temperature of it; for the strange imagination of a woman works effectually upon her infant, that as Baptista Porta proves, Physiog. coelestis 1. 5, c. 2, she leaves a mark upon it, which is most especially seen in such as prodigiously long for such and such meats, the child will love those meats, saith Fernelius, and be addicted to like humours; \textsuperscript{1} "if a great-bellied woman see a hare, her child will often have a hare-lip," as we call it. Garceus de Judiciis gentiturarum, cap. 33, hath a memorable example of one Thomas Nickell, born in the city of Brandenburg, 1551, \textsuperscript{2} "that went reeling and staggering all the days of his life, as if he would fall to the ground, because his mother being great with child saw a drunken man reeling in the street." Such another I find in Martin Wenrichius com. de ortu monstrorum, c. 17, I saw (saith he) at Wittenberg, in Germany, a citizen that looked like a carcass; I asked him the cause, he replied, \textsuperscript{*} "His mother, when she bore him in her womb, saw a carcass by chance, and was so sore affrighted with it, that \textit{ex eo foetus ei assimilatus}, from a ghastly impression the child was like it."

So many several ways are we plagued and punished for our father’s defaults; insomuch that as Fernelius truly saith, \textsuperscript{1} "It is the greatest part of our felicity to be well born, and it were happy for human kind, if only such parents as are sound of body and mind should be suffered to marry." An husbandman will sow none but the best and choicest seed upon his land, he will not rear a bull or a horse, except he be right shapen in all parts, or permit him to cover a mare, except he be well assured of his breed; we make choice of the best rams for our sheep, rear the neatest kine, and keep the best dogs, \textit{Quanto id diligentius in procreandis liberis}

\textsuperscript{1} Baptista Porta loco præcel. Ex leporum intuitu pleisque infantes adhibunt hircos super rupem labello. \textsuperscript{2} Quasi mox in terram collapsurus per omnem vitam inciderat, cum mater gravida ebrum hominem sic incenditam vidisset. \textsuperscript{*} Cic. gemine cadaverosa, qui dixit, &c. \textsuperscript{3} Optimum bene nasci, maxima pars fericitatis nostram bene nasci; quanobrem præclarum humanogeneri consultum videtur. si soi paraentes bene habet et saeul liberis operam darent.
observandum? And how careful then should we be in begetting of our children? In former times some countries have been so chary in this behalf, so stern, that if a child were crooked or deformed in body or mind, they made him away; so did the Indians of old by the relation of Curtius, and many other well-governed commonwealths, according to the discipline of those times. Heretofore in Scotland, saith Hecht Boethius, "if any were visited with the falling sickness, madness, gout, leprosy, or any such dangerous disease, which was likely to be propagated from the father to the son, he was instantly gelded; a woman kept from all company of men; and if by chance having some such disease, she were found to be with child, she with her brood were buried alive;" and this was done for the common good, lest the whole nation should be injured or corrupted. A severe doom, you will say, and not to be used amongst Christians, yet more to be looked into than it is. For now by our too much facility in this kind, in giving way for all to marry that will, too much liberty and indulgence in tolerating all sorts, there is a vast confusion of hereditary diseases, no family secure, no man almost free from some grievous infirmity or other, when no choice is had, but still the eldest must marry, as so many stallions of the race; or if rich, be they fools or dizzards, lame or maimed, unable, intemperate, dissolve, exhaust through riot, as he said, *jure hereditario sapere jubentur;* they must be wise and able by inheritance; it comes to pass that our generation is corrupt, we have many weak persons, both in body and mind, many feral diseases raging amongst us, crazed families, *parentes peremptores;* our fathers bad, and we are like to be worse.

---

1 Infantes infirmi precipitio necati. Bohemus, lib. 3. c. 8. Apud Lacones olm. Lysius, epist. 56. cent. ad Beligas, Dionysio Vilerio, si quos aliquas membrorum parte inutilis notaverint, necari jubent. 2 Lib. 1. De veterum Scottorum moribus. Morbo comitiali, dementia, mania, lepra, &c., aut similis labe, puse facile in prolem transmittitur. labrantes inter eos, ingenti facta infagitis inventos, ne gens fecil contagione liquaretur ex ils nata, castraverunt, multis hujusmodi procul a virorum consorti abiecrunt; quod si harum aliquas concepisse invenerat, simul cum dies nonum edito, desidiebatur viva. 3 Euphorion Satyr
MEMB. II.

SUBSECT. I.—Bad Diet a Cause. Substance. Quality of Meats.

According to my proposed method, having opened hitherto these secondary causes, which are inbred with us, I must now proceed to the outward and adventitious, which happen unto us after we are born. And those are either evident, remote, or inward, antecedent, and the nearest; continent causes some call them. These outward, remote, precedent causes are subdivided again into necessary and not necessary. Necessary (because we cannot avoid them, but they will alter us, as they are used, or abused) are those six non-natural things, so much spoken of amongst physicians, which are principal causes of this disease. For almost in every consultation, whereas they shall come to speak of the causes, the fault is found, and this most part objected to the patient; *Peccavit circa res sex non naturales*; he hath still offended in one of those six. Montanus, *consil. 22*, consulted about a melancholy Jew, gives that sentence, so did Frisemelica in the same place; and in his 244 counsel, censuring a melancholy soldier, assigns that reason of his malady, "he offended in all those six non-natural things, which were the outward causes, from which came those inward obstructions: and so in the rest.

These six non-natural things are diet, retention, and evacuation, which are more material than the other because they make new matter, or else are conversant in keeping or expelling of it. The other four are air, exercise, sleeping, waking, and perturbations of the mind, which only alter the matter. The first of these is diet, which consists in meat and drink; and causeth melancholy, as it offends in substance, or acci-

1 Ferit omnia delecta que fieri posseunt cause extrinsecus, exquisus postes ortus circa res sex non naturales, et sunt obstructions.
dents, that is quantity, quality, or the like. And well it may be called a material cause, since that, as 1 Fernelius holds, “it hath such a power in begetting of diseases, and yields the matter and sustenance of them; for neither air, nor perturbations, nor any of those other evident causes take place, or work this effect, except the constitution of body, and preparation of humours, do concur. That a man may say, this diet is the mother of diseases, let the father be what he will, and from this alone, melancholy and frequent other maladies arise.” Many physicians, I confess, have written copious volumes of this one subject, of the nature and qualities of all manner of meats; as namely, Galen, Isaac the Jew, Haly-abbas, Avicenna, Mesue, also four Arabians, Gordonius, Villanovanus, Wecker, Johannes Bruerinus, sitologia de Excultenis et Poculentis, Michael Savanarola, Tract. 2, c. 8, Anthony Fumanellus, lib. de regimine senum, Curio in his Comment on Schola Salerna, Godefridus Stekius arte med., Marsilius cognatus, Ficinus, Ranzovius, Fonseca, Lessius, Magninus, regim. sanitatis, Frietagius, Hugo Fridericallius, &c., besides many other in 2 English, and almost every peculiar physician, discourseth at large of all peculiar meats in his chapter of melancholy; yet because these books are not at hand to every man, I will briefly touch what kind of meats engender this humour, through their several species, and which are to be avoided. How they alter and change the matter, spirits first, and after humours, by which we are preserved, and the constitution of our body, Fernelius and others will show you.

I hasten to the thing itself: and first of such diet as offends in substance.

Beef:] Beef, a strong and hearty meat (cold in the first degree, dry in the second, saith Gal. l. 3, c. 1, de alim. fac.) is condemned by him and all succeeding authors, to breed

---

1 Path. l. 1, c. 2. Maximam in gig-nendis morbis vim obtinet, pabulum, materiamque morbi suggerebat: nam nec ab aëre, nec a perturbationibus, vel alius evidentibus causa morbi sunt, nisi consentiat corporis preparado, et humorum constituto. Ut semel dicoam, una gula est omnium morborum mater, etiam allius est genitor. Ab hac morbi sponte sepeliatur, nihil ait cogente causa.

2 Cogan, Elliot, Vauhan, Vener.
gross melancholy blood; good for such as are sound, and of a strong constitution, for labouring men if ordered aright, corned, young, of an ox (for all gelded meats in every species are held best), or if old, \(^1\) such as have been tired out with labour, are preferred. Aubanus and Sabellicus commend Portugal beef to be the most savoury, best and easiest of digestion; we commend ours; but all is rejected, and unfit for such as lead a resty life, any ways inclined to Melancholy, or dry of complexion: Tules (Galen thinks) de facile melancholicis aegritudinibus capiuntur.

Pork.] Pork, of all meats, is most nutritive in his own nature, \(^*\) but altogether unfit for such as live at ease, are any ways unsound of body or mind; too moist, full of humours, and therefore noxia delicatis, saith Savanarola, ex earum usu ut dubitetur an fèbris quartana generetur; nought for queasy stomachs, insomuch that frequent use of it may breed a quartan ague.

Goat.] Savanarola discommends goat's flesh, and so doth \(^2\) Bruerinus, l. 12, c. 19, calling it a filthy beast, and rammish; and therefore supposeth it will breed rank and filthy substance; yet kid, such as are young and tender, Isaac accepts, Bruerinus and Galen, l. 1, c. 1, de alimentorum facultatibus.

Hart.] Hart and red deer \(^3\) hath an evil name: it yields gross nutriment; a strong and great grained meat, next unto a horse. Which although some countries eat, as Tartars, and they of China; yet \(^4\) Galen condemns. Young foals are as commonly eaten in Spain as red deer, and to furnish their navies, about Malaga, especially, often used; but such meats ask long baking, or seething, to qualify them, and yet all will not serve.

Venison, Fallow Deer.] All venison is melancholy, and begets bad blood; a pleasant meat; in great esteem with us

\(^1\) Frisangi. \(^*\) Isaac. \(^2\) Non hædatar, quia melancholicum prehabet alimento. \(^3\) Male alit cervina (inquit Fr. et agine), crassissimum et atribili-

---

\(^4\) Lib. de subtilis dieta. Equina caro et asinina equiuis danda est hominibus et assinis.
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(for we have more parks in England than there are in all Europe besides) in our solemn feasts. 'Tis somewhat better hunted than otherwise, and well prepared by cookery; but generally bad, and seldom to be used.

Hare. Hare, a black meat, melancholy, and hard of digestion, it breeds incubus, often eaten, and causeth fearful dreams, so doth all venison, and is condemned by a jury of physicians. Mizaldus and some others say, that hare is a merry meat, and that it will make one fair, as Martial's Epigram testifies to Gellia; but this is per accidens, because of the good sport it makes, merry company and good discourse that is commonly at the eating of it, and not otherwise to be understood.

Conies.] Conies are of the nature of hares. Magnus compares them to beef, pig, and goat, *Reg. sanit. part. 3, c. 17*; yet young rabbits by all men are approved to be good.

Generally, all such meats as are hard of digestion breed melancholy. Areteus, *lib. 7, cap. 5*, reckons up heads and feet, *bowels, brains, entrails, marrow, fat, blood, skins, and those inward parts, as heart, lungs, liver, spleen, &c*. They are rejected by Isaac, *lib. 2, part. 3*. Magnus, *part. 3, cap. 17*, Bruerinus, *lib. 12*, Savanarola, *Rub. 32, Tract. 2*.

Milk.] Milk, and all that comes of milk, as butter and cheese, curds, &c., increase melancholy (whey only excepted, which is most wholesome); *some except asses' milk. The rest, to such as are sound, is nutritive and good, especially for young children, but because soon turned to corruption, not good for those that have unclean stomachs, are subject to headache, or have green wounds, stone, &c*. Of all cheeses, I take that kind which we call Banbury cheese to be the best, *ex vetustis pessimus*, the older, stronger, and harder, the worst, as Langius discourseth in his Epistle to Melanchthon, cited by Mizaldus, Isaac, *p. 5*, Gal. 3, *de cibus non succi, &c*.

---

Amongst fowl, peacocks and pigeons, all fenny fowl are forbidden, as ducks, geese, swans, herons, cranes, coots, didappers, water-hens, with all those teals, cers, shel-drakes, and peckled fowls, that come hither in winter out of Scandia, Muscovy, Greenland, Friesland, which half the year are covered all over with snow, and frozen up. Though these be fair in feathers, pleasant in taste, and have a good outside, like hypocrites, white in plumes, and soft, their flesh is hard, black, unwholesome, dangerous, melancholy meat; Gravant et putrefaciunt stomachum, saith Isaac, part. 5, de vol., their young ones are more tolerable, but young pigeons he quite disapproves.

Fishes.] Raxis and Magninus discommend all fish, and say, they breed viscosities, slimy nutriment, little and humourous nourishment. Savanarola adds, cold, moist; and phlegmatic, Isaac; and therefore unwholesome for all cold and melancholy complexions; others make a difference, rejecting only amongst fresh-water fish, eel, tench, lamprey, eawfish (which Bright approves, cap. 6), and such as are bred in muddy and standing waters, and have a taste of mud, as Francisce Bon-suetus poetically defines, Lib. de aquatilibus.

"Nam pisces omnes, qui stagna, lacusque frequentant,
Semper plus suci deteriores habent."

"All fish, that standing pools, and lakes frequent,
Do ever yield bad juice and nourishment."

Lampeys, Paulus Jovius, c. 34, de piscibus fluvial, highly magnifies, and saith, None speak against them, but inepti et serupulosi, some scrupulous persons; but eels, c. 33, "he abhorreth in all places, at all times, all physicians detest them, especially about the solstice." Gomesius, lib. 1. c. 22, de sale, doth inmoderately extol sea-fish, which others as much vilify, and above the rest, dried, soused, indurate fish, as ling, fumados, red-herrings, sprats, stock-fish, haberdine, poor-john, all shell-fish. Tim. Bright excepts lobster and

1 Wecker Syntax, theor. p. 2. Isaac, medi; detestantur anguillae, presentia Brue, lib. 15. cap. 30 at 31. 2 Cap. 18, circa solstitium. Damnuntur tum sauls part 5. 3 Omnii loco et omni tempore tum agris. 4 Cap. 5, in his Tract of
rab. Mesarius commends salmon, which Bruerinus contradicts, lib. 22, c. 17. Magnus rejects conger, sturgeon, turbot, mackerel, skate.

Carp is a fish of which I know not what to determine. Franciscus Bonsuetus accounts it a muddy fish. Hippolitus Salvianus, in his Book de Piscium naturâ et præparatâ, which was printed at Rome in folio, 1554, with most elegant pictures, esteems carp no better than a slimy watery mess. Paulus Jovius on the other side, disallowing tench, approves of it; so doth Dupravius in his Books of Fish-ponds. Frittagius extols it for an excellent wholesome meat, and puts it amongst the fishes of the best rank; and so do most of our country gentlemen, that store their ponds almost with no other fish. But this controversy is easily decided, in my judgment, by Bruerinus, l. 22, c. 13. The difference riseth from the site and nature of pools, sometimes muddy, sometimes sweet; they are in taste as the place is from whence they be taken. In like manner almost we may conclude of other fresh fish. But see more in Rondoletius, Bellonis, Oribasius, lib. 7. cap. 22, Isaac, l. 1, especially Hippolitus Salvianus, who is instar omnium solus, &c. Howsoever they may be wholesome and approved, much use of them is not good; P. Forestus, in his medicinal observations, relates, that Carthusian friars, whose living is most part fish, are more subject to melancholy than any other order, and that he found by experience, being sometimes their physician ordinary at Delft, in Holland. He exemplifies it with an instance of one Buscodnese, a Carthusian of a ruddy colour, and well liking, that by solitary living, and fish-eating, became so misaffected.

Herbs. Amongst herbs to be eaten I find gourds, cucumbers, coleworts, melons, disallowed, but especially cabbage. It causeth troublesome dreams, and sends up black vapours

Melancholy. 1 Optima nutrit omnium mentorum sortiantur differentias, alid judicio inter prime note place gustus suaviores, alibi luteulentiores. 2 Non est dubium quin, servat. 16, lib. 10. 

pee variorum situ so naturâ, magnas all-
to the brain. Galen, loc. affect. l. 3, c. 6, of all herbs condemns cabbage; and Isaac, lib. 2, c. 1, Animæ gravitatem facit, it brings heaviness to the soul. Some are of opinion that all raw herbs and salads breed melancholy blood, except bugloss and lettuce. Crato, consil. 21, lib. 2, speaks against all herbs and worts, except borage, bugloss, fennel, parsley, dill, balm, succory. Magninus, regim. sanitatis, part. 3, cap. 31. Omnes herbas simpliciter male, vidicibi; all herbs are simply evil to feed on (as he thinks). So did that scoffing cook in Plautus hold:

"Non ego coenam condio ut ali coqui solent,  
Quo mihi condita prata in patinis proferunt,  
Boves qui convivias faciunt, herbasque aggerunt."

"Like other cooks I do not supper dress,  
That put whole meadows into a platter,  
And make no better of their guests than beeves,  
With herbs and grass to feed them fatter."

Our Italians and Spaniards do make a whole dinner of herbs and salads (which our said Plautus calls caenas terrestres, Horace, caenas sine sanguine), by which means, as he follows it,

2 "Hic homines tam brevam vitam collunt  
Qui herbas lujusmodi in alvum suum congerunt,  
Formidolosum dictu, non esse modò  
Quas herbas pecudes non edunt, homines edunt."

"Their lives, that eat such herbs, must needs be short,  
And 'tis a fearful thing for to report,  
That men should feed on such a kind of meat,  
Which very jumants would refuse to eat."

They are windy, and not fit therefore to be eaten of all men raw, though qualified with oil, but in broths, or otherwise. See more of these in every husbandman and herbalist. Roots. Etsi quorundam gentium opes sint, saith Bruerinus, the wealth of some countries, and sole food, are

---

1 Pseudolus, act. 3, scen. 2. 2 Plaut. 3. 3 Quare rectius valetudini de vero servat medicus. 4 In Minalio de suis quiique consulat, qui lapsis priorum Horto P. Crescent. Herbastein, &c. parentum memor, est planus vel omnis.
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windy and bad, or troublesome to the head; as onions, garlic, scallions, turnips, carrots, radishes, parsnips; Crato, lib. 2. consil. 11, disallows all roots, though some approve of parsnips and potatoes. Magninus is of Crato’s opinion, “They trouble the mind, sending gross fumes to the brain, make men mad, especially garlic, onions, if a man liberally feed on them a year together.” Guianerius, tract. 15, cap. 2, complains of all manner of roots, and so doth Bruerinus, even parsnips themselves, which are the best, Lib 9, cap. 14.

Fruits.] Pastinacarum usus succos gignit improbos. Crato, consil. 21, lib. 1, utterly forbids all manner of fruits, as pear, apples, plums, cherries, strawberries, nuts, medlars, serve, &c. Sanguinem infectunt, saith Villanovanus, they infect the blood, and putrefy it, Magninus holds, and must not therefore be taken vid cibi, aut quantitate magni, not to make a meal of, or in any great quantity. Cardan makes that a cause of their continual sickness at Fessa in Africa, “because they live so much on fruits, eating them thrice a day.” Laurentius approves of many fruits, in his Tract of Melancholy, which others disallow, and amongst the rest apples, which some likewise commend, sweetings, pearmainns, pippins, as good against melancholy; but to him that is any way inclined to, or touched with this malady, Nicholas Piso in his Practises, forbids all fruits, as windy, or to be sparingly eaten at least, and not raw. Amongst other fruits, Bruerinus, out of Galen, excepts grapes and figs, but I find them likewise rejected.

Pulse.] All pulse are nought, beans, peas, vetches, &c, they fill the brain (saith Isaac) with gross fumes, breed black thick blood, and cause troublesome dreams. And therefore, that which Pythagoras said to his scholars of old, may be forever applied to melancholy men, A fabis abstinet, eat no peas, nor beans; yet to such as will needs eat them,
I would give this counsel, to prepare them according to those rules that Arnoldus Villanovanus, and Frietagius prescribe, for eating, and dressing, fruits, herbs, roots, pulse, &c.

_Spices._ Spices cause hot and head melancholy, and are for that cause forbidden by our physicians to such men as are inclined to this malady, as pepper, ginger, cinnamon, cloves, mace, dates, &c., honey and sugar. ¹ Some except honey; to those that are cold it may be tolerable, but ² _Dulcia se in bilem vertunt_ (sweets turn into bile), they are obstructive. Crato therefore forbids all spice, in a consultation of his, for a melancholy schoolmaster, _Onnia aromatica, et quicquid sanguinem adurit_; so doth Fernelius, _consil. 45_, Galanerius, _tract. 10_, _cap. 2_, Mercurialis, _cons. 189_. To these I may add all sharp and sour things, luscious, and over-sweet, or fat, as oil, vinegar, verjuice, mustard, salt; as sweet things are obstructive, so these are corrosive. Gomèsius, in his books, _de sale, l. 1_, _c. 21_, highly commends salt; so doth Codronchius in his tract, _de sale Absynthii_, _Lemm. l. 3_, _c. 9_, _de occult. nat. mir._, yet common experience finds salt, and salt meats, to be great procurers of this disease. And for that cause belike those Egyptian priests abstained from salt, even so much, as in their bread, _ut sine perturbatione anima esset_, saith mine author, that their souls might be free from perturbations.

_Bread._ Bread that is made of baser grain, as peas, beans, oats, rye, or ³ over-hard baked, crusty, and black, is often spoken against, as causing melancholy juice and wind. Joh. Mayor, in the first book of his History of Scotland, contends much for the wholesomeness of eaten bread; it was objected to him then living at Paris in France, that his countrymen fed on oats, and base grain, as a disgrace; but he doth ingenuously confess, Scotland, Wales, and a third part of England, did most part use that kind of bread, that it was as wholesome as any grain, and yielded as good nourishment.

¹ Bright _c. 6_, excepts honey. ² Hor. _edas crustam, cholaram quia gigunit_ apud Scotiam _consil. 183_. ³ Ne com- _adustam_. _Scot. Sal._
And yet Wecker out of Galen calls it horse-meat, and fitter for juments than men to feed on. But read Galen himself, lib. 1, De cibus boni et mali suci, more largely discoursing of corn and bread.

Wine.] All black wines, over-hot, compound, strong thick drinks, as Muscadine, Malmsey, Alicante, Rumney, Brown-bastard, Metheglen, and the like, of which they have thirty several kinds in Muscovy, all such made drinks are hurtful in this case, to such as are hot, or of a sanguine choleric complexion, young, or inclined to head-melancholy. For many times the drinking of wine alone causeth it. Arculanus, c. 16, in 9 Rphasis, puts in \(^1\) wine for a great cause, especially if it be immoderately used. Guianerius, tract. 15, c. 2, tells a story of two Dutchmen, to whom he gave entertainment in his house, “that \(^2\) in one month’s space were both melancholy by drinking of wine,” one did nought but sing, the other sigh.

Galen, l. de causis morb. c. 3. Matthiolum us Dioscorides, and above all other Andreas Bachius, l. 3, 18, 19, 20, have reckoned upon those inconveniences that come by wine; yet notwithstanding all this, to such as are cold, or sluggish melancholy, a cup of wine is good physic, and so doth Mercurialis grant, consil. 25, in that case, if the temperature be cold, as to most melancholy men it is, wine is much commended, if it be moderately used.

Cider, Perry.] Cider and perry are both cold and windy drinks, and for that cause to be neglected, and so are all those hot spiced strong drinks.

Beer.] Beer, if it be over-new or over-stale, over-strong, or not sodden, smell of the cask, sharp, or sour, is most unwholesome, frets, and galls, &c. Henricus Ayrerus, in a consultation of his, for one that laboured of hypochondriacal melancholy discourmends beer. So doth \(^4\) Crato in that excellent counsel of his, Lib. 2, consil. 21, as too windy, because of the hop. But he means belike that thick black Bohemian beer used in some other parts of Germany,

---

\(^1\) Vinum turbidum. \(^2\) Ex vini patentis bibitone, duo Alemani in uno mense melancholici facti sunt. \(^4\) Crassum generale sanguinem. \(^4\) About Danzig in Prussia, Hamburgh, Leipsic.
As that \(^1\) old poet scoffed, calling it *Stygia monstrum conformis pallidi*, a monstrous drink, like the river Styx. But let them say as they list, to such as are accustomed unto it, "'tis a most wholesome (so ^2^ Polydor Virgil calleth it) and a pleasant drink," it is more subtil and better, for the hop that rarest it, hath an especial virtue against melancholy, as our herbalists confess, Fuxius approves, *Lib. 2, sec. 2, instit. cap. 11*, and many others.

**Waters.** Standing waters, thick and ill-coloured; such as come forth of pools, and moats, where hemp hath been steeped, or slimy fishes live, are most unwholesome, putrefied, and full of mites, creepers, slimy, muddy, unclean, corrupt, impure, by reason of the sun's heat, and still-standing; they cause foul distemperatures in the body and mind of man, are unfit to make drink of, to dress meat with, or to be ^3^ used about men inwardly or outwardly. They are good for many domestic uses, to wash horses, water cattle, &c., or in time of necessity, but not otherwise. Some are of opinion, that such fat, standing waters make the best beer, and that seething doth defecate it, as ^4^ Cardan holds, *Lib. 13, subtil.* "It mends the substance, and savour of it," but it is a paradox. Such beer may be stronger, but not so wholesome as the other, as ^5^ Jobertus truly justifieth out of Galen, Paradox, dec. 1, Paradox 5, that the seething of such impure waters doth not purge or purify them, Pliny, *lib. 31, c. 3*, is of the same tenet, and P. Crescentius, *agricult. lib. 1, et lib. 4, c. 11, et c. 45*. Pamphilus Herilachus, *l. 4, de nat. aquarum, such*?

---

1 Henricus Abrincensis. 2 Potus tum subtrix tum jaenndus, l. 1. 3 Galen, l. 1, de sax. facund. Carpenda sunt aquae que ex stagnis haauriuntur, et que turbidae et malis malent, &c. 4 Inoxium reddit et bene alienam. 5 Contendit, hic visa sectione non emendari.
waters are nought, not to be used, and by the testimony of
Galen, "breed agues, dropsies, pleurisies, splenetic and mel-
ancholy passions, hurt the eyes, cause a bad temperature, and
ill disposition of the whole body, with bad colour." This
Joberus stiffly maintains, Paradox, lib. 1, part. 5, that it
causeth blear eyes, bad colour, and many loathsome diseases
to such as use it; this which they say, stands with good rea-
son; for as geographers relate, the water of Astrakan breeds
worms in such as drink it. 2 Axius, or as now called Ver-
duri, the fairest river in Macedonia, makes all cattle black
that taste of it. Aleacman, now Peleca, another stream in
Thessaly, turns cattle most part white, si potui ducas. L
Aubanus Rohemus refers that struma or poke of the Bav-
arians and Styrians to the nature of their waters, as Mun-
ster doth that of the Valesians in the Alps, and Bodine sup-
posed the stuttering of some families in Aquitania, about
Labden, to proceed from the same cause, "and that the filth
is derived from the water to their bodies." So that they that
use filthy, standing, ill-coloured, thick, muddy water, must
needs have muddy, ill-coloured, impure, and infirm bodies.
And because the body works upon the mind, they shall have
grosser understandings, dull, foggy, melancholy spirits, and
be really subject to all manner of infirmities.

To these noxious simples, we may reduce an infinite num-
ber of compound, artificial, made dishes, of which our cooks
afford us a great variety, as tailors do fashions in our apparel.
Such are puddings stuffed with blood, or otherwise com-
posed; baked meats, soused indurate meats, fried and broiled
buttered meats; condite, powdered and over-dried, all cakes,
simmels, buns, cracknels made with butter, spice, &c., fritters,
pancakes, pies, sausages, and those several sauces, sharp, or over-sweet, of which *scientia popina*, as Seneca calls it, hath served those *Apician tricks, and perfumed dishes, which Adrian the sixth Pope so much admired in the accounts of his predecessor *Leo decimus*; and which prodigious riot an prodigality have invented in this age. These do generally engender gross humours, fill the stomach with crudities, and all those inward parts with obstructions. Montanus, concil. 22, gives instance, in a melancholy Jew, that by eating such tart sauces, made dishes, and salt meats, with which he was overmuch delighted, became melancholy, and was evil affected. Such examples are familiar and common.

**Subsect. II. — Quantity of Diet a Cause.**

There is not so much harm proceeding from the substance itself of meat, and quality of it, in ill-dressing and preparing, as there is from the quantity, disorder of time and place, unseasonable use of it, *intemperance, overmuch, or overlittle taking of it. A true saying it is, *Plures crapula quàm gladius.* This gluttony kills more than the sword, this *omnivorantium et homicida gula,* this all-devouring and murdering gut. And that of *Pliny is truer, "Simple diet is the best; heaping up of several meats is pernicious, and sauces worse; many dishes bring many diseases."* *Avicen cries out, "That nothing is worse than to feed on many dishes, or to protract the time of meats longer than ordinary; from thence proceed our infirmities, and 'tis the fountain of all diseases, which arise out of the repugnancy of gross humours."* Thence, saith *Fernelius, come crudities, wind, oppilations, cacochymia, plethora, cachexia, bradicepsia,* **Hinc subitas mortes, atque intestata senectus, sudden death, &c., and what not.**

1 As lettuce steeped in wine, birds fed with fennel and sugar, as a Pope's concubine used in Avignon, Stephan. 2 Anthus negotium illa facesset, et de templo Dil immundium stabulum fece. Paleas. 10, c. 3 Lib. 11, c. 52. Homini chius utilesminus simplex, acerravtio ebro rum pestilens, et condimenta perjuciosa, multos morbos multa fercula ferunt. 4 81 Dec. 2 c. Nihil deterius quam si temporis justo longius conielendo protrahatur, ut vasta eborum genera conjungantur; unde morborum senturigio, quum ex repugnantia humorum ortur. 5 Path. 1, 1, c. 14. *Juv. Sat. 5.*
As a lamp is choked with a multitude of oil, or a little fire with overmuch wood quite extinguished, so is the natural heat with immoderate eating, strangled in the body. *Pernitiosa sentina est abdomen insaturabilis:* one saith, An insatiable paunch is a pernicious sink, and the fountain of all diseases, both of body and mind. 1Mercurialis will have it a peculiar cause of this private disease; Solenander, consil. 5, sect. 3, illustrates this of Mercurialis, with an example of one so melancholy, *ab intempestivis commessionibus,* unseasonable feasting. 2Crato confirms as much, in that often cited Counsel, 21, lib. 2, putting superfluous eating for a main cause. But what need I seek farther for proofs? Hear *Hippocrates himself,* Lib. 2, Aphor. 10, "Impure bodies the more they are nourished, the more they are hurt, for the nourishment is putrefied with vicious humours."

And yet for all this harm, which apparently follows surfeiting and drunkenness, see how we luxuriate and rage in this kind; read what Johannes Stuckius hath written lately of this subject, in his great volume *De Antiquorum Convivis,* and of our present age; *Quam portentosa caena,* prodigious suppers, 6*Qui dum invitant ad canam efferunt ad sepulcrum,* what Fagos, Epicures, Apetios, Heliogables, our times afford? Lucullus's ghost walks still, and every man desires to sup in Apollo; *Æsop’s costly dish is ordinarily served up.* 6*Magis illa juvant, quae pluris emuntur.* The dearest cates are best, and ’tis an ordinary thing to bestow twenty or thirty pounds upon a dish, some thousand crowns upon a dinner; 7Mully-Hamet, king of Fez and Morocco, spent three pounds on the sauce of a capon; it is nothing in our times, we scorn all that is cheap. "We loathe the very light (some of us, as Seneca

1 Nimis repletio ciborum factit melancholiam. 2 Comestio superflua cibi, et potus quantitas nimis. 3 Impura corpora quanta magna autres, tanto magis hedies; putrefact evim alimentum vitiouis humor. 4 Vid. Goelen. de portentosis caenis, &c. Putamen Com. 5 Amb. lib. de Jeaju. cap. 14. 6 They who invite us to our supper, only conduct us to our tomb." 6 Juvenal. 7 *The highest-priced dishes afford the greatest gratification." 7 Gulicardia. 8 Na. quest. 4. ca. ult. fasti illo est lumen gratulitatum, dolet quod sole, quot spiritum anser non posimus, quod hic sed non emiptas ex fasti. &c., adeo nihil placet, nih quod carum est.
notes) because it comes free, and we are offended with the sun’s heat, and those cool blasts, because we buy them not.” This air we breathe is so common we care not for it; nothing pleaseth but what is dear. And if we be 1 witty in anything, it is *ad gulam*; If we study at all, it is *erudito luxu*, to please the palate, and to satisfy the gut. “A cook of old was a base knave (as 2 Livy complains), but now a great man in request; cookery is become an art, a noble science; cooks are gentlemen;” *Venter Deus*; They wear “their brains in their bellies, and their guts in their heads,” as 3 Agrippa taxed some parasites of his time, rushing on their own destruction, as if a man should run upon the point of a sword, *usque dum ran-vantur comedunt*, “They eat till they burst;” 4 All day, all night, let the physician say what he will, imminent danger, and feral diseases are now ready to seize upon them, that will eat till they vomit, *Edunt ut vomunt, vomunt ut edant*, saith Seneca; which Dion relates of Vitellius, *Solo transitus ciborum nutriti judicatus*; His meat did pass through and away, or till they burst again. 5 _Strage animantium ventrem onerant_, and rake over all the world, as so many 6 slaves, belly-gods, and land-serpents, *Et totus orbis ventri nimis angustus*, the whole world cannot satisfy their appetite. 7 “Sea, land, rivers, lakes, &c., may not give content to their raging guts.” To make up the mess, what immoderate drinking in every place? _Senem potum pota trahebat anus_, how they flock to the tavern; as if they were *fruges consumere nati*, born to no other end but to eat and drink, like Offellius Bibulus, that famous Roman parasite, *Qui dum vivit, aut bibit aut minxit*; as so many casks to hold wine, yea worse than a cask, that mars wine, and itself is not marred by it; yet these are brave men, Silenus Ebrus was no braver. _Et quae fuerunt vitia, mores sunt_; ‘tis now the fashion of our times, an honour; _Nunc verò res ista eo redit_ (as Chrysost.

1 Ingeniari ad Gulam. 2 Olim vile mancipium, nunc in omni restitutum, nunc are taberni capita, &c. 3 Epist. 29, 1. 7, quorum in ventre ingeni, in painis, &c. 4 In lucem coxat. Senatorius. 5 Seneca. 6 Mancipia gula, dapes non sapores sed sumptu estimantes. Seneca consol. ad Helvidium 7 Saventi gutture satiare non possunt fluvi et maria. Aeneas Sylvius de miser. curial.
serm. 30, in v. Ephes. comments) Ut effeminata: ignavie loco habeatur, nolle inebriari; 'tis now co-pass that he is no gentleman, a very milk-sop, a c bringing up, that will not drink; fit for no comp-your only gallant that plays it off finest, no disp now to stagger in the streets, reel, rave, &c., bu his fame and renown; as in like case Epidicus tol his fellow-servant, in the 1 Poet. Ædipol facinus one urged, the other replied, At jam alii fecere id illis res honoris, 'tis now no fault, there be so many amples to bear one out; 'tis a credit to have a st and carry his liquor well; the sole contention who most, and fox his fellow the soonest. "Tis the sum of our tradesmen, their felicity, life, and soul, Tanto affectant, saith Pliny, lib. 14, cap. 12, ut magna aliud vita præmium intelligat, their chief comfort, to together in an alehouse or tavern, as our modern: do in their mede-inns, and Turks in their coffee-ho much resemble our taverns; they will labour ha long to be drunk at night, and spend totius anni St. Ambrose adds, in a tippling feast; convert day as Seneca taxes some in his times, Pervertunt offic tuis; when we rise, they commonly go to bed, li tipodes,

"Nosque ubi primus eque oriens afflavit anhells. Illis sera rubens ascendit lumina vesper.""

So did Petronius in Tacitus, Heliogabalus in Lamj

2 "Noctes vigilabat ad ipsum Mane. diem totum stertebat."

"He drank the night away Till rising dawn, then snored out all the day."

Snymdiris the Sybarite never saw the sun rise much as once in twenty years. Verres, against w so much inveighs, in winter he never was extra

1 Plautus. 2 Hor. lib. 1 Sat. 3.
extra lectum, never almost out of bed, \(^1\) still wenching and drinking; so did he spend his time, and so do myriads in our days. They have gymnasia bibonum, schools and rendezvous; these centaurs and lapithae toss pots and bowls as so many balls; invent new tricks, as sausages, anchovies, tobacco, caviare, pickled oysters, herrings, fumadoes, &c.; innumerable salt meats to increase their appetite, and study how to hurt themselves by taking antidotes \(^2\) "to carry their drink the better; \(^8\) and when nought else serves, they will go forth, or be conveyed out, to empty their gorge, that they may return to drink afresh." They make laws, insanas leges, contra bibendi fallacias, and \(^4\) brag of it when they have done, crowning that man that is soonest gone, as their drunken predecessors have done,—\(^5\) quid ego video? Ps. Cum coronæ Pseudolum ebrium tuum—. And when they are dead, will have a can of wine with \(^6\) Maron's old woman to be engraven on their tombs. So they triumph in villany, and justify their wickedness; with Rabelais, that French Lucian, drunkenness is better for the body than physic, because there be more old drunkards than old physicians. Many such frothy arguments they have, \(^7\) inviting and encouraging others to do as they do, and love them dearly for it (no glue like to that of good fellowship). So did Alcibiades in Greece; Nero, Bonosus, Heligabalus in Rome, or Alegabalus rather, as he was styled of old (as \(^8\) Ignatius proves out of some old coins). So do many great men still, as \(^9\) Heresbachius observes. When a prince drinks till his eyes stare, like Bitias in the Poet,

\(^{10}\) "(ille impiger hausit
Spumantem vino pateram)."

"a thirsty soul;
He took challenge and embraced the bowl;
With pleasure swill'd the gold, nor ceased to draw
Till he the bottom of the brimmer saw."

\(^1\) Diel brevitas convivii, noxias longitudo stuperis conterebat. \(^2\) Et quo plus eplant, irrigantur et iritantes egressantur.
\(^3\) Foes portaverunt ut ad convivium repertorem, reperti ut exhaustant, et excitati ut bibant. Ambros. \(^4\) Ingentias
\(^5\) Vass velut ad ostentationem, &c.
\(^6\) Plautus. \(^7\) Lib. 3. Anthol. c. 20.
\(^8\) Gratiam concilian potendo. \(^9\) Notia ad Cesares. \(^10\) Lib. de educandis principum liberis.
and comes off clearly, sound trumpets, sife and drums, the
spectators will applaud him, "the 1 bishop himself (if he
belie them not) with his chaplain, will stand by and do as
much," _O dignum principe haustum, 'twas done like a prince.
"Our Dutchmen invite all comers with a pail and a dish,"
_Velut infundibula integras obbas exhauriunt, et in monstris
pocolis, ipsi monstrosi monstrosius epotant, "making bar-
rels of their bellies." _Incredibile dictu, as 2 one of their
own countrymen complains: 3 _Quantum liquors immode-
tissima gens capiat, &c. "How they love a man that
will be drunk, crown him and honour him for it," hate him
that will not pledge him, stab him, kill him; a most intoler-
able offence, and not to be forgiven. 4 "He is a mortal
enemy that will not drink with him," as Munster relates of
the Saxons. So in Poland, he is the best servitor, and the
honestest fellow, saith Alexander Gagvinus, 5 "that drinketh
most healths to the honour of his master, he shall be re-
warded as a good servant, and held the bravest fellow that
carries his liquor best," when a brewer's horse will bear much
more than any sturdy drinker, yet for his noble exploits in
this kind, he shall be accounted a most valiant man for 6 _Tam
inter epulas fortis vir esse potest ac in bello, as much valour
is to be found in feasting as in fighting, and some of our city
captains, and carpet knights will make this good, and prove
it. Thus they many times wilfully pervert the good tempera-
ture of their bodies, stifle their wits, strangle nature, and
degenerate into beasts.

Some again are in the other extreme, and draw this mis-
chief on their heads by too ceremonious and strict diet, being
over-precise, cockney-like, and curious in their observation

1 Idem strenui potatoris Episcopi Sacel-
lanus, cum ingente n pateram exaurit
principea. 2 Bohemus in Saxonia. Ad-
sec immoderate et immodeste ab ipsis blis-
tur, ut in computationibus suis non eys-
this solutum et cantharum sat infundere
possint, sed impetum multa layle ap-
ponant, et scelera in ciea hortantur
quemlibet ad libitum potare. 3 Dictu
Incredibile, quantum hujusce liquors
immodesta gens capiat, plus potanter
amicissimum habent, et certo coronant,
imicissimum contra qui non vult, et
cede et rustibus expellant. 4 Qui potas
recussat, hostis habetur, et cede nonnum-
quam res explatur. 6 Qui melius bil-
pro salute domini, melior habetur minis-
ter. 6 Grec. Poeta apud Stobaeum,
scr. 18.
of meats, times, as that *Medicina statica* prescribes, just so many ounces at dinner, which Lessius enjoins, so much at supper, not a little more, nor a little less, of such meat, and at such hours, a diet-drink in the morning, cock-broth, China-broth, at dinner, plum-broth, a chicken, a rabbit, rib of a rack of mutton, wing of a capon, the merry-thought of a hen, &c.: to sounder bodies this is too nice and most absurd. Others offend in overmuch fasting; pining adays, saith 1 Guianerius, and waking anights, as many Moors and Turks in these our times do. "Anchorites, monks, and the rest of that superstitious rank (as the same Guianerius witnesseth, that he hath often seen to have happened in his time) through immoderate fasting, have been frequently mad." Of such men beike Hippocrates speaks, 1 Aphor. 5, when as he saith, 2 "They more offend in too sparing diet, and are worse damned, than they that feed liberally, and are ready to surfeit.

**Subsect. III.—Custom of Diet, Delight, Appetite, Necessity, how they cause or hinder.**

No rule is so general, which admits not some exception; to this, therefore, which hath been hitherto said (for I shall otherwise put most men out of commons), and those inconveniences which proceed from the substance of meats, an intemperate or unseasonable use of them, custom somewhat detracts and qualifies, according to that of Hippocrates 2, Aphorism. 50, 3 "Such things as we have been long accustomed to, though they be evil in their own nature yet they are less offensive." Otherwise it might well be objected that it were a mere 4 tyranny to live after those strict rules of physic; for custom 5 doth alter nature itself, and to such as are used to them it makes bad meats wholesome, and unseasonable times to cause no disorder. Cider and perry are windy

---

1 Qui de die jejunant, et nocte vigilant, fæde erant in melancholiam; et qui nature medium excedant, c. 5, tract. 15, c. 2. Longa famis tolerantiis, ut ilia sepe accidit qui tanti cum fervore Deo servire cupiunt per jejunum, quod manu sic erit, lipo vidi esse. 2 In tended vicu acri delinguunt, ex quo sit ut ma- jori afflictor detrimen. majorque sit error; tenui quam plenior victu. 3 Quae longo tempore consuetu sunt, clamad det- terior, minus in assumptus molestio solent. 4 Qui medicè vivit, misère vivit. 5 Consuetudo altera natura.
drinks, so are all fruits windy in themselves, cold yet in some shires of England, Normandy, Guipuscoa in Spain, 'tis their common drink, and whit offended with it. In Spain, Italy, and Africa most on roots, raw herbs, camel's milk, and it with them; which to a stranger will cause much In Wales, lacticiinis vescentur, as Humphrey Fossett, a Cambro-Briton himself, in his elegy Abraham Ortelius, they live most on white meal, land on fish, roots, butter; and so at this day it Bellonius observes, they had much rather feed flesh. With us, Maxima pars victus in carne feed on flesh most part, saith Polydor Virgil, as countries do; and it would be very offensive to after their diet, or they to live after ours. We they wine; they use oil, we butter; we in the great eaters; they most sparing in those hotte and yet they and we following our own custome pleased. An Ethiopian of old seeing an Europer wondered, quomodo stercoribus vescentes viverim could eat such kind of meats; so much differed men from ours in diet, that as mine author in illorum victum apud nos amulare velit; if any so feed with us, it would be all one to nourish Aconitum, or Hellebore itself. At this day in common people live in a manner altogether of herbs, and to the wealthiest, horse, ass, mule, do; is as delightsome as the rest, so Mat. Riccius relates, who lived many years amongst them.
eat raw meat, and most commonly horse-flesh, drink milk and blood, as the Nomades of old. \textit{Et lac concretum cum sanguine potat equino.} They scoff at our Europeans for eating bread, which they call tops of weeds, and horse meat, not fit for men; and yet Scaliger accounts them a sound and witty nation, living a hundred years; even in the civilest country of them they do thus, as Benedict the Jesuit observed in his travels, from the great Mogul's Court by land to Pekin, which Riccius contends to be the same with Cambula in Cataia. In Scandia their bread is usually dried fish, and so likewise in the Shetland isles; and their other fare, as in Iceland, saith \textit{2} Dithmarus Bleskenius, butter, cheese, and fish; their drink water, their lodging on the ground. In America in many places their bread is roots, their meat palmitos, pinas, potatoes, &c., and such fruits. There be of them too that familiarly drink salt sea-water all their lives, eat raw meat, grass, and that with delight. With some, fish, serpents, spiders; and in divers places they eat man’s flesh, raw and roasted, even the Emperor Montezuma himself. In some coasts, again, one tree yields them cocoa-nuts, meat and drink, fire, fuel, apparel; with his leaves, oil, vinegar, cover for houses, &c., and yet these men going naked, feeding coarse, live commonly a hundred years, are seldom or never sick; all which diet our physicians forbid.

In Westphalia they feed most part on fat meats and worts, knuckle deep, and call it \textit{3} cerebrum Iovis; in the Low Countries with roots, in Italy frogs and snails are used. The Turks, saith Busbequius, delight most in fried meats. In Muscovy, garlic and onions are ordinary meat and sauce, which would be pernicious to such as are unaccustomed to them, delightful to others; and all is \textit{4} because they have

---

\textsuperscript{1} Tartari mulis, equis vaccinar et crudulis carnis, et fruges consumpti, diceunt, hoc jumentorum pabulum et bomin. non hominum. \textsuperscript{2} Islandiae descriptione, \textit{2} Bensu et Fer. Cortesius lib. novus orbis inscrip. \textsuperscript{3} Lasvoden, c. 58, palme ins. \textsuperscript{4} Istius orbis orbis orbiculus, dux præstans. \textsuperscript{5} Lips. epist. \textsuperscript{6} Tenius assu. mutla ad annos 900 \textsuperscript{7} Laet. occident. Ind. descript. lib. II, cap. 20. Aquam marinam bibere, est abaque nox. \textsuperscript{1} Davies 2. voyage. \textsuperscript{3} Patagonum. \textsuperscript{4} Benso et Fer. Cortesius lib. novus orbis inscrip. \textsuperscript{5} Lasvoden, c. 58, palme ins. \textsuperscript{6} Istius orbis orbiculus, dux præstans. \textsuperscript{5} Lips. epist. \textsuperscript{6} Tenius assu. mutla ad annos 900. \textsuperscript{7} Laet. occident.
been brought up unto it. Husbandmen, and such can eat fat bacon, salt gross meat, hard cheese, & messorum illia), coarse bread at all times, go to bed upon a full stomach, which to some idle person present death, and is against the rules of physic, stomach is all in all. Our travellers find this by conscience when they come in far countries, and use they are suddenly offended, as our Hollanders a men when they touch upon the coasts of Africa, escapes and islands, are commonly molested with fluxes, and much distempered by reason of

* Peregrina, etsi suavia, solent vescentibus pertur signes adferre, strange meats, though pleasant, ca alterations and distempers. On the other side, as mitigates or makes all good again. Mithridates b which Pliny wonders at, was able to drink poi maid, as Curtius records, sent to Alexander from was brought up with poison from her infancy. saith Bollonius, lib. 3, c. 15, eat opium familiarly at once, which we dare not take in grains. Horto writes of one whom he saw at Goa in the: that took ten drachms of opium in three days; at sulto loquebatur, spake understandingly, so much do. Theophrastus speaks of a shepherd that could not have been surprised. And therefore Cardan concludes Galen, Consuetudinem utcumque ferendum, nisi ve Custom is howsoever to be kept, except it be extr he adviseth all men to keep their old customs, and authority of * Hippocrates himself, Dandum aliq etati, regioni, consuetudini, and therefore to they began, be it diet, bath, exercise, &c., or else.

Another exception is delight, or appetite, to suc

---

1 Repentina mutationes noxam para
unt. Hippocrat. Aphorism. 21, Epist. 2
In dubibus consuetudinem
6, sect. 8. 2 Bruerinus, lib. 1, cap. 23. lescens, et inceptis perser
8 Simpl. med. c. 4, l. 1. 4 Heurnius,
meats; though they be hard of digestion, melancholy; yet as Fuchsius excepts cap. 6, lib. 2, Instit. sect. 2. "The stomach doth really digest, and willingly entertain such meats we love most, and are pleasing to us, abhors on the other side such as we distaste." Which Hippocrates confirms, Aphorism. 2, 38. Some cannot endure cheese out of a secret antipathy, or to see a roasted duck, which to others is a delightful meat.

The last exception is necessity, poverty, want, hunger, which drives men many times to do that which otherwise they are loth, cannot endure, and thankfully to accept of it; as beverage in ships, and in sieges of great cities, to feed on dogs, cats, rats, and men themselves. Three outlaws in Hector Boethius, being driven to their shifts, did eat raw flesh, and flesh of such fowl as they could catch, in one of the Hebrides for some few months. These things do mitigate or disannul that which hath been said of melancholy meats, and make it more tolerable; but to such as are wealthy, live plenteously, at ease, may take their choice, and refrain if they will, these viands are to be forborne, if they be inclined to, or suspect melancholy, as they tender their healths; Otherwise if they be im temperate, or disordered in their diet, at their peril be it. **Qui monet amat, Ave et cave.**

He who advises is your friend,
Farewell, and to your health attend

**Subsect. IV.**—**Retention and Evacuation a cause, and how.**

Of retention and evacuation, there be divers kinds, which are either concomitant, assisting, or sole causes many times of melancholy. "Galen reduceth defect and abundance to this head; others "All that is separated, or remains."

**Costiveness.**] In the first rank of these, I may well reckon up costiveness, and keeping in of our ordinary excrements,
which as it often causeth other diseases, so this of melancholy in particular. 1 Celsus, lib. 1, cap. 3, saith, "It produceth inflammation of the head, dulness, cloudiness, headache, &c." Prosper Calenus, lib. de atri bile, will have it distemper not the organ only, 2 "but the mind itself by troubling of it;" and sometimes it is a sole cause of madness, as you may read in the first book of 3 Skenius's Medicinal Observations. A young merchant going to Nordeling fair in Germany, for ten days' space never went to stool; at his return he was "grievously melancholy, thinking that he was robbed, and would not be persuaded but that all his money was gone; his friends thought he had some philtrum given him, but Cnelius, a physician, being sent for, found his "costiveness alone to be the cause, and thereupon gave him a clyster, by which he was speedily recovered. Trincavellius, consult. 35, lib. 1, saith as much of a melancholy lawyer, to whom he administered physic, and Rodericus à Fonseca, consult. 35, tom. 2,* of a patient of his, that for eight days was bound, and therefore melancholy affected. Other retentions and evacuations there are, not simply necessary, but at some times; as Fernelius accounts them. Path. lib. 1, cap. 15, as suppression of haemorrhoids, or monthly issues in women, bleeding at nose, immoderate or no use at all of Venus; or any other ordinary issues.

4 Detention of haemorrhoids, or monthly issues, Villanovanus Breviar. lib. 1, cap. 18, Arculanus, cap. 16, in 9. Rhasis, Vittorius Faventinus, pract. mag. Tract. 2, cap. 15; Bruei, &c., put for ordinary causes. Fuchsius, l. 2, sect. 5, c. 30, goes further, and saith, "That many men unseasonably cured of the haemorrhoids have been corrupted with melancholy, seeking to avoid Scylla, they fall into Charybdis. Galen, l. de hum. commen. 3, ad text. 26, illustrates this by an

---

1 Ex ventre suppresso. Inflammationes, espatte dolores, caliginum crescent. 2 Excrementa retenta mentis agitationem parere solent. 3 Cap. de Mel. 4 Tam vir, ut vin se hominem agnosecet, Al vis stricte causae. 5 Per octo dies alvum slocum habet, et nihil reddi- 6 Sive per nares, sive haemorrhoides curati, melancolla corrupti sunt. In- 7 Multi interfactae ab haemorrhoidibus eedit in Scyllam, &c
example of Lucius Martius, whom he cured of madness, contracted by this means; And Skenkius hath two other instances of two melancholy and mad women, so caused from the suppression of their months. The same may be said of bleeding at the nose, if it be suddenly stopped, and have been formerly used, as Villanovanus urgeth; And Fuchsianus, lib. 2, sect. 5, cap. 33, stiffly maintains “That without great danger, such an issue may not be stayed.”

Venus omitted produceth like effects. Matthiolus, epist. 5, 1, penult. 4 “avoucheth of his knowledge, that some through bashfulness abstained from venery, and thereupon became very heavy and dull; and some others that were very timorous, melancholy, and beyond all measure sad.” Oribasius, med. collect. l. 6, c. 37, speaks of some, 5 “That if they do not use carnal copulation, are continually troubled with heaviness and headache; and some in the same case by intermission of it.” Not use of it hurts many, Arculanus, c. 6, in 9. Rphasis, et Magninus, part. 3, cap. 5, think, because it 6 “sends up poisonous vapours to the brain and heart.” And so doth Galen himself hold, “That if this natural seed be over-long kept (in some parties), it turns to poison.” Hieronymus Mercurialis, in his chapter of Melancholy, cites it for an especial cause of this malady, 7 Priapismus, Satyriasis, &c., Haliabas, 5 Theor. c. 36, reckons up this and many other diseases. Villanovanus Breviar. l. 1, c. 18, saith, “He knew many monks and widows grievously troubled with melancholy, and that for this sole cause.” 8 Lodovicus Mercatus, l. 2, de mulierum affect. cap. 4, and Rodericus à Castro, de morbis mulier. l. 2, c. 3, treat largely of this subject, and will have it produce a peculiar kind of melancholy in stale maids, nuns,

1 Lib. 1. de Mania. 2 Breviar. l. 7, c. 18. 3 Non sines magno incommodo sua, cui sanguis a naribus promanat, non vel sanguis vacuato impediri potest. 4 Novi quodam pro pudore à colui absintentes, torpidos, pigroque factos; nonnullus etiam melancholicos, preter modum meae, timidique. 5 Nonnulli sicut coeant, assiduus capitis gravitate inistantur. Ducit se novissae quodam tristes et in factos ex intermissione Venus. 6 Vapores venenatos mittit sperma ad cor et cerebrum. Sperma plus divitum, transit in venenum. 7 Graves productus corporis et animal egestudines. 8 Ex spermate supra modum retento monachos et vidua melancholecos sepe fieri vidi. 9 Melancholia orta à vasis seminae in utero.
and widows, *Ob suppressionem mensium et venerem omissam, timidae, maestae, anxiae, veroexunda, suspiciose, languentes, consilii inopes, cum summa vite et rerum meliorum desperatione*, &c., they are melancholy in the highest degree, and all for want of husbands. Ælianus Montaltus, *cap. 37, de melanchol.* confirms as much out of Galen; so doth Wierus, *Christoferus à Vega de art. med. lib. 3, c. 14*, relates many such examples of men and women, that he had seen so melancholy. Felix Plater, in the first book of his Observations, ¹ "tells a story of an ancient gentleman in Alsataia, that married a young wife, and was not able to pay his debts in that kind for a long time together, by reason of his several infirmities; but she, because of this inhibition of Venus, fell into a horrible fury, and desired every one that came to see her, by words, looks, and gestures, to have to do with her," &c. ² Bernardus Paterinus, a physician, saith, "He knew a good honest, godly priest, that because he would neither willingly marri, nor make use of the stews, fell into grievous melancholy fits." Hildesheim, *spicel. 2*, hath such another example of an Italian melancholy priest, in a consultation had *Anno 1580*. Jason Pratensis gives instance in a married man, that from his wife's death abstaining, "*after marriage, became exceedingly melancholy,*" Rodericus à Fonseca in a young man so misaffected, *Tom. 2, consult. 85*. To these you may add, if you please, that conceived tale of a Jew, so visited in like sort, and so cured, out of Poggio Florentinus.

Temperate Venus is all but as bad in the other extreme. Galen, *l. 6, de morbis popular. sect. 5, text. 26*, reckons up melancholy amongst those diseases which are "*exasperated by venery*;" so doth Avicenna, *2, 3, c. 11*. Oribasius, *loc. citat*. Ficinus, *lib. 2, de sanitate tuenda*. Marsilius Coign-

---

¹ Nobilis senex Alatus juvenem uxorem duxit, at ille colice dolore, et multis morbis corruptus, non potuit prestare officium marit. vix in matrimonio segregatus. Ilia in horrendum fuorem incidit, ob Venerem cohibitam, ut omnium cum invencionem congressum, voce, vultu, gesta experserat, et quam non consensit, molossos Anglicanos magno expedit clamore. ² Vidi sacerdolum optimum et plum, quia quod nollet ad Venere, in melanchollca symptomata incidunt. ³ Ob abstinentiam a concubiti incidit in melanchollam. ⁴ Quae et colicu exacerbatur.
Retention and Evacuation, Causes.

Retention is often caused by Montaltus, cap. 27., Guianerus, Tract. 3, cap. 2. Magnus, cap. 5, part. 3, quotes the reason, because it instructs the body to take up the body, consumes the spirits, and would therefore have all such as are cold and dry to take heed of and to avoid it as a mortals enemy. Jacchin in Rhasis, cap. 15, ascribes the same cause, and instanceeth in a patient of his, that married a young wife in a hot summer, and so dried himself with chamber-work, that he became in short space from melancholy, mad; he cured him by moistening remedies. The like example I find in Larius à Fonte Eugubinus, consult. 129, of a gentleman of Venice, that upon the same occasion was first melancholy, afterwards mad. Read in him the story at large.

Any other evacuation stopped will cause it, as well as these above named, be it bile, ulcer, issue, &c. Hercules de Saxonia, lib. 1, c. 16, and Gordonius, verify this out of their experience. They saw one wounded in the head, who as long as the sore was open, Lucida habuit mentis intervalla, was well; but when it was stopped, Reduit melancholia, his melancholy fit seized on him again.

Artificial evacuations are much like in effect, as hot houses, baths, bloodletting, purging, unseasonably and immo.

said, that if one stays longer than ordinary at the bath, go in too oft, or at unseasonable times, he putrefies the humours in his body. To this purpose writes Magninus, l. 3, c. 5. Guianerus, Tract. 15, c. 21, utterly disallows all hot baths in melancholy adust. I saw (saith he)

1 Superfimus cotum causam ponunt.
2 Exciscatur corpus: spiritus consumuit, &c., resecat ab hoc sicut, reluut inimico mortali.
3 Ita exciscatur ut a melancholia statim fuerit insanus, ab humectantibus cumus.
4 Ex cætero et ulcere exsicio.
5 Gerd. c. 10, lib. 1. Decommoda sed bathas noxius.
6 Secum redunt corpus.
7 Si quis longius moraret in ibis, aut nimirum frequentat, aut importunat utatur, humores putrefaciunt.
8 Ego anno superius, quodam gutta-
sum visi adustum, qui ut liberaretur de gutta, ad bainas accessit et de gutta liberatus, manum factus est.
Retention and Evacuation, Causes. [Part. I sec. 2.

a man that laboured of the gout, who to be freed of his malady came to the bath, and was instantly cured of his disease, but got another worse, and that was madness." But this judgment varies as the humour doth, in hot or cold; baths may be good for one melancholy man, bad for another; that which will cure it in this party, may cause it in a second.

Phlebotomy.] Phlebotomy, many times neglected, may do much harm to the body, when there is a manifest redundance of bad humours, and melancholy blood; and when these humours heat and boil, if this be not used in time, the parties affected, so inflamed, are in great danger to be mad; but if it be unadvisedly, importunately, immoderately used, it doth as much harm by refrigerating the body, dulling the spirits, and consuming them; as Joh. 1 Curio in his 10th Chapter well reprehends, such kind of letting blood doth more hurt than good; 2 "The humours rage much more than they did before, and is so far from avoiding melancholy, that it increaseth it, and weakeneth the sight." 3 Prosper Calenus observes as much of all phlebotomy, except they keep a very good diet after it; yea, and as Leonartus Jacchinius speaks out of his own experience, 4 "The blood is much blacker to many men after their letting of blood than it was at first." For this cause belike Salust. Salvinianus, l. 2, c. 1, will admit or hear of no bloodletting at all in this disease, except it be manifest it proceed from blood; he was (it appears) by his own words in that place, master of an hospital of mad men, 5 "and found by long experience, that this kind of evacuation, either in head, arm, or any other part, did more harm than good." To this opinion of his, 6 Felix Plater is quite

---

1 On Schola Salernitana. 2 Calefactio et ebullitio per vena incisionem, magis sepe incitatur et augetur, magiore impetu humores per corpus discurrent. 3 Lib. de flatulentis. Melancholia. Frequens sanguinis missio corpus extenuat. 4 In Rhasia, a trium blenum part. et visum debilitat. 5 Mullo nigror spectatur sanguis post dies quodam, quum fuit ab inido. 6 Non audo eos qui in desplentia doenct secundam esse venam frontis, quia spiritus debilitatur inde, et ego longa ex peripientia observavi in proprio Xenodochio, quod desplentes ex phlebotomia magis lasduntur, et magis desipliant, et melancholici sepe sunt inde peiores. 7 De mentis alienat. cap. 3, est multiplos hoc improbabile sciam. innumerose habe rationes sanatos longa observatione cognovi, qui vices, sexagies venas tuenda do, &c.
opposite, "though some wink at, disallow, and quite contradict all phlebotomy in melancholy, yet by long experience I have found innumerable so saved, after they had been twenty, nay, sixty times let blood, and to live happily after it. It was an ordinary thing of old, in Galen's time, to take at once from such men six pounds of blood, which now we dare scarce take in ounces; sed viderint medici;" great books are written of this subject.

Purging upward and downward, in abundance of bad humours omitted, may be for the worst; so likewise as in the precedent, if overmuch, too frequent or violent, it weakeneth their strength, saith Fuchsius, l. 2, sect. 2, c. 17, or if they be strong or able to endure physic, yet it brings them to an ill habit, they make their bodies no better than apothecaries' shops, this and such like infirmities must needs follow.

Subsect. V.—Bad Air, a Cause of Melancholy.

Air is a cause of great moment, in producing this, or any other disease, being that it is still taken into our bodies by respiration, and our more inner parts. "If it be impure and foggy, it dejects the spirits, and causeth diseases by infection of the heart," as Paulus hath it, lib. 1, c. 49. Avicenna lib. 1. Gal. de san. tuend. Mercurialis, Montaltus, &c., Fernelius saith, "A thick air thickeneth the blood and humours." Lemmnius reckons up two main things most profitable, and most pernicious to our bodies; air and diet; and this peculiar disease, nothing sooner causeth (Jobertus holds) "than the air wherein we breathe and live." Such as is the air, such be our spirits; and as our spirits, such are our humours. It offends commonly if it be too hot and dry, thick, fuliginous, cloudy, blustering, or a tempestuous air. Bodine in his fifth Book, De repub. cap. 1, 5, of his Method of History, proves that hot countries are most troubled with melancholy, and

1 Viris debilitat. 2 Impurus aer spiritus delegit, infesta corde gravi morbo. 3 Sanguinem densest, et humores, P. 1. c. 13. 4 Lib. 3, cap. 3. 5 Lib. de quartana. Ex aeris ambulante contra- hilum humor melancholicum. 6 Quodis aer, tallis spiritus; et culuis est spiritus, humores. 7 Elinus Montaltus, cap. 11, calidus et siccus, frigidus et siccus paludinosus, crassus.
that there are therefore in Spain, Africa, and Asia Minor, great numbers of mad men, insomuch that they are compelled in all cities of note, to build peculiar hospitals for them. Leo ¹ Afer, lib. 3, de Fessa urbe, Ortelius and Zuinger, confirm as much; they are ordinarily so cholerick in their speeches, that scarce two words pass without railing or chiding in common talk, and often quarrelling in the streets. Gordonius will have every man take notice of it: "Note this (saith he) that in hot countries it is far more familiar than in cold." Although this we have now said be not continually so, for as Acosta truly saith, under the Equator itself, is a most temperate habitation, wholesome air, a paradise of pleasure; the leaves ever green, cooling showers. But it holds in such as are intemperately hot, as Johannes à Meggen found in Cyprus, others in Malta, Apulia, and the Holy Land, where at some seasons of the year is nothing but dust, their rivers dried up, the air scorching hot, and earth inflamed; insomuch that many pilgrims going barefoot for devotion sake, from Joppa to Jerusalem upon the hot sands, often run mad, or else quite overwhelmed with sand, profundis arenis, as in many parts of Africa, Arabia Deserta, Bactriana, now Charassan, when the west wind blows Involuti arenis transeuntes necantur. Hercules de Saxonie, a professor in Venice, gives this cause why so many Venetian women are melancholy, Quòd diù sub sole degant, they tarry too long in the sun. Montanus, consil. 21, amongst other causes assigns this; Why that Jew his patient was mad, Quòd tam multum exposuit se calori et frigori: he exposed himself so much to heat and cold, and for that reason in Venice, there is little stirring in those brick paved streets in summer about noon, they are most part then asleep; as they are likewise in the great Mogul's countries, and all over the

¹ Multa hic in Xenodochia fanaticeorum milium quae strictissime catenata servantes. ² Lib. med. part. 2, cap. 10. ³ In tigumi, quod in calidis regionibus, frequentem acudit manus in frigidis autem tardes. ⁴ Hodopericon, cap. 7. ⁵ Apulia seintio calore maximè fervet, ut ante finem Moli pene exuial sil. ⁶ "They perish in clouds of sand." Magnus Perna. ⁷ Pannus seu Fract. med. 1, cap. 18. Venetius melissurus, quae die sub sole vivunt, aliquando melancholici evadunt.
East Indies. At Aden in Arabia, as 1 Lodovicus Vertomanus relates in his travels, they keep their markets in the night, to avoid extremity of heat; and in Ormus, like cattle in a pasture, people of all sorts lie up to the chin in water all day long. At Braga in Portugal; Burgos in Castile; Messina in Sicily, all over Spain and Italy, their streets are most part narrow, to avoid the sunbeams. The Turks wear great turbans ad fugandos solis radios, to refract the sunbeams; and much inconvenience that hot air of Bantam in Java yields to our men, that sojourn there for traffic; where it is so hot, 2 "that they that are sick of the pox, lie commonly bleeding in the sun to dry up their sores. 3 " Such a complaint I read of those isles of Cape Verde, fourteen degrees from the Equator, they do malè audire; * One calls them the unhealthiest clime of the world, for fluxes, fevers, frenzies, calentures, which commonly seize on seafaring men that touch at them, and all by reason of a hot distemperature of the air. The hardiest men are offended with this heat, and stillest clowns cannot resist it, as Constantine affirms, Agricult. l. 2. c. 45. They that are naturally born in such air, may not 8 endure it, as Niger records of some part of Mesopotamia, now called Diarbecha: Quibusdam in locis saevienti aestui adeo subjecta est, ut pluraque animalia fervore solis et cali extinguantur, *1'is so hot there in some places, that men of the country and cattle are killed with it; and † Adricomius of Arabia Felix, by reason of myrrh, frankincense, and hot spices there growing, the air is so obnoxious to their brains, that the very inhabitants at some times cannot avoid it, much less weaklings and strangers. ‡ Amatus Lusitanus, cent. 1, curat. 45, reports of a young maid, that was one Vincent a currier's daughter, some thirteen years of age, that would wash her hair in the heat of the day (in July) and so let it dry in the sun, 4 " to make it yellow, but by that means

1 Navig. lib. 2, cap. 4, commercia nostra horis centean. ob nimilos qui saevient integrum aestus, exerceat. 2 Morbo Galliso laborantes, exponunt ad solen ut morbos exsiciat. 3 Sir Richard Haw-kins In his Observations, sect. 13. 4 Hippocrates. 5 Aphiromaxumum Idem alii. † Idem Magnim in Persia. ‡ Descrit. Ter. sat. 4 Quum ad solis rutilos in leo longam moram transferet, ut capillos
tarrying too long in the heat, she inflamed her head, and made herself mad."

Cold air in the other extreme is almost as bad as hot, and so doth Montaltus esteem of it, c. 11, if it be dry withal. In those northern countries, the people are therefore generally dull, heavy, and many witches, which (as I have before quoted) Saxo Grammaticus, Olaus, Baptista Porta ascribe to melancholy. But these cold climes are more subject to natural melancholy (not this artificial) which is cold and dry; for which cause 1 Mercurius Britannicus belike puts melancholy men to inhabit just under the Pole. The worst of the three is a 2 thick, cloudy, misty, foggy air, or such as come from fens, moorish grounds, lakes, muckhills, draughts, sinks, where any carcasses or carrion lies, or from whence any stinking fulsome smell comes; Galen, Avicenna, Mercurialis, new and old physicians, hold that such air is unwholesome, and engenders melancholy, plagues, and what not? 3 Alexander, an haven-town in the Mediterranean Sea, Saint John de Ulloa, an haven in Nova-Hispania, are much condemned for a bad air, so are Durazzo in Albania, Lithuania, Ditmarsh, Pomptinæ Paludes in Italy, the territories about Pisa, Ferrara, &c., Romney Marsh with us; the Hundreds in Essex, the fens in Lincolnshire. Cardan, de rerum varietate, l. 17. c. 96, finds fault with the sight of those rich, and most populous cities in the Low Countries, as Bruges, Ghent, Amsterdam, Leyden, Utrecht, &c., the air is bad; and so at Stockholm in Sweden; Regium in Italy, Salisbury with us, Hull and Lynn; they may be commodious for navigation, this new kind of fortification, and many other good necessary uses; but are they so wholesome? Old Rome hath descended from the hills to the valley, 'tis the site of most of our new cities, and held best to build in plains, to take the opportunity of rivers. Leander Albertus pleads hard for the air and site of Venice, though the black Moorish lands ap-

1. Mundus alter et idem. seu Terra Auser
2. Incognita. 3. Craesus et turbidus
pear at every low water; the sea, fire, and smoke (as he thinks) qualify the air; and some suppose that a thick foggy air helps the memory, as in them of Pisa in Italy; and our Cambden, out of Plato, commends the site of Cambridge, because it is so near the fens. But let the site of such places be as it may, how can they be excused that have a delicious seat, a pleasant air, and all that nature can afford, and yet through their own nastiness, and sluttishness, immoral and sordid manner of life, suffer their air to putrefy, and themselves to be choked up? Many cities in Turkey do male audire in this kind; Constantinople itself, where commonly carrion lies in the street. Some find the same fault in Spain, even in Madrid, the king's seat, a most excellent air, a pleasant site; but the inhabitants are slovens, and the streets uncleanly kept.

A troublesome, tempestuous air is as bad as impure, rough and foul weather, impetuous winds, cloudy dark days, as it is commonly with us, Caelum visu fietum, Polydore calls it a filthy sky, et in quo faciliter generantur nubes; as Tully's brother Quintus wrote to him in Rome, being then Quæstor in Britain. "In a thick and cloudy air (saith Lennius) men are tetric, sad, and peevish; And if the western winds blow, and that there be a calm, or a fair sunshine day, there is a kind of alacrity in men's minds; it cheers up men and beasts; but if it be a turbulent, rough, cloudy, stormy weather, men are sad, lumpish, and much dejected, angry, waspish, dull, and melancholy." This was Virgil's experiment of old.

"Verum ubi tempestas, et coelis mobillis humor
Mutaveræ vices, et Jupiter humidus Austro,
Vertuntur species animorum, et pectore motus
Concipiunt alios"

"But when the face of heaven changed is
To tempests, rain, from season fair:

1 Atlas geographicus. Memoria valent Pianii, quod oculare fruuntur aere.
2 Lib. 1, hist. Lib. 5, cap. 41. Auræ densæ ac caliginosæ tetricæ, homines existunt, et substratæ, et cap. 8, stante subsoilano et Zephyræ, maxima in mentibus hominum alacritas existit, mentisque erecto ubi telum solis splendor nitescit. Maxima dejecto moerorque aequando aura caliginosa est. 2 Geor.
Our minds are altered, and in our breasts
Forthwith some new conceits appear.”

And who is not weather-wise against such and such conjunctions of planets, moved in foul weather, dull and heavy in such tempestuous seasons? 1 Gelidum contristat Aquarius annum; the time requires, and the autumn breeds it; winter is like unto it, ugly, foul, squalid, the air works on all men, more or less, but especially on such as are melancholy, or inclined to it, as Lemnius holds, 2 “They are most moved with it, and those which are already mad, rave downright, either in, or against a tempest. Besides, the devil many times takes his opportunity of such storms, and when the humours by the air be stirred, he goes in with them, exagitates our spirits, and vexeth our souls; as the sea waves, so are the spirits and humours in our bodies tossed with tempestuous winds and storms.” To such as are melancholy, therefore, Montanans, consil. 24, will have tempestuous and rough air to be avoided, and consil. 27, all night air, and would not have them to walk abroad, but in a pleasant day. Lemnius, l. 3, c. 3, discemends the south and eastern winds, commends the north. Montanans, consil. 31, 3 “wills not any windows to be opened in the night.” Consil. 229, et consil. 280, he dissemends especially the south wind, and nocturnal air; so doth 4 Plutarch. The night and darkness makes men sad, the like do all subterranean vaults, dark houses in caves and rocks, desert places cause melancholy in an instant, especially such as have not been used to it, or otherwise accustomed.

Read more of air in Hippocrates, Ætius, l. 3, à c 171, ad 175. Oribasius, à c 1, ad 21. Avicen. l. 1, can. Fen. 2, doc. 2, Fen. 1, c. 123, to the 12, &c.

---

1 Hor. 2 Mens quibus vacillat ab aëre cito offenduntur, et multi insan spud Belges ante tempestatibus servunt, alter quieti. Spiritus quoque seris et mali genii aliquando se tempestatibus inguerunt, et menti humane se latentur insusuant, eamque vexant, exagitant, et ut fluctus marial, humanae corpus ventis agitatatur. 3 Aër noctu densissur, et cogit monstribam. 4 Lib. de Leide et Olyride.
SUBSECT. VI.—Immoderate Exercise a Cause, and how.  
Solitariness, Idleness.

Nothing so good but it may be abused; nothing better than exercise (if opportunely used) for the preservation of the body; nothing so bad if it be unseasonable, violent, or overmuch. Fernelius out of Galen, Path. lib. 1, c. 16, saith, 1 "That much exercise and weariness consumes the spirits and substance, refrigerates the body; and such humours which Nature would have otherwise concocted and expelled, it stirs up and makes them rage; which being so enraged, diversely affect and trouble the body and mind." So doth it, if it be unseasonably used, upon a full stomach, or when the body is full of crudities, which Fuchsius so much inveighs against, lib. 2, instit. sect. 2, c. 4, giving that for a cause why school-boys in Germany are so often scabbed, because they use exercise presently after meats. 2 Bayerus puts in a caveat against such exercise, because "it 3 corrupts the meat in the stomach, and carries the same juice raw, and as yet undigested, into the veins (saith Lemnius), which there putrefies and confounds the animal spirits." Crato, consil. 21, l. 2, 4 protests against all such exercise after meat, as being the greatest enemy to concoction that may be, and cause of corruption of humours, which produce this, and many other diseases. Not without good reason then doth Salust. Salvianus, l. 2, c. 1, and Leonartus Jacchinus, in 9, Rhasis. Mercurialis, Arcubanus, and many other, set down 5 immoderate exercise as a most forcible cause of melancholy.

Opposite to exercise is idleness (the badge of gentry) or want of exercise, the bane of body and mind, the nurse of naughtiness, step-mother of discipline, the chief author of all

2 In Veni mecum : Liber de inscripto. 3 Instit. ad vit. Christ. cap. 44, ebios crudos in venas repit, qui putrescentes lile spiritus animales infectant. 4 Crudel has humors copia per venas aggregatur, unde morbi multiplices. 5 Immodicum exercitium.
mischief, one of the seven deadly sins, and a sole cause of
this and many other maladies, the devil’s cushion, as Gual-
ter calls it, his pillow and chief reposal. “For the mind can
never rest, but still meditates on one thing or other, except it
be occupied about some honest business, of his own accord it
rusheth into melancholy.” As too much and violent exercise
offends on the one side, so doth an idle life on the other
(saith Crato), it fills the body full of phlegm, gross humours,
and all manner of obstructions, rheums, catarrhs,” &c.
Rhais, cont. lib. 1, tract. 9, accounts of it as the greatest
cause of melancholy. “I have often seen (saith he) that
idleness begets this humour more than anything else.” Mont-
taltus, c. 1, seconds him out of his experience. “They that
are idle are far more subject to melancholy than such as are
conversant or employed about any office or business.” Plu-
tarch reckons up idleness for a sole cause of the sickness of
the soul: “There are they (saith he) troubled in mind, that
have no other cause but this.” Homer, Iliad. 1, brings in
Achilles eating of his own heart in his idleness, because he
might not fight. Mercurialis, consil. 86, for a melancholy
young man urgeth it is a chief cause; why was he melan-
choly? because idle. Nothing begets it sooner, increaseth
and continueth oftener than idleness. A disease familiar
to all idle persons, an inseparable companion to such as
live at ease, Pingui oto desidiosè agentes, a life out of action,
and have no calling or ordinary employment to busy them-
selves about, that have small occasions; and though they
have, such is their laziness, dulness, they will not com-
pose themselves to do aught; they cannot abide work,

1 Hom. 31, in 1 Cor. vi. Nam quæ
mens hominis quisercere non posse, sed
continuè circa varias cogitationes discur-
rat, nisi honesto aliquo negotio occupa-
tur, ad melancholiam sponte delabatur.
2 Crato consil. 21. Ut humodice corporis
exercitatio nocet corporibus, ita vita
desert et otiosae: oium animi pluit tum
reditt, viscera obstruitiones et crebras
fluxiones, et morbos conicit.
3 Et
video quod una de rebus que magis gene-
rat -melancholiam, est otioseas.
4 Re-
optrur oium ab aliis causa, et hoc
nobis observatum esse huc maio mals
obnoxios qui plane otios sunt, quam es
qui aliquo manere versusur. exequenda
3 De Tranquill. animae. Sunt quippe oium
in animi conjicit segetudines.
4 Nilh est quod aquae melancholiam ali
ascendet, ac oium et abstinentia et cor-
portus et animi exercitationibus.
5 Nilh magis exsecat intellectum, qui
otium. Gordonius de observat. vit. hum.
lib. 1.
though it be necessary; easy as to dress themselves, write a letter or the like; yet as he that is benumbed with cold sits still shaking, that might relieve himself with a little exercise or stirring do they complain, but will not use the facile and ready means to do themselves good; and so are still tormented with melancholy. Especially if they have been formerly brought up to business, or to keep much company, and upon a sudden come to lead a sedentary life; it crucifies their souls, and seizeth on them in an instant; for whilst they are any ways employed, in action, discourse, about any business, sport or recreation, or in company to their liking; they are very well; but if alone or idle, tormented instantly again; one day's solitariness, one hour's sometimes, doth them more harm, than a week's physic, labour, and company can do good. Melancholy seizeth on them forthwith being alone, and is such a torture, that as wise Seneca well saith, *Malo mihi malum quam molliter esse,* I had rather be sick than idle. This idleness is either of body or mind. That of body is nothing but a kind of benumbing laziness, intermittting exercise, which if we may believe Fernelius, "causeth crudities, obstructions, excremental humours, quencheth the natural heat, dulls the spirits, and makes them unapt to do anything whatsoever."

2 "Neglectis urenda filix innascitur agris."

"for, a neglected field
Shall for the fire its thorns and thistles yield."

As fern grows in untilled grounds, and all manner of weeds, so do gross humours in an idle body, *Ignavum corrupunt aliqua corpus.* A horse in a stable that never travels, a hawk in a mew that seldom flies, are both subject to diseases; which left unto themselves, are most free from any such incumbrances. An idle dog will be mangy, and how shall an idle person think to escape? Idleness of the mind is much

1 *Path. lib. 1. cap. 17.* exercitandis segniotes reddit, cruditates, obstruc-
intermissio, inertern colorem; languidos tiones, et excrementorum venientis spiritus, et ignavos et ad omnes actiones cit. 2 *Hor. Ser. 1. Sat. 3.*
worse than this of the body; wit without employment is a disease, "Erugo animi, rubigo ingenii: the rust of the soul, a plague, a hell itself, Maximum animi nocentum, Galen calls it. "As in a standing pool, worms and filthy creepers increase (et vitium capiunt ut moveantur aquae, the water itself putrefies, and air likewise, if it be not continually stirred by the wind), so do evil and corrupt thoughts in an idle person," the soul is contaminated. In a commonwealth, where is no public enemy, there is likely civil wars, and they rage upon themselves; this body of ours, when it is idle, and knows not how to bestow itself, macerates and vexeth itself with cares, griefs, false fears, discontents, and suspicions; it tortures and preys upon his own bowels, and is never at rest. Thus much I dare boldly say, "He or she that is idle, be they of what condition they will, never so rich, so well allied, fortunate, happy, let them have all things in abundance and felicity that heart can wish and desire, all contentment, so long as he or she or they are idle, they shall never be pleased, never well in body and mind, but weary still, sickly still, vexed still, loathing still, weeping, sighing, grieving, suspecting, offended with the world, with every object, wishing themselves gone or dead, or else carried away with some foolish fantasy or other. And this is the true cause that so many great men, ladies, and gentlewomen, labour of this disease in country and city; for idleness is an appendix to nobility; they count it a disgrace to work, and spend all their days in sports, recreations, and pastimes, and will therefore take no pains; be of no vocation; they feed liberally, fare well, want exercise, action, employment (for to work, I say, they may not abide), and company to their desires, and thence their bodies become full of gross humours, wind, crudities; their minds disquieted, dull, heavy, &c., care, jealousy, fear of some diseases, sullen fits, weeping fits seize too familiarly on them. For what will not fear and fantasy work in

1 Seneca. 2 Mororum animi, et malae cogitationes. Sen. 3 Sicut in leg, now that arm, now their head, heart, &c. 4 Now true vermes, sic et odores &c.
an idle body? what distempers will they not cause? when
the children of * Israel murmured against Pharaoh in Egypt,
he commanded his officers to double their task, and let them
get straw themselves, and yet make their full number of
bricks; for the sole cause why they mutiny, and are evil at
case is, "they are idle." When you shall hear and see so
many discontented persons in all places where you come,
so many several grievances, unnecessary complaints, fear,
suspicions,† the best means to redress it is to set them a work,
so to busy their minds; for the truth is, they are idle. Well
they may build castles in the air for a time, and soothe up
themselves with fantastical and pleasant humours, but in the
end they will prove as bitter as gall, they shall be still I say
discontent, suspicious, † fearfull, jealous, sad, fretting and vex-
ing of themselves; so long as they be idle, it is impossible to
please them, Otio qui nescit uti, plus habet negotii quam qui
negotium in negotio, as that ² Agellius could observe: He
that knows not how to spend his time, hath more business,
care, grief, anguish of mind, than be that is most busy in the
midst of all his business, Otiosus animus nescit quid volet:
An idle person (as he follows it) knows not when he is well,
what he would have, or whither he would go, Quum illuc
ventum est illino labet, he is tired out with everything, dis-
pleased with all, weary of his life; Nee bene domi, nec militia
neither at home nor abroad, errat, et pretier vitam victur,
he wanders and lives besides himself. In a word, What the
mischievous effects of laziness and idleness are, I do not find
anywhere more accurately expressed, than in these verses of
Philolaches in the † Comical Poet, which for their elegance
I will in part insert.

"Novarum sedum esse arbitror similem ego hominem,
Quando hie natus est: Eu rei argumenta diceam.
Addes quando sunt ad amassim expolita,
Quisque laudat fabrum, atque exemplum, expetit, &c.

* Exod. v. † (For they cannot well
tell what afflicts them, or what they would
have themselves) my heart, my head, my
husband, my son, &c. ² Lib. 15, c. 10. † Plautus,
Pigrum deflet timor. Heautontimonimurum
monon. Prof. Mostel.
A young man is like a fair new house, the carpenter leaves it well built, in good repair, of solid stuff; but a bad tenant lets it rain in, and for want of reparation, fall to decay, &c. Our parents, tutors, friends, spare no cost to bring us up in our youth, in all manner of virtuous education; but when we are left to ourselves, idleness as a tempest drives all virtuous motions out of our minds, et nihilis sumus, on a sudden, by sloth and such bad ways, we come to nought."

Cousin-german to idleness, and a concomitant cause, which goes hand in hand with it, is \(^1\) nimia solitudo, too much solitariness, by the testimony of all physicians, cause and symptom both; but as it is here put for a cause it is either coast, enforced, or else voluntarily. Enforced solitariness is commonly seen in students, monks, friars, anchorites, that by their order and course of life must abandon all company, society of other men, and betake themselves to a private cell; Otio superstitione seclusi, as Bale and Hospinian well term it, such as are the Carthusians of our time, that eat no flesh (by their order), keep perpetual silence, never go abroad. Such as live in prison, or some desert place, and cannot have company, as many of our country gentlemen do in solitary houses, they must either be alone without companions, or live beyond their means, and entertain all comers as so many hosts, or else converse with their servants and hinds, such as are unequal, inferior to them, and of a con-

\(^1\) Piso, Montaltus, Mercurialis, &c.
trary disposition; or else as some do, to avoid solitariness, spend their time with lewd fellows in taverns, and in alehouses, and thence addict themselves to some unlawful disports, or dissolve courses. Divers again are cast upon this rock of solitariness for want of means, or out of a strong apprehension of some infirmity, disgrace, or through bashfulness, rudeness, simplicity, they cannot apply themselves to others' company. *Nullum solum infelici gratius solitude, ubi nullus sit qui miseriam exprobret;* this enforced solitariness takes place, and produceth his effect soonest in such as have spent their time jovially, peradventure in all honest recreations, in good company, in some great family or populous city, and are upon a sudden confined to a desert country cottage far off, restrained of their liberty, and barred from their ordinary associates; solitariness is very irksome to such, most tedious, and a sudden cause of great inconvenience.

Voluntary solitariness is that which is familiar with melancholy, and gently brings on like a siren, a shoeing-horn, or some sphinx to this irrevocable gulf; *a primary cause,* Piso calls it; most pleasant it is at first, to such as are melancholy given, to lie in bed whole days, and keep their chambers, to walk alone in some solitary grove, betwixt wood and water, by a brook side, to meditate upon some delightsome and pleasant subject, which shall affect them most; *amabilis insanias, et mentis gratissimus error;* a most incomparable delight it is so to melancholize, and build castles in the air, to go smiling to themselves, acting an infinite variety of parts, which they suppose and strongly imagine they represent, or that they see acted or done; *Blanda quidem ab initio,* saith Lennius, to conceive and meditate of such pleasant things, sometimes, *present, past, or to come,* as Rasis speaks. So delightsome these toys are at first, they could spend whole days and nights without sleep, even whole years alone in

1 *A quibus malum, velut à primaria cunda rerum presentium, proteriarum, causae, occasionem nactum est*  
2 *Ja- et futurum meditatio.*
such contemplations, and fantastical meditations, which are
like unto dreams, and they will hardly be drawn from them,
or willingly interrupt, so pleasant their vain conceits are, that
they hinder their ordinary tasks and necessary business, they
cannot address themselves to them, or almost to any study or
employment, these fantastical and bewitching thoughts so
covertly, so feelingly, so urgently, so continually set upon,
creep in, insinuate, possess, overcome, distract, and detain
them, they cannot, I say, go about their more necessary
business, stave off or extricate themselves, but are ever
musing, melancholizing, and carried along, as he (they say)
that is led round about a heath with a Puck in the night,
they run earnestly on in this labyrinth of anxious and solic-
itous melancholy meditations, and cannot well or willingly
refrain, or easily leave off, winding and unwinding them-
selves, as so many clocks, and still pleasing their humours,
until at last the scene is turned upon a sudden, by some
bad object, and they being now habituated to such vain
meditations and solitary places, can endure no company,
can ruminate of nothing but harsh and distasteful subjects.
Fear, sorrow, suspicion, subrasticus pudor, discontent, cares,
and weariness of life surprise them in a moment, and they
can think of nothing else, continually suspecting, no sooner
are their eyes open, but this infernal plague of melancholy
seizeth on them, and terrifies their souls, representing some
dismal object to their minds, which now by no means, no
labour, no persuasions they can avoid, heret lateri lethalis
arundo (the arrow of death still remains in the side), they
may not be rid of it, ¹ they cannot resist. I may not deny
but that there is some profitable meditation, contemplation,
and kind of solitariness to be embraced, which the fathers
so highly commended, ² Hierom, Chrysostom, Cyprian, Aus-
tin, in whole tracts, which Petrarch, Erasmus, Stella, and

¹ Facilis descensus Averni: Sed revo-
care gradum, superasque evadere ad
auros, ille labor, hoc opus est. Virg.
² Hieronymus ep. 72. dixit oppida et
arborae videt sibi tecros carcerum, solitu-
Idleness, a Cause.

others, so much magnify in their books; a paradise, a heaven on earth, if it be used aright, good for the body, and better for the soul; as many of those old monks used it, to divine contemplations, as Simulus a courtier in Adrian's time, Dioclesian the emperor, retired themselves, &c., in that sense, \textit{Vatia solus scit vivere}, Vatia lives alone, which the Romans were wont to say, when they commended a country life. Or to the bettering of their knowledge, as Democritus, Cleanthus, and those excellent philosophers have ever done, to sequester themselves from the tumultuous world, or as in Pliny's villa Laurentana, Tully's Tusculan, Jovius's study, that they might better \textit{vacare studiis et Deo}, serve God, and follow their studies. Methinks, therefore, our too zealous innovators were not so well advised in that general subversion of abbeys and religious houses, promiscuously to fling down all; they might have taken away those gross abuses crept in amongst them, rectified such inconveniences, and not so far to have raved and raged against those fair buildings, and everlasting monuments of our forefathers' devotion, consecrated to pious uses; some monasteries and collegiate cells might have been well spared, and their revenues otherwise employed, here and there one, in good towns or cities at least for men and women of all sorts and conditions to live in, to sequester themselves from the cares and tumults of the world, that were not desirous, or fit to marry; or otherwise willing to be troubled with common affairs, and know not well where to bestow themselves, to live apart in, for more conveniency good education, better company sake, to follow their studies (I say), to the perfection of arts and sciences, common good and as some truly devoted monks of old had done, freely and truly to serve God. For these men are neither solitary, nor idle, as the poet made answer to the husbandman in \textit{Esop}, that objected idleness to him; he was never so idle as in his company; or that Scipio Africanus in \textit{Tully, Nunquam minus solus, quàm cum solus; nunquam minus otiosus, quàm

\textsuperscript{1} Offic. 3
Causes of Melancholy.

quam esset otiosus; never less solitary, than when he was alone, never more busy, than when he seemed to be most idle. It is reported by Plato in his dialogue de Amore, in that prodigious commendation of Socrates, how a deep meditation coming into Socrates's mind by chance, he stood still musing, eodem vestigio cogitabundus, from morning to noon, and when as then he had not yet finished his meditation, perstabil cogitans, he so continued till the evening, the soldiers (for he then followed the camp) observed him with admiration, and on set purpose watched all night, but he persevered immovable ad exortum solis, till the sun rose in the morning, and then saluting the sun went his ways. In what humour constant Socrates did thus, I know not, or how he might be affected, but this would be pernicious to another man; what intricate business might so really possess him, I cannot easily guess; but this is otium otium, it is far otherwise with these men, according to Seneca, Omnia nobis nulla solitudo persuadet; this solitude undoeth us, pugnat cum vita sociali; 'tis a destructive solitariness. These men are devils alone, as the saying is, Homo solus aut Deus, aut Daemon: a man alone, is either a saint or a devil, mens ejus aut languescit, aut tumescit; and * Vae soli in this sense, woe be to him that is so alone. These wretches do frequently degenerate from men, and of sociable creatures become beasts, monsters, inhumane, ugly to behold, Misanthropi; they do even loathe themselves, and hate the company of men, as so many Timons, Nebuchadnezzars, by too much indulging to these pleasing humours, and through their own default. So that which Mercurialis, consil. 11, sometimes expostulated with his melancholy patient, may be justly applied to every solitary and idle person in particular. 1 Natura de te videtur conqueri posse, &c. "Nature may justly complain of thee, that whereas she gave thee a good wholesome temperature, a

* Eccl. 4 1 Natura de te videtur conqueri posse quod cum ab ea temperatissimum corpus adeptus sit, tam praecipuem a Deo se unde donum, non con-

tempesti modo, verum corruptisti, sed est prodigisti, optimam temperatissimo utio, capuisti, et alius vita erroribus, &c.
sound body, and God hath given thee so divine and excellent a soul, so many good parts, and profitable gifts, thou hast not only contemned and rejected, but hast corrupted them, polluted them, overthrown their temperature, and perverted those gifts with riot, idleness, solitariness, and many other ways, thou art a traitor to God and nature, an enemy to thyself and to the world."  Perdite tua ex te; thou hast lost thyself wilfully, cast away thyself, "thou thyself art the efficient cause of thine own misery, by not resisting such vain cogitations, but giving way unto them."  

SUBSEC. VII.—Sleeping and Waking, Causes.

What I have formerly said of exercise, I may now repeat of sleep. Nothing better than moderate sleep, nothing worse than it, if it be in extremes, or unseasonably used. It is a received opinion, that a melancholy man cannot sleep overmuch; Somnus supra modum prodest, as an only antidote, and nothing offends them more, or causeth this malady sooner, than waking, yet in some cases sleep may do more harm than good, in that phlegmatic, swinish, cold, and sluggish melancholy which Melanchthon speaks of, that thinks of waters, sighing most part, &c. 1 It dulls the spirits, if overmuch, and senses; fills the head full of gross humours; causeth distillations, rheums, great store of excrements in the brain, and all the other parts, as Fuchseus speaks of them, that sleep like so many dormice. Or if it be used in the daytime, upon a full stomach, the body ill-composed to rest, or after hard meats, it increaseth fearful dreams, incubus night walking, crying out, and much unquietness; such sleep prepares the body, as one observes, to many perilous diseases." But as I have said, waking overmuch, is both a symptom, and an ordinary cause. 2 It causeth dryness of the brain, frenzy, dotage, and makes the body dry, lean, hard,

1 Path. lib. cap. 17. Fernel, corpus infrigidat. omnes sensus, montisque viores torpore debilitat. 2 Lib. 2, sect. 2, cap. 4 Magnam excrementorum vim cerebro et aliis partibus conservat. 3 Jo. Retsius lib. de rebus non naturalibus. Preparat corbus nullam somnium ad multas periculosas acciditum.
and ugly to behold," as \(^1\) Lemnius hath it. \(^2\) "The temperature of the brain is corrupted by it, the humours adjust, the eyes made to sink into the head, choler increased, and the whole body inflamed;" and, as may be added out of Galen \(^3\), \textit{de sanitate tuendâ}, Avicenna 3, 1. \(^2\) "It overthrows the natural heat, it causeth crudities, hurts concoction," and what not? Not without good cause therefore Crato \textit{consil.} 21, \textit{lib.} 2; IIildeshime, \textit{spicel.} 2, \textit{de Delir. et Mania}, Jacchinius, Arculanus on Rhasis, Guianerius and Mercurialis, reckon up this overmuch waking as a principal cause.

MEMB. III.

SUBSECT. I.—Passions and Perturbations of the Mind, \textit{how they cause Melancholy.}

As that gymnosophist in \(^8\) Plutarch made answer to Alexander (demanding which speake best), Every one of his fellows did speak better than other; so I may say of these causes; to him that shall require which is the greatest, every one is more grievous than the other, and this of passion the greatest of all. A most frequent and ordinary cause of melancholy, \(^4\) \textit{fulmen perturbationum} (Picolomineus calls it) this thunder and lightning of perturbation, which causeth such violent and speedy alterations in this our microcosm, and many times subverts the good estate and temperature of it. For as the body works upon the mind by his bad humours, troubling the spirits, sending gross fumes into the brain, and so \textit{per consequens} disturbing the soul, and all the faculties of it,

\(^1\) \\textit{Instit. ad vitam optimam} cap. 26, cerebro siccitatem adfect, phrenesin et delirium, corpus ardium facit, squallidum, strigosum, humores adurit, temperamentum cerebri corruptum, moxlem inducit: exteacet corpus, blem accendit, profundus reddit oculos, calorem angest.

\(^2\) \\textit{Meditationes} calorem dissipat, lxad concoctione cruditates facit. \textit{Attenuant jure venum vigilias corpora noctes.}

\(^3\) \textit{Vita}\ Alexander.

\(^4\) Grad. 1, c. 14
with fear, sorrow, &c., which are ordinary symptoms of this
disease; so on the other side, the mind most effectually works
upon the body, producing by his passions and perturbations
miraculous alterations, as melancholy, despair, cruel diseases,
and sometimes death itself. Insomuch that it is most true
which Plato saith in his Charmides, omnia corporis mala ab
animâ procedere; all the 1 mischiefs of the body proceed
from the soul; and Democritus in 2 Plutarch urgeth, Dam-
untum invi animam à corpore, if the body should in this be-
half bring an action against the soul, surely the soul would be
cast and convicted, that by her supine negligence had caused
such inconveniences, having authority over the body, and
using it for an instrument, as a smith does his hammer (saith
3 Cyprian), imputing all those vices and maladies to the
mind. Even so do 4 Philostratus, non coquinarur corpus,
nisi consensu animae; the body is not corrupted, but by the
soul. Lodovicius Vives will have such turbulent commotions
proceed from ignorance and indiscretion. 5 All philosophers
impute the miseries of the body to the soul, that should have
governed it better, by command of reason, and hath not done
it. The Stoics are altogether of opinion (as 6 Lipsius and
7 Piccolominus record), that a wise man should be ἀπαθὴς,
without all manner of passions and perturbations whatsoever,
as 8 Seneca reports of Cato, the 9 Greeks of Socrates, and 10 Io.
Aubanus of a nation in Africa, so free from passion, or rather
so stupid, that if they be wounded with a sword, they will
only look back. 11 Lactantis 2 instit. will exclude "fear
from a wise man;" others except all, some the greatest
passions. But let them dispute how they will, set down
in Thesi, give precepts to the contrary; we find that of

1 Hor.  "The body oppressed by yester-

day's vices weighs down the spirit also," 1
2 Perturbationes elivi sunt, quibus cor-

peri animus seu pathibuloaffligitar. Jahn.
3 Lib. de sanitat. tuend.
4 Proleg. de virtute Christi; Quia utitur

corpore, ut faber maleo. 5 Vita Apol-

lonij lib. 1. 6 Lib. de anim. ab incon-
siderantia, et ignorantia omnem anim
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siderantia. 7 Epist. 104. 8 Epist. 104.
9 Alexius,
10 Lib. 1, cap. 5, si quis ense perucerisset
cy Christi. 9 Quum utitur
corpore, ut faber maleo. 4 Vita Apol-
nivee esse non debet.
Lemnius true by common experience; "No mortal man is free from these perturbations; or if he be so, sure he is either a god, or a block." They are born and bred with us, we have them from our parents by inheritance. A parentibus habemus malum hunc assem, saith Pelezius, Nascitur und nobiscum, aliturque, 'tis propagated from Adam, Cain was melancholy, * as Austin hath it, and who is not? Good discipline, education, philosophy, divinity (I cannot deny), may mitigate and restrain these passions in some few men at some times, but most part they domineer, and are so violent, * that as a torrent (torrens velut aggere rupto) bears down all before, and overflows his banks, sternit agros, sternit sada, (lays waste the fields, prostrates the crops,) they overwhelm reason, judgment, and pervert the temperature of the body; Fertur * equis auriga, nec audit currus habenas. Now such a man (saith Austin), "that is so led, in a wise man's eye, is no better than he that stands upon his head." It is doubted by some, Graviorese morbi à perturbationibus, an ab humoribus, whether humours or perturbations cause the more grievous maladies. But we find that of our Saviour, Mat. xxvi. 41, most true, "The spirit is willing, the flesh is weak," we cannot resist; and this of Philo Judæus, "Perturbations often offend the body, and are most frequent causes of melancholy, turning it out of the hinges of his health." Vives compares them to "Winds upon the sea, some only move as those great gales, but others turbulent quite overturn the ship." Those which are light, easy, and more seldom, to our thinking, do us little harm, and are therefore contemned of us; yet if they be reiterated,
Perturbations of the Mind.

1 “as the rain (saith Austin) doth a stone, so do these perturbations penetrate the mind.” 2 and (as one observes) “produce a habit of melancholy at the last, which having gotten the mastery in our souls, may well be called diseases.”

How these passions produce this effect, 3 Agrippa hath handled at large, Occult. Philos. l. 11, c. 63, Cardan, l. 14, subtil. Lemnius, l. 1, c. 12, de occult. nat. mir. et lib. 1, cap. 16, Suarez, Met. disput. 18, sect. 1, art. 25, T. Bright, cap. 12, of his Melancholy Treatise. Wright the Jesuit in his book of the Passions of the Mind, &c. Thus in brief, to our imagination cometh by the outward sense or memory, some object to be known (residing in the foremost part of the brain), which he misconceiving or amplifying presently communicates to the heart, the seat of all affections. The pure spirits forthwith flock from the brain to the heart, by certain secret channels, and signify what good or bad object was presented; 4 which immediately bends itself to prosecute, or avoid it; and withal draweth with it other humours to help it; so in pleasure, concur great store of purer spirits; in sadness, much melancholy blood; in ire, choler. If the imagination be very apprehensive, intent, and violent, it sends great store of spirits to, or from the heart, and makes a deeper impression, and greater tumult, as the humours in the body be likewise prepared, and the temperature itself ill or well disposed, the passions are longer and stronger; so that the first step and fountain of all our grievances in this kind, is 5 lesa imaginatio, which misinforming the heart, causeth all these distemperatures, alteration, and confusion of spirits and humours. By means of which, so disturbed, concoction is hindered, and the principal parts are much debilitated; as 6 Dr. Navarra well declared, being consulted by Montanus.

1 Ut gutta lapidem, sic paulatim he penetravit animum. 2 quae valentia receptis moebi animi rosentur. 3 Immersum movet corpus a cajus motum excitantur humores, et spiritus vitaeis quibus alterantur. 4 Eccl. xiii. 25. 5 The heart alters the countenance to good or evil, and distraction of the mind causeth distemperature of the body.” 6 Spiritus et sanguis a lesa imaginatio contaminantur, humores cajus mutati secundum animi immutat, Piso. 7 Montani, consil. 22. Hec vero quomodo causent melancolia, clarum; et quod concoctionem impleant, et membra principali debilitant.
about a melancholy Jew. The spirits so confounded, the nourishment must needs be abated, bad humours increased, crudities and thick spirits engendered with melancholy blood. The other parts cannot perform their functions, having the spirits drawn from them by vehement passion, but fail in sense and motion; so we look upon a thing, and see it not; hear, and observe not; which otherwise would much affect us, had we been free. I may therefore conclude with Arnaldus, *Maxima vis est phantasie, et huic uni ferè, non autem corporis intemperie, omnis melancholiae causa est ascribenda;* "Great is the force of imagination, and much more ought the cause of melancholy to be ascribed to this alone, than to the distemperature of the body." Of which imagination, because it hath so great a stroke in producing this malady, and is so powerful of itself, it will not be improper to my discourse, to make a brief digression, and speak of the force of it, and how it causeth this alteration. Which manner of digression howsoever some dislike, as frivolous and impertinent, yet I am of Beroaldus’s opinion, "Such digressions do mightily delight and refresh a weary reader, they are like sauce to a bad stomach, and I do therefore most willingly use them."

**Subsect. II.—Of the force of Imagination.**

What imagination is, I have sufficiently declared in my digression of the anatomy of the soul. I will only now point at the wonderful effects and power of it; which, as it is eminent in all, so most especially it rageth in melancholy persons, in keeping the species of objects so long, mistaking, amplifying them by continual and strong meditation, until at length it produceth in some parties real effects, causeth this and many other maladies. And although this fantasy of ours be a subordinate faculty to reason, and should be ruled by it, yet in many men, through inward or outward

---

1 Breviar. 1. 1, cap. 13. 2 Solent libenter excurre. 3 Ab imaginatone orientur affectiones, quibus anima compitatur, aut turbatae, disturbatur, Jo. Sarisbur. Matolog. lib. 4, c. 10.
distemperatures, defect of organs, which are unapt, or otherwise contaminated, it is likewise unapt, or hindered, and hurt. This we see verified in sleepers, which by reason of humours and concourse of vapours troubling the fantasy, imagine many times absurd and prodigious things, and in such as are troubled with incubus, or witch-ridden (as we call it), if they lie on their backs, they suppose an old woman rides, and sits so hard upon them, that they are almost stifled for want of breath; when there is nothing offends, but a concourse of bad humours, which trouble the fantasy. This is likewise evident in such as walk in the night in their sleep, and do strange feats; ¹ these vapours move the fantasy, the fantasy the appetite, which moving the animal spirits causeth the body to walk up and down as if they were awake. Fracast. l. 3, de intellect, refers all ecstasies to this force of imagination such as lie whole days together in a trance; as that priest whom ² Celsus speaks of, that could separate himself from his senses when he list, and lie like a dead man, void of life and sense. Cardan brags of himself, that he could do as much, and that when he list. Many times such men when they come to themselves, tell strange things of heaven and hell, what visions they have seen; as that St. Owen, in Matthew Paris, that went into St. Patrick’s purgatory, and the monk of Evesham in the same author. Those common apparitions in Bede and Gregory, Saint Bridget’s revelations, Wier. l. 3, de lamiis, c. 11. Cesar Vanninus, in his Dialogues, &c., reduceeth (as I have formerly said), with all those tales of witches’ progresses, dancing, riding, transformations, operations, &c., to the force of ³ imagination, and the ⁴ devil’s illusions. The like effects almost are to be seen in such as are awake; how many chimeras, antic, golden mountains and castles in the air do they build unto themselves? I

¹ Sculpi, exercitu. ² Quo quasque volo-
bat, mortuo similis jacetat aequorea se a
sensibus, et quum pungeretur dolorum
non sentient. ³ Ideo Nymanus orat. de
Imaginat. ⁴ Verbis et actionibus se
conceperant daemoni pessimae mulieres,
qui lis ad opus suum uti, et eorum

Vol. 1.
about a melancholy Jew. The spirits so nourishment must needs be abated, bad humours, crudities and thick spirits engendered with.

The other parts cannot perform their spirits drawn from them by vehemency, sense and motion; so we look upon hear, and observe not; which other parts, had we been free. I may therefore, Nonius, *Maxima vis est phantasia*, and affections, *corporis intemperie*, omnis melancholy male.

"Great is the force of imagination, in strange forms of bugbear, imputes the greatest distemper of the body." To apparitions, to fear, which it hath so great a stroke in, the strongest imagination powerful of itself, it will make the likewise, love, sorrow, joy, to make a brief digression, that saw her son come from the it causeth this alteration, debor the patriarch, by force of imagination, sover some dislike, the Lambs, laying speckled rods before his of *Beroaldus* the Ethiopian queen in Heliodorus, by light and refreshments of Perseus and Andromeda, instead of a bad stomach, and brought to bed of a fair white child. In

**Subsection**

What imagine, *Elegantissimas imaginis in thalamo collidigession of the fairest pictures he could buy for money at the world* says, "That his wife by frequent sight of them, went in all pleasures and bear such children." And if we may be sons, in the time of Pope Nicholas the Third's concubines by amplifying them, a bear was brought to bed of a monster. "If a at length (as *Lemnious*), at the time of her conception think this same man present or absent, the child will be like him." of other tender women, when they long, yield us prodigious rules in this kind, as moles, warts, scars, harelips, mon-
appeal to painters, mechanicians, mathematicians. Some ascribe all vices to a false and corrupt imagination, anger, revenge, lust, ambition, covetousness, which prefers falsehood before that which is right and good, deluding the soul with false shows and suppositions. 1 Bernardus Penottus will have heresy and superstition to proceed from this fountain; as he falsely imagineth, so he believeth; and as he conceiveth of it, so it must be, and it shall be, contra gentes, he will have it so. But most especially in passions and affections, it shows strange and evident effects; what will not a fearful man conceive in the dark? What strange forms of bugbears, devils, witches, goblins? Lavater imputes the greatest cause of spectrums, and the like apparitions, to fear, which above all other passions begets the strongest imagination (saith 2 Wierus), and so likewise, love, sorrow, joy, &c. Some die suddenly, as she that saw her son come from the battle at Cannæ, &c. Jacob the patriarch, by force of imagination, made speckled lambs, laying speckled rods before his sheep. Persina that Æthiopian queen in Heliodorus, by seeing the picture of Perseus and Andromeda, instead of a blackamoor, was brought to bed of a fair white child. In imitation of whom belike, a hard-favoured fellow in Greece, because he and his wife were both deformed, to get a good brood of children, Elegantissimas imagines in thalamo collo-cavit, &c., hung the fairest pictures he could buy for money in his chamber, “That his wife by frequent sight of them, might conceive and bear such children.” And if we may believe Bale, one of Pope Nicholas the Third’s concubines by seeing of 3 a bear was brought to bed of a monster. “If a woman (saith 4 Lemnius), at the time of her conception think of another man present or absent, the child will be like him.” Great-bellied women, when they long, yield us prodigious examples in this kind, as moles, warts, scars, harelips, mor-

1 Denario medico. 2 Solet timor, præ cap. 4, de occult. nat. mir. et inter sàm. omnibus affectibus, fortasse imaginations plexus et suasia cogitetur de uno, aut alle genres, post. amor, &c. 1. 8. c. 8. absente, ejus effigies solet in fortu elucere. 3 Ex viso ursi, talum peperit. 4 Lib. 1,
sters, especially caused in their children by force of a depraved fantasy in them: *Ipsam speciem quam animo effigiat, factui inducit.* She imprints that stamp upon her child which she conceives unto herself. And therefore Lodovicus Vives, *lib. 2, de Christ. fœm.* gives a special caution to great-bellied women, *That they do not admit such absurd conceits and cogitations, but by all means avoid those horrible objects, heard or seen, or filthy spectacles.* Some will laugh, weep, sigh, groan, blush, tremble, sweat, at such things as are suggested unto them by their imagination. Avicenna speaks of one that could cast himself into a palsy when he list; and some can imitate the tunes of birds and beasts that they can hardly be discerned; Dagebertus's and Saint Francis's scars and wounds, like those of Christ's (if at the least any such were), *Agrippa supposeth to have happened by force of imagination; that some are turned to wolves, from men to women, and women again to men (which is constantly believed) to the same imagination; or from men to asses, dogs, or any other shapes.* Wierus ascribes all those famous transformations to imagination; that in hydrophobia they seem to see the picture of a dog, still in their water, *that melancholy men and sick men conceive so many fantastical visions, apparitions to themselves, and have such absurd apparitions, as that they are kings, lords, cocks, bears, apes, owls; that they are heavy, light, transparent, great and little, senseless and dead (as shall be showed more at large, in our *sections of symptoms*), can be imputed to nought else, but to a corrupt, false, and violent imagination. It works not in sick and melancholy men only, but even most forcibly sometimes in such as are sound; it makes them suddenly sick, and *alters*
their temperature in an instant. And sometimes a strong conceit or apprehension, as Valesius proves, will take away diseases; in both kinds it will produce real effects. Men, if they see but another man tremble, giddy or sick of some fearful disease, their apprehension and fear is so strong in this kind, that they will have the same disease. Or if by some soothsayer, wise-man, fortune-teller, or physician, they be told they shall have such a disease, they will so seriously apprehend it, that they will instantly labour of it. A thing familiar in China (saith Riccius the Jesuit), "If it be told them they shall be sick on such a day, when that day comes they will surely be sick, and will be so terribly afflicted, that sometimes they die upon it." Dr. Cotta in his discovery of ignorant practitioners of physic, cap. 8, hath two strange stories to this purpose, what fancy is able to do. The one of a parson’s wife in Northamptonshire, An. 1607, that coming to a physician, and told by him that she was troubled with the sciatica, as he conjectured (a disease she was free from), the same night after her return, upon his words, fell into a grievous fit of a sciatica; and such another example he hath of another good wife, that was so troubled with the cramp, after the same manner she came by it, because her physician did but name it. Sometimes death itself is caused by force of fancy. I have heard of one that coming by chance in company of him that was thought to be sick of the plague (which was not so) fell down suddenly dead. Another was sick of the plague with conceit. One seeing his fellow let blood falls down in a swoon. Another (saith Cardan out of Aristotle), fell down dead (which is familiar to women at any ghastly sight), seeing but a man hanged. A Jew in France (saith Lodovicus Vives), came by chance over a dangerous passage or plank, that lay over a brook in the dark, without

---

1 Fr. Vales. 1. 5. cont. 6. nonnumquam etiam morbi disturbant consequuntur. quondamque curantur. 2 Exped. in Sinas. 1. 1. c. 9. tantum quoque multi predictioribus hisce tribuant ut ipsae metus ad illam faciant: nam si predictum illa fuerit.
harm, the next day perceiving what danger he was in, fell down dead. Many will not believe such stories to be true, but laugh commonly, and deride when they hear of them; but let these men consider with themselves, as 1 Peter Byarbus illustrates it, If they were set to walk upon a plank on high, they would be giddy, upon which they dare securely walk upon the ground. Many (saith Agrippa), 2 "strong-hearted men otherwise, tremble at such sights, dazzle, and are sick, if they look but down from a high place, and what moves them but conceit?" As some are so molestèd by fantasy; so some again, by fancy alone, and a good conceit, are as easily recovered. We see commonly the toothache, gout, falling-sickness, biting of a mad dog, and many such maladies, cured by spells, words, characters, and charms, and many green wounds by that now so much used Unguentum Armarium, magnetically cured, which Crollius and Goclenius in a book of late hath defended, Libavius in a just tract as stiffly contradicts, and most men controvert. All the world knows there is no virtue in such charms or cures, but a strong conceit and opinion alone, as 3 Pomponius holds, "which forceth a motion of the humours, spirits, and blood, which takes away the cause of the malady from the parts affected." The like we may say of our magical effects, superstitious cures, and such as are done by mountebanks and wizards. "As by wicked incredulity many men are hurt (so saith * Wierus of charms, spells, &c.), we find in our experience, by the same means many are relieved." An empiric oftentimes, and a silly chirurgeon, doth more strange cures than a rational physician. Nymannus gives a reason, because the patient puts his confidence in him, 4 which Avicenna "prefers before art, precepts, and all remedies whatsoever." Tis

1 Lib. de Poeta.  2 Lib. 1, cap. 63. Ex aito despicientes aliqui pro timore contraestruunt, caligant, inflammant; sic singultus, febres, morbi comitales quandoque sequuntur, quandoque restant.  3 Lib. de Incantagione. Imaginatio subitum humorum et spirituum motum infert, unde vario affectu rapitur sanguis, nec uniu morbillum causas partibus affectae eiprit.  4 Lib. 3, c. 18, de praestig. Ut impia credulentia quis incul- tur, sic et levari scendem credibilis est, unusque observatum.  5 Hoc pusillus et fiducia, omnì arti et consilio et medicina praferenda. Avicen.
opinion alone (saith Cardan), that makes or mars physicians, and he doth the best cures, according to Hippocrates, in whom most trust. So diversely doth this fantasy of ours affect, turn, and wind, so imperiously command our bodies, which as another Proteus, or a chameleon, can take all shapes; and is of such force (as Ficinus adds), that it can work upon others, as well as ourselves." How can otherwise blear eyes in one man cause the like affection in another? Why doth one man's yawning make another yawn? One man's pissing provoke a second many times to do the like? Why doth scraping of trenchers offend a third, or hacking of files? Why doth a carcass bleed when the murderer is brought before it, some weeks after the murder hath been done? Why do witches and old women fascinate and bewitch children: but as Wierus, Paracelsus, Cardan, Mizaldus, Valerio, Caesar Vanninus, Campanella, and many philosophers think, the forcible imagination of the one party moves and alters the spirits of the other. Nay more, they can cause and cure not only diseases, maladies and several infirmities, by this means, as Avicenna de anim. l. 4, sect. 4, supposeth in parties remote, but move bodies from their places, cause thunder, lightning, tempests, which opinion Alkindus, Paracelsus, and some others, approve of. So that I may certainly conclude this strong conceit or imagination is astrum hominis, and the rudder of this our ship, which reason should steer, but overborne by fantasy cannot manage, and so suffers itself and this whole vessel of ours to be overruled, and often overturned. Read more of this in Wierus, l. 3, de Lamiis, c. 8, 9, 10. Franciscus, Valesius med. controvers. l. 5, cont. 6. Marcellus Donatus, l. 2, c. 1, de hist. med. mirabil. Levinus Lemnius, de occult. nat. mir. l. 1, c. 12. Cardan, l. 18, de rerum var. Corn. Agrippa, de occult. philos. cap. 64, 65. Camerarius, 1 cent. cap. 54, horarum subeis. Nymannus, morat. de Imag.

1 Plures sanat in quem plures consulunt. lib. de sapientia. 2 Marcellus Chameleon, corpus proprium et alienum nonnunquam afficiens. 3 Cur ossitanet occidunt, Wierus.
Laurentius, and him that is *instar omnium*, Fienus, a famous physician of Antwerp that wrote three books *de viribus imagnationis*. I have thus far digressed, because this imagination is the *medium deferens* of passions, by whose means they work and produce many times prodigious effects; and as the fantasy is more or less intended or remitted, and their humours disposed, so do perturbations move, more or less, and take deeper impression.

**Subsect. III.—Division of Perturbations.**

Perturbations and passions, which trouble the fantasy, though they dwell between the confines of sense and reason, yet they rather follow sense than reason, because they are drowned in corporeal organs of sense. They are commonly 1 reduced into two inclinations, irascible and concupiscible. The Thomists subdivide them into eleven, six in the coveting, and five in the invading. Aristotle reduceth all to pleasure and pain, Plato to love and hatred, 2 Vives to good and bad. If good, it is present, and then we absolutely joy and love; or to come, and then we desire and hope for it. If evil, we absolutely hate it; if present, it is sorrow; if to come, fear. These four passions 3 Bernard compares "to the wheels of a chariot, by which we are carried in this world." All other passions are subordinate unto these four, or six, as some will: love, joy, desire, hatred, sorrow, fear; the rest, as anger, envy, emulation, pride, jealousy, anxiety, mercy, shame, discontent, despair, ambition, avarice, &c., are reducible unto the first; and if they be immoderate, they 4 consume the spirits, and melancholy is especially caused by them. Some few discreet men there are, that can govern themselves, and curb in these inordinate affections, by religion, philosophy, and such divine precepts, of meekness, patience, and the like; but most part for want of government, out of indiscretion, ignorance, they suffer themselves wholly to be led by

---

sense, and are so far from repressing rebellious inclinations, that they give all encouragement unto them, leaving the reins, and using all provocations to further them; bad by nature, worse by art, discipline, 1 custom, education, and a perverse will of their own, they follow on, wheresoever their unbridled affections will transport them, and do more out of custom, self-will, than out of reason. *Contumax voluntas* as Melancthon calls it, *malum facit*: this stubborn will of ours perverts judgment, which sees and knows what should and ought to be done, and yet will not do it. *Mancipia gula*, slaves to their several lusts and appetite, they precipitate and plunge 2 themselves into a labyrinth of cares blinded with lust, blinded with ambition; 3 "They seek that at God's hands which they may give unto themselves, if they could but refrain from those cares and perturbations, wherewith they continually macerate their minds." But giving way to these violent passions of fear, grief, shame, revenge, hatred, malice, &c., they are torn in pieces, as Actaeon was with his dogs, and 4 crucify their own souls.

**Subsect. IV.—Sorrow, a Cause of Melancholy.**

*Sorrow. Insanus dolor.*] In this catalogue of passions, which so much torment the soul of man, and cause this malady (for I will briefly speak of them all, and in their order), the first place in this irascible appetite, may justly be challenged by sorrow. An inseparable companion, 5 "The mother and daughter of melancholy, her epitome, symptom, and chief cause;" as Hippocrates hath it, they beget one another, and tread in a ring, for sorrow is both cause and

---

symptom of this disease. How it is a symptom shall be shown in its place. That it is a cause all the world acknowledgeth, _Dolor nonnullus insaniae causa fuit, et aliorum morborum insanabiliis_, saith Plutarch to Apollonius; a cause of madness, a cause of many other diseases, a sole cause of this mischief, ¹ Lemnious calls it. So doth Rhasis, _cont. l. 1_, _tract. 9_. Guianerius, _Tract. 15_, c. 5. And if it take root once, it ends in despair, as ² Felix Plater observes, and as in ³ Cebes’s table may well be coupled with it. ⁴ Chrysostom in his seventeenth epistle to Olympia, describes it to be a cruel torture of the soul, a most inexplicable grief, poisoned worm, consuming body and soul, and gnawing the very heart, a perpetual executioner, continual night, profound darkness, a whirlwind, a tempest, an ague not appearing, heating worse than any fire, and a battle that hath no end. It crucifies worse than any tyrant; no torture, no strappado, no bodily punishment is like unto it. ’Tis the eagle without question which the poets feigned to gnaw ⁵ Prometheus heart, and “no heaviness is like unto the heaviness of the heart,” _Eccles. xxv. 15, 16_. ⁶ “Every perturbation is a misery, but grief a cruel torment,” a domineering passion; as in old Rome, when the Dictator was created, all inferior magistracies ceased; when grief appears, all other passions vanish. “It dries up the bones,” saith Solomon, ch. 17, _Prov._, “makes them hollow-eyed, pale, and lean, furrow-faced, to have dead looks, wrinkled brows, shrivelled cheeks, dry bodies, and quite perverts their temperature that are misaffected with it. As Eleonora, that exiled mournful duchess (in our ⁷ English Ovid), laments to her noble husband Humphrey, duke of Gloucester,

¹ Multo ex morore et metu huo deplas- sunt. Lemn. lib. 1, cap. 16. ² Multa curta et tristissiimae sunt accepte melan- choliarum (cap. 8, de mentis alienis) et altae radices agat. In verum fiamque degener- erat melancoliarum et in desperationem de- sinit. ³ Ille luctus, egress verò soror- desperatio eumul poutur. ⁴ Animarum crudelis tormentum, dolor inexplicabilis, vivae, non solum occasum sed cordis peritio- nis, perpetuo carnifex, virus animae consumens, jugis nocx, et temerane profun- dae, tempestatas et turbas et fabric non appa- rens. omni igne vacillius incendens; longior, et pugnæ finem non habens— crugio circumfert dolor,factumque omni tyramno crudeliorum presso fort. ⁵ Nat. Comes Mythol. l. 4, c. 6. ⁶ Tullio, Tusc. omnis perturbationis miseria et car- nificia est dolor. ⁷ M. Drayton in his _Her. ep._
"Sawest thou those eyes in whose sweet cheerful look
Duke Humphry once such joy and pleasure took,
Sorrow hath so despoil'd me of all grace,
Thou could'st not say this was my Elnor's face.
Like a soul Gorgon," &c.

"It hinders concoction, refrigerates the heart, takes away stomach, colour, and sleep, thickens the blood (Fernelius l. 1, cap. 18, de morb. causis), contaminates the spirits." (Piso.) Overthrows the natural heat, perverts the good estate of body and mind, and makes them weary of their lives, cry out, howl and roar for very anguish of their souls. David confessed as much, Psalm xxxviii. 8, "I have roared for the very disquietness of my heart." And Psalm cxix. 4 part, 4 v. "My soul melteth away for very heaviness" v. 83, "I am like a bottle in the smoke." Antiochus complained that he could not sleep, and that his heart fainted for grief, Christ himself, Vir dolorum, out of an apprehension of grief, did sweat blood, Mark xiv. "His soul was heavy to the death, and no sorrow was like unto his." Crato consil. 21, l. 2, gives instance in one that was so melancholy by reason of grief; and Montanus consil. 30, in a noble matron, that had no other cause of this mischief." I. S. D. in Hildesheim, fully cured a patient of his that was much troubled with melancholy, and for many years, "but afterwards, by a little occasion of sorrow, he fell into his former fits, and was tormented as before." Examples are common, how it causeth melancholy, despair, and sometimes death itself; for (Eccles. xxxviii. 15), "Of heaviness comes death; worldly sorrow causeth death." 2 Cor. vii. 10, Psalm xxxi. 10. "My life is wasted with heaviness, and my years with mourning." Why was Hecuba said to be turned to a dog? Niobe into a stone? but that for grief she was senseless and

1 Crato consil. 21, lib. 2, maxitias universum infirmitas corpus, calorem in natum extinguit, appetitum destructit.
2 Cor refriget tristitia, spiritus exsiccat, inanatunque calorem obturat, vigilitas inducit, connectionem labefactat, sanguinem increat, exageratuisque mel ancholium suceum.
3 Spiritus et sanguis hoc contaminatur. Piso.
4 Marc, vi. 18, 11.
5 Moro moror, marcesco et consensus miser, em aquis pellis sum misera macritudine. Plaut.
6 Malum inceptum et actum et tristitiae sola.
7 Hildesheim, speeii. 2, de melancholica, moro morae animi postea accedente, in prius symptoma incidit.
8 Vires 8. de anima, c. de morore. Sabin. de Ovid.
stupid. Severus, the Emperor ¹ died for grief; and how many myriads besides? Tanta illi est fera, tanta est insaniam lactum.² Melanthon gives a reason of it, "the gathering of much melancholy blood about the heart, which collection extinguished the good spirits, or at least dulled them, sorrow strikes the heart, makes it tremble and pine away, with great pain; and the black blood drawn from the spleen, and diffused under the ribs, on the left side, makes those perilous hypochondriacal convulsions, which happen to them that are troubled with sorrow."

Subsect. V.—Fear, a Cause.

Cousin-german to sorrow is fear, or rather a sister, fidus Achates, and continual companion, an assistant and a principal agent in procuring of this mischief; a cause and symptom as the other. In a word, as Virgil of the Harpies, I may justly say of them both,

"Tristius humilitatem, nec sevior ut
Pestis et ira Deum stygidi sese extulit mundi."

"A sadder monster, or more cruel plague so fell,
Or vengeance of the gods, ne'er came from Styx or Hell."

This foul fiend of fear was worshipped heretofore as a god by the Lacedaemonians, and most of those other torturing affections, and so was sorrow amongst the rest, under the name of Angeron Dea, they stood in such awe of them, as Austin de Civitat. Dei, lib. 4, cap. 8, noteth out of Varro, fear was commonly ⁷ adored and painted in their temples with a lion’s head; and as Macrobius records, l. 10, Saturnium; ⁸ "in the calends of January, Angeron had her holy day, to

whom in the temple of Volupia, or goddess of plea
sage and bishops did yearly sacrifice; that, being
sent to them, she might expel all cares, anguish, and
visit the mind for that year following.” Many laments
of this fear causeth in men, as to be red, pale, trem
bling, it makes sudden cold and heat to come over all
diseases of the heart, syncope, &c. It amazeth
that are to speak, or show themselves in public ass,
before some great personages, as Tully confessed
that he trembled still at the beginning of his sp
ecies. Demosthenes, that great orator of Greece, before
It confounds voice and memory, as Lucian wittin
a Jupiter Tragedus, so much afraid of his auditory
was to make a speech to the rest of the gods, that
not utter a ready word, but was compelled to use
help in prompting. Many men are so amazed and
with fear, they know not where they are, what
they do, and that which is worse, it tortures many days before with continual affrights and suspense,
hinders most honourable attempts, and makes them
ache, sad and heavy. They that live in fear are
resolute, secure, never merry, but in continual pre
sence of Vives truly said, *Nulla est miseria major quam
greater misery, no rack, nor torture like unto it,
picions, anxious, solicitous, they are childishly droo
out reason, without judgment, “especially if some
object be offered,” as Plutarch hath it. It causeth
sudden madness, and almost all manner of diseases,
sufficiently illustrated in my digression of the for
ination, and shall do more at large in my section on
Fear makes our imagination conceive what it list, i

1 Timor inducit frigus, cordis palpitationem, vocis defunctum atque pallorem.
Agrig. lib. 1. cap. 63. Timidi semper spiritus habet frigidos, Mont. 3 Effus
sas cemenis fugientes aequo iurante; quis non nune infat cornua Faunus
celebra dicat. 4 Mutus non solum mem
oriam consternat, sed et animi omne et laudabilem
petit. Theophrast. 4 tulliae et virtute Alexandria
res adfuit terribilis. 5 Sac Subs. 2. 6 Sac. 2, Moui
devil to come to us, as ¹ Agrippa and Cardan avouch, and tyrannizeth over our fantasy more than all other affections, especially in the dark. We see this verified in most men, as ² Lavater saith, Quae metunt, fingunt; what they fear they conceive, and feign unto themselves; they think they see goblins, bags, devils, and many times become melancholy thereby. Cardan, subtil. lib. 18, hath an example of such an one, so caused to be melancholy (by sight of a bugbear) all his life after. Augustus Caesar durst not sit in the dark, nisi aliquo assidente, saith ³ Suetonius, Nunquam tenebris evigilavit. And 'tis strange what women and children will conceive unto themselves, if they go over a churchyard in the night, lie, or be alone in a dark room, how they sweat and tremble on a sudden. Many men are troubled with future events, foreknowledge of their fortunes, destinies, as Severus the emperor, Adrian and Domitian, Quod sciret ultimum vitae diem, saith Suetonius, valde sollicitus, much tortured in mind because he foreknew his end; with many such, of which I shall speak more opportunely in another place.⁴ Anxiety, mercy, pity, indignation, &c., and such fearful branches derived from these two stems of fear and sorrow, I voluntarily omit; read more of them in ⁵ Carolus Pascalius, ⁶ Dandinus, &c.

SUBSECT. VI.—Shame and Disgrace, Causes.

SHAME and disgrace cause most violent passions and bitter pangs. Ob pudorem et dedecus publicum, ob errorem commissum sæpe moventur generosi animi (Felix Plater, lib. 3, de alienat. mentis): Generous minds are often moved with shame, to despair for some public disgrace. And he, saith Philo, lib. 2, de provid. dei, "that subjects himself to fear, grief, ambition, shame, is not happy, but altogether miserable, tortured with continual labour, care, and misery." It is as

¹ Subtil. 18. lib. timor attrahit ad se Democra, timor et error multum in hominibus posunt. ² Lib. 2. Spectra, &c. ³ Fortes raròspecta vident, quia minus timent. ⁴ Vita ejus. ⁵ Sect. 2. ⁶ Membr. 4. Subs. 7. ⁷ De virt. et vitulis.
Causes of Melancholy.

Forcible a batterer as any of the rest; ¹ Many men neglect the tumults of the world, and care not for glory, and yet they are afraid of infamy, repulse, disgrace, (Tul. or. l. 1,) they can severely contemn pleasure, bear grief indifferently, but they are quite ² battered and broken with reproach and obloquy;” (siquidem vita et fama pari passu ambulant) and are so dejected many times for some public injury, disgrace, as a box on the ear by their inferior, to be overcome of their adversary, foiled in the field, to be out in a speech, some foul fact committed or disclosed, &c., that they dare not come abroad all their lives after, but melancholize in corners, and keep in holes. The most generous spirits are most subject to it; Spiritus altos frangit et generosos: Hieronymus. Aristotle, because he could not understand the motion of Euripus, for grief and shame drowned himself: Cælius Rodiginus antiquar. lect. lib. 29, cap. 8. Homerus pudore consumptus, was swallowed up with this passion of shame ³ “because he could not unfold the fisherman’s riddle.” Sophocles killed himself, ⁴ “for that a tragedy of his was hissed off the stage:” Valer. Max. lib. 9, cap. 12. Lucretia stabbed herself, and so did ⁵ Cleopatra, “when she saw that she was reserved for a triumph, to avoid the infamy.” Antonius the Roman, ⁶ “after he was overcome of his enemy, for three days’ space sat solitary in the fore-part of the ship, abstaining from all company, even of Cleopatra herself, and afterwards for very shame butchered himself,” Plutarch vita ejus. “Apollonius Rhodius ⁷ willfully banished himself, forsaking his country, and all his dear friends, because he was out in reciting his poems,” Plin. lib. 7, cap. 23. Ajax ran mad, because his arms were adjudged to Ulysses. In China ’tis an ordinary thing for such as are excluded in those famous trials of theirs, or

1 Multi contemnunt mundi strepitudem, reputant pro nihil gloriam, sed timent Infamiam, offensionem, repulsionem. Voluptatem severissimae contemnunt, in dolore sunt muiores, gloriam negligent, franguntur Infamia. ² Gratius contumeliam ferimus quam detrimentum, nihil abjecto nimirum animo stimus. Plut. in Timol. ³ Quod piscatoris mellem solvere non possit. ⁴ Ob Tragediam exploram, mortem sibi giudico conscribit. ⁵ Cum vidit in triumpho se servari causa ejus ignominia vitamque mortem sibi conscribut. Plut. ⁶ Bello victus, per tres dies sedidit in prona navis, abstinentes ab omnibus cordis, etiam Cleopatra, postea se interficit. ⁷ Cum maius remississet Argonautica, ob pudorem exuliavit.
Should take degrees, for shame and grief to lose their wits, 1 Mat. Riccius expedit. ad Sinas, l. 3, c. 9. Hostratus the friar took that book which Reuchlin had writ against him, under the name of Epist. obscurorum virorum, so to heart, that for shame and grief he made away himself, 2 Jovius in elogiiis. A grave and learned minister, and an ordinary preacher at Alcmar in Holland, was (one day as he walked in the fields for his recreation) suddenly taken with a lax or looseness, and thereupon compelled to retire to the next ditch; but being 3 surprised at unawares, by some gentlewomen of his parish wandering that way, was so abashed, that he did never after show his head in public, or come into the pulpit, but pined away with melancholy: (Pet. Forestus med. observat. lib. 10, observat. 12.) So shame amongst other passions can play his prize.

I know there be many base, impudent, brazen-faced rogues, that will 4 Nulla pallescere culpā, be moved with nothing, take no infamy or disgrace to heart, laugh at all; let them be proved perjured, stigmatized, convict rogues, thieves, traitors, lose their ears, be whipped, branded, carted, pointed at, hissed, reviled, and derided with 5 Ballio the Bawd in Plautus, they rejoice at it, Cantores probos; “babae and bombax,” what care they? We have too many such in our times,

"Ex clamant Melicerta perisse
Frontem de rebus," 6

Yet a modest man, one that hath grace, a generous spirit, tender of his reputation, will be deeply wounded, and so grievously affected with it, that he had rather give myriads

1 Quidam præs verecundia simul et dolore in instancia lociunt, eo quod a litteratorum gradu in examine excluduntur.

2 Hostratus excuclusus aede graviter ob Reuchlini librum, qui inscribatur, Epistola obscorum virorum, dolore simul et pudore saeclatus, ut se ipsum interfecerit.

3 Propter ruborem confusa, statim crepit delirare, &c., ob suspicium, quod ille filium criminem accusat.

4 Horat.

5 Ps. Impudice.


Scen. 3. Melicerta excisis. "all shame has vanished from human transactions." Persius, Sat. 5.
Causes of Melancholy.

of crowns, lose his life, than suffer the least defamation of honour, or blot in his good name. And if so be that he cannot avoid it, as a nightingale, Quae cantando victa moritur (saith \(^1\) Mizaldus), dies for shame if another bird sing better, he languisheth and pineth away in the anguish of his spirit.

Subsect. VII.—Envy, Malice, Hatred, Causes.

Envy and malice are two links of this chain, and both, as Guianerius Tract. 15, cap. 2, proves out of Galen 3 Aphorism. com. 22, "cause this malady by themselves, especially if their bodies be otherwise disposed to melancholy." "Tis Valescus de Taranta, and Felix Platerus's observation, "Envy so gnaws many men's hearts, that they become altogether melancholy." And therefore belike Solomon, Prov. xiv. 13, calls it, "the rotting of the bones," Cyprian, vulnus occultum;

"Siculi non invenere tyranni
Majus tormentum"

The Sicilian tyrants never invented the like torment. It crucifies their souls, withers their bodies, makes them hollow-eyed, \(^6\) pale, lean, and ghastly to behold, Cyprian, ser. 2, de zelo et livore. \(^6\) "As a moth gnaws a garment, so," saith Chrysostom, "doth envy consume a man; to be a living anatomy; a skeleton, to be a lean and pale carcass, quickened with a fiend," Hall in Charact. for so often as an envious wretch sees another man prosper, to be enriched, to thrive, and be fortunate in the world, to get honours, offices, or the like, he repines and grieves.

\(^9\) "intabescitque videndo
Successus hominum——suppliciumque suum est."

---

\(^1\) Cent. 7 e Pilnio.
\(^2\) Multos videmus propter invidiaem et odio in melancholiam incidisse: et illos potissimum quorum corpora ad hanc apta sunt
\(^3\) Invidia affligit homines aequo et corrodit, ut hui melancholici penitus sint.
\(^4\) Hor.
\(^5\) Ille vultus minax, torvis aspectus, pallor in facie, in labis tronor, stridor in dentibus, &c.
\(^6\) Ut times corrodit vestimentum, sic invidia sump qui nelatur consumit.
\(^7\) Pallor in ore sedet, macies in corpore totis. Nasquam recta acies, livent rubigines dentes.
\(^8\) Diaboli expressa Imago, toxicae charitatis, venenum amicitiae, abysse mentis, iunior est eo monstruosus monstrum, damnius damnum, uris, torret, discruciatur, macies et squamore conficit. Austini. Domin. pri- mi Advent.
\(^9\) Ovid. He plies away at the sight of another's success——it is
He tortures himself if his equal, friend, neighbour, be preferred, commended, do well; if he understand of it, it galls him afresh; and no greater pain can come to him than to hear of another man’s well-doing; ’tis a dagger at his heart every such object. He looks at him as they that fell down in Lucian’s rock of honour, with an envious eye, and will damage himself to do another a mischief: Atque cadet subito, dum super hoste cadat. As he did in Æsop, lose one eye willingly, that his fellow might lose both, or that rich man in Quintilian that poisoned the flowers in his garden, because his neighbour’s bees should get no more honey from them. His whole life is sorrow, and every word he speaks a satire; nothing fats him but other men’s ruins. For to speak in a word, envy is nought else but Tristitia de bonis alienis, sorrow for other men’s good, be it present, past, or to come; et gaudium de adversis, and joy at their harms, opposite to mercy, which grieves at other men’s mischances, and misaffects the body in another kind; so Damascen defines it, lib. 2, de orthod. fid. Thomas 2, 2, quest. 36, art. 1, Aristotle, l. 2, Rhet. c. 4 et 10, Plato Philebo., Tully 3 Tusc., Greg. Nic. l. de virt. animae, c. 12, Basil. de Invidia, Pindaros Od. 1, ser. 5, and we find it true. ’Tis a common disease, and almost natural to us, as Tacitus holds, to envy another man’s prosperity. And ’tis in most men an incurable disease. “I have read,” saith Marcus Aurelius, “Greek, Hebrew, Chaldee authors; I have consulted with many wise men for a remedy for envy, I could find none, but to renounce all happiness, and to be a wretch, and miserable for ever.” ’Tis the beginning of hell in this life, and a passion not to be excused. Every other sin hath some pleasure annexed to it, or will
admit of an excuse; envy alone wants both. Other sins last but for awhile; the gut may be satisfied, anger remits, hatred hath an end, envy never ceaseth.” Cardan, lib. 2, de sap. Divine and human examples are very familiar; you may run and read them, as that of Saul and David, Cain and Abel, angebat illum non proprium peccatum, sed fratris prosperitas, saith Theodoret, it was his brother’s good fortune galled him. Rachel envied her sister, being barren, Gen. xxx. Joseph’s brethren, him, Gen. xxxvii. David had a touch of this vice, as he confesseth, 1 Ps. 37. 2 Jeremy and 3 Habakkuk, they repined at others’ good, but in the end they corrected themselves. Ps. 75, “fret not thyself,” &c. Domitian spited Agricola for his worth, 4 “that a private man should be so much glorified.” 5 Cecinna was envious of his fellow-citizens, because he was more richly adorned. But of all others, 6 women are most weak, ob pulchritudinem invideae sunt feminae (Musæus) aut amat, aut odit, nihil est tertium (Granatensis). They love or hate, no medium amongst them. Implacabiles plerumque leœæ mulieres, Agrippina like, 7 “A woman if she see her neighbour more neat or elegant, richer in tires, jewels, or apparel is enraged, and like a lioness sets upon her husband, rails at her, scoffs at her, and cannot abide her;” so the Roman ladies in Tacitus did at Solonina, Cecinna’s wife, 8 “because she had a better horse, and better furniture, as if she had hurt them with it; they were much offended.” In like sort our gentlewomen do at their usual meetings, one repines or scoffs at another’s bravery and happiness. Myrsine, an Attic wench, was murdered of her fellows, 9 “because she did excel the rest in beauty,” Constantine Agricult. l. 11, c. 7. Every village will yield such examples.

1 Ursbat me simulatio propter salitios. 2 Hier. 12, 1. 3 Hab. 1. 4 Invidit privati nomen supra principis attoil. 5 Tacit. Hist. lib. 2, part 6. 6 Peritum dolore et invidia, et quem videt ornatum se in publicum predisse. Plutarch, dial. amorum. 7 Ant. Guianerius, lib. 2, cap. 8. vim. M. Aureli femina vicinam elegantius se vetustam videns, leœam instar in virum insurget, &c. 8 Quod insignit equo at ostro venhertur, quanquam n ullius cum injuriam, ornatum illum tanquam leœas gravabantur. 9 Quod pulchritudine omnes excellerat, quibus indignatae occiderunt.
Emulation, Hatred, Faction, Desire of Revenge, Causes.

...root of envy spring those feral branches of rood, livor, emulation, which cause the like grievance, serrae animae, the saws of the soul, * consternation affectus, affections full of desperate amazement; Cyprian describes emulation, it is "a moth of the soul, assumption to make another man's happiness his misery, torture, crucify, and execute himself, to eat his own heart. Eat and drink can do such men no good, they do always we, sigh, and groan, day and night without intermission, the breast is torn asunder;" and a little after, "Whomver he is whom thou dost emulate and envy, he may bid thee, but thou canst neither avoid him nor thyself; resoever thou art he is with thee, thine enemy is ever in breast, thy destruction is within thee, thou art a captive, nd hand and foot, as long as thou art malicious and envi, and canst not be comforted. It was the devil's overrow;" and wheresoever thou art thoroughly affected with passion, it will be thine. Yet no perturbation so fre, no passion so common.

*  Καὶ κεραμεὺς κεραμεῖ κοτέει καὶ τέκτων τέκτων,
  Καὶ πτωχὸς πτωχῷ φονεύει καὶ άουδος άουδό.

A potter emulates a potter;
     One smith envies another;
     A beggar emulates a beggar;
     A singing man his brother

καὶ πέτατ ἰνδίδες ἰεκυκνᾶς περιτίς,
  οὐ τεκτονὶ οὐδοῦν ταῖς ὁμοίωσινι
  σφανδάρια προάσατο ἃ μηδεμιοῖς
  σαρεύτως ἐν αὐτῷ σαρκίς ἀκόλουθος

Cyprian, ser. 2, de zealo et livore.

admit of an excuse; envy alone wants both. Other sins last but for awhile; the gut may be satisfied, anger remits, hatred hath an end, envy never ceaseth." Cardan, lib. 2, de sap. Divine and human examples are very familiar; you may run and read them, as that of Saul and David, Cain and Abel, angebat illum non proprium peccatum, sed fratris prosperitas, saith Theodoret, it was his brother's good fortune galled him. Rachel envied her sister, being barren, Gen. xxx. Joseph's brethren, him, Gen. xxxvii. David had a touch of this vice, as he confesseth, 1 Ps. 37. 2 Jeremy and Habakkuk, they repined at others' good, but in the end they corrected themselves. Ps. 75, "fret not thyself," &c. Domitian spited Agricola for his worth, 4 "that a private man should be so much glorified." 6 Cecinna was envied of his fellow-citizens, because he was more richly adorned. But of all others, 8 women are most weak, ob pulchritudinem invidae sunt fœmineae (Musæus) aut amat, aut odio, nihil ut tertium (Granotensis). They love or hate, no medium amongst them. Implacabiles plerunque lœse mulieres, Agrippina like, 7 "A woman if she see her neighbour more neat or elegant, richer in tires, jewels, or apparel is enraged, and like a lioness sets upon her husband, rails at her, scoffs at her, and cannot abide her;" so the Roman ladies in Tacitus did at Solonina, Cecinna's wife, 8 "because she had a better horse, and better furniture, as if she had hurt them with it; they were much offended." In like sort our gentlewomen do at their usual meetings, one repines or scoffs at another's bravery and happiness. Myrsine, an Attic wench, was murdered of her fellows, 9 "because she did excel the rest in beauty," Constantine Agricult. l. 11, c. 7. Every village will yield such examples.

1 Urebat me discutulitio propter status. 2 Hier. 12, 1. 3 Hab. 1. 4 Invidii privati nonam super principis attolit. 5 Tacit. Hist. lib. 2, part 6. 6 Persuasit dolore et invidia, si quum vidisset ornatum se in publicum prodire. Platina dial. amorum. 7 Aurelius, lib. 2, cap. 8, vim. M. Aurelii fœmina videmus elegantius se vestimentis videns, leseam instar in virum insinuavit, &c. 8 Quod innumeros eos at ostro verborat, quamquam nihilius cum injuria, ornatum illum tanquam lœse gravabatur. 9 Quod pulchritudinem omnibus cellaret, poeae indignatae occiderunt.
SUBSECT. VIII.—Emulation, Hatred, Faction, Desire of Revenge, Causes.

Out of this root of envy 1 spring those feral branches of faction, hatred, livor, emulation, which cause the like grievances, and are, serrea animae, the saws of the soul, *consternationis pleni affectus, affections full of desperate amazement; or as Cyprian describes emulation, it is "a moth of the soul, a consumption to make another man’s happiness his misery, to torture, crucify, and execute himself, to eat his own heart. Meat and drink can do such men no good, they do always grieve, sigh, and groan, day and night without intermission, their breast is torn asunder;" and a little after, "Whosoever he is whom thou dost emulate and envy, he may avoid thee, but thou canst neither avoid him nor thyself; whereassoever thou art he is with thee, thine enemy is ever in thy breast, thy destruction is within thee, thou art a captive, bound hand and foot, as long as thou art malicious and envious, and canst not be comforted. It was the devil’s overthrow;" and whenever thou art thoroughly affected with this passion, it will be thine. Yet no perturbation so frequent, no passion so common.

4 Καὶ κεραμεὺς κεραμεῖ κοτέει καὶ τέκτων τέκτων,
Καὶ πτωχὸς πτωχὸ φόνεῖε καὶ ὁμός ὁμός.

A potter emulates a potter;
One smith envies another;
A beggar emulates a beggar;
A singing man his brother

1 Latè patet invidiae secundae perniciis,
et livor radix omnium malorum, fons
eadium, inde odium surgit, emulatio.
Cyprian, ser. 2, de Livore.
2 Valerius, 1-8, cap. 9.
3 Quaies est animi thias,
quae tabes pectoris solare in alter vel
silorum felicitatem suam facere miseriam,
et velut quaedam pectori sui admodum
caresticeps, cogitationibus et sensibus
suis adhibere tortores, quae intestina
eructabunt lacernat.
Non cibus tibibus
betus, non potus potest esse jucundus;
supratur semper et gemitur, et doletur

dies et noctes, pectus sine intermissione
laceratur.
4 Quisquis est ille quem
emularis, cui invides ut subterfugere
potest, et tu non tu ubicunque fugeris,
adversarius tuus tecum est, hostis tuus
semper in pectore tuo est, periculus latans
inclus, ligatus es, victus, bello dominante
captivus: nec sola tibi ulla subvenunt: hinc diabolus interiniti statim
mundi, et perit primus, et perdiderit,
Cyprian, ser. 2, de bello et livore.
Every society, corporation, and private family is full of it: it takes hold almost of all sorts of men, from the prince to the ploughman, even amongst gossips it is to be seen, scarce three in a company but there is siding, faction, emulation, between two of them, some simulata, jar, private grudge, heart-burning in the midst of them. Scarce two gentlemen dwell together in the country (if they be not near kin or linked in marriage), but there is emulation betwixt them and their servants, some quarrel or some grudge betwixt their wives or children, friends and followers, some contention about wealth, gentry, precedence, &c., by means of which, like the frog in 1 Æsop, "that would swell till she was as big as an ox, burst herself at last;" they will stretch beyond their fortunes, callings, and strive so long that they consume their substance in lawsuits, or otherwise in hospitality, feasting, fine clothes, to get a few bombast titles, for ambiciosas paupertates laborantius omnes, to outbrave one another, they will tire their bodies, macerate their souls, and through contentions or mutual invitations beggar themselves. Scarce two great scholars in an age, but with bitter invectives they fall foul one on the other, and their adherents; Scotists, Thomists, Realists, Nominalists, Plato and Aristotle, Galenists and Paracelsians, &c., it holds in all professions.

Honest 2 emulation in studies, in all callings is not to be disliked, 'tis ingeniorum cos, as one calls it, the whetstone of wit, the nurse of wit and valour, and those noble Romans out of this spirit did brave exploits. There is a modest ambition, as Themistocles was roused up with the glory of Miltiades; Achilles's trophies moved Alexander,

*"Ambire semper, stulta confidentia est,
Ambire nunquam, desse arrogantia est."

'Tis a sluggish humour not to emulate or to sue at all, to withdraw himself, neglect, refrain from such places, honours,

1 Raws cupidae sequantur bovem, se ris. Epig. lib. 1. "Ambition always is a tendebat, &c. 2 Æmulatio alia ingenia: foolish confidence, never a slothful arro-
Paterculus posterior. vol. * Grotius, gans."
offices, through sloth, niggardliness, fear, bashfulness, or otherwise, to which by his birth, place, fortunes, education, he is called, apt, fit, and well able to undergo; but when it is immoderate, it is a plague and a miserable pain. What a deal of money did Henry VIII. and Francis I. king of France, spend at that famous interview? and how many vain courtiers, seeking each to outbrave other, spent themselves, their livelihood and fortunes, and died beggars? Adrian the emperor was so galled with it, that he killed all his equals; so did Nero. This passion made Dionysius the tyrant banish Plato and Philoxenus the poet, because they did excel and eclipse his glory, as he thought; the Romans exile Coriolanus, confine Camillus, murder Scipio; the Greeks by ostracism to expel Aristides, Nicias, Alcibiades, imprison Theseus, make away Phocion, &c. When Richard I. and Philip of France were fellow soldiers together, at the siege of Acon in the Holy Land, and Richard had approved himself to be the more valiant man, insomuch that all men’s eyes were upon him, it so galled Philip, Francum urebat Regis victoria, saith mine author, tam aegrè ferebat Richardi glorian, ut carpere dixit, calumniari facta; that he cavilled at all his proceedings, and fell at length to open defiance; he could contain no longer, but hasting home, invaded his territories, and professed open war. “Hatred stirs up contention,” Prov. x. 12, and they break out at last into immortal enmity, into virulence, and more than Vatinian hate and rage; they persecute each other, their friends, followers, and all their posterity, with bitter taunts, hostile wars, scurrile invectives, libels, calumnies, fire, sword, and the like, and will not be reconciled. Witness that Guelph and Ghibelline faction in Italy; that of the Adurni and Fregosi in Genoa; that of Cneius Papirius, and Quintus Fabius in Rome; Caesar and Pompey; Orleans and Burgundy in

1 Anno 1539, between Arles and Quine. rem. Aeterna bella pace sublatæ gerunt.
2 Spartan. 3 Plutarch. 4 Johannes Jurat calum, nec ante invicem esse Heraldus. l. 2. c. 12. de bello sacr. desinit, quam esse desinit. Paternulius, Nulla dies tantum poterit ludenti furo vol. 1.
France, York and Lancaster in England; yea, this passion so rageth many times, that it subverts not men only, and families, but even populous cities. Carthage and Corinth can witness as much, nay flourishing kingdoms are brought into a wilderness by it. This hatred, malice, faction, and desire of revenge, invented first all those racks and wheels, strappadoes, brazen bulls, feral engines, prisons, inquisitions, severe laws to macerate and torment one another. How happy might we be, and end our time with blessed days and sweet content, if we could contain ourselves, and, as we ought to do, put up injuries, learn humility, meekness, patience, forget and forgive, as in God’s word we are enjoined, compose such final controversies amongst ourselves, moderate our passions in this kind, “and think better of others,” as Paul would have us, “than of ourselves: be of like affection one towards another, and not avenge ourselves, but have peace with all men.” But being that we are so peevish and perverse, insolent and proud, so factious and seditious, so malicious and envious; we do invicem angariare, maul and vex one another, torture, disquiet, and precipitate ourselves into that gulf of woes and cares, aggravate our misery and melancholy, heap upon us hell and eternal damnation.

Subsect. IX.—Anger, a Cause.

Anger, a perturbation, which carries the spirits outwards, preparing the body to melancholy, and madness itself; Ira furor brevis est, “anger is temporary madness;” and as Pio-colomineus accounts it, one of the three most violent passions. Areteus sets it down for an especial cause (so doth Seneca, ep. 18, l. 1) of this malady. Magninus gives the reason, Ex frequenti ira supra modum calefunt; it overheats their bodies, and if it be too frequent, it breaks out into manifest

2 Paul. 8 Col. 3 Rom. 12. 4 Grad. 1. c. 54. 5 Ira et morior et ingens animi consternatio melancholicos fact. Areteus. Ira immodica gignit insaniam. 4 Reg. Sanit. parte 2. c. 8. In aperiam insaniam mor duellur iratus.
Anger, a Cause.

madness, saith St. Ambrose. 'Tis a known saying, Furor fit lasa sæpius patientia, the most patient spirit that is, if he be often provoked, will be incensed to madness; it will make a devil of a saint; and therefore Basil (belike) in his Homily de Iræ, calls it tenebras rationis, morbum animæ, et daemonem vessimun; the darkening of our understanding, and a bad angel. ¹ Lucian, in Abdicato, tom. 1, will have this passion to work this effect, especially in old men and women. “Anger and calumny (saieth he) trouble them at first, and after awhile break out into madness; many things cause fury in women, especially if they love or hate overmuch, or envy, be much grieved or angry; these things by little and little lead them on to this malsady.” From a disposition they proceed to an habit, for there is no difference between a mad man, and an angry man, in the time of his fit; anger, as Lactantius describes it. L. de Ira Dei, ad Donatum, c. 5, is saevæ animi tempestas, &c., a cruel tempest of the mind; “making his eyes sparkle fire, and stare, teeth gnash in his head, his tongue stutter, his face pale, or red, and what more filthy imitation can be of a mad man?”

⁸ ⁴ Orat. tument irâ, fervescunt sanguine venæ,
    Lumina Gorgonio savius angue micant.”

They are void of reason, inexorable, blind, like beasts and monsters for the time, say and do they know not what, curse, swear, rail, fight, and what not? How can a mad man do more? as he said in the comedy, ⁴ Iraeundia non sum apua me, I am not mine own man. If these fits be immoderate, continue long, or be frequent, without doubt they provoke madness. Montanus, consil. 21, had a melancholy Jew to his patient, he ascribes this for a principal cause: Iracendatur levibus de causis, he was easily moved to anger. Ajax had

¹ Gilberto Cognato interpretæ. Multis, et
    præsertim scelibus ira impetus insaniam fecit, et impertitus columnæ, haec ëule
    perturbant animum, Paulatinæ vigili ad
    insaniam. Perro multorum corpora multa
    insistunt, et in hune morbum adducunt, præcipue si quæ oderint aut invidi-
Causes of Melancholy.

no other beginning of his madness; and Charles the Sixth, that lunatic French king, fell into this misery, out of the extremity of his passion, desire of revenge and malice, \textsuperscript{1} incensed against the Duke of Britain, he could neither eat, drink, nor sleep for some days together, and in the end, about the cal-

ends of July, 1392, he became mad upon his horseback, draw-
ing his sword, striking such as came near him promiscuously, and so continued all the days of his life, \textit{Emil. lib. 10, Gal.

hist. Ægesippus de excid. urbis Hieros. l. 1, c. 37}, hath such a story of Herod, that out of an angry fit, became mad, \textsuperscript{2} leaping out of his bed, he killed Josippus, and played many such bedlam pranks, the whole court could not rule him for a long time after; sometimes he was sorry and repented, much grieved for that he had done, \textit{Postquam deservit ira}, by and by outrageous again. In hot, choleric bodies, nothing so soon causeth madness, as this passion of anger, besides many other diseases, as Pelesius observes, \textit{cap. 21, l. 1, de hum. affect. causis}; \textit{Sanguinem imminuit, feli auget}; and as \textsuperscript{3} Valesius controverts, \textit{Med. controv. lib. 5, contro. 8}, many times kills them quite out. If this were the worst of this passion, it were more tolerable, \textsuperscript{4} “but it ruins and subverts whole towns, \textsuperscript{5} cities, families, and kingdoms;” \textit{Nulla pestis humano generi pluris stetit}, saith Seneca, \textit{de Ira, lib. 1}. No plague hath done mankind so much harm. Look into our histories, and you shall almost meet with no other subject, but what a company \textsuperscript{6} of hare-brains have done in their rage. We may do well, therefore, to put this in our procession amongst the rest; “From all blindness of heart, from pride, vainglory, and hypocrisy, from envy, hatred and malice, anger, and all such pestiferous perturbations, good Lord deliver us.”

Subsect. X.—Discontents, Cares, Miseries, &c., Causes.

Discontents, cares, crosses, miseries, or whatsoever it is,

\textsuperscript{1} Insensus Britannias Duct, et in ulterior nem versat, nec album cepsit, nec quiescem, ad Calendas Iulias 1382, comites occidit. \textsuperscript{2} Indignatione simul furans, animique impotens, exiliit de lecto, furentem non capebat aula, &c. \textsuperscript{3} An Ira possit hominem interirem. \textsuperscript{4} Abemethy. \textsuperscript{5} As Troy, serve memorem Junonis ob iuram. \textsuperscript{6} Stultorum regum et populorum continent astutum.
that shall cause any molestation of spirits, grief, anguish, and perplexity, may well be reduced to this head (preposterously placed here in some men's judgments they may seem), yet in that Aristotle in his Rhetoric defines these cares, as he doth envy, emulation, &c., still by grief, I think I may well rank them in this irascible row; being that they are as the rest, both causes and symptoms of this disease, producing the like inconveniences, and are most part accompanied with anguish and pain. The common etymology will evince it, Curia, quasi cor uro, Dementes curæ, insomnes curæ, damnosæ curæ, tristes, mordaces, cornifices, &c., biting, eating, gnawing, cruel, bitter, sick, sad, unquiet, pale, tetric, miserable, intolerable cares, as the poets call them, worldly cares, and are as many in number as the sea sands. Galen, Fernelius, Felix Plater, Valesius de Taranta, &c., reckon afflictions, miseries, even all these contentions, and vexations of the mind, as principal causes, in that they take away sleep, hinder concoction, dry up the body, and consume the substance of it. They are not so many in number, but their causes be as divers, and not one of a thousand free from them, or that can vindicate himself, whom that Ate deu,

* "Per hominum capita molliter ambulans,
Plantas pedum teneras habens:"

* "Over men's heads walking aloft,
With tender feet treading so soft,"

Homer's Goddess Ate hath not involved into this discontented rank, or plagued with some misery or other. Hyginus, fab. 220, to this purpose hath a pleasant tale. Dame Cura by chance went over a brook, and taking up some of the dirty slime, made an image of it; Jupiter eftsoons coming by, put life to it, but Cura and Jupiter could not agree what name to give him, or who should own him; the matter

* Lucian. Podag. 4 Omnías imperfectás, confossa, et perturbationés plenas, Cardan.
was referred to Saturn as judge, he gave this arbitrement his name shall be *Homo ab humo, Cura eum possideat quam-diui vivat*, Care shall have him whilst he lives, Jupiter his soul, and Tellus his body when he dies. But to leave tales. A general cause, a continue cause, an inseparable accident, to all men, is discontent, care, misery; were there no other particular affliction (which who is free from?) to molest a man in this life, the very cogitation of that common misery were enough to macerate, and make him weary of his life; to think that he can never be secure, but still in danger, sorrow, grief, and persecution. For to begin at the hour of his birth, as ¹ Pliny doth elegantly describe it, “he is born naked, and falls ² a whining at the very first, he is swaddled, and bound up like a prisoner, cannot help himself, and so he continues to his life’s end.” *Cujusque fere pabulum,* saith *Seneca, impatient of heat and cold, impatient of labour, impatient of idleness, exposed to fortune’s contumelies. To a naked mariner Lucretius compares him, cast on shore by shipwreck, cold and comfortless in an unknown land; ³ no estate, age, sex, can secure himself from this common misery. “A man that is born of a woman is of short continuance, and full of trouble.” Job xiv. 1, 22. “And while his flesh is upon him he shall be sorrowful, and while his soul is in him it shall mourn.” “All his days are sorrow and his travels, griefs; his heart also taketh not rest in the night,” Eccles. ii. 23, and ii. 11. “All that is in it is sorrow and vexation of spirit.” *Ingress, progress, regress, egress, much alike; blindness seizeth on us in the beginning, labour in the middle, grief in the end, error in all. What day ariseth to us without some grief, care or anguish? Or what so secure and pleasing a morning have we seen, that

---

hath not been overcast before the evening? One is miserable, another ridiculous, a third odious. One complains of this grievance, another of that. Aliquando nervi, aliquando pedes vexant, (Seneca,) nunc distillatio, nunc hepatis morbus; nunc deest, nunc superest sanguis: now the head aches then the feet, now the lungs, then the liver, &c. Huius sensus excubet, sed est pudori degener sanguis, &c. He is rich, but base born; he is noble, but poor; a third hath means, but he wants health peradventure, or wit to manage his estate; children vex one, wife a second, &c. Nemo facilè cum conditione sub concordat, no man is pleased with his fortune, a pound of sorrow is familiarly mixed with a dram of content, little or no joy, little comfort, but everywhere danger, contention, anxiety, in all places; go where thou wilt, and thou shalt find discontents, cares, woes, complaints, sickness, diseases, incumbrances, exclamations; “If thou look into the market, there (saith * Chrysostom) is brawling and contention; if to the court, there knavery and flattery, &c.; if to a private man’s house, there’s cark and care, heaviness,” &c. As he said of old, 2 * Nil homine in terrâ spirat miserum magis almnâ? No creature so miserable as man, so generally molested, 3a in miseries of body, in miseries of mind, miseries of heart, in miseries asleep, in miseries awake, in miseries wheresoever he turns,” as Bernard found, Nunquid tentatio est vita humana super terram? A mere temptation is our life (Austin, confess. lib. 10, cap. 28), catena perpetuorum malorum, et quis potest molestias et difficultates pati? Who can endure the miseries of it? † “In prosperity we are insolent and intolerable, dejected in adversity, in all fortunes foolish and miserable.” 4 In adversity I wish for prosperity, and in prosperity I am afraid of adversity. What

1 Ubique periculum, ubique dolor, ubique naufragium, in hoc ambitu quemque me vertat. Lysius.

2 Hom. 10. Si in forum ieris, ibi rixis et pugnas; si in curiam, ibi frans, audacias; et in domum privatam, &c.

3 Hom. 2. Multis repleatur homo miseris, corporis miseris, animal miseris, dum dormit, dum vigiliat, quemque se verit. In susque nemorum, temporumque nesciumur.

† In blandiate fortune intolerandi, in calamitatibus ingubris, semper stulti et miseris. Cardan.

4 Prospera in adversis desidero, et adversa prosperis timent, quis inter hoc medius locus, ubi non sit humana visa tentatio?
mediocrity may be found? Where is no temptation? What condition of life is free? Wisdom hath labour annexed to it, glory envy; riches and cares, children and incumbrances, pleasure and diseases, rest and beggary, go together; as if a man were therefore born (as the Platonists hold) to be punished in this life for some precedent sins. Or that, as Pliny complains, “Nature may be rather accounted a stepmother, than a mother unto us, all things considered; no creature’s life so brittle, so full of fear, so mad, so furious; only man is plagued with envy, discontent, griefs, covetousness, ambition, superstition.” Our whole life is an Irish sea, wherein there is nought to be expected but tempestuous storms and troublesome waves, and those infinite,

“Tantum malorum pelagus sapicio,
Ut non sit inde enatandi copia,”

no halcyonian times, wherein a man can hold himself secure, or agree with his present estate; but as Boethius infers,

“There is something in every one of us which before trial we seek, and having tried abhor; we earnestly wish, and eagerly covet, and are etsoons weary of it.” Thus between hope and fear, suspicions, angers, Inter spemque metumque, timores inter et iras, betwixt falling in, falling out, &c., we bangle away our best days, befool out our times, we lead a contentious, discontent, tumultuous, melancholy, miserable life; in somuch, that if we could foretell what was to come, and it put to our choice, we should rather refuse than accept of this painful life. In a word, the world itself is a maze, a labyrinth of errors, a desert, a wilderness, a den of thieves, cheaters, &c., full of filthy puddles, horrid rocks, precipitums,

1 Cardan, Consol. Sapientis labor annessus, gloriae invicta, divitiae curae, sobilis solicitudo, voluptatis morbi quies piueit propertas, ut quasi fruendorum scelerum causa nati hominem possit cum Platonistes agnoscatur. 2 Lib. 1, cap. 1. Non satis gemitum, an melior parens natura hominum noster. 3 Hor. novemsp fuerit: Nulli fraturas, confusio, rables major, uniamantium ambitio data, luctus, avaritia, unum superstition. 4 Esquis. "I perceive such an ocean of troubles be before me, that no means of escape remain." 5 De consol. 1. 2. Nemo facile cum conditione sua concordat, inest disgnis quod imperti petunt, experta horrent. 6 Esse in honore juvat, nunc displicet. 7 Hor.
an ocean of adversity, an heavy yoke, wherein infirmities and calamities overtake, and follow one another, as the sea waves; and if we scape Scylla, we fall foul on Charybdis, and so in perpetual fear, labour, anguish, we run from one plague, one mischief, one burden to another, duram servientes servitutem, and you may as soon separate weight from lead, heat from fire, moistness from water, brightness from the sun, as misery, discontent, care, calamity, danger from a man. Our towns and cities are but so many dwellings of human misery. "In which grief and sorrow (3 as he right well observes out of Solon) innumerable troubles, labours of mortal men, and all manner of vices, are included, as in so many pens." Our villages are like mole-hills, and men as so many emmets, busy, busy still, going to and fro, in and out, and crossing one another's projects, as the lines of several sea-cards cut each other in a globe or map. "Now light and merry, but (3 as one follows it) by and by sorrowful and heavy; now hoping, then distrusting; now patient, to-morrow crying out; now pale, then red; running, sitting, sweating, trembling, halting," &c. Some few amongst the rest, or perhaps one of a thousand, may be Pullus Jovis, in the world's esteem, Gallinae fulis alboe, an happy and fortunate man, ad invidiam felix, because rich, fair, well allied, in honour and office; yet peradventure ask himself, and he will say, that of all others, 8 he is most miserable and unhappy. A fair shoe, His socius novus, elegans, as he 4 said, sed nescis ubi urat, but thou knowest not where it pincheth. It is not another man's opinion can make me happy; but as 5 Seneca well hath it, "He is a miserable wretch that doth not account himself happy; though he be sovereign lord of a world, he is not happy, if he think himself not to be so; for what avail-

3 Burhrheus in 6 Joh. Urbes et oppida nihil aliud sunt quum humanarum arum marum domidu, quibus lactus et moror, et mortuum variat infinitique Inbersc, et omnis generis vitis, quasi septis includuntur. 2 Nat. Chytrons de lit. Europae. Lactus nunc, mox tristis; nunc sperans, paulo post diffidens; patiente ho-
dle, ens ejulans; nunc pallens, rubens, currens, sedens, claudicum, tremens, &c. 3 Susa, quaque calamitas praecipua. 4 Cn. Graecinus. 5 Epist. 9, 1, 1. Miser est qui se beatissimum non judicat; licet imperet mundo non est beatus, qui se non putat: quid enim reperit quod status tuis sit, si tibi videtur malus?
eth it what thine estate is, or seem to others, if thou thyself dislike it." A common humour it is of all men to think well of other men's fortunes, and dislike their own: ¹ Cui placet alterius, sua nimirum est odio sors; but ² qui fit Mecenas, &c., how comes it to pass, what's the cause of it? Many men are of such a perverse nature, they are well pleased with nothing, (saith ³ Theodoret) "neither with riches nor poverty, they complain when they are well and when they are sick, grumble at all fortunes, prosperity and adversity; they are troubled in a cheap year, in a barren, plenty or not plenty, nothing pleaseth them, war nor peace, with children, nor without." This for the most part is the humour of us all, to be discontent, miserable, and most unhappy, as we think at least; and show me him that is not so, or that ever was otherwise. Quintus Metellus his felicity is infinitely admired amongst the Romans, insomuch that as ⁴ Paterculus mentioneth of him, you can scarce find of any nation, order, age, sex, one for happiness to be compared unto him; he had, in a word, Bona animi, corporis et fortune, goods of mind, body, and fortune, so had P. Mutianus, ⁵ Crassus. Lampasaca, that Lacedemonian lady was such another in ⁶ Pliny's conceit, a king's wife, a king's mother, a king's daughter; and all the world esteemed as much of Polycrates of Samos. The Greeks brag of their Socrates, Phocion, Aristides; the Psophidians in particular of their Aglaus, Omni vita felix, ab omni periculo immunis (which by the way Pausanias held impossible); the Romans of their ⁷ Cato, Curius, Fabricius, for their composed fortunes, and retired estates, government of passions, and contempt of the world; yet none of all these were happy, or free from dis-

¹ Hor. ep. I. 1. 4. ² Lib. de curat. grec. affect. cap. 6. de provident. Multa nihil placet atque adeo et divitias damnant, et paupertatem, de morbis expostulat, bene valentes graviter servunt, atque ut semel dicam, nihil eos detectat, &c. ³ Vit. Ollius gentis, statis, ordinis, hominem invenit, cuius felicitatem fortune Metelli connum, vol. 2. ⁴ P. Crassus Mutianus, quinque habuisse dictur rerum bonarum maxima, quod esset dittismus, quod esset nobilissimus, eloquentissimus, jurisconsulissimus, pontifex maximus. ⁵ Lib. 7. Regis Iulia, Regis uxor, Regis mater. ⁶ Quod nihil unquam malit, aut dixit, aut factit, aut sensuit, qui bene semper fecit, quod aliter facere non potuit.
content, neither Metellus, Crassus, nor Polycrates, for he
died a violent death, and so did Cato; and how much evil
doeth Lactantius and Theodoret speak of Socrates, a weak
man, and so of the rest. There is no content in this life, but
as 1 he said, "All is vanity and vexation of spirit;" lame
and imperfect. Hadst thou Sam-on's hair, Milo's strength,
Scanderbeg's arm, Solomon's wisdom, Absalom's beauty,
Crœsus's wealth, Pasetis obulum, Cæsar's valour, Alexander's
spirit, Tully's or Demosthenes's eloquence, Gyges's ring, Per-
seus's Pegasus, and Gorgon's head, Nestor's years to come,
all this would not make thee absolute, give thee content
and true happiness in this life, or so continue it. Even in
the midst of all our mirth, jollity, and laughter, is sorrow and
grief, or if there be true happiness amongst us, 'tis but for a
time,

1 "Desinit in piscem mulier formosa supernè:"

"A handsome woman with a fish's tail."

a fair morning turns to a lowering afternoon. Brutus and
Cassius, once renowned, both eminently happy, yet you shall
scarce find two, (saith Paterculus) Quos fortuna maturius
destituerit, whom fortune sooner forsook. Hannibal, a con-
querror all his life, met with his match, and was subdued at
last, Occurrunt fortii, qui magè fortis erit. One is brought in
train, as Cæsar into Rome, Alcibiades into Athens, coronum
aureis donatus, crowned, honoured, admired; by and by his
statues demolished, he hissed out, massacred, &c. 8 Magnus
Gonsalvo, that famous Spaniard, was of the prince and people
at first honoured, approved; forthwith confined and banished.
Admirandas actionés; graves plerunque sequuntur invidice, et
acres calumniae: 'tis Polybius his observation, grievous enmi-
ties, and bitter calumnies, commonly follow renowned actions.
One is born rich, dies a beggar; sound to-day, sick to-mor-
row; now in most flourishing estate, fortunate and happy, by
and by deprived of his goods by foreign enemies, robbed by
thieves, spoiled, captivated, impoverished as they of 4 "Rab-

1 Solomon, Eccles. 1, 14.  8 Hor. Art. Post.  8 Jovius, vita ejus.  4 2 Sam.
xli. 81.
bahi, put under iron saws, and under iron harrows, and under axes of iron, and cast into the tile kiln,"

1 "Quid me felicem toties jactantis amici,
    Qui cecidit, stabili non erat ille gradu."

He that erst marched like Xerxes with innumerable armies, as rich as Crœsus, now shifts for himself in a poor cock-boat, is bound in iron chains, with Bajazet the Turk, and a footstool with Aurelian, for a tyrannizing conqueror to trample on. So many casualties there are, that as Seneca said of a city consumed with fire, *Una dies interest inter maximam civitatem et nullam*, one day betwixt a great city and none; so many grievances from outward accidents, and from ourselves, our own indiscretion, inordinate appetite, one day betwixt a man and no man. And which is worse, as if discontents and miseries would not come fast enough upon us; *homo homini daemon*, we maul, persecute, and study how to sting, gall, and vex one another with mutual hatred, abuses, injuries; preying upon and devouring as so many 2 ravenous birds; and as jugglers, panders, bawds, cozening one another; or raging as 3 wolves, tigers, and devils, we take a delight to torment one another; men are evil, wicked, malicious, treacherous, and 4 nought, not loving one another, or loving themselves, not hospitable, charitable, nor sociable as they ought to be, but counterfeit, dissemblers, ambidexters, all for their own ends, hard-hearted, merciless, pitiless, and to benefit themselves, they care not what mischief they procure to others. 5 Praxinoe and Gorgo in the poet, when they had got in to see those costly sights, they then cried *bene est*, and would thrust out all the rest; when they are rich themselves, in honour, preferred, full, and have even that they would, they debar others of those pleasures which youth requires,

---

1 Boethius, lib. 1, Met. 1. 2 Omnes hic aut captansur, aut captatis; aut cadavers quam laccentur, aut eori qui lacerant. Petron. 3 Homo omne monstrum est, ille nam suspirat ferae, luposque et ursum pecore obscuro tegit. Henc. 4 Quod Patriculus de populo Romano, durante bello Punico per annos 115, aut bellum inter eos, aut bell preparatio, aut infida pax, idem ego de mundi acco- lla. 5 Theocritus Idyll. 15.
and they formerly have enjoyed. He sits at table in a soft chair at ease, but he doth not remember in the mean time that a tired waiter stands behind him, "an hungry fellow ministers to him full, he is athirst that gives him drink (saith Epictetus) and is silent whilst he speaks his pleasure; pensive, sad, when he laughs." Pleno se produit auro; he feasts, revels, and profusely spends, hath variety of robes, sweet music, ease, and all the pleasures the world can afford, whilst many an hunger-starved poor creature pines in the street, wants clothes to cover him, labours hard all day long, runs, rides for a trifle, fights peradventure from sun to sun, sick and ill, weary, full of pain and grief, is in great distress and sorrow of heart. He loathes and scorns his inferior, hates or emulates his equal, envies his superior, insults over all such as are under him, as if he were of another species, a demi-god, not subject to any fall, or human infirmities. Generally they love not, are not beloved again; they tire out others' bodies with continual labour, they themselves living at ease, caring for none else, sibi nati; and are so far many times from putting to their helping hand, that they seek all means to depress, even most worthy and well deserving, better than themselves, those whom they are by the laws of nature bound to relieve and help, as much as in them lies, they will let them eatewaul, starve, beg, and hang, before they will any ways (though it be in their power) assist or ease; so unnatural are they for the most part, so unregardful; so hard-hearted, so churlish, proud, insolent, so dogged, of so bad a disposition. And being so brutish, so devilishly bent one towards another, how is it possible but that we should be discontent of all sides, full of cares, woes, and miseries?

If this be not a sufficient proof of their discontent and misery, examine every condition and calling apart. Kings, princes, monarchs, and magistrates seem to be most happy,

1 Qui sedet in mesa, non meminit sibi et liberis voluptates suas expleravint, chloro ministrae negoios: edentu eum sitientes, bibentis sitientes, &c. 2 Quando leges. in adolescentis sum ipsi vixerint, laudius
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but look into their estate, you shall find them to be most encumbered with cares, in perpetual fear, agony, suspicion, jealousy; that as he said of a crown, if they knew but the discontents that accompany it, they would not stoop to take it up. Quem mihi regem dabis (saith Chrysostom) non curis plenum? What king canst thou show me, not full of cares? "Look not on his crown, but consider his afflictions; attend not his number of servants, but multitude of crosses." Nihii aliud potestas culminis, quam tempestas mentis, as Gregory seconds him; sovereignty is a tempest of the soul; Sylla-like they have brave titles but terrible fits: splendorem titulo, cruciatum animo; which made * Demosthenes vow, si vel ad tribunal, vel ad interitum duceretur: if to be a judge, or to be condemned, were put to his choice, he would be condemned. Rich men are in the same predicament; what their pains are, stultis nesciunt, ipsi sentiunt: they feel, fools perceive not, as I shall prove elsewhere, and their wealth is brittle, like children's rattles; they come and go, there is no certainty in them; those whom they elevate, they do as suddenly depress, and leave in a vale of misery. The middle sort of men are as so many asses to bear burdens; or if they be free, and live at ease, they spend themselves, and consume their bodies and fortunes with luxury and riot, contention, emulation, &c. The poor I reserve for another place, and their discontents.

For particular professions, I hold as of the rest, there's no content or security in any; on what course will you pitch; how resolve? to be a divine, 'tis contemptible in the world's esteem; to be a lawyer, 'tis to be a wrangler; to be a physician, pudet lotii, 'tis loathed; a philosopher; a madman; an alchymist, a beggar; a poet, esurit, an hungry jack; a musician, a player; a schoolmaster, a drudge; an husbandman, an emmet; a merchant, his gains are uncertain; a mechani-
Discontents, Cares, &c.

cian, base; a chirurgeon, fulsome; a tradesman, a liar; a tailor, a thief; a serving-man, a slave; a soldier, a butcher; a smith, or a metalman, the pot’s never from’s nose; a courtier, a parasite, as he could find no tree in the wood to hang himself; I can show no state of life to give content. The like you may say of all ages; children live in a perpetual slavery, still under that tyrannical government of masters; young men, and of riper years, subject to labour, and a thousand cares of the world, to treachery, falsehood, and cozenage,

2 "Ineditum per ignes,
Suppositos cineri doloso,"

"you incautious tread
On fires, with faithless ashes overhead."

old are full of aches in their bones, cramps and convulsions, silicernia, dull of hearing, weak sighted, hoary, wrinkled, harsh, so much altered as that they cannot know their own face in a glass, a burden to themselves and others, after seventy years, “all is sorrow” (as David hath it), they do not live but linger. If they be sound, they fear diseases; if sick, weary of their lives; Non est vivere sed valere, vita. One complains of want, a second of servitude, another of a secret or incurable disease; of some deformity of body, of some loss, danger, death of friends, shipwreck, persecution, imprisonment, disgrace, repulse, contumely, calumny, abuse, injury, contempt, ingratitude, unkindness, scoffs, flouts, unfortunate marriage, single life, too many children, no children, false servants, unhappy children, barrenness, banishment, oppression, frustrate hopes and ill success, &c.

6 "Talis de genere hoc adeo sunt multa, loquacem ut
Delassare valent Fabium."

"But, every various instance to repeat,
Would tire even Fabius of incessant prate."

Talking Fabius will be tired before he can tell half of them;

1 Nihil iercantur, nisi admodum men-
mendaces, quos nemo andet felices dis-
tendo. Tuill. Offic. 2 Hor. i. 2, od. 1.
ere. Card. lib. 3, c. 46, de rer. var.
3 Eurus felix Idaque senex. Seneca in
Spretusque injuria formas 4 Hor.
4 Omitto negros, exules,
they are the subject of whole volumes, and shall (some of them) be more opportunely dilated elsewhere. In the mean time thus much I may say of them, that generally they crucify the soul of man, 1 attenuate our bodies, dry them, wither them, shrivel them up like old apples, make them as so many anatomies (ossa atque pellis est totus, ita curis macet), they cause tempus fœdum et squalidum, cumbersome days, ingrataque tempora, slow, dull, and heavy times; make us howl, roar, and tear our hairs, as sorrow did in 8 Cebes’s table, and groan for the very anguish of our souls. Our hearts fail us as David’s did, Psal. xl. 12, “for innumerable troubles that compassed him;” and we are ready to confess with Hezekiah, Isaiah lviii. 17, “behold, for felicity I had bitter grief;” to weep with Heraclitus, to curse the day of our birth with Jeremy, xx. 14, and our stars with Job; to hold that axiom of Silenus, “better never to have been born, and the best next of all, to die quickly;” or if we must live, to abandon the world, as Timon did; creep into caves and holes, as our anchorites; cast all into the sea, as Crates Thebanus; or as Theombrotus Ambrociato’s four hundred auditors, precipitate ourselves to be rid of these miseries.

SUBSECT. XI.—Concupiscible Appetite, as Desires, Ambition, Causes.

These concupiscible and irascible appetites are as the two twists of a rope, mutually mixed one with the other, and both twining about the heart; both good, as Austin holds, l. 14, c. 9, de civ. Dei, 6 “if they be moderate; both pernicious if they be exorbitant.” This concupiscible appetite, howsoever it may seem to carry with it a show of pleasure and delight, and our concupiscences most part affect us with content and a pleasing object, yet if they be in extremes, they rack and wring us on the other side. A true saying it is, “Desire hath no rest;” is infinite in itself, endless; and as 6 one calls

1 Attenuant vigiles corpus miserabile
2 Plautus.
3 Hoc que crines
4 Optimum non nas-
5 Bonus si rectam
it, a perpetual rack, or horsemill, according to Austin, still going round as in a ring. They are not so continual, as divers, felicitās atomos denuerarre possem, saith. Bernard, quād motus cordis; nunc hae, nunc illa cogito, you may as well reckon up the motes in the sun as them. "It extends itself to everything," as Guianerius will have it, "that is superfluously sought after;" or to any fervent desire, as Fernelius interprets it; be it in what kind soever, it tortures if immoderate, and is (according to Plater and others) an especial cause of melancholy. *Multaosis concupiscentiae dilaniuntur cogitationes meae,* Austin confessed, that he was torn a pieces with his manifold desires; and so doth Bernard complain, "that he could not rest for them a minute of an hour; this I would have, and that, and then I desire to be such and such." "Tis a hard matter therefore to confine them, being they are so various and many, impossible to apprehend all. I will only insist upon some few of the chief, and most noxious in their kind, as that exorbitant appetite and desire of honour, which we commonly call ambition; love of money, which is covetousness, and that greedy desire of gain; self-love, pride, and inordinate desire of vainglory or applause, love of study in excess; love of women (which will require a just volume of itself), of the other I will briefly speak, and in their order.

Ambition, a proud covetousness, or a dry thirst of honour, a great torture of the mind, composed of envy, pride, and covetousness, a gallant madness, one defines it a pleasant poison, Ambrose, "a canker of the soul, an hidden plague;" Bernard, "a secret poison, the father of livor, and mother of hypocrisy, the moth of holiness, and cause of madness, crucifying and disgracing all that it takes hold of."

---

1 Molam aninariam. 2 Tract. de Inter. c. 92. 3 Circa quamlibet rem mundi hae modo fieri potest, quae superflua diligentur. Tract. 12. c. 17. 4 Ferventius desiderium. 5 Imprimis verò Appetitus, &c. S. de alien. ment. Conf. 1. c. 29. 6 Per diversa loca vager, nullo tempore momento quiesco, tali et tali esse cupio, illud atque illud habere desidero. 7 Ambros. l. 3. super Lucam, serugo animae. 8 Nihil animi cr vaccit, nihil molestias inquietas, secretum virus, pestis occultus, &c., epist. 126.
Seneca calls it *rem sollicitam, timidam, vanam, ventosam*, a windy thing, a vain, solicitous, and fearful thing. For commonly they that, like Sysiphus, roll this restless stone of ambition, are in a perpetual agony, still perplexed, *semper tacitum, tristesque recedunt* (Lucretius), doubtful, timorous, suspicious, loath to offend in word or deed, still coggling and collogu ing, embracing, capping, cringing, applauding, flattering, feering, visiting, waiting at men's doors, with all affability, counterfeit honesty and humility. If that will not serve, if once this humour (as ⁴ Cyprian describes it) possess his thirsty soul, *ambitionis salsugo ubi bibulam animam possidet*, by hook and by crook he will obtain it, "and from his hole he will climb to all honours and offices, if it be possible for him to get up, flattering one, bribing another, he will leave no means unessay'd to win all." ⁶ It is a wonder to see how slavishly these kind of men subject themselves, when they are about a suit, to every inferior person; what pains they will take, run, ride, cast, plot, countermine, protest and swear, vow, promise, what labours undergo, early up, down late; how obsequious and affable they are, how popular and courteous, how they grin and feer upon every man they meet; with what feasting and inviting, how they spend themselves and their fortunes, in seeking that many times, which they had much better be without; as ⁶ Cyneas the orator told Pyrrhus; with what waking nights, painful hours, anxious thoughts, and bitterness of mind, *inter spemque metumque*, distracted and tired, they consume the interim of their time. There can be no greater plague for the present. If they do obtain their suit, which with such cost and solicitude they have sought, they are not so freed, their anxiety is anew to

---

¹ Ep. 88. ² Nihil indolentius his, quantus is timor, quanta dubitatio, quantus comatus, quanta sollicitudo, nulla illis a molestis vacus hors. ³ Semper aetionatus, semper paudidus quid dicat, factivit ne disperate humiliatatatem simulat, honestatem mentitur. ⁴ Cypr. Prolog. ad ser. To. 2. cunctos honorat, universalibus inclinat, subequitur, obsequitu. ⁵ Plutarchus. Quin con vivemur, et in odio nos objectemur, quam in promptu id nobis sit, &c.
begin, for they are never satisfied, nihil aliud nisi imperium spirant, their thoughts, actions, endeavours are all for sovereignty and honour, like 1 Luces Sforsia that huffing duke of Milan, "a man of singular wisdom, but profound ambition, born to his own, and to the destruction of Italy," though it be to their own ruin, and friends' undoing, they will contend, they may not cease, but as a dog in a wheel, a bird in a cage, or a squirrel in a chain, so 2 Budæus compares them; 3 they climb and climb still, with much labour, but never make an end, never at the top. A knight would be a baronet, and then a lord, and then a viscount, and then an earl, &c.; a doctor, a dean, and then a bishop; from tribune to prætor; from bailiff to major; first this office, and then that; as Pyrrha in 4 Plutarch, they will first have Greece, then Africa, and then Asia, and swell with Æsop's frog so long, till in the end they burst, or come down with Sejanus, ad Gemonias scelus, and break their own necks; or as Evangelus the piper in Lucian, that blew his pipe so long, till he fell down dead. If he chance to miss, and have a canvass, he is in a hell on the other side; so dejected, that he is ready to hang himself, turn heretic, Turk, or traitor in an instant. Enraged against his enemies, he rails, swears, fights, slanders, detraets, envies, murders; and for his own part, si appetitum explere non potest, furor corripitur; if he cannot satisfy his desire (as 5 Bodine writes) he runs mad. So that both ways, hit or miss, he is distracted so long as his ambition lasts, he can look for no other but anxiety and care, discontent and grief in the mean time, 6 madness itself, or violent death in the end. The event of this is common to be seen in populous cities, or in princes' courts, for a courtier's life (as Budæus describes it) "is a 7 gallimaufry of ambition, lust, fraud, im-

1 Juven. sat. I. 1, vir singulari prudentia, sed profunda ambitione, ad exitum Italiam natus. 2 Ut inadera arbore adharet, sic ambitio, &c. 3 Lib. 3, de contemptu rerum fortuitarum. Magna senatus et impeta movetur, super eodem centro rotati, non profectum, sed ad innem pervenient. 4 Vita Pyrrhi. 5 Ambitio in insaniam facile delabitur, si excedat. Patritius, l. 4, tit. 20, de rege instit. 6 Lib. 5, de rep. cap. 1. 7 Inprimis vero appetitus, seu concupiscens mixtus vel aliquis, honestus vel in-honestus, phantasiam incitans: unde multi ambitiosi, philantii, inani, avari, insanii, &c. Felix Plater, l. 3, de mentis alicem.
posture, dissimulation, detraction, envy, pride; 1 the court, a common conventicle of flatterers, timeservers, politicians, &c.; or as 2 Anthony Perez will, "the suburbs of hell itself."
If you will see such discontented persons, there you shall likely find them. 3 And which he observed of the markets of old Rome,

"Qui perjurum convenire vult hominem, mitto in Comitium;
Qui mendacem et gloriosum, spud Clusiam sacrum;
Dites, damnosos maritos, sub basilicâ quarto," &c.

Perjured knaves, knights of the post, liars, crackers, bad husbands, &c., keep their several stations; they do still, and always did in every commonwealth.

SUBSECT. XII.—Φιλαργυρία, Covetousness, a Cause.

PLUTARCH, in his 4 book whether the diseases of the body be more grievous than those of the soul, is of opinion, "if you will examine all the causes of our miseries in this life, you shall find them most part to have had their beginning from stubborn anger, that furious desire of contention, or some unjust or immoderate affection, as covetousness," &c.
"From whence are wars and contentions amongst you?"
* St. James asks; I will add usury, fraud, rapine, simony, oppression, lying, swearing, bearing false witness, &c., are they not from this fountain of covetousness, that greediness in getting, tenacity in keeping, sordity in spending; that they are so wicked, 6 "unjust against God, their neighbour, themselves;" all comes hence. "The desire of money is the root of all evil, and they that lust after it, pierce themselves through with many sorrows," 1 Tim. vi. 10. Hippocrates therefore in his Epistle to Crateva, an herbalist, gives him this good counsel, that if it were possible, 6 amongst other

---

1 Aulica vita colluvias ambitionis, cupiditas, simulacronia, impostura, fraudis, invidiae, superbiae Titanniae, diversorum, aulae, et communes conventiculum assentendi, artificiose, &c. Budesus de ass. lib. 6. 2 In his Aphor. 3 Plautus Curnel. Act. 4. Scen. 1. 4 Tom. 2. Si examiners, omnes miseriae causae vel a visse contendendi studio, vel ab injusta cupiditate, originem traxisse scies. Idem fere Chrysostomus com. in e. 6, ad Roman. ser. 11. * Cap. 4, 1. 6 Ut sit iniquus in deum, in proximum, in seipsum. 4 Si vero, Cratera, inter caeleros serborum radices, avaritiae radicem reque posses amaram, ut nulius reliquias essent, probé scito, &c.
herbs, he should cut up that weed of covetousness by the roots, that there be no remainder left, and then know this for a certainty, that together with their bodies, thou mayst quickly cure all the diseases of their minds." For it is indeed the pattern, image, epitome of all melancholy, the fountain of many miseries, much discontented care and woe; this "inordinate or immoderate, desire of gain, to get or keep money," as 1 Bonaventure defines it; or, as Austin describes it, a madness of the soul; Gregory, a torture; Chrysostom, an insatiable drunkenness; Cyprian, blindness, speciosum supplicium, a plague subverting kingdoms, families, an incurable disease; Budæus, an ill habit, 2 "yielding to no remedies;" neither, Æsculapius nor Plutus can cure them; a continual plague, saith Solomon, and vexation of spirit, another hell. I know there be some of opinion, that covetous men are happy, and worldly-wise, that there is more pleasure in getting of wealth than in spending, and no delight in the world like unto it. "Twas Ἡ Bias’s problem of old "With what art thou not weary? with getting money. What is more delectable? to gain." What is it, trow you, that makes a poor man labour all his lifetime, carry such great burdens, fare so hardly, macerate himself, and endure so much misery, undergo such base offices with so great patience, to rise up early, and lie down late, if there were not an extraordinary delight in getting and keeping of money? What makes a merchant that hath no need, satis superque domi, to range all over the world, through all those intemperate zones of heat and cold; voluntarily to venture his life, and be content with such miserable famine, nasty usage, in a stinking ship; if there were not a pleasure and hope to get money, which doth season the rest, and mitigate his indefatigable pains? What makes them go into the bowels of

the earth, an hundred fathom deep, endangering their dearest lives, enduring damps and filthy smells, when they have enough already, if they could be content, and no such cause to labour, but an extraordinary delight they take in riches. This may seem plausible at first show, a popular and strong argument; but let him that so thinks, consider better of it, and he shall soon perceive, that it is far otherwise than he supposeth; it may be haply pleasing at the first, as most part all melancholy is. For such men likely have some lucida intervalla, pleasant symptoms intermixed; but you must note that of * Chrysostom, "'Tis one thing to be rich, another to be covetous;" generally they are all fools, dizzards, madmen, 1 miserable wretches, living beside themselves, sine arte fruendi, in perpetual slavery, fear, suspicion, sorrow, and discontent, plus aloès quam melliis habent; and are indeed, "rather possessed by their money, than possessors;" as 2 Cyprian hath it, mancipati pecuniis; bound prentice to their goods, as † Pliny; or as Chrysostom, servi divittiarum, slaves and drudges to their substance; and we may conclude of them all, as 3 Valerius doth of Ptolomæus king of Cyprus, "He was in title a king of that island, but in his mind, a miserable drudge of money;"

† "potiore metallis
Liberate carens—"

wanting his liberty, which is better than gold. Damasippus the Stoic, in Horace, proves that all mortal men dote by fits, some one way, some another, but that covetous men 4 are madder than the rest; and he that shall truly look into their estates, and examine their symptoms, shall find no better of them, but that they are all 5 fools, as Nabal was, Re et nomine (1 Reg. 25). For what greater folly can there be,

* Hom. 2, aluld avarus aluld dives. 1 Divitiæ ut sphæra animûm hominum mancipium. † Hor. 10, lib. 1. 2 Dass da est hellebori multa pars maxima avariæ. 3 Luke, xi. 20. Stulte, haec nocte eripiam animam tuam.

+ Lib. 3, cap. 4, Insulae rex tituló, sed animo pecuniis miserabili.
or * madnes, than to macerate himself when he need not? and when, as Cyprian notes, "he may be freed from his burden, and eased of his pains, will go on still, his wealth increasing, when he hath enough, to get more, to live besides himself," to starve his genius, keep back from his wife and children, neither letting them nor other friends use or enjoy that which is theirs by right, and which they much need perhaps; like a hog, or dog in the manger, he doth only keep it, because it shall do nobody else good, hurting himself and others; and for a little momentary self, damn his own soul! They are commonly sad and tetric by nature, as Ahab's spirit was, because he could not get Naboth's vineyard, (5 Reg. 21,) and if he lay out his money at any time, though it be to necessary uses, to his own children's good, he brawls and scolds, his heart is heavy, much disquieted he is, and loath to part from it: Miser abstinet et timet uti, Hor. He is of a wearish, dry, pale constitution, and cannot sleep for cares and worldly business; his riches, saith Solomon, will not let him sleep, and unnecessary business which he heapeth on himself; or if he do sleep, 'tis a very unquiet, interrupt, unpleasing sleep; with his bags in his arms,

"congestias undique saecis
Indormit inhians,"

And though he be at a banquet, or at some merry feast, "he sighs for grief of heart (as Cyprian hath it) and cannot sleep though it be upon a down bed; his wearish body takes no rest, troubled in his abundance, and sorrowful in plenty, unhappy for the present, and more unhappy in the life to come." Basil. He is a perpetual drudge, restless in his thoughts, and never satisfied, a slave, a wretch, a dust-worm,

* Opes quidem mortalibus sunt demen-
tia. Theop. 1 Ed. 2, lib. 2. Exonerare
cum se possit et relevare ponderibus per-
git magis fortunis augentibus pertinaci-
ter incubere. 2 Non amicit, non libe-
ria, non ipsi ali quidquam impertit;
posseit ad hoc tantum, ne possidere al-
ter! licet, &c. Hieron. ad Paulin. tam
esse quod habet quam quod non habet.

  8 Epist. 2, lib. 2. Suspirat in convivio,
bibat licet gemmis et toro mollore mar-
cidum corpus considerit, vigilat in plia-
ma. 4 Augustatur ex abundantia,
contristatur ex opulentia, infelix presenti-
tibus bonis, infelicitas in futuris. 5 Il-
lorum cogitatione nuncuam cessat qui
pecunias suppleere diligunt. Guianer.
tract. 10, c. 15.
Causes of Melancholy.

Ad sermon. still seeking what sacrifice he may offer to his golden god, *per fas et nefas*, he cares not how, his trouble is endless, 1 *crescunt divitia, tamen curta nescio quid semper abest rei*: his wealth increaseth, and the more he hath, the more he wants; like Pharaoh’s lean kine, which devoured the fat, and were not satisfied. 8 Austin therefore defines covetousness, *quarumlibet rerum inhonestam et insatiabilem cupiditatem*, a dishonest and insatiable desire of gain; and in one of his epistles compares it to hell; 4 “which devours all, and yet never hath enough, a bottomless pit,” an endless misery; *in quem scopulum avaritiae cadaverosi senes ut plurimum impingunt*, and that which is their greatest corrosive, they are in continual suspicion, fear, and distrust. He thinks his own wife and children are so many thieves, and go about to cozen him, his servants are all false:

> “Rem suam perlisse, seque eradicarier,  
> Et divum atque hominum clamat continuo fidem,  
> De suo sigillo fumus si qua exit foras.”

> “If his doors creak, then out he cries anon,  
> His goods are gone, and he is quite undone.”

Timidus Plutus, an old proverb, As fearful as Plutus; so doth Aristophanes and Lucian bring him in fearful still, pale, anxious, suspicious, and trusting no man, 5 “They are afraid of tempests for their corn; they are afraid of their friends lest they should ask something of them, beg or borrow; they are afraid of their enemies lest they hurt them, thieves lest they rob them; they are afraid of war and afraid of peace, afraid of rich and afraid of poor; afraid of all.” Last of all, they are afraid of want, that they shall die beggars, which makes them lay up still, and dare not use that they

---

1 Hor. 3, Od. 24. Quo plus sunt potas, plus sitiuntur aequae. 2 Hor. 1, 2. Sat. 6. Quid angulus sit proculius accedit, qui nunc deformat agelum. 3 Lib. 3. de lib. arbit. Immortum studis, et amore senesceit habendi. 4 Avarus vir inferius est similis, &c. medium non habet, nec sequitur quo plura habet. 5 Kraem. Adag. chil. 8, cent. 7. pro. 72. Nulli fendent omnia formitant aequae. Ideo pavidum malum vocat Euripides: metuant tempestates ob frumentum, amicos non regent, inimicos ne laedant, fures ne replant, bellum timent, pleas timent, summos, medios, inimos.
have; what if a dear year come, or dearth, or some loss? and were it not that they are loath to lay out money on a rope, they would be hanged forthwith, and sometimes die to save charges, and make away themselves, if their corn and cattle miscarry; though they have abundance left, as Agellius notes. Valerius makes mention of one that in a famine sold a mouse for two hundred pence, and famished himself; such are their cares, griefs, and perpetual fears. These symptoms are elegantly expressed by Theophrastus in his character of a covetous man; lying in bed, he asked his wife whether she shut the trunks and chests fast, the carcass be sealed, and whether the hall door be bolted; and though she say all is well, he riseth out of his bed in his shirt, bare-foot and barelegged, to see whether it be so, with a dark lantern searching every corner, scarce sleeping a wink all night." Lucian, in that pleasant and witty dialogue called Gallus, brings in Mycillus the cobbler disputing with his cock, sometimes Pythagoras; where after much speech pro and con to prove the happiness of a mean estate, and discontent of a rich man, Pythagoras's cock in the end, to illustrate by examples that which he had said, brings him to Gnyphon the usurer's house at midnight, and after that to Euctrates; whom they found both awake, casting up their accounts, and telling of their money, lean, dry, pale and anxious, still suspecting lest somebody should make a hole through the wall, and so get in; or if a rat or mouse did but stir, starting upon a sudden, and running to the door to see whether all were fast. Plautus, in his Aulularia, makes old Euclio commanding Staphyle his wife to shut the doors fast, and the fire to be

1 Hall Char. 2 Agellius, lib. 3, cap. 1, interdum eo sceloris pervenuit ob lacrum, ut vitam propriam commutent. 3 Lib. 7, cap. 6. 4 Omnes perpetuo morbo agitabantur, suspiscavit omnes timidos, ubiquem ob aures insidiari putat, minus quam quiescens, Plin. Proem. lib. 14. 5 Cap. 13, in lecto jacens interrogat usum an acarum probe clausit, an capsula, &c. E lecto surgens nudus et abieque calices, accessit lucernam omnibus obians et iustrans, et vix somno indulgens. 6 Curiis extenuatus, vigiles aut secum supputans. 7 Cave quacumque alienum in medos intrumiseris. Ignem extinguil volo, ne causam quidquam sit quod te quisquam querat. Si bona fortuna veniat ne intrumiseris: Oclude sis fores ambobus pessulis. Discutatur animal quia domo abscondum est mihi: Nimis hercula invitus abeo, nec quid aggressio.
Causes of Melancholy. : [Part. I. sec. 2.

put out, lest anybody should make that an errand to come to his house; when he washed his hands, he was loath to fling away the foul water, complaining that he was undone, because the smoke got out of his roof. And as he went from home, seeing a crow scratch upon the muck-hill, returned in all haste, taking it for malum omen, an ill sign, his money was digged up; with many such. He that will but observe their actions, shall find these and many such passages not feigned for sport, but really performed, verified indeed by such covetous and miserable wretches, and that it is,

* "manifesta phrenesis
Ut locuples moriar, agentis vivere sato."

A mere madness, to live like a wretch, and die rich.

Subsect. XIII.—Love of Gaming, &c., and Pleasures immoderate; Causes.

It is a wonder to see, how many poor, distressed, miserable wretches, one shall meet almost in every path and street, begging for an alms, that have been well descended, and sometimes in flourishing estate, now ragged, tattered, and ready to be starved, lingering out a painful life, in discontent and grief of body and mind, and all through immoderate lust, gaming, pleasure and riot. 'Tis the common end of all sensual epicures and brutish prodigals, that are stupefied and carried away headlong with their several pleasures and lusts. Cebes in his table, S. Ambrose in his second book of Abel and Cain, and amongst the rest Lucian in his tract de Mercede conductis, hath excellent well deciphered such men's proceedings in his picture of Opulentia, whom he feigns to dwell on the top of a high mount, much sought after by many suitors; at their first coming they are generally entertained by pleasure and dalliance, and have all the content that possibly may be given, so long as their money lasts; but when their means fail, they are contemptibly thrust out at a back door, headlong, and there left to shame, reproach, despair.

1 Florat squam profundere, &c., perit dum fumus de tigillo exit foras. * Juv. S. i.
And he at first that had so many attendants, parasites, and followers, young and lusty, richly arrayed, and all the dainty fare that might be had, with all kind of welcome and good respect, is now upon a sudden stript of all, pale, naked, old, diseased and forsaken, cursing his stars, and ready to strangle himself; having no other company but repentance, sorrow, grief, derision, beggary and contempt, which are his daily attendants to his life's end. As the prodigal son had exquisite music, merry company, dainty fare at first; but a sorrowful reckoning in the end; so have all such vain delights and their followers. 

Tristes voluptatum exitus, et quisquis voluptatum suarum reminisci voleat, intellegit, as bitter as gall and wormwood is their last; grief of mind, madness itself. The ordinary rocks upon which such men do impinge and precipitate themselves, are cards, dice, hawks and hounds, Insanum venandi studium, one calls it, insanesubstructiones: their mad structures, disports, plays, &c., when they are unseasonably used, imprudently handled, and beyond their fortunes. Some men are consumed by mad fantastical buildings, by making galleries, cloisters, terraces, walks, orchards, gardens, pools, riels, bowers, and such like places of pleasure; Inutiles domos, Xenophon calls them, which hovsoever they be delightsome things in themselves, and acceptable to all beholders, an ornament and befitting some great men; yet unprofitable to others, and the sole overthrow of their estates. Forestus in his observations hath an example of such a one that became melancholy upon the like occasion, having consumed his substance in an unprofitable building, which would afterward yield him no advantage. Others, I say, are overthrown by those mad sports of hawking and hunting; honest recreations, and fit for some great men, but not for every base inferior person; whilst they will maintain their falconers, dogs, and hunting-
nags, their wealth, saith 1 Salmutze, "runs away with hounds, and their fortunes fly away with hawks." They persecute beasts so long, till in the end they themselves degenerate into beasts, as 2 Agrippa taxeth them, 3 Acteon-like, for as he was eaten to death by his own dogs, so do they devour themselves and their patrimonies, in such idle and unnecessary disports, neglecting in the mean time their more necessary business, and to follow their vocations. Over-mad, too, sometimes, are our great men in delighting, and doting too much on it. 4 "When they drive poor husbandmen from their tillage," as 5 Sarisburiensis objects, Polycrat. l. 1, c. 4, "flying down country farms, and whole towns, to make parks, and forests, starving men to feed beasts, and 6 punishing in the mean time such a man that shall molest their game, more severely than him that is otherwise a common hacker, or a notorious thief." But great men are some ways to be excused, the meaner sort have no evasion why they should not be counted mad. Poggius the Florentine tells a merry story to this purpose, condemning the folly and impertinent business of such kind of persons. A physician of Milan, saith he, that cured mad men, had a pit of water in his house, in which he kept his patients, some up to their knees, some to the girdle, some to the chin, pro modo insaniae, as they were more or less affected. One of them by chance, that was well recovered, stood in the door, and seeing a gallant ride by with a hawk on his fist, well mounted, with his spaniels after him, would needs know to what use all this preparation served; he made answer to kill certain fowls; the patient demanded again, what his fowl might be worth

---

1 Pencroil.  2 Inflamia venaeorum stultitiae, et super-
3 vacasur cura eorum, qui dum nimium
4 venationis insistunt, ipsi autem omni hu-
5 manitate in foris degerantur. ut Acteon,
6 Sabini. in Oris, Metamor.
7 Agrippa d'Avan, scint. Insanum ve-
8 nandrum studium, dum et novitibus areen-
9 tur agricolae subtrahunt praeda rusticae,
which he killed in a year; he replied five or ten crowns; and when he urged him farther what his dogs, horse, and hawks stood him in, he told him four hundred crowns; with that the patient bade be gone, as he loved his life and welfare, for if our master come and find thee here, he will put thee in the pit amongst mad men up to the chin; taxing the madness and folly of such vain men that spend themselves in those idle sports, neglecting their business and necessary affairs. *Leo decimus*, that hunting pope, is much discommended by *1 Jovius* in his life, for his inmoderate desire of hawking and hunting, insomuch that (as he saith) he would sometimes live about Ostia weeks and months together, leave suitors unrespected, bulls and pardons unsigned, to his own prejudice, and many private men’s loss. *2* And if he had been by chance crossed in his sport, or his game not so good, he was so impatient, that he would revile and miscall many times men of great worth with most bitter taunts, look so sour, be so angry and waspish, so grieved and molested, that it is incredible to relate it.” But if he had good sport, and been well pleased, on the other side, *incredibili munificentia*, with unspeakable bounty and munificence he would reward all his fellow hunters, and deny nothing to any suitor when he was in that mood. To say truth, ’tis the common humour of all gamesters, as Galateus observes, if they win, no men living are so jovial and merry, but *3* if they lose, though it be but a trifle, two or three games at tables, or a dealing at cards for twopence a game, they are so choleric and testy that no man may speak with them, and break many times into violent passions, oaths, imprecations, and unbecoming speeches, little differing from mad men for the time. Generally of all gamesters and gaming, if it be excessive, thus much we may conclude, that whether they win or lose for the present, their winnings are not *Munera for-"
tune, sed insidice, as that wise Seneca determines, not fortune's gifts, but baits, the common catastrophe is 1 beggary, 2 Ut pestis vitam, sic adimit alea pecuniam, as the plague takes away life, doth gaming goods, for 4 omnes nudi, inopes et egeni;

4 "Alea Scylla vorax, species certissima furti,
Non contenta bonis animum quoque perfida mergit,
Fœda, furax, infamia, inera, furiosa, ruina."

For a little pleasure they take, and some small gains and gettings now and then, their wives and children are wringed in the mean time, and they themselves with loss of body and soul rue it in the end. I will say nothing of those prodigious prodigals, perdendae pecuniae genitos, as he 5 taxed Anthony, Qui patrimonium sine ulla fori calumniad amittunt, saith 6 Cyprian, and 7 mad Sybaritical spendthrifts, Quique unà comedunt patrimonias cænà; that eat up all at a breakfast, at a supper, or amongst bawds, parasites, and players, consume themselves in an instant, as if they had flung it into 8 Tiber, with great wagers, vain and idle expenses, &c., not themselves only, but even all their friends, as a man desperately swimming drowns him that comes to help him, by suretyship and borrowing they will willingly undo all their associates and allies. 9 Irati pecuniis, as he saith, angry with their money; 10 "what with a wanton eye, a liquorish tongue, and a gamesome hand, when they have indiscreetly impoverished themselves, mortgaged their wits together with their lands, and entombed their ancestors' fair possessions in their bowels, they may lead the rest of their days in prison, as many times they do; they repent at leisure; and when all is gone begin to be thrifty; but Sera est in fundo parsimonia, 'tis then too late to look about; their 11 end is

1 Juven. Sat. 8. Nec enim loculis commantibusitur ad casum tabulæ, postis sed luditur area. Lemnius, Instit. ca. 44, mendaciorum quidem, et perjuriorum et paupertatis mater est alea, nullam habens patrimonii reverentiam, quum illud essederit, senem in furtis delabitur et rapinas. Sàrs. Poly¢rat. l. i. c. 5. 2 Damhoderus. 4 Dan. Soutter. 4 Petrar. dial. 27. 6 Sallust. 8 Tom. 3, Ser. de Alea. 7 Plutus in Aristoph. calls all such gamesellers madmen. 9 In insanum hominem congero. Spontaneum ad se trahunt furorem, et os, et naris, et oculos vivos faciunt furoris et diversoris. Chrys. hom. 17. 8 Pascesius Justus, l. i. de alea. 9 Seneca. 10 Hall. 11 In Sat. 11. Sed deficientes crumenas : et crescentes gale,
misery, sorrow, shame, and discontent. And well they deserve to be infamous and discontent. ^1 Catamidiari in Amphiheatro, as by Adrian the emperor's edict they were of old, decoctores bonorum suorum, so he calls them, prodigal fools, to be publicly shamed, and hissed out of all societies, rather than to be pitied or relieved. ^2 The Tuscans and Boëtians brought their bankrupts into the market place in a bier with an empty purse carried before them, all the boys following, where they sat all day circumstante plebe, to be infamous and ridiculous. ^3 At Padua in Italy they have a stone called the stone of turpitude, near the senate house, where spendthrifts, and such as disclaim non-payment of debts, do sit with their hinder parts bare, that by that note of disgrace, others may be terrified from all such vain expense, or borrowing more than they can tell how to pay. The civilians of old set guardians over such brain-sick prodigals, as they did over madmen, to moderate their expenses, that they should not so loosely consume their fortunes, to the utter undoing of their families.

I may not here omit those two main plagues, and common dotes of human kind, wine and women, which have infatuated and besotted myriads of people; they go commonly together.

"Qui vino indulget, quemque alea dococtit, ille
In venerem putret."

To whom is sorrow, saith Solomon, Pro. xxiii. 29, to whom is woe, but to such a one as loves drink? it causeth torture (vino tortus et ira), and bitterness of mind, Sirac. 31, 21. Vinum furoris, Jeremy calls it, 15 cap. wine of madness, as well he may, for insanire facit sanos, it makes sound men sick and sad, and wise men mad, to say and do they know not what. Accidit hodie terribilis casus (saith ^7 S. Austin),

qua te manet exitus—rebus in ventrem
merita. ^1 Spartan. Adriano. ^2 Alex. ab Alex. lib. 6, c. 10. Idem Gerbellius, lib. 5. Græ disc. ^4 Justinian. in Digesta. ^5 Persius, Sat. 5. ^6 One indulges in wine, another the die consumes, a third is decomposed by venery."

Pocolum quasi sinus in quo sepe nautregm faciunt, jactura tum pecunie tum mentalis. Erasm. in Prov. calicem remiges. chil. 4, cent. 7, Pro. 41. ^7 Ser. 83, ad frat. in Ercem.
hears a miserable accident; Cyril's son this day in his drink; Matrem prægnavtem nequitèr oppressit, sororem violare voluit, patrem occidit ferè, et duas alias sorores ad mortem vulneravit, would have violated his sister, killed his father, &c. A true saying it was of him, Vino dari laetitiam et dolorem, drink causeth mirth, and drink causeth sorrow, drink causeth "poverty and want," (Prov. xxi.) shame and disgrace. Multi ignobles evasere ob vini potum, et (Austin) amissis honoribus profugi aberrunt; many men have made shipwreck of their fortunes, and go like rogues and beggars, having turned all their substance into aurum potabile, that otherwise might have lived in good worship and happy estate, and for a few hours' pleasure, for their Hilary term's but short, or ¹ free madness, as Seneca calls it, purchase unto themselves eternal tediousness and trouble.

That other madness is on women, Apostatae facit cor, saith the wise man, ² Atque homini cerebrum minuit. Pleasant at first she is, like Dioscorides Rhododaphne, that fair plant to the eye, but poison to the taste, the rest as bitter as wormwood in the end (Prov. v. 4) and sharp as a two-edged sword. (vii. 27) "Her house is the way to hell, and goes down to the chambers of death." What more sorrowful can be said? they are miserable in this life, mad, beasts, led like "oxen to the slaughter;" and that which is worse, whommasters and drunkards shall be judged, amittunt gratiam, saith Austin, perdunt gloriam, incurrunt damnationem aeternam. They lose grace and glory;

⁴ brevis illa voluptas
Abrogat aeternum coeli decus

they gain hell and eternal damnation.

¹ Libera unius homin insanam aeterno mentary pleasure blots out the eternal temporal tedium pensant. ² Menander. glory of a heavenly life."

Self-love, pride, and vainglory, 1 *cæcus amor sui*, which Chrysostom calls one of the devil's three great nets; 2 "Bernard, an arrow which pierceth the soul through, and slays it; a sly, insensible enemy, not perceived,” are main causes. Where neither anger, lust, covetousness, fear, sorrow, &c., nor any other perturbation can lay hold; this will slyly and insensibly pervert us, *Quem non gula victi, Philautia superavit*, (saith Cyprian,) whom surfeiting could not overtake, self-love hath overcome. 3 "He hath scorned all money, bribes, gifts, upright otherwise and sincere, hath inserted himself to no fond imagination, and sustained all those tyrannical concupiscences of the body, hath lost all his honour, captivated by vainglory." Chrysostom. *sup. Io. Tu sola animum mentemque peruris, gloria*. A great assault and cause of our present malady, although we do most part neglect, take no notice of it, yet this is a violent batterer of our sou¿s, causeth melancholy and dotage. This pleasing humour; this soft and whispering popular air, *Anabilis insania*; this delectable frenzy, most irrefrangible passion, *Mentis gratissimus error*, this acceptable disease, which so sweetly sets upon us, raviseth our senses, lulls our souls asleep, puffs up our hearts as so many bladders, and that without all feeling, 4 insomuch as "those that are misaffected with it, never so much as once perceive it, or think of any cure.” We commonly love him best in this 5 malady that doth us most harm, and are very willing to be hurt; *adulationibus nostris libenter favemus* (saith 6 Jerome) we love him, we love him for it: 7 "O Bonciari, suave suave fuit à te tali hec tribui; ‘Twas sweet to

---

1 Hor. 2 Sagitta quaem animam penetrat, leviter penetrat, sed non leve infilgit vulneris. sup. cant. 3 Quí omnem pecúliarum contemptum habuit, et nihil imaginantis totius mundi se immiscuerint, et tyrannicas corporis concupiscencias sustinuerint, hi multoties capti & vana gloria omnis perdiderunt. 4 Hec sorpeti non cogitant de medula. 5 Dil salem à terris avertite pestem. 6 Ep. ad Eustochium, de custod. virgin. 7 Lyp. Ep. ad Bonciarium.
hearth it. And as Pliny doth ingenuously confess to his dear friend Augurinus, "all thy writings are most acceptable, but those especially that speak of us." Again, a little after to Maximus, "I cannot express how pleasing it is to me to hear myself commended." Though we smile to ourselves, at least ironically, when parasites bedaub us with false encomiums, as many princes cannot choose but do, *Quam tales quid nihil intra s se repererint*, when they know they come as far short, as a mouse to an elephant, of any such virtues; yet it doth us good. Though we seem many times to be angry, *"and blush at our own praises, yet our souls inwardly rejoice, it puffs us up;"* *tis fallax suavitas, blandus daemon*, "makes us swell beyond our bounds, and forget ourselves." Her two daughters are lightness of mind, immoderate joy and pride, not excluding those other concomitant vices, which *Iodocus Lorichius reckons up;* bragging, hypocrisy, peevishness, and curiosity.

Now the common cause of this mischief, ariseth from ourselves or others, *we are active and passive. It proceeds inwardly from ourselves, as we are active causes, from an overweening conceit we have of our good parts, own worth, (which indeed is no worth,) our bounty, favour, grace, valour, strength, wealth, patience, meekness, hospitality, beauty, temperance, gentry, knowledge, wit, science, art, learning, our † excellent gifts and fortunes, for which, Narcissus-like, we admire, flatter, and applaud ourselves, and think all the world esteems so of us; and as deformed women easily believe those that tell them they be fair, we are too credulous of our own good parts and praises, too well persuaded of ourselves. We brag and venditate our † own works, and scorn all others in respect of us; *Inflati scientiā (saith Paul), our wisdom, our learning, all our geese are swans, and we as basely es-

---

1 Ep. lib. 9. Omnia tua scripta pulcherrima existimo, maximé tamen illa quae de nobis. 2 Exprimere non possum, quem sit iucundum, &c. 3 Heron. et hic nos indignos dicimus et callidus rubor ora perfundat, attamen ad laudem suam intrinsecus animae iustat tur. 4 Thesaur. Theo. 5 Nec enim nihil cornes fibra est. Per. † E manibus illis, Nascentur violae. Pers. l. Sat. 6 Omnia enim nostra supra modum placent. 7 Fab. l. 10, c. 8. Kedentur, malis com-
teem and villify other men's, as we do over-highly prize and
value our own. We will not suffer them to be in se-
cundis, no, not in tertiis; what, Mecum confer tur Ulysses? they are Mures, Muscae, culices præ se, nits and flies com-
pared to his inexorable and supercilious, eminent and arro-
gant worship; though indeed they be far before him. Only
wise, only rich, only fortunate, valorous, and fair, puffed up
with this tympany of self-conceit; as that proud Pharisee,
they are not (as they suppose) "like other men," of a purer
and more precious metal; * Soli rei gerendi sunt efficaces,
which that wise Periander held of such; meditatur omne
qui prius negotium, &c. Novi quendam (saith † Erasmus) I
knew one so arrogant that he thought himself inferior to no
man living, like Callisthenes the philosopher, that neither
held Alexander's acts, or any other subject worthy of his pen,
such was his insolency; or Seleucus king of Syria, who
thought none fit to contend with him but the Romans. 4 Eos
solos dignos ratus quibuscumque imperio certaret. That
which Tully writ to Atticus long since, is still in force,
"There was never yet true poet nor orator, that thought
any other better than himself." And such for the most part
are your princes, potentates, great philosophers, historiogra-
phers, authors of sects or heresies, and all our great schol-
ars, as Hierom defines; "a natural philosopher is a glorious
creature, and a very slave of rumour, fame, and popular opin-
ion," and though they write de contemptu gloriae, yet as he
observes, they will put their names to their books. Vobis et
famae me semper dedi, saith Trebellius Pollio, I "have wholly
consecrated myself to you and fame." "Tis all my desire,
night and day, 'tis all my study to raise my name." Proud
Pliny seconds him; Quanquam O! &c., and that vainglori-
ponunt carmina, verum gaudent scribent
es, et se venerantur, et ultra. Si taces
laudant, quicquid scripseris beatil. Hor.
ep. 2, 1. 2. 1 Luke xviii. 10. 2 De
meliori luto fluxit precordia Titan.
Aesop. sap. † Chil. 3, cent. 10, pro. 97.
Qui se credideret neminem ulia in re
prestantiorem. ‡ Tanto hostu scriptis,
at Alexandri gesta inferiora scriptis suis
existimaret, Io. Vossius, lib. 1. cap. 9, de
hist. † Plutarch. vit. Catonis. § No-
mo unquam Polda aut Orator, qui quen-
quam se meliore arbitraretur. ‡ Consol.
as Fannschiiun Mundi philosophi-
plus, gloria animal, et popularis aures
et rumorum venale mancipium. † Epist.
5, Capitoni suo: Diebus ac noctibus, hoc
solum cogito si quâ me possum levur
ous orator, is not ashamed to confess in an Epistle of his to Marcus Leceius Ardeo incredibili cupiditate, &c. "I burn with an incredible desire to have my name registered in thy book." Out of this fountain proceed all those cracks and brags, speramus carmina fingi Posse linenda cedro, et leni servanda cupresso—— Non usitatâ nec tenui ferar pennâ—— nec in terra morabor longius. Nil parvum aut humili modo, nil mortale loquor. Dicar qua violens obstrepit Ausidas.—

Exegi monumentum ære perennius. Jamque opus exegi, quod nec Jovis ira, nec ignis, &c., cum venit ille dies, &c., partes tamen meliore mei super alta perennis astra ferar, nomenque erit indelebile nostrum. (This of Ovid I have paraphrased in English.)

"And when I am dead and gone,
My corpse laid under a stone,
My fame shall yet survive,
And I shall be alive,
In these my works forever,
My glory shall persever;" &c.

And that of Ennius,

"Nemo me lachrymis decorat, neque funera fletu
Faxit, cur? volito docta per ora virum."

"Let none shed tears over me, or adorn my bier with sorrow — because I am eternally in the mouths of men." With many such proud strains, and foolish flashes too common with writers. Not so much as Democharis on the *Topics, but he will be immortal. Typotius de famâ, shall be famous, and well he deserves, because he writ of fame; and every trivial poet must be renowned. "—— Plausuque petit clarescere vulgi." "He seeks the applause of the public." This puffing humour it is, that hath produced so many great tombs, built such famous monuments, strong castles, and Mausolean tombs, to have their acts eternized, "Digitu monstrari, et
dicier hic est;" "to be pointed at with the finger, and to have it said, 'there he goes,'" to see their names inscribed, as Phryne on the walls of Thebes, Phryne fecit; this causeth so many bloody battles, "et noctes cogit vigilare serenas;" "and induces us to watch during calm nights." Long journeys, "Magnum iter intendo, sed dat mihi gloria vires," "I contemplate a monstrous journey, but the love of glory strengthens me for it," gaining honour, a little applause, pride, self-love, vainglory. This is it which makes them take such pains, and break out into those ridiculous strains, this high conceit of themselves, to scorn all others; ridiculo fastu et intolerando contemptu; as Palæmon the grammarian contemned Varro, secum et natas et morituras literas jactans, and brings them to that height of insolency, that they cannot endure to be contradicted, 8 or "hear of anything but their own commendation," which Hierom notes of such kind of men. And as Austin well seconds him, "'tis their sole study day and night to be commended and applauded." When as indeed, in all wise men's judgments, quibus cor sapit, they are mad, empty vessels, funges, beside themselves, deraided, et ut Camelus in proverbio quærens cornua, etiam quas habeat aures amisset, their works are toys, as an almanac out of date, authoris pereunt garrulitate sui, they seek fame and immortality, but reap dishonour and infamy, they are a common obloquy, insensati, and come far short of that which they suppose or expect. 8 O puer ut sis vitalis metuo.

"How much I dread
Thy days are short, some lord shall strike thee dead."

Of so many myriads of poets, rhetoricians, philosophers, sophisters, as Eusebius well observes, which have written in former ages, scarce one of a thousand's works remains,
nomina et libri simul cum corporibus interierunt, their books and bodies are perished together. It is not as they vainly think, they shall surely be admired and immortal, as one told Philip of Macedon insultingly, after a victory, that his shadow was no longer than before, we may say to them,

"Nos demiramur, sed non cum deside vulgo,
Sed velut Harpyas, Gorgonas, et Furias."

"We marvel too, not as the vulgar we,
But as we Gorgons, Harpies, or Furies see."

Or if we do applaud, honour, and admire, \textit{quota pars}, how small a part, in respect of the whole world, never so much as hears our names, how few take notice of us, how slender a tract, as scant as Alcibiades’s land in a map! And yet every man must and will be immortal, as he hopes, and extend his fame to our antipodes, when as half, no not a quarter of his own province or city, neither knows nor hears of him; but say they did, what’s a city to a kingdom, a kingdom to Europe, Europe to the world, the world itself that must have an end, if compared to the least visible star in the firmament, eighteen times bigger than it? And then if those stars be infinite, and every star there be a sun, as some will, and as this sun of ours hath his planets about him, all inhabited, what proportion bear we to them, and where’s our glory? \textit{Orbem terrarum victor Romanus habebat}, as he cracked in Petronius, all the world was under Augustus; and so in Constantine’s time, Eusebius brags he governed all the world, \textit{universum mundum præclare admodum administravit,—et omnis orbis gentes Imperatori subjecti}; so of Alexander it is given out, the four monarchies, &c., when as neither Greeks nor Romans ever had the fifteenth part of the now known world, nor half of that which was then described. What bragcadocios are they and we then? \textit{quàm brevis hic de nobis sermo}, as \textsuperscript{1} he said, \textit{suredit aucti nominis}, how short a time, how little a while doth this fame of ours continue? Every private province, every small territory and city, when

\textsuperscript{1} Tul. Som. Scip. \textsuperscript{2} Boethius.
we have all done, will yield as generous spirits, as brave examples in all respects, as famous as ourselves, Cadwallader in Wales, Rollo in Normandy, Robin Hood and Little John, are as much renowned in Sherwood, as Cæsar in Rome, Alexander in Greece, or his Hephestion. 1 Omnis ætas omnisque populus in exemplum et admirationem venit, every town, city, book, is full of brave soldiers, senators, scholars; and though Bracydas was a worthy captain, a good man, and as they thought, not to be matched in Lacedæmon, yet as his mother truly said, plurès habet Sparta Bracyda meliores, Sparta had many better men than ever he was; and howsoever thou admirest thyself, thy friend, many an obscure fellow the world never took notice of, had he been in place or action, would have done much better than he or he, or thou thyself.

Another kind of mad men there is opposite to these, that are insensibly mad, and know not of it, such as contemn all praise and glory, think themselves most free, when as indeed they are most mad; calcant sed alio justu; a company of cynics, such as are monks, hermits, anachorites, that contemn the world, contemn themselves, contemn all titles, honours, offices; and yet in that contempt are more proud than any man living whatsoever. They are proud in humility, proud in that they are not proud, saepe homo de vanæ gloriae contemptu, vanitās gloriatur, as Austin hath it, confess. lib. 10, cap. 38, like Diogenes, intus gloriatur, they brag inwardly, and feed themselves fat with a self-conceit of sanctity, which is no better than hypocrisy. They go in sheep’s russet, many great men that might maintain themselves in cloth of gold, and seem to be dejected, humble by their outward carriage, when as inwardly they are swoln full of pride, arrogancy, and self-conceit. And therefore Seneca adviseth his friend Lucilius, * in his attire and gesture, outward actions, especially to avoid all such things as are more notable in themselves; as

---

1 Putean. Cisalp. hist. lib. 1. 2 Plutarch. Lycurgo. 3 Eplst 18. Illud te admoneo, ne corum more factus, qui non profecerit, sed conspici cupiunt, quæ in habitu tuo, aut genere vitae notabilis sunt, asperum cultum at vitiosum caput, negligentiorum barbarum, indictum argento, odium cubile humi positum, et quicquid ad laudem perversa via sequitur evita.
a rugged attire, hirsute head, horrid beard, contempt of money, coarse lodging, and whatsoever leads to fame that opposite way."

All this madness yet proceeds from ourselves, the main engine which batters us is from others, we are merely passive in this business; from a company of parasites and flatterers, that with immoderate praise, and bombast epithets, glozing titles, false eulogiums, so bedaub and applaud, gild over many a silly and undeserving man, that they clap him quite out of his wits. Res imprimis violenta est, as Hierom notes, this common applause is a most violent thing, laudum placenta, a drum, sise, and trumpet cannot so animate; that fattens men, erects and dejects them in an instant. "Palma negata maior, donata reducit opimum. It makes them fat and lean, as frost doth conies. "And who is that mortal man that can so contain himself, that if he be immoderately commended and applauded, will not be moved?" Let him be what he will, those parasites will overturn him; if he be a king, he is one of the nine worthies, more than a man, a god forthwith, —— * edictum Domini Deique nostri; and they will sacrifice unto him,

† "divinos si tu patiaris honores,
   Ultrœ ipsi dabis meritasque sacribimus aras."

If he be a soldier, then Themistocles, Epaminondas, Hector, Achilles, duo fulmina belli, triumviri terrarum, &c., and the valour of both Scipios is too little for him, he is invictissimus, serenissimus, multis trophēis ornatisimus, naturae dominus, although he be lepus galeatus, indeed a very coward, a milk-sop, † and as he said of Xerxes, postremus in pugnâ, primus in fugâ, and such a one as never durst look his enemy in the face. If he be a big man, then is he a Samson, another Hercules; if he pronounce a speech, another Tully or Demosthenes; as of Herod in the Acts, "the voice of God and not

---

1 Per. 2 Quis vero tam bene modu-lo suo metiri se novit, ut eum asseclum et immediam laudationes non moveant? Hen. Steph. * Mart. † Stross. "If you will accept divine honours, we will willingly erect and consecrate altars to you." ‡ Justin.
of man;" if he can make a verse, Homer, Virgil, &c. And then my silly weak patient takes all these eulogiums to himself; if he be a scholar so commended for his much reading, excellent style, method, &c., he will eviscerate himself like a spider, study to death, Laudatas ostendit avis Junonia penus, peacock-like he will display all his feathers. If he be a soldier, and so applauded, his valour extolled, though it be impar congressus, as that of Troilus, and Achilles, Infelix puer, he will combat with a giant, run first upon a breach, as another Philippus, he will ride into the thickest of his enemies. Commend his housekeeping, and he will beggar himself; commend his temperance, he will starve himself.

"laudataque virtus
Crescit, et immensum gloria calcar habet."

he is mad, mad, mad, no woe with him;—impatience consortis erit, he will over the Alps to be talked of, or to maintain his credit. Commend an ambitious man, some proud prince or potentate, si plus aequo laudetur (saith Erasmus) cristas erigit, exuit hominem, Deum se putat, he sets up his crest, and will be no longer a man but a god.

† "Nullam est quod credere de se
Non audet quam laudatur diis aequa potestas."‡

How did this work with this Alexander, that would needs be Jupiter's son, and go like Hercules in a lion's skin? Domitian a god (§ Dominus Deus noster sic fieri jubet), like the Persian kings, whose image was adored by all that came into the city of Babylon. Commodus the emperor was so galled by his flattering parasites, that he must be called Hercules. Antonius the Roman would be crowned with ivy,
carried in a chariot, and adored for Bacchus. Cotys, king of Thrace, was married to Minerva, and sent three several messengers one after another, to see if she were come to his bed-chamber. Such a one was Jupiter Menocrates, Maximinus Jovianus, Dioclesianus Herculeus, Sapor the Persian king, brother of the sun and moon, and our modern Turks, that will be gods on earth, kings of kings, God’s shadow, commanders of all that may be commanded, our kings of China and Tartary in this present age. Such a one was Xerxes, that would whip the sea, fetter Neptune, stultit jactantid, and send a challenge to Mount Athos; and such are many sottish princes, brought into a fool’s paradise by their parasites, ’tis a common humour, incident to all men, when they are in great places, or come to the solstice of honour, have done, or deserved well, to applaud and flatter themselves. Stultitiam suam produnt, &c., (saith Platus) your very tradesmen if they be excellent, will crack and brag, and show their folly in excess. They have good parts, and they know it, you need not tell them of it; out of a conceit of their worth, they go smiling to themselves, a perpetual meditation of their trophies and plaudits, they run at last quite mad, and lose their wits. Petrarch, lib. 1, de contemptu mundi, confessed as much of himself, and Cardan, in his fifth book of wisdom, gives an instance in a smith of Milan, a fellow-citizen of his, one Galeus de Rubeis, that being commended for refining of an instrument of Archimed, for joy ran mad. Plutarch in the life of Artaxerxes, hath such a like story of one Chamus, a soldier, that wounded king Cyrus in battle, and “grew thereupon so arrogant, that in a short space after he lost his wits.” So many men, if any new honour, office, preferment,
booty, treasure, possession, or patrimony, ex insperato fall unto them, for immoderate joy, and continual meditation of it, cannot sleep 1 or tell what they say or do, they are so ravished on a sudden; and with vain conceits transported, there is no rule with them. Epaminondas, therefore, the next day after his Leuctrian victory, 2 "came abroad all squalid and submiss," and gave no other reason to his friends of so doing, than that he perceived himself the day before, by reason of his good fortune, to be too insolent, overmuch joyed. That wise and virtuous lady, 3 Queen Katherine, Dowager of England, in private talk, upon like occasion, said, "that 4 she would not willingly endure the extremity of either fortune; but if it were so, that of necessity she must undergo the one, she would be in adversity, because comfort was never wanting in it, but still counsel and government were defective in the other;" they could not moderate themselves.

SUBSECT. XV.—Love of Learning, or overmuch Study.

With a Digression of the Misery of Scholars, and why the Muses are Melancholy.

LEONARTUS FUCHSIUS, Institut. lib. iii. sect. 1, cap. 1, Felix Plater, lib. iii. de mentis alienat., Herc. de Saxonia, Tract. post. de melanch. cap. 3, speak of a 5 peculiar fury, which comes by overmuch study. Fernelius, lib. 1, cap. 18, 6 puts study, contemplation, and continual meditation, as an especial cause of madness; and in his 86 consul. cites the same words, Jo. Arculanus, in lib. 9, Rphasis ad Alnansorem, cap. 16, amongst other causes reckons up studium vehemens; so doth Levinus Lemnian, lib. de occul. nat. mirac. lib. 1, cap. 16.

7 "Many men (saith he) come to this malady by continual

1 Bene ferre magnum dice fortunam. Hor. Fortunam reverenter habe, quinunque repenté Dives ab exilii progradire loco. Ausonius. 2 Processet squalidus et submissus, ut hesterni diei gaudium interperans hodie castigaret. 3 Uxor Henr. 8. 4 Neutrius se fortunae extremum libenter expeturum dixit: sed si necessitas alerius sub inde imponeretur, egitae se difficultum et adversum: quod in hae nulli unquam defuit solatium, in altera multis consiliis, &c. Lod. Vives. 5 Peculiaris furor, qui ex litteris fit. 6 Nihil magis augeat, ac assidius studia, et profundae cogitationes. 7 Non desunt, qui ex judici studio, et intempestiva lucubratione, hue deveniunt, hi praeratibus enim plurumque melancholia solent inferiari.
study, and night-waking, and of all other men, scholars are most subject to it;" and such, Rhasis adds, "that have commonly the finest wits." Cont. lib. 1, tract. 9. Marsilius Ficinus, de sanit. tuendâ, lib. 1, cap. 7, puts melancholy amongst one of those five principal plagues of students, 'tis a common Maul unto them all, and almost in some measure an inseparable companion. Varro belike for that cause calls Tristes Philosophos et severos, severe, sad, dry, tetric, are common epithets to scholars; and Patritius therefore, in the institution of princes, would not have them to be great students. For (as Machiavel holds) study weakens their bodies, dulls the spirits, abates their strength and courage; and good scholars are never good soldiers, which a certain Goth well perceived, for when his countrymen came into Greece, and would have burned all their books, he cried out against it, by no means they should do it, "leave them that plague, which in time will consume all their vigour, and martial spirits." The Turks abdicated Cornutus the next heir from the empire, because he was so much given to his book; and 'tis the common tenet of the world, that learning dulls and diminisheth the spirits, and so per consequens produceth melancholy.

Two main reasons may be given of it, why students should be more subject to this malady than others. The one is, they live a sedentary, solitary life, sibi et musis, free from bodily exercise, and those ordinary disports which other men use; and many times if discontent and idleness concur with it, which is too frequent, they are precipitated into this gulf on a sudden; but the common cause is overmuch study; too much learning (as Festus told Paul) hath made thee mad; 'tis that other extreme which effects it. So did Trincavellius, lib. 1, consil. 12 and 13, find by his experience, in two of his

---

1. Study is a continual and earnest meditation, applied to something with great desire. Tully.
2. Et illi qui sunt subtilis ingenii, et multae praelectiones, de facili incidunt in melancholiam.
3. Ob studiorum sollicitudinem, lib. 5, Tit. 6.
patients, a young baron, and another that contracted this malady by too vehement study. So Forestus, observat. l. 10, observ. 13, in a young divine in Louvaine, that was mad, and said, "he had a Bible in his head;" Marsilius Ficinus de sanit. tuend. lib. 1, cap. 1, 3, 4, and lib. 2, cap. 16, gives many reasons, "why students dote more often than others." The first is their negligence; "other men look to their tools, a painter will wash his pencils, a smith will look to his hammer, anvil, forge; a husbandman will mend his plough-irons, and grind his hatchet, if it be dull; a falconer or huntsman will have an especial care of his hawks, hounds, horses, dogs, &c.; a musician will string and unstring his lute, &c.; only scholars neglect that instrument, their brain and spirits (I mean) which they daily use, and by which they range over all the world, which by much study is consumed." Vide (smith Lucian) ne funiculum nimis intendendo, aliquando abrumpas: "See thou twist not the rope so hard, till at length it break." Ficinus, in his fourth chap. gives some other reasons; Saturn and Mercury, the patrons of learning, they are both dry planets; and Origanus assigns the same cause, why Mercurialists, are so poor, and most part beggars; for that their president Mercury had no better fortune himself. The destinies of old put poverty upon him as a punishment; since when, poetry and boggary are Gemelli, twin-born brats, inseparable companions;

"And to this day is every scholar poor;  
Gross gold from them runs headlong to the poor:"  

Mercury can help them to knowledge, but not to money. The second is contemplation, "which dries the brain and

---

1 Nimile studiis melancholicius erat, dicens se Bibliam in capite habere. 2 Cur melancolii assidua, crebrisque delirantia vexantur eorum animi ut desipere cogantur. 3 Solis quilibet artifex instrumenta sua diligentissimè curat, penitentiosus pictor; malleos inciduntque faber ferrarius; milles equos, arnas venator, suceptos aves et canes, cytharam cytharisedus,
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&c., solis musearum mystæ tam negligentis sunt, ut instrumentum fluit quod mundum universum metiri solent, spirituum scilicet, penitus negligere videantur. 4 Arcus et arma tibi non sunt imitanda Diana. Si nunquam cesses tendere molis erit. Ovid. 5 Ephemer. 6 Contemplatio cerebrum excusat et extinguat calorem naturalem, unde cerebrum frig-
extinguisheth natural heat; for whilst the spirits are intent
to meditation above in the head, the stomach and liver are
left destitute, and thence come black blood and crudities by
defect of concoction, and for want of exercise the superfluous
vapours cannot exhale," &c. The same reasons are repeated
by Gomesius, lib. 4, cap. 1, de sale ¹ Nymannus orat. de Imag.
Jo. Voschius, lib. 2, cap. 5, de peste; and something more
they add, that hard students are commonly troubled with
gouts, catarrhs, rheums, cachexia, bрадiopessia, bad eyes,
stone and colic, ² crudities, oppilations, vertigo, winds, con-
sumptions, and all such diseases as come by overmuch sitting;
they are most part lean, dry, ill-coloured, spend their fortunes,
lose their wits, and many times their lives, and all through
immoderate pains, and extraordinary studies. If you will
not believe the truth of this, look upon great Tostatus's works, and tell me whether those men
took pains? peruse Austin, Hierom, &c., and many thousands
besides.

"Qui cupit optatam cursu contingere metam,
Multa tuit, sectique puere, sudavit et alit."

"He that desires this wished goal to gain,
Must sweat and freeze before he can attain,"

and labour hard for it. So did Seneca, by his own confession,
ep. 8. ³ "Not a day that I spend idle, part of the night I
keep mine eyes open, tired with waking, and now slumbering
to their continual task." Hear Tully, pro Archid Poetâ:
"whilst others loitered, and took their pleasures, he was con-
tinually at his book," so they do that will be scholars, and
that to the hazard (I say) of their healths, fortunes, wits, and
lives. How much did Aristotle and Ptolemy spend? unius

¹ Dum et stercum erit quod est melancholica.
² Accedit ad hoc, quod natura in
³ Contemplationem cerebro prorsus cordique
⁴ Intenta, stomachum heparque desituit,
⁵ Unde ex alimentis male coctis, sanguis
⁶ Cresuus et niger efficitur, dum nimio olio
⁷ Membrorum superficialis vasores non exhalant.
⁸ Cerebrum exsiccatur, corpora
⁹ Sensim gracieascunt. ² Studiosi sunt
¹⁰ Cachectici et nuncum bona colorant,
¹¹ Propriet debilitatem digestivae facultatis,
¹² Multiplicantur in suis superficiatibus.
¹³ Jo. Voschius, parte 2, cap. 5, de peste.
¹⁴ Nihil minus per olim dies exit, parum
¹⁵ Noctis studiis dedico, non vero somnus,
¹⁶ Sed acutum vigilium fatigatos cadentesque,
¹⁷ In operam detineo.
regni precium they say, more than a king's ransom; how many crowns per annum, to perfect arts, the one about his History of Creatures, the other on his Almagest? How much time did Thebet Benchoras employ, to find out the motion of the eighth sphere? forty years and more, some write; how many poor scholars have lost their wits, or become dizzards, neglecting all worldly affairs and their own health, wealth, esse and bene esse, to gain knowledge, for which, after all their pains, in this world's esteem they are accounted ridiculous and silly fools, idiots, asses, and (as oft they are) rejected, contemned, derided, doting, and mad. Look for examples in Hildesheim, spicel. 2, de mania et delirio; read Trincavellius, l. 3, consil. 36, et c. 17. Montanus, consil. 233. 1 Garceus, de Judic. genit. cap. 33. Mercurialis, consil. 86, cap. 25. Prosper 2 Calenius in his Book de ater bile; Go to Bedlam and ask. Or if they keep their wits, yet they are esteemed scurds and fools by reason of their carriage "after seven years' study."

"Statuâ taciturnus exit,
Piorumque et risu populum quatit."

"He becomes more silent than a statue, and generally excites people's laughter." Because they cannot ride a horse, which every clown can do; salute and court a gentlewoman, carve at table, cringe and make congés, which every common swasher can do, 3 hos populus ridet, &c., they are laughed to scorn, and accounted silly fools by our gallants. Yea, many times, such is their misery, they deserve it; 4 a mere scholar, a mere ass.

5 "Obstipo capito, et figentes lumina terram,
Mura ciam secum, et raubosa silentia rodunt,
Atque exsperrecte tristinantur verba labello,

1 Johannes Hanuschius Bohemus, nat. 1515, eruditus vir, simile studiosus in Pharselii incidit. Montanus instance in a Frenchman of Tolosa. 2 Cardinalis Cæcius; ob laborum, vigiliam, et diuturna studia factus Melancholicus. 3 Pers. Sat. 3. They cannot fiddle; but, as Thomistae said, he could make a small town become a great city. 4 Pers. Sat. 6 Ingenium sibi quod vanus deumpeit Athenae et septem studia anno dedit, invenitque. Libris et curis suae studii taciturnus exit. Piorumque et risu populum quatit, Hor. ep. 1, lib. 2.
Thus they go commonly meditating unto themselves, thus they sit, such is their action and gesture. Fulgosus, l. 8, c. 7, makes mention how Th. Aquinas, supping with King Lewis of France, upon a sudden knocked his fist upon the table, and cried, *conclusum est contra Manichaeos*; his wits were a wool-gathering, as they say, and his head busied about other matters, when he perceived his error, he was much abashed. Such a story there is of Archimedes in Vitruvius, that having found out the means to know how much gold was mingled with the silver in King Hiero’s crown, ran naked forth from the bath and cried *εχύμα, I have found*; and was commonly so intent to his studies, that he never perceived what was done about him; when the city was taken, and the soldiers now ready to rifle his house, he took no notice of it. St. Bernard rode all day long by the Lemnian lake, and asked at last where he was, Marullus, lib. 2, cap. 4. It was Democritus’s carriage alone that made the Abderites suppose him to have been mad, and sent for Hippocrates to cure him; if he had been in any solemn company, he would upon all occasions fall a laughing. Theophrastus saith as much of Heraclitus, for that he continually wept, and Laertius of Menedemus Lampscus, because he ran like a madman saying, “he came from hell as a spy, to tell the devils what mortal men did.” Your greatest students are commonly no better, silly, soft fellows in their outward behaviour, absurd,

---

1 Translated by M. B. Holiday. 2 Thom. rubore confusus dixit se de argumento. 3 Plutarch, vita Marcelli. 4 Senex urbem captam, nec militis in urruentes, adeo intentus studiis,
ridiculous to others, and no whit experienced in worldly business; they can measure the heavens, range over the world, teach others wisdom, and yet in bargains and contracts they are circumvented by every base tradesman. Are not these men fools? and how should they be otherwise, "but as so many sots in schools, when (as he well observed) they neither hear nor see such things as are commonly practised abroad?" how should they get experience, by what means?  

2 "I knew in my time many scholars," saith Aeneas Sylvius (in an epistle of his to Gasper Seutick, chancellor to the emperor), "excellent well learned, but so rude, so silly, that they had no common civility, nor knew how to manage their domestic or public affairs."  

3 "Paglarensis was amazed, and said his farmer had surely cozened him, when he heard him tell that his sow had eleven pigs, and his ass had but one foal." To say the best of this profession, I can give no other testimony of them in general, than that of Pliny of Issæus;  

4 "He is yet a scholar, than which kind of men there is nothing so simple, so sincere, none better; they are most part harmless, honest, upright, innocent, plain-dealing men."

Now, because they are commonly subject to such hazards and inconveniences as dotage, madness, simplicity, &c., Jo. Voschius would have good scholars to be highly rewarded, and had in some extraordinary respect above other men, "to have greater privileges than the rest, that adventure themselves and abbreviate their lives for the public good." But our patrons of learning are so far nowadays from respecting the muses, and giving that honour to scholars, or reward which they deserve, and are allowed by those indulgent privileges of many noble princes, that after all their pains taken in the universities, cost and charge, expenses, irksome hours,
laborious tasks, wearisome days, dangers, hazards (barred interim from all pleasures which other men have, mewed up like hawks all their lives), if they chance to wade through them, they shall in the end be rejected, contemned, and which is their greatest misery, driven to their shifts, exposed to want, poverty, and beggary. Their familiar attendants are,

*a* "Pallentes morbi, luctus, curaque laborque
   Et metus, et malesuada fames, et turpis egestas,
   Terribiles visu formae"

"Grief, labour, care, pale sickness, miseries,
   Fear, filthy poverty, hunger that cries,
   Terrible monsters to be seen with eyes."

If there were nothing else to trouble them, the conceit of this alone were enough to make them all melancholy. Most other trades and professions, after some seven years’ apprenticeship, are enabled by their craft to live of themselves. A merchant adventures his goods at sea, and though his hazard be great, yet if one ship return of four, he likely makes a saving voyage. An husbandman’s gains are almost certain; _quibus ipse Jupiter nocere non potest_ (whom Jove himself can’t harm), (tis † Cato’s hyperbole, a great husband himself); only scholars, methinks, are most uncertain, unrespected, subject to all casualties and hazards. For first, not one of a many proves to be a scholar, all are not capable and docile, _et omni ligno non fit Mercurius_; we can make majors and officers every year, but not scholars; kings can invest knights and barons, as Sigismund the emperor confessed; universities can give degrees; and _Tu quod es, a populo quilibet esse potest_; but he nor they, nor all the world, can give learning, make philosophers, artists, orators, poets; we can soon say, as Seneca well notes, _O virum bonum, o divitem, point at a rich man, a good, a happy man, a prosperous man, sumptuosa vestitum, Calamistratum, bene oleentem, magno temporis impedio constat hac laudatio, o virum literarum_, but tis not

---

*a* Virg. 6 En.
† Plutarch. vita suales: Rex et Poetaquotum non mæs, Certum agricolations lucrum, &c. citur.
‡ Quotannis sunt consules et proconsul-
so easily performed to find out a learned man. Learning is not so quickly got, though they may be willing to take pains to that end sufficiently informed, and liberally maintained by their patrons and parents, yet few can compass it. Or if they be docile, yet all men’s wills are not answerable to their wits, they can apprehend, but will not take pains; they are either seduced by bad companions, *vel in puellam impingunt*, *vel in poculum* (they fall in with women or wine), and so spend their time to their friends’ grief and their own undoings. Or put case they be studious, industrious, of ripe wits, and perhaps good capacities, then how many diseases of body and mind must they encounter? No labour in the world like unto study. It may be, their temperature will not endure it, but striving to be excellent to know all, they lose health, wealth, wit, life and all. Let him yet happily escape all these hazards, *aciris intestinis*, with a body of brass, and is now consummate and ripe, he hath profited in his studies, and proceeded with all applause; after many expenses, he is fit for preferment, where shall he have it? he is as far to seek it as he was (after twenty years’ standing) at the first day of his coming to the University. For what course shall he take, being now capable and ready? The most parable and easy, and about which many are employed, is to teach a school, turn lecturer or curate, and for that he shall have falconer’s wages, ten pound per annum, and his diet, or some small stipend, so long as he can please his patron or the parish; if they approve him not (for usually they do but a year or two), as inconstant as *they* that cried “Hosanna,” one day, and “Crucify him” the other; serving-man-like, he must go look a new master; if they do, what is his reward?

1 “Hoc quoque te manet ut pueros elementa docentem
   Occupet extremis in vicis alba senectus.”

2 “At last thy snow-white age in suburb schools,
   Shall toil in teaching boys their grammar rules.”

*Mat. 21.* 1 Hor. epist. 20, 1, 1.
Like an ass, he wears out his time for provender, and can show a stem rod, *togam tritam et laceram,* saith *Hædus,* an old torn gown, an ensign of his infelicity, he hath his labour for his pain, a *modicum* to keep him till he be decrepit, and that is all. *Grammaticus non est fælix,* &c. If he be a trenched chaplain in a gentleman’s house, as it befell *Euphormio,* after some seven years’ service, he may perchance have a living to the halves, or some small rectory with the mother of the maids at length, a poor kinswoman, or a cracked chambermaid, to have and to hold during the time of his life. But if he offend his good patron, or displease his lady mistress in the mean time,

\[2\] "Ducetur Plantā velut ictus ab Hercule Cacus, 
Poneturque foras, si quid tentaverit unquam 
Hiscere."

as *Hercules* did by *Cacus,* he shall be dragged forth of doors by the heels, away with him. If he bend his forces to some other studies, with an intent to be à *secretis* to some nobleman, or in such a place with an ambassador, he shall find that these persons rise like apprentices one under another, and in so many tradesmen’s shops, when the master is dead, the foreman of the shop commonly steps in his place. Now for poets, rhetoricians, historians, philosophers, *mathematicians,* sophisters, &c.; they are like grasshoppers, sing they must in summer, and pine in the winter, for there is no profit for them. Even so they were at first, if you will believe that pleasant tale of *Socrates,* which he told *Phædrus* under a plane-tree, at the banks of the river *Iseus;* about noon when it was hot, and the grasshoppers made a noise, he took that sweet occasion to tell him a tale, how grasshoppers were once scholars, musicians, poets, &c., before the *Muses* were born, and lived without meat and drink, and for that cause were turned by *Jupiter* into grasshoppers. And may be turned again, *In Tythoni Cicadas, aut Lyciornum ranas,* for any reward I see they are like to have; or

* Lib. 1, de contem. amor. 1 Satyricon. 2 Juv. Sat. 5. 3 Ars cœli et astra.
else in the mean time, I would they could live as they did, without any viaticum, like so many ¹ manucodiæ, those Indian birds of paradise, as we commonly call them, those I mean that live with the air and dew of heaven, and need no other food? for being as they are, their ² "rhetoric only serves them to curse their bad fortunes," and many of them for want of means are driven to hard shifts; from grasshoppers they turn humble-bees and wasps, plain parasites, and make the muses, mules, to satisfy their hunger-starved paunches, and get a meal's meat. To say truth, 'tis the common fortune of most scholars, to be servile and poor, to complain pitifully, and lay open their wants to their respectless patrons, as † Cardan doth, as ‡ Xilander and many others; and which is too common in those dedicatory epistles, for hope of gain, to lie, flatter, and with hyperbolical eulogiums and commendations, to magnify and extol an illiterate unworthy idiot, for his excellent virtues, whom they should rather as ³ Machiavel observe, vilify and rail at downright for his most notorious villainies and vices. So they prostitute themselves as fiddlers, or mercenary tradesmen, to serve great men's turns for a small reward. They are like § Indians, they have store of gold, but know not the worth of it; for I am of Synesius's opinion, "King Hiero got more by Simonides's acquaintance, than Simonides did by his;" they have their best education, good institution, sole qualification from us, and when they have done well, their honour and immortality from us; we are the living tombs, registers, and as so many trumpeters of their fames; what was Achilles without Homer? Alexander without Arrian and Curtius? who had known the Cæsars, but for Suetonius and Dion?

|| "Vixerunt fortæ ante Agamemmona
Multi: sed omnes illachrymabiles

¹ Aldrovandus de Anibus, l. 12, Gessner, f. c. ² Literas habent quæs sibi et fortunæ sua maledicant. Sat. Menipp. † Lib. de libris propria, fol. 24. ‡ Præfet. transit. Plutarch. ³ Polit. disbr. laudibus excolunt eos se ab virtutibus pollirent quos ob infinita seclera potius vituperare oportebat. § Or as horses know not their strength, they consider not their own worth. ² Piura ex Simonildi familiaritate Hiero consequitus est, quam ex Hieroeis Simonides. ³ Hor. lib. 4, od. 24.
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Urgentur, ignoti nugae longa
Nocte, carent quia vate sacro."

"Before great Agamemnon reign'd,
Reign'd kings as great as he, and brave,
Whose huge ambition's now contain'd
In the small compass of a grave:
In endless night they sleep, unwept, unknown,
No bard they had to make all time their own."

they are more beholden to scholars, than scholars to them; but they undervalue themselves, and so by those great men are kept down. Let them have that encyclopedian, all the learning in the world; they must keep it to themselves, "live in base esteem, and starve, except they will submit," as Budeus well hath it, "so many good parts, so many ensigns of arts, virtues, be slavishly obnoxious to some illiterate potentate, and live under his insolent worship, or honour, like parasites," Qui tanquam mures alienum panem comedunt. For to say truth, artes haec non sunt lucrative, as Guido Bonat that great astrologer could foresee, they be not gainful arts these, sed esurientes et famelice, but poor and hungry.

† "Dat Galenus opes, dat Justinianus honores,
Sed genus et speciosae cogitatur ire pedes:"

"The rich physician, honour'd lawyers ride,
Whilst the poor scholar foots it by their side."

Poverty is the muses' patrimony, and as that poetical divinity teacheth us, when Jupiter's daughters were each of them married to the gods, the muses alone were left solitary, Helicon forsaken of all suitors, and I believe it was, because they had no portion.

"Calliope longum cælebs cur vixit in sevum?
Nempe nihil dotis, quod numeraret, erat."

"Why did Calliope live so long a maid?
Because she had no dowry to be paid."

Ever since all their followers are poor, forsaken, and left

* Inter inertes et plebes fere jacet,
ultimum locum habens, nihil tot artis virtutisque insignia, turpiter, obnoxie, suppliciandi facibus subjicit pro-
terrae insolentiae potentiae, Lib. I. de contempt. rerum fortuitarum. † Buchanan. eleg. lib.
unto themselves. Insomuch, that as Petronius argues, you shall likely know them by their clothes. "There came," saith he, "by chance into my company, a fellow not very spruce to look on, that I could perceive by that note alone he was a scholar, whom commonly rich men hate; I asked him what he was, he answered, a poet; I demanded again why he was so ragged, he told me this kind of learning never made any man rich."

2 "Qui Pelago credit, magnos se formae tollit,
Qui pugnas et rostra petit, praecipitur auro:
Vilis adulatores picto jacet ebiros ostro,
Sola prunosis horret facundia pannis."

"A merchant's gain is great, that goes to sea;
A soldier embossed all in gold;
A flatterer lies fox'd in brave array;
A scholar only ragged to behold."

All which our ordinary students, right well perceiving in the universities, how unprofitable these poetical, mathematical, and philosophical studies are, how little respected, how few patrons; apply themselves in all haste to those three commodious professions of law, physic, and divinity, sharing themselves between them, rejecting these arts in the mean time, history, philosophy, philology, or lightly passing them over, as pleasant toys fitting only table-talk, and to furnish them with discourse. They are not so behoveful; he that can tell his money hath arithmetic enough; he is a true geometrical, can measure out a good fortune to himself; a perfect astrologer that can cast the rise and fall of others, and mark their errant motions to his own use. The best optics are, to reflect the beams of some great men's favour and grace to shine upon him. He is a good engineer, that alone can make an instrument to get preferment. This was the common tenet and practice of Poland, as Cromerus observed not long

1 In Satyricon. intrat senex, sed culta non ista speciosum, ut facit apparearet sum hae nota literaturam esse, quos divitias odisse solent. Ego inquit Pastor sum: Quaerare secum malo vestitus es? Prop- ter hoc ipsum; amor ingenii neminem quinquam divitem fecit. 2 Petronius Arbiter. 2 Oppressus paupertate animus, nihil eximium aut sublime cogitare potest, amenitates literarum, aut eleg- gantes, quoniam nihil prescindit in his ad vites commodum videt, primò negli- gere, mox odisse incipit. Hen.
since, in the first book of his history; their universities were generally base, not a philosopher, a mathematician, an antiquary, &c., to be found of any note amongst them, because they had no set reward or stipend, but every man betook himself to divinity, hoc solum in votis habens, opimum sacerdotium, a good parsonage was their aim. This was the practice of some of our near neighbours, as *Lipsius inveighs, "they thrust their children to the study of law and divinity, before they be informed aright, or capable of such studies." Scilicet omnibus artibus antistat spes luci, et formosior est cumulus auri, quam quicquid Graeci Latinique delirantes scripsissent. Ex hoc numero deinde veniunt ad gubernacula reipub. intersunt et præsunt consilio regum, ò pater, ò patria? so he complained, and so may others. For even so we find, to serve a great man, to get an office in some bishop's court (to practise in some good town), or compass a benefice is the mark we shoot at, as being so advantageous, the highway to preferment.

Although many times, for aught I can see, these men fail as often as the rest in their projects, and are as usually frustrate of their hopes. For let him be a doctor of the law, an excellent civilian of good worth, where shall he practise and expatiate? Their fields are so scant, the civil law with us so contracted with prohibitions, so few causes, by reason of those all-devouring municipal laws, quibus nihil illitteratius, saith ¹ Erasmus, an illiterate and a barbarous study (for though they be never so well learned in it, I can hardly vouchsafe them the name of scholars, except they be otherwise qualified), and so few courts are left to that profession, such slender offices, and those commonly to be compassed at such dear rates, that I know not how an ingenious man should thrive amongst them. Now for physicians, there are in every village so many mountebanks, empirics, quacksalvers paracelsians, as they call themselves, Cauccifici et sancicidae, so †Clenard terms them, wizards, alchemists, poor vicars,

*Epistol. quæst. lib. 4, Ep. 21. ¹Ciceron. dial. †Epist. lib. 2.
cast apothecaries, physicians’ men, barbers, and good wives, professing great skill, that I make great doubt how they shall be maintained, or who shall be their patients. Besides, there are so many of both sorts, and some of them such harpies, so covetous, so clamorous, so impudent; and as he said, litigious idiots,

"Quibus loquacis affinit arrograntiae est,
Peritiam parum aut nihil,
Nee ulta mica litemuris salis,
Crumenimalga radiat:
Loquentes in turba, litem strophae,
Maligna litigantium cohors, tegati vultures,
Laborem alumnii, Agryres," &c.

"Which have no skill but prating arrogance,
No learning, such a purse-milking nation:
Gown’d vultures, thieves, and a litigious rout
Of cozeners, that haunt this occupation," &c.

that they cannot well tell how to live one by another, but as he jested in the Comedy of Clocks, they were so many, * major pars populi arida reptant fane, they are almost starved a great part of them, and ready to devour their fellows, * Et noxii caliditate se corripere, such a multitude of pettifoggers and empirics, such impostors, that an honest man knows not in what sort to compose and behave himself in their society, to carry himself with credir in so vile a rout, scientiae nomen, tot sumptibus partium et vigiliis, profiteri dispudet, postquam, &c.

Last of all come to our divines, the most noble profession and worthy of double honour, but of all others the most distressed and miserable. If you will not believe me, hear a brief of it, as it was not many years since publicly preached at Paul’s cross, * by a grave minister then, and now a reverend bishop of this land: "We that are bred up in learning, and destinated by our parents to this end, we suffer our childhood in the grammar-school, which Austin calls magnam tyrannidem, et grave malum, and compares it to the torments of
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martyrdom; when we come to the university, if we live of the college allowance, as Phalaris objected to the Leontines, πάνων ενδέχη πλὴν λιμῷ καὶ φόβου, needy of all things but hunger and fear, or if we be maintained but partly by our parents' cost, do expend in unnecessary maintenance, books and degrees, before we come to any perfection, five hundred pounds, or a thousand marks. If by this price of the expense of time, our bodies and spirits, our substance and patrimonies, we cannot purchase those small rewards, which are ours by law, and the right of inheritance, a poor parsonage, or a vicarage of fifty pounds per annum, but we must pay to the patron for the lease of a life (a spent and out-worn life) either in annual pension, or above the rate of a copyhold, and that with the hazard and loss of our souls, by simony and perjury, and the forfeiture of all our spiritual preferments, in esse and posse, both present and to come. What father after awhile will be so improvident to bring up his son to his great charge, to this necessary beggary? What Christian will be so irreligious, to bring up his son in that course of life, which by all probability and necessity, 

1 hoc est cur palles, cur quis non prendeat hoc est? do we macerate ourselves for this? Is it for this we rise so early all the year long? * "leaping (as he saith) out of our beds, when we hear the bell ring, as if we had heard a thunderclap." If this be all the respect, reward and honour we shall have,

2 frange leves calamos, et scinde Thalia libellos: let us give over our books, and betake ourselves to some other course of life; to what end should we study? * Quid me litterulas

---

* E lecto excelfenten, fulmine territi. I. * Mart. * Mart. um thintannabul plausum quasi
studii docuere parentes, what did our parents mean to make us scholars, to be as far to seek of preferment after twenty years' study, as we were at first; why do we take such pains? Quid tantum insanis juvat impallescere chartis? If there be no more hope of reward, no better encouragement, I say again, Frange leves calamos, et scinde Thalia libellos; let's turn soldiers, sell our books, and buy swords, guns, and pikes, or stop bottles with them, turn our philosopher's gowns, as Cleanethes once did, into millers' coats, leave all, and rather betake ourselves to any other course of life, than to continue longer in this misery. * Præstat dentiscalpia radere, quæm literariis monumentis magnatum favorem emendicare.

Yea, but methinks I hear some man except at these words, that though this be true which I have said of the estate of scholars, and especially of divines, that it is miserable and distressed at this time, that the church suffers shipwreck of her goods, and that they have just cause to complain; there is a fault, but whence proceeds it? If the cause were justly examined, it would be retorted upon ourselves, if we were cited at that tribunal of truth, we should be found guilty, and not able to excuse it. That there is a fault among us, I confess, and were there not a buyer, there would not be a seller; but to him that will consider better of it, it will more than manifestly appear, that the fountain of these miseries proceeds from these griping patrons. In accusing them, I do not altogether excuse us; both are faulty, they and we; yet in my judgment, theirs is the greater fault, more apparent causes, and much to be condemned. For my part, if it be not with me as I would, or as it should, I do ascribe the cause, as 1 Cardan did in the like case; meo infortunio potius quam illorum sceleri, to † mine own infelicity rather than their naughtiness; although I have been baffled in my time by some of them, and have as just cause to complain as

* Sat. Menip. 1 Lib. 3, de cons. † I had no money, I wanted impudence, I could not scramble, temporize, dissemble; non pranderet olus, &c., via dicam, ad palpandum et aduandum peultus insulius, recuti non possum jam senior ut sim talla, et fingi nolo, utcunque male cedat in rem meas et obscurus inde delitescam.
another; or rather indeed to mine own negligence; for I was ever like that Alexander in * Plutarch, Crassus his tutor in philosophy, who, though he lived many years familiarly with rich Crassus, was even as poor when from (which many wondered at) as when he came first to him; he never asked, the other never gave him anything; when he travelled with Crassus he borrowed a hat of him, at his return restored it again. I have had some such noble friends’ acquaintance and scholars, but most part (common courtesies and ordinary respects excepted), they and I parted as we met, they gave me as much as I requested, and that was—— And as Alexander ab Alexandro, Genial. dier. l. 6, c. 16, made answer to Hieronimus Massainus, that wondered, quum pluris ignavos et ignobiles ad dignitates et sacerdotia promotos quotidiè videaret, when other men rose, still he was in the same state, eodem tenore et fortunâ cui mercedem laborum studiorumque debere putaret, whom he thought to deserve as well as the rest. He made answer, that he was content with his present estate, was not ambitious, and although objurgabundus suam segni tem accusaret, cum obscura sortis homines ad sacerdotia et pontificatus vectos, &c., he chid him for his backwardness, yet he was still the same; and for my part (though I be not worthy perhaps to carry Alexander’s books), yet by some overweening and well-wishing friends, the like speeches have been used to me; but I replied still with Alexander, that I had enough, and more peradventure than I deserved; and with Libanius Sophista, that rather chose (when honours and offices by the emperor were offered unto him) to be talis Sophista, quàm talis Magistratus. I had as liev be still Democritus junior, and privus privatus, si mihi jam daretur optio, quam talis fortasse Doctor, talis Dominus.—Sed quorsum hæc? For the rest ’tis on both sides facinus desestandum, to buy and sell livings, to detain from the church, that which God’s and men’s laws have bestowed on it; but

* Vit. Crass. nec facili judicare potest utrum pauperior cum primo ad Crassum, &c.
in them most, and that from the covetousness and ignorance of such as are interested in this business; I name covetousness in the first place, as the root of all these mischiefs, which, Achan-like, compels them to commit sacrilege, and to make simoniaical compacts (and what not) to their own ends, 1 that kindles God's wrath, brings a plague, vengeance, and a heavy visitation upon themselves and others. Some, out of that insatiable desire of filthy lucre, to be enriched, care not how they come by it *per fas et nefas*, hook or crook, so they have it. And others when they have with riot and prodigality embezzled their estates, to recover themselves, make a prey of the church, robbing it, as 2 Julian the apostate did, spoil parsons of their revenues (in keeping half back 3 as a great man amongst us observes); “and that maintenance on which they should live;” by means whereof, barbarism is increased, and a great decay of Christian professors; for who will apply himself to these divine studies, his son, or friend, when after great pains taken, they shall have nothing where upon to live? But with what event do they these things?

* "Opeque totis viribus venaminis,
At inde messis accidit miserrima."

They toil and moil, but what reap they? They are commonly unfortunate families that use it, accursed in their progeny, and, as common experience evinceth, accursed themselves in all their proceedings. "With what face (as 4 he quotes out of Aust.) can they expect a blessing or inheritance from Christ in heaven, that defraud Christ of his inheritance here on earth?" I would all our simoniaical patrons, and such as detain tithes, would read those judicious tracts of Sir Henry Spelman, and Sir James Sempill, knights; those late elaborate and learned treatises of Dr. Tillye, and Mr. Montague, which they have written of that subject. But though they

1 Deum habent fratrum, sibique mortem
2 sternam acquirunt, allis miserabiliem rui-
4 Nicephorus, Hib. 10, cap. 5. 5 Lord Cook,
* Euripides. 4 Sir Henry Spelman, de
* non temerandis Ecclesias.
should read, it would be to small purpose, *ciames licet et mare
calo confundas*; thunder, lighten, preach hell and damnation,
tell them 'tis a sin, they will not believe it; denounce and
terrify, they have 1 cauterized consciences, they do not attend,
as the enchanted adder, they stop their ears. Call them base,
irreligious, profane, barbarous, pagans, atheists, epicures, (as
some of them surely are,) with the bawd in Plautus, *Euge,
optimè*, they cry and applaud themselves with that miser,
2 *simul ac nummos contemptor in arce*; say what you will,
*quocunque modo rem*; as a dog barks at the moon, to no
purpose are your sayings; Take your heaven, let them have
money. A base, profane, epicurean, hypocritical rout; for
my part, let them pretend what zeal they will, counterfeit re-
ligion, blear the world's eyes, bombast themselves, and stuff
out their greatness with church spoils, shine like so many pea-
cocks; so cold is my charity, so defective in this behalf, that
I shall never think better of them, than that they are rotten
at core, their bones are full of epicurean hypocrisy, and athe
istical marrow, they are worse than heatheens. For as Dionys-
siuss Halicarnasseus observes, *Antiq. Rom. lib. 7, 3 Primum
locum, &c.* 4 Greeks and Barbarians observe all religious
rites, and dare not break them for fear of offending their
gods; but our simoniaical contractors, our senseless Achans,
our stupefied patrons, fear neither God nor devil, they have
evasions for it, it is no sin, or not due *jure divino*, or if a sin,
no great sin, &c. And though they be daily punished for it,
and they do manifestly perceive, that as he said, frost and
fraud come to foul ends; yet as 5 Chrysostom follows it, *Nulla
ex pænâ sit correctio, et quasi adversis malitia hominum pro-
vocetur, crescit quotidiè quod puniatur*; they are rather
worse than better,—*iram atque animos à crimen sumunt,*
and the more they are corrected, the more they offend; but
let them take their course, 6 *Rode, caper, vites, go on still as

1 I Tim. 4. 2 2 Hor. 3 Primum
2 3 Hor. 4 Primum
2 4 Tom. 1, de steril. trib
2 5 Ovid. um annorum sub Elix sermone. 6 Ovid. 3
2 6 Fast.
they begin, 'tis no sin, let them rejoice secure, God's vengeance will overtake them in the end, and these ill-gotten goods, as an eagle's feathers, 1 will consume the rest of their substance; it is 2 aurum Tholosanum, and will produce no better effects. 3 "Let them lay it up safe, and make their conveyances never so close, lock and shut door," saith Chrysostom, "yet fraud and covetousness, two most violent thieves, are still included, and a little gain evil gotten will subvert the rest of their goods." The eagle in AEsop, seeing a piece of flesh, now ready to be sacrificed, swept it away with her claws, and carried it to her nest; but there was a burning coal stuck to it by chance, which unawares consumed her young ones, nest, and all together. Let our simoniacal church-chopping patrons, and sacrilegious harpies, look for no better success.

A second cause is ignorance, and from thence contempt, successit odium in literas ab ignorantia vulgi; which 4 Junius well perceived; this hatred and contempt of learning proceeds out of ignorance; as they are themselves barbarous, idiots, dull, illiterate, and proud, so they esteem others. Sint Medea Nom, non defunt, Flaccii, Marones: Let there be bountiful patrons, and there will be painful scholars in all sciences. But when they contempt learning, and think themselves sufficiently qualified, if they can write and read, scramble at a piece of evidence, or have so much Latin as that emperor had, 5 qui nescit dissimulare, nescit vivere, they are unfit to do their country service, to perform or undertake any action or employment, which may tend to the good of a commonwealth, except it be to fight, or to do country justice, with common sense, which every yeoman can likewise do. And so they bring up their children, rude as they are themselves, unqualified, untaught, uncivil most part. 6 Quis arguerit.
Causes of Melancholy.

Nostrâ juventute legitimè instituitur literis? Quis oratores aut philosophos tangit? quis historiam legit, illum rerum agendarum quasi animam? praecipient parentes vota tua, &c., 'twas Lipsius's complaint to his illiterate countrymen, it may be ours. Now shall these men judge of a scholar's worth, that have no worth, that know not what belongs to a student's labours, that cannot distinguish between a true scholar and a drone? or him that by reason of a voluble tongue, a strong voice, a pleasing tone, and some trivially polyanthean helps, steals and gleans a few notes from other men's harvests, and so makes a fairer show than he that is truly learned indeed; that thinks it no more to preach, than to speak, 1 "or to run away with an empty cart," as a grave man said; and thereupon vilify us, and our pains; scorn us, and all learning.

Because they are rich, and have other means to live, they think it concerns them not to know, or to trouble themselves with it; a fitter task for younger brothers, or poor men's sons, to be pen and inkhorn men, pedantical slaves, and no whit beseeching the calling of a gentleman, as Frenchmen and Germans commonly do, neglect therefore all human learning, what have they to do with it? Let mariners learn astronomy; merchants' factors study arithmetic; surveyors get them geometry; spectacle-makers optics; landleapers geography; town-clerks rhetoric, what should he do with a spade, that hath no ground to dig; or they with learning, that hath no use of it? thus they reason, and are not ashamed to let mariners, apprentices, and the basest servants, be better qualified than themselves. In former times, kings, princes, and emperors, were the only scholars, excellent in all faculties.

Julius Cæsar mended the year, and writ his own Commentaries,

* * media inter prælia semper,
Stellarum caelesti plagis, superisque vacavit.*

1 Dr. King, in his last lecture on Jonah, barbaro fastu literas contemnunt. *In sometime right reverend lord bishop of can. lib. 8.
London. * Quibus opes et oculum, hi
Antonius, Adrian, Nero, Seve. Jul. &c. Michael the emperor, and Isaeus, were so much given to their studies, that no base fellow would take so much pains; Orion, Persaeus, Alphonsus, Ptolomeus, famous astronomers; Sabor, Mithridates, Lysimachus, admired physicians; Plato’s kings all; Evax, that Arabian prince, a most expert jeweller, and an exquisite philosopher; the kings of Egypt were priests of old, chosen and from thence,—Idem rex hominum, Phaëthô sacerdos; but those heroic times are past; the Muses are now banished in this bastard age, ad sordida tuguriola, to meaner persons, and confined alone almost to universities.

In those days, scholars were highly beloved, honored, esteemed; as old Ennius by Scipio Africanus, Virgil by Augustus; Horace by Mecænas; princes’ companions; dear to them, as Anaecreon to Polycrates; Philoxenus to Dionysius, and highly rewarded. Alexander sent Xenocrates the Philosopher fifty talents, because he was poor, visu rerum, aut erudiendo prestantes viri, mensis olim regnum adhibiti, as Philostratus relates of Adrian and Lampridius of Alexander Severus; famous clerks came to these princes’ courts, velut in Lyceum, as to a university, and were admitted to their tables, quasi divum epulis accumbentes; Archilaus, that Macedonian king, would not willingly sup without Euripides (amongst the rest he drank to him at supper one night and gave him a cup of gold for his pains), delectatus poetas suavi sermone; and it was fit it should be so; because, as

* Plato in his Protagoras well saith, a good philosopher as much excels other men, as a great king doth the commons of his country; and again, * quoniam illis nihil deest, et minimè egere solent, et disciplinas quas proficient, soli à contemptu vindicare possunt, they needed not to beg so basely, as they compel * scholars in our times to complain of poverty, or

---

erchot to a rich chuff for a meal’s meat, but could vindicate themselves, and those arts which they professed. Now they would and cannot; for it is held by some of them, as an axiom, that to keep them poor, will make them study; they must be dieted, as horses to a race, not pampered, 1 Alendos volunt, non saginandos, ne melioris mentis flammula extinguat; a fat bird will not sing, a fat dog cannot hunt, and so by this depression of theirs, 2 some want means, others will, all want 3 encouragement, as being forsaken almost; and generally contemned. ’Tis an old saying, Sint Mecenates, non deerunt, Flacci, Marones, and ’tis a true saying still. Yet oftentimes, I may not deny it, the main fault is in ourselves. Our academics too frequently offend in neglecting patrons, as 4 Erasmus well taxeth, or making ill choice of them; negligimus oblatos aut ampleximur parum aptos, or if we get a good one, non studemus mutuis officiis favorem ejus alere, we do not ply and follow him as we should. 5 Idem mihi accidit Adolescenti (saith Erasmus) acknowledging his fault, et gravissime peccavi, and so may † I say myself, I have offended in this, and so peradventure have many others. We did not spondere magnatum favoribus, qui ceperrunt nos amplecti, apply ourselves with that readiness we should; idleness, love of liberty, immodicus amor libertatis effectit ut diu cum perfidis amicis, as he confesseth, et pertinacii paupertate collocatarer, bashfulness, melancholy, timorousness, cause many of us to be too backward and remiss. So some offend in one extreme, but too many on the other, we are most part too forward, too solicitous, too ambitious, too impudent; we commonly complain deesse Mecenas, of want of encouragement, want of means, when as the true defect is in our own want of worth, our insufficiency; did Mæcenas take notice of Horace or Virgil till they had shown themselves first? or had Bavius and Mevius any patrons? Egre-

1 Seneca. 2 Haud faciliemercurii, &c. 3 Medit. quod notis ab hora sediatis qui mortem facer, qui nono sedebat, qui dicit obliquo lanam deducere ferro. 4 Cent. 1. adag. 1. † Had I done as others did, put myself forward, I might have happily been as great a man as many of my equals. 5 Chil.
giun specimen dent, saith Erasmus, let them approve themselves worthy first, sufficiently qualified for learning and manners, before they presume or impudently intrude and put themselves on great men as too many do, with such base flattery, parasitical colloquing, such hyperbolical elogies they do usually insinuate, that it is a shame to hear and see. Immodicae laudes conciliant invidiae, potius quam laudem, and vain commendations derogate from truth, and we think in conclusion, non melius de loudato, pejus de laudante, ill of both, the commender and commended. So we offend, but the main fault is in their harshness, defect of patrons. How beloved of old, and how much respected was Plato to Dionysius? How dear to Alexander was Aristotle, Demeratus to Philip, Solon to Cœsus, Anaxarcus and Trebatius to Augustus, Cassius to Vespian, Plutarch to Trajan, Seneca to Nero, Simonides to Hiero? how honoured?

14 "Sed hæc prīüs fuere, nunc recondita
Senent quiete,"

those days are gone; Et spes, et ratio studiorum in Cesare tantum; as he said of old, we may truly say now, he is our amulet, our sun, our sole comfort and refuge, our Ptolemy, our common Mæcenas, Jacobus munificentus, Jacobus pacificus, mysta Musarum, Rex Platonicus: Grande decus, columnque nostrum; a famous scholar himself, and the sole patron, pillar, and sustainer of learning; but his worth in this kind is so well known, that as Paterculus of Cato, Jam ipsum laudare nefas sit; and which † Pliny to Trajan, Seria te carmina, honorque aeternus annalium, non hae brevis et pudenda prædicatio colet. But he is now gone, the sun of ours set, and yet no night follows, Sol occubuit, nox nulla sequutæ est. We have such another in his room, ‡ aureus alter. Avulsus, simili frondescit virga metallo, and long may he reign and flourish amongst us.

1 Catullus, Juven. 2 All our hopes are centred in Cæsar alone. 2 Phoebus hic noster, solo intuita incohantibus inducibus to study are centred in.  † Panegyr.  ‡ Virgil.
Let me not be malicious, and lie against my genius, I may not deny, but that we have a sprinkling of our gentry, here and there one, excellently well learned, like those Fuggieri in Germany; Dubartus, Du Plessis, Sadael, in France; Picus Miranda, Schottus, Barotius, in Italy; Apparent rari nantes in gurgite vasto. But they are but few in respect of the multitude, the major part (and some again excepted, that are indifferent) are wholly bent for hawks and hounds, and carried away many times with intemperate lust, gaming and drinking. If they read a book at any time (si quod est interim otii a venatu, poculis, alea, scortis) 'tis an English Chronicle, Sir Huon of Bordeaux, Amadis de Gaul, &c., a play book, or some pamphlet of news, and that at such seasons only, when they cannot stir abroad, to drive away time, 1 their sole discourse is dogs, hawks, horses, and what news? If some one have been a traveller in Italy, or as far as the emperor’s court, wintered in Orleans, and can court his mistress in broken French, wear his clothes neatly in the newest fashion, sing some choice outlandish tunes, discourse of lords, ladies, towns, palaces, and cities, he is complete and to be admired; 2 otherwise he and they are much at one; no difference between the master and the man, but worshipful titles; wink and choose betwixt him that sits down (clothes excepted) and him that holds the trencher behind him; yet these men must be our patrons, our governors too sometimes, statesmen, magistrates, noble, great, and wise by inheritance.

Mistake me not (I say again) Vos, ô Patritius sanguis, you that are worthy senators, gentlemen, I honour your names and persons, and with all submissiveness, prostrate myself to your censure and service. There are amongst you, I do ingenuously confess, many well-deserving patrons, and true patriots, of my knowledge, besides many hundreds which I never saw, no doubt, or heard of, pillars of our common-

---

1 'Ves alsim formae sensus communis
2 Quis erecuit hunc que Indig-
wealth, whose worth, bounty, learning, forwardness, true zeal in religion, and good esteem of all scholars, ought to be consecrated to all posterity; but of your rank, there are a debauched, corrupt, covetous, illiterate crew again, no better than stocks, *merum pecus* (testor Deum, non mihi videri dignos ingenui hominis appellatim), barbarous Thracians, *et quis ille thrax qui hoc neget?* a sordid, profane, pernicious company, irreligious, impudent, and stupid, I know not what epithets to give them, enemies to learning, confounders of the church, and the ruin of a commonwealth; patrons they are by right of inheritance, and put in trust freely to dispose of such livings to the church's good; but (hard task-masters they prove) they take away their straw, and compel them to make their number of brick; they commonly respect their own ends, commodity is the steer of all their actions, and him they present in conclusion, as a man of greatest gifts, that will give most; no penny, no pater-noster, as the saying is. *Nisi preces auro fulcias, amplius irritas: ut Cerberus offa,* their attendants and officers must be bribed, feed, and made, as Cerberus is with a sop by him that goes to hell. It was an old saying, *Omnia Romae venalia* (all things are venal at Rome), 'tis a rag of Popery, which will never be rooted out, there is no hope, no good to be done without money. A clerk may offer himself, approve his worth, learning, honesty, religion, zeal, they will commend him for it; but *probitas laudatur et alget.* If he be a man of extraordinary parts, they will flock afar off to hear him, as they did in Apuleius, to see Psyche: *multi mortales confluabant ad videndum seculi decus, speculum gloriosum, laudatur ab omnibus, spectatur ab omnibus, nec quisquam non rex, non regius, cupidus ejus nuptiarum petitor accedit; mirantur quidem divinam formam omnes, sed ut simulacrum fabrè politum mirantur;* many mortal men came to see fair Psyche the glory of her age,

---

1 I have often met with myself, and conferred with divers worthy gentlemen in the country, no whit inferior, if not to be preferred, for divers kinds of learning, to many of our academics. 2 Ipsa licet Mula venlas comitatus, Homere, Nil tam men attuleris, ibis, Homere, foras. 3 Et legat historicos auctores, noverit omnes tanquam urguere digitoque suos. Juv. Sat. 1. 4 Juvenal.
they did admire her, commend, desire her for her divine beauty, and gaze upon her; but as on a picture; none would marry her, quod indotata, fair Psyche had no money. 1 So they do by learning;

2 "didicit jam dives avarus
Tantum admirari, tantum laudare disertos,
Ut pueri Junonis avem"

"Your rich men have now learn'd of latter days
T'adore, commend, and come together
To hear and see a worthy scholar speak,
As children do a peacock's feather."

He shall have all the good words that may be given, 3 a proper man, and 'tis pity he hath no preferment, all good wishes, but inexorable, indurate as he is, he will not prefer him, though it be in his power, because he is indotatus, he hath no money. Or if he do give him entertainment, let him be never so well qualified, plead affinity, consanguinity, sufficiency, he shall serve seven years, as Jacob did for Rachel, before he shall have it. 4 If he will enter at first, he must yet in at that Simoniaical gate, come off soundly, and put in good security to perform all covenants, else he will not deal with, or admit him. But if some poor scholar, some parson chaff, will offer himself; some trencher chaplain, that will take it to the halves, thirds, or accept of what he will give, he is welcome; be conformable, preach as he will have him, he likes him before a million of others; for the best is always best cheap; and then as Hierom said to Cromatius, patellâ dignum operculum, such a patron, such a clerk; the cure is well supplied, and all parties pleased. So that is still verified in our age, which 5 Chrysostom complained of in his time, Qui opulentiores sunt, in ordinem parasitorum cogunt eos, et ipsos tanquam canes ad mensas suas enuiriunt, eorum-

1 Tu vero ille Orpheus siles. axa sono testudinis emollia, nidi plumbis eorum corda, aurī vel argenti melos emollis.
2 Salisburgenis, Pollicat. lib. 5. c. 10.
3 Ev. Sat. 7.
4 Quatuor ad portas Ecclesiae itus ad omnes; sanguinis aut Simonis, presulitis atque Pr. Holcot.
5 Lib. contra Gentiles de Bab. lia martyre.
que impudentes Ventres iniquarum cenarum reliquiis differ-
tiunt, iisdem pro arbitrio abutentes: Rich men keep these
lecturers, and fawning parasites, like so many dogs at their
tables, and filling their hungry guts with the offals of their
meat, they abuse them at their pleasure, and make them say
what they propose. "As children do by a bird or a but-
terfly in a string, pull in and let him out as they list, do they
by their trencher chaplains, prescribe, command their wits,
let in and out as to them it seems best." If the patron be
precise, so must his chaplain be; if he be papistical, his clerk
must be so too, or else be turned out. These are those clerks
which serve the turn, whom they commonly entertain, and
present to church livings, whilst in the mean time we that are
University men, like so many hide-bound calves in a pasture,
tarry out our time, wither away as a flower ungathered in a
garden, and are never used; or as so many candles, illumine-
ate ourselves alone, obscuring one another's light, and are
not discerned here at all, the least of which, translated to a
dark room, or to some country benefice, where it might shine
apart, would give a fair light, and be seen over all. Whilst
we lie waiting here as those sick men did at the Pool of * Be-
thesda, till the Angel stirred the water, expecting a good
hour, they step between, and beguile us of our preferment.
I have not yet said, if after long expectation, much expense,
travel, earnest suit of ourselves and friends, we obtain a small
benefice at last; our misery begins afresh, we are suddenly
encountered with the flesh, world, and devil, with a new
onset; we change a quiet life for an ocean of troubles, we
come to a ruinous house, which before it be habitable, must
be necessarily to our great damage repaired; we are com-
pelled to sue for dilapidations, or else sued ourselves, and
scarcely yet settled, we are called upon for our predecessor's
arrearages; first-fruits, tenths, subsidies, are instantly to be

1 Prescríbunt, Imperánt, in ordinem vocánt, ingenium nostrum prout ípsis videbitur, stríngunt et relaxant ut pa-
pillonem puérí aut bruchum filio deímis-
túnt aut attrahunt, nos à libido sui pendere aquam censentes. Helvius.
* Joh. 5
paid, benevolence, procurations, &c., and, which is most to be feared, we light upon a cracked title, as it befell Clenard, of Brabant, for his rectory and charge of his Begenæ; he was no sooner inducted, but instantly sued, careimusque (* saith he) strenuè litigare, et implacabili bello confiligere; at length, after ten years' suit, as long as Troy's siege, when he had tired himself, and spent his money, he was fain to leave all for quietness' sake, and give it up to his adversary. Or else we are insulted over, and trampled on by domineering officers, fleeced by those greedy harpies to get more fees; we stand in fear of some precedent lapse; we fall amongst refractory, seditious sectaries, peevish puritans, perverse papists, a lascivious rout of atheistical Epicures, that will not be reformed, or some litigious people (those wild beasts of Ephesus must be fought with) that will not pay their dues without much repining, or compelled by long suit; Laici clericis oppido infesti, an old axiom, all they think well gotten that is had from the church, and by such uncivil, harsh dealings, they make their poor minister weary of his place, if not his life; and put case they be quiet honest men, make the best of it, as often it falls out, from a polite and terse academic, he must turn rustic, rude, melancholize alone, learn to forget, or else as many do, become maltsters, graziers, chapmen, &c., (now banished from the academy, all commerce of the muses, and confined to a country village, as Ovid was from Rome to Pontus,) and daily converse with a company of idiots and clowns.

Nos interim quod attinet (nec enim immunes ab hoc noxâ sumus) idem reatus manet, idem nobis, et si non multù gravius, crimen objici potest: nostrâ enim culpâ sit, nostrâ incuriâ, nostrâ avaritiâ, quòd tam frequentes, fædeque sìant in Ecclesiâ nundinationes, (templum est vœnæle, deusque) tot sordes invehantur, tanta grasseetur impietas, tanta nequitia, tam insanus miseriarum Euripus, et turbarum aestuarium, nostro

* Epist. lib. 2. Jam suffectus in locum demortui, protin as exortus est adversarius &c., post multis labores, sumptus, &c.
inquam, omnium (Academicorum imprimis) vitio sit. Quod
tot Reep. malis afficiatur, a nobis seminarii; ut in malam
dum hoc accersimus, et quavis contumeliâ, quavis interim miseriâ
digni, qui pro virili non occurrimus. Quid enim fieri possit
per am, quum tot indies sine delectu pauperes alumi, terrae
fili, et cujuscanque ordinis hominones ad gradus certatin
admittantur? qui si definitionem, distinctionemque unam aut
alteram memoriter edidicerint, et pro more tot annos in dica-
lecticâ posuerint, non refert quo profecto, quales demum sint,
iidio, nugatores, otiores, aleatores, compotores, indigii, libid-
inis voluptatumque administrî, "Spoosti Penelope, nebulones
Alcinoique;" modò tot annos in academiâ insumpserint, et se
pro placitis vendidirint; luceri causâ, et amicorum intercessu
præsentantur: addo etiam et magnificis nonnullam eloigit
morum et scientiæ: et jun valedicturi testimonialibus hisce
litteris, amplissimè conscriptis in eorum gratiam honorantur;
ae iis, qui fidei sua et existimationis facturam procul dubio
faciant. Doctores enim et professores (quod ait 1 ille) id
unum curant, ut ex professionibus frequentibus, et tumultuariis
potius quam legitimis, commodà sua promoveant, et ex dis-
pendio publico sumum faciant incrementum. Id solum in votis
habent annui plerunque magistratus, ut ab incipientium nu-
mero 2 pecunias emungant, nec multum interest qui sint, litera-
tores an literati, modò pingues, nitidi, ad aspectum speciosi,
et quod verbo dicam, pecuniosi sint. 3 Philosophi licen-
tiantur in artibus, artem qui non habent, 4 Eoque sapientes
esse jubent, qui nulla præediti sunt sapientia, et nihil ad
gradum præterquam velle adferunt. Theologi (salvânt
modo) satis superque docti, per omnes honorum gradus eve-
huntur et ascendunt. Atque hinc fit quod tam viles scurræ,
tot passim idiota, literarum crepusculo posita, laræ pastorum,
circumforanti, vagi, barbi, fungi, crassi, asini, merum pecus,
in sacrosancti theologici aditus, illoitis pedibus irruptant.

1 Jun. Acad. cap. 6. 2 Aciepiam aus
3 Patavinos, Italos. 3 Hoc non ita pri-
d Latini, in Æde Christi Oxxon. publicâ
habeat, Anno 1617, Feb. 15. 4 Sat
Philosophi, Commentarii in Philosophi,

Note: The text appears to be a portion of a Latin treatise or scholarly work, discussing the nature of education and the responsibilities of students and professors. The text references several authors and philosophical concepts, including the idea of academic discipline and the importance of education in shaping one's moral character.
præter invercundam frontem aderentes nihil, vulgares quaedam quisquilias, et scholarium quaedam nugamenta, indigna quæ vel recipiantur in trivis. Hoc illud indignum genus hominum et famelicum, indignum, vagum, ventris mancipium, ad stivam potius relegandum, ad haras aptius quam ad aras, quod divinas hasce litteras turpier prostituit; hi sunt qui pulpita complent, in œdes nobilium irreptunt, et quum reliquis vita destituantur subsidis, ob corporis et animi egestatem, alienum in repub. partium minimè capaces sint; ad sacram hanc anchoram confugient, sacerdotium quovismodò captantes, non ex sinceritate, quod Paulus ait, sed cauponantes verbum Dei. Ne quis interim viris bonus detractum quid putet, quos habet ecclesia Anglicana quamplurimos, egregii doctos, illustres, intactæ famæ homines, et plures forsan quam quavis Europæ provinciæ; ne quis à florentissimis Academiis, quæ viros undiquaque doctissimos, omni virtutum genere suspiciendi, abundo producunt. Et multò plures utraque habitura, multo splendidior futura, si non hæ sordæ splendidum lumen ejus obfuscarent, obstaret corruptio, et cauponantes quaedam harpyae, proletariique bonum hoc nobis non invelderent. Nemo enim tam cæcâ mente, qui non hoc ipsum videat: nemo tam stolido ingenio, qui non intelligat; tam pertinaci judicio, qui non agnoscat, ab his idiotis circumforantes, sacram pollui Theologiam, ac celestes Musas quasi prophanum quiddam prostitui. Viles animæ et effrontes (sic enim Lutherus alicubi vocal) lucelli causa, ut muscae ad mulcera, ad nobilium et heroum mensas advolant, in spem sacerdotii, cuiuslibet honoris, officii, in quamvis aulum, urbem se ingenerunt, ad quodvis se ministerium componunt. — — "Ut nervis alienis mobile lignum—Ducitur" — — Hor. Lib. II. Sat. 7, offam sequentes, psittacorum more, in predæ spem qui vis effutiunt: obsecundantes Parasiti (Erasmus ait) quidvis docent, dicunt, scribunt, suident, et contra conscientiam pro bant, non ut salutarem reddant gregem, sed ut magnificam sibi parent fortunam.  Opiniones quasvis et decreta contra ver-
bumb Dei astruunt, ne non offendant patronum, sed ut retin- eant favorem procerum, et populi plausum, sibique ipsis opes accumulent. _Ex etenim plerunque animo ad Theologiam accedunt, non ut rem divinam, sed ut suam faciant; non ad Ecclesiae bonum promovendum, sed expilandum; quereentes, quod Paulus ait, non quae Jesu Christi, sed quae sua, non domini thesaurum, sed ut sibi, suisque thesaurizent. Nec tantum ipsis, qui vilioris fortunae, et aegrotis sortis sunt, hoc in usu est: sed et medios, summos, elatos, ne dicam Episcopos, hoc malum invasit. 1 "Dicit pontifices, in sacris quid facit aurum?" 2 summos saepve viros transversos agit avaritia, et qui reliquis morum probitate prelucerent; hi facem praebuerunt ad Simoniam, et in corruptionis hunc scopulam impingentes, non tondent pecus, sed deglobunt, et quocunque se conferunt, expilant, exauriunt, abradunt, magnum fames sua, si non animae naufragium facientes; ut non ab infinis ad summos, sed a summis ad infimos malum promanesse videatur, et illud verum sit quod ille olim lusit, emerat ille prius, vendere jure potest. Simoniacus enim (quod cum Leone dicam) gratiam non acceperit, si non accepit, non habet, et si non habet, nec gratum potest esse; tantum enim absunt istorum nonnulli, qui ad clavum sedent, ad promovendo reliquis, ut penitus impeditant, proba sibi conscii, quibus artibus illic pervenerint.

* Nam qui ob litteras emersisse illos credat, desipit; qui vero ingenii, eruditionis, experientiae, probitatis, pietatis, et Musarum id esse pretium putat (quod olim revera fuit, hodie promotitur) planissime insanit. Utcunque vel undeque malum hoc originem ducat, non ultra quaram, ex his primordiis capiti vitiorum colluvies, omnis calamitas, omne miseriam agmen in Ecclesiam invehitur. Hinc tam frequens simonia, hinc ortae quarelae, fraudes, imposturae, ab hoc fonte se derivavrent omnes nequitiae. Ne quid obiter dicam de ambitione, adulatione plusquam aulicac, ne tristi domicenio labore, de luxu, de fredo nonnullum vitae exemplo, quo nonnullus offendunt, de computatione Sybariticac, &c., hinc ille squalor

1 Pers. Sat. 2. 2 Sallust. * Sat. Menip.
academicus, tristes hac tempestate Camene, quum quiris homunculus, artium ignarus, his artibus assurgat, hunc in modum promoveatur et ditescat, ambitosis appellationibus insignis, et multis dignitatisibus augustus vulgi oculos perstringat, benè se habeat, et grandia gradiens majestatem quandam ac amplitudinem præ se ferens, miramque solicitudinem, barba reverendus, togā nitidus, purpurā coruscus, supellectilis splendore, et famulorum numero maximè conspicuus. Quales statuae (quod ait 1 illæ) quæ sacrīs in sedibus columnis imponuntur, velut oneri cedentes videntur, ac si insudarent, quum reverà sensu sint carentes, et nihil saxeam adjuvent firmatam: atlantes videri volunt, quum sint statuae lapideæ, umbratiles reverà homunciones, fungi, forsæ et barði, nihil à saxo differentes. Quum interim docti viri, et vita sanctioris ornamentis præditi, qui aestum diei sustinent, his iniquū sorts serviant, minimo forsæ salario contenti, puris nominibus nuncupati, humiles, obscuri, multoque digniores licet, egentes, inhonorati vitam privam privatam agant, tenuique suppæl sacerdotio, vel in collegiis suis in æternum incarcerati, ingloriè delitescant. Sed nolo diuitius hanc movere sentinam, hinc illæ lachrymae, lugubris musarum habitus, * hinc ipsa religio (quod cum Secellio dicam) in ludibrium et contemptum adducitur, abjectum sacerdotium (atque hæc ubi fiunt, ausim dicere, et putidum 2 putidī dieterium de clero usurpare) putidum vulgus, inops, rude, sordidum, melancholicum, miserum, despicabile, contemnendum.†

1 Budeus, de Asse, lib. 5. * Lib. de rep. Gallorum. † As for ourselves (for neither are we free from this fault) the same guilt, the same crime, may be objected against us; for it is through our fault, negligence and avarice, that so many and such shameful corruptions occur in the church (both the temple and the Deity are offered for sale), that such sordidness is introduced, such impiety committed, such wickedness, such a mad gulf of wretchedness and irregularity—these I say arise from all our faults, but more particularly from ours of the University. We are the nursery in which those ill are bred with which the state is afflicted; we voluntarily introduce them, and are deserving of every opprobrium and suffering, since we do not afterwards encounter them according to our strength. For what better can we expect when so many poor, beggarly fellows, men of every order, are readily and without election, admitted to degrees? Who, if they can only commit to memory a few definitions and divisions, and pass the customary period in the study of logics, no matter with what effect, whatever sort they prove to be, Idiots, triflers, idlers, gamblers, sots, sensualists.

"mere ephers in the book of life Like those who boldly woo'd Ulysses's wife;"
MEMB. IV.

SUBSEC. I.—Non-necessary, remote, outward, adventitious, or accidental causes: as first from the Nurse.

Of those remote, outward, ambient, necessary causes, I have sufficiently discoursed in the precedent member, the

Born to consume the fruits of earth: in truth,
As vain and idle as Phæacia's youth;"  
only let them have passed the stipulated period in the University, and professed themselves collegians; either for the sake of profit, or through the influence of their friends, they obtain a presentation; nay, sometimes even accompanied by brilliant eulogies upon their morals and acquirements; and when they are about to take leave, they are honoured with the most flattering literary testimonials in their favour, by those who undoubtedly sustain a loss of reputation in granting them. For doctors and professors (as an author says) are anxious about one thing only, viz: that out of their various callings they may promote their own advantage, and convert the public loss into their private gains. For our annual offers wish this only, that those who commence, whether they are taught or untaught, shall be sleek, fat, pigeons, worth the plucking. The Philosophers are admitted to a degree in Arts, because they have no acquaintance with the letter, and are desired to be wise men, because they are endowed with no wisdom, and bring no qualification for a degree, except the wish to have it. The Theologians only let them pay three learned, are promoted to every academic honour. Hence it is that so many vile buffoons, so many idiots, everywhere, placed in the twilight of letters, the mere ghosts of scholars, wanderers in the market place, vagrants, barbels, mushrooms, dolts, asses, a growing herd, with unwashed feet, break into the sacred precincts of theology, bringing nothing along with them but an impudent front, some vulgar trifles and foolish scholastic technicalities, unworthy of respect even at the crossing of the highways. This is the unworthy, vagrant, voluptuous race, flitter for the hogsty (haram) than the altar (aram), that basely prostitute divine literature; these are they who fill the pulpits, creep into the palaces of our nobility after all other prospects of existence fall them, owing to their imbecility of body and mind, and their being incapable of sustaining any other parts in the commonwealth; to this sacred refuge they fly, undertaking the office of the ministry, not from sincerity, but as St. Paul says, huckstering the word of God. Let not any one suppose that it is here intended to detract from those many exemplary men of which the Church of England may boast, learned, eminent, and of spotless fame, for they are more numerous in that than in any other church of Europe; nor from those most learned universities which constantly send forth men endowed with every form of virtue. And these seminaries would produce a still greater number of estimable scholars hereafter if sordidness did not obscure the splendid light, corruption interrupt, and certain trickling harpies and beggars envy them their usefulness. Nor can any one be so blind as not to perceive this—any so stolid as not to understand it—any so perverse as not to acknowledge how sacred Theology has been contaminated by those notorious Idiots, and the celestial Muse treated with profanity. Vile and shameless souls (says Luther) for the sake of gain, like flies to a milk-pail, crowd round the tables of the nobility in expectation of the church living, any office, or honour, and flock into any public hall or city ready to accept of any employment that may offer.

"A thing of wood and wires by others played."

Following the paste as the parrot, they stutter out anything in hopes of reward; obsequious parasites, says Erasmus, teach, say write, admire, approve, contrary to their conviction, anything you please, not to benefit the people but to improve their own fortunes. They subscribe to any opinions and decisions contrary to the word of God, that they may not offend their patron but retain the favour of the great, the applause of the multi-
non-necessary follow; of which, saith \(^1\) Fuchsius, no art can be made, by reason of their uncertainty, casualty, and multitude; so called “not necessary” because, according to \(^2\) Fernelius, “they may be avoided, and used without necessity.” Many of these accidental causes, which I shall entreat of here, might have well been reduced to the former, because they cannot be avoided, but fatally happen to us, though accidents, and thereby acquire riches for themselves; for they approach Theology, not that they may perform a sacred duty, but make a fortune; not to promote the interest of the church, but to pillage it; seeking, as Paul says, not the things which are of Jesus Christ, but what may be their own; not the treasure of their Lord, but the enrichment of themselves and their followers. Nor does this evil belong to those of humble birth and fortunes only, it possesses the middle and higher ranks, bishops excepted.

"O Pontifices, tell the efficacy of gold in sacred matters!" Avarice often leads the highest men astray, and men, admirable in all other respects; these find a salvo for simony; and, striking against this rock of corruption, they do not shear but lay the flock; and, wherever they tread, plunder, exhaust, rage, making shipwreck of their reputation, if not of their souls also. Hence it appears that this malady did not flow from the humblest to the highest classes, but vice versa, so that the maxim is true although spoken in jest—"he bought first, therefore has the best right to sell." For a Simoniac (that is, one who adepts the theology of Leo) has not received a favour; since he has not received one he does not possess one; and since he does not possess one he cannot give one. So far indeed are some of those who are placed at the helm from promoting others, that they completely obstruct them, from a consciousness of the means by which themselves obtained the honour. For he who imagines that they emerged from their obscurity through their learning, is deceived; indeed, whoever supposes promotion to be the reward of genius, erudition, experience, probity, piety, and poetry (which formerly was the case, but nowadays is only promised) is evidently deluded. How then when this malady commenced, I shall not further inquire; but from these beginnings, this accumulation of vices, all her calamities and miseries have been brought upon the Church; hence such frequent acts of simony, complaints, fraud, impostures—from this one fountain spring all its conspicuous iniquities. I shall not press the question of ambition and courtly flattery, lest they may be charmed about luxury, base examples of life, which offend the honest, wanton drinking parties, &c. Yet, hence is that academic squalor, the muse now look sad, since every low fellow ignorant of the arts, by those very arts rises, is promoted, and grows rich, distinguished by ambitious titles, and puff’d up by his numerous honours; he just shows himself to the vulgar, and by his stately carriage displays a species of majesty, a remarkable solitude, setting down a flowing beard, decked in a brilliant toga splendid with purple, and respected also on account of the splendour of his household and number of his servants. There are certain statues placed in sacred edifices that seem to sink under their load, and almost to perpare, when in reality they are void of sensation, and do not contribute to the stony stability, so these men would wish to look like Atlas, when they are no better than statues of stone, insignifiable scrubs, fumuses, dolt, little different from stone. Meanwhile really learned men, endued with all that can adorn the soul, have endured the heat of mid-day, by some unjust lot obey these dizzards, content probably with a miserable salary, known by honest approbation, obscure, although eminently worthy, needy, leading a private life without honour, buried alive in some poor belfry, or incarcerated forever in their college chambers, lying hid ingloriously. But I am unwilling to stir this sink any longer or any deeper; hence those tears, this melancholy habit of the muse; hence (that I may speak with Secellius) it that religion is brought into disrepute and contempt, and the priesthood abode; and use the filthy witicism of the filthy) a sedent crowd, poor, scurvul, melancholy, miserable despicable, contemptible.

\(^1\) Fromm, lib. 2. Nulla sunt consti potest.  \(^2\) Lib. 1. c. 19. de morborum causis. Quas declinare licet aut nulla necessitate utinam
dentally, and unawares, at some time or other; the rest are contingent and inevitable, and more properly inserted in this rank of causes. To reckon up all is a thing impossible; of some, therefore most remarkable of these contingent causes which produce melancholy, I will briefly speak and in their order.

From a child's nativity, the first ill accident that can likely befall him in this kind is a bad nurse, by whose means alone he may be tainted with this 4 malady from his cradle, Aulus Gellius, l. 12, c. 1, brings in Phavorinus, that eloquent philosopher, proving this at large, 2 "that there is the same virtue and property in the milk as in the seed, and not in men alone, but in all other creatures; he gives instance in a kid and lamb, if either of them suck of the other's milk the lamb of the goat's, or the kid of the ewe's, the wool of the one will be hard, and the hair of the other soft." Giraldus, Cambrensis Itinerar. Cambriae, l. 1, c. 2, confirms this by a notable example which happened in his time. A sow-pig by chance sucked a brach, and when she was grown, 8 would miraculously hunt all manner of deer, and that as well, or rather better, than any ordinary hound." His conclusion is, 4 "that men and beasts participate of her nature and conditions by whose milk they are fed." Phavorinus urges it farther, and demonstrates it more evidently, that if a nurse be 6 "misshapen, unchaste, dishonest, impudent, cruel, or the like, the child that sucks upon her breast will be so too;" all other affections of the mind and diseases are almost ingrafted, as it were, and imprinted into the temperature of the infant, by the nurse's milk; as pox, leprosy, melancholy, &c. Cato for some such reason would make his servants' children suck

1 Quae semel, est imbusta recens servabo liti adorem Testa div. Hor. 2 Sic est in senibus corporis atque animi similitudines vis et natura seminis, sic quoque lactis proprietatis. Neque id in hominibus solum, sed in pecudibus animalis adversum. Nau si ovium lacte becar, aut caprarum ago alimentur, constat fieri in hisansen duriorum, in ills capitum gigiis severiorum. 3 Adulta in

4 Tam animal quadlibet quam homo, ab illa solum lacte nutritur, naturam contrahit. 5 Improbis, impudicas, temulentas utrinx, &c., quoniam, in moribus efferandis, magnum parte ingenii altricis et natura lactis tenet. 6 Hic anserque ad

morum ubera Tigres, Virg.
upon his wife’s breast, because by that means they would love him and his the better, and in all likelihood agree with them. A more evident example that the minds are altered by milk cannot be given, than that of 1 Dion, which he relates of Caligula’s cruelty; it could neither be imputed to father nor mother, but to his cruel nurse alone, that anointed her paps with blood still when he sucked, which made him such a murderer, and to express her cruelty to a hair; and that of Tiberius, who was a common drunkard, because his nurse was such a one. Et si delira fuerit (a one observes) infantilium delirum faciet, if she be a fool or dolt, the child she nurseth will take after her, or otherwise be misaffected; which Franciscus Barbarus, l. 2, c. ult. de re uxoriâ, proves at full, and Ant. Guivarra, lib. 2, de Marco Aurelio; the child will surely participate. For bodily sickness there is no doubt to be made. Titus, Vespasian’s son, was therefore sickly, because the nurse was so, Lampridius. And if we may believe physicians, many times children catch the pox from a bad nurse, Botaldus, cap. 61, de lue vener. Besides evil attendance, negligence, and many gross inconveniences, which are incident to nurses, much danger may so come to the child. 8 For these causes Aristotle, Polit. lib. 7, c. 17, Phavorinus and Marcus Aurelius would not have a child put to nurse at all, but every mother to bring up her own, of what condition soever she be; for a sound and able mother to put out her child to nurse, is naturae intemperies, so 9 Guatso calls it, ’tis fit, therefore, she should be nurse herself; the mother will be more careful, loving, and attendant, than any servile woman, or such hired creatures; this all the world acknowledgeth, convenientissimum est (as Rod. à Castro, de not. mulierum, lib. 4, c. 12, in many words confesseth) matrem ipsam lactare infantem, “It is most fit that the mother should suckle her own infant”—who denies that it should be so?—and which some women most curiously observe; amongst the

1 Tbr. 2, de Cesaribus. 2 Beda, c. 27, alimento degeneret corpus, et animus
les. hist. 3 Ne insativo lactis corrupatur. 4 Lib. 5, de civ. conuers.
rest, \(^1\) that queen of France, a Spaniard by birth, that was so precise and zealous in this behalf, that when in her absence a strange nurse had suckled her child, she was never quiet till she had made the infant vomit it up again. But she was too jealous. If it be so, as many times it is, they must be put forth, the mother be not fit or well able to be a nurse, I would then advise such mothers, as \(^2\) Plutarch doth in his book, \textit{de liberis educandis}, and \(^8\) S. Hierom, l. 2, epist. 27, \textit{Lactae de institut. fil. Magninus part. 2, Reg. sanit. cap. 7}, and the said Rodericus, that they make choice of a sound woman, of a good complexion, honest, free from bodily diseases, if it be possible, all passions and perturbations of the mind, as sorrow, fear, grief, \(^4\) folly, melancholy. For such passions corrupt the milk, and alter the temperature of the child, which now being \(^5\) \textit{Udum et molle lutum}, "a moist and soft clay" is easily seasoned and perverted. And if such a nurse may be found out, that will be diligent and careful withal, let Phavorinus and M. Aurelius plead how they can against it, I had rather accept of her in some cases than the mother herself, and which Bonacialus the physician, Nic. Biesius the politician, \textit{lib. 4, de repub. cap. 8}, approves, \(*\) "Some nurses are much to be preferred to some mothers." For why may not the mother be nought, a peevish, drunken flirt, a waspish, choleric slut, a crazed piece, a fool (as many mothers are), unsound, as soon as the nurse? There is more choice of nurses than mothers; and therefore except the mother be most virtuous, staid, a woman of excellent good parts, and of a sound complexion, I would have all children in such cases committed to discreet strangers. And 'tis the only way; as by marriage they are ingrafted to other families to alter the breed, or if anything be amiss in the mother, as Ludovicus Mercatus contends, \textit{Tom. 2, lib. de morb. haered.} to prevent diseases and future maladies, to correct and qualify the child's ill-disposed temperature, which he had from his

\(^1\) Stephanus. \(^2\) To. 2. Nutrices non Hler. \(^4\) Prohibendum ne stolida lactet. \(^5\) Aur. \(^8\) Pers. \(*\) Nutrices interdum matris-Nutrix non sit lasciva aut temulenta. bus sunt meliores.
Causes of Melancholy.

Subsect. II.—Education a Cause of Melancholy.

Education, of these accidental causes of Melancholy, may justly challenge the next place, for if a man escape a bad nurse, he may be undone by evil bringing up. ¹ Jason Pratensis puts this of education for a principal cause; bad parents, step-mothers, tutors, masters, teachers, too rigorous, too severe, too remiss or indulgent on the other side, are often fountains and furtherers of this disease. Parents and such as have the tuition and oversight of children, offend many times in that they are too stern, always threatening, chiding, brawling, whipping, or striking; by means of which their poor children are so disheartened and cowed, that they never after have any courage, a merry hour in their lives, or take pleasure in anything. There is a great moderation to be had in such things, as matters of so great moment to the making or marring of a child. Some fright their children with beggars, bugbears, and hobgoblins, if they cry, or be otherwise unruly; but they are much to blame in it, many times, saith Lavater, de spectris, part. 1, cap. 5, ex metu in morbos graves incidunt et noctu dormientes clamant, for fear they fall into many diseases, and cry out in their sleep, and are much the worse for it all their lives; these things ought not at all, or to be sparingly done, and upon just occasion. Tyrannical, impatient, hare-brained schoolmasters, aridi magistri, so * Fabius terms them Ajaces flagelliferi, are in this kind as bad as hangmen and executioners, they make many children endure a martyrdom all the while they are at school, with bad diet, if they board in their houses, too much severity and ill-usage, they quite pervert their temperature of body and mind; still chiding, railing, frowning, lashing, tasking, keeping, that they are fracti animis, moped many times.

¹ Lib. de morbis capitis, cap. de mania; causa. Injusta noverca. * Lib. 3, Haud postrema causa, supputatur edu- cande, inter has mentis ablationis
weary of their lives, *nimia severitate deficiunt et desperant,
and think no slavery in the world (as once I did myself) like
to that of a grammar scholar. Præceptorum ineptiis dis-
cruciantur ingenia puororum, ¹saith Erasmus, they tremble
at his voice, looks, coming in. St. Austin, in the first book
of his confess. et 4, ca. calls this schooling meticulosam neces-
sitatem, and elsewhere a martyrdom, and confessest of him-
self, how cruelly he was tortured in mind for learning Greek,
nulla verba noveram, et saevis terroribus et paenis, ut nossem,
instabatur mihi vehementer, I knew nothing, and with cruel
terrors and punishment I was daily compelled. ²Beza com-
plains in like case of a rigorous schoolmaster in Paris, that
made him by his continual thunder and threats once in a
mind to drown himself, had he not met by the way with an
uncle of his that vindicated him from that misery for the
time, by taking him to his house. Trincavellius, lib. 1, consil.
16, had a patient nineteen years of age, extremely melancholy,
obs nimium studium, Tarviti et præceptoris minas, by reason
of overmuch study, and his ³tutor’s threats. Many masters
are hard-hearted, and bitter to their servants, and by that
means do so deject, with terrible speeches and hard usage so
crucify them, that they become desperate, and can never be
recalled.

Others again, in that opposite extreme, do as great harm
by their too much remissness, they give them no bringing up,
no calling to busy themselves about, or to live in, teach them
no trade, or set them in any good course; by means of which
their servants, children, scholars, are carried away with that
stream of drunkenness, idleness, gaming, and many such
irregular courses, that in the end they rue it, curse their
parents, and mischief themselves. Too much indulgence
causeth the like, ⁴inepta patris lenitas et facilitas prava when
as Mitio-like, with too much liberty and too great allowance,
they feed their children’s humours, let them revel, wench, riot, swagger, and do what they will themselves, and then punish them with noise of musicians;

1 "Obsonet, potet, oleat unguenta de meo;
   Amat? dabitur à me argentum ubi erit commodum.
   Fores effregit? restituuntur: descidit
   Vestem? resarcietur.—Faciat quod lubet,
   Sumat, consumat, perdat, decretum est pati."

But as Demeo told him, tu illum corrumpi sinis, your lenity will be his undoing, prævidere videor jam diem illum, quum hic egens profugiet aliquó militatum, I foresee his ruin. So parents often err, many fond mothers especially, dote so much upon their children, like Æsop’s ape, till in the end they crush them to death, Corporum nutrices animarum novœæ, pampering up their bodies to the undoing of their souls; they will not let them be corrected or controlled, but still soothed up in everything they do, that in conclusion “they bring sorrow, shame, heaviness to their parents, (Ecclus. cap. xxx. 8, 9,) become wanton, stubborn, wilful, and disobedient; rude, untaught, headstrong, incorrigible, and graceless;” “they love them so foolishly,” saith Cardan, “that they rather seem to hate them, bringing them not up to virtue but injury, not to learning but to riot, not to sober life and conversation, but to all pleasure and licentious behaviour.” Who is he of so little experience that knows not this of Fabius to be true? 4 “Education is another nature, altering the mind and will, and I would to God (saith he) we ourselves did not spoil our children’s manners, by

---

1 Idem. Act. 1, sc. 2. “Let him feast, drink, perfume himself at my expense: If he be in love, I shall supply him with money. If he be broken in the gates? they shall be repaired. Has he torn his garments? they shall be replaced. Let him do what he pleases, take, spend, waste, I am resolved to submit.” 2 Camerarius, em. 77, cent. 2, hath elegantly expressed it an emblem, perdit amando, &c. 3 Prov. xiii. 24. “He that spareth the rod hates his son.” 4 Lib. 2, de sonodi. Tam stultæ pueros diligimus ut odisse potius videamur, illos non ad virtutem sed ad injuriem, non ad eruditionem sed ad luxum, non ad virtutem sed voluptatem educantes. 5 Lib. i, c. 3. Educati altera natura, altera animae et voluntatem atque udnam (inquit) liberorum nostrorum mores non ipsi perderemus, quam infantiam statim deletis sevivimus: mollis aeris educatio, quam indulgentiam vocamus, nervos omnes et mentis et corporis frangit; sit ex his consuetudo, inde natura.
our overmuch cockering and nice education, and weaken the strength of their bodies and minds, that causeth custom, custom nature," &c. For these causes, Plutarch in his book, *de lib. educ.* and Hierom, *epist. lib. 1, epist. 17, to Læta de institut. filiæ*, gives a most especial charge to all parents, and many good cautions about bringing up of children, that they be not committed to indiscreet, passionate, bedlam tutors, light, giddy-headed, or covetous persons, and spare for no cost, that they may be well nurtured and taught, it being a matter of so great consequence. For such parents as do otherwise, Plutarch esteems of them ¹ "that are more careful of their shoes than of their feet," that rate their wealth above their children. And he, saith ² Cardan, "that leaves his son to a covetous schoolmaster to be informed, or to a close Abbey to fast and learn wisdom together, doth no other, than that he be a learned fool, or a sickly wise man."

**Subsect. III.—Terrors and Affrights, Causes of Melancholy.**

TULLY, in the fourth of his Tusculans, distinguishes these terrors which arise from the apprehension of some terrible object heard or seen, from other fears, and so doth Patritius, *lib. 5, Tit. 4, de regis institut.* Of all fears they are most pernicious and violent, and so suddenly alter the whole temperature of the body, move the soul and spirits, strike such a deep impression, that the parties can never be recovered, causing more grievous and fiercer melancholy, as Felix Plater, *c. 3, de mentis alienat.* ³ speaks out of his experience, than any inward cause whatsoever; and imprints

---

¹ Perinde agit ac si quis de calcis sit sollicitus, pedem nihil cures. *Juven. Nil patri minus est quam filius.* ² Lib. 3, de sapient. quicquam pedagogia pueros adminos dant, vel clausos in cœnobis Jejunari simul et sapere, nihil aliquid agunt, nisi ut sint vel non sine stultitia erudit, vel non integra vitae sapientes. ³ TERROR ET METUS MAXIME EX IMPROVISO ACCIDENTES ITA ANIMUM COMMORVENT, UT SPIRITUS NUNQUEM RECUPERENT, GRAVIORMQUE MELANCHOLIAM TERROR FACT, QUAM QUE AB INTERNIS CAUSA FIT. IMPRESSO TUM FORTIS IN SPIRITIBUS HUMORIBUSQUE CEREBRI, UT EXTRACTA TOTA SANQUINES MASSA, AGRI EXPRIMATUR, ET HEC HORRIDA SPECIES MELANCHOLICAE FREQUENTER OBDATA MINI, OMNES EXERCITAT, VITIS, JUVENES, SENES.
itself so forcibly in the spirits, brain, humours, that if all the mass of blood were let out of the body, it could hardly be extracted. This horrible kind of melancholy (for so he terms it) had been often brought before him, and troubles and affrights commonly men and women, young and old of all sorts.”

Hercules de Saxonius calls this kind of melancholy (ab agitatione spirituum) by a peculiar name, it comes from the agitation, motion, contraction, dilatation of spirits, not from any distemperature of humours, and produce strong effects. This terror is most usually caused, as Plutarch will have, “from some imminent danger, when a terrible object is at hand,” heard, seen, or conceived, “truly appearing, or in a dream;” and many times the more sudden the accident, it is the more violent.

† “Stat terror animis, et cor attonitum salit,
   Pavidumque trepidis paipitam venis jecur.”

“Their soul’s affright, their heart amazed quakes,
The trembling liver pants i’ th’ veins, and aches.”

Arthemedorus the grammarian lost his wits by the unexpected sight of a crocodile, Laurentius, 7, de melan. The massacre at Lyons, 1572, in the reign of Charles IX., was so terrible and fearful, that many ran mad, some died, great-bellied women were brought to bed before their time, generally all affrighted aghast. Many lose their wits “by the sudden sight of some spectrum or devil, a thing very common in all ages,” saith Lavater, part. 1, cop. 9, as Orestes did at the sight of the Furies, which appeared to him in black (as Pausanias records). The Greeks call them μορμολύκεα, which so terrify their souls, or if they be but affrighted by some counterfeit devils in jest,

* Tract. de melan. cap. 7 et 8, non ab
  Intemperie, sed agitatione, dilatatione,
  contractione, mutu spirituum. 1 Lib.
  de fort. et virtut. Alex. praestetm ince
  unte periculo, ubi res proprie adunt terri
  biles. 2 Fit a visione horrenda, revera
  apparente, vel per insomnium, Platerus.
  A painter’s wife in Basili, 1800. Somni
  avit filium bello mortuum, Inde Melan
  cholica consolari noluit. 3 Senec.
  Herc. Oet. 4 Quarta pars Comment.
  de statu religiosis in Gallia sub Carolo 2
  1572. 5 Ex occurreu demonsnum aquis
  furore corripientur, et experientia notum
  est. 6 Lib. 8, in Arcad.
as children in the dark conceive hobgoblins, and are so afraid, they are the worse for it all their lives. Some by sudden fires, earthquakes, inundations, or any such dismal objects; Themison the physician fell into a hydrophobia, by seeing one sick of that disease; (Dioscorides, l. 6, c. 33,) or by the sight of a monster, a carcass, they are disquieted many months following, and cannot endure the room where a corpse hath been, for a world would not be alone with a dead man, or lie in that bed many years after in which a man hath died. At 1 Basil many little children in the spring time went to gather flowers in a meadow at the town's end, where a malefactor hung in gibbets; all gazing at it, one by chance flung a stone, and made it stir, by which accident, the children affrighted ran away; one slower than the rest, looking back, and seeing the stirred carcass wag towards her, cried out it came after, and was so terribly affrighted, that for many days she could not rest, eat, or sleep, she could not be pacified, but melancholy, died. 2 In the same town another child, beyond the Rhine, saw a grave opened, and upon the sight of a carcass, was so troubled in mind that she could not be comforted, but a little after departed, and was buried up. Platerus, observat. l. 1, a gentlewoman of the same city saw a fat hog cut up, when the entrails were opened, and a noisome savour offended her nose, she much disliked, and would not longer abide; a physician in presence told her, as that hog, so was she, full of filthy excrements, and aggravated the matter by some other loathsome instances, insomuch this nice gentlewoman apprehended it so deeply, that she fell forthwith a vomiting, was so mightily dis-tempered in mind and body, that with all his art and per-

* Lucret. 1 Pueilla extra urbem in prato concurrentes, &c., moesta et melancholica domum redit per dies aliquot veusta, dum mortus est. Plater. 2 Altera trans-Rhenana ingressa sepulchrum recente apertum, vidit cadaver, et domum subito reversa, putavit eam vocare, post pauces dies obit, proximo sepulchro collocata. Altera patibulum aere prater lens, metuebat ne urbe exclusa lilia pernoctaret, unde melancholica facta, per multis annos laboravit. Platerus.
suasions, for some months after, he could not restore her to herself again, she could not forget it, or remove the object out of her sight, Idem. Many cannot endure to see a wound opened, but they are offended; a man executed, or labour of any fearful disease, as possession, apoplexies, one bewitched; or if they read by chance of some terrible thing, the symptoms alone of such a disease, or that which they dislike, they are instantly troubled in mind, aghast, ready to apply it to themselves, they are as much disquieted as if they had seen it, or were so affected themselves. Hecatas sibi videntur somniare, they dream and continually think of it. As lamentable effects are caused by such terrible objects heard, read, or seen, auditus maximos motus in corpore facit, as Plutarch holds, no sense makes greater alteration of body and mind; sudden speech sometimes, unexpected news, be they good or bad, prævia minus oraio, will move as much, animum obruere, et de sedes sud dejicere, as a philosopher observes, will take away our sleep and appetite, disturb and quite overturn us. Let them bear witness that have heard those tragical alarms, outcries, hideous noises, which are many times suddenly heard in the dead of the night by irruption of enemies and accidental fires, &c., those panic fears, which often drive men out of their wits, bereave them of sense, understanding and all, some for a time, some for their whole lives, they never recover it. The Midianites were so affrighted by Gideon's soldiers, they breaking but every one a pitcher; and Hannibal's army by such a panic fear was discomfitted at the walls of Rome. Augusta Livia hearing a few tragical verses recited out of Virgil, Tu Marcellus eris, &c., fell down dead in a swoon. Edinus king of Denmark, by a sudden sound which he heard, "was turned into fury with all his men," Cranzius, l. 5, Dan. hist. et Alexander ab Alexandro, l. 3, c. 5. Amatus Lusitanus had a patient, that by reason of bad
tidings became epileptics, cen. 2, cura, 90, Cardan subtil. 2. 18, saw one that lost his wits by mistaking of an echo. If one sense alone can cause such violent commotions of the mind, what may we think when hearing, sight, and those other senses are all troubled at once? as by some earthquakes, thunder, lightning, tempests, &c. At Bologna in Italy, Anno 1504, there was such a fearful earthquake about eleven o’clock in the night (as 1 Beraoldus, in his book, de terræ motu, hath commended to posterity) that all the city trembled, the people thought the world was at an end, actum de mortalibus, such a fearful noise, it made such a detestable smell, the inhabitants were infinitely affrighted, and some ran mad. Audi rem atrocem, et annalibus memorandam (mine author adds), hear a strange story, and worthy to be chronicled: I had a servant at the same time called Fulco Argelanus, a bold and proper man, so grievously terrified with it, that he 2 was first melancholy, after doted, at last mad, and made away himself. At 3 Fuscinum in Japonia “there was such an earthquake, and darkness on a sudden, that many men were offended with headache, many overwhelmed with sorrow and melancholy. At Meacum whole streets and goodly palaces were overturned at the same time, and there was such a hideous noise withal, like thunder, and filthy smell, that their hair stared for fear, and their hearts quaked, man and beasts were incredibly terrified. In Sacai, another city, the same earthquake was so terrible unto them, that many were bereft of their senses; and others by that horrible spectacle so much amazed, that they know not what they did.” Blasius, a Christian, the reporter of the news, was so affrighted for his part, that though it were two months after, he was scarce his own man, neither could he

1 Subitarius terræ motus. 2 Cept. inde desipere cum dispendo sanitatis, inde adeo dementans, ut sibi ipsi mortem infert. 3 Historiae respecto de rebus Japonicis Tract. 2, de legat. regis Chinen- sia, a Lodovico Fros, Jesuita. A. 1596. Fuscini de repente tanta aëris caligo et terræ motus, ut mult. capite dolenter, plurimus cor morrer et melancholia ob- rueretur. Tantum fremitus edebat, ut toutru fragorem inimici videretur, tantamque, &c. In urbe Sacai tam horrib- leus fuit, ut homines vix suor compotes essent & sensibus aballenati, morror op- pressi tam horrendo spectaculo, &c.
drive the remembrance of it out of his mind. Many times, some years following, they will tremble afresh at the remembrance or conceit of such a terrible object, even all their lives long, if mention be made of it. Cornelius Agrippa relates out of Gulielmus Parisiensis, a story of one, that after a distasteful purge which a physician had prescribed unto him, was so much moved, "that at the very sight of physic he would be distempered," though he never so much as smelled to it, the box of physic long after would give him a purge; nay, the very remembrance of it did effect it; "like travelers and seamen," saith Plutarch, "that when they have been sanded, or dashed on a rock, forever after fear not that mischance only, but all such dangers whatsoever."

SUBSECT. IV.—Scoffs, Calumnies, bitter Jests, how they cause Melancholy.

It is an old saying, "A blow with a word strikes deeper than a blow with a sword;" and many men are as much galled with a calumny, a scurrilous and bitter jest, a libel, a pasquil, satire, apologue, epigram, stage-play or the like, as with any misfortune whatsoever. Princes and potentates that are otherwise happy, and have all at command, secure and free, quis potest sceleris impunitatem fecit, are grievously vexed with these pasquilling libels and satires; they fear a railing Aretine, more than an enemy in the field, which made most princes of his time (as some relate) "allow him a liberal pension, that he should not tax them in his satires." The gods had their Momus, Homer his Zoisilus, Achilles his Thersites, Philip his Demades; the Caesars themselves in Rome were commonly taunted. There was never wanting a Petronius, a Lucian in those times, nor will be a Rabelais, an Euphormio, a Boccalinus in ours. Adrian, the sixth pope,
was so highly offended, and grievously vexed with Pasquillers at Rome, he gave command that his statue should be demolished and burned, the ashes flung into the river Tiber, and had done it forthwith, had not Lodovicus Suessanus, a facete companion, dissuaded him to the contrary, by telling him, that Pasquill's ashes would turn to frogs in the bottom of the river, and croak worse and louder than before,—

**genus irritabile vatun, and therefore** Socrates in Plato adviseth all his friends, "that respect their credits, to stand in awe of poets, for they are terrible fellows, can praise and dispraise as they see cause." *Hinc quum sic calamus savior ense, patet."* The prophet David complains, Psalm cxxiii. 4, "that his soul was full of the mocking of the wealthy, and of the despitfulness of the proud," and Psalm lv. 4, "for the voice of the wicked, &c., and their hate; his heart trembled within him, and the terrors of death came upon him; fear and horrible fear," &c., and Psalm lxix. 20. "Rebuke hath broken my heart, and I am full of heaviness." Who hath not like cause to complain, and is not so troubled, that shall fall into the mouths of such men? for many are of so petulant a spleen; and have that figure Sarcasmus so often in their mouths, so bitter, so foolish, as Baltasar Castilo notes of them, that "they cannot speak, but they must bite;" they had rather lose a friend than a jest; and what company soever they come in, they will be scoffing, insulting over their inferiors, especially over such as any way depend upon them, humouring, misusing, or putting gulleries on some or other till they have made by their humouring or gulling *ex stulto insanum, a mope or a noddy, and all to make themselves merry:

6 "dummodo risum
Excutiat sibi; non hic cuiquam parcit amico;"

---

1 Jovius, in vitæ ejus gravissimæ tulti famosæ libellis nomen suum ad Pasquillium statuam fuisse locutum, decravitique hdeo statuam demolire, &c. 2 Plato, lib. 13, de legibus. Qui existimationem curant, poetas vereuntur, qui magnum vim habent ad laudandum et vituperandum. 3 Petulant splenæ ca-chiano. 4 Curiat. lib. 2. Ex quorumdam est insinuæ, ut quotes legal, folles mordere licere sibi putent. 5 Ter. Enarr. 6 Hor. ser. lib 2, sat. 4. "Provided he can only excite laughter, he spares not his best friend."
Causes of Melancholy.

Friends, neuters, enemies, all are as one, to make a fool a madman, is their sport, and they have no greater felicity than to scoff and deride others; they must sacrifice to the god of laughter, with them in Apuleius, once a day, or else they shall be melancholy themselves; they care not how they grind and misuse others, so they may exhilarate their own persons. Their wits indeed serve them to that sole purpose, to make sport, to break a scurrile jest, which is *levissimus ingenii fructus*, the froth of wit, as Tully holds, and for this they are often applauded, in all other discourse, dry, barren, stramineous, dull and heavy, here lies their genius, in this they alone excel, please themselves and others. Leo Decimus, that scoffing pope, as Jovius hath registered in the Fourth book of his life, took an extraordinary delight in humouring of silly fellows, and to put gulleries upon them, by commending some, persuading others to this or that; he made *ex stolidis stultissimos, et maximè ridiculos, ex stultis insanos*; soft fellows, stark noddis; and such as were foolish, quite mad before he left them. One memorable example he recites there, of Tarascomus of Parma, a musician that was so humoured by Leo Decimus, and Bibiena his second in this business, that he thought himself to be a man of most excellent skill (who was indeed a ninny), they made him set foolish songs, and invent new ridiculous precepts, which they did highly commend," as to tie his arm that played on the lute, to make him strike a sweeter stroke, "and to pull down the Arras hangings, because the voice would be clearer, by reason of the reverberation of the wall." In the like manner they persuaded one Baraballius of Caieta, that he was as good a poet as Petrarch; would have him to be made a laureate poet, and invite all his friends to his installment; and had so possessed the poor man with a conceit of his excellent poetry, that when some of his more discreet friends told him of his folly, he was very angry with them,
and said ¹ "they envied his honour and prosperity;" it was
strange (saith Jovius) to see an old man of sixty years, a
venerable and grave old man, so gulled. But what cannot
such scoffers do, especially if they find a soft creature, on
whom they may work? nay, to say truth, who is so wise, or
so discreet, that may not be humoured in this kind, especially
if some excellent wits shall set upon him; he that mads
others, if he were so humoured, would be as mad himself, as
much grieved and tormented; he might cry with him in the
comedy, Proh Jupiter, tu homo me adigas ad insaniam. For
all is in these things as they are taken; if he be a silly soul,
and do not perceive it, 'tis well, he may haply make others
sport, and be no whit troubled himself; but if he be apprehen-
sive of his folly, and take it to heart, then it torments him
worse than any lash; a bitter jest, a slander, a calumny,
pierceth deeper than any loss, danger, bodily pain, or injury
whatsoever; leviter enim volat (it flies swiftly), as Bernard
of an arrow, sed graviter vulnerat (but wounds deeply), es-
specially if it shall proceed from a virulent tongue, "it cuts
(saith David) like a two-edged sword. They shoot bitter
words as arrows," Psalm lxiv. 3. "And they smote with
their tongues," Jer. xviii. 18, and that so hard, that they
leave an incurable wound behind them. Many men are
undone by this means, moped, and so dejected, that they are
never to be recovered; and of all other men living, those
which are actually melancholy, or inclined to it, are most
sensible (as being suspicious, choleric, apt to mistake) and
impatient of an injury in that kind; they aggravate, and so
meditate continually of it, that it is a perpetual corrosive, not
to be removed till time wear it out. Although they perad-
venture that so scoff, do it alone in mirth and merriment,
and hold it optimum alienâ frui insanâ; an excellent thing
to enjoy another man's madness; yet they must know, that
it is a mortal sin (as ² Thomas holds), and as the prophet

¹ Immortalitati et gloriae sus prorsus invidentes. ² 2, 2 Tim. quest. 75. Ir
šio mortale peccatum.
Causes of Melancholy.  

1 David denounceth, "they that use it, shall never dwell in God's tabernacle."

Such scurrilous jests, flouts, and sarcasms, therefore, ought not at all to be used; especially to our better, to those that are in misery, or any way distressed; for to such, *ex munera* more *incrementa sunt*, they multiply grief, and as he perceived, *In multis pudor, in multis iracundia, &c.*, many are ashamed, many vexed, angered, and there is no greater cause or furtherer of melancholy. Martin Cromerus, in the Sixth book of his history, hath a pretty story to this purpose, of Uladislaus, the second king of Poland, and Peter Dunnus, earl of Shrine; they had been hunting late, and were enforced to lodge in a poor cottage. When they went to bed, Uladislaus told the earl in jest, that his wife lay softer with the abbot of Shrine; he not able to contain, replied, *Et tua cum Dabessa*, and yours with Dabessus, a gallant young gentleman in the court, whom Christina the queen loved. *Tetigist id dictum Principis animum*, these words of his so galled the prince, that he was long after *tristis et cogitabundus*, very sad and melancholy for many months; but they were the earl's utter undoing; for when Christina heard of it, she persecuted him to death. Sophia the empress, Justinian's wife, broke a bitter jest upon Narsetes the eunuch, a famous captain then disquieted for an overthrow which he lately had: that he was fitter for a distaff and to keep women company, than to wield a sword, or to be general of an army; but it cost her dear, for he so far distasted it, that he went forthwith to the adverse part, much troubled in his thoughts, caused the Lombards to rebel, and thence procured many miseries to the commonwealth. Tiberius the emperor withheld a legacy from the people of Rome, which his predecessor Augustus had lately given, and perceiving a fellow round a dead corse in the ear, would needs know wherefore he did so; the fellow replied, that he wished the departed soul to signify to Augustus, the commons of Rome were yet unpaid; for this

1 Psal. xvi. 3.  2 Balthasar Castillo, lib. 2, de aulico.
bitter jest the emperor caused him forthwith to be slain, and
carry the news himself. For this reason, all those that
otherwise approve of jests in some cases, and facete com-
panions, (as who doth not?) let them laugh and be merry, rum-
pantur et ilia Codro, 'tis laudable and fit, those yet will by no
means admit them in their companies, that are any way in-
clined to this malady; non iocandum cum iis qui miseris sunt,
et arumnosi, no jesting with a discontented person, 'Tis Cast-
tilio's caveat, 1 Jo. Pontanus, and 2 Galateus, and every good
man's,

"Play with me, but hurt me not:
Jest with me, but shame me not."

Comitas is a virtue between rusticity and scurrility, two ex-
tremes, as affability is between flattery and contention, it
must not exceed; but be still accompanied with that 3 ὁδῷµενa
or innocency, quæ nemini nocet, omnem injuriæ oblationem
abhorres, hurts no man, abhors all offer of injury. Though
a man be liable to such a jest or obloquy, have been over-
seen, or committed a foul fact, yet it is no good manners or
humanity to upbraid, to hit him in the teeth with his offence,
or to scoff at such a one; 'tis an old axiom, turpis in reum
omnis exprobratio. 6 I speak not of such as generally tax vice,
Barclay, Gentilis, Erasmus, Agrippa, Fishcartus, &c., the
Varronists and Lucians of our time, satirists, epigrammatists,
comedians, apologists, &c., but such as personate, rail, scoff
calumniate, perstringe by name, or in presence offend;

4 "Ludit qui stolidâ proacitate,
Non est Sextus ille sed caballus;"

'Tis horse-play this, and those jests (as he 5 saith) "are no
better than injuries," biting jests, mordentes et aculeati, they
are poisoned jests, leave a sting behind them, and ought not
to be used.

1 De sermone, lib. 4, cap. 3.  2 Fol.  4 Mart. lib. 1, epigr. 85.  5 Tales joc ab
55. Galateus.  6 Tully Truc. quest. injuris non posseat discerni. Galateus,
"Every reproach uttered against one fo. 55.
already condemned is mean-spirited."
Causes of Melancholy.

If these rules could be kept, we should have much more ease and quietness than we have, less melancholy; whereas, on the contrary, we study to misuse each other, how to sting and gall, like two fighting boors, bending all our force and wit, friends, fortune, to crucify one another's souls; by means of which, there is little content and charity, much virulence, hatred, malice, and disquietness among us.

SUBSECTION V.—Loss of Liberty, Servitude, Imprisonment, how they cause Melancholy.

To this catalogue of causes, I may well annex loss of liberty, servitude, or imprisonment, which to some persons is as great a torture as any of the rest. Though they have all things convenient, sumptuous houses to their use, fair walks and gardens, delicious bowers, galleries, good fare and diet, and all things correspondent, yet they are not content, because they are confined, may not come and go at their pleasure, have and do what they will, but live aliena quadrâ, at another man's table and command. As it is in meats so it is in all other things, places, societies, sports; let them be never so pleasant, commodious, wholesome, so good; yet omnium rerum est satietas, there is a loathing satiety of all things. The children of Israel were tired with manna, it is irksome to them so to live, as to a bird in a cage, or a dog in his kennel, they are weary of it. They are happy, it is true, and have all things, to another man's judgment, that heart can wish, or that they themselves can desire, bona si sua nôrint; yet they loathe it, and are tired with the present: Est natura hominum novitatis avida; men's nature is still desirous of news, variety, delights; and our wandering affec-
tions are so irregular in this kind, that they must change, though it must be to the worst. Bachelors must be married, and married men would be bachelors; they do not love their own wives, though otherwise fair, wise, virtuous, and well qualified, because they are theirs; our present estate is still the worst, we cannot endure one course of life long, et quod modo voverat, odiit, one calling long, esse in honore juvat, max displicet; one place long, Romae Tyburni amò, ventoso Tybure Romam, that which we earnestly sought, we now contemn. Hoc quosdam agit ad mortem (saith Seneca) quod proposita sape mutando in eadem revolvuntur, et non relinquant novitati locum: Fastidio cepit esse vita, et ipsus mundus, et subit illud rapidissimarum deliciarum, Quousque eadem? this alone kills many a man, that they are tied to the same still, as a horse in a mill, a dog in a wheel, they run round, without alteration or news, their life groweth odious, the world loathsome, and that which crosseth their furious delights, what? still the same? Marcus Aurelius and Solomon, that had experience of all worldly delights and pleasure, confessed as much of themselves; what they most desired, was tedious at last, and that their lust could never be satisfied, all was vanity and affliction of mind.

Now if it be death itself, another hell, to be glutted with one kind of sport, dieted with one dish, tied to one place; though they have all things otherwise as they can desire, and are in heaven to another man’s opinion, what misery and discontent shall they have, that live in slavery, or in prison itself? Quod tristius morte, in servitute vivendum, as Hermolaus told Alexander in Curtius, worse than death is bondage: * hoc animo scito omnes fortés ut mortem servitutis anteponant, All brave men at arms (Tully holds) are so affected. Eguidem ego is sum qui servitutem extremum omnium malorum esse arbitròr: I am he (saith Boterus) that account servitude the extremity of misery. And what

1 Hor. 2 De tranquill. animae. 27. 3 Lib. 8. 4 Tullius Lepido, Paro. 10 5 Boterus, l. 1, polit. cap. 4
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Calamity do they endure, that live with those hard taskmasters, in gold-mines (like those 30,000 * Indian slaves at Potosi, in Peru), tin-mines, lead-mines, stone-quarries, coal-pits, like so many mouldwarpers under ground, condemned to the galleys, to perpetual drudgery, hunger, thirst, and stripes, without all hope of delivery? How are those women in Turkey affected, that most part of the year come not abroad; those Italian and Spanish dames, that are mewed up like hawks; and locked up by their jealous husbands? How tedious is it to them that live in stoves and caves half a year together? as in Iceland, Muscovy, or under the 1 pole itself, where they have six months' perpetual night. Nay, what misery and discontent do they endure, that are in prison? They want all those six non-natural things at once, good air, good diet, exercise, company, sleep, rest, ease, &c., that are bound in chains all day long, suffer hunger, and (as 2 Lucian describes it) "must abide that filthy stink, and rattling of chains, howlings, pitiful outcries, that prisoners usually make; these things are not only troublesome, but intolerable." They lie nastily among toads and frogs in a dark dungeon, in their own dung, in pain of body, in pain of soul, as Joseph did, Psalm cv. 18, "They hurt his feet in the stocks, the iron entered his soul." They live solitary, alone, sequestered from all company but heart-eating melancholy; and for want of meat, must eat that bread of affliction, prey upon them selves. Well might 3 Arculanus put long imprisonment for a cause, especially to such as have lived jovially, in all sensuality and lust, upon a sudden are estranged and debarred from all manner of pleasures: as were Huniades, Edward, and Richard II., Valerian the Emperor, Bajazet the Turk. If it be irksome to miss our ordinary companions and repast for once a day, or an hour, what shall it be to lose them forever? If it be so great a delight to live at liberty, and to

---

* Laet. decrpt. Amerim. 1 If there be any inhabitants. 2 In Taxari. Interdil quidem collium vincitum est, et magna constricta, nocte verò totum coror vincitur, ad hanc misericordia corporis fector, strepitus adulterium, somni brevis, hic omnia planè molesta et intolerabiles. 3 In Æ Rhadas.
enjoy that variety of objects the world affords; what misery and discontent must it needs bring to him, that shall now be cast headlong into that Spanish inquisition, to fall from heaven to hell, to be cubbed up upon a sudden, how shall he be perplexed, what shall become of him? 1 Robert Duke of Normandy being imprisoned by his youngest brother Henry I., ab illo die inconsolabili dolore in carcere contabuit, saith Matthew Paris, from that day forward pined away with grief. * Jugurtha that generous captain, “brought to Rome in triumph, and after imprisoned, through anguish of his soul, and melancholy, died.” 2 Roger, Bishop of Salisbury, the second man from King Stephen, (he that built that famous castle of Devizes in Wiltshire,) was so tortured in prison with hunger, and all those calamities accompanying such men, ut vivere nonulerit, mori nescierit, he would not live, and could not die, between fear of death, and torments of life. Francis, King of France, was taken prisoner by Charles V., ad mortem ferè melancholicus, saith Guicciardini, melancholy almost to death, and that in an instant. But this is as clear as the sun, and needs no further illustration.

**Subsect. VI.—Poverty and Want, Causes of Melancholy.**

Poverty and want are so violent oppugners, so unwelcome guests, so much abhorred of all men, that I may not omit to speak of them apart. Poverty, although (if considered aright, to a wise, understanding, truly regenerate, and contented man) it be donum Dei, a blessed estate, the way to heaven, as Chrysostom calls it, God’s gift, the mother of modesty, and much to be preferred before riches (as shall be shown in his place), yet as it is esteemed in the world’s censure, it is a most odious calling, vile and base, a severe torture, summum scelus, a most intolerable burden; we 7 shun it

2 Seneca. 3 Qum. ad Hebreos. 4 Part. 2 Sect. 8, Membr. 3. 5 Qum ut difficilem morbum puerum tradere formidamus. Plut. 6 Vles, hodie.
all, cane pejus et angue (worse than a dog or a snake), we abhor the name of it, * Paupertas fugitum, totoque arcessitum orbe, as being the fountain of all other miseries, cares, woes, labours, and grievances whatsoever. To avoid which, we will take any pains,—extremos currit mercator ad Indos, we will leave no haven, no coast, no creek of the world unsearched, though it be to the hazard of our lives; we will dive to the bottom of the sea, to the bowels of the earth, .vert five, six, seven, eight, nine hundred fathom deep, through all five zones, and both extremes of heat and cold; we will turn parasites and slaves, prostitute ourselves, swear and lie, damn our bodies and souls, forsake God, abjure religion, steal, rob, murder, rather than endure this insufferable yoke of poverty, which doth so tyrannize, crucify, and generally depress us.

For look into the world, and you shall see men most part esteemed according to their means, and happy as they are rich: † Ubique tanti quisque quantum habuit fuit. If he be likely to thrive, and in the way of preferment, who but he? In the vulgar opinion, if a man be wealthy, no matter how he gets it, of what parentage, how qualified, how virtuously endowed, or villainously inclined; let him be a bawd, a gripe, an usurer, a villain, a pagan, a barbarian, a wretch, § Lucian's tyrant, "on whom you may look with less security than on the sun;" so that he be rich (and liberal withal) he shall be honoured, admired, adored, reverenced, and highly ¹ magnified. "The rich is had in reputation because of his goods," Eccl. x. 31. He shall be befriended: "for riches gather many friends," Prov. xix. 4,—mullos numerabit amicos, all ² happiness ebbs and flows with his money. He shall be accounted a gracious lord, a Mecenas, a benefactor, a wise, discreet, a proper, a valiant, a fortunate man, of a generous

---

* Lucan, l. 1. † As in the silver mines at Friburgh in Germany. Fines Moris.son. † Euripides. § Tom. 4, dial. minore periculo solem quam hunc defixis oculis let me intueri. ¹ Omnes enim res, virtus, fama, decus, divina humanaque pulchris Divitis parent. Hor. Ser. 1. 2, Sat. 3. Claurus eris, fortis, justus, splen. estam rex Et quicquid volet. Hor. ² Et genus, et formam, regina pecunia do.nat. Money adds spirits, courage, &c.
spirit, Pulius Jovis, et gallinae filius albae; a hopeful, a good man, a virtuous, honest man. Quando ego te Junoniam puerum et matris partum veræ aureum, as Tully said of Octavius, while he was adopted Cæsar, and an heir apparent of so great a monarchy, he was a golden child. All honour, offices, applause, grand titles, and turgid epithets are put upon him, omnes omnia bona dicere; all men’s eyes are upon him, God bless his good worship, his honour, every man speaks well of him, every man presents him, seeks and sues to him for his love, favour, and protection, to serve him, belong unto him, every man riseth to him, as to Themistocles in the Olympics, if he speak, as of Herod, Vox Dei, non hominis, the voice of God, not of man. All the graces, Veneres, pleasures, elegances attend him, golden fortune accompanies and lodgeth with him; and as to those Roman emperors, is placed in his chamber.

6 "Secura naviget aura,
Fortunamque suo temperat arbitrio:"

he may sail as he will himself; and temper his estate at his pleasure, jovial days, splendour and magnificence, sweet music, dainty fare, the good things, and fat of the land, fine clothes, rich attire, soft beds, down pillows are at his command, all the world labours for him, thousands of artificers are his slaves to drudge for him, run, ride, and post for him;

* Divines (for Pythia Philippisat), lawyers, physicians, philosophers, scholars are his, wholly devote to his service. Every man seeks his acquaintance, his kindred, to match with him, though he be an oaf, a ninny, a monster, a goose-cap, uxorom ducat Danaen,† when and whom he will, hunc optant generum Rex et Regina—he is an excellent match

---

1 Epist. ut. ad Attic. 2 Our young master, a fine, gentleman. God bless him, and hopeful; why? he is heir apparent to the right worshipful, to the right honourable, &c.
3 O nummi, nummi: vobis hunc praestat honorem. 4 Exinde sapere sum omnes dici
nae, quia quaque fortunam habet. Plaut., Pseud. 5 Aurea fortuna, principum cubicae reponi solita. Julius Capito
linus, vita Antonini. 6 Petronius. 7 Theologoi opulentis adherent, Jurisperi
ditis pecuniae, litterati nummosis, liberali
bus artifices. 7 Multo lillo juvenes, multa petiere puelhe. † "He may have Danae to wife." 8 Dumnodo sit dives, barbarus ilic placet.
for my son, my daughter, my niece, &c. *Quicquid calcaverit hic, Rosa fiet,* let him go whither he will, trumpets sound, bells ring, &c., all happiness attends him, every man is willing to entertain him, he sups in *Apollo wheresoever he comes; what preparation is made for his *entertainment!* fish and fowl, spices and perfumes, all that sea and land affords. What cookery, masking, mirth to exhilarate his person!

"Da Trebio, pone ad Trebium, vis frater ab illis illibus?

What dish will your good worship eat of?

* "dulcia poma,
Et quocunque fers cultus tibi fundus honores,
Ante Larem, gustet venerabilior Lare dives."

"Sweet apples, and whate'er thy fields afford,
Before thy Gods be served, let serve thy Lord."

What sport will your honour have? hawking, hunting, fishing, fowling, bulls, bears, cards, dice, cocks, players, tumblers, fiddlers, jesters, &c., they are at your good worship’s command. Fair houses, gardens, orchards, terraces, galleries, cabinets, pleasant walks, delightful places, they are at hand: *in aureis lac, vinum in argenteis, adolescentula ad nutum speciosae, wine, wenches, &c., a Turkish paradise, a heaven upon earth. Though he be a silly soft fellow, and scarce have common sense, yet if he be born to fortunes (as I have said), *jure hæreditario sapere jubetur,* he must have honour and office in his course: *Nemo nisi dives honore dignus* (Ambros. offic. 21,) none so worthy as himself; he shall have it, *atque esto quicquid Servius aut Laboe.* Get money enough and command † kingdoms, provinces, armies, hearts, hands, and affections; thou shalt have popes, patriarchs to be thy chaplains and parasites; thou shalt have (Tamerlane-like) kings to draw thy coach, queens to be thy laundresses,
emperors thy footstools, build more towns and cities than
great Alexander, Babel towers, pyramids, and mausolean
tombs, &c., command heaven and earth, and tell the world it
is thy vassal, auro emitur diadema, argento cœlum panditur,
denarius philosophum conducit, nummus jus cogit, obolus lite-
ratum pascit, metallum sanitatem conciliat, æs amicos congluti-
nat. * And therefore not without good cause, John de
Medicis, that rich Florentine, when he lay upon his death-
bed, calling his sons, Cosmo and Laurence, before him,
amongst other sober sayings, repeated this, animo quieto di-
gredior, quod vos sanos et divites post me relinquam, “It doth
me good to think yet, though I be dying, that I shall leave
you, my children, sound and rich:” for wealth sways all. It
is not with us, as amongst those Lacedemonian senators of
Lycurgus in Plutarch, “He preferred that deserved best, was
most virtuous and worthy of the place, 1 not swiftness, or
strength, or wealth, or friends carried it in those days;” but
inter optimos optimus, inter temperantes temperantisimus, the
most temperate and best. We have no aristocracies but in
contemplation, all oligarchies, wherein a few rich men domi-
nier, do what they list, and are privileged by their greatness.
2 They may freely trespass, and do as they please, no man
dare accuse them, no not so much as matter against them,
there is no notice taken of it, they may securely do it, live
after their own laws, and for their money get pardons, indul-
gences, redeem their souls from purgatory and hell itself,—
clausum possidet arca Jovem. Let them be epicures, or
atheists, libertines, machiavelians (as they often are), 3 “Et
quamvis perjurus erit, sine gente, cruentus,” they may go to
heaven through the eye of a needle, if they will themselves,
they may be canonized for saints, they shall be 4 honourably

---

* "A diadem is purchased with gold; silver opens the way to heaven; philosophy may be hired for a penny; money controls justice; one obolus satisfies a man of letters; precious metal procures health; wealth attaches friends.” 1 Non put spud mortales ullum excellentius certamen, non inter celeres celerrimo, non inter robustos robustissimo, &c. 2 Quequid libet licet. 3 Hor. Sat. 5, lib. 2. 4 Cum moritur dites concurrunt undique cives: Pauperis ad fam--
vix est ex millibus unus
interred in mausolean tombs, commended by poets, registered in histories, have temples and statues erected to their names, —è manibus ilis—nascentur viola. —If he be bountiful in his life, and liberal at his death, he shall have one to swear, as he did by Claudius the Emperor in Tacitus, he saw his soul go to heaven, and be miserably lamented at his funeral. Ambubaia rum collegia, &c. Trimalcionis topanta in Petronius rectā in coelum abiit, went right to heaven; a base quean, 1 “thou wouldst have scorned once in thy misery to have a penny from her;” and why? modio nummos metit, she measured her money by the bushel. These prerogatives do not usually belong to rich men, but to such as are most part seeming rich, let him have but a good 2 outside, he carries it, and shall be adored for a god, as 3 Cyrus was amongst the Persians, ob splendidum apparatum, for his gay attires; now most men are esteemed according to their clothes. In our gullish times, whom you peradventure in modesty would give place to, as being deceived by his habit, and presuming him some great worshipful man, believe it, if you shall examine his estate, he will likely be proved a serving-man of no great note, my lady’s tailor, his lordship’s barber, or some such gull, a Fastidious Brisk, Sir Petronel Flash, a mere outside. Only this respect is given him, that wheresoever he comes, he may call for what he will, and take place by reason of his outward habit.

But on the contrary, if he be poor, Prov. xv. 15, “all his days are miserable,” he is under hatches, dejected, rejected and forsaken, poor in purse, poor in spirit; 4 prout res nobis fruit, ita et animus se habet; 5 money gives life and soul. Though he be honest, wise, learned, well-deserving, noble by birth, and of excellent good parts; yet in that he is poor, unlikely to rise, come to honour, office or good means, he is commended, neglected, frustra sapit, inter literas esurit amicus,

---

1 Et modo quid fuit ignoscat mihi be a gentleman. 2 Est sanguis atque genius tuus, noluisse de munere ejus spiritus pecunia mortalis. 3 Curipnumnumse accipere. 4 He that wears silk, des. 4 Xenophon. Cyrop. ed. l. 8.

satin, velvet, and gold lace, must needs
Poverty and Want, Causes.

molestus. 1 "If he speak, what babbler is this?" Ecclus. his nobility without wealth, is projecta vilior alg i, and he not esteemed: nos viles pulli nati infelicius ovis, if once poor we are metamorphosed in an instant, base slaves, villains, and vile drudges; 8 for to be poor, is to be a knave, a fool, a wretch, a wicked, an odious fellow, a common eyesore, say poor and say all; they are born to labour, to misery, to carry burdens like juments, pistum stercus comedere with Ulysses’s companions, and as Chremilus objected in Aristophanes, salem lingere, lick salt, to empty jakes, fay channels, 6 carry out dirt and dunghills, sweep chimneys, rub horse-heels, &c. I say nothing of Turks, galley-slaves, which are bought and sold like juments, or those African negroes, or poor Indian drudges, qui indies hinc inde deferendis oneribus occumbunt, nam quod apud nos boves et asini vehunt, trahunt, &c. * Id omne misellis Indis, they are ugly to behold, and though erst spruce, now rusty and squalid, because poor, immundas fortunas aequum est squalorem sequi, it is ordinarily so. 9 "Others eat to live, but they live to drudge," servilis et misera gens nihil recusare audet, a servile generation, that dare refuse no task.—11 "Heus tu, Dromo, cape hoc flabellum, ventulum hinc facito dum lavamus," sirrah, blow wind upon us while we wash, and bid your fellow get him up betimes in the morning, be it fair or foul, he shall run fifty miles afoot tomorrow, to carry me a letter to my mistress, Socia ad pistri-nun, Socia shall tarry at home and grind malt all day long, Tristan thresh. Thus are they commanded, being indeed some of them as so many footstools for rich men to tread on, blocks for them to get on horseback, or as 12 “walls for them to piss on.” They are commonly such people, rude, silly,

---

1 In tenui rara est facundia panno. Juv. 2 Hor. “more worthless than rejected weeds.” 3 Egerae est offendere, et indigere scelestrum esse. Sat. Menip. 4 Plaut. act. 4. 5 Nullum tam barbarum, tam vile munus est, quod non ludentismin oblivire velit gens vilesima. 6 Lausiatus, crat. In Hispaniam. 7 Laet. descript. Americae. 8 * "Who daily faint beneath the burdens they are compelled to carry from place to place; for they carry and draw the loads which oxen and asses formerly used." &c. 9 Plautus. 10 Leo Afer, ca. ult. 1. 1, edunt non ut bene vivant, sed ut fortiter laborent. Hirtius. 11 Munster de rusticis Germaniae, Cosmog. cap. 27. 12 Pauuer p' factus, quem canicu se commingat.
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superstitious idiots, nasty, unclean, lousy, poor, dejected, slavishly humble; and as Leo Afer observes of the commonalty of Africa, *natura viliores sunt, nec apud suos duces majore in precio quâm si canes essent:* base by nature, and no more esteemed than dogs, *miseram, laboriosam, calamitosam vitam agunt, et inopem, infelicem, rudiores asinis, ut è brutis planè natos dicas;* no learning, no knowledge, no civility, scarce common sense, nought but barbarism amongst them, *belluino more vivunt, neque calceos gestant, neque vestes, like rogues and vagabonds, they go barefooted and bare-legged, the soles of their feet being as hard as horse-hoofs,* as Radzivilus observed at Damietta in Egypt, leading a laborious, miserable, wretched, unhappy life, *like beasts and juments, if not worse;*” (for a Spaniard in Incatan, sold three Indian boys for a cheese, and a hundred negro slaves for a horse) their discourse is scurrility, their *sumnum bonum* a pot of ale. There is not any slavery which these villains will not undergo, *inter illos plerique latrânis evacuât, alii culinariam curant, alii stabularios agunt, urinatores, et id genus similia exercent, &c.,* like those people that dwell in the Alps, chimney-sweepers, jakes-farmers, dirt-daubers, vagrant rogues, they labour hard some, and yet cannot get clothes to put on, or bread to eat. For what can filthy poverty give else, but *beggary, fulsome nastiness, squalor, content, drudgery, labour, ugliness, hunger and thirst; pediculosum, et pulicenum numerum*? as he well followed it in Aristophanes, fleas and lice, *pro pallio vestem laceram, et pro pulvinari lapidem benè magnum ad caput, rags for his raiment, and a stone for his pillow, pro cathedrâ, ruptâ caput uræ,* he sits in a broken pitcher, or on a block for a chair, *et malæ ramos*...
pro panibus comedit, he drinks water, and lives on wort leaves, pulse, like a hog, or scraps like a dog, ut nunc nobis vita afficitur, quis non putabit insaniam esse, infelicitatemque? as Chremilus concludes his speech, as we poor men live now-days, who will not take our life to be 1 infelicity, misery, and madness?

If they be of little better condition than those base villains, hunger-starved beggars, wandering rogues, those ordinary slaves, and day-labouring drudges; yet they are commonly so preyed upon by 2 polling officers for breaking the laws, by their tyrannizing landlords, so flayed and fleeced by perpetual 3 exactions, that though they do drudge, fare hard, and starve their genius, they cannot live in 4 some countries; but what they have is instantly taken from them, the very care they take to live, to be drudges, to maintain their poor families, their trouble and anxiety “takes away their sleep,” Sirac. xxxi. 1, it makes them weary of their lives; when they have taken all pains, done their utmost and honest endeavours, if they be cast behind by sickness, or overtaken with years, no man pities them, hard-hearted and merciless, uncharitable as they are, they leave them so distressed, to beg, steal, murmur, and 4 rebel, or else starve. The feeling and fear of this misery compelled those old Romans, whom Menenius Agrippa pacified, to resist their governors; outlaws, and rebels in most places, to take up seditious arms, and in all ages hath caused uproars, murmurings, seditions, rebellions, thefts, murders, mutinies, jars and contentions in every commonwealth; grudging, repining, complaining, discontent in each private family, because they want means to live according to their callings, bring up their children, it breaks their hearts, they cannot do as they would. No greater misery than for a lord to have a knight’s living, a gentleman a yeoman’s, not to be

1 Paupertas durum onus miseria mortalibus. 2 Vexat censuræ columbas. 3 Deux acce non possunt, et sixinque solvere noïunt: Omnibus est notum quater tre solvere totum. 4 Scandia, Africa, Lituania. 5 Montaigne, in his Essays, speaks of certain Indians in France, that being asked how they liked the country, wondered how a few rich men could keep so many poor men in subjection, that they did not cut the throats.
able to live as his birth and place require. Poverty and want are generally corrosives to all kind of men, especially to such as have been in good and flourishing estate, are suddenly distressed, nobly born, liberally brought up, and by some disaster and casualty miserably dejected. For the rest, as they have base fortunes, so have they base minds correspondent, like beetles, è stercore orti, è stercore victus; in stercore delicium, as they were obscurely born and bred, so they delight in obscenity; they are not so thoroughly touched with it. Angustas animas angusto in pectore versant. Yea, that which is no small cause of their torments, if once they come to be in distress, they are forsaken of their fellows, most part neglected, and left unto themselves; as poor Terence in Rome was by Scipio, Lælius, and Furius, his great and noble friends.

"Nil Publius Scipio profuit, nil ei Lælius, nil Furius,
Tres per idem tempus qui agitabant nobilium faciilitatem,
Horum ille opera ne domum quidem habuit conductsiam." *

Tis generally so, Tempora si fuerint nubila, solus eris, he is left cold and comfortless, nullus ad amissas ibit amicus opes, all flee from him as from a rotten wall, now ready to fall on their heads. Prov. xix. 4. "Poverty separates them from their neighbours."

6 "Dum fortuna favet, vulnum servatis, amici,
Cum cecidit, turpi vertititis ora fugat."

"Whilst fortune favours, friends, you smiled on me,
But when she fled, a friend I could not see."

Which is worse yet, if he be poor every man contemns him, insults over him, oppresseth him, scoffs at, aggravates his misery.

"Quum cepit quassata domus subsidere, partes
In proclinen omne recumbit onus."

1 Angustas animas animo in pectore versans. 2 "A narrow breast conceals a narrow soul." 3 Donatus, vit. ejus. 4 "Publius Scipio, Lælius and Furius, three of the most distinguished noblemen at that day in Rome, were of so little service to him, that he could scarcely procure a lodging through their patronage." 4 Prov. xix. 7. "Though he be instant, yet they will not." 5 Petronius. 6 Non est qui doloret vicem ut Petrus Christum, jurant se bonum non novisse. 7 Ovid. in Trist.
Nay, they are odious to their own brethren and dearest friends, Prov. xix. 7. "His brethren hate him if he be poor," 1 omnes vicini oderunt, "his neighbours hate him," Prov. xiv. 20, 2 omnes me noti ac ignoti deserunt, as he complained in the comedy, friends and strangers all forsake me. Which is most grievous, poverty makes men ridiculous, _Nil habet infelix paupertas durius in se, quam quod ridiculos homines facit_, they must endure 3 jests, taunts, flouts, blows of their better, and take all in good part to get a meal's meat: _*magnum pauperie opprobrium, jubet quidvis et facere et pati._ He must turn parasite, jester, fool, _cum des pictibus despere_; saith 4 Euripides, slave, villain, drudge to get a poor living, apply himself to each man's humours, to win and please, &c., and be buffeted when he hath all done, as Ulysses was by Melanthius 5 in Homer, be reviled, baffled, insulted over, for _potentiorum stultitia perferenda est_, and may not so much as mutter against it. He must turn rogue and villain; for as the saying is, _Necessitas cogit ad turpia_, poverty alone makes men thieves, rebels, murderers, traitors, assassins, "because of poverty we have sinned," Ecclus. xxvii. 1, swear and forswear, bear false witness, lie, dissemble, anything, as I say, to advantage themselves, and to relieve their necessities: 7 _Oulpae scelerisque magistra est_, when a man is driven to his shifts, what will he not do?

8 "si miserum fortuna Sinonem
Finxit, vanum etiam mendacemque improba finget."

he will betray his father, prince, and country, turn Turk, forsake religion, abjure God and all, _nulla tam horrenda proditio, quam illi lucri causâ_ (saith 9 Leo Afer) _perpetrare nolint_.

10 Plato, therefore, calls poverty, "thievish, sacrilegious, filthy,

1 Horat.  2 Ter. Eunuchus, act. 2.
3 Quod quid materiam praelat cansamique jocandi: Si toga eordida sit, Juv. Sat. 2.  4 Hor.  5 In Pagenis.
6 Olyss. 17.  7 Idem.  8 Idem.  9 De Africa, lib. I, cap. ult.  
poor, she has made him valn and mendiculous." 11 4, de ingenio. Furacissima paupertas, sacrilega, turpis, flagitiosa, omnium malorum opifex.
wicked, and mischievous;" and well he might. For it makes
many an upright man otherwise, had he not been in want, to
take bribes, to be corrupt, to do against his conscience, to sell
his tongue, heart, hand, &c., to be churlish, hard, unmerciful,
uncivil, to use indirect means to help his present estate. It
makes princes to exact upon their subjects, great men tyrann-
ize, landlords oppress, justice mercenary, lawyers vultures,
physicians harpies, friends importunate, tradesmen liars, hon-
est men thieves, devout assassins, great men to prostitute
their wives, daughters, and themselves, middle sort to repine,
commons to matiny, all to grudge, murmur, and complain.
A great temptation to all mischief, it compels some miserable
wretches to counterfeit several diseases, to dismember, make
themselves blind, lame, to have a more plausible cause to beg,
and lose their limbs to recover their present wants. Jodocus
Damoderius, a lawyer of Bruges, praxi rerum criminal. c.
112, hath some notable examples of such counterfeit cranks,
and every village almost will yield abundant testimonies
amongst us; we have dummerers, Abraham men, &c. And
that which is the extent of misery, it enforceth them, through
anguish and wearisomeness of their lives, to make away
themselves; they had rather be hanged, drowned, &c., than
to live without means.

14 "In mare caetiferum, ne te premat aspera egistas,
Desilii, et a celis corrue Corne jugis."

"Much better 'tis to break thy neck,
Or drown thyself in the sea,
Than suffer irksome poverty;
Go make thyself away."

A Sybarite of old, as I find it registered in 2 Athenæus, sup-
ping in Phiditidis in Sparta, and observing their hard fare,
said it was no marvel if the Lacedaemonians were valiant
men; "for his part he would rather run upon a sword point
(and so would any man in his wits), than live with such base

1 Theognis. 2 Dionysophist. lib. 12. Menti constaret) quam 'am villis et erum-
Millik potius mortuarum (si quis sibi-
nosi victis communionem habere.
diet, or lead so wretched a life.” 1 In Japonia ’tis a common
thing to stifle their children if they be poor, or to make an
abortion, which Aristotle commends. In that civil com-
monwealth of China, 9 the mother strangles her child if she be
not able to bring it up, and had rather lose than sell it, or
have it endure such misery as poor men do. Arnobius, lib.
7, adversus gentes, 8 Lactantius, lib. 5, cap. 9, objects as much
to those ancient Greeks and Romans, “they did expose their
children to wild beasts, strangle or knock out their brains
against a stone, in such cases.” If we may give credit to
4 Munster, amongst us Christians in Lithuania, they volun-
tarily manicipate and sell themselves, their wives and children
to rich men, to avoid hunger and beggary; 6 many make
away themselves in this extremity. Apicius the Roman,
when he cast up his accounts, and found but 100,000 crowns
left, murdered himself for fear he should be famished to
death. P. Forestus, in his medicinal observations, hath a
memorable example of two brothers of Louvain that, being
destitute of means, became both melancholy, and in a dis-
contented humour massacred themselves. Another of a mer-
chant, learned, wise otherwise and discreet, but out of a deep
apprehension he had of a loss at seas, would not be persuaded
but as 5 Ventidius in the poet, he should die a beggar. In a
word, thus much I may conclude of poor men, that though
they have good 7 parts they cannot show or make use of
them: 8 ab inopiâ ad virtutem obsepta est via, ’tis hard for a
poor man to 9 rise, habd facile emergunt, quorum virtutibus
obstat res angusta domi.10 “The wisdom of the poor is de-
spised, and his words are not heard.” Eccles. vi. 19. His
works are rejected, contemned, for the baseness and obscurity

1 Carpe Vilea Jesu’sit, erist. Japon.
2 Mat. Resdius, expedit. in Sinas.
3 lib. 1, c. 2. 4 Ves Roman praecipitos
filos, eis et canibus exponit, nunc
strangulatvs vel in saxum elidit, &c.
4 Csenog. 4 lib. cap. 22, videntur
liberis victis carentes tamquam pecora
intestinatn at seipsum; ut apud dixtes
naturatur eibis. 5 Vel honorum des-
perations vel malorum perpessione fracti
et fatigati, piae violentes manus eibid
infecunt. 2 Hor. 7 Ingenio poteramus
superas volitare per aeras: Ut me pluma
levat, sic grave mergit omnes
9 Terent.
10 Juvi. Sat. 8. lib. 1. 10 “They cannot
easily rise in the world who are plunged
by poverty at home.”11
of the author, though laudable and good in themselves, they will not likely take.

"Nulla placere dix, neque vivere carmina possunt,
Quae scribuntur aquae potoribus"

"No verses can please men or live long that are written by water-drinkers." Poor men cannot please, their actions, counsels, consultations, projects, are vilified in the world's esteem, *amittunt consilium in re*, which Gnatho long since observed. 1 Sapiens crepidas sibi nunquam nec soleas fecit, a wise man never cobbled shoes; as he said of old, but how doth he prove it? I am sure we find it otherwise in our days, 2 *pruinosis horret facundia pannis* Homer himself must beg if he want means, and as by report sometimes he did 3 "go from door to door, and sing ballads, with a company of boys about him." This common misery of theirs must needs distract, make them discontent and melancholy, as ordinarily they are, wayward, peevish, like a weary traveller, for 4 *Fames et mora bilem in nares conciunt*, still murmuring and repining: *Ob inopiam morosi sunt, quibus est male*, as Plutarch quotes out of Euripides, and that comical poet well seconds,

4 "Omnes quibus res sunt minus secundae, nescio quomodo
Suspiciosae ad contumeliam omnia accipiunt magis,
Propter suam impotentiam se credunt negligi."

"If they be in adversity, they are more suspicious and apt to mistake; they think themselves scorned by reason of their misery;" and therefore many generous spirits in such cases withdraw themselves from all company, as that comedian 5 Terence is said to have done; when he perceived himself to be forsaken and poor, he voluntarily banished himself to Stymphalus, a base town in Arcadia, and there miserably died.

---

Neither is it without cause, for we see men commonly respected according to their means († an dives sit omnes quærant, nemo an bonus), and vilified if they be in bad clothes. ¹ Philo-phæmen, the orator, was set to cut wood, because he was so homely attired. ² Terentius was placed at the lower end of Cecilius's table, because of his homely outside. ³ Dante, that famous Italian poet, by reason his clothes were but mean, could not be admitted to sit down at a feast. ⁴ Gnatho scorned his old familiar friend because of his apparel, *Hominem video pannis, annisque obsum, hic ego illum contempsi praeme.* King Persius overcome sent a letter to ¶ Paulus Æmirius, the Roman general; Persius P. Consuli, S. but he scorned him any answer, tacite exprobans fortunam suam (saith mine author), upbraiding him with a present fortune. § Carolus Pugnax, that great Duke of Burgundy, made H. Holland, late Duke of Exeter, exiled, run after his horse like a lackey, and would take no notice of him; ⁵ "tis the common fashion of the world. ⁶ So that such men as are poor may justly be discontent, melancholy, and complain of their present misery, and all may pray with & Solomon, "Give me, O Lord, neither riches nor poverty; feed me with food convenient for me."

Subsect. VII.—A heap of other Accidents causing Melancholy, Death of Friends, Losses, &c.

In this labyrinth of accidental causes, the farther I wan-der, the more intricate I find the passage, multæ ambages, and new causes as so many by-paths offer themselves to be discussed; to search out all, were an Herculean work, and fitter for Theseus; I will follow mine intended thread; and point only at some few of the chiefest.

---

¹ "Reduced to the greatest necessity, he withdrew from the care of the public to the most remote village in Greece." ² Liv. dec. 9, l. 2. ³ Cominicus. ⁴ Huri-pides. ¹ Plutarch. vita ejus. ² He that hath little, per annum coming in more than others, scorner that hath less, and is a better man. ⁶ Prov. xxx. ⁵ Vita Ter. ⁶ Gome-ius, lib. 8. c. 21. ⁸ de saec. ⁴ Ter. Banuch. Act. 2, Scen.
Death of Friends. Amongst which, loss and death of friends may challenge a first place, *multi irristantur*, as *Vives well observes, post delicias, convivia, dies festos*, many are melancholy after a feast, holiday, merry meeting, or some pleasing sport, if they be solitary by chance, left alone to themselves, without employment, sport, or want their ordinary companions, some at the departure of friends only whom they shall shortly see again, weep and howl, and look after them as a cow lows after her calf, or a child takes on that goes to school after holidays. *Ut me levārat tuus adventus, sic discensus affixit*, (which †Tully writ to Atticus,) thy coming was not so welcome to me, as thy departure was harsh. Montanus, *consil. 132*, makes mention of a country woman that parting with her friends and native place, became grievously melancholy for many years; and Trallianus of another, so caused for the absence of her husband; which is an ordinary passion amongst our good wives, if their husband tarry out a day longer than his appointed time, or break his hour; they take on presently with sighs and tears, he is either robbed, or dead, some mischance or other is surely befallen him, they cannot eat, drink, sleep, or be quiet in mind, till they see him again. If parting of friends, absence alone can work such violent effects, what shall death do, when they must eternally be separated, never in this world to meet again? This is so grievous a torment for the time, that it takes away their appetite, desire of life, extinguisheth all delights, it causeth deep sighs and groans, tears, exclamations,

("O dulce germem matris, δ sanguis meus,
Eheu tepentes, &c.———δ floes tener.")†

howling, roaring, many bitter pangs (§lamentis gemitusque et femeino ululatu Tecta fremunt), and by frequent meditation extends so far sometimes, ¹ "they think they see their dead friends continually in their eyes," observantes imagines, as

* De anima, cap. de morore. † Lib. § Virg. 4, En. ¹ Patres mortuos co-
12, Epist. ‡ "Oh sweet offspring, oh ram aspectes et filios, &c. Marcellus
my very blood; oh tender flower," &c. Donatus.
Conciliator confesseth he saw his mother's ghost presenting herself still before him. Quod nimis miseri volunt, hoc facile credunt, still, still, still, that good father, that good son, that good wife, that dear friend runs in their minds: Totus animus hác una cognitione defixus est, all the year long, as Pliny complains to Romanus, "methinks I see Virginius, I hear Virginius, I talk with Virginius," &c.

† "Te sine, vae misero mihi, lilia nigra videntur, Pallentesque rose, nec dulce rubens hyacinthus, Nullos nec myrtus, nec laurus spirat odores."

They that are most staid and patient, are so furiously carried headlong by the passion of sorrow in this case, that brave discreet men otherwise, oftentimes forget themselves, and weep like children many months together, † "as if that they to water would," and will not be comforted. They are gone, they are gone; what shall I do?


"Fountains of tears who gives, who lends me groans, Deep sighs sufficient to express my moans? Mine eyes are dry, my breast in pieces torn, My loss so great, I cannot enough mourn."

So Stroza Filius, that elegant Italian poet, in his Epicedium, bewails his father's death; he could moderate his passions in other matters (as he confesseth), but not in this; he yields wholly to sorrow,

"Nunc fateor do terga mali, mens illa fatiscit, Indomitus quondam vigor et constantia mentis."

* Epist. lib. 2. Virgilium video, audito, defunctum cogito, alloquor. † Calphurnius Gracius. "Without thee, ah! wretched me, the lilies lose their white-ness, the roses become palid, the hym-cloth forgets to blush; neither the myrt-le nor the laurel retains its odours." ‡ Chaucer.
How doth Quintilian complain for the loss of his son, to despair almost; Cardan lament his only child in his book de libris propriis, and elsewhere in many other of his tracts.

St. Ambrose, his brother’s death? an ego possum non cogitare de te, aut sine lachrymis cogitare? O amari dies, elebiles noctes, &c. “Can I ever cease to think of thee, and to think with sorrow? O bitter days, O nights of sorrow,” &c. Gregory Nazianzen, that noble Pulcheria! O decorum, flores recens, pullulans, &c. Alexander, a man of most invincible courage, after Hephestion’s death, as Curtius relates, triduum jacuit ad moriendum obstinatus, lay three days together upon the ground, obstinate, to die with him, and would neither eat, drink, nor sleep. The woman that communed with Esdras (lib. 2, cap. 10) when her son fell down dead, “fled into the field, and would not return into the city, but there resolved to remain, neither to eat nor drink, but mourn and fast until she died.” “Rachel wept for her children, and would not be comforted because they were not.” Matt. ii. 18. So did Adrian the emperor bewail his Antinous; Hercules, Hylas; Orpheus, Eurydice; David, Absalom; (O my dear son Absalom;) Austin his mother Monica, Niobe her children, insomuch that the poets feigned her to be turned into a stone, as being stupefied through the extremity of grief. Aegus, signo lugubri filii consternatus, in mare se præcipitem dedit, impatient of sorrow for his son’s death, drowned himself. Our late physicians are full of such examples. Montanus, consil. 242, had a patient troubled with this infirmity, by reason of her husband’s death, many years together. Trincavellius, l. 1, c. 14, hath such another, almost in despair, after his mother’s departure, ut se ferme præcipitem daret; and ready through distraction to make away himself; and in his Fifteenth counsel, tells a story of one fifty years of age, “that grew desperate upon his mother’s death;” and cured by Fallopius, full many years after into a relapse.
by the sudden death of a daughter which he had, and could never after be recovered. The fury of this passion is so violent sometimes, that it daunts whole kingdoms and cities. Vespasian’s death was pitifully lamented all over the Roman empire, *totus orbis lugebat*, saith Aurelius Victor. Alexander commanded the battlements of houses to be pulled down, mules and horses to have their manes shorn off, and many common soldiers to be slain, to accompany his dear Hephestion’s death; which is now practised amongst the Tartars, when a great Cham dieth, ten or twelve thousand must be slain, men and horses, all they meet; and among those the Pagan Indians, their wives and servants voluntarily die with them. Leo Decimus was so much bewailed in Rome after his departure, that as Jovius gives out, *communis salus, publica hilaritas*, the common safety of all good fellowship, peace, mirth, and plenty, died with him, *tamquam eodem sepulchro cum Leone condita lugebantur*; for it was a golden age whilst he lived, but after his decease, an iron season succeeded, *barbara vis et fæda vastitas, et dira malorum omnium incommoda*, wars, plagues, vastity, discontent. When Augustus Caesar died, saith Paterculus, *orbis ruinam timueramus*, we were all afraid, as if heaven had fallen upon our heads. *Budæus records, how that, at Lewis the Twelfth his death, *tam subita mutatio, ut qui prius digito calum attingere videbantur, nunc humi dereum serpere, sideratos esse dixerat*, they that were erst in heaven, upon a sudden, as if they had been planet-strucken, lay grovelling on the ground;

† "Concussis cecidere animis, seu frondibus ingens
Sylva dolet lapsis"

they looked like cropped trees. † At Nancy in Lorraine,

---

2 Lo. Vertoman. M. Polus Ven­etus, lib. 1, cap. 54. perimun eos quos in via obvium habuent, dicentes, Ite, et domino nostro regi servire in alia vita. Nec tam in homines invainunt sed in equos, &c. 3 Vita ejus. 4 Lib. 4, vitae ejus, auream etatem considerat ad humani generis salutem quum nos statim ab optimi principis excessum, vere ferreum pateremur, famem, pestem, &c. 5 Lib. 5, de aee. 6 Maph. "They became fallen in feelings, as the great forest leaves." 7 Orielius Itinerario: ob annum Integerum a sancto, trapuius et saltationibus tota civit. sub stinere jubetur.
when Claudia Valesia, Henry the Second French king’s sister, and the duke’s wife deceased, the temples for forty days were all shut up, no prayers nor masses, but in that room where she was. The senators all seen in black, and for a twelvemonth’s space throughout the city, they were forbid to sing or dance.

* "Non ulli pastores illis egero diebus
Frigida (Daphne) boves ad flumina, nulla nec annem
Libavit quadrupes, nec graminis attigit herbam."

"The swains forgot their sheep, nor near the brink
Of running waters brought their herds to drink;
The thirsty cattle, of themselves, abstain’d
From water, and their grassy fare disdain’d."

How were we affected here in England for our Titus, delicias humani generis, Prince Henry’s immature death, as if all our dearest friends’ lives had exhaled with his? † Scanderbeg’s death was not so much lamented in Epirus. In a word, as ¹ he saith of Edward the First at the news of Edward of Caernarvon his son’s birth, immortaliter gavisus, he was immortal glad, may we say on the contrary of friends’ deaths, immortaliter gementes, we are divers of us as so many turtles, eternally dejected with it.

There is another sorrow, which arises from the loss of temporal goods and fortunes, which equally afflicts, and may go hand in hand with the preceding; loss of time, loss of honour, office, of good name, of labour, frustrate hopes, will much torment; but in my judgment, there is no torture like unto it, or that sooner procureth this malady and mischief:

2 "Pioratur lachrymis amissa pecunia veris:"

"Lost money is bewailed with grief sincere:"

it wrings true tears from our eyes, many sighs, much sorrow from our hearts, and often causes habitual melancholy itself, Guianerius, tract. 15, 5, repeats this for an especial cause:

* Virg. † See Barletius, de vita et ob. Scanderbeg. lib. 18, hist. ¹ Mat. Paris.
2 Juvenalis.
"Loss of friends, and loss of goods, make many men melancholy, as I have often seen by continual meditation of such things." The same causes Arnoldus Villanovanus inculcates, Breviar. l. 1, c. 18, ex rerum amissione, damno, amicorum morte, &c. Want alone will make a man mad, to be Sans argent will cause a deep and grievous melancholy. Many persons are affected like 3 Irishmen in this behalf, who if they have a good scimitar, had rather have a blow on their arm, than their weapon hurt; they will sooner lose their life, than their goods; and the grief that cometh hence, continueth long (saith * Plater), "and out of many dispositions procureth an habit." 4 Montanus and Frisemelica cured a young man of twenty-two years of age, that so became melancholy, ob amissam pecuniam, for a sum of money which he had unhappily lost. Skencius hath such another story of one melancholy, because he overshot himself, and spent his stock in unnecessary building. 4 Roger, that rich bishop of Salisbury, exutus opibus et castris à Rege Stephano, spoiled of his goods by king Stephen, vi doloris absorptus, atque in amentiam versus, indecentia fecit, through grief ran mad, spoke and did he knew not what. Nothing so familiar, as for men in such cases, through anguish of mind to make away themselves. A poor fellow went to hang himself (which Ausonius hath elegantly expressed in a neat † Epigram), but finding by chance a pot of money, flung away the rope, and went merrily home, but he that hid the gold, when he missed it, hanged himself with that rope which the other man had left, in a discontented humour.

"At qui considerat, postquam non reperit aurum,
Aptavit collo, quem reperit laqueum."

Such feral accidents can want and penury produce. Be it by suretyship, shipwreck, fire, spoil and pillage of soldiers, or

1 Multa qui res amatas perdiderant, ut filios, opes, non sperantes recuperare, propter asiduum tallium consideratio-
1 * M 2 3
2 M 2 3
3 M 2 3
4 M 2 3
what loss soever, it boots not, it will work the like effect, the
same desolation in provinces and cities, as well as private
persons. The Romans were miserably dejected after the
battle of Cannæ, the men amazed for fear, the stupid women
tore their hair and cried. The Hungarians, when their king
Ladislaus and bravest soldiers were slain by the Turks, Luct-
tus publicus, &c. The Venetians, when their forces were
overcome by the French king Lewis, the French and Span-
ish kings, pope, emperor, all conspired against them at Cam-
bray, the French herald denounced open war in the senate:
Lauredane Venetorum dux, &c., and they had lost Padua,
Brixia, Verona, Forum Julii, their territories in the conti-
nent, and had now nothing left but the city of Venice itself,
et urbi quoque ipsi (saith * Bembus) timendum putarent, and
the loss of that was likewise to be feared, tantus reperi dolor
omnes tenuit, ut nunquam alias, &c., they were pitifully
plunged, never before in such lamentable distress. Anno
1527, when Rome was sacked by Burbonius, the common
soldiers made such spoil, that fair † churches were turned to
stables, old monuments and books made horse-litter, or burned
like straw; relics, costly pictures defaced; altars demolished,
rich hangings, carpets, &c., trampled in the dirt. ‡ Their
wives and loveliest daughters constuprated by every base
cullion, as Sejanus’s daughter was by the hangman in public,
before their fathers’ and husbands’ faces. Noblemen’s chil-
dren, and of the wealthiest citizens, reserved for princes’
beds, were prostitute to every common soldier, and kept for
concubines; senators and cardinals themselves dragged along
the streets, and put to exquisite torments, to confess where
their money was hid; the rest murdered on heaps, lay stink-
ing in the streets; infants’ brains dashed out before their
mothers’ eyes. A lamentable sight it was to see so goodly a
city so suddenly defaced, rich citizens sent a begging to

* Lib. 8. Venet. hist. † Templo ornamenti nudata, spoliata, in tabula
saeorum et adnorum versa, &c. Insulae
humi concubintes, pedites, &c. ‡ In
oculis martiorum dillestissimæ conjuges
ab Hispanor untrorum litis constupratae sunt.
Filium magnatum thoris destinates, &c.
Venice, Naples, Ancona, &c., that erst lived in all manner of delights. *"Those proud palaces that even now vaunted their tops up to heaven, were dejected as low as hell in an instant." Whom will not such misery make discontent? Terence the poet drowned himself (some say) for the loss of his comedies, which suffered shipwreck. When a poor man hath made many hungry meals, got together a small sum, which he loseth in an instant; a scholar spent many an hour's study to no purpose, his labours lost, &c., how should it otherwise be? I may conclude with Gregory, temporalium amor, quantum afficit eum hæret possessio, tantum quum subtrahitur, urit dolor; riches do not so much exhilarate us with their possession, as they torment us with their loss.

Next to sorrow still I may annex such accidents as procure fear; for besides those terrors which I have before touched, and many other fears (which are infinite) there is a superstitious fear, one of the three great causes of fear in Aristotle, commonly caused by prodigies and dismal accidents, which much trouble many of us. *Nescio quid animus mihi præsagitis mali.*) As if a hare cross the way at our going forth, or a mouse gnaw our clothes; if they bleed three drops at nose, the salt fall towards them, a black spot appear in their nails, &c., with many such, which Delrio, Tom. 2, l. 3, sect. 4, Austin Niphus in his book de Auguriis, Polydore Virg., l. 3, de Prodigiis, Sarisburiensis, Polycrat. l. 1, c. 13, discuss at large. They are so much affected, that with the very strength of imagination, fear, and the devil's craft, *"they pull those misfortunes they suspect upon their own heads, and that which they fear shall come upon them," as Solomon foretelleth, Prov. x. 24, and Isaiah denounceth, lxvi. 4, which if *they could neglect and content, would not come to pass, Eorum vires nostrâ resident opinione, ut morbi gravitas agrotantium cogitatione, they are intended and

9 Vita fastu ante unum mensem turgida civitas, et cecuminibus colum pulsare visa, ad inferos usque pacius diebus defecta.
10 fear from ominous accidents, destinies foretold.
11 Accursant sibi malum reum, ad inferos usque pacius diebus defecta.
12 Cept. 2, Memb 4, Subs. 8, dor.
Causes of Melancholy. [Part I, sec. 2.

remit, as our opinion is fixed, more or less. N. N. dat penas, saith 1 Crato of such a one, utinam non attraheret: he is punished, and is the cause of it 2 himself.

* Dum satis fugimus, satis stulti incurrimus, the thing that I feared, saith Job, is fallen upon me.

As much we may say of them that are troubled with their fortunes; or ill destinies foreseen: multis angit præscientia malorum: The foreknowledge of what shall come to pass, crucifies many men; foretold by astrologers, or wizards, iratum ob caelum, be it ill accident, or death itself; which often falls out by God's permission; quia daemonem timem (saith Chrysostom) Deus ideo permittit accidere. Severus, Adrian, Domitian, can testify as much, of whose fear and suspicion, Sueton, Herodian, and the rest of those writers, tell strange stories in this behalf. * Montanus, consil. 31, hath one example of a young man, exceeding melancholy upon this occasion. Such fears have still tormented mortal men in all ages, by reason of those lying oracles, and juggling priests. † There was a fountain in Greece, near Cores's temple in Achaia, where the event of such diseases was to be known; “A glass let down by a thread,” &c. Amongst those Cyanean rocks at the springs of Lycia, was the oracle of Thriexus Apollo, “where all fortunes were foretold, sickness, health, or what they would besides;” so common people have been always deluded with future events. At this day, Metus futurorum maxime torquet Sinas, this foolish fear mightily crucifies them in China; as 4 Matthew Riccius the Jesuit informeth us, in his commentaries of those countries, of all nations they are most superstitious, and much tormented in this kind, attributing so much to their divinators, ut ipse metus fidem faciat, that fear itself and conert cause it to fall out; if he foretell sickness such a day, that very time they will be sick,

vi metus afflictis in aeritudinem cadunt; and many times die as it is foretold. A true saying, Timor mortis, moris pejor, the fear of death is worse than death itself, and the memory of that sad hour, to some fortunate and rich men, "is as bitter as gall," Ecclus. xli. 1. Inquietam nobis vitam facit mortis metus, a worse plague cannot happen to a man, than to be so troubled in his mind; 'tis triste divortium, a heavy separation, to leave their goods, with so much labour got, pleasures of the world, which they have so deliciously enjoyed, friends and companions whom they so dearly loved, all at once. Axicetus the philosopher was bold and courageous all his life, and gave good precepts de contemnenda morte, and against the vanity of the world, to others; but being now ready to die himself, he was mightily dejected, huc luce privabatur? his orbabor bonis?* he lamented like a child, &c. And though Socrates himself was there to comfort him, ubi pristina virtutum iactatio, O Axiosche? "where is all your boasted virtue now, my friend?" yet he was very timorous and impatient of death, much troubled in his mind, Imbellis pavor et impatientia, &c. "O Clotho," Megapetus the tyrant in Lucian exclaims, now ready to depart, "let me live awhile longer. 1 I will give thee a thousand talents of gold, and two boles besides, which I took from Cleocritus, worth a hundred talents apiece." "Woe's me," 2 saith another, "what godly manors shall I leave! what fertile fields! what a fine house! what pretty children! how many servants! Who shall gather my grapes, my corn? Must I now die so well settled? Leave all, so richly and well provided? Woe's me, what shall I do?"

Animula vagula, blandula, quae nunc abibis in loca?

To these tortures of fear and sorrow, may well be annexed curiosity, that irksome, that tyrannizing care, nimia sollicitudo, "superfluous industry about unprofitable things and their qualities," as Thomas defines it; an itching humour or a kind

---

* "Must I be deprived of this life.—of those possessions?"
1 Tom. 4, dial. 8, div. quam fertiles agris! &c.
2 Adrian Cataplo. Auri puri mille talenta me habile tibi daturum promitto, &c.
3 Industria superflua circa res inutilis.
of longing to see that which is not to be seen, to do that which ought not to be done, to know that secret which should not be known, to eat of the forbidden fruit. We commonly molest and tire ourselves about things unfit and unnecessary, as Martha troubled herself to little purpose. Be it in religion, humanity, magic, philosophy, policy, any action or study, 'tis a needless trouble, a mere torment. For what else is school divinity, how many doth it puzzle? what fruitless questions about the Trinity, resurrection, election, predestination, reprobation, hell-fire, &c., how many shall be saved, damned? What else is all superstition, but an endless observation of idle ceremonies, traditions? What is most of our philosophy but a labyrinth of opinions, idle questions, propositions, metaphysical terms? Socrates, therefore, held all philosophers, cavillers, and mad men, *circa subtilia Cavillatores pro insanis habuit, palam eos arguens*, saith *Eusebius, because they commonly sought after such things, quae nec percipi à nobis neque comprehendi possent, or put case they did understand, yet they were altogether unprofitable. For what matter is it for us to know how high the Pleiades are, how far distant Perseus and Cassiopea from us, how deep the sea, &c. we are neither wiser, as he follows it, nor modester, nor better, nor richer, nor stronger for the knowledge of it. *Quod supra nos nihil ad nos*, I may say the same of those genethliacal studies, what is astrology but vain elections, predictions? all magic, but a troublesome error, a pernicious foppery? physic, but intricate rules and prescriptions? philology, but vain criticisms? logic, needless sophisms? metaphysics themselves, but intricate subtiles and fruitless abstractions? alchemy, but a bundle of errors? to what end are such great tomes? why do we spend so many years in their studies? Much better to know nothing at all, as those barbarous Indians are wholly ignorant, than as some of us, to be sore vexed about unprofitable toys:

stultus labor est ineptiarum, to build a house without pins, make a rope of sand, to what end? eui bono? He studies on, but as the boy told St. Austin, when I have laved the sea dry, thou shalt understand the mystery of the Trinity. He makes observations, keeps times and seasons; and as ¹ Conrads the emperor would not touch his new bride, till an astrologer had told him a masculine hour, but with what success? He travels into Europe, Africa, Asia, searcheth every creek, sea, city, mountain, gulf, to what end? See one promontory (said Socrates of old), one mountain, one sea, one river, and see all. An alchemist spends his fortunes to find out the philosopher's stone forsooth, cure all diseases, make men long-lived, victorious, fortunate, invisible, and beggars himself, misled by those seducing impostors (which he shall never attain) to make gold; an antiquary consumes his treasure and time to scrape up a company of old coins, statues, rules, edicts, manuscripts, &c., he must know what was done of old in Athens, Rome, what lodging, diet, houses they had, and have all the present news at first, though never so remote, before all others, what projects, counsels, consultations, &c., quid Juno in aurem insusurret Jovi, what's now decreed in France, what in Italy; who was he, whence comes he, which way, whither goes he, &c., Aristotle must find out the motion of Eurus; Pliny must needs see Vesuvius, but how sped they? One loseth goods, another his life; Pyrrhus will conquer Africa first, and then Asia; he will be a sole monarch, a second immortal, a third rich, a fourth commands. ² Turbinæ magno spes sollicitæ in urbibus errant; we run, ride, take indefatigable pains, all up early, down late, striving to get that which we had better be without (Ardenion's busy-bodies as we are), it were much fitter for us to be quiet, sit still, and take our ease. His sole study is for words, that they be——Lepidæ lexiis compósita ut tesserulae omnes, not a syllable misplaced, to set out a stramineous subject; as thine is about apparel, to follow the fashion, to be terse and polite,

¹ Mat. Paris. ² Seneca.
tis thy sole business; both with like profit. His only delight is building, he spends himself to get curious pictures, intricate models and plots, another is wholly ceremonious about titles, degrees, inscriptions; a third is over-solicitous about his diet, he must have such and such exquisite sauces, meat so dressed, so far fetched, peregrini aeris volucres, so cooked, &c., something to provoke thirst, something anon to quench his thirst. Thus he redeems his appetite with extraordinary charge to his purse, is seldom pleased with any meal, whilst a trivial stomach useth all with delight, and is never offended. Another must have roses in winter, alieni temporis flores, snow-water in summer, fruits before they can be or are usually ripe, artificial gardens and fish-ponds on the tops of houses, all things opposite to the vulgar sort, intricate and rare, or else they are nothing worth. So busy, nice curious wits, make that insupportable in all vocations, trades, actions, employments, which to duller apprehensions is not offensive, earnestly seeking that which others so scornfully neglect. Thus through our foolish curiosity do we macerate ourselves, tire our souls, and run headlong, through our indiscretion, perverse will, and want of government, into many needless cares and troubles, vain expenses, tedious journeys, painful hours; and when all is done, quorum hæc? cui bono? to what end?

1 "Nescire velle quæ Magister maximus
Docere non vult, erudita insictia est."

Unfortunate marriage.] Amongst these passions and irksome accidents, unfortunate marriage may be ranked; a condition of life appointed by God himself in Paradise, an honourable and happy estate, and as great a felicity as can befall a man in this world, 2 if the parties can agree as they ought, and live as 3 Seneca lived with his Paulina; but if they be unequally matched, or at discord, a greater misery

1 Jes. Scaliger, In Gnomit. "To profess a disinclination for that knowledge which is beyond our reach, is pedantic ignorance." 2 Prov. xli. 4, c. 4, but she," &c. &c. 3 Lib. 17, epist 105. 4 "A virtuous woman is the crown of her husband."
cannot be expected, to have a scold, a slut, a harlot, a fool, a fury or a fiend, there can be no such plague. Eccles. xxxvi. 14. "He that hath her is as if he held a scorpion," &c., xxvi. 25, "a wicked wife makes a sorry countenance, a heavy heart, and she had rather dwell with a lion than keep house with such a wife." Her 1 properties Jovianus Pontanus hath described at large, Ant. dial. Tom. 2, under the name of Euphorbia. Or if they be not equal in years, the like mischief happens. Cecilius in Agellius, lib. 2, cap. 23, complains much of an old wife, dum ejus morti inhi, egomet mortius vivo inter vivos, whilst I gape after her death, I live a dead man amongst the living, or if they dislike upon any occasion,

2 "Judge who that are unfortunately wed
What 'tis to come into a leathed bed."

The same inconvenience befalls women.

3 4 At vos o duri miseram lugete parentes,
Si ferro aut laqueo lavae hae me egressa sorte
Sustineo: "
"Hard hearted parents both lament my fate,
If self I kill or hang, to ease my state."

4 A young gentlewoman in Basil was married, saith Felix Plater, observat. l. 1, to an ancient man against her will, whom she could not affect; she was continually melancholy, and pined away for grief; and though her husband did all he could possibly to give her content, in a discontented humour at length she hanged herself. Many other stories he relates in this kind. Thus men are plagued with women; they again with men, when they are of divers humours and conditions; he a spendthrift, she sparing; one honest, the other dishonest, &c. Parents many times disquiet their children, and they their parents. 5 "A foolish son is an heaviness to his mother." Injusta noverca: a step-mother often vexeth a whole family, is matter of repentance, exercise of patience,
fuel of dissension, which made Cato's son expostulate with his father, why he should offer to marry his client Solinius's daughter, a young wench, Cujus causâ novicam induceret; what offence had he done, that he should marry again?

Unkind, unnatural friends, evil neighbours, bad servants, debts, and debates, &c., 'twas Chilon's sentence, comes æris alieni et litis est miseria, misery and usury do commonly together; suretyship is the bane of many families, Sponde praestò noxa est; he shall be sore vexed that is surety for a stranger," Prov. xi. 15, "and he that hateth suretyship is sure." Contention, brawling, lawsuits, falling out of neighbours and friends.—discordia demens (Virg. Æn. 6,) are equal to the first, grieve many a man, and vex his soul. Nihil sanè miserabilius eorum mentibus (as 1 Boter holds), "nothing so miserable as such men, full of cares, griefs, anxieties, as if they were stabbed with a sharp sword; fear, suspicion, desperation, sorrow, are their ordinary companions." Our Welshmen are noted by some of their own writers, to consume one another in this kind; but whosoever they are that use it, these are their common symptoms, especially if they be convict or overcome, cast in a suit. Aurius put out of a bishopric by Eustathius, turned heretic, and lived after discontented all his life. "Every repulse is of like nature; heu quanta de spe decidi! Disgrace, infamy, detraction, will almost affect as much, and that a long time after. Hipponax, a satirical poet, so vilified and lashed two painters in his iambics, ut ambo laqueo se suffocarent, 6 Pliny saith, both hanged themselves. All oppositions, dangers, perplexities, discontents, to live in any suspense, are of the same rank: potes hoc sub casu ducere somnos? Who can be secure in such cases? Ill-bestowed benefits, ingratitude,

1 De increm. urb. lib. 3, c. 8, tanquam diro murcone confossi, his nulla requies, nulla delectatio, solicitudine, gemitus, furor, desperationes, timores, tanquam ad perpetuam erurnnam infelicitatem rapta. 2 Hunsfredus Lluyd, epist. ad Abrahamum Ortellum. M. Vaughan, in his Golden Fleece. Litibus et controversiis usque ad omnium honorum consumptionem contundunt. 3 Speraques injuria fors. 4 Queque repulsas gravias. Lib. 36, c. 5. 5 Nihil sequæ amarum, quum diu pendere: quidam equore animo fortæ prestèdip spem suam quam trahil. Seneca, cap. 3, lib. 2, de Den. Virg. Plater, observat. lib. 1.
unthankful friends, and much disquiet molest some. Un-
kind speeches trouble as many; uncivil carriage or dogged
answers, weak women above the rest, if they proceed from
their surly husbands, are as bitter as gall, and not to be
digested. A glassman's wife in Basil became melancholy
because her husband said he would marry again if she died.
"No cut to unkindness," as the saying is, a frown and hard
speech, ill respect, a brow-beating, or bad look, especially to
courtiers, or such as attend upon great persons, is present
death: *Ingenium vultu statque caditque suo*, they ebb and
flow with their masters' favours. Some persons are at their
wits' ends, if by chance they overshoot themselves, in their
ordinary speeches, or actions, which may after turn to their
disadvantage or disgrace, or have any secret disclosed.

Ronseus, epist. miscel. 3, reports of a gentlewoman, twenty-
five years old, that falling foul with one of her gossips, was
upbraided with a secret infirmity (no matter what) in public,
and so much grieved with it, that she did thereupon, *solitu-
dines quaerere, omnes ab se ablegare, ac tandem in gravis-
simam incidens melancholiam, contabescere*, forsake all com-
pany, quite moped, and in a melancholy humour pine away.
Others are as much tortured to see themselves rejected, con-
temned, scorned, disabled, defamed, detracted, undervalued,
or, "left behind their fellows." Lucian brings in *Æta-
macles*, a philosopher in his *Lapith. convivio*, much discon-
tented that he was not invited amongst the rest, expostulat-
ing the matter, in a long epistle, with Aristenetus their host.

Praetextatus, a robed gentleman in Plutarch, would not sit
down at a feast, because he might not sit highest, but went
his ways all in a chafe. We see the common quarrellings
that are ordinary with us, for taking of the wall, precedency,
and the like, which though toys in themselves, and things of
no moment, yet they cause many distempers, much heart-
burning amongst us. Nothing pierceth deeper than a con-
tempt or disgrace, especially if they be generous spirits,
scarce anything affects them more than to be despised or vilified. Crato, consil. 16, l. 2, exemplifies it, and common experience confirms it. Of the same nature is oppression, Eccles. vii. 7, "surely oppression makes a man mad," loss of liberty, which made Brutus venture his life, Cato kill himself, and Tully complain, Omnen hilaritatem in perpetuum amisi, mine heart's broken, I shall never look up, or be merry again, hae jactura intolerabilis, to some parties 'tis a most intolerable loss. Banishment a great misery, as Tyrtetus describes it in an epigram of his,

"Nam miserum est patria amissae, labyrinthus vagari
Mendium, et timidâ voce rogare cibo;
Omnibus iniusus, quocunque accesserit exul
Semper erit, semper spretus egensque jacet," &c.

"A miserable thing 'tis so to wander,
And like a beggar for to whine at door,
Contemn'd of all the world, an exile is,
Hated, rejected, needy still and poor."

Polynices in his conference with Jocasta in Euripides, reckons up five miseries of a banished man, the least of which alone were enough to deject some pusillanimous creatures. Oftentimes a too great feeling of our own infirmities or imperfections of body or mind, will shrivel us up; as if we be long sick:

"O beata sanitas, te presente, amenum
Ver floret gratis, absque te nemo beatus:"

O blessed health! "thou art above all gold and treasure," Ecclus. xxx. 15, the poor man's riches, the rich man's bliss, without thee there can be no happiness; or visited with some loathsome disease, offensive to others, or troublesome to ourselves; as a stinking breath, deformity of our limbs, crookedness, loss of an eye, leg, hand, paleness, leanness, redness, baldness, loss or want of hair, &c., hic ubi flevit expit, diros ictus cordi infert, saith Synesius, he himself...
troubled not a little ob comae defectum, the loss of hair alone, strikes a cruel stroke to the heart. Acco, an old woman, seeing by chance her face in a true glass (for she used false flattering glasses belike at other times, as most gentlewomen do), animi dolore in insaniam delapsa est (Caélius Rhodiginus, l. 17, c. 2), ran mad. 1 Brotheus, the son of Vulcan, because he was ridiculous for his imperfections, flung himself into the fire. Lais of Corinth, now grown old, gave up her glass to Venus, for she could not abide to look upon it. 2 Qualis sun nolo, qualis eram nequeo. Generally to fair nice pieces, old age and foul linen are two most odious things, a torment of torments, they may not abide the thought of it,

8 "δ deorum
Quisquis haec audis, utinam inter errem
Nuda leones,
Antequam turpis macies decentes
Occupet malas, teneraeque succus
Defuant praedae, speciosa quero
Pascere tigres."

"Hear me, some gracious heavenly power,
Let lions dire this naked corse devour.
My cheeks ere hollow wrinkles seize,
Ere yet their rosy bloom decays;
While youth yet rolls its vital flood,
Let tigers friendly riot in my blood."

To be foul, ugly, and deformed, much better be buried alive. Some are fair but barren, and that galls them. "Hannah wept sore, did not eat, and was troubled in spirit, and all for her barrenness," 1 Sam. i and Gen. xxx. Rachel said "in the anguish of her soul, give me a child, or I shall die;" another hath too many; one was never married, and that's his hell, another is, and that's his plague. Some are troubled in that they are obscure; others by being traduced, slandered, abused, disgraced, vilified, or any way injured: minimè miror eos (as he said) qui insanire occipiunt ex injuriā, I marvel not at all if offences make men mad. Seventeen particular

1 Ovid. 2 Ep Cret. 3 Hor. Carm. Lib. 3, Ode 27.
Causes of Melancholy.

causes of anger and offence Aristotle reckons them up, which for brevity’s sake I must omit. No tidings troubles one; ill reports, rumours, bad tidings or news, hard hap, ill success, cast in a suit, vain hopes, or hope deferred, another; expectation, adeo omnibus in rebus molesta semper est expectatio, as Polybius observes; one is too eminent, another too base born, and that alone tortures him as much as the rest; one is out of action, company, employment; another overcome and tormented with worldly cares, and onerous business. But what tongue can suffice to speak of all?

Many men catch this malady by eating certain meats, herbs, roots, at unawares; as henbane, nightshade, cicuta, man drakes, &c. A company of young men at Agrigentum in Sicily, came into a tavern; where after they had freely taken their liquor, whether it were the wine itself, or something mixed with it, 'tis not yet known, but upon a sudden they began to be so troubled in their brains, and their fantasy so crazed, that they thought they were in a ship at sea, and now ready to be cast away by reason of a tempest. Wherefore to avoid shipwreck and present drowning, they flung all the goods in the house out at the windows into the street, or into the sea, as they supposed; thus they continued mad a pretty season, and being brought before the magistrate to give an account of this their fact, they told him (not yet recovered of their madness) that what was done they did for fear of death, and to avoid imminent danger; the spectators were all amazed at this their stupidity, and gazed on them still, whilst one of the ancientest of the company, in a grave tone, excused himself to the magistrate upon his knees, O viri Tritones, ego in imo jacui, I beseech your deities, &c., for I was in the bottom of the ship all the while; another besought them as so many sea-gods to be good unto them, and if ever he and his fellows came to land again, he would

1 Hist. lib. 6. 2 Non mibi si centum linguae sint, omnes centum, omnia causarum percurrem nomina possem. 3 Cellius, l. 17, cap. 2. 4 Ita mente exaggerati sunt, ut in triremi se constitutos putarent, marisque vagabundo tempestate jactatos, proinde naufragium veluti, egetis undique rebus, vasa omnia in viam et fenestras, seu in mare precipitœrunt: postridie, &c. 5 Aram vobis
build an altar to their service. The magistrate could not sufficiently laugh at this their madness, bid them sleep it out, and so went his ways. Many such accidents frequently happen, upon these unknown occasions. Some are so caused by philters, wandering in the sun, biting of a mad dog, a blow on the head, stinging with that kind of spider called tarantula, an ordinary thing if we may believe Skenck, l. 6, de Venenis, in Calabria and Apulia in Italy, Cardan, subtil. l. 9, Scaliger, exercitat. 185. Their symptoms are merrily described by Jovianus Pontanus, Ant. dial. how they dance altogether, and are cured by music. Cardan speaks of certain stones, if they be carried about one, which will cause melancholy and madness; he calls them unhappy, as an adamant, selenites, &c., “which dry up the body, increase cares, diminish sleep;” Ctesias in Persicis, makes mention of a well in those parts, of which if any man drink, he is mad for 24 hours.” Some lose their wits by terrible objects (as elsewhere I have more copiously dilated) and life itself many times, as Hippolitus affrighted by Neptune’s sea-horses, Athemas by Juno’s furies; but these relations are common in all writers.

5 "Hic alias poteram, et plures subnectere causas,  
Sed jumenta vocant, et Sol inclinat, Eundum est."

"Many such causes, much more could I say,  
But that for provender my cattle stay:  
The sun declines, and I must needs away."

These causes if they be considered, and come alone, I do easily yield, can do little of themselves, seldom, or apart (an old oak is not felled at a blow), though many times they are all sufficient every one; yet if they concur, as often they do, vis unita fortior; et quae non obsunt singula, multa nocent, they may batter a strong constitution; as Austin said, Nuam quid minutissima sunt grana arenae? sed si arva amplius in navem militatur, meryt illam; quam minutae gutae pluviae et tamen amplum fluminis, domus ejiciunt, thmenda ergo rules multitudinis, si non magnitudinis.
Causes of Melancholy.

"many grains and small sands sink a ship, many small drops make a flood," &c., often reiterated; many dispositions produce an habit.

MEMB. V.

SUBSECT. I.—Continent, inward, antecedent, next causes, and how the Body works on the Mind.

As a purly hunter, I have hitherto beaten about the circuit of the forest of this microcosm, and followed only those outward adventitious causes. I will now break into the inner rooms, and rip up the antecedent immediate causes which are there to be found. For as the distraction of the mind, amongst other outward causes and perturbations, alters the temperature of the body, so the distraction and distemper of the body will cause a distemperature of the soul, and 'tis hard to decide which of these two do more harm to the other. Plato, Cyprian, and some others, as I have formerly said, lay the greatest fault upon the soul, excusing the body; others again accusing the body, excuse the soul, as a principal agent. Their reasons are, because \(^1\) "the manners do follow the temperature of the body," as Galen proves in his book of that subject, \textit{Prosper Calenius de Atra bile, Jason Pratensis, c. de Mania, Lemnius, l. 4, c. 16}, and many others. And that which Gualter hath commented, \textit{hom. 10, in epist. Johannis}, is most true; concupiscence and original sin, inclinations, and bad humours, are \(^2\) radical in every one of us, causing these perturbations, affections, and several distempers, offering many times violence unto the soul. "Every man is tempted by his own concupiscence," (James i. 14,) the spirit is willing but the flesh is weak, and rebelleth against the spirit, as our \(^8\) apostle teacheth us; that methinks the soul hath the better plea against the body, which so forcibly inclines us, that we

\(^1\) Mores sequuntur temperaturam corporis. \(^2\) Scintillae latent in corporibus.

\(^8\) Gal. 5.
cannot resist, _Nec nos obniti contra, nec tendere tantum suffici-

mus_. How the body being material, worketh upon the im-
material soul, by mediation of humours and spirits, which
participate of both, and ill-disposed organs, Cornelius Agrippa
hath discoursed, _lib. 1, de occult. Philos. cap. 63, 64, 65._
Levinus Lemnius, _lib. 1, de occult. nat. mir. cap. 12, et 16, et
12._ T. Bright, _c. 10, 11, 12._ "in his treatise of melancholy."
for as _1 anger, fear, sorrow, obtrectation, emulation, &c., si
mentis intimos recessus occupari_, saith _2 Lemnius, corpori
quoque infesta sunt, et illi teterrimos morbos inferunt_, cause
grievous diseases in the body, so bodily diseases affect the
soul by consent. Now the chiefest causes proceed from the
_3 heart, humours, spirits_; as they are purer, or impurer, so is
the mind, and equally suffers, as a lute out of tune, if one
string or one organ be distempered, all the rest miscarry,
_4 corpus onustum hesternis vitiis, animum quoque praegravat
unà._ The body is _domicilium animæ_; her house, abode, and
stay; and as a torch gives a better light, a sweeter smell,
according to the matter it is made of; so doth our soul per-
form all her actions, better or worse, as her organs are dis-
posed; or as wine savours of the cask wherein it is kept;
the soul receives a tincture from the body through which it
works. We see this in old men, children, Europeans;
Asians, hot and cold climes; sanguine are merry; melancholy,
sad; phlegmatic, dull; by reason of abundance of those
humours, and they cannot resist such passions which are in-
flicted by them. For in this infirmity of human nature, as
Melancthon declares, the understanding is so tied to, and
captivated by his inferior senses, that without their help he
cannot exercise his functions, and the will being weakened,
hath but a small power to restrain those outward parts, but

---

1 Sicut ex animal affectionibus corpus
languescit; sic ex corporis vitis, et mor-
borum plausque cruciatibus animam vi-
demus hebetari. Galenus.  
2 Lib. 1,

---

3 Corporis tamen morbi animam
per consensum, a lege consortii affilia-
unt, et quanquam objecta multos motus

---

4 Hor.

---

Vide anot.
suffers herself to be overruled by them; that I must needs conclude with Lemnius, spiritus et humores maximum notum obtinent, spirits and humours do most harm in troubling the soul. How should a man choose but be choleric and angry, that hath his body so clogged with abundance of gross humours? or melancholy, that is so inwardly disposed? That thence comes then this malady, madness, apoplexies, lethargies, &c., it may not be denied.

Now this body of ours is most part distempered by some precedent diseases, which molest his inward organs and instruments, and so per consequens cause melancholy, according to the consent of the most approved physicians. 2 "This humour (as Avicenna, l. 3, Fen. 1, Tract. 4, c. 18, Arnoldus, breviar. l. 1, c. 18, Jacchiusus, comment. in 9 Rhasis, c. 15, Montaltus, c. 10, Nicholas Piso, c. de Melan. &c., suppose) is begotten by the distemperature of some inward part, innate, or left after some inflammation, or else included in the blood after an ague, or some other maligne disease." This opinion of theirs concurs with that of Galen, l. 3, c. 6, de locis affect. Guianerius gives an instance in one so caused by a quartan ague, and Montanus, consil. 32, in a young man of twenty-eight years of age, so distempered after a quartan, which had molested him five years together; Hildesheim, spicel. 2, de Maniā, relates of a Dutch baron, grievously tormented with melancholy after a long ague; Galen, l. de atra bile, c. 4, puts the plague a cause. Botaldus in his book de lue vener. c. 2, the French pox for a cause, others frenzy, epilepsy, apoplexy, because those diseases do often degenerate into this. Of suppression of hemorrhoids, hemorrhagia, or bleeding at the nose, menstruous retentions (although they deserve a larger explication, as being the sole cause of a proper kind of melancholy, in more ancient

1 Humores prævi mentem omnubilant.
2 Ille humor vel à partis intemperie generatur vel reliquitur post inflammationes, vel crasser in venis conclusus vel torpidus malignam qualitatem contrahit.
3 Sæpe constat in febre hominem Melan-

cholicum vel post febrem reddi, aut alium morbum. Calida intemperies lunata, vel à febre contracta. 4 Hoc quis disturno morbo laborat, qui non sit melan-

cholicus. Mercurialis, de affect. capitis lib. 1, cap. 10, de Melane.
maids, nuns and widows, handled apart by Rodericus à Castro, and Mercatus, as I have elsewhere signified), or any other evacuation stopped, I have already spoken. Only this I will add, that this melancholy which shall be caused by such infirmities, deserves to be pitied of all men, and to be respected with a more tender compassion, according to Laurentius, as coming from a more inevitable cause.

Subsect. II.—Distemper of particular Parts, Causes.

There is almost no part of the body, which being distempered, doth not cause this malady, as the brain, and his parts, heart, liver, spleen, stomach, matrix or womb, pylorus, miracbe, mesentery, hypochondries, meseraic veins; and in a word, saith 1 Aeculanus, "there is no part which causeth not melancholy, either because it is adjust, or doth not expel the superfluity of the nutriment. Savanarola, Pract. major. rubric. 11, Tract. 6, cap. 1, is of the same opinion, that melancholy is engendered in each particular part, and 2 Crato in consil. 17, lib. 2, Gordonius, who is instar omnium, lib. med. partic. 2, cap. 19, confirms as much, putting the 3 "matter of melancholy, sometimes in the stomach, liver, heart, brain, spleen, miracbe, hypochondries, when as the melancholy humour resides there, or the liver is not well cleansed "from melancholy blood."

The brain is a familiar and frequent cause, too hot, or too cold, 4 "through adjust blood so caused," as Mercurialis will have it, "within or without the head," the brain itself being distempered. Those are most apt to this disease, 5 "that have a hot heart and moist brain," which Montaltus, cap. 11, de Melanch. approves out of Halyabbas, Rhasis, and Avicenna. Mercurialis, consil. 11, assigns the coldness of the brain a cause, and Salustius Salvianus, med. lect. I. 2, c. 1,
will have it "arise from a cold and dry distemperature of the brain." Piso, Benedictus Victorius Faventinus, will have it proceed from a "hot distemperature of the brain;" and Montaltus, cap. 10, from the brain's heat, scorching the blood. The brain is still distempered by himself, or by consent; by himself or his proper affection, as Faventinus calls it, "or by vapours which arise from the other parts, and fume up into the head, altering the animal faculties."

Hildesheim, spicel. 2, de Mania, thinks it may be caused from a "distemperature of the heart; sometimes hot; sometimes cold." A hot liver, and a cold stomach, are put for usual causes of melancholy; Mercurialis, consil. 11 et consil. 6, consil. 86, assigns a hot liver and cold stomach for ordinary causes. Monavius, in an epistle of his to Crato in Scoltius, is of opinion, that hypochondriacal melancholy may proceed from a cold liver; the question is there discussed. Most agree that a hot liver is in fault; "the liver is the shop of humours, and especially causeth melancholy by his hot and dry distemperature. The stomach and meseraic veins do often concur, by reason of their obstructions, and thence their heat cannot be avoided, and many times the matter is so adust and inflamed in those parts, that it degenerates into hypochondriacal melancholy. Guianerius, c. 2, Tract. 15, holds the meseraic veins to be a sufficient cause alone. The spleen concurs to this malady, by all their consents, and suppression of hemorrhoids, dum non expurget altera causa lien, saith Montaltus, if it be too cold and dry, and do not purge the other parts as it ought; consil. 23. Montanus puts the "spleen stopped," for a great cause. Christopherus á Vega reports of his knowl-

---

1 Sequitur melancholia malam intemperiam frigidam et alacrem iupitum cerebri. 2 Sequitur ex calidore cerebro, aut corpore colligentia melancholiam, Piso. 3 Vel per propriam affectionem, vel per concussionem, sum vapores exhalant in cerebro. Montalt. cap. 14. 4 Aut illud signatur melancholicae fumus, aut aliqua vehicula, alterando animales facultates. 5 Ab intemperie cordis, modo calidore, modo frigidore. 6 Epist. 29. Scot. 7 Office et humorum hepar concurrunt, &c. 8 Ventriculi et vena meseraic concurrens, quod haec partes obstruitur sunt, &c. 9 Per se sanguinem adurentes. 10 Lien frigidus et siccus, cap. 13. 11 Splen obstruitus. 12 De arte med. lib. 3, cap. 26.
edge, that he hath known melancholy caused from putresced blood in those seed-veins and womb; Ἄρευλανος, from that menstrual blood turned into melancholy, and seed too long detained (as I have already declared) by putrefaction or adustion."

The mesenterium, or midriff, diaphragma, is a cause which the 2 Greeks called φέβες: because by his inflammation the mind is much troubled with convulsions and jotage. All these, most part, offend by inflammation, corrupting humours and spirits in this non-natural melancholy; for from these are engendered fuliginous and black spirits. And for that reason Montaltus, cap. 10, de causis melan. will have "the efficient cause of melancholy to be hot and dry, not a cold and dry distemperature, as some hold, from the heat of the brain, roasting the blood, immoderate heat of the liver and bowels, and inflammation of the pylorus. And so much the rather, because that," as Galen holds, "all spices inflame the blood, solitariness, waking, agues, study, meditation, all which heat; and therefore he concludes that this distemperature causing adventitious melancholy is not cold and dry, but hot and dry." But of this I have sufficiently treated in the matter of melancholy, and hold that this may be true in non-natural melancholy, which produceeth madness, but not in that natural, which is more cold, and being immoderate, produceeth a gentle jotage. 4 "Which opinion Geraldus de Solo maintains in his comment upon Rhasis.

SUBSECT. III.—Causes of Head-Melancholy.

After a tedious discourse of the general causes of melancholy, I am now returned at last to treat in brief of the three particular species, and such causes as properly appertain unto them. Although these causes promiscuously concur to each

1 A sanguinis putredine in vasis seminariis et utero, et quantitate a spermata quae mentrare in melanocham versae per putrificationem, vel adustationem. 2 Magirus. 2 Ergo efficaces causa melancholie est calida et siles intemperies, non frigida et siles, quod multi opinati sunt, ortur enim a calore cervri ac nece sanguinem. &c., tum quod aromata sanguinum incendunt, solitude, vigilia, fabric procedens, meditatio, studium, et haec omnia exaequat, ergo rotum sit, &c. 4 Lib. 1, cap. 13, de Melanoch.
and every particular kind, and commonly produce their effects
in that part which is most weak, ill-disposed, and least able to
resist, and so cause all three species, yet many of them are
proper to some one kind, and seldom found in the rest. As,
for example, head-melancholy is commonly caused by a cold
or hot distemperature of the brain, according to Laurentius,
cap. 5, de melan. but as ¹ Hercules de Saxonia contends, from
that agitation or distemperature of the animal spirits alone.
Salust. Salvianus, before mentioned, lib. 2, cap. 3, de re med.
will have it proceed from cold; but that I take of natural
melancholy, such as are fools and dote; for as Galen writes,
lib. 4, de puls. 8, and Avicenna, ² "a cold and moist brain is
an inseparable companion of folly." But this adventitious
melancholy which is here meant, is caused of a hot and dry
distemperature, as ³ Damascen, the Arabian, lib. 3, cap. 22,
thinks, and most writers; Altomarus and Piso call it ⁴ "an
innate burning intemperateness, turning blood and choler into
melancholy." Both these opinions may stand good, as Bruel
maintains, and Capivaccius, si cerebrum sit calidius, ⁵ "if
the brain be hot, the animal spirits will be hot, and thence
comes madness; if cold, folly." David Crusius, Theat. morb.
Hermet. lib. 2, cap. 6, de atra bile, grants melancholy to be a
disease of an inflamed brain, but cold notwithstanding of itself:
calida per accidens, frigida per se, hot by accident only; I am
of Capivaccius's mind for my part. Now this humour, ac-
cording to Salvianus, is sometimes in the substance of the
brain, sometimes contained in the membranes and tunicles
that cover the brain, sometimes in the passages of the ventri-
cles of the brain, or veins of those ventricles. It follows
many times ⁶ "frenzy, long diseases, agues, long abode in hot
places, or under the sun, a blow on the head," as Rasis in-
formeth us; Piso adds solitariness, waking, inflammations of

¹ Lib. 3, Tract. posthum. de melan.
² A faculata inscrupulis cerebr. frigidi-
tas.
³ Ab interno calore assecur.
⁴ Interpersus inanis exuere, flavam bl-
lem sc sanguinem in melanochlum con-
vertit. ⁵ Si cerebrum sit calidius, sit
spiritus animalis calidior, et delirium
manescum; si frigidior, sit delirium.
the head, proceeding most part \(^1\) from much use of spices, hot wines, hot meats; all which Montanus reckons up, consil. 22, for a melancholy Jew; and Heurnius repeats, cap. 12, de Mania; hot baths, garlic, onions, saith Guianerius, bad air, corrupt, much \(^2\) waking, \&c., retention of seed or abundance, stopping of hæmorrhagia, the midriff misaffected; and according to Trallianus, l. 1, 16, immoderate cares, troubles, griefs, discontent, study, meditation, and, in a word, the abuse of all those six non-natural things. Hercules de Saxoniâ, cap. 16, lib. 1, will have it caused from a \(^6\) cautery, or boil dried up, or an issue. Amatus Lusitanus, cent. 2, cura. 67, gives instance in a fellow that had a hole in his arm, \(^4\) "after that was healed, ran mad, and when the wound was open, he was cured again." Trincavellius, consil. 13, lib. 1, hath an example of a melancholy man so caused by overmuch continuance in the sun, frequent use of venery, and immoderate exercise; and in his cons. 49, lib. 3, from a \(^6\) headpiece overheated, which caused head-melancholy. Prosper Calenus brings in Cardinal Cæsarius for a pattern of such as are so melancholy by long study; but examples are infinite.

**Subsect. IV.—Causes of Hypochondriacal, or Windy Melancholy.**

In repeating of these causes, I must cram bens bis coctam apponere, say that again which I have formerly said, in applying them to their proper species. Hypochondriacal or flatuous melancholy, is that which the Arabians call myrrhial, and is in my judgment the most grievous and frequent, though Brul and Laurentius make it least dangerous, and not so hard to be known or cured. His causes are inward or outward. Inward from divers parts or organs, as midriff, spleen, stomach, liver, pylorus, womb, diaphragma, meseraic veins, stopping of issues, \&c. Montaltus, cap. 15, out of

\(^1\) Qui bibunt vina potentia, et semper sunt sub sole
\(^2\) Curae valde longiores vini et aromatum usus.
\(^3\) A cauterio
\(^4\) Ab ulcere curare et ulcere exsecato.
\(^5\) A gulae nimis calidate.
Galen recites, 1 "heat and obstruction of those meseraic veins, as an immediate cause, by which means the passage of the chylus to the liver is detained, stopped, or corrupted, and turned into rumbling and wind." Montanus, consil. 233, hath an evident demonstration, Trincavellius another, lib. 1, cap. 12, and Plater a third, observat. lib. 1, for a doctor of the law visited with this infirmity, from the said obstruction and heat of these meseraic veins; and bowels; quoniam inter ventriculum et jejun venæ effervescunt, the veins are inflamed about the liver and stomach. Sometimes those other parts are together misaffected; and concur to the production of this malady: a hot liver and cold stomach, or cold belly; look for instances in Hollerius, Victor Trincavellius, consil. 35, l. 3, Hildesheim, Spicel. 2, fol. 132, Solenander, consil. 9, pro cive Lugdunensi, Montanus, consil. 229, for the Earl of Montfort in Germany, 1549, and Frisimelica in the 233d, consultation of the said Montanus. I. Cæsar Claudinus gives instance of a cold stomach and over-hot liver, almost in every consultation, con. 89, for a certain count; and con. 106, for a Polonian baron, by reason of heat the blood is inflamed, and gross vapours sent to the heart and brain. Mercurialis subscribes to them, cons. 89, 2 "the stomach being misaffected," which he calls the king of the belly, because if he be distempered, all the rest suffer with him, as being deprived of their nutriment, or fed with bad nourishment, by means of which come crudities, obstructions, wind, rumbling, griping, &c. Hercules de Saxonia, besides heat, will have the weakness of the liver and his obstruction a cause, facultatem debilem jecinoris, which he calls the mineral of melancholy. Laurentius assigns this reason, because the liver over hot draws the meat undigested out of the stomach, and burneth the humours. Montanus, cons. 244, proves that sometimes a cold liver may be a cause. Laurentius, c. 12, Trincavellius, lib. 12, consil., and Gualter Bruel, seems to lay the greatest fault upon the

---

1 Exuritur sanguis et venæ obstruuntur, quibus obstructis prohibetur transitus Chyl ad jejun, corrupitur et in rugitus et fatus vertitur. 2 Stomachus lasso robur corporis immunitur, et reliqua membra alimento orbata, &c.
spleen, that doth not his duty in purging the liver as he ought, being too great, or too little, in drawing too much blood sometimes to it, and not expelling it, as P. Cnemian-
drus in a 1 consultation of his noted tumorem lienis, he names it, and the fountain of melancholy. Diocles supposed the ground of this kind of melancholy to proceed from the inflam-
mation of the pylorus, which is the nether mouth of the ven-
tricle. Others assign the mesenterium or midrif distempered by heat, the womb misaffected, stopping of hæmorrhoids, with many such. All which Laurentius, cap. 12, reduceth to three, mesentery, liver, and spleen, from whence he deno-
nimates hepatic, splenetic, and mesericæ melancholy. Outward causes, are bad diet, care, griefs, discontents, and in a word all those six non-natural things, as Montanus found by his experience, consil. 244, Solenander, consil. 9, for a citizen of Lyons, in France, gives his reader to understand that he knew this mischief procured by a medicine of cantharides, which an unskilful physician ministered his patient to drink ad venerem excitandum. But most commonly fear, grief, and some sudden commotion, or perturbation of the mind, begin it, in such bodies especially as are ill-disposed. Melancthon, tract. 14, cap. 2, de animæ, will have it as common to men, as the mother to women, upon some grievous trouble, dislke, passion, or discontent. For as Camerarius records in his life, Melancthon himself was much troubled with it, and there-
fore could speak out of experience. Montanus, consil. 22, pro delirante Judeo confirms it, 2 grievous symptoms of the mind brought him to it. Randolphius relates of himself, that being one day very intent to write out a physician’s notes, molested by an occasion, he fell into a hypochondriacal fit, to avoid which he drank the decoction of wormwood, and was freed. 3 Melancthon (‘seeing the disease is so troublesome and frequent) holds it a most necessary and profitable study, for every man to know the accidents of it, and a dangerous

1 Hildebrand. 2 Habuit saeva animæ sit, utile est hujus visceris accidentia symptomata, que impediant concordiam, nec leve periculum hujus venem, &c. 3 Usitassimus morbus cum causa morbi ignorantibus.
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thing to be ignorant, and would therefore have all men in some sort to understand the causes, symptoms, and cures of it.

Subsect. V.—Causes of Melancholy from the whole Body.

As before, the cause of this kind of melancholy is inward or outward. Inward, 1 "when the liver is apt to engender such a humour, or the spleen weak by nature, and not able to discharge his office." A melancholy temperature, retention of haemorrhoids, monthly issues, bleeding at nose, long diseases, agues, and all those six non-natural things increase it. But especially 2 bad diet, as Piso thinks, pulse, salt meat, shell-fish, cheese, black wine, &c. Mercurialis out of Averroes and Avicenna condemns all herbs; Galen, lib. 3, de loc. affect. cap. 7, especially cabbage. So likewise fear, sorrow, contents, &c., but of these before. And thus in brief you have had the general and particular causes of melancholy.

Now go and brag of thy present happiness, whosoever thou art, brag of thy temperature, of thy good parts, insult, triumph, and boast; thou seest in what a brittle state thou art, how soon thou mayest be dejected, how many several ways, by bad diet, bad air, a small loss, a little sorrow or discontent, an ague, &c.; how many sudden accidents may procure thy ruin, what a small tenure of happiness thou hast in this life, how weak and silly a creature thou art. "Humble thyself, therefore, under the mighty hand of God," 1 Peter, v. 6, know thyself; acknowledge thy present misery, and make right use of it. Qui stat videat ne cadat. Thou dost now flourish, and hast bona animi, corporis, et fortunae, goods of body, mind, and fortune, nescis quid serus secum vesper ferat, thou knowest not what storms and tempests the late evening may bring with it. Be not secure then, "be sober and watch;" 3 fortunam reverenter habe, if fortunate and rich; if sick and poor, moderate thyself. I have said.

1 Jecur aptum ad generandum talem cholam, quae sit redundantia humoris humorem, splen natura imbecillior. Pl. in toto corpore, victus imprimis general so, Altomarus, Gulanius. 2 Melan- qui eum humorum partis. 3 Ausonius
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